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ADVERTISEMENT.

The Committee appointed by the Royal Society to direct the publication of the

Philosophical Tramactiom, take this opportunity to acquaint the Public, that it fully

appears, as well from the Coiuicil-books and Journals of the Society, as from repeated

declarations which have been made in several former Transactions, that the printing of

them was always, from time to time, the single act of the respective Secretaries till the

Forty-seventh Volume ; the Society, as a Body, never interesting themselves any further

in their publication than by occasionally recommending the revival of them to some of

their Sccretaiies, Avhen, from the particular circumstances of their affairs, the Tramactiom

had happened for any length of time to be intermitted. And this seems principally to

huA'e been done with a view to satisfy the Public that their usual meetings were then

continued, for the improvement of knowhidgc and bencht of mankind, the great ends

of thf'ir iirst institution by the Royal Charters, and wliich they have ever since steadily

pursued.

But tlie Society b(‘ing of late years greatly enlarged, and their communications more

numerous, it rvas tliought ad^sable that a Committee of their members should be

appointed, to reconsider the papers read before them, and select out of them such as

they should judge most proper for publication in the future Transaefiom

;

which was

accordingly done upon the 2Gth of March 1752. And the grounds of their choice are, and

will continue- to be, the importance and singularity of the subjects, or the advantageous

manner of treating them ; Avithout pretending to answer for the certainty of the facts,

or propriety of the reasonings, contained in the several papers so published, which must

still rest on the credit or judgment of their respective authors.

It is likewise neces.sary on this occasion to remark, that it is an established rule of

the Society, to which they will always adhere, never to give their opinion, as a Body,

upon any subject, either of Nature or Art, that comes before them. And therefore the
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’ thanks, which are frequently proposed from the Chair, to be given to the fttuthoie of

such papers as are read at their accustomed meetings, or to the persons thror^h #ho8e

hands they received them, are to be considered in no other light than as a matter of

civility, in return for the respect shown to the Society by those communications. The

like also is to be said with regard to the several projects, inventions, and curiosities of

various kinds, which are often exliibited to the Society ; the authors whereof, or those

who exhibit them, frequently take the liberty to report, and even to certify in the public

newspapers, that they have met with the highest applause and approbation. And

therefore it is hoped that no regard will hereafter be paid to such reports and public

notices ; which in some instances have been too lightly credited, to the dishonour of the

Society.
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*
Beceived June 3,—Road June 10, 1875.

The existence or non-existence of the remains of Palms in the Carboniferous strata has

long been a debated geological question. Accepting the determinations of Cobda as

announced in his ‘ Flora der Vorwelt,’ many geologists admitted these true endogens

into their lists of Carboniferous plants. Cotta had figured, in his ‘ Dendrolithen,’ three

very anomalous stems, under the names of Medullosa porosa, stellata, and elegans.

Cobda, in his ‘ Flora der Vorwelt,’ subsequently figured two stems from Carboniferous

strata obviously allied to one, at least, of Cotta’s types, under the names of Palmadtes

carhonigerus and P. leptoxylon, which he placed in the class of Palms. Cotta’s figures

of Medullosa elegans are very misleading, though they are not very unlike the specimens

which he probably described. Some specimens now in the British Museum which came

direct from Cotta, and for having my attention drawn to which I am indebted to my
friend Mr. Cabruthebs, exhibit a remarkable areolation when cut transversely. This

areolation Cotta has not only copied but exaggerated; hence the peculiar aspects

of his figures 1 & 8 of his M^ullosa elegans; it certainly is not a constant and
normal feature, but the result of some change produced subsequent to the life of

the plant—^most probably a consequence of partial desiccation of the stem. Cotta’s

drawings of the cortical layer also are very misleading ; hence it is very unsafe to accept

his delineations apart from the study of his specimens, some of which, I fear, are no
longer to be found. The consequence is that two of his species, M. stellata and M.
porosoy remain too obscure to be relied upon without further evidence than Cotta has

handed down to us.

The first to throw doubt upon the Monocotyledonous character of these plants was
M. Bbononiabt in his ‘Tableau des genres de Vegdtaux fossiles,’ published in 1849,

extracted from the ‘Bicfronn^e Universel d’Histoire Naturelle.’ He identified Cotta’s

Me&uihnia e^gam wifti some important plants not uncommon in the Carboniferous beds

lOKmmi. B
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of Autun; and whilst he thought l^t the^ specimens displaij^d *^
to that of some Monocotyledons, ei|»ecially of Pmoema, he adds^ “ fl y aitto 4iii^C(ai#l

fort essentielles ct qui rendent tres^difficile d’dtoblir des rapports 'en,ti<e oes tosiles et

les veg^taux vivants”*. M» BBOKOSust consequently proposed to ,D6iais.e

MeduUom elegam the type of a distinct gemus under the name i£Mf^ht«glw„ At h

later page of his work (p. 27) he further gives a list of fourteen Cai^boidlsixms Mono^

cotyledons, in which he includes seven species of Trigomcarpum, his proposed genna

Myeloxglmt and the Palmacited carhonigems and leptoxglon of Cobda, dt the same

time declaring that all these supposed Carboniferous Monocotyledons are “trfis^outeuses

et imparfaitement connues.” At p. 89 of his work he retains C(HU)A’s genus JF^sInvao^d^

but remarks respecting the two species from the Carboniferous strata, via. 1\ hartos^jfssrtts

and leptoxglon, that they appear to be distinct from the Palms, and probably also £eom

the group of Monocotyledons, thinking them analogous to the MeduUosa elegttHs of

Cotta, adding, in reference to the latter plant, “ qui n’est certainement pas un palmier."

In 1864 Goeppert referred to the MeduUom elegans under the name of StmzeUa

elegans, separating it from Cotta’s other speciesf, and regarding it as a generalized

type of v^etable organization combining characters which are to be found sepamted

in JDracema, in Ferns, and in some Gymnospermous stems.

In January 1872 Mr. Bikney made a very brief reference to MeduUosa elegans in a

communication to the Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester, in whidi he

says that “from some specimens in his cabinet he is led to believe that Cotta’s

MeduUom ekgcms is merely the rachis ofa Fern or a plant allied to one The context

shows that Mr. Biknet had obtained specimens of the plant from the Carboniferous

strata of Oldham.

In September 1873 I made a communication to the Botanical Secti<m of the

British Association for the Advancement of Science at their Meeting at Bradford, where

I directed special attention to the orgimization of this plant, and announced my con-

viction that it was not only a Fern, but that it belonged to the aberrant group of the

Marattiace®.

On January 26, 1874, my indefatigable fellow-labourer in the field of palmophytology,

Professor Kekaoet, presented to the Academie des Sciences of Paris another of bis very

important series of memoirs, entitled “Recherches sur les vegdtaux aalidfies d’Autan;”

this last of which he designates “ J^tude du genre Mgelopteris.” Under rbis generic

name he comprehends the MeduUom elegans^ with its various synonyms of MedsMotety

StenteUuy and Myeloxylon, He assigns his reason for adopting the new name in tbe

abstract of his memoir (which alone has yet been published) in the ^Oomptes Bendus’

of the above date :—“ Potir conserver le nom, premier en date, donne par M. BsONUinAST

& ces portions de plantes, et en meme temps pour rappeler leur nature, je les ddsigaem
sous le nom de Mgelopteria'' The reason thus assigned may probably suffice to jtuiti^

* Loc. fit. p. 60. f Die fogsile Flora der pennueboD Fonas&ii.

t Proceedings of the Lit. and PhU, Soo. Manohestor, voL zL no. 7, p. 89.
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tlto <My!t"iq^ie^«s of'Ira genus.

XSpn|ile|^ y^sefy&wg or temiiual ^Mdes of Myetopterist are not anoomffioil, iduce

Stii '
Buwiuiftlow® 'oitMi "^le late Mr. "WHEEfMSB hare added specimens of such to 'fliose

I feoWft^eallocted' myself. More nmtured petioles are mueh more rare. ^ addi**

• tfooito two or titeee wiiieh I hare met with, I have received one very fine seetum from
M&r. Bo^*nn|WOl(fH» and Captain J. Aintiir, of Bacup, has placed in my hands an intm^

e»l^ iMtn«ple; hut none of these rival in magnitude the examples ftom Chemnitz and
Aptun, 1|> BSKAtTLT has kindly supplied me with a beautiful specimen from the latter

localtlf.^'

Kg. 1 represents a transverse section* of a petiole, for which I am indebted to

Mr. Bottbbwobth. The section is half an inch in diameter in one direction and in

the otiier. It consists of a mass of parenchyma (o), the cells of which vary in diameter

from ‘006 to others of very much smaller dimensions, encased in a cortical mvestment

(J), whilst scattered over the section are numerous gum>canal8 (c) and vascular bundles

(d^. The figure represents this section enlarged ten diameters. Though I have no lon-

gitudinal section of this individual example, I have such sections of similar ones which

must be studied along with it. Fig. 2 represents a longitudinal section of the central

part of a similar specimen to fig. 1 , but enlarged 20 diameters. From this latter section

we find that the cells of the medullary parenchyma {a) are arranged in more or less

vertical lines, as is usually the case amongst Ferns, though, as seen in the figure, they

are subject to much variation in this respect : this vertical arrangement is due to the

tendency of the parallel walls of the cells to arrange themselves at right angles to the

long axis of the petiole, a condition well shown in fig.' 8.

Kgs. 3, 4 & 4* represent three very young, or rather, perhaps, they may he termed

terminal portions of the branched rachis. At the first glance these sections appear

altogether different from fig. 1 ; but the differences are but apparent, since an unbroken

series of links connects the two conditions, and shows that fig. 1 is but a more developed

condition of fig. 3. Fig. 6 is a longitudinal section of a yet smaller rachis of the same

kind as figs. 3 & 4, hut giving off lateral branches (A), which are probably the petioles'of

leaflets. This figure is enlarged 16 diameters, the original specimen being little more

than ’06 in diameter.

In the size and arrangement of their parenchymatous cells these several examples

vary hut little from what I have just described. In the young or sm^er branches of

the rachis (figs. 3 & 4), the most conspicuous objects ai-e longitudinal canals, which

appear in the transverse sections as large circular openings, varying ordinarily tu these

ftmig^dmena from 'OOS to *007 in diameter. The interior of these canals is frequently

occupied by a slender column of pure coal, as in fig. 4, o'. The longitudinal section

{fig. 2) exhibits these canals as running parallel with the long axis of the rachis, and

having a nearly uniform diameter throughout their entire length. I have not been able

b2



to iletect any tme walls endotang IlMiy appear to tm apctea^^^n^

to haw served as gum-canals. In one |oQ|^tttdin8l section only (%,% to whIiQlt a ytoy

small example of one of these canals accompanies a vascular bundle, tito nrhole

magnified 65 diameters, the canal (c) appears as if it had originated to a tow ofcaon*

mously enlarged and attenuated fusiform cdls which overlap each other at :i^irob}iqt^

extremities. Since this is the only example of the kind which I have met with, 1 will

not venture to afilrm that all the canals have originated in the same way. In the young

twigs these canals have a diameter varying from ’016 to *004, being usnally mudi larger

than to the more matured petiole (fig. 1), in which they rarely exceed ’01 in ^tonetor.

In another very fine example of a matured rachis, for which 1 am indebted to Oaptato

John Aitzbn, of Bacup, they are very much smaller (fig. 7, c), their diameter ranging

between *004 and *0025. In another somewhat matured rachis, a portion of a transverse

section of which is represented in fig. 9, the canals (fig. 9, c) are about '007 to ‘064,

approximating to the diameter of those of the young twi^ (figs. 3 & 4). It thms

appears that these canals vary in their dimensions in different specimens ; but I cannot

discover any indication that such variations have any specific value.

The \’a8cular bundles may next be examined. These vary both in different specimens

and to some extent in different parts of the same specimen. In fig. 1 we can readily

discern that these bundles are so arranged as to form a certain pattern or design. There

is obriously a peripheral ring of them indicated by the letters d, whilst others occupying

the more central parts of the section appear less fegularly arranged ; nevertheless a

second irregular circular series may be traced, reminding us of what exists in certain

recent ferns to which I shall call attention. This disposition to form a pattern is a

feature that does not occur in endogenous plants. Each bundle consists of a cluster of

vessels of various sizes, as seen in figs. 11 & 14, which represent two of the bundles of

fig. 1. In fig. 11, for instance, the vessels (d') are compressed and somewhat deranged in

position, and are in close association with an enlarged gum-canal ((/), the entire cluster,

including the canal, being invested by an imperfect sheath (e) formed of small cells.

In fig. 11 we have one (d) of the smaller peripheral clusters, containing but three or

four vessels (d).

The Yemh.—Fi^. 7 represents a fine cluster of these as seen in a transverse section

made from Captain Aitken’s specimen. In this example the larger vessels (d) compress

each other so slightly that they retain much of their cylindrical form, the interviils

between them being occupied by small cells. The largest of these vessels has a diameter

of about ‘01, and the smallest of about '0012. The larger vessels are always iggr^ated

on one side of the bundle, and the smaller ones (d!) are clustered together much more

compactly on its opposite side. Fig, 9, d represents part of a section with two bundles

from another specimen in which the vessels are much fewer in number, and the very

small ones seen at fig. 7, d! are almost wholly wanting. In some instances I don’t find

more than two or three large vessels and one or two small ones. In the young roohides

(figs, 3, 4, & 4*) it is almost impossible to discover these bundles in the transverse



in aadigmi lbutnii tninkg to such bagitnidW seotiions of stmikr

ifeotomi w me repwoeated in 2-4 & 6, we see that they aie abundantly present

;

bu| the liufestwuels in such spedm^ do not exceed *0025 in diameter. Ihe number

of veegelB in each such bundle is also smaller than in the huger petioles. Xt ^ thus

dvldent that the tohbIs in a bundle increase in number ; and as they do so, either some

of tiiem increase in size, or those added at the later period expand into larger dimensions

than was the case with those first dereloped. Fig. 4* is a transverse section of one of

the smallest of these petioles that 1 have yet met with. On comparing its general form

with that of the terminal rachides of Angic^teris ereota and other fen^, the projecting

angles seen at the lower right and left margins of the fossil section, separated firom the

rounded central ridge by two deep fianking grooves, are seen to correspond exactly with

those parts of the recent rachides which actually bear the leaflets Hence I think I can

scarcely be wrong in concluding that fig. 4* at all events is a section belonging to the

terminal leaf-bearing portion of the petiole to which it belonged. It exhibits two very

distinct gum-canals at c, c ; the several larger openings nearer the centre of the section

appear to have been similar canals which have become enlarged by some contraction of

the surrounding jmrenchyma, as was probably the case with figs. 3 and 4.

On turning to vertical sections of these petioles, we discover that nearly all the vessels

are either of the barred or of the spiral type. The large ones are chiefly of the former

class, the spirals being mainly found amongst the smaller ones. X'ig. 8 represents a

longitudinal section of a bundle from the same specimen as the transverse section

(fig. 7). The largest vessels are here seen at d, yet smaller ones at (f, and others still

smaller at d". Fig. 1 2 represents a single spiml vessel from the same section as fig. 7.

The spiral is here formed not by one continuous thread, as in most Exogens, but by at

least four parallel ones, as is so common amoirgst Palms. Carefully prepared sections

of vessels like fig. 12 demonstrate that these are not modifications of reticulated tissue,

but true spirals, since the threads of lignine seen crossing each other are shoum by such

sections to belong to the opposite walls of the vessels. In Captain Aitken’s plant I

found a very few unmistakably reticulated vessels. I have already mentioned the fact

that these vascular bundles are aggregated with varying degrees of compactness. In

fig. 7 a considerable quantity of cellular tissue is interposed between the larger vessels

;

and on turning to fig. 8, a' we see two of these sets of intervascular cells, each of which

consists of three or four vertical rows of rectangular cells having a diameter of from

•002 to '0006. Occasionally these cells are almost cubical, but they are usually elon-

gated in the direction parallel with the vessels between which they are interposed. At

figs. 8, e & 10, ewe find a similar series of cells constituting an imperfect sheath to the

vascular bundle. In the transverse section this sheath is often either absent or at least

imperfect In fig. JS we have portions of two of the large vessels (d) of a vascular

bundle from Captain Aitkkn’s specimen with part of its investing sheath at e, e.

The odls of the latter graduate rapidly into the ordinary interfascicular parenchyma.
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pfosexichTmatous fibres enteriii^ into tbe composition of tike eiusatii ; bntt^is lelsrIkM
being a constant feature.

I have already dlesmbed the nniOCTOus isolated gum-eanals whitii enter Itidn the

structure of these petioles; hut besides these we have numerous others auModwted wiilc

the vascular bundles. In the section (fig. 1} it will be seen that every ono of tile iras-

cnlar bnniHes has connected with it a huge round or semilunar orifice. In the estiaxged

fig. 14 one of these orifices (</) is clearly seen to be enclosed witMn the cdilular'bviM^

sheath «. At first I was convinced that each of these was a large gum>canal whlcil

formed part of the bundle. Fig. 9 represents a small portion of erne of several sections

which I made of one specimen, in which very few bundles exhibit any trace ai shnilar

canals closely associated with the bundles, though such canals exist indepardCntly

(fig. 9, c) in large numbers and of conspicuous size. On dissecting Captain AitB3BJI*S

specimen, I found that many of its bundles were as devoid of open spaces m fig. 9.

Others had semilunar lacunas like those of fig. 1, whilst others were so exceedingly huge

and irregular as to form a cavity entirely surrounding the vascular bundle. One of the(»

irregular orifices is seen in fig. 7, cf, c'

;

and on comparing it with the small gum^anals

(c, c) in the same figure it becomes obvious that they are dificrent structures. These

and other similar facts led me to distrust my first conclusions, and made it probable that

these open passages were rather spaces caused by the detachment of the vascular bundles

from the surrounding cellular tissue, such as we frequently observe in sections of the

recent Eycopods. Further studies of these sections led me to conclude that the expla-

nation may be found in a combination of these hypotheses. .Thus in fig. 8, c we have

an unmistakable gum-canal associated with the large bundle represented there. In

fig. 5, c similar combinations exist. In fig. 10, on the other hand, which is a longitudinal

section of one of the bundles belonging to the same specimen as fig. 8, we have no gum-

canal. Yet, as I have already shown, we cannot for a moment believe fig. 7, & to repre-

sent, in any sense, the small canals (e, c) of the same %UTe. I conclude, therefore, that

such canals are wholly absent from some bundles as in fig. 9 ; that they are distinctly

present, but of small size, in such bundles as fig. 8, e

;

that they exist in similar position,

but of much huger dimensions, in such cases as figs. 1, 2-6, & 14 ; and that in examples

like fig. 7, such a canal, devoid of any true walls (being, in fact, a mere intercellular space),

has constituted a weak point, which has been converted into a larger irregular cavity

by the shrinkage of the neighbouring cellular tissues*.

There yet remains to be considered the cortical layer of this enrious plant Here

again we meet with variations in different specimens. In very young xacHdbs,

* Since writing the above I have dried thin sections of the recent petioles of Angioptmt e$mota between tv®

plates of glass, and found that lacunsc were formed contiguous to each vascular hunmo eiutctly coneepending

with those seen in my fossils. This observation puts the origin of these largo lacunsB in ttoohanioal shrinldag

of the parenchyma surrounding the vascular bundles beyond the reach of doubt.—Juno Ist, 1870.
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#IAbIi i« w^mk w^em ikmm ^flOd i&iMque t&ilia tibe parectchyioa isb^ it eac^seiu Its

iamiK taaatgia is kaqgdbir. l^caigitadiBal sectiom, like %. 5, lodicate tki^ this tis84e

DcMSsIsts isf coiQiMict fi[OB&adiym% though in these specimem the znia^smliied oondition

Is hot ifkYom&ble to the .4^b^ of the details of its stroctim In tangentiai aectitms

of siGtoewhttt humer rachides we see this prosenchyma (b) is grouped in long^twdinaily

duposed bands (%. 13,^), which subdivide and again coalesce with each other at

jkregtdai natemlB. These prcsenchymatous cdls appear to be idightly thickened

internal deposits, and have a diameter of ik>m *00125 to *00062. In the above seotum

the spaces between the prosenchymatous bands are occupied by prolongations of the

meduUary^parencbyma (a). In the specimen, fig. 1, these fibrous bands are arranged

in the transverse section as a senes of small wedges, the contiguous bases of which

form the outer boundary of the section, whilst their narrowed inner angles are

separated by corresponding but inverted wedge-shaped prolongations of the medullary

paroDohyma. This arrangement is clearly shown by fig. 16, which represents a small

portion of the cortical layer of fig. 1, further enlarged to 80 diametera The coalesced

bases of the prosenchymatous wedges are seen at b, b, and the outward prolongations

of the medullary parmchyma (a) are seen at of, a'. Since this section is made &om a

petiole that was wholly detached horn the outer matrix, 1 cannot be sure that it exhibits

the entire peripheral portion of the cortical tissues. But whether it does so or not it will

be noticed that the fibrous wedges are arranged with considerable regularity in one linear

series, and that no detached prosenchymatous bundles exist within that lineu: series.

On turning to fig. 17, which represents a similar section to the last, but taken from

Captain Aitken’s specimen, we see that we not only have, at b, the wedges similar to

those in fig. 16, but in addition we have an inner series of detached rounded or elliptical

bundles at b', V, and a further set of crescentic ones at V\ the latter being in contact

with the large gum-canals (c, d) which abound in the Cortical portion of the section.

In the section (fig. 16) the cortical layer has a thickness, measuring from the base to

the apex of each wedge, of about *016. The area occupied by the prosenchymatous

bundles in fig. 17, amounting to *03, including the detached ones, will sometimes be

xathesr greater than in fig. 16. In the specimens described thus fiir I find no definite

trace of any layer external to the prosmehymatous one ; but 1 have some examples in

which I find dear evidence that in them the parenchymatous tissues are prolonged

beyond the prosenchymatous ones, and appear to constitute a yet more peripheral layer

of parenchyma. This is very clearly shown in sections nmde from the same specimen as

that of whidi fig. 17 represents a portion. When this is the case the whole of the

pammichymatous bundles become enclosed in parenchyma, and converted into more or

less cmnpletely detached hypodermic islets. This condition is somewhat important to

Its when we endeavour to ascertain the homologies of these structures in relation to

Fezna

Sunilar prosenchymatous bundles to those just described, but of smaller size, occur
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iii some ofmy specinieng In tfeie ttiora ofinfeal jiarts of fhe xiUiiife. l- luKie

ttbued tiiat a few fibres occasitmi^y nnite with the small paieh^ynmt^
compose the imperfect idlest of the vasculai btmdlea But bemdea these wC find Itee

bundles, occasionally in cont^t with a gum-canal. At other times I dlsoOTier bne Or

two such outside, but not far removed from the sheaths of the vascular bundles. Fig. iB

represents one of these bundles enlarged 350 diameters ; d, d are portions of two ofthe

vessels belonging to a large vascular bundle, of which, as we have already seen, <r, » is

the cellular sheath and g is the prosenchymatous bundle composed of thickened fibres

and imbedded in the medullary parenchyma. In the specimen figured a second bundle

existed in similar relationship to the vascular bundle d d.

There yet remains to be considered the branching of these petiolea In fig. 6, which

in all probability represents one of the ultimate subdivisions of the true rachis, we have

a distinct branchlet given off at h. From its size I imagine this must have been file

small petiole of a leaflet ; a second and similar one is obviously being gpven off at A'.

If these are, as I suppose, the ultimate petioles of leaflets, the latter have been amnged
in this specimen, at least, at intervals of about half an inch apart. In another of my
examples a rachis of about a quarter of an inch in diameter is giving off a lateral branch

of about an eighth of an inch in diameter. In both these cases the secondary branches

ore given off at right angles to the primary one, and not obliquely, corresponding in

this respect to their arrangement in the Myeloggteris Landriotti of M. Renault*.

In fig. 1 a large cylinder of cellular tissue, with a vascular bundle within it but

pushed out of its normal central position, is seen at x. This is a small rootlet of

SUgnuma which, as is so often the case, has forced its way into the ruptured interior of

the petiole.

These descriptions will, I think, make it plain to the experienced student of vegetable

organography that the subject of them cannot be a Palmaceous Monocotyledonous plant

The structure of the vascular bundle, especially the restriction of its vascular tissue to

spiral and barred forms, with the absence of all traces of phlcem-structures, makes this

sufficiently obvious. In like manner, though at first sight its remarkable layer of

hypodermal woody prosenchyma bears a superficial glance to the peripheral fibre^bundles

of a palm, yet their structure and arrangement are very different in the two cases. It

was the peculiarities displayed by these two tissues that led me to seek for the true

affinities of those plants amongst the Marattiace®, their close resemblance to which, as

I have already mentioned, I demonstrated at the Meeting of the British Association ftwr

the Advancement of Science in September 1873. My friend Professor Renadi^
announced that he had arrived at the same conclusion, after studying the Atttun

examples of this type, in his memoir presented to the Academy of Sciences at Paris in

January 1874, At that time we had not exchanged our views on the subject; hence

our united, but independent, testimonies render our joint conclusion an exceedingly

probable one. I may observe that there is no doubt that the Autun plants corre*

• Comptes Bendua, 26 Janvier 1874.
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j^teipal disiftte^ and English examples that I have seen is in

tl^ aize, so^of thelfomer being nearly four times the diameter of the largest'of

thpMi which 1 have obtained from our older coal-fields. I am indebted to M> Ebkaui/c

Itw a beautiful specimen from Autun which is fully two inches in diameter. I have, ns

yet, met with nothing like this in our Lancashire beds ; but it corresponds closely

enough with the dimensions of the swollen bases of the petioles of Angicpteris erecta

and othera of the larger Marattiaceae. M. Rbnaitlt finds the gum-canals in his speci-

mens more numerous in the centre of the petiole than at its circumference. In mine

these canals are pretty equally distributed over the entire transverse section. Sudi

canals are found abundantly in most of, if not all, the Marattiace®, though they are not

confined to this aberrant type of the Ferns. I find them very well represented in the

petioles of CHbotum princeps.

In the petioles of Marattia fraxinea and M. laxa these canals are of large size, but

chiefly found in the medullary parenchyma, especially in its more central portions, being

wholly absent from the hypodermal prosenchyma.

On the other hand, in Angiopteris Teiarmniana, A. erecta., and Marattia aacensicmia^

they not only exist in the parenchymatous portions, but they are equally abundant,

though of smaller size, in the dense layer of sclerenchyma • which encases the inner

parenchyma. In several of my figures of the fossil forms I have represented these canals

as being more or less filled with a cylindrical rod of black carbon, as in the example of

fig. 17, o'. I have seen nothing like this in any of the vascular tubes, whilst in the

canals it is the common condition. It appears to me that this difference is due to

something more than mere infiltration of carbonaceous matter in the case of the inter-

cellular canals ; in all probability the black substance is the carbonized residuum of the

gum with which these canals were once filled.

M. Rkkault has already called attention {loc. cit.) to the fact that whilst in our fossil

examples the hypodermal sclerenchyma forms an interrupted layer, in the recent

Marattiace® it forms a continuous one. The inner margin of my sections of Anguh

pteria erecta display an irregular dentate outline, which approaches in some slight degree

to that of fig. 1. M. Renault has further pointed out that ordinarily in Angiopterie

there are isolated bundles of sclerenchyma within and detached from the continuous

hypodermic layer. As already shown, I find these islets to be wanting in Marattia laxa

and M. fraxinea (that is, in the two species which exhibit no gum-canals in the sclero-

dermic layer), whilst they are present in Angiopteria Teismaniana, A. erecta, and Marattia

mcenmma ; they are also more conspicuous in the thick bases of the petioles than in

their slender upper extremities.

The differences in the thickness of the sclerenchymatous layer in my specimens

I h^To used this word| not in the limited aenae in wMch it is employed by Mettejoub, but in the broader

mb suggested by Sachs in his 'Lehrbndhdev Botanik/ 2nd edi^on, p. 76, where he proposes the application of

the term to all hardened prosenohymatous as well as parenchymatous cells.

MBOCCLXXVIs C
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figured is probably due to age, smce I find that in Anpo^UriamtM this layer

visible in the ultimate leaflet-petioles, but is from *004 to *008 in the secondary lacMa

In the upper portions of the primary rachis, where the latter has a diameter of abont

three eighths of an inch, this layer has a thickness of about ’016, whilst near the base

of the same petiole, where the latter has a diameter of nearly 2 inches, the sderen-

chyma is nearly *06 in thickness. Similar conditions appear to have prevailed in our

fossil forms.

In all the recent examples of Marattiaceous Ferns we have a very distinct ring of

parenchyma external to the sclerenchymatous cylinder; which pai’enchyma is often

more or less completely separated into three layers by the development in its more

central cells of a quantity of chlorophyl. This superficial parenchyma is very distinct

in all the species which I have examined, but is the least developed in MamUia

fra^'inea. I have called attention to the existence of indications of a similar layer

external to the sclerenchyma of some of my fossil examples ; but these specimens have

not enabled me to detect the epidermal layer, with its 8tomata*like openings, which

Professor Renault has found in his well-preserved silicified fragments.

Whether or not all my fossil examples belong to the same species may be doubtful,

since they exhibit considerable differences in the diameters of their gum-canals ; but as

many of these may, as in fig. 4*, have undergone some alteration in size owing to

contraction of the parenchymatous colls, I think it unsafe, in the present state of our

knowledge, to make these differences specific features. There arc also differences in

the structure of the sclerenchymatous hyimderm, as shown in figs. 10 & 17 ;
but 1

cannot satisfy myself that these differences have more value than the variations in the

canals.

The specimens next to be described also belong to the class of Ferns, and are interesting

because they show that the* fossils with which we have so long been familiar from tlie

coal-fields of the continent under the general name of Fsarmites are not absent from the

Lower Coal-measures of Lancashire ; but though the evidence 1 am about to advance

clearly shows the correctness of the above statement, it must be confessed that our

representatives of this group of objects present themselves in very humble guise con-

trasted with the magnificent examples of Fsarmius and Frotopteris figured in the pages

of Corda’s ‘ Flora der Vorwelt.’

The probable existence of tree ferns in the British Coal-measures was long ago pointed

out by the late Professor Phillips, and by the authors of the ‘ Fossil Flora of Great

Britain.’ But these observers derived their conclusions solely from the external forms

of certain stems. At the Meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of

Science in 1 872, Mr, Cabruthers described what he believes to be eight forms addi-

tional to the two figured in the ‘ Fossil Flora ’ of Lindley and Hutton. All these

examples appear to have been obtained from the Bath coal-field. Hence 1 believe that

the specimens of this group which I am about to describe are the first that have been
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wiUi in the ooal^bdida of I^measihiie*. Some of them I have obtained myself For

«then 1 am indebted to Mr. BorrsamroBre ; but for my best examples I had to thank

late Mr. J. WHmAKBBf.
With two exceptioiw my specimens are confined to small masses of the adventitious

roots so characteristic of the Psarmites and arborescent Ferns ; but in two instances 1

have obtained the outer layer of epidermal and subepidermal tissue from which the

rootlets more immediately sprang. Fig. 18 represents a transverse section of one of

tiiese of the natural size ; the outer or cortical parenchyma of another specimen with

several rootlets passing downwards and outwards through it is enlarged 24 diameters in

fig. 19. This cortical layer consists of a somewhat irregular parenchyma, composed of

cells which are usually from about ’01 to -006 in diameter. At the innermost portion

of this cortex (fig. 19, b) the structure is somewhat confused; the regular parenchyma

has intcrsjMjrsed through it a number of irregular cavities, each of which seems to have

been either a large cell, or to have resulted from the rupture of two or three cells which

have united to form a common cavity. -As we proceed outwards, the cells {b') become

somewhat larger than at the inner portion of the cortex. At *, ^ we have several

rootlets seen in transverse section, some of them being divided into two halves by an

, accidental fissure which has extended through this portion of the bark and been filled

up with infiltratcnl crystalline carbonate of lime. At V we find the parenchymatous

cortical cells increasing still further in size, becoming lax in their aggregation, and

finally being prolonged into a number of epidermal hairs such as frequently clothe the

adventitious roots of living tree ferns—such, for example, as Cijaibe.a tlealbafa.

Fig. 20 represents an enlarged portion of fig. 18, which latter is a cluster of adven-

titious rootlets free from the cortical parenchyma which encloses them in the case of

fig. 1 9. Here the interspaces between the rootlets are seen to be occupied by numerous

epidermal hairs. Fig. 21 is a portion of fig. 19 yet more highly magnified.

Each rootlet,when free from the cortical parenchyma, has a diameter offrom ’075 toT2.

Externally it consists of a veiy well-defined cylinder of sclercnchymatous prosenchyma

(figs. 20 & 21, 1). This cylinder-wall is from •012 to *015 in thickness. The fibres of

which it is composed have a diameter of from '00125 to ’003. Within tliis cylinder

there has doubtless been a mass of cellular tissue, which has disappeared in every instance

that I have yet seen ; but each rootlet retains more or less distinct traces of the central

bundle of small vessels (fig. 20, m). Their state of mineralization prevents my deter-

mining their characters with absolute certainty ; but some of the fragments indicate that

* Biuco this Memoir was road I find that fragments of tree ferns with aerial roots wore figured and described

by the Eev. Hsnrt H. Hiooiks, M.A., “ On some Fossil Ferns in the llavonhcad Collection, Free Public

Mnseum, Liverpool,” p. 3, pi. 11 . figs. 2 & 3,—June 2nd, 1876.

t 1 much rogret that since my last memoir WJis read I have to sjwak of this valuable auxiliary in the past

tense. Ho was an excellent example of the scientific operative for wUicli Lanoashiro has so long boon cele-

brated. His zeal for tbo investigation of tho plants of tho Coal-measures was only equalled by the open-

handed liberality with which ho placed his valued treasures at tho disposal of any one who was able and willing

to use them for scientific purposes.

c 2
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they belong, as might be expected, to the barred type. They axe very distmc% pre^

served in a transverse section of one rootlet, in which the bundle consists ofabout a doseu

%'es8els, of wliich the largest have a diameter of *0026, whilst the smallest are not more

than -0008. This bundle is represented in fig. 22. The epidermal hairs (figs. 20& 21, A)

ore extremely numerous and well defined; they are cylindrical, and composed of a

single linear series of cells with rectangular transverse septa, which are often indistinctly

seen. Their diameter averages *0017. The length of the cells is variable, but those

which I have measured are usually about *016. Fig. 19, shows that these hairs are

but extensions of the outermost interradicular parenchyma (A').

In the absence of all trace of the more central and vascular portions of the main axis

to which these adventitious rootlets have belonged, it is impossible to determine to what

class of Fenis they belong*. In the form of the vascular bundle of the rootlet it

As stated above, when my memoir was written I had found no trace of the vascular axis of the plant here

described ; but the day before this memoir was laid before the Royal Society Mr. CARmyrasKa kindly showed me

some sections of the plant from his cabinet, amongst which was one of which fig. 22* is a roprosentation, of the

size of nature. In the upper left-hand corner of this section there is preserved a small portion of a central stem.

This part of the section is furtlier enlarged ton diameters in fig. 22**, in which </ is a narrow lamina of vessels

which appears in the transverse section as a semicircular band. These vessels are not arranged in any rt^gular

radiating order, and exhibit no trace whatever of having received any increase to their number from exogenous

growths. The character of the vessels does not appear in the transverse section, and unfortunately no longitu-

dinal one appears to have been made of tbo specimen. The vessels vary in size
; but the greater number of

them have a moan diameter of from *0033 to *005, some few being largcjr and others smaller than these dimen-

sions. This vascular belt is interrupted in the middle
j
but whether this break is an accidental rupture, or

whether the two halves represent parts of separate crescentic nmsses, is not certain. This vascular lamina has

evidently been imbedded in a mass of very regular parenchyma, an inner portion appearing at cr, whilst frag-

mentary portions remain of a peripheral mass whidi has occupied the int cTval b(tween the viuseular layer and

the periphery' of the stem from which the numerous rootlets {/) have sprung. Thf» inner parenchyma {a) and

the inner portion of the outer parencliyma correspond xery closely, and consist chiefly of cells that have a dia-

moier of from *0025 to *005. Rut the more periphorul portion of the outer tissue consists of a dense mass of

very regular, small, thick-walled ceils, with a diameter of from *001 to *(K)06, approximating closely in their

appearance in the transverse section to the fibres constituting the outer layer of each rootlet. A curious feature

of these parenchymatous structures is the presence in them of numerous longitudinal canals (e, e), which appear

to be identical witli the gum-canals of the Mijalopierls described in the earlier jiart of this memoir.

'W’hether the stem originally contained a single circle of these vascular laminm, or whether there were suc-

cessive layers concentrically arranged, as in many species of Pmronkis figured by Cokda, is not detenninable

from Mr. Cabiujihers’s sections. The great probability, however, is that the latter condition has existed. It

will be observed that this, the only stem of a tree fern from the British Carboniferous deposits of which the

internal organization has hitherto been described, exhibits the same absence of all exogenous growths as that

to which I called attention in some of my previous memoirs as characterizing the continental Dtaronit^s, Bo

far as my present experience has extended, all the fossil ferns had, like their recent allies, closed vascular handles

;

whilst the Calaraitos and Lycopods, including in the latter group the Asterophyllites, had open ones. It Lygl^

nodendron and Jleterawjium ultimately prove to bo stems or rhizomes of Ferns, of course tliis generalization

win have to be discarded
; but I have as yet obtained no such proof.

Mr. Carruthjkbs’s cabinet contains a beautiful section of Mydopteris^ in which the outer vessels of each vas-

cular bundle are small, but with unusually thick walls, as seen at d' in fig. 7*, which represents one of these

bundles, with a small portion of the surrounding parenchyma, much enlarged.
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AfftoedbM nearest to GobdA's Piarotms radiatug

;

but it differs wboUy from that plaut

la the oellular hairs with which its roots wre clothed. The only.plant which Coeda has

described in which the roots are similarly furnished is his ProU^teris Cottai ; but in

that plant the sderenchymatous cylinder of each root is invested by a thick composite

layer of parenchymatous wjlls, whereas in my plant the hairs spring abruptly 6om the

exterior of the sderenchymatous cylinder. As this appears to be an undescribed

Impedes, I may be permitted to dedicate it to my friend Professor Benault, from whose

labours amongst the fossil plants of Autun so much good has already arisen, and is

likely yet further to arise. Our investigations, proceeding side by side, mutually

illustrate each other, and will eventually afford the means of establishing some

trustworthy comparisons of the flora of the French coal-field with that of Lancashire.

I propose to designate my plant the Psaronius Menaultii It is of course possible tliat

it may some day be proved to be the base of a Caulopterb, or some other of the supposed

tree ferns whose stems have already been discovered in the Coal-measures.

The next plant which I propose to describe is one of the most remarkable as well

as the most beautiful of those which I have met with in our Lancashire deposits. On
the first glance at its structure we might suppose the Carboniferous forests to have been

hung with Bignoniaceous IJianos like those of Brazil ;
but closer examination demon-

strates that this resemblance is only a superficial one. At the same time a remarkable

instance is furnished by this plant of those resemblances between very different objects

that have of late years attracted the attention of botanists. Figs. 23-26, 32, 33, 34, 37,

and 38 show the vascular portions of the stem arranged usually in six, but, in the case

of the two last-named figures, respectively in five and four wedges, separated by corre-

sponding inward prolongations of the cortical tissues—a condition which forcibly reminds

the botanist of similar transverse sections of the stems of Bignoniacea?. But further-

examination shows that my fossils are very different from that recent type, since their

central axis is, like that of some of the arborescent Lycopodiacem which I have already

described, composed of a mass of vessels. This axis forms tire nave-like centre from which

the six large vascular wedges radiate like the spokes of a wheel, each of these primary

wedges being separated by medullary rays into a multitude of secondary ones. The bark

is differentiated into several distinct portions, and the whole structure is invested by the

double row of vertically elongated cells indicated by the letter ^ in each of the figs. 23,

24, 25, 28, & 30. That the six radiating primary wedges arc the products of exogenous

growth is clearly shown by the sections of young twigs represented by figs. 24 & 25,

in which specimens the central vascular axes alone exist—a condition of things

reminding us strongly of what I have already described in the stems and twigs of

Asterophyllites, and of some of the l^epidodendroid plants. I think there can be no

doubt but that, as in the case of the triangular axial bundle of Asterophyllites, each of

the hexagonal ones of figs. 24 & 25 represents the axial bundle of a young twig, and

that the radiating vascular laminsB constituting the six primary wedges are the results

of exogenous processes of growth, which have converted leafy twigs or branches into

matured stems.
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Each of the numerous specimens figured in this part of my memoir exhibits some
morphological feature, important to be noted, in a better state of preseirvation than is

the other examples. Hence, instead of describing each specimen separat^y, it widl be

convenient to examine successively the several structures constituting the plant, pro-

ceeding from within outwards. Since it appears easy to identify the homologies of this

plant with those of Lepidodendrm and Asterophyllites, I shall revert to the letters of

reference employed in the memoirs describing those plants, to represent what appears to

me to be identical or closely related structures in each of these three types of organmition.

The central axis (c) in fig. 23 has a diameter of *04. In figs. 32, 38, & 34 its

diameter is ‘024, the central tissues in these three sections having been destroyed. In

fig. 26, which is a section from the same stem as the last three, but about half an inch

higher up than fig. 34, it is rather larger
; but it has been subjected to a little lateral

compression, giving it an oval instead of a rounded outline. In fig. 25 it is •028, and

in fig. 24 it is *024. In fig, 37 it is ‘008, whilst in fig, 38 it only consists of a few

vessels. The entire diameter of the stem in fig. 23 is about 0-1, whilst in figs. 32-34,

had the bark been perfect, it would probably have been about 0'14.

So far as I can ascertain, this central axis consists wholly of a bundle of vessels, which

vary in size. The more conspicuous, larger ones in fig. 28 vary from -005 to ’0025; in fig. 37

the largest are not more than -0012, wdiilst in the young twig (fig. 25) the largest of them

average about -0025. It thus appears that they increase in size with the age of the

stem, judging of that age from the degree of development of the exogenous cylinder.

I have not succeeded in obtaining proof of the existence of any cellular tissue mingled

with these vessels; neither do they display any regularity in tlieir arrangement;

irregular clusters of the larger vessels are connected by smaller ones, as represented in

figs. 23 & 26. Those occupying the periphery of the bundle are generally uniformly

smaller than is the case with those of the more central portion. In the two young

twigs (figs. 24, c & 25, c) the entin; bundle has a distinct hexagonal transverse section

;

but this definite hexagonal contour is scarcely traceable in those examples which possess

an exogenous zone. Longitudinal sections show that aU the vessels of the central axis

are, like those of the exogenous wedges, of the reticulated type (fig. 21), e). I have not

yet discovered in any of my sections a single barred or spiral vessel.

The Exogenous Zone .—As already stated, this consists of from four to six separate

primary wedge-shaped masses of vessels, each of w'hich is composed of numerous laminee

in which the vessels are arranged in regular radiating series. In every one of what
appear to be adult stems, such as figs. 23, 26, 32, 33, & 34 these wedges are six in

number. The innermost vessels of each wedge are somewhat smaller than the more
peripheral ones. In fig. 1 the largest peripheral vessels are about *0026

; in fiig. 32
they are about '0037

; in fig. 37 the larger vessels are also about *0025. The number
of the radiating lines of vessels seen in a transverse section of each primary wee^e
varies even in the same plant. Still more so when we compare figs. 37 & 88 with
those of the more matured stems. The number of vessels comporing each Twdiating
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Delias «1»no^y Tories with th6 age of the axis. Eveo in the transverse sections the

eictetenoe of medullary rays is sufficiently obvious. In fig. 31, which represents a small

portkui of the periphery of one of the primary wetlges of fig. 34, these medullary rays

are clearly eiiown at /, where they appear as parenchymatous cells elongated radially.

Fig. 80 is a tangential section of a stem intersecting three vascular wedges, the central

one (d) having been cut through at its innermost portion close to the central vascular

axis. In this section the medullary rays appear at//, as clusters of cells arranged

v^ically as single linear series. In fig. 27 we have a tangential section of a similar

wedge at its moi’e peripheral extremity. These two sections combined illustrate the

increase in diameter of the vessels composing each primary wedge as we procet^d from

within outwards; and fig. 27 further demonstrates a corresponding increase in the

number and dimensions of the medullary rays (/). In the latter figure we find that many

of these rays are lengthened vertically by a material increase in the number of their

component cells
;
and, further, that from time to time we meet with portions of these

rays, as at fig. 27, /', in which two and even three vertical lines of cells coexist in the

same ray. Fig. 29 repnjscnts a portion of a slightly oblique, radial, longitudinal section

crossing two vascular lamiuro (<?, d), with parts of the medullary ray (/) which separate

them. The latter exhibits the usual mural arrangement of its cells seen in radial

sections of so many others of the Carboniferous jdants. In the tangential section

(fig. 27) the vertical length of these cells ranges from 'OOl to •0025.

Th^ Cortex.—^I'his part of the organism exhibits some very characteristic features

which distinguish the plant under consideration from any of those which I have hitherto

described. The six large primary wedges of the vascular zone are separated by a mass

of delicate thin-walled parenchyma. The arrangement of the cells of this structure

is best shown in the two figures 26, h & 32, h. The cells are parenchymatous, but are

elongated radially, showing a tendency to arrange themselves in lines more or less

parallel with the sides of the two contiguous primary vascular wedges. On approaching

the broad outer extremities of these wedges, the elongated cells exhibit a strong tendency

to diverge in two groups, each one bending round the peripheral extremity of the

woody wedge nearest to it, whilst in the angular space between and external to the

diverging portions we have ordinary regular parenchyma. I do not meau to convey the

impression that all these portions of the cellular tissue are separated by clearly defined

boundaries ; such is not the case ; but whilst these respective areas graduate into each

other, there is little difficulty in tracing broadly their respective characteristic features,

which are well shown in fig. 34, The same figure further shows, at g, g, another

remarkable feature
; the cellular masses (h) do not bend round the outer extremities of

the primary wedges {d, d) as jtist described, in immediate contact w’ith those wedges ; but

they enclose a small semilunar area (g) coextensive with the diameter of the wedge, and

which is occupied by a distinct form of cellular tissue. I shall shortly give my reasons

for believing that this latter tissue is a quasi-cambial meristem layer, which is concerned

in the formation of the newest exogenous vascular growths. The general features of
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the cells of this meristem tissae are shown in fig. Sl,^. The outer extremities of^
medullary rays terminate in it ; and as they do so those of opposite indes of each primary*

wedge bend inwards more or less obviously towards an imaginary line prolonged through

the centre of the wedge into the bark. Indications of this arrangement are seen at f
in fig. 32.

The usual aspect of the masses of cortical parenchyma separating the primary vascular

wedges, as they appear in vertical tangential sections, is shown in several of the figures,

but especially in figs. 27, 30, & 35, h. In these sections it appears as ordinary parmi*

chjrma, whilst in radial sections of the same tissue its cells exhibit a tendency to

arrange themselves in semimural fashion, as seen at fig. 27, A'.

Exteraal to the cortical structures just described is another and yet more extensive

one, which appears to have been the primitive tissue of these stems. I infer this from

the fact that in the young twigs (figs. 24 & 26) it is the only cortical tissue observable,

except the epidermal layer (k), and occupies the entire area between that layer and

the central vascular bundle (r). Its thickness relative to the size of the stem is also

well seen in fig. 23. It consists of a coarse but thin-walled parenchyma, the cells of

which are of unequal sizes, but generally about 'OOS. The mean thickness of this

layer in fig. 23 is about '025. It appears distinctly in figs. 32, 33, & 34, i, investing

both the vascular axis of the primary stem and the branch which is being given off

from the latter ; whilst in fig. 34, in which the vascular area of the branch is entirely

separated from that of the main axis, it constitutes the chief portion of the separating

layer. In the three sections just referred to, whilst we see the tissue in question

enclosing the more internal layers of the bark and their associated vascuhir areas, it

will also be noticed that in passing over the cellular radii which separate the six large

vascular wedges it dips inwards towards the centre of the stem. This arrangement is

well seen in fig. 34, i".

Another of the characteristic features of this very remarkable plant is found in the

distinct epidermal layer (A) with which it is shown to be invested in figs. 23, 24, & 25.

A more highly magnified repi'esentation of the same tissue, as seen in the transverse

sections, but enlarged 284 diameters, is seen in fig. 28. Viewed in this aspect it con-

sists of two somewhat irregular rows of cells, which are very distinctly different from

those of the bark (i) which they immediately invest. Those of the outer bark (*) have

their walls of a dark colour and mottled aspect—a condition apparently due to the car-

bonization of the cell-contents which characterized them when living. Those of the

epidermis, on the other hand, are more clear and transparent, as if they had been

originally devoid of all coloured protoplasm or other cell-contents. They are also

smaller in size, averaging, in transverse sections, about '008, and retain their r^;ular

form much more perfectly than the larger and softer cells underlying them. The

distinction between these two tissues becomes yet more conspicuous when we turn to the

longitudinal section, fig. 36. We here see that the epidermal layer (fig. 36, k) is separated

from the cortical parenchyma by a sharply defined line, whilst its component cells are
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elongated. They vary considerably in their vertical length, those delineated in %. 36, k

bdng longer and narrower than they are in some other portions of the section of which

the figure represents a small part ; but the tissue is always easily distinguished h:om

that which it invests.

Exogenous gr<mth.
—^The difference between the sections figs. 24 & 25, in which we

have merely the primary vascular bundle, and fig. 23 and other similar figures, in each

of which what is obviously a corresponding bundle (c) is surrounded by six diverging

wedges composed of radiating laminae of vessels separated by medullary rays, afiTords

sufficient proof of the existence of exogenous growth in these plants. These wedges

exhibit the same evidences of being the result of successive peripheral additions that

we have already found in the instances of many other Carboniferous plants. This is

especially the case with some, of part of one of which fig. 31 is a representation, enlarged

130 diameters. It is a portion of a transverse section of the same specimen as is repre-

sented in the figures 32, 33, & 34. We find at e,e the outer extremities of several vas-

cular lamintB, separated by the medullary rays (/,/*), whilst at g we have a portion of

one of those crescentic masses of peculiar cellular tissue which I have already de-

scribed as being located at the peripheral extremity (fig. 34,^) of each of the six primary

vascular wedges. There is no mistaking the evidence that along the line (fig. 31, c', c') a

conversion has been going on of the cells of this tissue into true vessels, destined to form

outward extensions of the vascular laminae (c, e). Oblique longitudinal sections show that

the narrow cells (^'), which arc here being elongated in a direction parallel to the trans-

verse diameters of the vessels with which they are in contact, are also elongated in the

vertical direction, and are assuming a vascular aspect. Hence it becomes clear that the

cellular tissue g is, as 1 have already stated, a special meristem tissue possessing pseudo-

cambial properties, and the active instrument in producing the peripheral vascular*

growths. It thus appears that in these plants the pseudo-cambial layer never becomes

a continuous ring as in most of the other exogenously developed plants which I have

already described, but that it remains permanently in the state in which it exists in the

first year’s growth of a Dicotyledonous Exogen, i. e. as a ring of detached masses, in

which the interfascicular cambium has never been developed ; affording another in-

stance, in the palmozoic vegetable world, in which conditions that are temporary and

transitional in ordinary exogens are rendered permanent ones.

It is impossible to study this plant without being reminded of the Bignoniaceous

Llianos of the Brazilian forests ; but though in these latter plants the woody axis is pri-

marily divided into four distinct radiating wedges, and though these four wedges con-

tinue to grow prominently in advance of the spaces occupied by the cortical tissues that

separate them, yet even these latter spaces contain a true cambial layer, through the

agency of which they become filled up with vascular tissues that gradually encroach

peripherally upon the cortical structure ; and as they advance, they destroy the perfect

form of the Maltese cross which transverse sections of these woody axes exhibit. Hence

the resemblance between my fossil and true Bignoniaceous Exogens is more apparent

MDCCCLXXVI. D
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than real, since in the former <he radial inward prolongations of the bark (A) neter

become occupied by vascular steuctures, whilst, 1 need scarcely add, the morphology of

the cortical layers in the two cases is altogether different.

Branches .—In the present state of our knowledge I am unable to ascertain whether

figs. 24 & 25 are branches of stems like fig. 23, or correspond to its terminal portions ; but

be that as it may, I have obtained independent proof that at least one class of branches is

given off from similar stems, besides which we have many indications of the existence of

another and apparently very different set of secondary lateral vascular bundles. Figures

32, 33, & 34 represent three very instructive transverse sections of one stem, in which

the various stages in the development of the branch can be easily traced. These sections

were made at intervals of little more than the sixtemith of an inch apart. Fig. 32 is

the lowest of the series. The vessels of the central axes have been partly destroyed, and

the epidermal layer and some of the subjacent outer cortical layer are also wanting. In

other respects the section exhibits in a beautiful manner the more characteristic features

of this plant. The. two primary vascular wedges (c, d) also present much of their usual

appearances ; but we find that the inwai-d prolongation of the cellular bark (A') sepa-

rating these two wedges, instead of attaining to its usual fiimensions, is narrowed to two

or three radial rows of cells {h), being encroached upon by a mass of obliquely inclined

vessels (x), which exhibit every appearance of being given ofl‘ from the left-hand side

of the primary vascular wedge (c), and of ascending obliquely from right to left. In the

next higher section (fig. 33) the two vascular wedges (d, d') have been pushed widely

asunder, and the triangular area between them is now occupied by a number of mean-

dering vessels intermingled with a little cellular tissue. These vessels are proceeding

outwJtrds to a semicircular mass of vessels, of which those occupying the centre, whence

the others radiate, are arranged without order, like those of the central axis (c) of

figs. 23 & 26 ; and the rest are distributcid in radiating series, forming numerous exoge-

nous lamina) and wedges separated by many medullary rays
(f). On tuniiug to the third

section in the ascending series (fig. 34), we find that the two wedges (d, c") have resumed

their normal positions, and that the wedge of cellular bark intervening between them

exhibits little or no difference from the corresponding tissue separating the other vascular

wedges of the section, save that one or two detached radiating laminm of small vessels

pass outwards through its parenchyma. The lateral vascular laminae of the two woody

wedges, which are in immediate contact with the intervening bark, have not quite

recovered the regularity of radiating arrangement which chameterizes them elsewhere.

This disturbance of the order is especially seen near the peripheral mua-gin of each wedge.

The branch itselfnow consists of a normal central axis, with its exogenous wedges arranged

around that centre, so as to form a complete circular cylinder, which is now entirely

separated from the vascular portion of its parent stem by the intervention of a mass of

the coarse outer cortical parenchyma (*). The radiating series of vessels constituting

the exogenous portion of the bmnch are still seen to be separated by numerous medul-

lary rays of nearly equal size, the separation of these vessels into the six groups seen in
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the parent stem not having been perfectly accomplished. Nevertheless there are indi-

cations that such a separation is in progress. Thus we see at A a mass of cellular tissue

separating the vascular masses on either hand of it ; not only so, but we discover at the

peripheries of feiree such vascular masses a tendency towards that conveigence of the

outer extremities of the newly forming vessels of each primary wedge which has been

already described and illustrated by fig. 32, y. The largest of the vessels in this branch

does not exceed *0025 in diameter.

On glancing at fig. 33 the observer is strongly disposed to conclude that the mean-

dering vessels radiating outwards from the parent stem to the half-formed branch were

equally derived from the two wedges, o', c" ; but I believe that, primarily at least, this is

not the case. I have already pointed out that in the lowest of the three sections

(fig. 32) the aberrant vessels (s) unmistakably proceed from the wedge c, being separated

from (f by the radiating extension of the inner bark {h'). I have another transverse section

of the specimen from which the above three were made, which exhibits a second and

similar branch, but which has been so bent in the plane of the section that, though the

main stem is intersected transversely, the section cuts through the branch longitudinally.

In this case the branch certainly proceeds solely from one of the neighbouring primary

wedges. In all these sections the vessels of the secondary branches are much smaller

than those of the parent stem. It is not impossible that as the branch develops, both

the contiguous primary wedges may contribute some vascular elements towards its for-

mation, as appears to be indicated by fig. 33.

In fig. 33 the peculiar cellular tissue which I have termed pseudo-cambial forms an

almost continuous semicircular belt around that peripheral upper portion of the branch

in which the vascular lamina; have assumed their normal radiating order. But in fig. 34,

on the other hand, it has begun to concentrate itself into masses at the extremities of

the incipient primaiy vascular wedges, as in the matured stem. 'I’his is especially the

case at the four points g,g,g,fi. It is obvious that these several points represent a cor-

responding number of incipient primary vascular wedges.

Having ascertained these facts, I turned with some interest to the well-known stems

of the BignoniaceJE, to sec how far the orientation of their lateral branches corresponded

with what I have just described. In these plants there is a distinct medulla, and the

lateral twigs are given off in pairs. When this is about to take place, two of the four

woody wedges constituting the Maltese cross exhibited by a transverse section of the

stem become much broader than the other two, and a prolongation of the pith passes

outwards through tlie centre of each of these enlarged wedges, and carries along with it

an investing cylinder chiefly composed of sclerenchyma. Thus each branch springs

from the centre of a woody wedge, and not from its sides, as in my fossil plant. It fol-

lows that in the Jiignonm the areas occupied by the centripetal prolongations of the

cortex separating the four arms of the cross take no'part in the formation of the branch

;

whereas we have seen that in my fossil this area is laig;ely concerned in its formation.

In one point, however, there is a resemblance between the two cases. In the veiy

D 2
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young lateral twig of Bignonia the ligneous axis is nearly cylindrical, when it must be

invested by a complete ring of cambium ; but this ring clearly becomes broken up, as

growth advances, into four detached segments, corresponding to the peripheral extremities

of the four large crucially disposed woody wedges seen in more matured stems. Hence

in this case the cambial ring, primarily continuous, became an interrupted one. It

subsequently again approximated to a continuous one by the development of interfas-

cicular cambium. But whilst on these points there seems to be some analogy between

the development of a Bignoniaceous twig and that of my fossil plant, there yet remains

an additional distinctive feature. In the former a detached patch of cambium occupies

the innermost extremity of each of the four centripetal prolongations of the inner bark

which separate the woody wedges, so that these cortical radii are steadily encroached

upon by four corresponding radii of wood, which are slowly growing outwards, following,

but at a very great distance, the extensions of the four arms of the cross. Nothing like

this occurs in my Carboniferous plant. In the latter the six centripetal extensions of the

inner bark never become thus converted into a portion of the vascular cylinder.

Figures 37 & 38 represent two transverse sections of the vascular axes of stems of

small size. The lai-ger of these has a diameter of *032, and the smaller one of *017. The

larger of these two sections is therefore only about two thirds the size of the correspond-

ing vascular axes of the young branch in fig. 34, the diameter of which is about *047,

whilst the smaller one is but little more than one third of tlie diameter of the same

branch. The vessels in figs. 37 & 38, like those of the branch referred to, have a maxi-

mum diameter of *0025. I conclude that these two figures represent the vascular

centres of two small branches deprived of their cortical layer. Their chief interest lies

in the circumstance that fig. 37 exhibits but live primary vascular wedges, and fig. 38

but four; whereas every example which I have yet seen, where the stem has attained

to what appears to b(i its normal dimensions, these primary wedges are six in number, as

already described. The section of a nodule which contains the two stems (figs. 37 & 38)

also contains a third one in their immediate vicinity, and which in all probability

belonged to the same plant as the other two : its vascular axis lias a diameter of rather

more than *1. It also has but five wedges ; but one of them is so much broader than

the rest as to make it exceedingly probable that it would eventually subdivide into two,

and thus complete what appears to be the complementary number of six, characteristic

of all matured stems.

The above description makes it obvious that in a very young stage of the development

of the exogenous, vascular portion of a stem or branch, the differentiation of the vascular

laminae into the six distinct groups, which I have termed primary wedges, is very imper-

fect, the large radial masses of cellular tissue (/t) which ultimately separate them being

then little more than ordinary medullary rays. If this is true, the mural parenchyma

composing them must retain its genetic properties as a meristem tissue, since they cer-

tainly become much broader, containing an increased number of cells, as they grow

older.
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Besides the remarkable branches which I have just described, 1 find clear evidence of

the existence of another, and apparently very different, set of divergent vascular bundles,

and which pass outwards through the large cellular radii (A) which separate the primary

woody wedges. But I find it much more difficult to obtain a clear conception of the nature,

origin, and distribution of these bundles than ofthose previously noticed. In fig. 30 there

is represented a condition of which I have seen several examples. In the parenchyma

(A) separating the two primaiy vascular wedges d and d' there is an obvious derange-

ment of the usual condition of the cells of that parenchyma at 3/. The latter display an

obvious disposition to be elongated radially, bending outwards to accompany a small

bundle of vessels seen at y, which is here cut across by the tangential section somewhat

obliquely. In fig. 36 we have a similar but more perfectly tangential section of one of

the same cellular radii (A), with portions of two primary vascular wedges at d, dS. At y

we again find a cluster of small vessels passing outwards. At e, e' we have some mean-

dering vessels detached from direct connexion with each of the two primary bundles

(d, d'), but which obviously contribute to swell the diameter of the intersected bundle,?/.

At d' we find a few vessels, separated from those of the primary bundle (d') by a few mural

cells of a medullary ray, and which appear to be descending to roach the bundle

towards which their lower extremities bend away from the primary wedge, d'. In fig. 36

we again find a similar bundle (y) passing through the coarse parenchyma of the outer

bark, apparently on its Avay to escape through the epiderm, 1c. Though I have seen in

my sections several other similar indications of these bundles, none of my specimens

throw any clear light upon them. That they are distinct from the branches previously

described appears very possible ; but what is their ultimate purpose 1 have not yet suc-

ceeded in ascertaining. If the vessels e and e" in fig. 35 really go to the bundle y, as

they appear to do, there can be no doubt but that they are respectively derived from the

two primary vascular wedges, d and d'. But I cannot yet determine satisfactorily

whether the bundle y consists wholly of vessels, or of vessels mixed with cells derived

from the inner cortical layer through which they emerge. There are indications that

some of the cells of the latter arc elongated radially to form a sort of sheath to the

vessels. All these points are at present but obscurely indicated by my specimens
; but

the general features of these bundles differ so widely from those of the true branches

represented by figs. 32, 33, & 34 as to leave little doubt that they have had a distinct

nature, having probably been destined to supply either rootlets or leaves with vessels.

Unfortunately my specimens of this very rare plant have hitherto been too few in number

to enable me to obtain such a good radial section as might throw light upon these

diverticula of the central vascular axis. At the same time it imy be possible that these

bundles pass outwards to become the central bundles of branches corresponding to

figs. 24 & 25.

The question of the nature and probable affinities of this plant remains to be exa-

mined ; and here, again, we have unfortunately to deal with much that is obscure. In

the vascular character of its primary central axis (figs. 23-24, c) we arc reminded of
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the vascular axis of the fruit Calamosta(^s Bimeam (Phil. Traus. 1874, p. 6# vt seq.^

figs. 33-39), of the stem of Asteroph^liUes, and of the medullary axis of the Lepido-

dendroid plants described and figured in my second memoir on the Plants of the Coal*

measures (loc. cit. 1872, Plate 24. figs. 1 & 2). I have already given my reasons fior

regarding all these three groups of plants as Lycopodiaceous ; and it is my conviction

that the plant now described belongs to the same natural family. At tlie same time I

need scarcely remark that it differs from all known recent Lycopodiace®. Several of the

living Lycopods exhibit a defined epidermal layer, investing a cortical parench3rma coin*

posed of large cells full of chlorophyl. lycopodium alpinum exhibits this condition;

and in Selaginella Martensii a similar cpiderm, composed of colourless cells, becomes

very conspicuous at the margins of the leaflets, where it projects in comparatively large

tooth-like, almost unicellular, hairs or spines. But none of these plants exhibit any thing

that exactly resembles even the primary central vascular bundle of the fossil form. The

nearest approach to it is perhaps to be seen in Psilotum triquetrum \ but we have

nothing resembling the exogenous growth of the six primary vascular wedges in any

recent Lycopodiaceous stem. In the peculiar structure of its entire vascular axis this

plant stands alone amongst the varied tyjies found in the Carboniferous beds. In the

structure of its central vascular axis, especially as seen in the young twigs (figs. 24 & 25),

it bears a considerable resemblance to the Lycopodium lienaultii described by Professor

Renault*; but in the other details of their respective structures 1 can find few, if any»

resemblances between my plant and that of my distinguished friend. In the L, Benaultii

its discoverer has as yet found no trace of the exogenous growth which is so charac-

teristic of my example.

That the plant is a Cryptogam I think there can be no doubt. It presents no features

that indicate a Dicotyledon. All its vessels are mere modifications of the spiral and

barred tissue which constitute so universal a feature in the stems of the other Carboni-

ferous Cryptogams. The sclerenchymatous jirosenchyma of the woody rings of the

Dicotyledons is entirely wanting to its woody zone. It possesses this feature in common

with the Catamites, Lepidodendree, Asterophyllites, and other Carboniferous Ciy'ptogams

which I have already described.

In one respect the plant under consideration is one of the most remarkable of any that I

have yet seen. Though the largest stem that I have found does not exceed one eighth of

an inch in diameter, which is the thickness of that represented in fig. 23, yet its exogenous

development is complete. In criticising my views in an early stage of ray inquiries, my
friend Professor Thisleton Dyer expressed his conviction that these supposed exogenous

growths were mere questions of size, and had no physiological meaning. But such cannot

possibly be the case here. The axis of nearly every known living Lycopod has a diameter

equal to that of the fossil before us
;
yet wc find the exogenous structure of the latter

as conspicuously developed as in the largest of the Lepidodendroid stems. Whatever

* “ £tu(le dc quelques v('<»(Haux Hilicifies des environs d’Autun,” Annalea dcs Sdences NaturcDes, b'' s^rie,

Bot., t. xii. (Cahier no. 3), pp. 82-85.
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may be Urn meaning of fhe prevalence of exogenous development amongst fbe Crypto-

gams of the Carboniferous epodi, it clearly has no relation to mere ske.

fihnce the plant now described is remarkably different from any hitherto noticed, I

propose to assign to it the generic title of Kaloxylm^ and to identify it with the name
of our distinguished President as Kaloxylon HooJeeri.

Ail the specimens which 1 have figured are from the Oldham Upper foot-coal. But
I have found two or three sections of very young branches, in the condition of that

represented in the upper part of fig. 34, amongst my sections of specimens from Burnt-

island. This circumstance indicates that the genus has had a considerable vertical

range, and hence may be expected to occur in some of the continental deposits like those

of Autun and St. Etienne, whence I trust that M. Renault or M. de Geand-Euet will

soon succeed in disinterring it.

Index to the Plates.

Myelopteria {Medullosa of Cotta).

Plate 1. fig. ]. Transverse section of a petiole. Enlarged 10 diameters,

„ fig. 2. Vertical section of part of a similar specimen to fig. 1. Enlarged 20 dia-

meters.

„ fig. 3. IVansverse section of a young or of the upper portion of a rachis.

Enlarged 20 diameters.

„ fig. 4. Similar section to fig. 3.

„ fig. 4*. Transverse section made very near to the terminal portion of a rachis.

Enlarged 40 diameters.

Plate 2. fig. 5. Ijongiliidinal section of a very young rachis, with the bases of two loaflet-

])etioles. Enlarged IG diameters.

» fig- G* Part of a longitudinal section of a young petiole, with traces of large

prosenchjTuatous cells occupying a gum-canal, c. Enlarged 05 dia-

m(‘tcrs.

» 7 • Transverse section of a vascular bundle of a petiole from Capt. J. Aitken’s

specimen. Enlarged 97 diameters.

„ fig. 7*. Transverse section of a vascular bundle from Mr. Cauruthees’s specimen.

„ fig. 8, Longitudinal section of fig. 7. Enlarged 97 diameters.

Plate 3. fig. 9. Transverse section of psu’t of a petiole in which no gum-canals exist in

contact with the vascular bundles. Enlarged 65 diameteiu.

Plate 1. fig. 10. Longitudinal section of a vascular bundle of fig. 9, exhibiting the

elongated cells constituting the imperfect bundle-sheath. Enlarged

05 diameters.

Plate 2. fig. 11. Transverse section of a vascular bundle from the periphery of fig. 1,

with very few vessels in it. Enlarged G5 diameters.
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Plate 1. fig. 12. A spiral vessel from the specimen fig. 8, Enlarged 400 diameters.

Plate 3. fig. 13, Transverse sections of portions of two vessels (<?) of the vascular bundle

of a petiole, exhibiting part of the bundle>sheath at e and a detached

fibrous bundle at/. Enlarged 350 diameters.

„ fig. 14. Transverse section of a vascular bundle from fig. 1, with enlarged gum*

canal (c) and cellular bundle-sheath (<?). Magnified 65 diameters.

„ fig. 16. Longitudinal tangential section of the cortical layer of a young rachis,

with alternating bands of prosenchyma (d) and parenchyma (a).

Enlarged 65 diameters.

Plate 2. fig. 16. Part of the hypodermal layer of the tmnsverse section (fig. 1), showing

the wedge-shaped bands of prosenchyma (b) projecting into the

parenchymatous tissue, a. Enlarged 80 diameters.

Plate 4. fig. 17. A similar section to fig. 16, from Capt. Aitken’s specimen, showing

the detached islets of hypodermic prosenchyma (b', b") and gum-

canals at c, c.

Psarmiius RenaulUi.

Plate 3. fig. 18. Transverse section of a cluster of rootlets. Natural size.

Plate 4. fig. 19. Transverse section of the superficial cortical parenchyma of a stem,

with the adventitious rootlets passing outwards through it. Enlarged

12 diameters,

Plate 3. fig. 20. Cluster of free rootlets, exhibiting numerous radicular epidermal hairs.

Enlarged 12 diameters.

„ fig. 21. Portions of three rootlets, with their radicular hairs. Enlarged 40 dia-

meters.

Plate 4. fig. 22. Central vascular bundle of a compressed rootlet, imbedded in condensed

cellular tissue.

„ fig. 22*. Transverse section of a specimen from Mr. Cakkuthers’s cabinet,

exhibiting a vascular bundle {d) of the stem enclosed in parenchyma.

Natural size.

„ fig. 22**. The lower part of fig. 22*. Enlarged 8 diameters.

Kalox^ylon Hookeri.

Plate 5. fig. 23, Transverse section of a matured stem. Enlarged 29 diameters.

„ fig. 24. Transverse section of a very young stem or branch, with the central

vascular axis, but with no exogenous growths. Enlarged 24 diameters.

„ fig. 25. Similar section to fig, 24. Enlarged 24 diameters.

„ fig. 20. Obliquely transverse section of a matured stem deprived of its outer

bark. Enlarged 30 diameters.

„ fig. 27. Tangential section of a vascular exogenous wedge made near its peri-

pheral extremity, and showing the vertical medullary rays at/,/.

Enlarged 60 diameters.
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Plate 6. fig. 28. Transverse section of the outermost cortical layers, shovring the double

row of epidermal cells. Enlarged 200 diameters.

Plate 4. fig. 29. Badial longitudinal section of a matured stem passing through two

vascular laminm at e and with the mural cells of the medullary

ray separating the laminae Enlarged 130 diameters.

Plate 6. fig. 30. Tangential section of a matured stem intersecting the central vascular

exogenous wedge {d) near the medullary vascular axis, the two

more external ones ((?', <f') being intersected a little obliquely and

nearer to their peripheral extremities, as in fig, 27, The centripetal

cortical parenchyma separating the three vascular wedges is seen at

h, h. Enlarged 65 diameters,

„ fig. 31. Transverse section of the peripheral portion of the vascular wedge of a

matured stem, exhibiting several vascular lamina? (<?, e) separated by

medullary rays (jf, /*), and showing new vessels (e\ e") forming in the

pseudo-cambial layer Enlarged 130 diameters.

„ fig. 32. Transverse section of a matured stem deprived of its outermost bark,

but detaching laminse of vessels at a' from the vascular wedge to the

right of the cortical lamina (//) preparatory to the formation of a

branch. Enlarged 80 diameters.

„ fig. 83. Transverse section of the same stem as fig. 32, but made a little higher

uji than that section. The branch has here attained a semicylindrical

form, pushing aside the two vascular wedges (e', e"), and has definite

medullary rays (./,/) separating its radiating vascular laminee. En-

larged 40 diameters. The pseudo-cambial masses are seen at g, g.

Enlarged 30 diameters.

Plate 7. fig. 34. A third transverse section of the same stem made a little higher up than

fig. 33. The branch has now attained its cylindrical form and become

entirely free from the wedges {d, c”), which have returned to nearly

their normal positions. The vascular laminae of the bmnch exhibit

a tendency to arrange themselves into groups corresponding to the

primary wedges of the parent stem. Enlarged 30 diameters.

„ fig. 35, Tangential section of two primary vascular wedges (d, d'), with a vas-

cular bundle (g) passing outwards through the intervening cortical

parenchyma (h). Enlarged 48 diameters.

„ fig. 36. Obliquely tangential section of the cortical portion of the stem (fig. 1),

showing a vascular bundle (g) like that of fig. 35, passing outwards

through the outer cortical layer (i). Elongated examples of the

epidermal cells seen at k. Enlarged 48 diameters.

„ fig, 37. Section of a very small vascular axis, with but five primary wedges.

Enlarged 80 diameters.

„ fig. 38. Similar section to the last, but with four primary wedges. Enlarged

80 diameters.
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IL The OpUoal Bepor^nmt of the Atmosphere in relation to the Phenomena

of Pu^^action and Infection. By John Tyndall, F.R.S.

Odivered orally January 13,—BeceiTed complete April 6, 1876.

§ 1. Introduction.

An inquiry into the decomposition of vapours by light, begun in 1868 and continued in

1869*, in which it was necessary to employ optically pure air, led me to experiment

on the floating matter of the atmosphere. A brief section of a paper published in the

Philosophical Transactions for 1870 f is devoted to this subject.

I at that time found that London air, which is always thick with motes, and also

with matter too fine to be described as motes, after it had been filtered by passing it

through densely packed cotton-wool, or calcined by passing it through a red-hot

platinum-tube containing a bundle of red-hot platinum wires, or by carefully leading it

over the top of a spirit-lamp flame, showed, when examined by a concentrated lumi-

nous beam, no trace of mechanically suspended matter. The particular portion of

space occupied by such a beam was not to be distinguished from adjacent space.

The purely gaseous portion of our atmosphere was thus shown to be incompetent to

scatter light.

I subsequently found that, to render the air thus optically pure, it was only neces-

sary to leave it to itself for a sufficient time in a closed chamber, or in a suitably closed

vessel. The floating matter gradually attached itself to the top and sides, or sank to the

bottom, leaving behind it air possessing no scattering power. Sent through such air,

the most concentrated beam failed to render its track visible.

I mention ‘ top ’ and ‘ sides,’ as well as ‘ bottom,’ because gravity is not the only agent,

probably not the principal agent, concerned in the removal of the floating matter. It is

practically impossible to surround a closed vessel by an absolutely uniform temperature

;

and where differences of temperature, however small, exist, air-currents will be established.

By such gentle currents the floating particles arc gradually brought into contact with

all the surrounding surfaces. To these they adhere, and, no new supply being admitted,

the suspended matter finally disappears from the air altogether.

The parallelism of these results with those obtained in the excellent researches of

SchwannJ, ScnEOEDEBand Dusch§, Schboeder himself
|j,
and Pasteur •R’ in regard to the

question of “spontaneous generation,” caused me to conclude that the power of scattering

light and the power of producing life by the air would be found to go hand in hand.

• Proo. Boy. Soc. voL xvii. § Ann. dor Pharmacie, vol. Ixxxix. p. 232.

• t VoL clx. p. 337.
II
Ann. der Pharmacie, vol. cix. p. 35.

t Pooo. Ann. 1837, vol. xli. p. 184. ^ Ann. do Chim. et do Phys. 3rd series, vol. Ixiv. p. 83.
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This eomslusios was streng^liexted by m experianent easily made aad of

ficance in relation to this questiwi. It had been pointed out by Professor Lisw^^af

Edinburgh *, that air which has passed through the lungs is known to have lost its

power of causing putrefaction. Such air may mix freely with the blood without risk of

mischief; and that truly great scientific Surgeon had the penetration to ascribe^s immu-

nity from danger to the filtering power of the lungs. Prior to my becoming acquainted

with this hypothesis in 1869, 1 had demonstrated its accuracy in the following mannerf.

Condensing in a dark room, and in dusty air, a powerful beam of light, and breathing

through a glass tube (the tube actually employed was a lamp-glass, rendered warm in a

fiasae to prevent precipitation) across the focus, a diminution of the soattored light

was first observed. But towards the end of
Kg. X

the expiration the white track of the beam

was broken by a* perfectly black gap, the

blackness being due to the total absence from

the expired air of any matter competent to

scatter light. The experimental arrangement

is represented in fig. 1, where g represents

the heated lamp-glass, and b the gap cut out

of the beam issuing from the lamp L. The

deeper portions of the lungs were thus proved

to be filled with optically pure air, which, as

such, had no power to generate the organisms essential to the process of putrefaction;};.

It seemed that this simple method of examination could not fail to be of use to workers

in this field. They had hitherto proceeded less by sight than by insight, being in

general unable to see the physical character of the medium in which their experi-

ments were conducted. But the method has not been much turned to account ; and

this year I thought it worth while to devote some time myself to the more complete

demonstration of its utility.

I also wished to free my mind, and if possible the minds of others, from the uncer-

tainty and confusion which now beset the doctrine of “spontaneous generation.”

Pasteur has pronounced it “a chimera,”jand expressed the undoubtiug conviction that

this being so it is possible to remove parasitic diseases from the earth. To the tnertifyft]

profession, therefore, and through them to humanity at large, this question, if the

* Introductory Lecture before the UniveiBity. t Proo. Koy. Inst. vol. vi. p. 9.

t “ No putrefaction,” says Conn, “ can occur in a nitrogenous substance if it bo kept free from tiw

of new Bacteria after thoae which it may contain have been destroyed. Putrefaction begins as soon as Baettria,

even in the smallest numbers, are accidentally or purposely introduced. It progresses in direct propartion to

the multiplication of the Bacteria ; it is retarded when the Bacteria (for example, by a low temperature) develop

a small amount of vitality, and is brought to an end by all influences which either stop the devdi^ment of the

Bacteria, or kill them. All baotoricidal media are therefore antiseptic and disinfeotiiig.’’— sur Bioltjiit

der igianten, xweites Heft, 1872, p. 203.
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pfWMoiii FiMeh pMloiopli^ bii ootmftet,U one of the last itapottaiioe. But Pasnsim’s

lahouxs, whtdi have so long beenootnrideied models by most of us, have been subjected to

roi^ haodlhig of late. His reasoning has been criticised, and experiments ccmnter to

his have been adduced in such number and variety, and with such an appearance of

chrcuiUstaintial anKwracy, as to render the evidence against him overwhelming to many

minds. This, I have reason to know, has been the effect wrought, not only up(m

iwraons untrained in sdeiioe, but also upon biologists of eminence both in this country

and America. The state of medical opinion in England is correctly described in a

recent Number of the ‘British Medical Journal,’ where, in answer to the question,

“In what way is contagium generated and communicated?” we have the reply

that, notwithstanding “ an almost incalculable amount of patient labour, the actual

results obtained, especially as r^^ards the manner of generation of contagium, have

been most disappointing. Observers are even yet at variance whether these minute

particles, whose discovery we have just noticed, and other disease-germs, are always

produced from like bodies previously existing, or whether they do not, under certain

favourable conditions, spring into existence de wow.”

With a view to the possible diminution of the uncertainty thus described, I beg

without further preface to submit to the Royal Society, and especially to those who

study the etiology of disesuse, the following description of the mode of procedure

followed in this inquiry, and of the results to which it has led.

§ 2. Method of Experiment.

A chamber, or case, was constructed, with a glass front, its top, bottom, back, and

sides being of wood. At the back is a little door which opens and closes on hinges,

while into the sides are inserted two panes of glass, facing each other. The top is

perforated in the middle by a hole 2 inches in diameter, closed air-tight by a sheet of

india-rubber. I'his sheet is pierced in the middle by a pin, and through the pin-hole

is passed the shank of a long pipette ending above in a small funnel. A circular tin

collar, 2 inches in diameter and inch deep, surrounds the pipette, the space between

both being packed with cotton-wool moistened by glycerine. Thus the pipette, in

moving up and down, is not only firmly clasped by the india-rubber, but it also passes

through a stuffing-box of sticky cotton-wool. The width of the aperture closed by the

india-rubber secures the free lateral play of the lower end of the pipette. Into two

other smaller apertures in the top of the cupboard are inserted, air-tight, the open ends

of two narrow tubes, intended to connect the interior space with the atmosphere. The

tubes are bent several times up and down, so as to intercept and retain the particles

carried by such feeble currents as changes of temperature might cause to set in between

the outer and the inner air.

The bottom of the box is pierced with two rows of holes, six in a row, in which

are fixed, air-tight, twelve test-tubes, intended to contain the liquid to be exposed to the

lustioci of^ noteless air.

p 2
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file amngement is i!iepi«sented in %. #ha«»«w I%t.^

aro side windows threv^h which the seafching beam

passes from the lamp L across the case C
; j? is the

pipette, and a 6 are the bent tubes connecting the inner

and outer air. The test-tubes passing through the

bottom of the case are seen below.

Chi the lOth of September this case was closed. The

passage of a concentrated beam across it through its

two side windows then showed the air within it to be

laden with floating matter. On the 13th it was again

examined. Before the beam entered, and after it quitted

the case, its track was vivid in the air, but within the

case it vanished. Three days of quiet sufficed to cause

all the floating matter to be deposited on the interior

surfaces, where it was retained by a coating of glycerine, with which these sur&ces had

been purposely varnished.

§ 3. Deportment of Urine.

The pipette being dipped into the tubes, fresh urine was poured into eight of them

in succession on the 13th of last September. Bach tube was about half-filled with the

liquid. The tubes were then immersed in a bath of brine, raised to ebullition, and per-

mitted to boil for five minutes. Aqueous vapour rose from the liquid into the chamber,

where it was for the most part condensed, the uncondensed portion escaping, at a low

temperature, through the bent tubes at the top. Before the brine was removed little

stoppers of cotton-wool were inserted in the bent tubes, lest the entrance of the air into

the cooling-chamber should at first be forcible enough to carry motes along with it

As soon, however, as the ambient temperature was assumed by the air within the case

the cotton-wool stoppers were removed.

The front and back of this chamber were squares of 14 inches the side, the depth of

the chamber being 8'6 inches. It contained, therefore, 166C cubic inches of air, which

had unimpeded access to the liquid in the tubes. No stoppers were employed. The
air was unaffected by calcination, or £ven by filtering. Neither cotton-wool nor

hermetic sealing was resorted to. Self-subsidence was the only means employed to rid

the “ untortured ” air of its floating matter.

A second series of eight tubes were filled at the same time with the same liquid, and
subjected to the same boiling process. The only difference between the two series was,

that these latter tubes were placed in a stand beside the former and exposed to the

common air of the laboratory.

For the sake of distinction I will call the tubes opening into the case the protected

tubes, and those opening into the common air the eapoaed tubes.

On the 17th of September all the protected tubes were bright and dear, while all

the exposed tubes were distinctly turbid. Specks of mould, moreover, were in every
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1»M ieea on tbe tuifaoe of tlie «HCpoie4 Uqaid: These waxed dailjr larger, and finally

%mmA a thle^ layer on the top of every column. The liquid changed from a pale

ahflny to a,ieddi8h>lnrpvm colour, eome of the tubes being more deeply tinged than

others.

On the S7ih of September I provided myself with a microscope having a magnifying*

power of 1200 diameters.. Under its scrutiny the turbidity of the liquid immediately

resolved itself into swarms of Bacteria in active motion. Cohn correctly explains the

turbidity., The index of refraction of the Bacterium being slightly different from that

of the surrounding medium, a scattering of light is the consequence. This scattering,

however, and the opalescence it produces, are practically independent of the motions of

the Bacteria.

Since the date here referred to the exposed liquid has been frequently examined, both

with the imd with the microscope. To the former it is thickly turbid, to the latter

it is swarming with life. Its smell is putrid. All this time the protected tubes

exhibit a liquid perfectly unchanged in appearance. For four months it has remained as

transparent and of as rich a colour as the brightest Amontillado sherry.

On the 1st of October another experiment similar in principle to that just described

was begun. Fresh urine was employed, and a much smaller case. The capacity of

the latter was 451 cubic inches ; and three test-tubes, instead of twelve, were passed

air-tight through its bottom. Like those in the larger chamber they were filled by a

pipette, and boiled for five minutes in a bath of brine. Beside them were placed three

other tubes containing the same liquid treated in exactly the same way, but exposed

to the common air. On the 6th all the exposed tubes were turbid, and found by

microscopic examination to be swarming with Bacteria. The colour of the exposed

liquid changed from a pale sherry colour to a brown orange. On the 25th the tubes

were again examined, and found full of Bacteria. Two months subsequent to this

latter date the infusion, diminished by evaporation, was found well charged with

Bacterial life.

While this process of putrefaction was going on outside, the tubes opening into the

moteUss air of the case remained peifectly clear.

The chamber represented in fig. 2, and above described, was the first operated on,

and the liquid is shown by the draughtsman as filling only a small portion of the test-

tubes. This smallness of volume is in part due to evaporation. Test-tubes 1*2 inch

wide and 9 inches long were, in all subsequent experiments, nearly filled with the

infusiona Strong in the first instance, these were sometimes kept until slow evapora-

tion through the open tubes at the top of the case had reduced them to one third or

one fourth of their original volume. Each experiment, therefore, was, in reality, a.

series of experiments, extending over months, on infusions of different strengths, the

concluding ones of the series attaining a very high degree of concentration. In

fig. 2 the portion of the tubes within the case ought to he less than one half of

it is there shown to be.
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A case was constructed to caDtain «ijc test-tubes. It, like tdie bad a £railt

of 1^8, side windows, and a baidk door. Its capacity was 867 cubic inches. It was

sealed up on the 21st of September, and found free from floating matter on the

Lean mutton, cut into small pieces, was digested for four hours in water of a tempma*
tare of 120* F. The infusicm was then carefully filtered, and introduced into the sia

test-tubes by a pipette which was never removed from the case.

The mutton-juice was of a fine ruby colour ; but on boiling, its albumen was pr^-
pitated, subsequently sank, and carried the colouring-matter with it The supernatant

liquid was perfectly clear. The frothing was considerable when the boiling began.

Beside this case was placed a stand containing six test-tubes filled with the same infu-

sion, but exposed to the common air.

On the 27th all the outside flasks were perceptibly turbid; on the 28th they were

found well filled with Bacteria, which on the 30th had increased to astonishing swarms.

On the 15th of October the tubes were again examined, and found charged with undi-

minished life. They remained thus “ putrid ” until the 14th of November.

Ihiring the whole of this time the infttsion in contact vntk the moteless air of the

chamber remained as clear as distilled water.

On the 14th of November I infected one of the clear tubes by introducing into it

through the pipette a few drops of mutton-infusion which had been prepared and

exposed upon the 12th of November, and which two days had sufficed to render turbid.

On the 15th the inoculated infusion showed signs of turbidity, and on the 16th putre-

faction had actively set in, the liquid being thickly muddy and full of life.

With a moteless chamber and three tubes, experiments were subsequently made on

a second infusion of mutton. In this case, however, the infusion was boiled, its albu-

men was precipitated, and removed by filtration prior to its introduction into the

chamber. The pellucid liquid was introduced on the Ist of October, boiled for five

minutes in the brine-bath, and abandoned to the air of the case. A series of exposed

tubes containing the same infusion, similarly treated, was placed beside the protected

ones. On the 4th all the outside tubes were muddy and swarming with Bacteria.

ScHROETEE and Cohn have shown that difierent colours are produced by diflerent kinds of

Bacteria. In the three exposed tubes here referred to a yellow-green pigment was
developed.

Tip to the present date, orfor more than three months after itspreparation, the infurim,

considerably diminished by evaporation, remains in all the protected tabes as clear as

atfirst.

§ 5. BeefInfusion.

A beef-steak, after having its fat removed, was cut up into small pieces, and digested

for three hours at a temperature of 120° F. The liquid was then poured off, boiled, and
filtered. It was as clear and colourless as pure water. On the 4th of October it wm
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iDid t&vee tabet pvolee^ by » ehmnber of 451 csnbto iodbeB capacity. It

wii %o{M fmt ive milralet iti ft bxiiie*4Mi1^. Htxee exposed tubes, coataining tbe same

IttfbsicHi, srere placed beside the protected cues. On tbe 5th the exposed tubes showed

8%iM ofImzmess, on the 6th they were turbid, of a green colour, and tiled with Bacteria.

Tl^ hare maintamed their moddinees, cdour, and swarming life up to the present time.

Wfdte the exposed Serf^infuaion patri^ed m this way, all the protected infimcm

remained perfectly sweet and dear.

^ 6. Haddock-Infusion.

The haddock was cut up and digested on the 24th of September ; it was aftergvards

introduced into six tubes, protected by a chamber. On boiling, its albumen, like that

of the mutton first referred to, coagulated and sank to the bottom, leaving a perfectly

clear liquid behind. Six exposed tubes filled with the same infusion were placed

beside the six protected ones.

On the 27th the exposed tubes were all turbid and swarming with Bacteria. On the

29th one of the tubes showed a fine green colour ; three other tubes showed the same

colour afterwards. The vivacity of the organisms was extraordinary, and their shapes

various. They darted rapidly to and fro across the field, clashing, recoiling, and

pirouetting—^rendering it, indeed, difficult to believe in the vegetable nature which the

best microscopists assign to them. *

For nearly three weeks the protected tithes remained perfectly clear. To gain room,

the case was subsequently shifted, and soon afterwards one of the six tubes became

turbid. Something, doubtless, had been shaken into it from the top of the chamber.

For more than a month this single infected flask remained in company with the five

healthy ones. The air containing the products of putrefaction had free access to the

whole of them, but there was no spread of the infection. As long as the organisms

themselves were kept out of the flasks, the “ sewer-gas ” developed by the putrefaction had

no infective power. ' On the 14th of November I infected two perfectly pellucid tubes

with haddock-infusion which, after boiling, had been exposed for two days to the air.

On the 16th the two tubes had obviously yielded to the infection. On the 16th disease,

if I may use the term, had completely taken possession of them. Into one of them '

only one or two drops of the turbid infusion had fallen, while ten times this amount

was introduced into the other. Nevertheless on the 16th both appeared equally turbid.

The infection acted exactly like the virus of smallpox, a small quantity of which will

in the long run produce the same effect as a large one.

§ 7. Turnip-Infusion.

Tumip-juice had a special interest for me in consequence of the important part it

plays in the experiments of Dr. Bastian. I turned to it with the anxious desire to

leum whether the statements made concerning it were correct.

The conditions laid down as to the strength of the solution, the temperature to be
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maintained during the time of digestioB, and the time it was to Jbe maint»i]i«$*^^ t^

scrupulously adhered to. Thus the turnip was eut into thin slieeSt and digmtted lor

hours in a beaker of water immersed in a watmwbath kept at a temperature close to

120° Fahr. The infusion was then carefully filtered, introduced through a |upette

into its case, and boiled there for five minutes. Six protected tesMubes were charged

with the infusion on the 24th of September, while six other tubes were placed on a stand

outside, and exposed to the common air of the laboratory.

On the 27th the exposed tubes were distinctly turbid, and on microscopic examine'

tion were found peopled with Bacteria. The protected tubes, on the contrary, were

perf^tly clear. A little distilled water had been added to one of the outer tubes. The

germmal matter, whatever it may be, must have been copious in the water ; for the tube

to which it was added far exceeded the other two in the rapidity of life-dievelopment.

On the 80th this tube contained Bacteria in swarms, of small size, but of astonishing

activity. The other tubes also were fairly charged with organisms, larger and more

languid, but not at all so numerous as in the watered tube. On the 6th of October

some of the exposed tubes began to clear ; as if the Bacteria had died through lack

of nutriment, and were falling as a thick sediment to the bottom.

During these changes the protected tubes were visibly unaltered, the liquid within entry

one of them remaining as clear as it had, been on the day of its introduction.

In this instance I was specially anxious to verify the result by repetition. Two other

cases were therefore fitted up to contain three tubes each, and instead of a door a

movable panel was placed at the back. After two or three days’ rest both cases were

found free from floating matter, and on the 1st of October the turnip-infusion was intro-

duced, and boiled for five minutes in a bath of brine.

In the former experiment the temperature of digestion was maintained by keeping

the beaker containing the turnip in a bath of warm water. In the present instance

the turnip was sliced in a dish and placed before a fire. An occult but efficient power

like that already ascribed to the actinic raysf, might, I thought, be ascribed to radiant

heat, and I therefore copied to the letter the mode of digesting pursued by Dr. Bastiak.

Adjacent to the closed cases was placed a series of three exposed tubes, containing a

liquid prepared in precisely the same way. On the 4th of October the exposed tubes were

all turbid, and swarmed with Bacteria. In two of the tubes they were distinctly more

numerous and lively than in the third. Such differences between sensibly conterminous

tubes, containing the same infusion, are frequent. On the 9th, moreover, the two most

actively charged tubes were in part crowned by beautiful tufts of mould. This expanded

gradually until it covered the entire surface with a thick tough layer, which must have

seriously intercepted the oxygen said to be necessary to Bacterial life. The Bacteria

lost their translatory power, fell to the bottom, and left the liquid between them and

the superficial layer clear.

^ Beginnings of Life, voL i* p. 357, note. t Nature, voL iii. p» 247.
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Aanotbef dMfepenoe, pomtii% to differences in the life of the air, was shown by these

tabes. The turbidity of the two monld-crowned ones was colourless, exhibiting a grey

hue. The third tubej the middle one of the three, contained a bright yeHow'^een

Ingment, and on its surface no trace of mould was to be seen. It never cleared, but

maintained its turbidity and its Bacterial life for months after the other tubes had

ceased to show either. It cannot be doubted that the mould-spores fell into this tube

also, but in the fight for existence the colour-producing Bacteria had the upper hand.

Six other tubes, similarly exposed, showed the grey muddiness ; all of them became

thickly covered with mould, under which the Bacteria died or passed into a quiescent

state, fell to the bottom, and left the liquid clear.

Up to the 13M of October the purity of the sirprotected tubes rermimd mirripaired.

Here a complementary experiment was made. It remained to be proved that those

long-dormant clear infusions had undergone no change which interfered with their ability

to develop and maintain life. On the 13th, therefore, the small panel was removed

from the back of one of the cases, and with three new pipettes specimens were taken

from the three tubes within it. The closest search revealed no living thing. The air

of the laboratory being permitted to diffuse freely into the case, on the day after the

removal of the panel the test-beam showed the case to be charged with floating matter.

Th.e access of this matter was the only condition necessary to the production of life ;

for on the ^1th all the tubes were muddy and swarming with Bacteria.

A similar experiment, sub8e([uently made, revealed to me some of the snares and

pitfalls which await an incautious worker on this question. The chamber already

referred to as containing six tubes, filled with turnip-juice, preserved the infusion clear

for a month. On the 2l8t of October the back door of the chamber was opened, and

specimens of the clear infusion were taken out for examination by the microscope. The

first tube examined showed no signs of life. This result was expected, but I was by no

means prepared for the deportment of the second tube. Here the exhibition of life was

monstrously copious. There were numerous globular organisms, which revolved, rotated,

and quivered in the most extraordinary manner. There were also numbers of lively

Bacteria darting to and fro. An experimenter who ponders his work and reaches his

conclusions slowly, cannot immediately relinquish them ; and in the present instance

some time was required to convince me that no mistake had been made. I could find none,

and was prepared to accept the conclusion that in the boiled infusion, despite its clear-

ness, life had appeared.

But why, in the protected turnip-infusion, which had been examined on the 13th

of October, could no trace of life be found 1 In this case perfect transparency was

accompanied by an utter absence of life. The selfsame action upon light that enabled

the Bacteria to show themselves in the microscope must, one would think, infallibly

produce turbidity. Why, moreover, should life be absent from the first member of the

present group of tubes 1 I searched this again, and found in it scanty but certain signs

MDCX30U3CVI. ' O
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of life. This augmented my perjd^ity. A third tube also showed scanty traces nt life.

I revmrted to the second tube, where life had been so copious, and found that in it the

organisms had become as scanty as in the others. 1 confined myself for a time to the

three tubes of the first row of the six, going over them again and again ; -sometimes

finding a Bacterium here and there, but sometimes finding nothing. The first extra-

ordinary exhibition of life it was found impossible to restore. Doubtful of my skill as

a microscopist 1 took specimens from the three tubes and sent them to Prof, Huxlby,

with a request that he would be good enough to examine them.

On the 22nd the search was extended to the whole of the tubes. Early in the day

lively Bacteria were found in one of them ; later on, not one of the six yielded to

my closest scrutiny any trace of life. On the evening of the 22nd a note was received

from Prof. Huxley stating that a careful examination of the specimens sent to him

revealed no living thing.

Pipettes had been employed to remove the infusion from the test-tubes. They were

short pieces of narrow glass tubing, drawn out to a point, with a few inches of India*

rubber tubing attached to them. This was found convenient for bending so as to reach

the bottom of the test-tubes. Suspicion fell upon this india-rubber. It was washed, the

washing-water was examined, but no life was found. Distilled water had been used to

cleanse the pipettes, and on the morning of the 23rd I entered the laboratory intending to

examine it. Before dipping the pipette into the water I inspected its jK)int. The tiniest

drop had remained in it by capillary attraction from the preceding day. This was blown

on to a slide, covered, and placed under the microscope. An astonishing exhibition of life

was my reward. Thus on the scent, I looked through my pipettes, and found two more

with the smallest residual drops at the ends ; both of them yielded a field rampant with

life. The Bacteria darted in straight lines to and fro, bending right and left along the

line of motion, wriggling, rotating longitudinally, and spinning round a vertical trans-

verse axis. Monads also galloped and quivered tlirough the field. Irom one of these

tiny specks of liquid was obtained an exhibition of life not to be distinguished from that

which had astonished me on the 2l8t.

Obviously the phenomenon then observed was due to the employment of an unclean

pipette. Equally obvious is it that in inquiries of this nature the experimenter is beset

with danger, the grossest errors being possible Avhen there is the least lack of care.

The door of this case had been opened with a view to testing the capacity of the

infusions within it to develop and maintain life. For four weeks they had remained

perfectly clear. Two days after the door was opened and the common laboratory air

admitted all six tubes were turbid, and swarming with Bacteria. Some of them were

very long, and their wriggling and darting hither and thither very impressive.

The chamber here referred to was again thoroughly cleaned, sealed, and permitted

to remain quiet until its floating matter had subsided. Ou the 17th of November a

fresh infusion of turnip was introduced into it through the pipette, boiled in an oil-bath,

and again abandoned to the air of the case.
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eH tks 4ap of its mtroducUm.

Six otbet tubes chaiged with the same infusion, boiled in the same way, became

turbid in a few days, and subsequently covered with thick layers of Pmicillium.

§ 8. Hay-Infumm.

This infusion has been credited with a power of spontaneous generation similar to

that ascribed to turnip-juice. The hay being chopped into short lengths was digested

for four hours in water kept at a temperature of 120° Fahr. On the 24th of September

the filtered infusion was introduced into its chamber, and boiled there for five minutes.

Six tubes were chaigcd with the protected liquid, while six other tubes, filled with

the same infusion, wefe placed on a stand outside the case.

On the 27th the inside flasks were clear, the ontside ones faintly turbid. On the

28th spots of mould appeared upon all the exposed surfaces. The infusion in one of

the tubes had been diluted with distilled water, and in it the development of life was

far more rapid than in the five others; all of them, however, on the 28th contained

Bacteria.

On the 29th I noticed a larger organism than the Bacteria moving rapidly to and fro

across the field, the drop containing it being taken from the dilute infusion. Several of

them were seen upon the 30th gambolling among the smaller Bacteria, appearing bright

or dark as they sank or rose in the liquid, a film of which, large as they looked, was to

them an ocean. Swarms of Bacteria were seen on the 2nd of October, their translatory

motions being so rapid and varied, and guided by so apparent a purpose, as to render it

difficult to believe that they could be any thing else than animals. On the 15th there

was a marvellous exhibition of the larger Infusoria, which appeared to have driven the

Bacteria from their habitat, as few of them were to be seen. My inability to find the

larger creatures a second time in such numbers perplexed me, causing me to conclude

that I had accidentally alighted upon a colony of them. Subsequent experience with

the pipettes already described pointed, however, to another source.

While three days sufficed to break down the purity, and to fill with Bacterial life, the

six exposed tubes, the six protected ones remainedfor mare than three months as clear and

healthy as they were on the day the infusion was poured into them. Neither a trace of

mould upon the surface of any one of them, nor a ti-ace of turbidity in its mass, was to

be seen.

Into another case containing three' test-tubes a very strong infusion of hay was intro-

duced on the 1st of October. It was boiled for five minutes, and then abandoned to the air

of the case. Three other tubes exposed to the laboratory air were placed on a stand beside

the case. The colour of the infusion was very deep, but it was quite transparent. One

of the outer tubes was diluted with distilled water. On the 3rd the infusion in this tube

was turbid, the others remaining clear. The germinal matter had in some way or other

G 2
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invaded the distilled water, and made its action rapid. The dilute inlodon ecmtahied

multitndes of Bacteria, many motionless, but many moving rapidly about. On the 4th

of October all the tubes swarmed with Bacteria. They continued muddy till the middie

of November, when they were employed for experiments on infection.

Throughout the whale of this time the protected tubes remained unchanged.

With regard to infection, it may be stated here that the merest speck of a v^etable

infusion containing Bacteria infects all animal infusions, and vice versd. The bursting

of a bubble infects an infusion reached by the spray. It is the envelope, and not the

gas of the bubble, which produces this result.

Other experiments on hay-infusions, acid, neutral, and alkaline, placed in contact

with air purified in various ways, yielded the same negative result.

§ 9. Infusion of Sole.

The fish was cut up and digested for three hours in water kept at 120® Fahr. On

the 17th of November it was introduced into a case containing three test-tubes, and

boiled there for five minutes. Three other tubes hung outside the case were exposed to

the ordinary laboratory air.

The three exposed tubes were feebly but distinctly cloudy on the 19th. On the 22nd

they were all thickly turbid. Scattered spots of Penicillium then appeared on two of

them, while the third tube, which stood between these two, kept the Fenicillium down.

This central tube contained tlie pigment-forming which have frequently shown

a singular power in preventing the development of mould. For nearly two months the

central tube has successfully withstood this development, while its two neighbours are

covered by a matted layer of Penicillium.

During the whole of this time the protected infusion continued as clear and colourless

as distilled water.

§ 10. Liver-Infuman.

On the 10th of November the infusion was prepared by the process of digesting

already so often described. It was introduced into a case containing three protected

tubes, and boiled there for five minutes in the brine-bath. Hung on to the chamber at the

same time were three tubes containing the same infusion, but exposed to the common

air. On the 13th Bacteria were numerous in the exposed tubes, and soon afterwards

all three of them became thickly muddy and putrescent. They continued so for

months.

The protected tubes, on the contrary, showed throughout a bright yellow liquid, as trans-

parent as it was on the day of its introduction into the case.

§ 11. Infusions of Hare, Babbit, Pheasmt, and Grouse.

For the sake of economy, as so many of them were employed, the shape of the cases

was subsequently varied. The rounded end of a tall glass shade was cut ofl^ so as

to convert the shade into a hollow cylinder (S, fig. 3), open at both ends. This was set
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v(|iti§ht «»i a wooden stancU and cemented to it air-tight. Thcongh

the atand paesed three large test-tubes (shown in the figure) also

idr-tighti To the top of the cylinder was cemented a circular piece of

wood, the middle of which was occupied by a pipette, p, passing first

through india-rubber and then through a stuffing-box, o, of cotton-

wool moistened by glycerine*. The air within the case was con-

nected with the air without by means of the open bent tubes a and b.

In the first experiments made with these cases defects of construc-

tion were revealed during the boiling of the infusions. But increased

experience enabled my assistant to render them secure. The float-

ing matter within the cases having been permitted to subside, into

four of them, on the 30th of November, infusions of hare, rabbit,

pheasant, and grouse were introduced. They were boiled in the

usual way, and abandoned to the air of the case. Outside each case,

and hung on to it, were three test-tubes of the same size and

containing the same infusion as that within.

Examined on Christmas-day, the following were the observed results :

—

Pheasant.—^'I'he three interior tubes perfectly limpid ; the three exposed ones turbid

and covered with Peuicillimn.

Grouse,—The same as pheasant.

Hare.—Tiie same as grouse and pheasant.

liahhit.
—

^I'he three interior tubes covered vrith tufts of particularly beautiful Peni-

cillium, some of the tufts striking deep into the liquid. In two out of the three tubes,

moreover, mycelium was flourishing below. All the outer tubes were, as usual, turbid

and covered with Penicillmm.

Is this, then, a case of spontaneous generation 1 Without further evidence no cautious

worker would draw such a conclusion. Opposed to this isolated instance stand all the

others mentioned in these pages, and their proper action on the mind is to compel the

closest scrutiny before accepting this apparent exception as a real one. Subjected to such

scrutiny, it appeared tliat of the four shades the one containing the rabbit-infusion,

and that only, had yielded to the heat of boiling. The shade had been fastened upon

its slab with ])la6ter and cement, which became so loose during the boiling that the

steam issued from the chinks. But crannies which could permit steam to escape could

permit air to enter, and to the presence of such air the appearance of the Penicillmm

was doubtless due.

I did not, however, rest content with mere inference, but tested the rabbit-infusion

by placing three fresh tubes of it in one of the firmer cases first described. It was intro-

duced and boiled on the 6th of January, three other tubes filled with the same boiled

• III fho earlier experiments the india-rubber formed the bottom of the stuffing-box, whore particles were

SOBKftaineB detached from it by the motion of the pipotto. To prevent this tho positions of wool and rubber

wwb aftenwds reversed.

Kg. 3.
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infimoxL being exposed on tbe same day to the ovdinary ai7>. The three protected

remained clear for three months, while in three days the three exposed ones were

ohaiged with Bacteria.

Salmon .—The colouring-matter of this fish did not at all affect the infusion ; indeed

no better example of original freedom from colour or opalescence, and of persistent

purity in contact with the moteless air, has occurred to me than salmon-infusion. It

was introduced into a cylindrical’case on the 13th of December, where it continued for

months to show the brilliant transparency exhibited at first. Three unprotected tubes,

on the other hand, became turbid and covered with mould in a few days.

Mops .—One tube of this infusion was protected simply by a lamp-glass, corked and

cemented above and below. Through the lower cork passed the single test-tube, air-

tight ; while through the upper one passed the pipette and the bent tubes intended to

connect the outer and the inner air. The infusion was prepared and introduced on the

28th of October, In a few days the exjwsed tube was found turbid and covered with

mould ; the protected tube, on the contrary, remained clear for several months.

Tea and Coffee .—One tube of each was protected by a lamp-glass similar to that

employed in the infusion of hops. Both were prepared on the 28th of October,

exposed tubes being hung up at the same time. The protected tea has remained clear,

while the exposed tea is turbid and covered with mould. Both the exposed coffee and

the protected coffee are turbid and covered with mould.

The remarks already made with regard to the rabbit-infusion apply here. The case

is one, not for the hasty admission of spontaneous generation, but for further scrutiny.

I examined the apparatus as it stood. The pipette used to introduce the coffee (and

this one only of the three employed in these experiments) rested against the outer edge

of the tube containing the infusion. This had in part evaporated, had been in part

condensed, and had trickled down the pipette so as to form a small drop at the point

where pipette and tube touched each other.^ The drop had virtually washed the outer

surface of the pipette, carrying with it, in part, such matter as might have attached itself

to that surface. A portion of this washing-water reaching the infusion was doubtless

the origin of the life observed. The sure test, however, was the repetition of the

experiment under conditions which should exclude this source of error. On the 27th

of December accordingly two tubes protected by lamp-glasses were prepared, two other

tubes of the infusion being exposed to the air. The former remained clear for months,

the latter in the same number of days became turbid and covered with FenidUium.

§ 12. Infusions of Codfish, Turlot, Herring, and Mullet.

With a view of causing these experiments on moteless and mote-laden air to run

parallel with others made with hermetically-sealed tubes, to be described further on, I

added the fish named in the heading of this section to the other substances examined.

The mullet was introduced into its case on the 3rd of January. The warm air had, how-

ever, so acted on the wood of the case, which had been employed in former experiments,
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Wfttear ofcondensation trickled £rom a chink in the bottom. The other cases were

mended as lur m possible, and into them the infnsions were introduced on the 4th of

Each case, as before, was provided with three exposed tubes for comparison with

the three protected tubes within. On the morning of the 6th the exposed turbot’infusion

was clear in all the tubes ;
a few hours subsequently two out of the three became

doudy ; while on the 7th Bacteria had taken possession of all of them. All the unpro-

tected tubes of codfish were cloudy on the 6th, more cloudy on the 7th, and covered

with a soapy layer upon the 8th. The three exposed herring-tubes were also cloudy on

the 6th, the cloudiness advancing afterwards to thicker turbidity. The mullet gave way

in the same manner. For more than three months the protected tubes, including even the

imperfect chamber which protected the mullet-infusion, have remained as clear as they

were upon the day of their introduction.

To these fish-infusions may be added others of eel and oyster. Two tubes of each,

protected by lamp-glasses, were charged on the 27th of December. They remain

unchanged. Two other pairs of tubes, prepared in the same way and exposed to the

laboratory air, are turbid and covered with Femcillium.

13, Inftmons of Fowl and Kidney.

Three tubes of the fowl-infusion were introduced into a case, and boiled there for five

minutes, on the 4th of January. Three similar tubes were at the same time exposed to

the air. On the 6th all the outer tubes were cloudy, the cloudiness becoming denser

on the following days, while disks of Fcnioillium began to form on the exposed sur-

faces. It was found exceedingly difficult to obtain a clear infusion of kidney. The

liquid, after it had passed through a dozen filters, was still quite muddy. With con-

siderable labour and care, and by the employment of 200 filters, the mechanically sus-

pended matter was at length removed, and a hyaline infusion obtained. It was introduced

into its case, to which three exposed tubes were attached, on the 4th of January. On
the 7th the latter were perceptibly cloudy, on the 8th distinctly so, while specks of

mould rested upon them all. I'he protected tubes, on the contrary, have for months

maintained their transparency undimmed*.

The entire number of experiments made to illustrate the association of scattered

light and Bacterial and fungoid life are not here recounted. Whiting, for example, may

be added to the fish, and pork to the flesh examined, while many of the other substances

have been tested oftener than I have thought it necessary to record. The method of

boiling was also varied in a manner which may claim a passing reference here.

^14. Boiling by an Internal Source of Heat.

Two large test-tubes were fixed air-tight in the same case. On the 8th of November,

• Kidney has been mentioned by Dr. Bastiist as a substance with which be demonstrates the occurrence of

pontaneous generation. Ho does not mention the extraordinary turbidity of the infusion, which proved so

tnmMeeomo to me.
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after the floating matter had subsided, infusions of hay and turnip were introditto^

Dipping into each test-tube were two tinned copper wires, connected below by a Spiral

of platinum wire. The arrangement is represented in fig. 4. The copper wires (od)

passed through the case, and were connected with a voltaic battery outside.

The spiral was heated by the current. After a few minutes ebullition set

in, and was continued for five minutes in each tube. Two other tubes

containing the same infusions were boiled in the same way, and afterwards

hung on outside the case containing the two protected tubes.

In a separate case were placed two tubes containing infusions of beef

and mutton. The arrangement and the treatment were precisely the

same as those just described in the ca.se of hay and turnip.

Examined some months subsequently, the exposed tubes of all four

infusions were found turbid and covered with Penicillmm, while all the

four protected tubes remained unchanged. During the boiling process

some flocculi detached themselves from the tinned surfaces of the copper wires ; but

in the protected tubes these have fallen to the bottom, and left the supernatant liquid

clear. Platinum wires would have been better than tinned copper ones.

§ 15. Partial Discussion of the Itesults.

Thus by experiments, reiterated in many cases, with urine, mutton, beef, pork, hay,

turnip, tea, coffee, hops, haddock, sole, salmon, codfish, turbot, mullet, herring, eel

oyster, whiting, liver, kidney, hare, rabbit, fowl, pheasant, grouse, has the induction been

established that the power of developing Bacterial life by atmospheric air, and its power

of scattering light, go hand in hand. We shall immediately examine more closely what

this means.

In his published works, Dr. Bastian has frequently dwelt upon the necessity of

employing strong infusions when investigating the phenomena of spontaneous gene-

ration. I would therefore recall to mind what has been stated on a previous page,

that in most of the experiments here described the infusion at starting was strong, and

that it was permitted to evaporate with extreme slowness until its concentration became

three or four fold what it had been at starting. Every experiment was thus converted

into an indefinite number of experiments on infusions of different strengths. Never, in

my opinion, was the requirement as to concentration more completely fulfilled, and never

was the reply of Nature to experiment more definite and satisfactory. The temperatures,

moreover, to which the infusions have been subjected embrace those hitherto found effec-

tual, extending indeed beyond them in both directions*. They reached from a lower limit

of 60° to a higher limit of more than 100°Fahr. Still higher temperatures were applied in

other experiments to be described subsequently. With regard to the number of the infu-

sions, more than fifty moteless chambers, each with its system of tubes, have been tested.

There is no shade of uncertainty in any of the results. In every instance we have, within

the chamber, perfect limpidity and sweetness—without the chamber, putridity and its

* See Proe. of Eoy. Soc. vol. xxi. p. 130, where a temperature of 70® is described as effectual.
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cliaziicjtaristiicfliiiellB. In no instance is the least countenance lent to the notion that an

infusion depiived by heat of its inherent life, and placed in contact with air cleansed of

its visibly suspended matter, has any powoc whatever to generate life anew.

If it should be asked how I have assured myself that the protected liquids do not

contain Bacteria, I would, in the first place, reply that with the most careful micro-

scopic search I have been unable to find them. But much more than this may be

afiSrmed. The electric or the solar beam is a far more powerful and searching test in

this matter than the microscope. In the foregoing pages I have more than once

described the clearness of my protected infusions, after months of exposure, as equal to

that of distilled water. So far is this from being an exaggeration, that it falls short of the

truth ; for I have never seen distilled water so free from suspended particles as the pro-

tected infusions prove themselves to be. When for months a transparent liquid thus

defies the scrutiny of the searching beam, maintaining itself free from every speck which

could scatter light as a Bacterium scatters it—^when, moreover, an adjacent infusion,

prepared in precisely the same way, but exposed to the ordinary air, becomes first hazy,

then turbid, and ends by wholly shattering the concentrated beam into irregularly

scattered light, 1 think we are entitled to conclude iheX Bacteria are as certainly absent

from the one as they are present in the other. (See Note I. at the end.)

For the right interpretation of scientific evidence something more than mere sharpness

of observation is requisite, very keen sight being perfectly compatible with very weak

insight. I was therefore careful to have my infusions inspected by biologists, not only

trained in the niceties of the microscope, but versed in all the processes of scientific

reasoning. Their conclusion is that it would simply weaken the demonstrative force of

the experiments to appeal to the microscope at all.

^ 16. Suspended Particles in Air and Water ; their relation to Bacteria.

Examined by the concentrated solar rays, or by the condensed electric beam, the

floating matter of the air is seen to consist:—first, of particles so coarse that their

individual motions can be followed by the eye ; secondly, of a finer matter which is not

to be distinguished as motes, but which emits a uniform and changeless light. In this

finer matter the coarser motes move as in a medium.

As regards the production of colour, the action of small particles has been examined

by BEbcKE in a paper “On the Colours of Turbid Media”*. In relation to the

question of polarization, Professor Stokes has made some remarks in his memoir

“On the Change of the Kefraugibility of Light ”f. I may also be permitted to refer

to my own papers “ On New Chemical Reactions by Light ” and “ On the Blue Colour

of the Sky,” in the Proceedings of the Royal Society for 1868-69, and to a paper
“ On the Action of Rays of High Refrangibility on Gaseous Matter,” in the Philosophical

Transactions for 1870. M. Soret, Lord Ratleioh, and Mr. Bosanqukt have also worked

at this subject, which, as far as it now concerns us, a few words will render clear.

• Fo«o. Ann. Izzrriii. p. 363. t Philosophical Transactions, vol. 142, pp. 529-330

HDcoouonri. h
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When the track of a parallel beam in dusty air is looked at hoxiacnita% thfotlg]| a

Nicoii’s prism, in a direction perpendicular to the beam, the longer diagonal of the

prism being vertical, a portion of the light from the finer matter, being polarissed, is

extinguished. The coarser motes, bn the other hand, which do not polariKe the light,

flash out with greater force, ipecause of the increased darkness of the space around

them.

The individual particles of the finest floating matter of the air lie probably far beyond

the reach of the microscope. At all events it is experimentally demonstrable that there

are particles which act similarly upon light, and which are entirely ultra-microscopic. A
few days ago, for example, an inverted bell-jar was filled with distilled water, into which,

while it was briskly beaten by a glass rod, was dropped a solution of mastic in alcohol.

The proportion was less than that employed by Bruckb, being about 10 grains of the

gum to 1000 grains of the alcohol. The jar was placed under a skylight, at the

height of the eye above the floor. It was of a beautiful cerulean hue, this colour

arising wholly from the light scattered by the mastic particles. Looked at horizontally

through a Nicol’s prism, with its shorter diagonal vertical, the blue light passed

freely to the eye. Turning the long diagonal vertical, the scattered light was wholly

quenched, and the jar appeared as if filled with ordinary pure water.

I tried the effect of a powerful filter upon those particles, and found that they passed

sensibly unimpeded through forty layers of the best filtering-paper*.

The liquid containing them was examined by a microscope magnifying 1200 dia-

meters. The suspended mastic particles entirely eluded this power, the medium

in which they swam being as uniform as distilled water in which no mastic whatever

had been precipitated.

The optical deportment of the floating matter of the air proves it to be composed, in

part, of particles of this excessively minubi character. The concentrated beam reveals

them collectively, long after the microscope has ceased to distinguish them individually.

They are, moreover, organic particles, which may be removed from the air by combustion.

In presence of such facts, any argument against atmospheric germs, based upon their

being beyond the reach of the microscope, loses all validity.

We are here brought face to face with a question of extreme importance, which it

will be useful to clear up. “ Potential germs ” and “ hypothetical germs ” have been

spoken of with scorn, because the evidence of the microscope as to their existence was

not forthcoming. Sagacious writers had drawn from their experiments the perfectly

legitimate inference that in many cases the germs exist, though the microscope fails to

reveal them. Such inferences, however, have been treated as the pure work of the

imagination, resting, it was alleged, on no real basis of fact. But in the concentrated

beam we possess what is virtually a new instrument, exceeding the microscope indefi-

nitely in power. Directing it upon media which refuse to give the coarser instrdment

any information as to what they hold in suspension, these media declare themselves to

* There are filters, however, which stop them ; but of this immediately.
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IMwM |HurticieB«*ttot hypotiietical, not potential, but Actual and myiiadfold

in nitinber'~*ehundiig the microvcopiat that there is a \rorld beyond even his range.

in 6 and 8 experiments on the infection ofclear infusions by others containing visible

Sae^ria are referred to. But for the infection to be sure it is not necessary that the

Bacteria should be visible. Over and over again I have repeated the experim^ts of Dr.

BtranoK Sandbrsou on the infective power of ordinary distilled water, in which the

microscope fails to reveal a Bacterium. The water, for example, furnished to the Royal-

Institution laboratory by Messrs. Hopkin And Williams is sensibly as infectious as an

infusion swarming with Bacteria.

Perhaps the severest experiment of this kind ever made was one executed by Dr.

SANDBiiaoK with water prepared by myself. In 1871 I sought anxiously and assiduously

for water free from suspended particles. The liquid was obtained in various degrees of

purity, but never entirely pure. Knowing the wonderful power of extrusion, as regards

foreign matter, brought into play by water

in crystallizing, the thought occurred to me

of examining the liquid derived from the

fusion of the most transparent ice. Mr. Cot-

trell, at my request, arranged the following

apparatus for me :—Through the plate of an

air-pump (fig. 5) passed air-tight the shank of a

large funnel. A small glass bulb, B, furnished

with a glass stopcock, was attached to the

shank of the funnel below. Prior to being

put together all parts of the apparatus had

been scrupulously cleansed. In the funnel

was placed a block of ice, I, selected for its

transparency, having a volume of 1000 cubic

inches or thereabouts, and over the ice was

placed an air-tight receiver. Several times

in succession the air was removed from this

receiver, its place on each occasion being

taken by other air carefully filtered through

cotton-wool. The transparent ice was thus

surrounded by moteless air.

The ice was now permitted to melt ;
its water trickled into the small glass bulb below,

which was filled and emptied a great number of times. From the very heart of the

block of ice the water was finally taken and subjected to the scrutiny of the concentrated

beam. It proved to be the purest liquid I had ever seen—probably the purest

human eye had ever seen ; but still it contained myriads of ultra-microscopic particles.

The track of the beam through it was of the most delicate blue, the blue light being

perfectly polarized. It could be wholly quenched by a Nicol’s prism, the beam then

h2
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passing through the liquid as through a vacuum. A comparison of the light with thiuii

scattered by such mastic particles as those above referred to, proved the suspended partioles

of the ice-water to be far smaller than those of the mastic. No microscope, therefiMre,

could come near them •. Such water, however, was proved by Dr. Sa»dbb80N to be

as infectious as the water from any ordinai7 tap.

Infinitesimal as these particles are, however, they may be separated by mechanical

means from the liquid in which they are held in suspension. Filters of porous earthen-

ware, such as the porous cells of Bunsen’s battery, have been turned to important account

in the researches of Dr. Zahn, Professor Klebs, and Dr. Bubdon Sanderson. In various

instances it has been proved that, as regards the infection of living animals, the porous

earthenware intercepts the contagium. For the living animal, organic infusions or

Pasteur’s solution may be substituted. Not only are ice-water, distilled water, and

tap-water thus deprived of their powers of infection, but, by plunging the porous cell

into an infusion swarming with Bacterial life, exhausting the cell, and permitting the

liquid to be slowly driven through it by atmospheric pressure, the filtrate is not only

deprived of its Bacteria, but also of those ultra-microscopic particles which appear

to be as potent for infection as the Bacteria themselves. The precipitated mastic

particles before described, which pass unimpeded through an indefinite number of

paper filters, are wholly intercepted by the porous cell.

These germinal particles abound in evtry pool, stream, and river. All parts of the

moist earth are crowded with them. Every wetted surface which has been dried by

the sun or air contains upon it the particles which the unevaporated liquid held in

suspension. From such surfaces they are detached and wafted away, their universal

prevalence in the atmosphere being thus accounted for. Doubtless they sometimes

attach themselves to the coarser particles, organic and inorganic, which are left behind

along with them ; but they need no such rafts to cany them through the air, being

themselves endowed with a power of flotation commensurate with their extreme smallness

and the specific lightness of the matter of which they are composed.

I by no means affirm that the developed Bacterium, which requires for its maintenance

nutriment beyond that which ordinary water can always supply, is never wafted through

the air. Cases doubtless will arise favourable for the growth and dispersion of

the full-grown organism. Whether, after desiccation, it retains the power of repro-

duction is another question. But it ought, I think, to be steadily borne in mind

that the Bacteria and the atmospheric matter from which they are developed are,

in general, different things. I have carefully sought for atmospheric Bacteria, but have

never found them. They have never, to my knowledge, been found by others ; and that

they arise from matter which has not yet assumed the Bacterial form is, as just shown,

capable of demonstration. An organic infusion, boiled and shielded from atmospheric

particles, will remain clear for an indefinite period, while a fragment of glass which
* I hare endeavoured to convej' aomo notion of the smallnoss of these scattering particles in ‘ Fragnienta of

Science,’ 1876, pp. 441-443. See note on Mr. DArUiiKona’s obsorrations at the end of this Memoir.
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iiijS been escposed to the air, but on which no trace of k Baetermm is to be found*

idll in two or three days develop in it a multitadinous crop of life.

We have now to look a little more closely at these particles, foreign to the atmo-

sphere but floating in it, and proved beyond doubt to be the origin of all the Bacterial

life which our experiments have thus far revealed. We must also look at them as they

exist in water, in countless multitudes, being as foreign to this medium as the fleating

atmospheric dust is to the air in which it swims. The existence of the particles is quite

as certain as if they could be felt between the fingers, or seen by the naked eye.

Supposing them to augment in magnitude until they come, not only within range ofthe

microscope, but within range of the unaided senses. Let it be assumed that our know-

ledge of them under these circumstances remains as defective as it is now—that we

do not know whether they are germs, particles of dead organic dust, or particles of

mineral matter. Suppose a vessel (say a flower-pot) to be at hand filled with nutri-

tious earth, with which we mix our unknown particles, and that in forty-eight hours

subsequently buds and blades of well-defined cresses and grasses appear above the

soil. Suppose the experiment when repeated a hundred times to yield the same un-

varying result. What would be our conclusion? Should we regard those living

plants as the product of dead dust, of mineral particles ? or should w'e regard them as

the oflspring of living seeds ? The reply is unavoidable. We should undoubtedly con-

sider the experiment with the flower-pot as clearing up our preexisting ignorance ; we

should regard the fact of their producing cresses and grasses as proof positive that the

particles sown in the earth of the pot were the seeds of the plants w^hich have grown

from them. It would be simply monstrous to conclude that they had been “ spon-

taneously generated.”

This reasoning applies word for word to the development of Bacteria from that floating

matter which the electric beam reveals in the air, and in the absence of which no Bac-

terial life has been generated. I cannot see a flaw in the reasoning
; and it is so simple

as to render it unlikely that the notion of Bacterial life developed from dead dust can

ever gain currency among the members of the medical profession.

It has been said of those whom the evidence adduced in favour of spontaneous genera-

tion fails to convince, that they seem willing to beKeve in almost any infringement of

natural uniformity mther than admit the doctrine*. This surely is an inversion of the

true order of the facts. Natural uniformity is the record of experience; and, apart

from the phenomena to be accounted for, there is not a vestige of experience, possessed

eitlier by the man of science or the human race, w'hich warrants the notion that dead

dust, and not bring seed, is the source of the crops which spring from our infusions

after their impregnation by the floating particles of the atmosphere.

• Transactiona of the Pathological Society, vol. xxvi. p. 273.
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§ 17. Dr. Babtian’s Esperiments,

Hie nniform sterility of the boiled infusions described in the for^;oing pages, when

protected from the floating matter of the air, proves that they do not contain germs

capable of generating life. Dr. Bastiajet, indeed, aflirms that a temperature of liO**

Fahb. reduces, in all cases, such germs to a state of actual or potential d<^th. But

even in flasks which have been raised to a temperature of 212°, and hermetically

sealed, putrefaction, and its associated Bacterial life, do, he alleges, most certainly

arise ; from which he infers that Bacteria are spontaneously generated. “ We know,”

he says, “that boiled turnip- or bay-infusions, exposed to ordinary air, exposed to fil-

tered air, to calcined air, or shut off altogether from contact with air, are more or

less prone to swarm with Bacteria and Vibriones in the course of from two to ux
days” *.

We are here met by a difficulty at the outset. Dr. Bastian’s proof of Bacterial death

at 140°Fahr. consists solely in the observed fact, that when a certain liquid is heated to

that temperature no life appears in it afterwards. In another liquid, however, he finds

that life appears two days after it has been heated to 212°. Instead of concluding logi-

cally that in the one liquid life is destroyed and in the other not, he chooses to assume

arbitrarily that 140° Fahe. is the death-temperature for both ; and this being so, the life

observed in the second liquid figures, in his inference, as a (‘ase of spontaneous generation.

A great deal of Dr. Bastian’s most cogent reasoning rests upon this extraordinary founda-

tion. Assumptions of this kind guide him in his most serious e.\j)eriments. He finds, for

example, that a mineral solution does not develop Bacteria when exposed to the air ; and

he concludes from this that an organic infusion also may be thus exjiosed without

danger of infection. He exposes turnip-juice accordingly, obtains a croj) of Bacteria,

which, in the light of his assumption, are spontaneously generated. Such are the warp

and woof of some of the weightiest arguments on tlxis question which have been

addressed by him to the Royal Societyf

.

Granting, then, all that Dr. Bastian alleges regarding his experiments to be correct,

the logical inference would be very different from his inference. But are his statements

correct 1 This is the really important point ; and to its examination I now address

myself. •

§ 18. Experiments with Filtered Air.

A bell-jar containing about 700 cubic inches of air was firmly cemented to a slab of

wood supported on three legs:};. Through the slab passed, air-tight, three large t©8t-

* Evolution and the Origin of Life, p. 94.

t Proceeding.s, vol. sxi. p. 130.

t Two hoops of sheet iron, with an annular space about an inch wide, wore fastened on to the slab of wood.

The annular space was filled with hot cement, into which the hot bell-jar was proesod. The circular space

within the smaller hoop was also covered by a layer of cement.
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lUllMi (A, B, G, %. 6). P*4or to cementing, liie tubes

Imd been tiu'ee fourths filled, one with an infusion of hay,

another with an infusion of turnip, and a third with an

ialnsion of mutton. On the 2nd of November the mote*

laden air was pumped out, air slowly filtered through

a long tight plug of cotton-wool being allowed to take

its place. The jar was emptied and refilled until the

closest scrutiny by a concentrated beam revealed no

floating matter within it. The infusions were then

boiled for five minutes, and abandoned to the air of the

jar. During ebullition a small quantity of the liquid in

one of the tubes boiled over, and rested upon the interior

resinous surface at a little distance from the mouths of

two of the tubes. The germinal matter, it may be re-

marked, is not readily blown away from such a surface, and it certainly was not removed

by our feeble current of filtered air. Three similar tubes containing the same infusion

were placed at the same time beside the protected ones.

In three days these exposed tubes became turbid and charged with life ; butfor three

weeks the infusions in contact with thefltered air remained perfectly clear.

At the end of three weeks, that is on the 23rd of November, I desired my assistant to

renew the air in the bell-jar. He pumped it out, and while permitting fresh air to

enter through the cotton-wool filter, my attention was directed to a couple of small

round patches of Penicillium resting on the liquid that had boiled over. I at once

made the remark that the experiment was a dangerous one, as the entering air would

probably detach some of the spores of the Penicillium and difluse them in the bell-jar.

TTiis was, therefore, filled very slowly, so as to render the disturbance a minimum.

Next day, however, a tuft of mycelium was observed at the bottom of one of the three

tubes, namely that contoining the hay-infusion. It has by this time grown so as to fill

a large portion of the tube. For nearly a month longer the two tubes containing the

turnip- and mutton-infusions maintained their transparency unimpaired. Late in

December the mutton-infusion, which was in dangerous proximity to the outer mould,

showed a tuft of Penicillium upon its surface. The beef-infusion continued bright and

clear for nearly a fortnight longer. The cold winter weather caused me to add a third

gas-stove to the two which had previously warmed the room where the experiments

are conducted. The warmth of this stove played upon one side of the bell-jar; and on

the day after the lighting of the stove, the beef-infusion gave birth to a tuft of myce-

lium. In this case the small spots of Penicillium might have readily escaped attention ;

‘

and had they done so we should have had here three cases of “ spontaneous genera-

tion” far more striking than many that have been adduced.

The experiment was subsequently made upon a larger scale. Twelve very large test-

tubes were caused to pass air-tight through a slab of wood ; the wood was thickly coated

fig. 6.
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with cement, in which, while it w^is hot and soft, a heated propagnting-gltas,*’

resembling a huge bell-jar, was imbedded. The tur within the glass was pumped out

several times, air filtered carefully through a plug of cotton-wool being permitted to

supply its place. The test-tubes contained infusions of hay, turnip, beef, and mutton,

three of each, twelve in all. For two months they remained as clear and cloudlem as

they were upon the day of their introduction, while twelve similar tubes, prepared at

the same time, in precisely the same way, and hung on to the slab of wood outside the

propagating-glass, were, in less than a week, clogged with mycelium, mould, and

Bacteria,

One ofthe protected tubes was accidentally broken, and though its aperture was rapidly

plugged with cotton-wool, some common air must, at the time, have entered the propa-

gating-glass. Evaporation from the infusions went on ; the vapour was condensed by the

glass above, trickled down its interior surface, carrying with it, in part, such matter as

had attached itself to that surface. A kind of pool was thus formed upon the cement

below. This, after an interval of three months, is now spotted with disks of PenicUlium^

by the spores of which one or two of the infusions have been recently invaded, the

production of very beautiful mycelium-tufts being the consequence.

§ 19, Experiments with Calcined Air.

Six years ago * I showed that the floating matter of London air could be completely

removed by permitting a platinum wire heated to whiteness to act upon it for a sufficient

time. I availed myself of this mode of calcining the air on the present occasion. Ihe

apparatus employed is shown in fig. 7. A glass shade, S, is

placed upon a slab of wood mounted on a tripod, and through

which passes three large test-tubes nearly filled with the

infusion to be examined. A platinum spiral,^, unites the ends

of two upright copper wires, which pass through the stand and

are seen coiled outside it. The shade is surrounded by a tin

collar, with a space of about half an inch all round between it

and the shade. This space is filled with cotton-wool firmly

packed. Connecting the wires with a battery of fifteen cells,

the spiralp was raised to whiteness, and w’as permitted to con-

tinue so for five minutes. Experiments previously executed

had shown that this sufficed for the entire removal of the

floating matter. When the spiral was heated, a portion of the

expanded air was driven tlirough the cotton-wool packing below ; and when the current

was interrupted, this air, returning into the shade, was prevented by the cotton-wool

from carrying any floating matter with it.

The first three substances brought into contact with air calcined in this way were

damson-juice, pear-juice, and infusion of yeast. They were boiled for five minutes, and

• Proc. Eoy, Inst. voL vi. pp. 4 & 5.
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mml^^ him fmai^ vMoiU ipeck or turbiditjf. Other tubes nmilaxly

fabSbd, uud pkused ui>4erpeuth dhudes containing the floating matter of the air« have long

shsee fallen into mould and rottenness.

Turnip* and hay-infumons rendered slightly alkaline have been mentioned as parti*

culorl]^ prone to spontaneous generation. I wished to test this. On the 26th of

November, therefore, four shades were prepared, two containing strong turnip-infusion

and hay-infusion unneutralized, two containing infusions which had been rendered

slightly superneutralized by caustic potash. The alleged spontaneous development of

life was not observed. The tubes exhibit to this hour the clearness and colour which

they showed on the day they were boiled. Hermetically sealed tubes, containing the

same infusions, prepared on the same day, remain equally clear
; while the specimens

exposed to the laboratory air have fallen into rottenness.

The experiments with calcined air were also executed in another form and on a larger

scale. A “ propagating-glass,” similar to that already described, was cemented in the

same way to a slab of wood through which passed twelve large test-tubes. The infu-

sions, as before, were hay, turnip, beef, and mutton. The air being removed from the

propagating-glass by a good air-pump, its place was -supplied by other air which had

passed slowly through a red-hot platinum tube containing a roll of platinum gauze, also

heated to redness. Tested by a searching beam, this calcined air was found quite free

from floating matter. For two months no speck invaded the limpidity of the infusions

exposed to it, while a week’s exposure to the ordinary air sufficed to reduce twelve

similar infusions, hung on to the slab of wood outside the glass, to rottenness.

§ 20. Infusions withdrawnfrom Air.

The arrangement was the same as that in the first experiment with filtered air, the

only diflfercnce being that the bell-jar, with a view to its more perfect exhaustion, was

smaller. It was cemented air-tight to a slab ofwood through which passed three large test-

tubes, filled to about two thirds of their capacity with infusions of beef, mutton, and turnip

respectively. The air was pumped out six times in succession, and filled after each exhaus-

tion with air carefully filtered through cotton-wool. While this air was in contact with

the infusions they were boiled in a brine-bath. The receiver was afterwards exhausted

as perfectly as a good air-i)ump could exhaust it ; while outside the receiver were hung

three tubes to compare with those within.

Here the protected infusions remained as clear as they were on the day of their in-

troduction, not only after the exposed infusions had charged themselves with life, but

for many weeks after they had evaporated away.

Such, then, are the tests to which I have subjected the statement that “boiled

turnip- and hay-infusions exposed to filtered airj to calcined air, or shut off altogether

from contact witli air, are more or less prone to swarm with Bacteria and Yibrimea in

Mnooouavi. i
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the loo^rse of fi'om two to ^jrs ” In no single instance has the stateni<tat honul the

stress of accurate experhuent. These results, and Others that m^ht he adduced, Imsw

no doubt upon my mind that the deportment of air j6rom which the floating auilter

has been removed by filtration or calcination is predsely the same as that of air fi?om

which the particles have disappeared by self-subsidence.

§ 21. The Germ-theory of Contagiom Disease.

It is in connexion with the so-called germ-theory of contagious disease that the doctrine

of spontaneous generation assumes its gravest aspect. My interest in the general

question was first excited by the imperishable investigations of Pastjeub, while the

medical bearings of the doctrine were subsequently made clear to me, mainly, I ought

to say, by the writings and conversation of Dr. William Budd, who was the first of

our countrymen to grasp definitely the doctrine of “ the vitality of contagia,” which is

now every day gaining ground.

At the present moment, indeed, no other medical principle occupies so much thought,

or is the subject of so much discussion. “ Ilow does it happen,” says Dr. BoHDON

Sanderson*, “ that these Bacteria, which we suppose must have exi8te<l half a dozen

years ago in as great number.s as at present, were then scarcely heard of, and that they

now occupy so large a place in the medical literature of this country and of Germany,

and have lately afforded material for lively discussion in the French Academy 1” Dr.

Sanderson points out the relation of Lister in England, and of IIallier in 'Germany, to

the movement regarding Bacteria which is now working like a ferment through the

medical world. But to no other workers in this field are we more indebted than to

Dr. Sanderson himself, and to his colleagues, for the continued and successful

prosecution of researches bearing upon the pathology of contagion.

“In 1870,” writes Mr. John Simon, in one of his excellent reports to the Privy

Council, “ I had the honour of presenting Dr. Sanderson’s first report of researches

made in this matter. At that time general conclusions seemed justified, first, that the

characteristic-shaped elements which the microscope had shown abounding in various

infective products are self-multiplying organic forms, not congeneric with the Rnimnl

body in which they are found, but apparently of the lowest vegetable kind; and

secondly, that such living organisms are probably the essence, or an inseparable part of

the essence, of all contagia of disease This view of the matter has since

then become greatly more distinct, in consequence of the investigations made by Dr.

Sanderson, particularly in 1871 and 1872, with reference to the common septic conta-

gium or ferment. For in that ferment there seems now to be identified a force which,

acting disintegratively upon organic matter, whether dead or living, can, on the one
hand, initiate putrefaction of what is dead, and, on the other hand, initiate febrile and
inflammatory processes in what is living.”

• British Medical Journal, January 10, 1875.
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* fpw Idiwfc lttt«tl%»tic« of P?. KXiBUJ I»w reference to the intimnt© anatomy of enteric

Ito4ift^tiveie^ittito m aet forth in the.fpllowing extract from the report upon

iit»% Mr, Swo® llte paper has its distinctive and very great interest in the fact

it purports to describe for the first time the contagium of enteric fever as some-

thtog cognizable to the eye; in. respect of certain multiplying microscopical forms,

apparently of the lowest vegetable life, which are found in innumerable swarms in the

bowel-textures and bowel-discharges of the sick
;
penetrating from the former to diffuse

throughout the patient’s general system*, and teeming in the latter to represent, as this

view supposes, the possible germs of epidemic infection.”

As regards the medical profession, results like the foregoing and the interpretations

aflixed to them, are simply revolutionary. They are, therefore, not likely to be

accepted without opposition. At a Meeting of the Pathological Society, held on the

6th of last April, the germ-theory of disease was formally introduced as a subject for

discussion, the debate being continued with great ability and earnestness at subsequent

meetings. The Conference was attended by many distinguished medical men, some

of whom were profoundly influenced by the arguments, and none of whom disputed

the facts brought forward against the theory on that occasion. The leader of the

debate, and the most prominent speaker, was Dr. B.\stian, to whom also fell the task of

replying on all the questions raised. The coexistence of Jiacteriu and contagious

diseasi' was admitted ; but instead of considering these organisms as “ probably the

essence, or an inseparable part of the essence” of the contagium, Dr. Bastian

contended that they were “pathological products,” spontaneously generated in the

body after it had been • rendered diseased by the real contagium. The grouping of

the ultimate particles of matter to form living organisms, Dr, Bastian considers to

be an operation as little requiring the action of antecedent life as their grouping

to form any of the “ other less complex chemical compounds.” Such a position

must, of course, stand or fall by the evidence which its supporter is able to produce ;

and accordingly Dr. Bastian apiieals to the law and testimony of experiment as

demonstrating the soundness of his view. He se.ems quite aware of the gravity of

the matter in hand : this is his deliberate and almost solemn appeal :
—“With the view

of settling these questions, therefore, we may carefully prepare an infusion from some

fmimftl tissue, be it muscle, kidney, or liver ; we may place it in a flask whose neck is

drawn out and narrowed in the blowpijio-flamc, we may boil tlie fluid, seal the vessel

during ebullition, and keeping it in a warm place, may await the result, as I have often

dona After a variable time the previously heated fluid within the hermetically sealed

flask swarms more or less plentifully with Ikicteria and allied organisms—even though

* In the silkworm epidemic oallod jpeftrine, which was extirpated by Pasteur, the parasitic contagium first

took possession of the intestinal canal, and spread thence ” throughout the patient's general system.” He

would he a hardy man who would deny the identity of jairasite and contagium in this case, which appears to

ho pi^euoly oaalogou* to that of typhoid fever. See ‘ Fragments of Science,’ 1870, pp. 135-139.

I 2
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tlie fluids have been so much degxaded in quality by exposure to the teiupetutiut Q

212“ Fahr., and have thereby, in all probability, been rendered fer leas prone to eB|;eiidfl»

independent living units than the unheated fluids in the tissues would be” *. *

We have here, to use the words of Dr. Bastiax, “ a question lying at the root of the

pathology of the most important and most fatal class of diseases to which the human

race is liable.” Let us now examine his settlement of the question, as described in

the foregoing extract by himself.

§ 22. Experiments with Hermetically sealed Vessels.

Experiments with hermetically sealed tubes were begun on the 5th of October. The

shape of the tubes after sealing is represented in fig. 8. Each of them

contained about an ounce of liquid. They were boiled for only three

minutes in an oil-bath, and were sealed, during ebullition, not by a

blowpipe, but by the far more cfiectual spirit-lamp flame.

Hay.—Four tubes were charged on the date mentioned with a

strong infusion, four with a weak infusion. All eight flasks remain

to the present hour clear.

Turnip .—Two kinds of turnip were tried in these first experiments.

Two tubes were charged with a strong infusion, and two with a weak infusion of a

sound hard turnip ; while two other pairs of tubes were filled with strong and weak

infusions from a soft woolly turnip. All the tubes remain transparent to the present

time. Two or three days’ exposure to the air of the laboratory sufficed to cloud all these

infusions and fill them with life.

On the 8th of October twenty-one tubes were charged with infusions of the following

substances :—Mackerel, beef, eel, oyster, oatmeal, malt, potato. There w'ere three tubes

of each infusion. All of them remain to the present hour unchanged.

I had not previously seen a more beautiful illustration of the dichroitic action which

produces the colours of the sky than in the case of the oyster-infusion. With reflected light

it presented a beautiful cerulean hue, while it w'as yellow by transmitted light. This

was due to the action of suspended particles which defied the power alike of ordinary

filtration and of the microscope. At right angles to a transmitted beam the infusion

copiously discharged perfectly polarized light. Suspended particles in the potato*

infusion produced a somewhat similar effect, but it was by no means so fine as that of

the oyster-infusion. By ordinary filtration it was not possible completely to rid the malt

and oatmeal of suspended matter ; but both remain^ exactly as they were when the

flasks containing them were sealed.

These experiments had been made before the volume of the Transactions of the Patho-

logical Society containing the discussion referred to above came into my handsf.

• Transactions of the Pathological Society of London, 1875, p. 272.

t To the courtesy of Dr? Bastian 1 am indebted for a separate copy of the report of the diflcawioa hen
referred to.

Kg. 8.
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^ <MiiWbA’m« to tuni agnia to my tabes* seeking i^ther evidence. On the 12th of

HoseinhifiP thirty-six of them were eharged, boiled, and hermetically sealed ; on the 13th

filtiy-ieven, on the 16th thirty-one, and on the 17th six tubes were sinmarly treated.

The entire group of tubes, therefore, numbered one hundred and thirty. I tried

moreoTer to multiply the chances of spontaneous generation by making the infusions

ni the most diverse materials. The following Table gives the names of the substances

operated on, the number of tubes sealed, and the date of sealing :

—

Fowl .... « 6 tubes. November 12th.

Mutton . . . • * 6 11

Wild Duck . . 6 11

Beef . . 6 11

Herring . . . « • 6 11

Haddock . . . * « 6 11

Mullet . . . • • 6 November 13th.

Codfish . . . 0 0 6 11

Pheasant . . . • • 6 11

Heart . . . • • 6 11

Rabbit . . . • • 6 w 11

Hare .... • • 6 11

Snipe .... « • 6 >1

Partridge . . « • G 11

Plover . . . 6 >> 11

Liver .... 4 11

Tongue of Sheep 6 November IGth.

Brains of Sheep 3 11 11

Sweetbread . . 6 11 11

Humour of Ox-eye (undiluted) 2 11 11

Lens of Ox-eye • • . 3 11 11

Lungs of Sheep . . 5 11 11

Tripe .... . « . 6 11 11

Sole .... , , * » G 11 November 17th.

The tubes were immersed in groups of six at a time in an oil-bath, boiled for three

minutes, and then sealed.

More than one hundred of these flasks were sensibly transparent and free from tur-

bidity at the outset, and they remain so to the present hour. In some cases,

however, it was not possible to wholly remove turbidity by filtration. I have already

referred to the opalescence of oyster-infusion, which has invariably appeared whenever

oyster has been digested. A still more pronounced case of the kind is furnished by

an infusion of the crystalline lens of the ox. Nothing hitherto encountered imitates
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the fiueh of the true opal «o closely as this iufhaion. Filteation tli*o«^^ 100%<•» hf

paper was quite incompetent to remove the suspended particles t© whidi tihis opale^eBOe

is due. Some of the other infusions remained turbid under filtration, without eihiMtiftIf

what I should call opalescence. The sheep’s lungs furnish an example of this. In sUme

cases, moreover, where repeated filtering failed to remove the suspended particles, a fisw

weeks’ quiet caused them to sink, and leave the supernatant liquid clear. It may be

worth remarking that some rabbit-infusions have shown a decided opalescence, while

others have been perfectly clear. The same remark ajjplies to tumijvinfusions, some of

which have been found as clear as distilled water, while in general a slight opalescence

is not to be got rid of by filtering.

These later experiments are quite in harmony with the earlier ones. Not one of this

cloud of witnesses testifies in favour of Dr. Bastian. Not a single flask of the multitude

manifests the deportment alleged by him to be a matter of common observation. If

the power of spontaneous generation be a scientific verity, surely amid opportunities so

multiplied and various it must have asserted itself. That the infusions employed were

not “ degraded ” by the boiling so as to be incapable of sup})ortijig life, was proved by

the fact that exposed tubes containing the same infusions, treated in precisely the same

way, resolved themselves with the usual speed into Bacterial swarms. Ihe conclusion

to which these results point is, that here, as elsewhere, Dr. Bastian has allowed the

gravest errors to invade his experimental work.

§ 23. Conditions as to the Temperature and Strenffth of Infusions.

In connexion with these experiments, I have sought, to the best of my ability, to meet

every condition and requirement laid down by others as essential to success. A\’ith regard

to warmth, a temperature of 90” was generally attainable in our laboratory, while

on certain days of mild weather without, and in favourable positions within, the tem-

perature to which the infusions were subjected reached over 100° Faiie. As Dr. Bastian,

however, has recently laid considerable stress on warmth, though most of his results

were obtained with temperatures from 15“ to 30° lower than mine*, I thought it desirable

to meet this new requirement also. The scaled tubes, which had proved barren in the

Royal Institution, were suspended in boxes copiously perforated, so as to permit of the

free circulation of warm air, and placed under the supervision of an intelligent assistant

in the Turkish Bath in Jermyn Street. The washing-room of the establishment was

found to he particularly suitable for our purposi? ; and here, accordingly, the boxes

were suspended. From two to six days are allowed by Dr. Bastian for the generation

of organisms in hermetically sealed tubes. Mine remained in the washing-room for

nine days. Thermometers placed in tiie boxes, and read off twice or three times a day,

diowed the temperature to vary from a minimum of 101“ to a maximum of 112“ FaBS.

At the end of nine days the infusions were as clear as at the beginning.

• Proc. lioy. 8oc. vol. xxi. p. ] 30. Also ‘ Beginnings of life,’ vol. i. p. 364.
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^ 1llb«9r4P»re tiieti rmm^ to Another iKHadon where toe tein|ieratore was a ifew degrees

Dr. BAiSfiAN menticmB ll6® aa fevourable to spontaneous generation. For

l^rteen days toe temperature hovered about this point, falling once as low.as 106°,

itochi«gll6'’on three occasions, 118° on one, and 119° on two. The resultwas quite the

same as that recorded a moment ago. The higher temperatures proved perfectly incom-

petent to develop life*.

Fifty-eix observations, including both the maximum and minimum thermometers,

were taken while the tubes occupied their first position in the washing-room, and

seventy-four while they occupied the second position. The whole record, carefully

drawn out, is before mo, but 1 trust the statement of the major and minor limits of

temperature will suffice.

Dr. Bastian’s demand for these high temperatures is, as already remarked, quite recent.

Prior to my communication to the Royal Society on January 13, he had successfully

worked with temperatures lower than those within my reach in Albemarle Street.

There I followed his directions, adhered strictly to his prescriptions ; but, taking care to

boil and seal the liquids aright, his results refused to appear in my experiments.. On

learning this he raised an objection as to temperature, and made a new demand. With

this I have complied ; but his position is unimproved.

With regard to the question of concentration, I have already referred, in sections 3

and 16 of this memoir, to the great diversity in this particular presented by all my

infusions, through their slow evaporation. But more than a general conformity to

prescribed conditions was observed here also. The strength of an infusion is regarded

as fixed by its specific gravity ; and I have worked with infusions of precisely the

same specific gravity as those employed by Dr. Bastian, This I was specially careful

to do in relation to tlie experiments described and vouched for, I fear incautiously,

by Dr. Buedon Sandehson in vol. vii. p, 1 80 of ‘ Nature.’ It will there be seen that though

failure attended some of his efforts, Dr. Bastian did satisfy Dr. Sanderson that in boiled

and hermetically sealed flasks Bacteria sometimes appear in swarms. With purely liquid

infusions I have vainly sought to reproduce the evidence which convinced Dr. Sanderson.

Hay- and turnip-infusions, of accurately the same character and strength as those employed

on the occasion referred to, wt*re prejiared, boiled in an oil-bath, carefully sealed up, and

subjected to the proper temperatures. In multiplied experiments they remained uni-

formly sterile. 1 am therefore compelled to conclude that Dr. Sanderson has lent the

authority of his name to results whose antecedents he had not sufficiently examined,

and that the life to which he testifies, in the case of the purely liquid infusions, arose

from errors of manipulation.
1 i

• My fchanks are due to the mauagera of the bath for their obliging kindness in this matter.
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§ 24 . Bml^mmktl Power ofInftmme mi SoMona: Air-^erm emirm^
Watw^ermi. . i

Widiing to make no experiment, whether with self-cleansed, filterad, or caldnsd nSri

or with infusions withdrawn from air by the air-pump, or contained in hermetta^y

sealed vessels, without exposing the same infusions to ordinary air, this comparison wns

instituted oni the present occasion. One hundred test-tubes, an inch wide and 3 inches

deep, were divided into groups, each being filled with the same infusion. The groups were

sufficiently numerous to embrace all the substances mentioned in the lost Table. Exposed

to the uncleansed air, they were attacked with different degrees of rapidity and vigour

;

but in a few days all of them without exception became muddy and crowded with lifie.

On the whole, the hare- and pheasant-infusions presented the greatest contrast. Tlie

tubes containing the former were far gone before those containing the latter were

sensibly invaded. The putrescibility of the pheasant, moreover, was exceeded by that

of the snipe, partridge, and plover. The sheep’s heart examined was also slow to

putrefy. A single illustration of this difference of developmental power may be given

here.

On the 13th of November thirty tubes, containing infusions of partridge, pheasant,

snipe, hare, sheep’s heart, and codfish, five tubes being devoted to each, together with

four tubes of plover, three of mullet, and three of liver, were exposed to the laboratory

air. On the 15th, 16th, and 22nd the numbers taken possession of by Bacteria, were

as follows :

—

Partridge

loth.

. 0
i«th.

3

22nd,

all

Pheasant . 0 1

Snipe . 2 3

Hare . 2 4 »

Heart . 0 1 if

Codfish . .... . 2 4 if

Plover . 1 2 if

Mullet . 1 2 a

Liver . 1 3 a

They had probably all given way some days before the 22nd, but 1 had not taken the

precaution to look at them.

Thus, then, the first two days produced no visible change in the pheasant-infusion.

while in two of the hare-tubes putrefaction had vigorously set in. Three days’ exposure

caused only one of the pheasant-tubes to yield ; four of the haroinfusion had yielded in

the same time. The difference between them was also illustrated by the mould upon

their surfaces. Some days after their exposure four of the five pheasant-tubes were

thickly covered with Penicillmm, while the five hare-tubes, with one exception, whidh

could hardly be considered such, had repelled the enemy, maintaining their Bacteria

undisturbed.
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may Itave boen doe, noi to any apedfio

diiiAriwMii between bam and pheasant, but to tihe circumstances preceding death. The

JraaeatoheB nf Hfx. Bsowlr-Sltonjmi) show that even the same animal tissue exhibits, under

dUS^ent ciircamstances, very different tendencies to putrefaction. In guinea-pigs sub-

jected immediately after death to the action of the magneto-electric current, he found

the luindity of putiefection to correspond with the violence of the tetanization. He
also draws attention to the influence of muscular exercise on cadaveric rigidity and

putrefaction, showing howquickly theyappear in “overdriven cattle and in animals hunted

to death.” It is known, indeed, to sportsmen that a shot hare will remain soft and limp

for a day, While a hunted one becomes rigid in an hour or two. In September 1851 two

(dieep which had been overdriven to reach a fair were killed by the section of the

carotid arteries. “ Putrefaction,” says Dr. BROWN-SfiQUARD, “ was manifest before the

end of the day, or in less than eight hours after death”*. The deportment of the hare

operated upon by me may therefore depend upon the circumstance of its being brought

down by the greyhound instead of the gun. It will be interesting to inquire how far

the peculiarity of the animal tissue is transferred to the infusion. This is a subject for

further investigationf

.

Such observations inculcate caution in drawing inferences from the deportment of any

infusion as to the distribution of germs in the air. The germs may be demonstrably

present while the infusion may not favour their development. As to the quantity of

atmospheric germs, the hare and the pheasant might lead to different conclusions. A
passing reference to an important practical inference may be fitly introduced here. In

one of the earliest of the able series of researches with which he has enriched medical

science, Dr. Burdon Sander.son exposed to the air “Pasteur’s solution,” which is capable

of vigorously developing and nourishing Bacteria when they are communicated to it by

inoculation ; he also permitted air to bubble through the liquid, and finding no deve-

lopment in either case he inferred the entire absence of Bacteria and their germs from

the air, considering water to be their exclusive habitation. Other distinguished men have

come to the same conclusion ; while in his books and papers, and in the discussion before

the Pathological Society already referred to. Dr. Bastian has forcibly dwelt upon the result

as justifying the interpretation which he has affixed to his experiments. If, he rightly

urges, the air be “ entirely free ” from matter which could produce Bacteria^ then their

appearance in boiled infusions exposed to the air must be due, not to any thing contained

in the air, but to the inherent power of the infusions. Spontaneous generation is

undoubtedly the logical outcome of the position that “ the germinal manner from which

Croonian Loctoro, Proc. Eoy. 8oc. 1862, vol. xi. p. 210.

t Five and twenty flasks containing pheasant-infusion were compared during the month of December with

five and twenty containing infusion of hare. Neither in the rapidity of Bacterial development, nor in the

feadioMS to support the growth of PenialUum, did the considerable differences between hare and pheasant first

observed repeat themselves.

MPOCCLmi. K



spring does not ttost lu wduiwfy iir/’ The ©xp8roiie#feiifhpifefWf» liJohlS^

memoir constitute bh ocidttr dfflnonsteatioii of the respectiTe ]Mite p3e]jfed iff-Ihe

^on and the air. A pinch of fungos^poxes, taken between thefiiigen,«o«mi&aiiiMI«

mediumf and producing thmr appropriate crop, could notmote clearly indicate the migiii

of that crop than experiments with the luminous beam indicate the origin of oof

harvests ofJBactma. Dr. Sakdeeson is, I doubt not,now well aware that his firststatemeni

was founded on an error of interpretation. In a lecture delivered at Owens OoUege, Man?*

Chester, and published in the ‘British Medical Journal’ for January 16, 1876, he to a

great extent (qualifies and corrects his first inference. He there says that the Sat^tntt

“ attach themselves without doubt to these minute particles, which, scarcely visible in

ordinary light, appear as motes in the sunbeam, or in the beam of an electric lamp.”

In fact the experiments on which he based his first inference owed their barrenness, not to

tile absence of Bacteria-^trm from the air, but to the inability or, rather, slowness of his

mineral solution to develop them.

With regard to the part played by the visible motes, I may repeat here what has been

previously stated, namely, that while the coarser particles could hardly exist in their midst

without loading themselves to some extent with the minute germs of liacteridy there is

no reason to think the motes indispensable for the diffusion of the germs. Whether they

are attached to each other or not, the dryness and the moisture, of the air are shared

equally by both. The germs, moreover, float in the air more readily than the larger

particles; and they, I doubt not, when properly illuminated, shed forth a portion

of that changeless light to which reference has been already made, and the perfect

polarization of which declares the smallness of the masses which scatter it.

The prevalence of the germinal matter of Bacteria in water has been demonstrated

by the experiments of Dr. Buedon Sanderson. But the germs in water, it ought to

be remembered, are in a very diflferent condition, as regards readiness for develop-

ment, from those in air. In water they are already wetted, and ready, under the

proper conditions, to pass rapidly into the finished organism. In air they are more or

less desiccated, and require a period of preparation more or less long to bring them up

to the starting-point of the water-germs *. The rapidity of development in an infusiou

infected by either a speck of liquid containing Bacteria or a drop of distilled water is

extraordinary. On the 4th of January I dipped a thread of glass almost as fine as a

hair into a cloudy turnip-infusion, and introduced the tip only of the glass fibre into a

large test-tube containing an infusion of red mullet : twelve hours subsequently the per-

fectly pellucid liquid'was cloudy throughout. A second test-tube containing th© same

The process by which an atmospheric germ is wetted would bo an interesting subject of investigatiou. A
dry microscope covering-glass may be caused to float on water for a year. A 8ewing*>needle may be mmthirly

kept floating, though its specific gravity is nearly eight times that of water. Were it not for acme apecifio

relation between the matter of the germ and that of the liquid into which it falls, wetting would bo simply

impossible. Antecedeut to all development there must be an interchange of matter between the gem and Hi

environment ;
and this interchange must obviously depend upon the character of the eneompaasuig liqiiid.
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I^mAqib iii^^a^ niMt.* iitep fll iabe difll^ikd muka tenuMl by Ifeam.

Hfiliiir «id4 Wiu^aiol;. tiveNwr liio«i» iiIk» wiiBced to doad the iulosioin thut treated.

BmmMjt the iiune eoEpoun^ were made with hmariz^ with the eaqm result la

tiMwinter season sereral days’ exposure to warned air are needed to produce this eflfect

On the 81st of December a strong tainiip>iafusion was prepared by digesting in distiUed

waiter at a temperature of

120§
** FaBB. It was divided between four large test-tidms, in

(me of which the infosion was left unboiled, in another boiled for five minutes, and in

tlie two remaining ones boiled, and after cooling infected with one drop of beef-infusion

«oy>faiiiriwg Bacteria. In twenty-four hours the unboiled tube and the two infected

ones weare cloudy, the unboiled tube being the most turbid of the three. The infusion

in (he unboiled tube was peculiarly limpid after digestion ; for turnip it was quite

exceptional, and no amount of searching with the mi(n*oscope could reveal in it at first

the trace of a living Bacterium ; still germs ware there which, suitably nourished, passed

in a single day into Bacterial swarms without number. Five days failed to produce an

eSkct approximately equal to this in the uninfected boiled tube, which was exposed to

the common laboratory air.

There cannot, I think, be a doubt that the germs in the air difier widely among them-

selves as regards preparedness for development- Some are fresh, others old ; some are

dry, others moist. Infected by such germs the same infusion would require different

lengths of time to develop Bacterial life. And this remark, I doubt not, applies to

the different degrees of rapidity with which epidemic disease affects different people. In

some the hatching-period, if I may call it such, is long, in some short, the differences

dependmg upon the different degrees of preparedness of the contagium *.

§ 25. Diffusion of Germs in the Air.

During the earlier observations recorded in this paper, and others not here men-

tioned, about 100 exposed tubes or flasks had been distributed irregularly in the rooms

where the inquiry is (inducted. They expanded to nearly 1000 in the end : not one

of them escaped infection. A few days always sufiiced to cloud the exposed

infusions, and fill them with Bacterial life. I placed tubes at various points in the

Boyal Institution—on the roof of the house outside, in my bed-room, in an upper

kitchen, in my study, in the upper and lower libraries, in the theatre, model-room,

reading-room, manager’s room, and in a kitchen at the bottom of the house below the

level of Albemarle Street. All were smitten with putrefaction, and with its invariable

associate, Bacteria. In the rooms without fires the action was slower than in the warmer

rooms ; but all the infiisions gave way in the end.

Considering the assertions which had been made regarding the scantiness of Bacteria'^

• The medical student of the future will probably connect these remarks with the following statement of

Dr. Uvitaaisoit :—" In that protean disease typhoid fovor, I have repeatedly had occasion to observo a remark-

nhle abnilari^ in the coarse, and even in the oomplioatione, according to the source of tho poison.”—^Trans.

Soe. voL xni. p. 815.

k2
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f«aiii8m the air, obsemtums oidbidei3fLoa»^ I

uagiy, oh the 27th ofOctob^^fttobeoontaiBu^^attihfhsion of beef:i«m« |Kli^^

ofMr. DABwm,who had kiadneas to set it ixnhis studyat BomiaadidMmetta^dbai^^

In three days it became dondy and peopled with Maetma, The same recradt was obtained

in the open air. Mr. f^SANOis Dabwik was good enough to expose an infiuion forme in his

father’s orchard : the weather was cold, and the progress, therefore, slow ; but the tube

which had been exposed on the 2nd of November was cloudy and full of JSaeteriu on

the 9th. In Sir John Lubbock’s study a similar result was obtained. From Sherwood,

near Tunbridge Wells, infusions of fowl and wild duck were returned to me by

Mr. Siemens thickly turbid and crowded with Bacteria. From Pembroke Lodge, Bioh*

mond Park, Mr. Rollo Russell returned tubes of turnip, beef, and mutton swarmiog

with life. An infusion of beef exposed at Heathfield Park, Sussex, for a week was returned

to me by Miss Hamilton muddy and filled with Bacteria. From Greenwich Hospital

Mr. Hiest sent me tubes of beef-, mutton-, and turnip-infusion filled with vigorous

Bacteria. Dr. Hooker was good enough to take chaige of three sets of tubes at Kew.

One set was placed in the conservatory, with a temperature of 46° to 60°
; one in his

own study, with a temperature of 64° to 60°
; a third set was placed in the orchid^house

(the hottest in the gardens), with a temperature of 62° to 75°.

The tubes were opened on the 4th of December, all of them being then clear. In

the orchid-house the turnip became cloudy on the 7th, the two others on the 8th, after

which the opacity rapidly increased. In the study all remained clear until the 9th,

when the turnip began to cloud. On the 11th the beef was still clear, while the mutton

had given way. Oh the 13th all of them had yielded. In the conservatory the turnip

began to cloudon the 10th; the others followedmuch in the same order as in the other cases.

The influence of temperature seems well shown by these observations. Three days

sufficed to cloud the turnip in the orchid-house, five days in the study, and six days in

the conservatory. The mutton in the study gathered over it a thick blanket of Beni-

cillium. On the 13th it had assumed a light brown colour, “ as if by a faint admixture

of clay ;
” but the infusion became transparent. The “ clay ” here was the slime of dor-

mant or dead Bacteria, the cause of their quiescence being the blanket of JPerdcillium.

I found no active life in this tube, while all the others swarmed with Bacteria. From

the Crystal Palace at Sydenham Mr. Price sent me tubes of mutton, beef, and turnip

charged with Bacteria. The temperature was low at night, the development of life being

thereby considerably retarded.

Thus everywhere it has been tested the atmosphere has been found charged with

the germs of Bacteria.

I wished, however, to obtain clearer and more definite insight as to the diffusion of

atmospheric germs. Supposing a large tray to be filled with a suitable organic infusion

and exposed to the air. Into it the germs would drop ; and could the resulting organisms

be confined to the locality where the germs fell, we should have the floating life of the
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kteiriH^^ of their distributicm. Valaeble ioforma*

t|Qa<^Z ^ea|^ht iaight:bHe gained l^ brea^^ infusion into isolated ctnterminous

pi^ai, and exposing them to the air.

A square wooden tray was accordingly pierced with one hundred circular apertures;

into each of which was dropped a test-tube 3 inches long and 1 inch wide, with its riiti

resting in each case upon the rim of the aperture/ There were ten rows of tubes, with

ten tubes in each row. On the 23rd of October, 1876, thirty of these tubes werehlled

with an infusion of hay, thirty-five with an infusion of turnip, and thirty-five with an

infusion of beef. The tubes with their infusions had been previously boiled ten at a

time in an oil-bath.

One hundred circles were marked upon paper so as to form a plan of the tray, and

every day the state of each tube was registered upon the corresponding circle. Seven

such maps or records were executed.

I will use the term “ cloudy ” to denote the early stage of turbidity, distinct but not

strong. The term “ muddy ” will be used to denote thick turbidity.

§ 26. Tray of one hundred tubes.

On the 25th of October one or two of the tubes exposed on the 23rd showed signs of

yielding
;
but the progress of putrefaction w’as first registered on the 26th. Map L,

embracing the first record, is annexed (p. 64) ; it may be thus described.

Hay .—Of the thirty specimens exposed, one had become ‘ muddy ’—the seventh in

the middle row reckoning from the side of the tray nearest a stove. Six tubes

remained perfectly clear between this muddy one and the stove, proving that diflferences

of warmth may be overridden by other causes. Every one of the other tubes containing

the hay-infusion showed spots of mould upon the clear liquid.

Turnip .—Four of the thirty-five tubes were very muddy, two of them being in the

row next the stove, one four rows distant, and the remaining one nine rows away.

Besides these, seven tubes had become clouded. There was no mould on any of the tubes.

Beef.—One tube of the thirty-five was quite muddy, in the seventh row from the

stove. There were three cloudy tubes, while seven of them bore spots of mould.

As a general rule organic infusions exposed to the air during the autumn remained

for two days or more perfectly clear. Doubtless from the first germs fell into them, but

they required time to be hatched. This period of clearness may be called the “ period

of latency ;
” and, indeed, it exactly corresponds with what is understood by this term in

medicine. Towards the end of the period of latency the fall into a state of disease, if

I may use the term, is comparatively sudden ; the infusion passing from perfect clearness

to cloudiness more or less dense in a few hours.

Thus the tube placed in Mr. Daewin’s possession was clear at 8.33 a.m. on the 19th

of October, and cloudy at 4.30 p.m. Seven hours, moreover, after the first record of

our tray of tubes, a marked change had occurred. For the purpose of comparison the
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every tube containing the slime being covered by mould. Three tubes only remained

clear, but with mould upon their surfaces. The muddy turnip-tubes had increased

from four to ten ; seven tubes were clouded, while eighteen of them remained clear, with

here and there a speck of mould on the surface. Of the beef, six were cloudy and one

thickly muddy, while spots of mould had formed on the majority of the remaining

tubes. Fifteen hours subsequent to this observation, viz. on the morning of the 27th

of October, all the tubes containing hay-infusion were smitten, though in different

degrees, some of them being much more turbid than others. Of the turnip-tubes, three

only remained unsmitten, and two of these had mould upon their surfaces. Only one

of the thirty-five beef-infusions remained intact. A change of occupancy, moreover, had

occurred in the tube which first gave way. Its muddiness remained grey for a day and

a halfi then it changed to bright yellow-green, and it maintained this colour to the end.

On the evening of the 27th every tube of the hundred was smitten, the majority with

uniform turbidity, some, however, with mould above and slime below, the intermediate

liquid being clear. The whole process bore a striking resemblance to the propagation

of a plague among a population, the attacks being successive and of different degrees of

virulence. I annex copies of the fourth and seventh maps with their respective dates.
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mould. Three of these were adjacent to each other, the fourth at a distant portion of

the tray.

The Pemcillium was exquisitely beautiful. Its prevalent form was a circular patch

made up of alternate zones of light and deep green. In some cases the liquid was

covered by a single large patch ; in others there were three or four patches, each made

up of its differently coloured zones. Reticulated patterns also occurred. Three kinds

of Ptmcilliwm seemed struggling for existence, namely :—that just described ; a second

kind, of the same consistency and colour, but forming little rounded heaps instead of

circles ; thirdly, a woolly, voluminous, white mould, in the middle of which a zoned circle

of the other mould sometimes formed a little islet.

All the tubes containing the turnip-infusion were also turbid on the 31st. Nine of

them were free from mould. This, where it occurred, exactly resembled small cocoons in

shape. The beef-tubes were also all turbid on the Slat, and seventeen of them were free

from mould. The mould upon the beef, moreover, was much less luxuriant than that on

the hay- and turnip-infusions. The mould-developing power is obviously greatest in the

hay*, less in the turnip-, and least of all in the beef-infusion. In every case where the

moald was thidc tmd coherent the Paoteria died, or became dormant, and fell to the
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oainioions. The tumip-infusion, after developing in the first inatanoa its myilMi^Qld

Bacterial life, frequently rapidly contracts mould, which stifies the JSoetorto and «toak«

the liquid all the way between the sediment and the scum. Of two tubmi placed Imidde

each other, one will be taken possession of by Baotenay which successfully fight the

mould and keep the surface perfectly clean ; while another will allow the mould a

footing, the apparent destruction of the Bacteria being the consequence. IhiS I have

proved to be the case with all infusions, fish, flesh, fowl, and vegetable. At the present

moment, for example, of three tubes containing an infusion of sole, placed close together

in a row, the two outside ones are covered by a thick tough blanket of mould, while the

central one has not a single speck upon its surface. The Bacteria which manufacture

a green pigment appear to be uniformly victorious in their fight with the PenicilUtm.

These observations enable us, I think, to draw some interesting conclusions From

the irregular manner in which the tubes are attacked we may infer that, as regards

quantity, the distribution of the genps in the air is not uniform. A single tube will

sometimes be a day or more in advance of its neighbours. The singling out, more-

over, of one tube of the hundred by the particular Bacteria that develop a green

pigment, and other cases just adverted to, shows that, as regards quality, the distribution

is not uniform. This has been further illustrated by the following ob.scrvations :—Of

five and twenty tubes of difierent animal infusions exposed in groups of five, in the

middle of November, and all swarming with Bacterial life, five "were green. They

were distributed as follows:—Beef 2, herring 1, haddock 1, fowl 1, wild duck 0.

The same absence of uniformity was manifested in the struggle for existence between

the Bacteria and the Penicillium. In some tubes the former were triumphant; in

other tubes of the same infusion the latter was triumphant. It w’ould also seem that a

want of uniformity as regards vital vigour prevailed. With the selfsame infusion the

motions of the Bacteria in some tubes were exceedingly languid ; while in other tubes

the motions resembled a rain of projectiles, being so rapid and violent as to be followed

with difliculty by the eye. Reflecting on the whole of this, I conclude that the germs

float through the atmosphere in groups or clouds, and that now and then a cloud speci-

fically difierent from the prevalent ones is wafted through the air. The touching oi

a nutritive fluid by a Bacterial cloud would naturally have a difierent effect from the

touching of it by the interspace between two clouds. But, as in the case of a mottled

sky, the various portions of the landscape are successively visited by shade, so, in the

long run, are the various tubes of our tray touched by the Bacterial clouds, the

fertilization or infection of them all being the consequence*.

• In hospital practice the opening of a wound during the passage of a Bacterial cloud would have an ellhet

very different Aom the opening of it in the interepaoe between two clouds. Certain caprices in the bdluwiour

of dressed wounds may possibly bo accounted for in this way.

Under the heading “ l^othing New under the Son,” Prof. Hvzisr has lately sent me the foUowing leBmilcallile
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lat fenztd in the air, tba( ott the 9th of November 1 exposed a second tray contemii^

One hundred tubes filled with an infusion of mutton. On the morning of the 11th six

of the ten nearest the stove had given way to putrefisiction. Three of the row most

distant from the stove had yielded, while here and there over the tray particular tubes

were singled out and smitten by the infection. Of the whole tray of one hundred tubes,

twenty-seven were either muddy or cloudy on the 11th. Thus, doubtless, in a contagious

atmosphere, are individuals successively struck down. On the 12th all the tubes had

given way, but the differences in their contents were extraordinai-y. All of them con-

tained Bacteria^ some few, others in swarms. In some tubes they were slow and sickly

in their motions, in some apparently dead, while in others they darted about with

rampant vigour. These differences are to be referred to differences in the germinal

matter, for the same infusion was presented everywhere to the air. Here also I imagine

we have a picture of what occurs during an epidemic, the difference in number and

energy of the Bacterial swarms resembling the varying intensity of the disease. It

becomes obvious from these experiments that of two individuals of the same popu-

lation exposed to a contagious atmosphere, the one may be severely, the other

lightly attacked, though the two individuals may be as identical as regards susceptibility

as two samples of one and the same mutton-infusion. What I have already said

regarding the “ preparedness ” of contaginm has its application here.

The parallelism of these actions with the progress of infectious disease may be traced

still further. The ‘ Times,’ for example, of January 17 contained a letter on typhoid

fever, signed “ in which occurs the following remarkable statement :—“ In one

part of it [Edinbuigh], congregated together and inhabited by the lowest of the popu-

lation, there are, according to the Corporation return for 1874, no less than 14,319

houses or dwellings—many under one roof, on the ‘ flat ’ system—in which there are

no house connexions whatever with the street-sewers, and, consequently, no water-

closets. To this day, therefore, all the excrement!tious and other refuse of the inhabi-

tants is collected in pails or pans, and remains in their midst, generally in a partitioned-

off corner of the living-room, until the next day, when it is taken down to the streets

and emptied into the Corporation carts. Drunken and vicious though the population

be, herded together like sheep, and with the filth collected and kept for 24 hours in

their very midst, it is a remarkable fact that typhoid fever and diphtheria are simply

unknown in these wretched hovels.”

The analogy of this result with the behaviour of our infusions is perfect. On the

80th of November, for example, a quantity of animal refuse, embracing beef, fish,

rabbit, hare, was placed in two large test-tubes opening into a protecting-chamber con-

extmotr :—‘ Uebrigens kann man sich die in der Atmosphere schwimmenden Thierchen wio Wolkeri denken,

mlt denen ganz leere Lnffcmajssen, ja ganzo Tage vollig reinen Luftverholtnisso wechseln/ (Ehtikmieiig, ‘ Infu-

Bionsthierohen/ 1838, p. 525.) The coincidence of phraseology is surjtrising, for I knew nothing of Eheen-

conception* My ‘ clouds/ however, are but small miniatures of his.

JIDCCCUaVI. L
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taioiag six tabes. On Becembei IS, when ibe xeCise iros k a state of noiaeino po^
fection, infusions of whiting, tomip, beef, and mutton were placed in (fee other fbar

tubes. They were boiled and abandoned to the action of the foul “ sewtof-gas '’ emitted

by their two putrid companiona On Chnstmas-day these four infusions were Ump>d>

The end of the pipette was then dipped into one of the putrid tubes, and a quantity of

matter, comparable in smallness to the pock-lymph held on the point of a lancet, wf»

transferred to the turnip. Its clearness was not sensibly affected at the time; but on

the 26th it was turbid throughout. On the 27th a speck from the infected feimip was

transferred to the whiting ; on the 28th disease had taken entire possesacai of the

whiting. To the present hour the beef- and mutton-tubes remain as limpid as distilled

water. Just as. in the case of the living men and women in Edinburgh, no amount of

fetid gas had the power of propagating the plague, as long as the organisms which con-

stitute the true contagium did not gain access to the infusions.

In the foregoing observations the tubes uere arranged in the same horizontal plane

;

but I also sought to obtain some notion of the vertical distribution of the germs in the

air of the room. Two trays, each containing 100 tubes, were supported the one above

the other in the same frame. The upper tray bad all the air between it and the ceiling,

a height of about 12 feet, from which the germs might descend upon it ; the lower tray

was shaded by the upper, a space of only G inches existing between them. If the

number of germs deposited in the tubes were determined by the air-space above, the

upper tray would be the one most rapidly and thoroughly taken possession of. The

reverse was the case. As regards the development of Bacterial life, the lower tray was

from first to last in advance of its neighbour. It is not air-space, then, so much as still-

ness, that determines the deposition of the germs. The air betwe(?n the two trays being

less disturbed than the general air of the room, the germs were less wafted about, and

therefore fell in gi’cater numbers into the tubes of the lower tray. We have here data

which will enable us to form a rough notion of the lower limit of the number of germs

contained in the room where the experiments were made.

The floor of the room measured 20 feet by 15 feet ; its area was therefore 43,200

square inches, and every square inch would afford room for the stjction of one of our

test-tubes. The height of tire room is 180 inches; hence 30 layers of tubes 6 inches

apart might be placed one above the other between the floor and ceiling. This would

make 1,290,000 tubes. If only a single germ a day fell into each tube this would be

the number of the germs. If the number deposited were one an hour, we should have

thirty millions a day sown in the tubes. Probably the average time necessary for

infection is very much less than an hour. At all events 30,000,000 of germs daily

would be an exceedingly moderate estimate of the number falling into our thirty layers

of tubes. This, moreover, would only be a fraction—probably a small fraction—of the

germs really present in the air. In his Presidential Address to the British Association

at Liverpool, Prof. Huxley ventured the statement that myriads of germs are floating in

our atmosphere. Untrained experimenters and rash rcasoners have ridiculed this state-
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litdeeiid, toicing the word myriad m its litml sense of ten thousand, it would be simple

bathos to apply it to the multitudinous germs of our air,

$ 27. Some JEaiperiminis of Pasteub and their Jtelation to Bacterial Cloude.

Quite recently I had occasion to refresh my memory of Pasteue’s paper published in the

‘ Annales de Chimie ’ for 1862. The pleasure I experienced on first reading it was revived

by its reperusal. Clearness, strength, and caution, with consummate experimental skill

for their minister, wore rarely more strikingly displayed than in this imperishable essay.

Hence it is that during recent discussions, in which this and other labours of the highest

rank met with such scant respect, those in pjngland most competent to judge of the

value of scientific work never lost faith in the substantial accuracy of Pasteue. One

striking example of his penetration has an immediate bearing on the conclusion regarding

Bacterial clouds, independently drawn by me from the deportment of the tray of one

hundred tubes. On the 28th of May, 18(50, Pasteue opened, on an uncovered terrace a

few metres above the ground, four flasks containing the water of yeast. Nothing

appeared in any of them until the 6th of June, when a small tuft of mycelium was

observed in one of them. On the Gth a second tuft appeared in another flask; the two

remaining flasks remained intact and without organisms. On the 20th of July he

opened, in his own laboratory, six flasks containing water of yeast. Four of them

remained perfectly intact, while two of them becamt! prom{)tly charged with organisms.

Pasteue infers from these observations the non-continuity of the cause to which so-called

spontaneous generation is due. This inference is quite in accord with the notion of

Bacterial clouds suggested by my observations. Pasteue, in fact, sometimes oj)ened

his flask in the midst of a Bacterial cloud and obtained life, sometimes in the interspace

between two clouds, and obtained no life.

Not with a view ofrepeating this observation, which had been forgotten, but for another

reason, I opened on the Gth of January last a number of hermetically sealed tubes in

one and the same room of the Royal Institution. The names of the infusions contained

in the tubes, the date of sealing them up, their condition before opening on the Gth,

and their appearance six days subsequently on the 12th are given in the accompanying

statement. I chose for these observations tubes which contained a little liquid in their

drawn-out portions. In every case the motion of this liquid, when the tube was broken,

indicated a violent inrush of air.

Infuaion* Bate of floaling.
Appearance,

Jan. 0.
Appearance, Jan. 12.

Grouse Nov. 27th Clear . . Clear.

Sole „ 17th 99 Turbid.

Turnip No. 1 Oct. 5th 99 * Penicillium on surface.

Turnip No. 2 »» 99 Clear.

Hay 95 99 •9 Mycelium at bottom.

Wild Duck Nov. 12th 99 * • Turbid.

l2
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InfiieioH. Bate of sesHag.

'

JlipMariiao^limits.

Mutton , Nov. 12th Clear . Cloudy.

Fowl ....... • If * Clear.

Beef ....... • 39 39 11 MyceliuiU at bottom.

Haddock * 93 99 33 * Clear.

Sweetbread . „ 16th 99 • Mycelium at bottom.

Babbit . „ 13th 93 * Clear.

Heart • 33 33 93 Curdy layer at top.

Pheasant • 99 39 99 Clear.

Mullet • 39 99 93 • 11

Hare • 99 39 11 11

Snipe • 99 33 33 • 33

Partridge • 99 33 '1 • 11

Plover • 99 99 93 Mycelium below.

Codfish • 99 39 93 • Clear.

Kidney . Jan. 5th 99 Mycelium at bottom.

Salmon . Dec. 13th 93 • Clear.

Whiting • 93 39 99 >1

Turnip „ 29th 99 • 11

Hay I

4 drops of caustic potashJ
Nov. 22nd •

fClear with

( sediment
Mycelium at bottom.

Hay
]

2 drops of caustic potash *

1

^
33 33 Clear . Mycelium at bottom.

Hay
1

6 drops of caustic potash

)

1
(

> M ’’
1

fClear with
]

i sediment i

1 Clear.
1

Hay ) 1iClear with
]

1

C drops of caustic potash
39 33

[ sediment i

^
-'I

1

Liver Nov. 30th Clear.

Hay „ 18th • • Clear.

Hav • 39 33 "I • 11

Tuniip . . . .- . . • 93 93 93 Muddy.

Thus, out of 31 flasks opened in the same air, 18 remained intact, while 13 were

taken possessmn of by organisms—a fact obviously tlie same in character as that

described by Pasteur. Such experiments demonstrate, if demonstration were needed,

that it is not the air itself, or any gaseous or vaporous substance uniformly diffused

through it, but some discontinuous substance floating in it, that is the cause of the

infection. Instead of our tubes let u.s suppose thirty-one wounds to be opened in the

same ward of a hospital
;
plainly what has occurred with the tubes may occur witli

these wounds—some may receive the germs and putrefy, others may escape. Helped by

the conception not only of germs, but of germ-clouds, the diflferent behaviour of wounds
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4^11 to |^»0dyM% tli« mwo conditions will cease to be an inscrutable

!iingrstei3r to tbe surgeon*.

During the course of tbni inquiry some eminent biologists have been good enough,

from time to time, to look in upon my work, and to give me their views regarding

the evidential force of the experimmits. To Professor Huxlby, moreover, I am indebted

for undertaking the examination of a number of the hermetically sealed tubes. Thirty

of them were placed in his hands, none of them being regarded as defective. A close

examination, however, disclosed in one of them a mycelium. No faultiness could for

a time be discovered in the tube ; the sealing appeared to be quite as perfect as that

of its sterile fellowa Once, however, on shaking it a minute drop of liquid struck my
friend’s face ; and he soon discovered that an orifice of microscopic minuteness had been

left open in the nozzle of the tube. Through this the common air had been sucked in

as the liquid cooled, and hence the contamination. It was the only defective tube of

the group of thirty, and it alone showed signs of life.

The statement of this fact before the Royal Society, by Prof. Huxlev, brought to my
mind a somewhat similar experience of my own. One morning in November I lifted

one of tlie hermetically sealed tubes from the wire on which it was suspended, and,

holding it up against the light, discovered, to my astonishment, a beautiful mycelium

fiourishing at the bottom. Before restoring the tube to its place I touched its fused end

and found ifsharp. Close inspection showed that the nozzle had been broken otf; the

common air had entered, and the seed of tiie mycelium had been sown. Two other

instances, one like that ob-served by Prof. Huxley, have since come to light. In one of

them a minute orifice remained after the supposed sealing of the tube. The other case

was noticed when the tubes w'ere returned from the Turkish Bath. One of them con-

tained a luxuriant mycelium. It was noticed that the liquid in this tube had singularly

diminished in quantity, and on turning the tube up it was found cracked at the bottom.

Xo case of pseudo-spontaneous generation ever occurred under my hands that was not

to he accountedfor in mi equally satisfactory manner.

In this inquiry, thus far, I have confined my observations to purely liquid infusions,

purposely excluding milk, mixtures of tumip-juice and cheese, and, indeed, mixtures of

* “ Wo hove am])lo facts o£ exiMirimoiit in our band.s,’’ said Mr. Ksowki.uy Tiioiintox (Irans. of the Patho-

logical Society, vol. xxri. p. 313), “ to show that it is not the gases of the air, or any soluble material in water, hut

sometlung ‘particulate’ which sots up all the train of changes in an open wojitid, which may, after the patient

has jtassed through a jKjriod of more or loss constitutional disturbanci;, end in the healing of the wound, or may

end in septicseinia and death. This particulate material, then, I believe wo have evidence enough to prove

consiete of germs of liacUria and other low organisms.” All the evidence i)oints to this conclusion. I may

gay that I entirely agi’oo with Mr. Thokston in tho distinction ho draws between <jenns and dovelojied Bacteria

floating in tho air. It is, in my opinion, of tho very last importfinco to seize this distinction with dearness.

When it is fully realized wo shall probably hoar less of the arguments against Uactorid contagia founded

on the fact that a virus diminishes in strength as the Bacteria multiply. A portion of tlio energy of the virus

consists in its passage from the germ state to that of tho finished organism.
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solids and liquids of all kinds. The next section of the investigation will be devoted to

these and kindred subjects ; and to it I also postpone the complete examination

petjiton, and of the remarkable experiments described by Dr. William Kobbbts, a small

residue of which only 1 have failed to corroborate.

Throughout the whole of this investigation I have had to congratulate myself on the

zealous and efficient aid of my excellent assistant, Mr. .Took Cottkkll. His intelligence

in seizing my ideas, and his mechanical skill in realizing them, have rendered me
admirable service. Without such aid, indeed, so much ground could not have been

covered in the time. ^Ir. Cottuell’s junior colleague, Mr. Frank Valtee, has also

acquitted himself to ray entire satisfaction.

Hoyiil Institution, 5th April, IST^l

It gives me special ph'asuro to direct attention here to a paper by the Rev. W. H.

Dallikgek, for an advanced proof of Avhich T am indebted to the courtesy of Dr, Lawson’^

editor of the ‘ Popular Science Review.’ Mr. Dallingkr and his colleague Dr. Drysdale

are known to have pushed tlic micro.seopo to its utmost power of performance at the

present time. Their ‘ Researches into the Life-History of the Monads ’ arc models of

scientific thoroughness and concentration. Mr. DALLiNm;i{’.s review of the present

position of the doctrine of spontaneous generation, his remarks on Bacterial germs in

relation to the limits of the powers of the niicro.scope, his df'inonstration that the germs

of monads survive in a medium raised to a temperature which destroys the adult, and

that precii)itated mastic particles like those mentioned in § 10 of this paper arc not to

be discerned by a magnifying-power of 15,000 diameters, constitute a most interesting

and important communication.

Note I. Adion n/’ Bacteria tqxjn a Beam of Lif/ltt.

To trace the gradual growth and multiplication of tin; Bacteria by their action on a

beam of light an infusion of beef was prepared on the 5th of October, placed in a glo-

bular flask of about 50 cubic inches capacity, and put aside with its mouth open to the

laboratory air. On the 8th, 0th, 10th, 11th, and 12th similar flasks were prepared and

put aside in succession. On the 12th all the flasks w'cre examined by the concentrated

electric light. The freshest one showed the track of the beam as a richly coloured

green cone. The green light was unaffected by a Nicol’s prism, whicli, however,

quenched the ordinary scattered light and augmented the purity and vividness of the

gi'cen. It w’as a case of fluorescence. In the second flask, cme day old, the fluorescent

beam was in great part masked by the scattered light; the latter, however, could be

partially quenched by a Nicol’s prism, the purity of the fluorescence being thus in part

restored. Through the third flask, two days, and the fourth flask, three days old, the

track of the beam was still disccniible ; through the fifth flask, four days old, it was all
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but obliteiated, while in the sixth flask, seven days old, it was entirely shattered, the

turbid medium being filled uniformly mth the laterally scattered light.

Two of these flasks were of a bright yellow-green colour, two were milky or white,

and two of a dull brownish hue.

COHK mentions the bluish tinge of the infusion by reflected and its yellow tinge by

transmitted light when the Bacteria are incipient. This is due to a dichroitic action,

similar to that which produces the blue of the sky and the morning and evening red.

The blue, however, though discernible, is not pronounced, for the Bacteria arc too large

to scatter the colour in any high degree of purity ; but with a “ muddy ” infusion a very

fair red may be obtained from transmitted light. I have used the Bacterial turbidity

for photometric purposes. On the 9th of October, for example, I accompanied Sir

lllCHAUD COLLINSON and a Committc<' of the Elder Brethren of the Trinity House to

Charlton, with the view of comparing together two lights mounted at the Trinity Wharf

at Blackwall. To imitate a foggy atmosjdiere, 1 emi)loye(l an infusion cloudy with

Bacteria and placed in a glass cc‘11. With it thcb('ams could be toned gradually down

to comjdete extinction.

Notk 11. Fluorescence oflnfusions.

All the animal infusions, both flesh and fish, showed the same fluorescence. It Avas

the same green hue throughout, though of varying degrees of intensity. In wild duck,

grouse, snipe, hare, partridge, and ]»hcasaut the fluorescence was fine—sonu'timos oxcc'cd-

ingly fine, lii rabbit it was loss fine than in hare, and in a tamo rabbit less fine than in

a warren rabbit. Eisbes also diff«'r(‘d from ('ueli otlu'r. iMnllet, for examph*, was finer

than cod, herring, or haddock. Beef, mutton, heart, liver all showctl the same green

fluoresc('nce.

Led up t(» it by a series of remarkable experiments on (be rapidity of the passage of

c)7stallized substances into the vascular and iu)n-va.scular textures of the body*,

Dr. Bkncr Jonks and Dr. Dut’Rfi communicated to the Iloyal Society in 1807 a highly

interesting j)a])or On a Fluorescent Substance, resembling Quinine, in Auimals”j’.

They then showed that ‘“from every t(‘\ture of man and of some animals a fluorescent

substance can be extracted, which, when extracted, has a very close optical and chemical

resemblance to quinine.” They therefore railed it animal quinoidine. In dilute solu-

tions they found that thefluoro.scenc(' of the animal substance was not to be distinguished

from that produced by quiniuc. When the solution was concentrated, the colour of the

light was of a decidedly gret'nish hue. 'I’his latter observation is most in agreement with

mine. In all the infusions ('xamiued by mo the fluon'scc'ut light was a decided green,

and not to he mistaken for the blue light of (piininc.

The green colour is similar to that einitt(*d by the crystalline lens when a beam of

* rroceediogs of tlio Koyal Society, vol, siv. I Silo,

t Ibid. vol. XV, p. 7'b
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violet light impinges on it * ; sending such a beam through any of the infodons, the

“ degradation ” of the violet to green is strikingly illustrated.

The foregoing statement refers to the deportment of the infusions after boiling and

filtering. Prior to boiling some of them were of a brilliant ruby colour; but even here,

when the layer of liquid between the eye and the beam was not too thick, the green

fiuorescence could be seen through the red liquid. '

* On plunging the eye into the beam of the electric lamp, transmitted through violet glass, the moment the

crystalline lens is seen to fluoresce by a second observer, a blue shimmer is st>cn by the eye on which the beam

falls. In the case of my own eye, I can always readily tell when the fluorescence has sot in.
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TII, The Absolute Direction and Intensity of the Earth's Magnetic Force at Bombay,

and its Secular and Annual Variations. By Charles Chambers, F.B.S., Super-

intendent of the Colaba Obserrafory.

Heceiml Odobt-r li'fi, 1871,—Hoad Junuaiy 2u, 1872*.

'I'HE observations discussed in this paper were taken at the Cohiba Observatory during

the years 1807 to 1874, and consist f)f observations of Dip, Declination, and Horizontal

Intensity. Tlu' instruments with which they were taken were a Dip-circle by Harrow,

with O^-inch needh's, and ii Unitilar Magnetometer by Elliott IhioTiiERS, and both were

examined and ajiproved at t he Kew' Observatory before being sent out to India in the

year 1867. (binpletc' obsta vations were taken regularly of the Di)) and Horizontal

Force twici' a week, and ol' the Declination once a w<‘ek.

Datafur 1ncrsfigafioit .—These consist of the monthly means of the determinations of

.Vbsolute Dip from April JS(;7 to March IS74, and the monthly means of the determi*

nations of Absoluti' Declination and Absolute Horizontal Intensity from July 1867 to

December 1873.

I. Dip.

2. For some unex[»laiiK'd reason, but which is suspected to be owing to a sudden

deterioration in the axh's of the dip-needles, the quality of the observations began in

March 1870 to lie of a decidt'dly inferior order to that of the ('arlier observations; and

the efforts nnuh* to obtain new needles, of the high-classcharacter of those first su])plied

with the dip-instrument, have hitlunto been unsuccessful, possibly because some secret

pi'ocess in their production has died with the maki'r. For this reason tlu‘ first thna*

yeai's’ observations will alone be treated in some detail, and the monthly and annual

means of the last four years will be simjily ri'corded.

Monthly Mean Values.—'I'he following Table shows the monthly moan values of the

Dip from April 1867 to March 1876:

—

'Faulk 1.

Voitr. April. .1 uno.
I

JhIj.

I

Aug. Sopt Od. "Nov.

j

Dlv. Jan, Feb. Mar

19 + 19+ ’

19
19+
r

i
19+ 19+

2' 2
19+ 19+

. i

190
1

c

19+ 19+
O'

19+ 19+
r 1

1 1 (F8 ! 2''5
1

2'5 1 a's ' 2 7 ;i-4
;

;r 8

1868 69.. ; 4 1
1

4 1 4 ;i : 4 a
!

4 *J 4 :i , 4 2
i

3 'fi
!

;3 Ti
1

;i 7

1

4 ‘8
1

1869 76 . .
' 6 V 1 6-2 6

i

6*8 6 4 i»7 i
6 2 lea!

1
i

5 *6
i

5 ‘6
1

' 5*8
,

6 V

• I have taken the opportunity, ivliich tho Iap.se of time affords, of extending tho number of years of obser-

vations treated in tho paper from
:.!.J

to (ij.

—

July, J87(>.

MDCUCLXXVI. M
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8. Annual Mean Values and Secular Change .—The annual mean values and yearly

increments are as follows :

—

Table II.

Ywir. Aleaii Dip. Ajunial Itu'miBe of Dip.

1867*88 l5 2-3

1868 61) . , . 19 4-2
-pi 9

1861)-70 19 6 1
-fl-9

Dip for joars . 19 4'2

The two yearly differences agree' in making the annual secular change of dip a steady

increase of 1'‘9
; hence the mean dip for the three years, 19“ 4''2, will properly correspond

to the mean epoch, which is the 1st October, 1868.

4. Annual Variation.—I'he average monthly values of dip for the period of thre<'

years, shown below, are affected by secular change ; this is t'liminated, on the assump-

tion that the change is uniform from month to month, by subtracting from the values

for the months May to March respectively once, twice, thrice, &c. the monthl)

secular increase (O'^IG).

Table 111.

Afonlh
1

j

.
1

April. Mat. June J 111 V Aug Sept Oct. ! N<n.
1
Dec ' Jan. I'Vl). Mur •

1

1

Mean IMonlhly Dip for
j

1 period ol three yearh.
|

194- '
^'7

j

41
;

4 0 4 0 4 3 4 2 i 3 1 4-3
1 3 9

1

4 0
}

4-7
-

“ ^
(

!

3-0
j

1
Correct ion for .secular

change, to April J 1 M( iS l

j

1

^ -0-2 i -0 3 :

i

'

-03 -0-6 -0 8

i j

-10 -n -1-3 -1 4

El
-1 8

MontliJy values clourt'd of 1

secular change
[

19-f 3 7 39
I

3 7 33 3 7 ;i‘4
;

3;)
,

.3 2
1

2(i

:

'
1

26
I

31
j

1 1

3 2

The means of different groups of tin* monthly values tlius cleared of .secular change,

but affected by the annual variation of dip, are :

—

For April to Septembc'r 19 :!-6
1

„ October to March 1!) 3-0

„ ]SIay to Augirst 19 .3-7 >

„ March, April, September, and October . 19 8'4

„ November to -Februarv 19 2 '9-

Corrected for secular

change to epoch

April 15, 1868.

which all agree in indicating an .annual variation, in which the dip is a maximum when

the .sun is about its most riortherly ])osition in declination, a minimum when the sun

is about its most southerly jmsition, .and having intermediate values when the sun is

near the equator. The s(!miannual e\ces.s of dip when the sun has north declination

above the mean value for the year is O'* 3.
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6. Diurnal Inequality at Observation-hours.
—

^The difference between the morning

Sind afternoon observations is almost inappreciable, as will be seen by the following

statement, which embraces every observation in 1867 and 1868, finished before 15 hours

or commenced after 15 hours, for every month in which observations of both kinds are

recorded; the general result is a slight excess of dip in the afternoon:—

Table IV.

1 M«in Time of ObtiKTvrition.

1

i
Kxcc.hb of

1

j

Periotl.

T-r n !
Kimilier

iSo. ,

j

vnltoDM

Pinst htilf. Lti.**! liait’.

Menu AfteriKHin

over

i

! ment.
CoJtclusion

'oimnence-

j

meat
Conclusion

Morning.

i

j 1 h rn h rn ! li m ii 111 0 1

IBB7, June to Deeeinlier 1
i

17 10 22 10 56 11 4 11 47 U) 1 0

I+6-3
!

1 ; i:i 15 20 15 50 16 5 16 as 19 1 3
1 1

L> i l.“» 10 23 10 58
!

11 11) 11 50 19 3 3

1

0-0

1

»* ” '
1

^
i

15 26 15 55
I

16 11 16 41 19 33

, 1868, Jjtmiary 1t» Dftuunbdr 1
' 10 25

1

10 41) 10 51) 1 11 25 19 32
!

1

+0-1
1

1

i>(i ; 15 21 15 51
1

16 0
j

16 25
I

19 3 3 !

1
2 ' 27 10 18 ' 10 44

{

10 54
1

n 21 19 4 4
1

}

+0-1
I

2
j

2.'> 15 21 i 15 41)
;

15 51)
j

16 24 19 4 5

From this it may be inferred that the annual variation of the diurnal inequality of

dip for the mean observation hour (or rather the mean variation for the morning and

afternoon hours) is also probably small, and may scarcely affi'ct sensibly the annual

variation of dip found above; this latter variation must, however, be accepted subject

to correction, if nerc'ssary, when the annual vaiiation of the diurnal inequality of dip

has been widl determined.

6. Probable Error .—It m ill suffice to give an idea of the quality of the observations of

ilip if an account be here given of the results of determinations, made early in 1 869, of

the probable error of a single weekly determination (being the mean of a pair of obser-

vations) in three distinct periods in 1867 and 1868. 'I'he semiannual inequality found,

by a similar [)ro(‘('s.s to that described above, from this more limited body of observa-

tions was the same as that found above from thns' years’ observations, viz. an excess of

()'•') in the dip from Ajnil to Soplember above the mean of tin* year, and an equal

(k'fect during the oi)posite half-year. The annual secular increasi* of dip was found to

be 1'‘3. These values were embodied in formuke for correcting the observed weekly

values of dip to a common e})oeh as follows:

—

From April 29 to August 16, 1867,

^=d'-0'-l m,

m being the excess (in months) of the date over .Tune 15, 1867 ;

From August 23 to September 27, 1867,

From October 1 to December 31, 1867,
being the excess of the date (in months)

over October 15, 1867 ;

M 9.
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From January 1 to March 31, and from October 1 to December 31, 1868,

^=d'--0'-l w+0'-3,

And from April 1 to Sept. 30, 1868,

0=^'-0'-1 m-0'-3.

being the excess of the date (in months)

over July 15, 1868,

—

6 in every case representing the dip at the common epoch of the period, and 6' tlu'

observed dip.

The weekly values of dip being tlius corrected, the differences were taken between

them and the mean of all the corrected values in each period, and to these differences

the method of least squares was applied to find the probable errors for the sever.il

periods ;
these are :

—

For April 29 to August 16, 1807, the probable error=+0'67,

„ August 23 to December 31, 1867 „ „ =+0’26,

„ January I to December 31, 1808 „ „ =4;0'24.

The remaining observations, of 1809 and 1870, being of about the same quality as

those of 1808 will have about the sanu' probable error.

The unusual smallness of the probable error of a weekly determination since August

17, 1867, is attributable mainly, I think, to tin* comparative infretpiency and moderate'

amount of disturbance at a low latitude station, but ))artly also to the extreme care

that has been given to secure tlu' perh'ct pn'servation of tlu; axles of tin* needles;

the needles themsch es also appear to be of excellent character.

7. Diffhrncea with different needles.—The mean dip observed with needle No. 2

has, at different pc'iiods, excc'cded that observed with needle No. 1, as shown below:

—

T.\15LE V.

1

renod.

Exc’oBrt of Dip ^Mtli Xi'ihIU' "No 2 over that f

with No 1 !

1

1

Mormiif; oUHorvatioiu^. iAflorninm ol>S€'rvanoii.s.

1807, Juno to A unjust

,, SoptOTuber t/O DcH'oiiilx'r

1808, January to Docouibor

4-5*0 *

4*'*’*0

40 J -02
41*2 4JiJ

It is noticeable that the great change between the two first ])eriods is contem-

poraneous with the introdu(;tion of the practice of remagnetizing the needle before

commencing an observation.

8. Monthly Mean Values of the Diyfrom April 1870 to March. 1874.

—

Table VI.

Year.
1 1

j

April ! May. Juno. £.

1

j

Aug.
j

1

8opt. Ort. Not. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar.

1870 71. .

n

1
19+ 1U+ i§+

i O 1

19+
1

19+ .§+i
l'3

j

194
o
194

0
194 1§4

\9 \

0
* 194 l§4

.
10'

6

12 *4 ! H'*0 7'*0
I !l’-5 7'-4 6-4 8''8

I

12''8 12'7
1871-72 ... ..! 141 7 0 1 0 9 5-7

I
9 -3

!

n-5 9 7 9-2 11 *2 11 5
1

11 -9 117
1872 78.... . .! 12 H 14 *3

i

14*4 15 0 14 •»
1

14-9 15 a 14 7 15*6 14-4 14 4 16 7
1873-74 10*4

1

15*6 14-6 12-8 12-9 14*2 13 *7 13 -7
i

14 2 14*9 13*8
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On and after September 21, 1871, the place of observation was changed from the

basement of the Electrometer Tower to the top room of the same building, the former

height above the ground having been 6 feet and the present height being 38 feet.

9. Annual Mean Valuer of tfis Dip and Annual Increane of Dip for seven years .

—

Table VII.

Year. Mean J)ip. Annual IncreaBo of Dip.

' 1807-flH
0 ,

10 3 3
+ 19

+ 19

+ 1-5

+ 1 9

+ri

!

1868 69 19 4-2

ISfifl 70 10 61
1

187(»-7l
i

19 7 6

:

1871 73
j

19 9 5

1872' 73 1 19 14 8

I
1873-74 .... 19 14 5

j

Mean Dip for w‘ven \car8.
1

19 84
'

[ Correwponding to epoch

t October 1, 1870.

II. Jhrlinafion.

10. Monflily Mean Vahtv.'i .—In Table VIII. are collected the nioutlily means of the

values of absolute declination, as ob.stuved from July 1807 to December 1873, and

the corresponding mean readings of the larg(‘ declination magnetometer ; and in

Table IX. are shown the same moan values of dc'clination, corrected for the difference

between the corresi)onding mean readings of tlie larg(,‘ declination magnetometer and

the mean readings of that instrument (also given with the same Table) for the respective

months, the corrected values thus obtained showing tlie mean declination of the

.several months. Tin: adopted value of a unit of the scale of the large declination

magnetom(!t('r is G' 49"-5, increasing readings denoting ijicreasing I'asterly declination.

Table VIII.

Month
Mcjui Otwoned Dfclinaiion.

January .

February

March
April .

May .

June ..

July

August
Septcinlier . .

.

October

November. .

December . ,

Cori'Ct'poiuliug Mean Srale-rejidiug nf large

lleehnution Magnetometer,

1 1867.
i

1868. 18G9. 1870.
:

1871. 1872. ; 1873 1867
i
1868 1869 1870 1871. 1872. 1873.

1

‘

44
h

16 46 15 47 9 149 7 .13 1 i ' .13 6

1

1

35 25 35 55 3.1 70 36 13

r
! 36-59 36 50

41 2 46 56 47 4 50 18 52 43 53 2 35 30 35 54 35 73 36 26
1
36-53 36-50

44 56 46 22 48 4 49 32 50 57 52 35 1 3.1 32 35 46 3.V88 36 13 1
36-23 36 47

t
43 19 45 7 46 36 >48 31 50 45 53 14 '35 12 35 28 35 64

j

35 94 3620 36 53

42 27 45 26 47 0 49 11 50 29 i .12 35 12 35 38 35 67
;

36-01 13617 36 30

I ... 42 24 45 38 46 54 :48 37 51 6! 52 20 . 35 07
,

35 38 35 63
,
35 92 136 24 3636

!41 34 43 24 45 57 47 17 {48 48 50 6 > 52 52 34 86 1
35-25

;

35 47 35 66 * 35 95 13609 36 41

41 15 43 39 45 16 46 43 149 10 51 6 51 15 34-80
,

35 21 35 38 i 35-62 35-97 |:I6 21 1
36 16

141 20 142 31 45 15 47 23 |48 50 50 8,51 49 3478 ' 35 14 ;35 46 1 35 70 35 97 36 06 1 36 30

|42 18 44 51 46 29 49 15 50 6 ' 52 46 , 52 46 34 92 35 47 :35 62 36 02 36 10 36 47 1 36 47

143 38 46 4 47 13 49 47 151 31 52 35 ! 52 59 35-08 35 59 35 73 |36 17 36 31 .36 44 36 51

43 58
j

45 34 47 43 50 7
i51

52 52 58 i 53
1

36 35 19 35 44 j35 74 36 22 36-37
,

36 48
j

36 64
j
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Table IX.

r

MontJi.

11

Mean Monthly Declination reduced to Mean 1 ;

Monthly Beading of the large
j;

Decliuat ion Mugnetomoter.
j

Mean Monthly Heading of large Declination

Magnetometer.

1867, 186S.
j

1SB9
j

1870. 1871. 1 1872. 1
1873.

j

1867. 1868.
1

1861*. 1 870. 1871. 1872. 1873.

January
, J , 1

44 8
1

45 55
1

48 27

i

-j

40 5i
1

52 26 j
53 51

1

35-23 !.15-50 35-8!* 36 24 36 48 36*61

February 43 54 47 04814 so 2(i 52 43 {53 43 35*28
j

35 55 35*00 36 28 36*53 36-60

March 44 52 47 15 '48 :i3 50 46 1 52 52 1 53 4!) 35*31 135 50 35*05 36 31 36*51 36*65

April
M M.V^

45 14:47 30 48 5.5

44 'ii\
' 47 *17 4S 51

51 3:52 52153 65

50 53 , 52 40
!
53 5

1

1 3.'i-40 i.15-63

35 4 1 1
35-70

35 08
35*04

36 31
36*26

136*23
;

36*51

36*40
36*63

36*57
36*61June

mdl} ' Hi 1 41/ » HO %l 1

,44 -13 47 40 48 57
I

50 44 52 48 154 2 i 35 41 3570 35*03 36*40

July 4J Y(> U 38 47 23140 16 51 3 52 38 51 14 1 35- li .15-43
I
35-68 36*05 ' 36 28 36*46 36*61

August 4J 6 45 38 47 47140 30 51 37 53 13 '54 36;
;

35 07 33 50 : 35-75 36 05
1
36 33 3662 36*65

September 43 35 45 31 47 38 50 35 51 22 53 12 54 12'
i

«35 11 35-58 1 36 8l 36 I 7 : 36 34 36 51 36 65

CXftuber 43 5() 46 1 47 47 5037 52 1 , 53 43 54 0
i

35*16 ;i6-64 1 35 HI
i

36 22
!
36 38 36 61

:

36*65

NoYeiul>er . . . 44 H) 45 56 47 50 50 7 52 28 53 45
' 53 56 35*18

1

35-57 ! 35 82 36 22 36 45 13661
I

36*65

Dweinber .... 43 58
1

1

45 42 48 20 50 8 52 21 53 47 53 48 35 10

:

35-46 '35 83
;

36 21 36*44
j

36 60
j

36 67

31. Annttnl Mean Falae.'i and Secular Chamje.—'I'ablo X. shows tho Absolute Decli-

nation, both as observcjd and corrected as in Table IX., for each y(!ar from 18G7 to 1873,

and also the respective' annual increments of declination and the mean annual increment

for the period of six and a half years.

Table X.

Alh»(tlute 1 techuat lou uiiil Aunu.ii Increment B,

-

j
Corrcci* il 1 0 Mean

Year. As (J>scryi'(l. 1 KcaJmg of lartt**

1 Decbnat ion Magn(‘D)nn*1er

Dochnatioii,
Iiicri'meut,

1

1
Dci'linahon

(

Annual

{

Tncretiicut

1807, tliily lo l)t‘"(MiihfT

1868, Jills to Ih^ceiiiKT ,

42 20
44 20

1-^2 01

1

;

43 1*2

15 34

i

1

H-‘

1868, Jnmian to DeeiMulho*

1860, J.niuary lo Decomh^r
1870, .Tnimary to Deciunber

1871, JuTiiiarv to J)»>eeiulM'i*

1872, Jniiiiary to l>(‘ceiulK.‘r

1873, January to Itecenibtn*

43 57
46 8

47 47
40 38
51 34

, 52 38

-f2 11

-f-1 30

-f 1 51

-fl 56

i-l 4

1
45 4

1 47 20
1 40 21

i
51 13

53 3

: 54 0

i 42 25

1 41 52

!

+1 52

1

+1 -K*
1

j

-fo .57
:

Mean tor (*j ycar'^,
j

48 8 1 -f 1 46 1 ti* 32

The values 48' 8"' and 49' .32" of absolute easterly declination, as observed and as

corrected, correspond to the mean ei>och October 1, 1870 ; the annual increase of decli-

nation (1' 40" or 1' 48") differs by a scarcely appreciable amount, whether it is derived

directly from the observations or from the observations corrected. In calculating the

means only half weight has been given to the values in brackets, which are derived

from only half as many observations as the other values.

12. Annual Variation .—The means for the period of six and a half years of easterly

declination in each month are shown below, both as observed and corrected ; the cor-
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rections for secular change to reduce the values for each month to the same epoch

(October 1, 1870), being at the rate of 9" per month, are also shovrn, as are likewise

the mean monthly values cleared of secular change and the monthly excesses above the

mean of the year.

Table XI.—Monthly Mean Values of Absolute Declination, as observed.

Motiili Jan. Fob. Mrtrcli. April May. June. July. Au^ukI.

)

ftopt.
j

Oct.

1

\ov. Doc. Year.

Det^Uiiation 48 51 49 1 48 44 47 55 47 45 47 50 47 ft 40 55
, o

1

in
46 45 1

4ft 22 49 7 49 24

Uorrootitm for se-

)

cular . .
. f

-P 22 + L3 + 4 - 4 ~ 13 22 -f 22 4 13 + 4 I

- -1

i

i

- 13 ~ 22

48 9
1

Correcl4^cltoopoch I
!

Ociohin' I, lH70f
49 IJ 49 14 4K 48 47 51 47 32 47 28 47 30

1

47 ft 4(1 49
1

48 18
1 '

;

4ft 54

j

49 2

Aniuiul Varitthioii + 1 .5 j+0 39 -0 1ft ^0 37 ~0 11 |~0 39 1
i
~l 20 4-0 9 I+O 45 4-0 53n

Table XII.—Monthly Mean Values of Absolute Declination, reduced to Mean Monthly

Reading of the large Declination Magnetometer.

Month .
' Jan.
1 1

1

F«‘b
f
IMai'cli AjH'll

1

_ 1

May.

(

Juno
j

JllJv,

,
!

'

jAiigu.tlj
j

Oct. IVov.

j

I)oo.

Mtuin DoHiiihtioii ^ ni «
'

i

49 2i')
i
49 4'i

'

49 55
j

49 43
'

j

49 50
j

48 .55
r: TTTi
1

19 22 : 49 26 49 44
1

49 46
1

49 43

Corri'clum for «<"• 1

(Miliir < J 1

+ + 13 i

,
1

+ i "I
- 13 1 - 22 !

1

+ 22
;

+ 13 + 4

'

- 4
'

1

- 13 - 22

Cornvt<‘(il Mt'porlt
|

( M iibt'r 1 , 1 ^70
j

'

49 28 49 33 19 45 ' 19 51
'

!

49 30 49 28
'

i i

19 17 49 35 ' 49 .311 49 40 1 49 33
;

49 21
‘

i

Annual \ anation
;

-0 C) 0 0 40 12 4-0 IH ~0 3 -0 5 -0 Ifi ,+() 2 ’-(» 3 4-0 7
1

0 0 -0 12

Tin* two sets of inonthlv differences represent th(' annual variation of declination, first,

as affected by tlu' annual variation of the diurnal inequality at the usual observation

hour, and, secondly, after tin* elimination of that affection
;

it is seen at a glance that

the effc'ct of the diurnal inequality is to alter both the charueler and range of the appa-

rent annual variation, raising the range from 0' 34" to 2' 25", and impressing upon the

variation high \ allies during the winter and low values during the summer months

—

(*ffects quite con.sistent Avith the known character of the annual variation of diurnal

inequality. The true (corrected) annual variation has a systematic character, with a

double oscillation in the ]»eriod, showing maxima near the times of the equinoxes, and

minima about the times of the solstices.

13. That the Declination is greati'r near the equinoxes than near the solstices may

also be shown without assuming a value for the annual si'cular changi^ ; for if this

change be uniform the means for the months Januarj and December, February and

November, &c lune and .Tuly, will all correspond to the .same epoch and be

directly comparable ; these means arc as follows :

—
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( n

January and December 49 24

February and November 49 SS

March and October 49 42

April and September 49 40

May and August 49 32

June and July 49 22

the large values occurring in the middle of the column near the time of the equinoxes.

'I'he mean for the months April to S('j)len\l)er is 49' 31", and that for the months

.January to March and October to December 49' 33", showing a scarcely appreciable

amount of semiannual inecjuality.

14. Prohnhle Error .—The probable error of a single determination of Absolute

Declination lias been calculated se))arafely for each of the years ISOS to 1S79. 'I’he

numbers of obstavations made in those years are 03, b;’,. and 57 resju'ctively, and each

one was I’educed to the constant naiding 3b'00 of the large Declination Magiu'tomeU'r.

If there was no error of observation, and if the laige Declination Magiuilometer was

perfect, these reduced values ought all to lie alike, and the degn'e of accordance existing

amongst them will indicate tin* extf-nt to which fliese conditions an* fulfilled. 'The

differences being taken for each year lietwei'ii each indi\idual reduced value of the

Declination and the means of all tlu'valiK’s for that year, the probabh’ error of a single

determination was fminil from these differences by the usual method (of least squares)

to be +22"’r>, 4;22"'0, and 4 lb'''! for the years ISOS, ISti'.l, and 1S79 re.sjicctivi-ly :

and the probable error of the annual means to be 4-3"’l, +3"'0,and 4:2'''() respccti\ely.

111. Hfirizoidftl Force.

15. Monihhj Mean Values .—In Table Xlll. are collected the mean nionthl) \alues,

as ob.served, of the Iloi-i/.ontal Force for the ])eriod from .luh l S(i7 to December 1S73,

and the corresponding monthly mean readings of the large Horizontal-force Magne-

tometer, corrected to the constant temperature 82 F.\iii!. in correcting the magnetometer

readings 0T5 has been adoi»ted as the decrease of reading ])roduced b\ tin increase of

1 ^ of temperature.

'lAiii.i; XIII.

IMoinh

TtiDuurv .

Ft'brutirv

Mf-rcit .

Ajifti .

May
flu I It*

Jlllv

Augu*-*!

St

OetdlK^r . .

NtiVeftiltor

I)' (• inU-r

( 'urrc‘H|Mn»tiuiLr Mi'jtii St-.ile-rejulin;' cflartlt*

aVroaii Ab.'>ol»i}f irDrizoiital Fttrtf Hori/unt?il ftirer
,

ti) Ti in]u'r.i( uiv H2? i

inn;
;

ISKH I 186b. 1H;(I 1K7IJ 1HI»7 IHbH lSf{<) IS/O 1871 IH72. lH7a.

.
Isolds' 8 ofilf) H-D7dh 80727 ho/do 2n;o mito 24 77 2r»:»7 i\v8‘j '

;

S'O.Vif) 8 0070, 8 0701 8'07*i;i 8 0811 2101 2107 24*72 125 01 25 05 l0*47

8 0507 8 0055 8 0758 8 0771 8 0818 8 08,^0, .. 24 18 21'20 25-20
;

25-04
;

25-00 10 50 >

8 0505 8 0010 8 0007 8 0740 8 0870 8 0850 . 2;i 70 21 .'14 24 1)0 ! 25*:i5 20*15 A0'04

I

8 oen I 8 0547 8 0700, S 0742 H'D870 8 085!) 21 52 2 l-OO
,
25 11)

j

25-80 1 20*32 10 70 >

'8 O00H 8 0083 8 0818 8 0700 8 0844 8*0874 24 51 24 84 25 02 ! 25*78 ,25 70 10 88
'

80101,80051 80605 8 0756 80810 H08irH088!) 2353 24 07 24*84
;

25*21 125 54 .25 67 10-03
|

8*0012 8 0400 8 0633 8 0768| 8 0808 8*0813 8 0847, 23*41 24 15 21 25
;

25*15
|

25*42
|

25*64 10.72
;

8*0508 8 0546 8*0710 8 0700 8 0824 8*0808 8*0828 23 37 23*20 24'3l '24 35
j

25*56 25 30 10 83
i

80560180637 8 0646 80687,80700 8*0753 80853 2332 24*10 24 45 124*56 (25*11 125 18 ,10*1)1)
j

8*0523' 8 0650 8 0600 8 0680 8 0757 8 0760 80841 24 00 124 51 24*48 24 73
|
25 37 i

25*65 *11*35 *

80503 80588 8 0625 8 0787 8*0710 8 0705 80840 21 27 ;2M2 24 74 25*50 : 25 50 25*38 11*61
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Table XIV. corresponds with Table XIII., except that the mean monthly readings

deduced from all the hourly observations of the large Horizontal-force Magnetometer

are given instead of those which correspond to the times of the absolute observations

only
; and the values of Horizontal Force are corrected for the difference between the

two sets of mean monthly readings, so us to represent the values of the mean Horizontal

Force for the several mouths. Tlu; scale-coefficient adopted for the large Horizontal-

force Magnetometer is -^=:'0(I1488, or dX=-f-‘012 for an increase of unity in the

scale-reading.

Takli; XIV.

Moillh.

j

flfuiuurj* ...

I

J'Vhruary

I
March

j

April .

!Muv ..

Jiuut ..

' Aut(ust,

Ht'ptriiilxT ,

( h'tohiT

Nuvi'inlx'r

J)iv*einber .

Mont lily Mean AbsuIuU' llonzcnUal Forrr
rtHiviced 1,0 Moiuhly Mnni Rfiulini:H (»f

Inr^c Jlon/.oDtjil-fiircv Mn^rn'toniHcr

I
'

Hosrdl H 0584|H 0:>81 8 (MI74 K06«H 8 0725
8'04U1 H'OtiSO H 0010 8 0081 8 0045 8 0727
8 ori:» 1 8 o(;2o’ S'Ofiru 8 0075 s 07 18 8 0757
HOllOO 8 0552 8 0027 8 0028 8 0770 8 0802
8 05/8 8 0524) 8 OOl I 8 0058 8 0705 8 0810
8 U0O2 8 0502' 8 0708 8 0705 8 0701 8 0800

8 0i80 8 0017 8 O0l;j! H'0702 8 0755 8 0710 H08;j5

8 0505 8 0411 8'0580: 8*0072 8 0715 8 0/15 8 0822
8 0175 8 0508 8 0010 8 (>l>42 8 0718 8 0744 8 0701
8 0547 8 0575 8 0570 8*0004 8 0752 HOfiOl 8 0800
8 0187 8 0012 8*007 1 8 0050 8 0057 8 0707 8 0705
8 0504 8 0554 8 0582 8 0085 8*0002 8 0752 8 0814

Alotitlily M<‘au Reading of large Hon/onlal-
luree Alagnelnrneli'r,

eorreeO'd lo JVnj^M'nitiirc 82'" 0.

18^17. 1SG8 18<;9 1870 ' 1871.
j

1872.
1
187S.

|i?4 17 24 05
!

24 15
1

24 79 25 40
24 07 24 00 24 22 i24 09 25 12 9 77
124 10 24 07 24 59 24 80 25 15

i

9 89
* 25 88 23 HI 24 52 !24 59 25 -29 10 19

24 02 25 90 24 70 25 10
!
25 63 ! 10 40

25 99 24 08 24 70 97
!

25 55
!
10 34

25 41 25 79 24 l(i 24 70* 24 84 25 15

:

1046
25 25 25 77 25 HI 24 55 24 65 24 82 1051
25 U8 25 47 25 55 X\ 87 ;24 08 24 86 10 52
25 14 25 57 25 87 25 87 i2i 72 24 00 10 62
25 79 24 12 24 52 24 51 124 54 25 15 10 95
24 95 '24 11 24 58 24 74

i
25 19

,

25 02 1132
,

During part of tlu' month of January 1S73 the largo Horizontal-force Magnetometer

was under readjustment, and the correction had to be deduced partly from its readings

before readjustim'ut, and partly from readings of tlie Horizontal-force Magnetograph

taken at tlu* time of the absolute observations. From and after February 1873 the

monthly mean rijadings of the large Horizontal-force Magnetometer were obtained by

subtracting from the monthly mean for the five civil hours d, 10, 14, IG, and 22, the

exci^ss, ex])ressed in scale-readings, of the mean force at those; hours in the years 1846

to 1872 above the mean force for the twenty-four liours in the same years.

16. Annual Mean Valuer and Secular Change .—The mean value* of the Horizontal

Force for the epoch October 1, 1870, is 8 0718 em 8‘0658, accewding as the observations

are unce)ri ectc’d e)r ce)rrected te) the mean of the several montlis.

The following Table .shows the me*an values, uncorrected and corrected, of the Hori-

z.onteil Frn-ce in each year or half-year from 1867 tee 1873, and the e;orre'sponding annual

increments of Horizontal Force ;

—

MDCCCLXXVI.
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Table XV.

Corrected to Mean Beading
Ae observed. (if Jurgt5 llorixontal-fonni

Year or Half-yoar. MagneiOTuoter.

Ht)ri)£onlul Aiuuml Uorizontal Annual
Force ln<Teriient. Fortxf. Incnjrnerit,

18(>7, July to Decombor ....
1808,

i

Sda.'iO

Kl>5!l5 [ + •0045]
8*0524

8*0561
14-0037]

1868, Jaimarv to DcivinK'r ..
!

1869, „
'

„ . 1

1870,

1871, „ „ .
;

1872, „ 1

1873, . i

8 0601

8 065t>

8 0723
8 0777
8 0802
8 08.11

-h-0049
-f(K173
4**tK)54

4-0025
4’‘(M)39

8 0563
8 (MUHl

8 0614
8 lt688

8 0728
8 0791

-4*0037

-4 0044
4-0044
4- 0040
4^0063

Mmii . . . .
'

1 + •0048 F ()045

The annual increments within hraekets, being derived from half-t/earli/ means, arc

allowed only half the weight of the others. The mean secular change of Horizontal

Force is thus found to be a yearly increase of ‘OOfS from the uncorrocted observations,

or •0045 from the corrected observations.

17. Diitrnnl nf, diffevnii hcighls ahoir Ihe yrotuifj .—In Table XVI. a

comparison is drawn betw(‘en the diurnal inequalities of Horizontal Force at corre-

sponding hours, sliown by tlur absolute ob.servations and by the large Hoi'izontal-force

Magmdonu'ter.

The temperature- and scale-coefficients used in calculating the numbers in the last

column from those in columns (i to !) hav(^ been already given.

The general result (with which twenty-one half-yearly diti’erenees are in agreement,

and four of contrary import) is that the diurnal variation of Horizontal Force is, between

the hours in question, les,s in the top room of tin* Rlectronu'ter 'I'ower, at a height of

38 feet above the ground, when' the absolute observations were taken, than it is at a

height of 0 feet, wheri; the large Horizontal-force jMagindometor is placed; and on the

average it is about one fifth less. The average time of the first observation is 12'’ 22'",

and that of the second observation 1 4''
; and during this interval, whidi is genenilly

about the same in extent and has nearly the .sanu^ limits, the mean for the whole year

of the regular daily diminution of force is O'.jT of t lie mean range for the year of the

diunial variation of force, so that we are dealing with a large fraction (more than a third)

of the whole diurnal movement. The maximum Horizontal Force of the day occurs

about half an hour before the middle of the first ob.servation.

The supposition that most naidily suggests itself in explanation of a result of this

nature is, that, being derived from observations with instruments of different construc-

tion, it is due to error of observation in the one case, or to error in the scale-coeffich'nt

or temperaturc-coi'fficient enqiloyed in the other.

Against the supposition that it is due to error of observation with the Unifilar Mag-

netometer, it may be urged, first, that it recurs in twenty-one out of twenty-five half-
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yearly comparisons ; and secondly, that the probable error of a single weekly determina-

tion (that is, of the mean of the first and second observation) being +*0043 (see

paragraph 19), that of the mean difterencc, for six and a half years, between the first

and second observations will be less than ±‘0005 (or=r+ ’0043-j- X\/2), a

cpiantity w’hich is less than half the magnitude of the diflerence that the error is sup-

posed to explain. And if it were due to (‘rroneous allowance for temperature of the

large Horizontal-force Magnett)ineter, it ought to In; small when the diurnal range of

tem])erature is small, and large when the rangi' is large* ; whilst, in fact, the difference in

question is only •0003 in the half-year October to March, w hen the range of temperature

is large, and is ‘OOIO in the halt-year A])ril to Sejdember, when the range of tempera-

ture is small. At the sann' tinu* the range* of tin* diurnal variation of Horizontal Force

is nearly the same tlirougliout the year, its value foi‘ the half-year October to March

being a fourteenth greater than for the lialf-year April to September, and its mean value

for the year, as shown by the large Horizontal-force Magnetonu*ter, is •001 G6 of the

whole force. It remains, tli(*refore, if the result b<* an instrumental one, that the scale-

coefficient adopted for the large Horizftntal-force Magnetometer must he suppos(*d to

be one fourth of itself in excess of the truth : this the writer cannot tliink possible, and

he hopes soon to ha\e the opportunity of submitting to the judgment of the Royal

Society evidence (in connexion witli a general discu.ssion of the observations with this

instrument) which will completel\ set aside such a supposition.

If the resnlt be admitted iis a true niiignetic; phenomenon, it suggests tin* attribution

of a very considiuable magn(*tie inflm*nce to the state of the medium intervening between

the upper and lower places of observation, in such a way that Avhen tin* air is of equable

temperature and almost uniformly moist throughout, the \uriations of force; are nearly

alike above and below, whilst in the dry months of tin* year tlK*re is a very consid(;r.ible

diminution of daily change offeree with increase of height. Tin* writ(*r readily admits

that such attribution should not rest upon a result of observations taken at a single

station only.

18. Annual Variation .—In Table XVTl. are shown the means for each month, in the

period of six and a half years, of the values of Horizontal Force, correctt;d to the* mean

monthly reading of the large Horizontal-force Magnetometer
; also the corr(!Ctions for

secular change, at the rate* of -f-'OOlb per year, to reduce those mc*ans to the common
epoch, October 1, 1870, and the same means cleared of secular variation ; and,

further, the excess of each of the corrected monthly values above the mean value

I'or the year, the last series of numbers rej)rc.senting the annual \ariation of Horizontal

Force.
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Table XVII.

MonihH Jan. Fob. March. April. May. June- July. August. H<‘pt. 0(d. Nov. Doc. Year. 1

1

Moan horizontal ]

force 1

Correct ion fttFse-
|

oul/ir change ...
\

Corrected to epocli ]

Oct. 1. 187(1.
. J

i

[

80631

8 0640

8 0630

-b6
i

8 0845

80664

-f2

80868

8 0664

2

80662

80663

-6

8 0657

80701

-9

80692

80675

+9

8 0684

8-0648

-1-8

80654

8-0651

1
8 065.3

!

8 0650

-.2

1

80648

!

-- 0010

80651
1

-6

B 0645

8*0659

-9

80650

j

!

...
,

8-0658
j

1

Annual variatiim . -0018 -’0013
1 f (K)08 0(M)4

1 i

- 0(8)1 4- 0034 -f'0026 ~ '000C~ 0005 1

1 i !

-001;$!--(MK)8j

1 1

The annual variation exhibits a semiannual inequality in whicli the horizontal force

is, during tlie months INlarch to August, •0011 great(;r than the mean of the year, and

during the months Se])t(!mber to February ’0011 less. Tin; quarterly means that give

the greatest differeiict; are as follows :

—

February to Ajnil -0000

Mayto.luly -{-•0020

August to October — •OOOO

Noveml)er to January .... —•0013

Vithout ap|)lyiiig any (;orrections lor secular change, tlie ineans of the values of

Horizontal Force in Table XVII,, for Jainiary and December, Februai^y and November,

&c., will all correspond to the same e[)och. October 1, 1870. Such means are com-

pare(l ladow both for the uncorrected ol»servations and for the observations corrected to

the mean of each month.

Tadi.u XVUl.

MiMiths.

I
Jiinuarv Mini 1 Ictviiibcr

j

Fi'bnitiry jdhI NovnntlKT
Mtircli jiml ()i't(»hcr

A)inl and Sojilfmhor

IVlnv and
Inno and July

I

Ajiril to Hojth'niU'f ..

Octobfr to Mairh

Vncom'ftcd.
j

(’orrcflcd.

8 0(i97

8 0706 ;

j

8 07{U
1 8 0645

‘

8 0645 !

!
8 0645

8 0722
8 0716 ; 1

8 071!)
j

H 0657
!

j

8 0657
1

* 8 0657

8 0717
8 0755

1

}

8 073<i
1

8 Ob55 !

1 H 06H8
; j

8 0671

1

8 072!) .

1 8 0667

8 ()7()8
! i

8 0619

I

Both sets of numbers indicate a small semiannual iiUMpiality, in which the force is

about a four-thousandth of itsidf greater in the half-year April to September than in tlu'

half-year October tf) March; and the four-monthly means show that the force passc*s

through its mean value in the months March, April, 8e])tember, and Octobc'r neiu^est to

the equinoxes ; and thence, of necessity, the maximum occurs in the months May to

August, about the summer solstice, and the minimum in the montlis November to
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February, about the winter solstice. The dilFereuco of range of the four-monthly means,

uncorrticted and corrected, is doubtless a consequence of the uncorrected values having

reference to the mean interval from 12'* 22” to 14‘* 39“", whilst the corrected values have

reference to the mean of the twenty-four hours.

Whilst, however, recording this result as that which the absolute observations are

cajmble of yielding, the writer does ndt claim for it any great confidence
; for the pro-

l3able error of an observ ation is considenibly greatt-r than the monthly differences which

have been obtained as representing the annual variation ; and consequently it is only by

combining together the observations of a number of years that tin* influence of errors of

observation can be expected to be [)ractically eliminated, and half the jKTicKl of six and

a half years seems not to be sufficient for this pur))o.se ; for when the observations are

separated into two groups (of three and a half years and three years) the annual varia-

tions yieldi*d are of totally diflV'rent character.

19. Prohdhie Error .—The probable' error of a singh' weekh detennination of Absolute

Horizontal Force has been computed siqmrately for .Tidy to December 1867 and for tlu'

year 1868. This has betm dom- indepc'iah'ntly from all tin* complete observations except

those of July 2 to 27, 18G7, and for all, with the further excejdion of those of August

21,1867, and x\pril 8 and 15 and August 19, 1868, which giv(' results that are

evidently erroneous, far bc'jond tlu' range of observational ('rror. T'lu' observations wen'

all reduced to tlu' constant n'uding 24'27, at tenqK'rature 82 , of (lu' large Horizontal-

force MagiK'toTneter, allowance; l)eing further math' for thi' loss of stn'Ugth of the

magnet of that instrument ; and the difl'en'uces being tlien taken Ix'tweeii eacli C(3rri'ct('d

detennination and tlu' ineau of all, the probable errors wen' calculated from thesi'

differences by the method of h'ast squares. T’lie rate at whicli allowance was mad('

for the loss of strength of tlu' magiu't was '00015 of the whole pi'r anmim (see ' Intro-

duction to Bombay Observations,’ 1864, ]>age xvi). I'he juobable ei'rors found an' as

follows :

—

I’Anm: XIX.

abuornial yuIucw, FvXcluiliTif' ubnorniul valuoH

Poriofl.
Volt'S nC F<)W.

- ^

1

OI’b ‘tingli'*

werK 1

Y

clotoriujnatirm

(Iftlit" iiM'nn <)j

Jill iho

(lotvriHinntinib's.

Ol'n jOf iht' nit'ttn tif

Wrrkh
1

fill 111*'

doti'niiinution.
(
df'k*nmnBt>nns.

1

July to Dwonthpr 1S(^>7 .. . .

Jatiuiiry to IlettoBiUvr IHIiH

e-

1^

^
299>

4 0011
+ •0009

4 •(K)4n 4 0009
4 -0043

I

± '0006

The remaining observations of 1869 to 1873 being of about the same quality as those

of 1868, will have' about the same y>robable error.

The maximum probable error (that of the moment of inertia of the vibration-magnet)
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of the constants used in reductions of the Horizontal-force observations has about the

same effect ( + •000(5) as the smallest of the above determinations, which have reference

to observational eiTors only.

IV. Total Force.

20. With the following data :

—

Uip for epoch Ist October, 18(58 =19'’ 4''2

Secular change of Dip jku annum =-j-l'-9

Semianmial inequality of Dip:—excess from April to

September above the mean of the year . . . =r-|-0'‘3

Horizontal Force for (ipoch 1st October, 1870 . . . = 8’0058

Secular change of Horizontal Force per annum . . =+ •0045

Semiannual inequality of Horizontal Force : excess

from April to Sej)tember above the mean of the

year =-}- •0009

We find

Dip Ibr c ])och 1st .Tanuary, 1871 =19" 4''2

-}-2-25xF-9=19"S''r>

Horizontal Force for epoch 1st .Tanuary, 1871 . . . =8‘0G58+

=8-0(509

X
And by the- fonnula 11=^^^^^^, where 11 represents the Total Force, X the Horizontal

Force, and 0 the Dij>:

—

'Total Force for epocli 1st .lauuary, 1871 . . . . = 8-5391

And by the formula //U= Om •

—

Secular change of 'Total F'oT'c.e ]»(U* annum ....=+ ‘OOCl

Somiannual inequality of 'Total Force: excess from

A)»ril to Se])teinber over mean of the year . . =+ -0012

21. Annunl Variaiio)).—In the annual \ariation of 'Total Force, derived by the

formula, last given from th(»se of Dip and Horizontal F'orce in Tables 111. and XVH.,

the monthly excesses abo\e the yearly mean are, foi- .January to December resju'ctively,

us follows: --•(K»25, --0015, +-0O0S, -f -0008, f-0004, +-0039, + -0029, - -0001,

— •0004, —-001 1, —-0015, and —-0015
; and the quarterly nn-ans which give Ihegreate.st

differences are :—February to Aj)ril, -0000 ;
May to July, +-0024

; August to October,

— •0005 : and November to January, —-0018.
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V. Absolute Magmtical Besults.

Collected together.

Table XX.

Miigiiotie Element. Epoch.
Value at

epcjch.

Value at com-
mon epoch,

lat January,
1871.

Secular

change

l>er annum.

Semiamuial
inequality

;

exccpfl of April to

Septem^'T
over mean of year.

Declination

Dip
Horizontal force ...

Do.
Total force

Do

! Ist. Octol)or, 1870

.

j

Irtt Oetobt% 1808 ...

l8t October, 1870

t .

1
^

^I

() fit) 8
IP 8-5

.T7iP:>

8:»:uM

.‘bp:i72

i

4-1 4S
4-1*0

4- -IKDo
4- -tHiai

4 tHKVi

4- *0020

-6 \

-fO-n 1

-f -OOOP
4- *0PP4

4- •<M)12

4- -IHUHi

Mefcre-g'nnntue-w^nd uiiitft.

K(K)t-grrtin-second unitn.

M.etn'-gramine-«i©cund units.
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IV. On, the Strmture and Melatimis of the Alcyonarian Ileliopora cserulea, vxith some

Account of the Anatomy of a Sj>ecies of Sarcophyton, Notes on the Structure of

Species of the Genera Millcpora, Pocillopora, and Stylaeter, and Bemarks on the

Affinities of certain Paloeozoic Corals. By II. N. Moskley, M.A. O.von., Naturalist

to the '•Challenger' Expedition. Communicated hy Professor Wyville Thomson,

F.B.S., Director of the Civilian Staff of the '•Challenger.'

lloccived Soptombi-r 28,—Head Novombcr 25, 1875.

Introduction.

Having undertaken tlu‘ examination of the I)cep-s('a Corals dredged by the ‘ Challenger’

during her voyage, my atleutioii was naturally directed to the study of the structure of

corals generally. The Milleporidic, both because of their peculiar tabulate structure

and relations to fossil forms, anti because of Prof. Agassiz’s well-known determination of

tliem as Ilydroids and not Actinozoa, set'med to offer the most interesting field for in-

vestigation ; and 1 accordingly commenced the examination of their structure very early

ill th(.> cruist' of II.M.8. ‘Challenger’ in April 1873, at Bermuda, where Millepora

nlcicornis occurs in grt'at profusion.

I made a number of prejiarations and made out some ])oints in the anatomy of this

species, but found the subject to be so difficult that 1 put tlie matter aside to b(' further

examined on reaching England. In the beginning of 1875, however, 1 obtained sjieci-

men.s of Jleliopora ewrulea in the living state at Zamboangan, and on examining these

I’ound to ray astonishment that Ileliopora was an Alcyonarian. 1 therefore during

subsM-’ciuent voyages made as complete an examination as jiossible of this species, and

('xamiiK'd for comparison with it the stnicture of anotluT Alcyonarian, a spi'cies of

Sarcophyton dredged in shallow water .'unongst the reefs of the Admiralty Islands. I

('xamined further tlu' structure of a spc'cies of Millcpora obtaint'd at Zamboangan ; and

I also examined a Pocillopora found at the same locality, and a s])ecies of Stylaster

dredged in 500 fathoms off the Meangis Islands. The I’esults form thi' substance of the

present paper.

Becent Literature concerning Tabulate and Bugose Corals and Alcyonarians &c.

I am able to refer to very few original papers relating to the present subject, but

have gathered the following from tlie more general works available on board the

‘Challenger.’ It is hoped that allowance will be made for the peculiar conditions

under which this paper is written.

M. Milne-Edwakds (Hist. Nat. des Coralliaires, Paris, 1860, t. iii. p. 224) forms the

MDOCCLXXVr. o
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family Milleporid® to include a series of genera, amongst which Millepora and HdiO'

pom are the only recent ones, whilst he classes the Pocilloporinm as a subfamily of the

Favositidse, together with the Milleporid® and Seriatoporidse, under his section of the

Madreporaria Tabulata. The section is characterized by having the corallum composed

essentially of a much developed mural system, with the visceral chambers divided into a

series of stories by complete diaphragms or transverse floors, the septal arrangements

being rudimentary or represented by trabeculsc, which have a greater or less extension

in the intertabulate spaces. In his description of the Millepoiida; {1. c.) M. M.-Edwaedr

refers to Prof. Agassiz’s then recent paper, entitled “Les Animaux dcs Millepores

sont des Acalhphes Ilydroides et non dcs Polypes,” Bibl. Ilniv. de Gentive, Arch, des

Sci., Mai 1859, t. v. p. 80, to tb(' following effect:—“ At the moment of sending this

chapter (on the Madreporaria Tabulata) to the press, we learn that Prof. Agassiz has

studied the mode of the organization of the soft parts of the Milleporidie, and has

proved that these Zoophytes are not corals, but llydroid Acalephs very nearly

related to the llydractinia?. Prof. Dana shares the opinion of Prof. Agassiz; and

Agassiz believes tliat the Favositidac, as well as all other sptjcies of which the septa

are not continued vertically, ought to be considered strangers to the class of corals.

But the facts on which he grounds his opinion are not as yet sufficiently ascertained

for us to be able to form a critical opinion of their value ; and until more ample in-

formation is received, we shall continue to rank the polyps in question according to

the method adopted in our former works.”

Professor L. Agassiz, in hi.s ‘Contributions to the Natural History of the United States,’

vol. iii. plate 15, figured the animals of MiUeporn, Ue places Millepora, IJeliopora,

Seriaiopora, Pocill(^)ora, the whole of the Tabulate and llugose Corals, with the llydroid

Acalephse. The pidncipal distinction between thes(‘ sections and true polyfis relied on

by Agassiz, as quoted in Bkox.v’s ‘Klassen und Ordnungen d(.‘s ThieiTeichs’ (Aotinozoa,

1860, p. 45, note), is as follows:—“True polyps should have unbrokea’sejita throughout

the whole calicle, ^vith only sejiarated horizontal partitions between them. On the

other hand, the hydroid Favositida; had c;omi)lete horizontal partitions between inter-

rupted septa.” Professor Agassiz ho]i(‘d that dee|)-sca dredgings would jiroduce addi-

tional evidence concerning the affinities of MilUpora, and genera connecting more closely

the liugosa and Tabulata with one another and with the Acale])hBD in the shape of

branching lleliopores and the like. (A letter concerning Dee|)-8ea Dredgings, addressed

to Prof. Bk.vjajMix 1’ikbck, Superintendent of the United States (\)ast Survey, by Louis

A0AS.S 1 Z. Caniliridge, Mass., l)(“c. 1871). Since Agassiz’.s observations on Millepora

were ])ublished, no one has made any examination of the* structure of the soft parts of

any of the members of the Tabulata, with the exception of Prof. Vkekilu, who has

examined a Focillopora and found it to be a true Zoantharian polyp with twelve septa

and twelve tentacles (Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1872, vol. ix. 4th scries, p. 356, from

Silliman’h ‘American Journal,’ 1872, vol. iii. jip. 187-194, “On the Affinities of

Palieozoic Tabulate Corals with Existing Species ”).
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Professor VEKRiiiL,in the paper above quoted, as he has done before, combats the con-

clusions of Prof. AGASSI2, that the whole of the Tabulata belonged to the hydroid polyps.

This fact, he says, has only been proved for the Millepores : the remaining Tabulata

should be joined with the true polyps, with which their relations are very near and

intimate. The transverse partition-walls, the presence of which was held by Milne-

Edwaeds and Haimk as a characteristic distinction, arc; structures of a very low order,

that occur in widely different forms, and arc only brought about by the simultaneous

emptying of the generative products from the radial chambers. Where the emptying

is not thus periodically simultaneous, a separate tnmsverse septum is formed in each of

the chambers shutting off the space thus become vacant. True tabula; are found not

only in Millepora and Foeillopora, but in Ccelasfrcm, Alveopora, and Asteropsammia.

Colnmnaria is, apparently, closely allied to Cmlastraa, Faimites to Alveopora, Porites, &c-

Ileliopora being shown to be an Alcyonarian, tabula; are proved to be present in forms

still more widely different than is shown to be the case by Prof. Verbill. The relation

of Famdtes and Columnaria ai>pear8 now in a different light.

The opinions exj)ressed concerning Professor Acjassie’s relegation of the Tabulate and

Rugose Corals to the I lydroids have been various.

Professor All.man, in his ‘ Monograph of the Gymnoblastic or Tubularian llydroids
’

{London, j)ublislied for the Ray Society by Robert Hardwicke, 192 Piccadilly, 1871,

page 3), refers to Professor Aoassiz’s opinion on the subject as published in his ‘Contri^

butious to tlu' iS'atural History of the United States.’ He considers that since we are

entirely ignorant of the generative system of the Milleporida*, it is much safer to wait

for such verification as may be expected from further researches. He hesitates to

include amongst the llydrozoal orders the Tabulate and Rugot.(; corals. Professor

Allman (Quart. Journal Micr. Science, vol. Ixii. pp. 394, 39y) considers Edwardsia to

occupy an intermediate ])osition between Zoautliarian and Alcyonarian poly[)s, and to

be comparable with tlie extinct Rugosu, to which it corresponds in the; numerical law of

its body-8egm<;nts.

(tount PoiiiiTALES (Illustrated Catalogue of the IMuscum of Comparative Anatomy

at Haiward College, (kmbridge. Mass.: No. iv. Deep-sea (.V)rals, p. ofi) jdaccs the

Milleporidic with the Uydroids. Ho remarks, “ No observations have been made on

Afilleporn since Proh'ssor A<iAsstz'.s fir.st announC(’ment of the affinities of the Millepores

with the Hydroid polyps twenty years ago. Tlu' polyps of Milhpora are very difficult

to observe, both because of their snudl sizt', and b('cause they are kilh'd by the shortest

contact with air ; when obtained expanded, they contract (tn the slightest shake of the

vessel containing them. I have succeeded but once in having a good view of one of

the larger polyps of Millepora alcicornis in company with Professor Agassiz. It

differed from the figure in the ‘Contributions to the Natural History of the United

States,’ vol. iii. plate 15. fig. 1, in being comparatively shorter and having larger

tentacles, or ratlier tentacular masses studded with lasso cells five in number instead of

o2
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four. The mouth was not seen very distinctly, but appeared to be a traasveraie slit in

the middle of the disk. It remained expanded but a short time.”

PouETALks places the genus Pliohothrm amongst the Milleporidm. The Bugosa he

places at the end of the true corals. He has by the examination of the Lophophyllwn

jtroliferum (M.-Edwaeds and Haime) come to the conclusion that the tetrameral

arrangement claimed for the Bugosa is only apparent, there being originally six

primary septa. The coral was examined by cutting successive transverse sections.

Such a section from the tip of LophophtiUum prolifemm, representing the youngest stage,

shows six primary septa and six interseptal spaces placed symmetrically on two sides of

a vertical plane and unequally developed. By imequal development of additional septa

in further development (investigated by the examination of sections successively

nearer to the maigin of the calicle) the seeming tetrameral arrangement is produced.

POUETALES refers to papers on the subject by Romee and Lind.stkom, and cites L. LuDWKi

(H. von Meyek's ‘ Pula;ontographica,’ \ols. x. & xiv.) as having shown tlie same facts and

come to like conclusions concerning tlie affinities of the Bugosa, publishing his results

before Pouktales.

A. Kuntii (Zeitschrift dev dcutsch. geol, Ges. xxi. Ileft 3) is also cited by

PouRTALKS. Kunth has examined the law of growth of the Bugosa chiefly by the con-

sideration of the successive development of the costm. He still adheres to the tetrameral

primary division, from want, in the opinion of Pouktales, of having examined individuals

of very young age and hence great simplicity.

Kunth is further quott.*d in Leuckaet’s Jahresbericht, 1870-71, p. 192, as finding

the analogue of the operculum of Zoantharia Bugosa in the folds of skin described

by Milne-Euwards as occurring in Cryptohelia ptidica “ trotz der fehlendcm Verkalkung.”

There must be some error here. Surely Kunth refers to the calcareous lamina pro-

jecting in front of the mouth of the calicle of Cryptohelia springing from its margin.

Kunth (Zeitschrift der deutschen zoolog. GeseUschaft, 1870, p. 81; Lindstrom, CEfvers.

Kongl. Vetensk.-Akad. Fdrhandl. Bd. xxvii. pp. 922-926), the first discoverer of the

opercular apparatus of Bugosa, compares the opercula to the skeletal structures of

certain Primnoas, especially Primnoa lepadifera, Parmiurim placomus, and Cyatho-

phylhm LovenL Goniophyllum pyramidale had four valves at the anterior end placed in

pairs opposite one another, and only differing in that one of them is larger than the

others. This larger one is the homologue of the one opercular valve of Calceola and

Mhizophylhun.

Prof. Claus (Grundziige der Zoologie, 3tc Auflage, 1874, p. 226) places the Mille-

poridae with the Hydroids. The Bugosa he considers should be separated as a third

order of Antliozoa equivalent to the Alcyonaria and Zoantharia, and remarks on the

relations between Bugosa and Hexactinia shown by the developmental history of the

latter.

Saville Kent (Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1870, vol. vi. pp. 384-387) describes FavoHti-
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pora Desimyem as an existing coral closely allied to the palseozoic genus Favodtes.

The coral has abundant complete horizontal partitions and closely resembles Alveopora

femdTata\ it connects the Favositid® and Poritid®, and is a new proof that the

Tabulates belong to the Anthozoa and not to the Ilydroids.

Prof. P. Martin Duncan (“A Description of the Madreporaria dredged up during the

Expeditions of H.M.S. ‘ Porcupine’ in 1 809 and 1870,” Trans. Zool. Soc. London, vol. viii.

part 5, p. 335) describes (iuynia mnulata as a recent liugose coral. In this coral there

is no endotheca. In three specimens there were evidences of a hexameral septal arrange-

ment. One had an octameral arrangement at the base and a hexameral at the calicular

margin. This specimen is believed to illustrate the formation of the Neozoic type from

the Rugosa. Prof. Duncan has treated on the affinities of (hiynia with llaplophyllia in

a paper in Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. 1872, which paper I have not seen. Ilaplophyllia

paradoxa is another recent supposed representative of the Rugosa from the deep sea

described by PouBTAiifcs in the ‘Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology,

Harvard Coll. Camb. Mass.’ no. 7, and also in his work on deep-sea corals already cited.

Unfortunately the soft parts of neither Gitynia nor llaplophyllia were obtained for

examination.

The latest paper treating on the classification of corals to which 1 have access is by

M. G. Dolluu.s (“ Observations critiques sur la classification des Polypiers paleozoiques,”

Comptes Rendus de I’Acad. des Sciences, t. lx.\x. no. 10, 15 Mars 1875, pp. G81-

C83). M. Dollku.s cla.sses certain of the Tabulata, the lleliolitiens (Jlelioiites, Lyelba,

Propora), with the modern Milleporicns (Jjelwjjunr, Millepora, Seriatopora), connecting

them by the I’ocilloporiens (Pocillopora, Axopora, Polytreimcis) most unfortunately,

since Pocillopora is a Hiixactiniau. He considers all these genera to be Ilydroids.

The Cha'tetiniens [iiteUipora, Monticidipora, Chcctetes, Cwmtes, Pania, Beaimontia,

Lal/echia, Deknya) he considers to be Bryozoa allied to the Jurassic Jleteropora and

Cretaceous Padipora. 'J’hc group of Favo.sitiens (AlvcoUfen, Faoosifes, &c.) presents, as

he considers, relations with the tubuline Bryozoa, the Cyclostomata.

It will be seen from the above abstracts that the relations of the Tabulate and Rugose

Corals are in a very uncertain condition, and that there is very wide difference of opinion

on moat important points. It is hoped that some light will be thrown on the subject

by the present paper.

In addition to the authors cited above, the following papers and works will be referred

to in the sequel (they have mostly been accessible only in abstract) :

—

Quenstedt .... Handbuch der Petrefactenkunde. Tubingen, 18G7.

Metschnikoff . . . On the Development of Kalliphohe (Busch). Bullet. Acad.

imper. St. Petersbourg, t. xv. pp. 502, 503.

liACAZE-DuTHiERS . . Hist, de Developpement des Coralliaires. Arch. Z. exper. i.

pp. 289-296.
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Prof. A. ScuNEiDEE and

M. Kotteken.

Kolliker ....

KOlliker

Dr. Carpenter

On the Polyps of Allopora oculim. Forh. Selsk. Chr. 1872,

p. 115.

On the Structure of Actiniaj and Corals. Sitzungsbericht der

oberhessischen Gesellschaft fiir Natur- und Heilkunde.

1 March, 1871.

Anatomisch-systematischc Bcschreibung der Alcyonarien.

Abh. der sensk. naturf. Gesell. Frankfurt, 1870, To

this work I was able to make a short reference at Yeddo
*

through the kindness of Dr. IIiloendorf.

On the frequent occurrence of Vegetable Parasites in the hard

tissues of Animals. Quart. Journal of Microscopical

Science, 1860, vol. viii. p. 171.

On the Structure ofthe Shells of Molluscous and Conchiferous

Animals. Trans. Microscopical Society, 1844, ser. 1, vol. i.

p. 123.

Methods.—The corals and the Sarcophyton examined were hardened in absolute

alcohol, being placed in it in th(‘ living condition. Portions of them were subsequently

decalcified in weak hydrochloric acid, imbedded in w'ax in the usual manner, and

sections were then prepared from them. Ti)e sections were examined partly in

glycerine, partly in Canada balsam, after b(‘ing rendered transparent by means of

oil of cloves. Some sections were stained with carmine. Some jjortions of Jleliopora

were placed wdiilst living in a solution of chromic acid, and slowly decalcified

whilst in the solution by the addition of a fi-w drops of hydrochloric acid from time

to time ; these yielded some results wdiich were not obtainable from specimens

hardened in alcohol and more rapidly di'calcifi('d. Furtlu'r sections of sniall area

W'ere forcibly cut from the undc'calcified hardened corals in order to show the relations

of the hard parts to the soft, and separate polyps were rc*moved from their calicles with

the point of a scalpel and examined w'hole in glycerine. Portions of the tissues of

lleliopora were also obserA cd in the fresh condition.

For examination of the structure of the liard calcareous tissues, fine sections were

prepared by grinding in the usual manner.

Aceminf of the structure of lleliopora ca^rulea.

lleliopora acrulea w'as found growing in abundance on the reefs fringing the shore

of the small island of St. Cruz Major, which lies opposite the harbour of Zamboangan,

Mindanao, Philippine Islands. The coral grew in about two feet of water at low tide.

It has a uniform light chocolate-colour when fresh and living. Although I trans-

ferred portions of the linng coral to a glass vessel under water so that they never came

in contact with the air, I did not succeed in getting the polyps to expand ; and I have
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not seen them in that condition^ although directly the coral was left at rest a swarm of

a species of Lmcodora^ closely resembling Lmcodora msuta, which infests the coral

and perforates it all over, expanded themselves at once. Most unfortunately I hardened

in spirits portions of lleliopora taken from only one colony, as I did not Suspect

that the animal would prove to form unisexual colonies. This colony proved to be

female ; and hence I have not seen the male generative organs of Heliopora. The only

reference to the structure of the soft parts of Heliopora which 1 have found is a state-

ment of Qdenstedt {1. c. p. 795), that Quov says that the animals of Heliopora have

more than twelve rays.

Strueturc of the Coralluni of Heliopora cserulca*.

The genus Heliopora was formed by Bi^AiNViLiiE (Manuel d’Actin. p. 392). It is thus

characterized by Milne-Edwards, 1. c. p. 230 :
—“ (brallum massive, lobulate, and rising

in a tuft. CcEuenchym very abundant, and presenting at its surface a great number

of rounded pores, disposed with regularity and separated by projecting papilliform

grains. These grains are formed by the upper extremiti(;s of an equal number of

cylindrical and vertical beams, which shut in tubuliform spaces, open above, and

dinded from space to space by cross partitions. Calicles circular. Septa very little

developed, but distinct and 12 in number. Horizontal floors present and well developed.

The genus is remarkable for its alveolar appearance and the tubular structure of the

parenchym.”

'Die coral is figured by M.-Edwards, 1. r. pi. 1. figs. 3a, 3/>, Sc, A drawing of the growing

tip of a frond, much enlarged, will be found on Elate 9. figs. IG and 17 of this paper.

The following points require to be remarked concerning the structure of the corallum.

The papilliform emiiu'nces described by M.-Edwards as covering the surface of the

corallum spring from the points of apposition of the w’alls of several of the cccnenchymal

tubes, very usually from tlu* point of meeting of the mouths of four tubes (Plate 9. fig.

17) : here the hard tissue consists of a thickened vi'rtical beam of calcareous inathw, from

w'hich thin lamellar-liki; processes are given off, which form the w’alls between two con-

tiguous tubes by crossing to join similar processes from the thickened b(!ams situate at

the point of apposition of these two tubes with the pair next succeeding them in the

same direction. 'The narrow' summits of the thin laminm forming the sides of the tubes

fall short in their centres, by a con.siderable distance, of the level of the thickened

masses from which they spring, but arc; rather excavated or hollowed out at these spots

;

and it is across these excavations in the laminie that the deep system of canals passes in

the fresh condition of the animals, by means of which the cavities of the tubes and

polyps communicate freely with one another. The structure of the ccenenchym of the

coral might be better described by saying that it consists of a series of tubes of circular

* I resr«t oxt,rcmely that I am unable to refer (o MM. iritSE-EnwABua and IIaimu’s jwpers, “Ileohorchos

Bur les Polypiers,” Ann. He. Nat. iii., ix., xvi.
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section of nearly uniform diameter, closely packed side by side more or less in r^^ular

rows, with their walls where touching fused together, and the spaces necessarily result-

ing from such an arrangement at the meeting-points of every three or four contiguous

tubes filled in with calcareous matter, forming rods or beams of hard tissue, which are

elevated above the margins of the tubes into papillifonn prominences. Milne-Edwards

distinguishes between the tabulae of the coencnchymal tubes and those of the calicles,

calling the first “traverses,” the second “ planchers horizontaux;” but these are essentially

similar structures. Though twelve is a common number for the projecting plications of

the margin of the mouth of the calicle, the number is very variable ; 11, 18, 14, even 16

or 10 of these so-called sepia are to be counted not uncommonly. In the enlarged

figure of a calicle (fig. 17, Plate 9) Mr. Wilde has dmwn fifteen. The plications become

less numerous at a slight depth in the calicle, and often here are only eight in number,

with a mesentery of the polyp passing to each internal projection.

The fine structure of the hard tissue of Helhpora is in many respects similar to

that of the coralla of Hexactinian corals. It is composed of doubly refracting

calcareous matter, which has half-crystalline, half-fibrous structure. On transverse

section, fig. 4. Plato 8, it is seen to bi' made up of a series of systems of radiating

fibres, ?. e. areas of calcareous tissue showing a radiati* fibrous structure. In each

system the fibres radiate* from a central axis and di\ergc to fuse at the margin of the

system with the margins of the contiguous systems, a suture-like line being often

observable wlune two systems join. 'J'he fibres are disp(‘rs(‘d more or less in lamince

which overlap out* another. The radial fibrous structure is to be seen only in thin

slices or fragments of tlu* coral viewed by transmitted light. 'I'he fracture of the coral is^

irregular and crystalline. The central axes of tin* systems corresjxmd to the centres

of the vertical beams already described, which are prolonged abov{‘ on the surface of

the coral into papilliform juojcctions. In a vertical section of the corallum (fig. 11, D,

Plate 9) the.se axes are seen to take a vertical cour.se within the beams and branch

beneath the newly formed buds of the cu'uenchym. The fibres are seen starting from

the axes, .spreading right and left from them throughout the tissue, with a uniform

inclination upwards {i. e. towards the surface of the corallum). In the j)lat('s forming

the sides of the tubes (B, fig. 11, Plate 9) the sutures betwf*en the fibres meeting one

another at an augh; from the two systems are well marktxl. 'I'lie appearance of a portion

of the hard tissue, as .seen under a higli power, is shown in fig. 12, Plate 9, where the

appearance ol' the overlapping lamina; is to be remarked. In tin* corallum of Poci/lo-

pora definite rod-like prisms with polygonal ends are to be seen to exist by viewing these

structures end on
;
in Jleliopora such a definite structure ap])arently does not occur*.

* The rodiiiling cotn])fiiientB of the hard tiHsuo are hero Hpoken of as fibres to distinguish them from those

wi'll-inarked prism.s of which the hard tissue of Por,il1vj>orn is composed. The exact nature of the radial striic

seen in the tissue of the Jlcliojiora 1 do not understand; they seem to represent spaces between variously

shaped splinters, a.s it were, of hard matter arranged so as to form kminse.
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The transverse partitions in the tubes and calicles give evidence in their structure that

they are later additions to the inside of an already formed tube. They are not merely

transvei*se floors, but flat-bottomed cups of tissue fitted inside the old tube, and thus

narrowing its bore considerably in the region where they become formed. The old

boundary line of the tube below the tabula can nearly always be traced, continuing its

course for some distance beyond and above the tabula (Plate 9. figs. 11, 15). The
tabulaj of the coenenchymal tubes seem in all respects identical in structure with

those of the calicles.

The structures which form the centres from which the systems of hard tissue radiate

have been called axes. They ha^•o the appearance of being canals in the hard tissue

;

but this ap[)earance seems to he fallacious. They appc'ar to re})rc8ent the points of

junction of the walls of the o])[)ose(l cn’ueuchymal tubes where imperfect fusion has

taken place between these walls, and the int(‘rspace has been filled with amorphous

rather than fibrou.s calcfin^ous matter. In some cases in transverse sections these axes

appear as elongated spaces between the adjaccuit tubes, rath(;r than central canals. The

appearance of these axial structures is acctirately represented in Plate 8. fig. 4. There

is always a somewhat 0})aquc, fine, granular area around them, which shows often a series

of concentric zones.

Th(? opafpie tissue surrounding the axes is continued into the projecting points at the

surface of the coral, 'i'he.so points sometimes show a banded appearance, as if they had

received in growth successive caps of hard tissue (Plate 9. fig. 11, P).

(hi the (jt'otvfh of the Corotiiim <f Ileliopora cocrulea.

If a rapidly growing tip of a frond of Ileliopora earidea bo carefully protected from

injury and mact'rated in potash, the ap])earante of its corallum will be that given in

Plate 9. fig. It;. 'I'he tissue at tlu' actual tij) is seen to bo much more delicate and

spongy-looking than in the older parts. It consists here 8Ui»erficially of an aggregation

of thin-walled cells, which are mo.stl) multiangular in outline at their mouths, some-

times hexagonal, often pi'iitagonal, often with curved sides, assuming these various

forms aj)purently from mutual appre.ssure in growth. In the angles where the walls

of the adjoining cells meet are th(' commencements of new cells, which in their very

earliest stage are often triangular in superficial outline] (see diagram). Amongst this

mass of polygonal cells new calicles are developed by the

arrest in growth of one* or more cells after they have* nxiched

a certain small height, W’hich cell or cells form a central floor

to the calicle. All around this central floor, contiguous,

deeper, older cells form a circular zone. Their inner walls,

i, e. those nearer to the centre of the growing calicle, cease

to grow, and only their outer ones continue to develop ; and

these, being fused together form the lateral walls of the calicle,

MDCCCUOCVI. p
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and the plications in the wall of the fully formed calicle are to a great extent • the

result of this peculiar mode of growth. This will be understood by reference to Plate 9.

figs. 10 & 17, and also to Plate 9. fig. IS, w'here at B a section of a newdy formed

calicle is given.

In a newly formed calicle, thus, the cavity is comparatively shallow in the centre, but

prolonged at the bottom all round into a series of tubular offsets. Into these tubular

offsets the mesenterial filaments hang down in the fresh condition of the animals. On
further simple growth the tube of the calicle becomes elongated, and receives a new

uniform bottom in the shape of a tabula. As the calicle a[)proachcs maturity, tlie

cells immediately around it become nearly occluded at tlndr mouths by increased

development of calcareous matter at its margin. In older parts of the corallum the

mouths of tdl the tubes are rendered very small by the excessive thickening of their

walls and of the beams of hard tissue bearing the projecting points. On a quickly

expanding frond of the coral the mouths of the serie.s of cccnenchymal tubes, which are

rapidly increasing, are disj)osed in almost regular stnriglit or curved lines radiating

towards the points of extension. In this condition the lateral walls of each line of

cells frequently fuse, becoming common to the line and more developed and prominent

than the transverse ones, and thus come to form long, delicate ridges with projecting

points on their edges, running almost paralhd to one another, and with troughs between

them. In these troughs calicles may arise, being most irregular in outline at first, but

gradually becoming shapely by taking in surrounding cells. In some cases the point-

like prominences at the margins of the walls of the cells included within a newdy formed

calicle may be seen at the bottom of tlui calicle, maintaining a dis|)osition paralhd to

that of the trough in which the calicle is fornu'd.

These lines of calicles may be termed lines of growth. The calicles shotv a more or

less marked disposition in trausverso curves, cutting tlu'sc lines at right angles.

The development of the UeJiojiora colony probably takes place somewhat a-s repn*

sented in Plate 9. fig. 15. The original calich; (A) increases in length and forms suc-

cessive chambers, A', A", A"', A"", by developing tabuhr. It gi^’es off a series of buds

from its margin, which become (dongate tubes divided into compartments in the same

way, and in their turn give off buds. New calicles are formed as at B in the figure.

Formation of the Hard Tisma.

liverywlu'ie in the living portions of the coral ai)[)lied to the surface of the hard

tissues is found a layer composed of elongate connective-tissue cells. 'The cells are

nucleate and are finely granular in appearance, and are frequently drawn out into fine

filaments at the ends. T'hcse cells occur only in connexion with the hard tissue,

excepting in the superficial layer of the mesoderm beneath the epidermis, Plate 9.

fig. 10. In the median plates of the mesenteries, for example, where no calcareous

* Not entirely, soruelimos two i)lication8 can be seen corresponding t.o one lateral tube only in a young

caliclo.
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matter is formed, they are wanting, and homogeneous connective-tissue alone present.

It seems hence almost certain that they are the instruments of formation of the cal-

careous tissue. The newly formed and growing points of tlie corallum yield much
more organic remains after treatment with acids than the older portions. If one of

these small points, after having been treated with a strong solution of potash, be

examined under the microscope, it will show apparently no trace of consisting of any

thing but the usual doubly rcifracting calcareous matter. If it be then slowly decalcified,

an investing layer of finely fibrous tissue is gradually brought into view as the lime is

removed. The fibrous tissue seems to form an investment to the hard part, or rather

to be present only in its peripheral regions, th(s central part of the piece of corallnpi

appearing to be free, or almost so, from contained fibrous structure's, and thus to be

more rapidly attacked and decomposed by the acid. In specimens of JJeliojiora which

have been slowly decalcified in chromic acid, the appearance presented by one of these

growing points as viewed from beloAv is shown in I’latc 8. fig. 0. Here it will be seen

that a mass of tissue compo.sed of extremely fine fibre (B) occupies the space imme-

diately within the layer of connective-tissue cells. The fibres composing the mass are

disposed in a concentric manner externally around the centre of tlu* mass, fmd more

internally around two rounded cavities situate side by side in its ccnti’e. Appear-

ances similar to this arc presented by a section of Ilelioporn, prepared as described,

cut parallel to the surface and viewed from beneath, sometimes two and sometimes

one cavity appearing in the fibrous mass. 'Phe fibrous masses occupy the position which

in the tindeealcified coral is occupied by tlu* projecting points of the corallum, and are

identical in structure with the small investment of fine fibrous tissue which can be

obtained from a growijig point (T the corallum by deealcification. But the quantity

thus derivtal from a ])ortiou of the corallum cleaned with potash is very small, jind

bears no proj»ortiou to the mass shown in fig. fi. The spaces A, B were probably

occupied by tlu? central parts of two newly formed excni.sccnces on a projecting point

of the corallum, whilst the hard tissue was extended thence for some distance amongst

the fibrous tissue, but how far is uncertain. I have not been able to i)re})aro sections

of hard and .soft part.s in contact wliich will show* this.
*

1 have not seen the finely fibrous tissue in the deeper parts of the corallum; but in

.some preparations it is to be recognized in longitudinal sections, as at Plate 9. fig. 10,

P, though here not sliowing the fibrous structure.

It seems probable that the layer of connccti^ e-tissue cells produces the finely fibrorrs

tissues, and that within this tissue the calcareous matter is deposited from within out-

wai'ds, the fibrous tissue gradually being removed and absorbed. The finely fibrous

tissue may be termed calciferous. Exactly similar tissue with similar concentric fibril-

lation occurs in similar relations iu PocUloi^om, though h(;re the connective-tissue cells

are perhaps absent.

In no jrart of the growing points of the corallum of Ileliopora is there any trace of

the calcareous tissue being built up of the fusion together of a network of- spicules, as

p2
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is the case in the corallum of Corallium rubmm and also in Tvhipofra, as may be seen

at once by examining the growing end of the tube of a spirit specimen of TvMfora*.

In this respect IleUopora diifers most markedly from both Corallium mid Tubipora. The

structure of the hard tissue of Ileliopora is, however, in many respects very like that

of the sclerites of Primnoa.

Blue Coloration of the Corallum.

The corallum of Jleliopora is colourc'd of a deep blue, and has always been regarded

as remarkable amongst corals for this fact. Now that it is know'n to be an Alcyonarian

stracture the fact is less exceptional, since both Corallium and Tithipora have a deeply

coloured corallum, and many other Alcyonarians have coloured spicules. Amongst Hexac-

tinians Sfyla.ster^ romceus is of an intense red, and the corallum of some Fungias is also

red ; also that of certain Eupsammida*, but amongst these the condition is t;xceptional.

The blue tint is seen in sections of the ccrallum to be diffused within the hard tissue.

The colour is faint or almost absent in the fr<'shly gi'owing tips of the corallum, and pale in

the most recc'iitly formt'd superficial structures generally ; it is darkest in the layer be-

neath these in the recently matured tissue. In transverse sections it is seen to be darkest at

the surfaces of the walls of the tubes and calich's. In vertical sections of the corallum

the continuation of tlie dark blue liiu; marking the margin of the wall of {!ach tub('

enables the line of the tube to bo traceil past the superadded tabula, and marks the

boundary between the two structures. Very exceptionally, intensely blue streaks are

developed more internally on either side of the central canal, us in Plate !). fig. 12,

where B marks siieh a blue band. The usual distribution of the colouring is that

shown in Plate 8. fig. 4, where the dark zone at the margin of each tube seen in

section represents intense colouring. The tabula; are almost colourless.

When the corallum is boiled for a long period in caustic potasii the blue colour

remains unaltered. When the calcareous matter is removed from the corallum b}

means of hydrochloric acid, the colouring-matter is set free, and remaining suspended

in the fluid gives it a blue tint. It is, however, not in solution, but cmi be observed

under the microscope to exist m the fluid in thi; form of small, amorphous, intens(;ly

blue masses adhering to small shreds of tissue, &c., and in this condition may be proved

to be insoluble in strong hydrochloric acid. If the coloured solution formed by hydro-

chloric acid be filtered, the blue colouring-matter remains on the filter, and the filtrate

has only a very slight greenish tint.

• This fact conrorning Tithipora seems not to be well known. Clacb, 1. c. p. 204, says : “ Unter Anssoliluss

von Kalkkori»ern ciilstehen ondlich die festen Xalkskeleto dcr Tubiporcu und siimmtlicher Madreporarien.” Tlie

fact was well known, iiowever, to Professor Wmu.K TH0i^80^, who directed my attention to it. Prof. Tnoireox

does not know, however, where the fact is published (ho thinks possibly by Prof. Pbbcevai. Wwoht in the

‘ Ann. and Mag. of Nut. Hist.'). Disks of soft tissue spreadfrom the mouths of the tubes of growing parts of the

coral. Tho disks contain an ojicn network of calenroous matter, evidently composed of fused spicules. The

disks fuse with neighbouring ones and form the horizontal lamimc.

t Since the above was written I have proved the StylasteridiB to be Hydroids .—July 8, 1870.
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The colouring-matter is dissolved at once off the filter by alcohol, and an intensely

blue solution, very like that of sulphate of copper in colour, is thus obtained. The colour,

however, is not dissolved out of the corallum by the action of alcohol alone. The
deep blue and alcoholic solution gives a spectrum in which all the violet, red, and

yellow are totally absorbed, and the green and blue alone transmitted. The absorption

of the violet end of the spectrum extends to G, that of the less-refrangible end to a

little short of E, Addition of potash or ammonia solutions to the blue solution changes

the colour to a dirty green, wdiicli is contained in a flocculcnt precipitate. ' The blue

colour reappears on the solution being rendered again acid.

In Beonn’s ‘Klasscn und Ordnungen,’ 1800, “ Actinozoa,” p, 22, is an account of the

analysis made by the younger Siluman, at the request of Daxa, of various coralla.

Amongst the species analyzed was Ileliojma. Mr. >Sii.J.iMAN therefore probably inves-

tigated the colouring-matter of this coral at the time when he submitted it to analysis.

On the Structure of the Soft Tissues q/’ Heliopora.

The arrangement of tlie structures constituting the gcmeral superficial layers of

Heliopnra, and of those; common to the ccenenchymal tubes and calicles, will be con-

sidered in tin; first place, and in the second the structure of the polyps themselves.

As in oth(;r Alcyonariaus the various structures are to be classed as belonging to an

ectoderm, mesoderm, and entoderm. The general arrangement of these three layers of

tissue will be seen in Plate 8. fig. 1

.

The ectoderm consists of a layer of epithelial cells, w'hich invests the whole external

surface of the coral with a uniform covering. Its structure is sliown in Plate !>. fig. 10.

The cells composing it ai'c elongate and club-shaped, with wide rounded summits and

pointed lower extremities, which run out into fine threads which can be traced some

way into the layer beneath them. The cells conUiin a nucleus and nucleolus, and their

general contents arc finedy granular ; they are closely packed side by side, placed j)arallel

to one another, and vertically to the surface of the coral. When the epithelial layer is

viewed from abovt*, the ends of the cells present a series of polygonal areas. The cells

are about *02 millim. in hmgth. Between the contracted bases of these cells are other

irregularly shaped cells with similar nuclei and contents, and also scattered throughout

the layer are to be found nennatocysts. Tin* e(;toderm is prolonged to form the lining

of the stomachs of tlu; polyp ; otherwise it is superficial only.

The mesoderm consists of three different histological structures:—(1) A nearly homo-

geneous transparent connective-tissue; (2) layers of connective-tissue cells; and (3)

masses of finely fibrillar tissue.

(1) Beneath the ectoderm is a thick layer, of a mean thickness of about ‘07 millim,,

likewise extending over the whole surface of the coral, which consists of a highly

transparent connective-tissue, which is almost homogeneous, but in wdiich faint lines

indicating slight fibrillation may here and there be seen.

Extensions of this homogeneous layer form the central layers of the membranes
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lining the coenenchymal tubes and calides, and the median plates of the mesenteries,

part of the wall of the stomach, &c. The layer immediately beneath the ectoderm is

pierced by the superficial system of canals and traversed by the projecting points of

the corallum, Plate 9. fig, 10. Nematocysts occur in this last-mentioned layer. They

are extremely small, measuring only '009 millim, in their longest diameter. They are

of an ovoid form, and contain a single filament within wound in a spiral whose axis

corresponds to the long axis of the cell. They ai-e often to be seen with the thread

emitted and twisted in a loop against the side of the cell, which frequently assumes

after the ejection of the thread a reniform outline, Plate 9. figs. 13, h, V. They are so

small that they might readily be o^erlooked, and a very high power is required to

determine their structure. Tliey ajjpear to be not very abundant. They are seen

in situ^ Plate 9. fig. 10, N.

(2) Imbedded within the sujierficial homogeneous layer of the mesoderm occur also

fusiform and branched connetdive-tissue cells, which are associated together in elongate,

often nearly linear groups, Plate 9. fig. 10. IVIany of these cells are branched, throwing

off fine filamentous pr(jcesses in various directions, l^ayers of similar cells lie every-

where next opposed to thc^ hard tissues of the li\ ing corallum, as has already been

described. These cells do not compose any portion of the polyps themselves, but

merely line the calcareous calides.

(3) In decalcified prc'parations of Ileliopora enclosed within the layers of connective-

tissue cells, at the places before occupied by the growing points of the corallum, oc< iir

the masses of very tiindy fibrillar calciferous tissue already described, Plate 9. fig. JU, P.

Both this and the corallum itself belong to the mesoderm.

The entoderm consists of spherical cells, each A\ith small transparent nucleus .and

contents, consisting (jf irregular yedlow pigmentc-d masses and dark coarse granules.

They have a mean diameter of about ‘014 millim,, but Aary much in size. They are

most probably ciliated in the fresh condition, as an* the closely similar entodermic cells

of other Alcyonarians. I have not been able to see cilia in the hanh'iied s[>ecimen

which I have examined; nor have I in these specimens been able to detect differences

between the entodermic cells lining the (ravities of the calides and tubes and those

lining the canals. Some of the cells show a division of their contents into four (Plate 9.

fig. 13, a, a'). The entodermic cells form layers lining the <;anals, the camenchymal

tube-cavities, the cavities of the calides, and intcrseptal spaces.

The coenenchymal tubes in their upper cavities are thus lined throughout by a

membrane consisting of three layers, viz. an outer layer of connective-tissue ceils, a

middle layer of homogeneous connective-tissue, and an inner lining layer of entodermic;

cells. The calides are lined throughout in like manner. The arrangement will be

seen in Plate 8. fig. 4. In the membrane lining the calides, in transverse sections a

peculiar structure (shown Plate 8, fig. 3) is to be constantly observed. Stout offsets

from the median connective-tissue layer pierce the outer layer of connective-tissue

cells, and hang loose externally as flattened tags, w’hich appear as if broken off, and are
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often somewhat curled up. I have been unable to determine the connexion of these

tags of tissue with the calicular wall, Plate 8. fig. B *. Beneath the uppermost tabulae

scarcely any organic lining remains to the tubes, if any at all, and the deeper central

parts of the corallum are, in the specimen of Heliopora which I have examined,

almost entirely filled with the tubes of the boring annelids {Lencudora, sp.). Thus

when a mass of Heliopora, after being hardened, is decalcified, the whole of the

deeper parts are removed, and a thin layer of soft tissue; only remains behind, which

above presents a similar appearance to that of the surface of the undecalcified coral,

but beneath is seen to be composed of a series of villi with the bottoms of the calicular

sacs appearing as tubercles amongst them. Since the tubes of the coenenchym and

calicles have no lateral connexions with one another excej)t close to the surface of

the corallum, in dcciilcified preparations they are, excepting at their ver)" upper

extremities, entirely separated from one another; hence it is extremely difficult to

prepare fine transverse sections in the deeper regions, since tlx; structures afford no

support to one another.

Cairtnl'itysteiiiH.- ’Y\\o summit^ of the cavities of the sacs of soft tissue lining the

ctEiicnchymal tubes communic;ate freely with one another and with tlx' cavities of the

polyps by means of a syshmi of short transverse canals, which cross ov('r the margins of

the w’alls of the calcareous tubes at the lower parts of their mouths, as already described,

p. 97, and shown, I’late 9. fig. 7. The tubes are mostly very short ; they are circular in

s<‘ction,and hav(' the sam(' three layers in their walls as have the sacs within the tubes.

In older parts of the coral, where the calcareous tubercles on the surface are much deve-

loped and the nxmths of the cmnenchymal tubes contracted, a series of open channels

aj>]K*ar in tin* corallum at the bases of the supei-ficial papilliform eminences, when the

coral is looked at with a hand-magnifier. It is in these channels that the system of

transverse canals runs. 'Hiis canal-system I have* termed the “deep canal-system,” to

distinguish it from the syst('m of smaller canals lying superficially to it. I'lie tube-

cavities communicate' with the poly]>-cavities by means of the trunsvc'rse canal-system,

through a system of large apertun's shown in Plate 9. fig. 8. These apertures open

in the interm('s(’uterial s])aecs all around the summit of the calicle, a single one being

situate in the H])uce formed by each extej'iially proj('cting fold of the calicular wall.

'Fhe superficial canal-sy^stem consists of a seric's of small canals and sinus, which

take mostly a more or less vertical direction, and communicate directly with the

deep canal-system. These sti})erficial canals anastomose with one another by hori-

zontal f)fr8ets. A series of horizontally extended canals of this system surrounds

each contracted polyp, the canals taking a radial arrangement. One such canal is

shown in vertical section in Plate 9. fig. 7, and the appearance of the summits of the

canals as seen from the surface of the coral is shown in Plate 8. fig. 5. The superficial

canals are not only lined by, but also always more* or h'ss filled w'ith ('ntodermic cells.

* Exactly similar structuivs occur in Tuhipora, Iwing Bjtccially developed around the lower part, of the

polyps.
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Openings to the exterior other than those of the polyps were carefully sought for

over the surface of Heliojjora, but without success. The spots from which, by decalci*

fication, growing tips of corallum have been removed, often form themselves into

apertures in horizontal sections, and are apt to mislead the observer.

Structure of the Polyps of Heliopora.

The polyps of Heliopora have been examined by me only in a contracted condition.

When the contracted polyps arc viewed from the interior they show (Plate 8. fig. 5)

eight symmetrically and radially disi>osed lobes, separated by deep sulci corresponding

to the insertions of the eight mesenteries into what would be, in the expanded condition

of the animal, part of the lateral wall of the polyp. The lobes show a distinct striation

in the direction of their length, indicating probably the presence of fine muscular

fibres in their substance. At their inner region the lobes shoAv, near their common

centre, a number of extremely small nuclei upon their surface'. The lobes just

described form a covering closing the mouth of the cidicle.

From the centre of the disk of lobes a tubular cavity, which may be called the

atrium, leads down directly to tlie mouth (Plate S. fig. 1) ; and around the mouth and

just above it orifices of the eight tubular introverted tentacles open into the atrium.

The tentacles in the retracti'd condition are completely intro\erted and appear as

tubes, the inner cavities of which would, in the expanded condition of the polyp, form

the outer surface of the tentacle. The cavities of the introverted tentacles communicate

directly with tlu; atrium, as may b(' seen in vertical sections, by orificc^s which show in

the centre a cruciform lumen (Plate 8. fig. 1, T') formed by the folds of the ectodermic

lining of the tentacular (;avity. The retracted tentacles are directi:d at first horizontally

outward from the atrium, and tlien turned downwards at nearl\- right angles to their

former course. The tentacles rest in the intermcs('nterial space.s. 'rransverse sections

of four of them are seen in Ifiate 8. fig. 3. Tin* ca\ities of the introverted tentacles

are lined by a direct continuation of the ectoderm, which passes down over the inner

surface of the atrium to enter tlu'se caviti('s. In their interior it is elevated into a

series of short stout tubercles, which no doubt project much mor«' in the expanded

condition of the tentacle, rendering it compound as in other Alcyonarians. In the

tentacles, as seen in Plate 8. fig. 3, three layers, oiitcr entodermic, median connective-

tissue', and innc'r ectodermic, can Ix' leadily distinguished. 'J'he median probably

contains muscailar structures, but I have been unable to see them.

The stomach of Heliopora is closel}' similar to that of other Alcyonarians. As seen

in the contracted condition its walls are horizontally ])licate. In transverse sections,

as Plate 8. fig. .3, the layers composing its walls are well set'n. There is the usual

covering of the ('ntoderm ; but in the mesoderm, within the layer of homogeneous con-

nective-tissue, a second narrow zone (B, fig. 8) can be detected, which is probably

muscular. 'Ihe inner ectodermic lining is continuous with that of the tentacles, but

ciliate. Eight mesenteries completely divide the upper part of the cavity of the polyp
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into eight radially disposed chambers. The mesenteries consist of a median plate of

homogeneous connective-tissue, which is directly continuous with the similar layer of

the lining membrane of the calicular cavity, and also with that surrounding the

stomach, and of an investment of entodermic colls covering the median plate on both

sides, excepting where the retractor muscles intervene between the two. These retractor

muscles form the lower borders of the mesenteries ; they consist of long stout fibres

which, lying on the surface of the mesenteries, take origin from the lower part of the

sides of the polyp-cavity, reaching down sometimes as far as the margin of the tabula,

and curve inwards and ui)wards, becoming gradually more concemtrated as they ascend

to be inserted round the mouth and region just below it, in the intervals between the

bases of the tentacles.

The muscles have in jiosition, with regard to the plates of the mesenteries, the same

arrangement which Koi.i.ikf.u has described as existing in tin; Pennatulidm, and which

has also been found in the genus Vmhellvla by liiNiMiiL and figured (“ Om Penna-

tulidsliigtet IJinlflliilu" till Kongl. Vet. Aka<l. inlemnad den 10. Peb. 1874: Stock-

holm, tab. 1. fig. 8)*.

The arrangement of the muscles is seen in Plate 8. fig. wh(?re 11 M, 11 M are the

muscles. At opposit<' (‘iids of the long axis of the stomach tin* muscles are on opposite

sidf's of the mesenterial plates, 'fhe mesenterial chamber (seen beneath in the drawing),

which is free of muscles, is the “ Dorsolfach ” of Kui.likfk; the opposite one the

“ ^'entl•alfach.” The muscles are covm-ed b\ the entodermic layer, and are in direct con-

tact uitli the median plates of tlu' mesenteries, being modifications of the mesoderm.

T ha^enot bc*en able to find any definite }>rotractor muscles in Jlelioiioi'd. 1 have,

however, occasionally se('n fibres on tlu; surface' of the mesenteries at the lateral

margins of the atrium, coming apparently from tin? .stomach-Avall, which may prove

to b(! such. In transverse sections I have sc'cn no trace of such muscles.

JIt liopora having commonly twt'hx' so-callt'd septa and eight mesenteries, a definite and

r('gular relation of tlu; eight septa to the twehe ]»lications of the wall of the calicle

might naturally b(! looked for ; none such, hoAvever, exists. As has been before stated,

the number twelve is by no means constant; and where twehe are present the

arrangement varies in all kinds of ways. In Plate 8. fig. 3 the jjlications are shown in

a section, and their relations are accurately copied, llc-re there may be counted

('ither twelve or thirteen such plications, repi'esenting corresponding calcareous septa

in the indentations.

There are eight mesenterial filaments, as usual, present, which spring from the angle

where the retractor muscles are inserted into the stomach-wall, and are continued

down the free borders of the muscles, being attaclu'd to them. The filaments have

the usiuil structure. Ttvo filaments appear to be constantly longer than the others

;

• Professor Hciinbideu and M. Kotteken must certainly have been mistukeii in their conclusions concerning

the arrangement of the muscles with regard to the mesenteries in Alcyonaria, if the figm'o given in the ‘ Ann.

& Mag. Nat. Hist’ 1871, vii. p. 437, as representing them bo correct.

MDCtXJLXXVI. Q
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but I am uncertain about this point, it being very difficult to get a view of all the

filaments uninjured in any one i>olyp. To which sides of the mesenterial plates the

filaments are attached I have not made out.

Out of at least a hundred polyps examined from the colony of Ilelibpora hardened

for examination, only three were found to contain generative organs ; in each of the

cases ova. In two of the polyps a single ovum only was present, in the third four

ova attached singly to four mesenteries. The ova are attached to the edges of the

muscular margins of the mesenteries at a point about halfway between the origin and

insertion of the fibres composing the lower border of the muscle (Plate 8. fig. 1).

The ovum is attached to this border by a spcicially developed mass of entodermic cells,

and at its point of attachment is in close relation with the mesenterial filament. The

ova, as shown (Plato 9. fig. 14), arc large, measuring *21 millira. in diameter (the

smallest observed measured T7 raillim. in diameter); they are composed of an outt:r

membranous capsule, by means of which they are attached in position, containing a

mass of yelk-globules, in which lies a germinal vesicle and germinal sjmt.

It was not determined which of the mesenteries bore ova, or whether those with long

filaments bore them or not, the expectation that abundance of fertile polyps would be

found for examination having been disappointed. In Plate 8. fig. 1 the mescuteriul

filament is, in the drawing, stopped short abov(' the ovum in order to allow it to be seen.

The filaments belonging to the septa bearing ova hang down below the ova. No trace

of any male elements was found in any polyp. The colonies of ]lfilio}>ora are probably

unisexual.

The investigation of the positions of the dorsal and ventral aspects of the poly))s in

the Heliopora colony relatively to the axes of growth is extremely difficult, because

when a horizontal section is cut sufficiently deep down to diHi>lay the muscular arrange-

ment, nothing remains to hold th(> \arious sections of [K)ly])s in position but the imbedding

substance made use of; and where the oidy substance at command, iis in the prestmt

case, is wax, the sections with the wax unremoved are almost loo opaque and indistinct

for observation. By examining such sections, held together by the wax and made

transparent with glycerine, I hav(‘ found that the polyps (although they are often

turned on their central axes to a considerable extent, so that the long axes of their

stomachs are not by any means parallel, but often inclined to one anotlier at ver}’

considerable angles) have nevertheless their dorsal surfaces or the iutermesenterial

spaces devoid of retractor muscles (“Dorsalfacher”) always nearer to the summits of the

colony than arc the “ Ventralfiicher.'’ The “ Dorsjdfacher ” thus show a general tendency

to take a superior position, ?. e. lie uppermost, in the vertical plates of which the

colony is composed. I’he entire coral makes up a flat plate, with two outer surfaces,

towards which the })olyp-tu1)Cs arc directed iu curves on (uther hand from the vertical

axis of growth; and the polyps thus curving away from one another have their

“ Dorsalfacher” approximated or are placed back to back.
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On the Structure of Sarcophylon, sjp.

An Alcyonarian dredged in shallow water amongst the reefs on the shores of the

Admiralty Islands was examined in order to compare its structures with those of

Heliopora. The Alcyonarian in question appears to belong to the genus Sarcophyton

(Lesson) M.-Edwari>8 and Uaime (‘Hist. Nat. des Coralliaires,’ t. i. p. 122), originally

described in the ‘ Zoologic du Voyage de la C'oquille,’ Zooph. p. 92 (1831). The genus

is stated by M.-Edwaiids to be imperfectly known. The specimens correspond in every

particular with the dcscri])tion as given by M.-Edwards. The Alcyonarian has exactly

the form of a mushroom, with a cylindrical stem and polyps confined to the upper

surface of the pileus. Many specimens were obtained, but unfortunately only one

retained for dissection, the remainder being packed away.

In this specimen the pileus is about 5 centims. in diameter, being somewhat oval in

outline ; the height from the bottom of the stem to the summit of the pileus is also

about 5 centims. ; the diameter is about 1‘5 centira. The colony is of a uniform

brown colour.

By Claus {!. c. p. 2(18) a genus of the Alcyoninm, called also Sarcophyion, is given

as found(!d by .Sar.s. I do not know whether the old genus Sarcophyton has been

abandoned and the name used again, or whether there is some error here. The form

now under consideration certainly btdongs to Lesson’s genus, and possibly to the

species lobaium. On examination the Sarcophytou was found to present many points

of interest, especially in comparison with Heliopora

;

a short description of its anatomy

will therefore be given.

As in Pennutulids two kinds of individuals, sexual and asexual, polyps and zooids,

compose the Sarcopbyton colony. The stem of Sarcophyton consists of a series of

tubular canals running parallel to one another vertically, and bound together by

abundant transj)arent connective-tissue, in which are closely packt'd, numerous, stout,

calcareous spicules of the common elongate cylindrical form, pointed at both ends, and

covt'red with small lateral tulx'rcles. The canals are prolongations of thi' polyp-cavities

from above. The surfacx^ of tlu' stem and under surface of th(' pileus are covered with

an oven coat of epidermis, and entirely free from polyps or zooids. On the upper

aspect of the pileus the surface is co\tTcd all over with polyps or zooids. Over the

general upp('r surface the polyps are pn'tty evenly distributed at inh'rvals, the inter-

spaces being filled by numerous zooids ; but at tlu* margin of the pileus, where its

edge is tunicd down and slightly recurved, is a narrow zone all round, occupied

by thickly set polyps with ^ery few zooids. In a vertical section through the central

axis of the whole colony, the polyp-tubes are seen to be arranged with great regu-

larity, converging in curved or vertical lines, according to position, towards the stem.

The circular areas occupied by the retracted polyps measure 1-4 milliin. in diameter,

those occupied by the zooids *42 millim. in diameter—the difference in dimensions being

here much less than in deeper regions of the colony, where the polyp-cavities widen

q2
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and the zooid-cavities contract. There are narrow intervals between the circular areas,

in which there project the thickly set tips of spicules showing through the epidermis

(Plate 9. fig. 9} and forming stiff supports to the walls of the cavities.

The structure and relations of the zooids and polyps arc seen in Plate 8. fig. 1.

The poly|)s present no remarkable features ; they have numerous fine spicules in their

antennsD, which are, as is usual, simply retracted, and are provided with protractor and

retractor muscles. Of the protractor muscles (P M in fig. 2) part of the fibres appear

to be inserted into the wall of the polyp-cavity, whilst others are continued on the

inner borders of the mesenteries.

The muscles are arranged with regard to the septa as in Ueliopora, Pennatulids,

and Tlmbellula, showing a dorsal and vtmtral intermesenterial space; and here tht>

protractor muscles w'ore seen to be placed on tlu^ opposite sides of the mesenterial

plates to the retractors. Tw'o mesenterial filaments are longer than the rest
;
probably

they are those of the “Dorsalfach,” since the only two retained by the zooids ai'e the

dorsal ones. The ova are develo])(*d deep down in the polyp-cavities ; they havt'

the usual form of tlic ova of Alcyonarians. 'J'hey measure, w'hen mature, about

7 raillims. in diameter. Tlicy are placed in Plate 8. fig. 2 at a greater height up in

tlie cavity of tlie poly[) than that at which tliey usually occur. Ova are to be fouml

in the tubular prolongations of the ])olyp-cavities very deej) in the colony.

The polyp-caviti('s widen out beneath the surface to contain the i)olyps and gradually

contract again below
;
they have an extreme diameter of about 2 millims. against a

diameter of about 'Sr) nullim., w'hich is that of the tubular cavities of the zooids. The

zooid-cavities are only about one fifth the length of the polyp-cavities. The zooid-

cavities contract below, and their tubes gradually narrowing join the canal-system, as

is described by Kollikeu to be the case in tSarcophi/Ilioii (KbfXiKEii,-/. c. 1‘'’ Abth. Taf.

viii. fig. 08). The zooids (Plate 9. fig. 9) consist of a simple globular stomach lined

within by a thick epithelium, a prolongation of the ('ctoderm, and communicating

with the exterior by a narrow tubular mouth ; they have no trace of tentacles. The

inner surface of the stomach is covered with long edia, directed downwards and

inwards. Near the surface of the body, just beneath the ectoderm, eight mesenteries

are present in all the zooids ; but four of these extend to a much less depth than the

others, and hence in a horizontal section at a very slight depth from the surface all the

zooids in section are seen with only four mesenteries. The four deeper mesenteries

are those attached to the ends of the long axes of the stomach, /. e. the dorsal and

ventral. Only two mesenterial filaments ai-e developed in the zooids, and these are

those of the dorsal mesenteries. The filaments are attached throughout their length

to the margins of the septa. The zooids are without sexual organs. The body is

covered with an ectoderm resembling in structure that of Jleliopora

;

but it was not

sufficiently well preserved in the available specimen to show its exact structure. No
thread-cells were found in the Sarcophptm. The mesoderm forms a sarcosome

consisting of tongh, gelatinous, transparent connective-tissue, in which are distributed,
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somewhat sparsely, very small finely ramified nucleate corpuscles. In the walls of the

zooid- and polyp-cavities there is to be seen a transverse fibrillation of a part of their

mesodermic layer
; and the wall, when seen in section on edge, shows a layer next the

cavity of the polyp or zooid consisting of true transversely directed fibres.

The sclerites or spicules are imbedded in the thick layers of the sarcosome intervening

between the zooid- and polyp-cavities and between the tubes composing the stem,

besides being found in the tentacles. The growing tijjs of the spicules project up

amongst the ectodermic cells (Tlate 9. fig, 8), carrying with them their investment of

connective-tissue. When the spicules are removed by acid, corresponding cavities are

left in the mesoderm. A transparent membrane can be distinctly seen investing closely

each spicule ; no structure, however, could be seen in the membrane. The polyp- and

zooid-cavitics, and the whole of the canal-system, is investinl as usual by an entodermic

layer, consisting of spherical cells with yellow contents exactly like those of Ileliopom-

In the zooid-cavities, at their summits, around the top of the stomach, masses of these

cells 'W'erc always observed to be accumulated. I’ossibly the accumulation of those in

this situation is consequent on action taking place on the death and contraction of the

colony when placed in spirits.

Sarcophytm is an extremely favourable subject for the examination of the vascular

system. In sections from alcoholic specimens preserved in glycerine jelly the whole

ramifications of the vessels are most clearly displayed. Owing to the pigmentation of

their lining entoderm, the canals show out dark and defined in the perfectly transparent

connectiv(vtissu(\ The arrangement of the canals is shown in Plate 8. fig. 2.

Two systems of canals are to be distinguished—the transverse and vertical systems.

The transverse canals run parallel to the surface of the colony and to one another in

each interspace between the polyp-cavities. They take the mo.st direct courses to con-

nect the cavities of the polyj)s with those of the surrounding zooids and with those of

the adjacent polyps. They commence to be given off laterally from the polyp-cavities

at th(>ir very summits, forming there communications with tin; zooid-cavities. They

continue to be given off at tolerably regular intervals, crossing now to a closely situate

zooid, now to a distant one. Deeper down in the colony the canals make long stretches

to join the next adjacent polyp-cavity, and become shorter and shorter as the polyp,

cavities converge below. Similar short canals connect the zooid-cavities with one

another, llunning in a general vertical direction between these transverse canals are

the vertical canals, distinguished by their more undulatory course. The chief stems of

this system of canals are the ilirect prolongations of the zooid-cavities. In connexion

with these canals is an irregular meshwork, by which the whole deep connective-tissue

is permeated, and through the meshes of which the transverse canals pass. Oftsets of

the vertical canal-system pass between the zooid-cavities, and between the polyp-cavities

and zooid-cavities give off" transverse connecting branches.

There is no surface network of canals present in the superficial layer of mesoderm

directly beneath the ectoderm as there is in lleliopora.
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The large canals in the stem of Saroophyton, which are in reality long drawn-out

prolongations of the body-cavities of the polyps, may be considered to correspond to

KOlliker’s “sinus;” the vertical and transverse canal-systems to the “ canales nutrici

majorcs ;
” the network in connexion more directly with the vertical system to the “ vasa

nutrica minora.” Apparently there arc no vessels corresponding to the “ vasa capillaria,”

their place being occupied by the network formed by the small ramified corpuscles in

the sarcosome.

The transverse and vertical canal-systems anastomose w'ith one another frequently,

but only here and there. Occasionally, hut rarely, the canals from the bottoms of the

zooid-cavitics join directly the transverae canals. The canals have a wall of fibrous

tissue directly continuous witli the fibrous layers of the zooid- aud polyp-cavities, and

arc lined internally by entodermic cells, Plate 9. fig. 9, C. tSac-like enlargements or

swellings are constantly to be seen on the canals of Sarcophyton, both near the surface

and in the deep tissue. In one such swelling Avas found a ])arasitical cyst of oval form

and with greenish contents ; its nature could not be determined. The polyps in Sarco’

pkytm are so disposed that they have the dorsal intermesenterial spaces directed towards

the centre of the pileus, and at the verge of the pileus these si)aces uppermost. At

least this disposition was observed to hold good in three oj)posed radial directions from

the centre of the pileus. A whole specimen Avas not available for examination.

As in Ileliopora the polyps are not disposed with perfect regularity in this manner,

so that radial lines from the centre of the pileus Avould psuss directly through their

longer diameters. !Many of them are rotated more or less on their axes, so as to h(*

inclined to the radial lines. They are most regular in disjxi.sition at tlic margin of

the pileus. The zooids, though preserving a general uniformity of arrangement, Avhich

proves their single pair of meSenterial filaments to be the dorsal ones, are still more

irregular in disposition.

Xotes on the Stmet i(re of two Species o/’Millcpora.

I have examined the stimcturc of tAvo species of Midepom ; om;, JliUepora afeicornis,

was obtained at Bermuda, the other species was found at Zamboangan, Mindanao,

Philippine Islands. The investigation of the structure of tin* genus Millepora is beset

with unusual difficulties. The calcareous tissue of the coral is A'ery hard and comj)act,

and the soft tissue, on the other hand, very soft and very mudi altered and shrunk by

the action of spirit. Further, the polyps arc. extremely small. 1 give here only a few

results at Avhich I have arrived from the examination of tlie material which I have at

present at command. I hope to obtain abundance of Milleporm at Hawai and Tahiti,

and to make a thorough investigation of their structure.

The corallum of Millepora, although in its histological structure it resembles i/cZ/o-

j)0ra ycty closely, being formed of a similar fibro-lamellar tissue, differs extremely from

Ileliapora in the coarse arrangement of its components. Instead of being composed of a

series of parallel tubes divided by tabulce, the corallum of Millepora is composed of a net-
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work of tortuous branches of hard tissue, with cavities of two kinds, smaller and larger.

In Millepora aldcorrm the calcareous mcshwork is comparatively open. In the

Philippine species, in which the polyps are extremely minute, the cocnenchymal tissue

is much more compact—so much so that instead of, as in M. alcicomis, the hard and

soft parts appearing to form equally complicated meshworks, the soft tissues appear to

occupy a series of tortuous canals bored in the compact cmnenchym ; and in finely ground

sections these canals becoming filled with debris, and thus as it were injected with

opaque matter, stand out black in relief when the sections are viewed by transmitted

light, and show the relations of the hard to the soft parts in a very clear manner. The

tortuous tubes channelled in the hard coenenchym are seen to lead from the calicles

in all directions, and anastomosing freely with one another to join the cavities of

surrounding calicles.

When amass of MiUepora hardened in alcohol is decalcified, a thin layer, consisting

of almost the entire li^•iug substance of the coral, separates from the surlace, and, as the

only residue of the deejM-r tissues, a greenish g(datiuous mass remains. The superficial

layer thus si’parated consists of an irregular network of tortuous canals, which in the

recent state occupi(.>d the canals in the hard cccnenchym or were interwoven with its

equally com])lex mcshwork. The canals are filled with round cells, resembling the

endodermi<‘ cells of Alcyonarians ; their walls are thickly beset with the large thread-

cells, whicli have already been described and figured by Professor Agassiz. The cells are

ovoid, and are provided with a long filament anned near tin; end with a spiral of spines.

'J'he thread-c<*lis are developed in special large transparent sacs, and are seen in all

stage's of formation. 'Fwo kinds of thread-cells are ])resent, the huger ones just described,

and others of nearly tlu' same form, but of not more than one fifth the length, u'hich

small thread-cells are confined to the tentacles, on the surfaces of which thc'y are

densely set. The larger thread-cells arc especially al)imdant round each ])olyp, forming

a zone arouml it. Tlie canals are coAerc'd externally Avith a transparc'iit tissue, })ro-

bably calciferous in function. In certain places in tin' MiUepora obtained at Zambo-

angan here and there canals larger than the others, chief stems as it AA'ere, are to

be found running a long straight course on the surface for an inch or more, and giving

off branches on either side. Canal offsets of th(' general mesliAvork join the polyp

masses all around in a radiatt; manner. The larger pohqjs, as seen from above,

have an irregular indented oxitline, Avhilst the smaller are simply circular or nearly so.

The larger arc less numerous than the small. Tentacular masse.s covert'd with the

smaller thread-cells can be seen in the aiiertures of the polyps of both kinds. Their

number could not be determined Avith certainty, since it is impossible to define the

exact limits of the contracted lobuhite masses and distinguish a mere lobt' of a tentacle

from an entire tentacle. In the larger polyjxs, hovvoAer, there constantly a])])eared to be

four. Professor Agassiz saw and figured four ti'iitacles only in MiUepora alcicomis-

PoUETALhs says that the tentacles appeared to him “rather as tentacular masses

studded Avith lasso-cells, five in number.” Prom the appearances AA’hich present
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themselves in fine vertical sections of the polyps of Millepora alcicomii^ I think

I cannot be mistaken in the conclusion that the tentacles of the polyps are

compound, consisting of a broad central portion provided with five or six short

pinnae on either side. Such tentacles might well appear as tentacular masses if not

quite fully expanded*. The tentacles are simply retmcted. The layer of cells

covering their exterior is continuous with that lining the cavity into which they are

retracted, and ectodermal in character. In vertical sections in Millepora aldcomiis the

stomachs of the polyps are seen to be cylindrical in form, but drawn out and widened

below by the action of retractor muscular fibres which are attached around their bases.

The stomach-cavity is lined with very large, inflated, transparent, cylindriail cells. The

stomach has externally to this a fibrous or muscular w’jill, which is again covered exter-

nally, ns ar(> tiu* tentacles, by a lay(‘r of colls reflected from the wall of the cavity in

which it is retracted. In transverse sections the stomach has its lining cells sometimes

so arranged as to show an exactly cruciform central opening between them, the outline

of the stomach being quadrangular, with the points of the cross directed to the angles,

in other cases the oi)ening is throe-rayed. The retractor muscular fibres attached to

the stomach are seen, on viewing the organ in liorizontal sections from beneath,

to radiate out from its margin all round, and to be attached to the ca'iienchyrnul

canals, "which, as before described, likewise radiate from the polyp musses. 'Ihe fibres

often pass a considerable distance along the canals before they arc* lost to vierv. The

ra-diating muscular fibres, which are fine and transparent, are gathered here and

there into bundles, and sometimes appear as if arranged in a regular radiating system.

Fibres are present radiating at slightly different depths all round the circle. No truce

of radially disposed mesenteries lias been detected in Millcjiora, though fine trans\erse

.sections have been obtained. No continuou.s ('ctodermic layer covering the outer sur-

face of MillejJora has been found ; such inu.st be present, but it has only been observed

indistinctly in fragments in M. nlcieonm, where it is I'xtrenu'ly delicali'. 'I'he specimens

of both species of Millepora obtained Were w ithout gmieratir e organs.

The greenish mass left behind as repre.scnting the internal structures of the Zaiuho-

angun species of Milhpora after decalcification is extremely delicate and transparent.

It was only observed in the Millepora obtained at Zamboangan, where its green tint

rendered it conspicuous. The green tint on examination of the mass with a high power

is found to be caused by a tangle of the filaments of a vegetable organism which bores

the hard parts of tin; coral in all directions, and of a slight transjiarent residue from the

decalcified corallum.

jVofes on the Structare of Focillopora, xp.

A species of I'ocitlopora, possibly acutai was obtained at Zamboangan. A pre-

* Jubj 8, 1870.—Since the al)ovo was written I hioo found that these ap]«'arances aro du© to tho pre-

sence in the smaller zeoidn of large numbers of short knobbed tentacles, which become maesed together in

the retracted condition of the zooid.
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limmary examination of its structure gave the following results -The histological

structure of the coraUnm of Podllopora differs from that of Ifeliopora and Millepora

in that its hard tissue is composed of definite prisms of calcareous matter, the poly-

gonal ends of which prisms can be seen when the systems in which they are disposed

are viewed end on. The jn’isms furtlutr show a transverse banding, ai)pearing some-

thing like that of transversely striped muscular tissue. The corallum is excessively

hard and compact.

When tlie coral is decalcified, a very thin continuous membrane separates from

the surface witli the entire structure of the polyps disposed within it at intervals. The

membrane shows little atructun;, consisting, as it docs, of a thin epitheliiJ ectodermic

layer and of a laytu of cojmective-tissue. It is devoid of thread-cells and of any canals

r)r vessels. Beneath it sliows small masses of conctentrically wound fine fibres, where

the projecting points of tlie corallum have rested, just us in Jleliopora.

The ]>olyi)s liave very shallow (cavities, as necessitated by the form of the corallum.

They have twelvt; tentacles, si\ intermediate ones of which are smaller than the

others. They have tlu; usual twelv(! mesenteries, and have long mesenterial filaments

coiled up in the intermesenterial spaces, though how many of these filaments are

present is uncertain.

The s[)eciin(*n of I’odUopora examined was devoid of generative organs. The deep

tissue of Ponlloporn, when decalcified, yields a dedicate gelatinous mass, showing very

ill-defined structure, but full of the same vegetable ])arasite as that which attacks

Millepiim. A further examination of PocHloporn will be made at Hawaii.

It has already been stated that Professor Veruill discovered some time ago that

Pocillopora was a Ilexactinian ; but I do not know to what extent he carried his

t'xamination of the coral.

on fhe ^Structure of a Stylastcr.

Since Kuxth, as already stated, has referred to the covering of the mouth of the

ealicle of (JnjpfolieUa us the analogue of the opc-rculum of the Eugosa, 1 may state that

1 examined a specimen of ;i Stylasteracean dredged by the ‘ ( Ihallenger ’ in 500

fathoms off the Meangis Islands on February 10th, 1S75, and with tlie same result

arrived at by Saus in liis examination of AUopora ocalina (Saks, L c.). The Stylas-

tcracean in question is exactly similar in CAery resi>cct to VnjptoheLia piidica, excepting

that it has no calcareous lamiiuc in front of the mouth of its calicle.

The tcntach's are of a dirty gret'ii colour, simple, elongate conical in form, and, as

in the case of AUopora ocnlina, they lie in the grooves between the ealeareous septa and

are retracted and [)rotruded in these grooves. The calcareous septa are twenty-two in

number, and the tentacles also twenty-two.

The coral when decalcified leaves an organic residue, consisting of an extremely

open network of tissue very similar to that of Millepora. The network forms a very

soft and feeble mass, having the form of the hard parts, the place of which latter is

MDCCCLXXVl. It
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occupied in part by transparent connective^tissue. From the circle of tentacles a cylin-

drical cavity, showing twenty-two plications on its wall, leads to the stomach. The

stomach is globular, with a long conical mouth or proboscis projecting up in the centre

of the last described cavity. A similar proboscis is described by Sabs as existing in

Allapora ormlina. The stomach sec'ms to have no outlet below ; but it is of course diffi-

cult to be certain of the fact in so small and yielding a structure. A series of bundles

of fibres, each bundle continuous with one of the plications of the cavity above, is

attached to the periphery of the stomach. There are no mesenteries, at least none

so distinctly differentiated histologically that they can be recognized by methods which

show them plainly in Hcliopora and PociUopora. Fine transverse sections of polyps

stained with carmine were obtained ; they showed only the open meshwork of tissue

around the stomach, but no definite.' mesenteries. In the part of the meshwork sur-

rounding the cavity leading from the tentacular circle to the stomach, and just below

the level of the tentacles, lie tlie generative organs. All the individuals of the only

stock of Sfplaster examined were males ; hence these; corals appear to be dkneious.

Very large globular sacs craram<;d with spermatic cells, containing some of them vesicles

of evolution, and others masses of spermatozoa spirally wound, Averc found in the

position above described, attached to parts of the meshwork, and disposed sometimes

in a single row around the calyx, sometimes in two rows one above the other. These

occupy the interior of the cavitu's of the amj)ulla;. No trace of mesenterial filaments

was seen in Sfplaster.

Portions of a Crppfo/iclia i'xnminod showed an exactly similar structure to that of the

Stylaster*. The Crpptohelia stock also contained only male geiu'rative elements.

Notes on the Parasitic Vepctahlc Organisms found in Milleponi and I’ocillopora.

The hard tissue of both the Miltepora and the PoriUojmra from Zainboangan an*

traversed in all directions by fine capillary branching canals, Ixuc'd by some low vege-

table organism. 'J’he canals are provided at intervals with numerous sjdu'rical cavities

attached to them laterally, and obviously having contained in tlu' fresh state the spore

capsules of the organisms.

The PociUopora, which has an unusually dens*' and hard corallum, is most thoroughly

permeated by three parasiles; the Zamboangan Millepora, in which the tissue is dense,

has them to a somewhat less extent ;
whilst in tlu' Millepora alciromds from Bermuda,

in Avliich the corallum is comparatively soft and cancellar, borings of the parasites can

only here and tlu'H' with difficulty be detected.

The ])arasites, when set free by acids, are seen to bo composed of a ramifying

mycelium with :ibundance of fructification. The parasite's are probably similar in

nature to those descrilx'd as infesting the shells of mollusca and other hard animal tissues

by Professor Kollikkr and Dr. Oaki'Kxtkr, referc'nces to whose papers on the subject

have alrciidy been given. 1 have seen also a paper on the vegetable parasites in shells

* JifJt/ 12, 1870.—1 have since shown that the whole of tlie Htylaateridic are true Hydroids.
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ia the ‘ Proceedings’ of one of the learned societies of Vienna—

1

think in the ‘ Sitzungs-

benchte.’

A remarkable fact is that the parasites are distinctly green, though they appear to

be fungi, and those of shells are described as fungi. Possibly the parasites in question

have already been described by Professor Kollikee. I have, of course, not access to

his paper*.

[PosTSCiiiPT.—lleceived November 25, 1875.

August 11, 1875, Honolulu.

Since writing as above and since sending off my paper to the Iloyal Society, I have

come upon a passage in the ‘Voyage auteur du Monde; de I’Astrolabe; Zoologie,’ Quoy

et Gaimard, vol. iv. Zoophytes, pp. 252, 253 (Paris, 1832), which is to the following

effect ;

—

M. 1>K Blainville’s observations on the animal of lleliopora coerulea led him to

remove it from tlu? genus J^oci/Jojiom, in which it had before been placed, and form

the genus IJcliopora for it, because the Fonllojioriv have ne\er more or less than

twelve tentacles.

lleliopora lias either 15 or IG short, broad, triangular, pointed tentacles, forming a disk

around the mouth. 'I'lie animals wore made out with difficulty w'ith a powerful lens.

(Eight compound tentacles have evidently been mistaken for sixtei'ii simple ones.)

Formerly Quov and Gaimahu mistook, on the voyage of the ‘ Uranie,’ the expanded

parasitic Leurodoras for the polyps of lleliopora. They call them small parasitical

zoophytes, jirobably of the class of Annelids.

At p. 245, Quoy and Gaimaru describe the twelve short tentacles oi Focillopora dami-

roriiis. The nature of tlie [lolyps oi PodIlopora was therefore well known long before

Prof. VERHiMf.s examination of themf.J

CoKtTUSIONS.

lleliopora is most undoubtedly an Alcyonarian. The number ol its mesenteries, and

till' distribution with regard to them of the retractor muscles, the form and number of

its tentacles, are dcci.sive evidenci' in the matter; and this evidenci' is borne out by

almost every item of histological structure. In the peculiar manner in which the re-

traction of the tentacles takes placi', viz. by introversion, Ilelwpora seems to differ from

* Hinco the aLovo waa wriiUni [ have found tho same jiarasitcB in various coralft from all ])arls of tlie world.

f Keceivod Febniary 28, 187f>.—In the nurse-stocks of several species ol Funyta ii kind of intracaJi-

oinal gemmation uppears to take place. On the separation ot‘ a young free Fanyla from the nurse-stock,

tho next free Fiuiyia buds out from the centre of tlie scar left on th(‘ stem, i e, from what has onct^ been

the centre of the caliclo of the stock. (See Semi’er, (lenerutiunswochsel boi Steinkorallcn.) 1 have lately

found a very fine spccimon of tho nurse-stocks of a largo species of Fiimjin at Tahiti, and have been able

to see this fact quite plainly. It is owing to this mode of growth that the stems of the nurse-stock

become jointed.

B 2
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all other Alcyonarians except CoralUim*. From both Corallmn and Tubipora, MeUo-

pora differs in that the hard tissue of its corallum shows no signs of being composed of

fused spicules, but in its histological structure most closely resembles Zoantharian

Corals. With the Milleporida> and with the Pocilloporida? and Seriatoporida JIel%(ypor((

is allied solely on account of its possession of tabulic. Now that an Alcyonarian is

added to the list of various Anthozoa po.ssessing these peculiar structures, their presence

becomes of less classificatory im])ortance ('ven than Professor Verrill proved it to be.

There can hardly be a doubt that Seriatopora will prove to be, like Pomllopora, u

Zoantharian; and IlUlcpora is certainly vaay different in structure from Jleliopora.

Heliopora thus stands quite alone amongst modern forms ; and in the peculiar structure

of its cellular canienchym it is so remarkable that it is unlikely that on examination of

the soft parts of other corals, at {)resent known from their coralla only, any near

relatives of it Avill lx* discovered, .\mongst extinct forms, however, Jleliopora has several

close allies, and the genus itself existed in the (’rotaceoiis period. The genus Polptre-

mads differs ai)p!irently only in the more i)erfect develoj)ment of the so-called septa,

which reach to the centres of the tabul.e. The genus occurs in the Chalk, Greensand,

and in Eocene formations. Udiopont has, further, a vt'ry clos('ly allied palax)Zoic

repre8entati^e in Ilrliolifes, in which the cccnenchynial tubes are ju'ovidcd with very

closely placed tabuhe.

The three gciu'ra Jleliopora, Poli/freinaeis, and Jlcliolifes differ from one another in

so slight a degree that they arc placed under the one genus Jleliopora by Qi'KXSTEDT.

To include these three geru'ra, a new family of Alcyonarians must be formed, for which

the term Helio]»oridac appears most suitable, w’hich family may from the recent species

be thus characterized:

—

Family IIeliopokid.e.

A compact corallum present, composed of a fibro-crystalline calcareous tissue as in

Madreporaria, Corallum consisting of an abundant tubular cocuenchym, and with

calicles having an irregular number of later,il ridges resembling septa. Calicles and

cccnenchynial tubes clo.sed below by a succession of transverse partitions. Polyps com-

pletely retractile, with tentacles when in retraction introverted. Mouths of the sac.s

lining the cainenchyraal tubes closed with a layer of soft tissue, but communicating

with one another and with the calicular cavities by a system of transverse canals.

The structure of the cocnenchym of the Helioporidm is entirely unique amongst

Anthozoa ; no other form has a cocnenchym composed thus of a series of long tubes

packed side by side, and lying parallel to the calicular tubes and at right angles to the

surface. It is to be remarked that the tubes are like the calicles in being open above.

* I have foimd no infomiatiou on this point in any of the text*books
; Imt in Schmaiuia^s ‘Zoologie' there

is a figure of copied from Lacaze-Duthiebs’s ‘Hist. Nat. du Corail,’ in which tho tentacles arc

drawn introverted as they arc in Heliojiora.
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that they have walls composed in exactly the same manner as those of the calicles, and

that they are closed below at intervals in the same way by exactly similar tabulm. Further,

the soft tissues lining the cavities of the coenenchymal tubes are identical in structure with

those lining the calicular cavities, and the same transverse system of canals connects the

summits of the tubes with one another and with the summits of the calicular cavities.

It seems by no means improbable that the cmnenchym here is composed of the tubes

of absorbed ])olyps or zooids which have lost the rudimentary organs, which they still

possess in such a form as 8arcoi)hyton, and have become mere tubular cavities, whose

openings to the exterior even have been obliterated ; it seems impossible otherwise to

account for the presence of the successions of tabulm in tin; coenenchymal tubes. The

foregoing conaideration.s are suggested by the circumstance that a series of fossil corals,

grouped by M.-Edavaud.s under the 'I'abulata, a})})ear most probably to have been

Alcyonarians as Avell as Jleliopora.

The genus Chaiteten was considered by Keyskhling to have belonged to the Alcyo-

nariaus, because of the absence of septa in it, and tlu' mode in which its polyps arc

grouped ; but MrLNE-EnwAUD.s returns it amongst the /iOantbariaus, because of its close

resemblance to the InuositirUc, in which the presence of septa is regarded as conclusive

in deciding against Alcyonarian affinity. The presence of calcareous septa, however,

must now bo considered a character of less importance than it formerly was. As is

seen in the case of JJeliopora ])seudo-scpta may exist, which do not ncc(“ssarily correspond

in any way, in disposition or number, with the membranous mesenteries. In Stylaster

and Cryptohdia the calcareous septa are obviou.sly formed as infoldings of the margin

of the calicles. Here the septa are b(;tween, instead of opposite to the tentacles ;
and

membranous mesenteries appear to be absent, or at all events rudimentary only. In

the Favositidm the sei)ta seem to have been no more perfect than they are in Udiopora,

and to have been most variable in number, but often twelve, as also in llcUopora.

M.-Edwards describes from 10 to 12 septa in Fnvositex yofh/andica. In Michcliiiia favosa

30 to 40 subequal septal stria* are to be made out at the upper margin of the wall of

the calicle, I cannot refeu* to specimens ; but it seems not unlikely that the septa in

the FaA'ositida* were pseudo-septa as in Udiopora, and that these coralla were formed

by Alcyonarians, the perforations in the walls having transmitted transverse canals like

those of Jleliopora and Sarcophyton, and the coralla being free of tabular ctt'nenchym,

because none of the ])olyps were aborted as in lUdiopora. Some Favositidie seem to

have formed a compound colony, consisting of polyps and zooids, as Favosites Forbesu,

where a few large cells are seen set amongst numerous surrounding small ones. IJeliCh

lites seems to a certain extent to form a tnuisition stage between a condition such as

that in Favosites Porbesii and the condition in Helioporn-, for in UelioUtcs, the more

ancient form, the coenenchymal tubes arc regularly hexagonal, and apparently much

more nearly equal in breadth to the calicles than in Udiopora. In the growing points

of Heliopora the hard parts are made up of a series of open, often hexagonal tubes, and

resemble Favosites in their surface aspect. In Udiopora the transverse canals pass owr
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notcheB in the summits of the walls of the oocnenchymal tubes and calicles, uft order to

place these cavities in communication with one another. In Famdtfta the calcainons

tissue surrounded the transverse canals, and the perforations in the walls of the calicles

were thus produced.

If Favosites was an Alcyonarian, Ckeptetes was of course also of that group. The

genus Alveolites amongst the Favositidas is peculiar for the possession of three tooth-

like prominences as the only representatives of septa. One tooth, well developed, is

situate inside the calicle ; on that side of eacli calicle which lies externally in the

colony, and opposed to this on the tip of the calicle next the interior of the colony, are

a pair of rudimentary teeth. This arrangement reminds us at once of the distinction

of dorsal and ventral mostmterial interspaces in Alcyonarians, and the direction of all

the “ Dorsalfacher ” in iSarcojihyton and Ileliopora towards the central axis of the

colony. In Alveolites the two teeth seem to correspond to the “ Borsalfach,” and the

single one to the “ Ventralfach,” the two teeth having occupied the space devoid of

retractor muscles. Koi.likkr describes a series of teeth as existing at the margin of the

calicle in Itenilla, which follow a constant law in their relation to the septa. When
only one tooth is present it is opposite the “ Dorsalfach when three, one is opposite

the “ Dorsalfach,” and the two others opposite the lateral “ Ventralfach.” In Alveo-

lites the one tooth is ventral instead of dorsal. In SyriiKjopora the septa seem to be

very much of the same nature as in JfcUopora ; and in llelioporn, as already described,

the tabulae arc not merely transverse doors, but the bottoms of cups of hard tissue tilted

inside the older tubes and calicles. In Ayrinr/opora this condition of the tabuhe is

much more marked, and the corallum appears as if formed of a series of calicles fitted

one within another.

A difficulty apjiears to arise; from the peculiar mode of the development of the

calicles by budding in Hetiopora, th(‘ foldings of the walls of the calicles being due, to

a considerable extent at least, to the formation of these walls from a circle of cocnen-

chymal tubes. The septa arc, however, not entirely formed in this way. It would of

course be of great interest to sec whether the primitive calicle, in the developing

Ileliopora colony, forms calcaixious septa.

lleliopora having so commonly twelve septa, and in conjunction with these eight

mesenteries, it was at first thought that here some key would be found to the eluci-

dation of the question of the relations of th<; tetrameral corals to the Hexactinians

;

but no definite arrangement of the eight mesenteries to the tweh e septa could be

discovered. I.rnwKi and rouirrALKS have conclutlcd that the tetrameral condition in the

Rugosa is the result of a modification of an originally hcxamt'ral arrangement—that

the Rugosa are, in fact, modifications of the Uexactinian type. Ku>th, however, using

similar methods, has come to an opposite conclusion. Now that it is known that an

Alcyonarian exists which constructs a solid calcareous corallum, in histological structure

scarcely, if at all, to be distinguished from that of many Madreporaria, and that this

Alcyonarian also possesses marked calcareous septa, which septa show, notwithstanding
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the octataeral arrangement of the mesenteries, a hexameral disposition, in being often

twelve in number, it seems that the question of the affinities of the llugosa may fairly

be reopened. The presence of well-marked calcareous septa in Cryptolielia and other

StylasteridcD (which septa are equal to the tentacles in number, but nevertheless to be

regarded, like those of Jleliojwra, as pseudo-septa) is significant. The marked tetra-

meral arrangement of the septa in llugosa, and the presence in many forms of tabulae,

are certainly characters not opposed to the alliance of these corals with the Alcyona-

rians ; and the fact that paired series of opercula occur in certain llugosa, which are

compared by Likdstrom, Ihc'ir discoverer, to the skeletal structures of certain Primnoce,

seems to be evidence in favour of such an alliance of the very strongest kind. In no

Madreporaria do paired hard structures, at all resmnbling those of Prininow or of

Goniophyllum pynmidale, occur. 'I'lie opercular structures in the coralla of (Jryptohelia

and Lepidopora can scarcely be regarded as comparable with the opercula of llugosa.

The structures arc mc'rely folds of the lip of the calicle, and are continuous with it and

immovable, not movable sc^furate articulate structures. Many llugosa show an arrange-

ment which may well be com])ared to the distinction of dorsal and ventral regions in

Alcyonaria. 'I’he most im])()rtant distinctive character of the llugosa ap])ears to be the

occurrence in them, alone of all Anthozoa, of intracalicinal gemmation*.

With regard to iianvpfiyioii, the fact that compound colonies composed of multitudes

of zooids, combined with a l('ss(.'r number of se.xual polyps, occur amongst the Alcy-

onidm, as well as amongst the Pennatulidic, in which they are so well known from

Kollikkr’s great work, a])pears to be new to science. That in such colonies and in

IJcliopora ihv “Dorsalfacher” are all turned towards the axis of the colony and directed

upwards is also a innv fact, 'i’he zooids in tlieir structure seem to conform very closely

to those of Pennatulids (Sarcajdiyllum, e. g.); but to tire list of distinctive differences

between the zooids and polyjjs of Pennatulids given l»y Kolljkck, viz. the ab.sence in

tlie zooids of tentacles, the [)ie.s('nce of two mesenterial tilameuts (the dorsal ones), the

absence of generati\e organs, and the shortening of tlie hjpogastric region to such an

extent that it fuses with the anastomosing canal-sj stem— to tlu'se marks ol distinction

must be added, in the case of the zooids of Surcophyion, tin' fact that four of tin?

mesenteries, the dorsal and ventral pairs, are deeper tlian the others.

It seems ('xtremely difficult to reconicle tlie extraordinary succession of the mesen-

teries in the development of the Zoantharians, diseo\er('d by Laca/.e-IH'TJIIKUS, with the

facts presented by Aleyonarians. Did the development of the eight mesenteries of Alcyo-

naria correspond with that of the first ('ight mesenteries formed in Actiuiada;, the first

mesenteries formed would be either tin.' lateral dorsal or lateral ventral ; but these are

those which are most rudimentary in the zooitls ni' 6'((i'copliyt<)ii. Moreover the nnrsen-

terial filaments of the two lateral pairs of septa are in thc' dr'velopmeiit of Actiuiada*

the first to appear, and not the dorsal, wdiich are longest in the Alcyonarian jndyps and

An exannimtion of thp Conmlariada', the only rwcut Alfyonariaiis, ujight very ])ossib]y throw

on the que«tioii of thc ftfEnitics of thc llugosa.
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most persistent in the zooicls. Apparently, however, development in Altyonarians

follows a different course.

In Jlali/sveptrum, the development of which has been examined by Kollikek, the

eight mesenteries ay)pcar from the very first. In Knlliphobe (Buscii), one of the

Edu'ardsicE, according to Metsciisikopp, the larva has, in its earliest stage, eight

tentacles and two mesenterial filaments.

'J'he peculiarities presented by the Stylasteridac have struck many obseiwers. M.-Ed-

WABD.s and ITaimr placed these corals (St)’lasteracea) under the Oculinid®. Gray,

however, e8tabli.shed a family (Stylasteridic) for the genus Sfylader alone. PouilTALhs,

who in his ‘Deep-Sea GoraLs’ dwc'lls upon the many peculiarities of the corallum of

this family, places under it the genera Allujiora, ^fylastar, Distichopora, Cryptohdia*,

Lepidopora, and En'ina. The peculiarities in the structure of the soft parts, and the

relations of the tentacles to the septa, described in this paper as occurring in a Stylasier

and a Cryptohditu and the similar facts observed by Sar.s in the genus strengthen

the facts brought forward by Poi'Ktale.s, with regard to the coralla, in a very potent

manner. 1 hope to make a close study of the structure of Stylasfrr. The a])parent

absence of mesenteries is most remarkable, and a similar condition a])pears to occur

also in Ililirpora. The number of tentacles and s('pta in the Stylasterid® so('ms hardly

to follow the usual hexameral law. In the species of iSfylader ('xamined by me there

are invariably twenty-two sei)ta and twenty-two tentacles. In Stylader (ruhesvenr,

PouRTALks d(,‘scribcs the septa as being in numl)er from nine to twelve, most frequently

eleven. In AUopora mlniata the septa arc from seven to ten, generally eight. Cryp-

tohelia has commonly sixteen.

With regard to the affiuitit's of the Milleporid®, no certain conclu.sion can la; arrived

at from the few facts yet ascertained. I hope to obtain specimtms at Hawaii in sexually

mature condition f.

TI.M.H. ‘ Challeii'icr,' North I’acitie.

July, ]87»3.

^ PoDETALi's has rcTiiarkod tluit the genus /sz/t/o/zt /fVf of ^I.-Kdnn auds aiul IlAnn: «p]>ears imlistiiigiiishaido

froin the genus CnipiolieLd of the same authors. tjioloheHa is founded on a Japantsr sjvth's. The ‘Challenger’

dredged a coral eertainly not gcnericaJly di-Htiiiguisluible from Crfiptolu/ia ulf tlu‘ coaf>l ot Japan.

t PosTsciiiPT.—Since the abovt' was written I have been able to refm* at Honolulu to Prof. Lacazk-

Dmtuehs's ‘ Histoire Naturelh? du Corail.' 1 therefore add a few uote.s.

Ill Coral! fit)}* thi* contracted polyp jiresents externally at the hurface eiglit lob(‘s C(Juured red. When the

jiolyp is expandt'd, tliese lobes form a coloured cup ^\ilh eight dentations nt its margin, which surrounds the

lower jiart of tlie cx])auded colourless jailyp (see pi. of J*rof. L\(’Azk- I) i tuii:i;h's work). The eight lobes

described as closing the mouth of the calicle in the contracted polyp of JliUopora ]>robably occupy a bimilar

position, and lia\e a .similar a])poaraiice in the expanded condition of the polyp.

Ill CoralJiam the juiina' or barhiilcs of the tentachbs arc all seveiully introverted {L v, p, 57), us W<dl as the

tmitaclcs themsidvcs. \n J/t Itojtora this app(*arH not to he the case. In the hard tisbUC of boring

vegetalde parasites occur, as observed in Millepora and Podllopara.

I have further been uhlo to refer to Dana’s great work on Corals in the splendid collection of scientific works

in the Government Library at Honolulu, and to other works relating to Hrlloponu
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DEscRirrioN of the Plates.

Illustrating the structure of Ileliofora ccmilea and Sarcophyton^ sp.

All the drawings, with the exception of figs. 16 & 17, Plate 9, are by the author of

the paper. Figs. 16 & 17, Plate 9, are by Mr. J. J. Wilde.

PLATE 8.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a section vertical to the surface of Heliopora

ca-rulea, showing the relations of the hard to the soft parts : the hard parts

are coloured dark. In the centre is seen in section a fully developed

sexually mature polyp in a retracted condition. The calcareous calicle in

which it is contained is closed beneath by the tabula (CT), and the walls of

the calicle an; continued above into points (P) ])rojecting above the general

surface of the coral, the section being supposed to be so carried as to pass

through two of the calcareous projections which surround the calicle.

Closely applied to the surfaces of the calcareous tissue, and lining its

cavities everywhere, is a layer of .spindle-shaped connective-tissue cells,

between which and the layer of entoderinic cells is an interval occupied

by transparent homog('neoua connective-tissue.

The layer of epithelium (E) covering the whole surface of the coral is

seen to be continuous with that covering the exterior of the tentacles

(here, from the introversion of those organs, appearing as their interior),

whilst the eutodiirmic layer (EN) covers their interior. The tentacle on

the right side of the drawing has its tip passed behind the retractor muscle,

Dana states (U.S. Expl. KxiKitl. vol. vii. ZoopliyL's, J. J). Dana, Philad. ]S4(), p. .'530) tJmt tho blue colour

of Jfdiopora is of animal origin and is lost on immersion of tlic coral in nitric acid. The colouring-matter was
not analyzed by Mr. Silliman.

In the Allas of the ‘Voyage dc I’Astroluhe,’ Z(X.phytes, ].l. 33. figs. 12, 13, 14, the expanded polyps of

lldic^mra are figured by MM. Hombros and Jacucinot. In fig. 14 sixteen very short, simple, conical

tentacles are shown, in fig. 13 only fifteen tentacles. Tlic figures are evidently very erroneous. The corro-

NiKjnding description I have been unable to refer to, the volume eontuiuiug it laing wanting in the Hawaiian
( iovernment copy.

In the Zoology of the ‘Voyage do TUranic,* Qvoy and (Jaihard, Paris, 1824, p. 0.511, is a description of the

polypB of Jidiopora {Pocillojiom) carulea,

Tho expanded polypB have radiated tentacles, and are said to entirely hide tho corallum when they are in an
expanded condition. Exporimeuts proved that the communication between tho animals is soniewliat imperfect,

since a stimulus applied to any part of the colony caused only th(> pol}ps in that immediate neighbourhood to

retract themselves.

In the plates of tho < Voyage de TUranie,’ pi 96. figs. 5, 6, 7, lldlopora is figured, showing in fig. 5 the

appearance of the coral in tho fresh state, but without any representation of the polyps.

MDCCCLXXVI. S
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notwitl)standing the actual continuity of the muscle with the mesentery

above, in order to show the position of the ovumv(O). At the bottom of

the atrium, i. e. the central canal leading from the mouth and tentacles to

the exterior, and formed by the deep retraction of the animal, are shown

the mouths of the tubes formed by the introversion of two tentacles as

they appear when looked directly into.

On the right-hand side of the figure thriH* tubular cavities (TC, TC, TC),

forming the so-callcd cccneocliym, arc represented, lined by their soft tissues,

composed of the same three layers as compose the lining of the calicle.

Two of the tube's communicate above, over their lat(;ral wall, by one of the

deep canals. On the left-hand side of the figure portions of the plates of

hard tissue forming the latm'al walls of the tubular cavities are shown (A, A),

with their natural upper margin. Two systems of canals aire seen in sec-

tion near the surface of the coral. The most superficial canals (V, V, V)

lie almost immediately beneath the; external epithelial layer ; they are more

numerous and much smaller than the cleeper canals (V', V'), which form com-

munications between the adjacent tubular cavities passing over the summits

of the lower ])arts of their walls, as is seen on the right-hand side of the

figure. Both sets of canals are lined with entodermic cells.

A A. Portions of the walls of the tubular cavities.

CT. (Calcareous tabulce.

P. Projecting points of calcai'cous tissue.

E. Epithelial layer of ectoderm.

EN. Eutodern.

C. Layer of homogeneous conuective-tissut'.

D. Layer of connective-tissue cells.

T. I'entacles introverted, seen in longitudinal section.

T. Tentacles introverted, viewed directly into their mouths.

S. Cavity of stomach.

RM. Retractor muscle.

MF. Me.scnterial filament.

T’C. Tubular cavities of camenchym.

V. Superficial smaller vascular canals.

V'. I)e('p larger vascular canals.

Fig. 2. Section vertical to the upi)er surface of Sarcophyton, sj)., showing three sexual

polyps and a number of zooids.

The polyps are represented in the contracted condition; they occupy

three large elongate caviti(!S in the general transparent sarcosome. The
tentacles h<'re are not introverted simply but retracted. The sarcosome

between the polyp-cavities is traversed by an elaborate network of canals

belonging to two systems, a transverse one, and a vertical one, which, how-
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ever, freely anastomoee. The transverse canals lead directly from one

polyp-cavity to another, with a course nearly parallel to the surface plane of

the Sarcophyton, or from the polyp-cavities to the zooid-cavities. The vertical

system of canals has a tortuous, branching, freely anastomosing course. The

zooid-cavities contract at their lower extremities, and pass directly into this

system of canals. Prolongations of the vertical system of canals pass up to

the surface between the zooid-cavities, and between these and the polyp-

cavities.

Z. Zooids.

PM. Protractor muscle.

RM. Retractor muscle.

C. One of the canals of the transverse system.

Fig. 3. Transverse section across a polyp of lleliopora cwrulea, taken just below the

mouth (decalcifi(‘d). The tips of four of the tentacles cut across are retained

in situ : the other four have fallen out.

I). External layer of connective-tissue cells.

C. Layer of homogeneous counective-ti8.suc giving off a series of stout

offsets (A), which pierce the layer (D) and project externally. This

layer is seen to form the central plate of the mesenteries and a

wall around the stomach.

EN. Entoderm lining the whole of the intermesenteric chambers.

M. Mesenteries.

RM. Retractor muscles. The “ Dorsalfach ” t)f Kolliker lies below in

the drawing, the “Ventralfach” above. The muscles are covered

by the entoderm.

TT'. 'Tentacles cut across.

S. Stomacli. B. Its muscular layer.

Fig. 4. Section parallel to the surface of lleliopora carulea, to show the relation of the

hard parts to the soft.

TC, TC and tin* similar oval spaces represent tubular cavities of the

ca'iienchym c\it across. The interspace's between these cavities

are occupied by the hard tissue.

'I’he hard tissue is fibrous in structure, the fibres i-adiating

from a series of axes here seen cut acros.s(C). Suture-like lines

(S) occur occasionally where the peripheries of the various

radiating systems join.

D. Layer of connective-tissue cells.

C. Layer of homogeneous connective-tissue.

EN. Entodcrmic layer.

Fig. 5. Polyp of lleliopora casrulea and the immediately surrounding structures as

viewed in a thick horizontal section from the outer surface.

82
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The outer epithelial layer is not seen, being too transpai'ent. The super-

ficial projecting points of the hard tissue of the corallum ai‘e opaque, and are

shown shaded dark. Away from the calicle the points are arranged in

parallel rows. All over the surface are seen the tops of the ramifications of

the superficial system of canals or sinus (V, V, fig. 1 ) ; those immediately

around the polyp-lobes have a radiate arrangement. These canal-cavities are

lined with entodermic colls.

In the centre of the drawing arc seen the eight lobes of the contracted

polyp with the mouth of the atrium in their centre. In their peripheral

region the entod(!rmic lining of the cavities of these lobes is seen showing

through their supeifidal tissue.

Each of the lobes further shows a fine longitudinal striation, probably

caused by muscular fibres, and very small nuclei at its inner aspect.

P. Projecting points of the corallum.

AA. Sinus of the superficial canal-system.

L. Lobes of contracted polyp.

Fig. 0. Portion of a section of Ifefiojmm cwru/ca parallel to the surface and viewe<l

from beneath. I'rom a specimen decalcified in chromic acid. The drawing

represents a spot w here a growing point of the corallum has been removed by

the acid.

EN. Entodermic layer.

C. Homogeneous connective-tissue layer.

D. Layer of connective-tissue cells.

B. Very finely fibrous mass from w'hich the calcareous tissue has been

remo^ed.

A. Cavity in the mass.

PLATE 9.

Fig. 7. Diagram to show the canal-systems in connexion with the summits of the

ccenenchymal tubes and calicles.

A. Cavity of a calicle.

B. Cavity of a tube.

1). Walls of these in longitudinal section.

The canals of the deep system (V, V') lead over the summits of the walls

from one tube to another, and from the tubes to the calicular cavities. The
canal (V') opening into the calicular cavity in the figure corresponds to the

opening (0) in fig. 8.

C. A similar canal leading into a tube behind B.

Above is seen the superficial canal-system, consisting of smaller canals and

sinus communicating with the deep canals and roofs of the ccenenchymal
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tubes and laterally with one another. They have usually a vertical course.

* Their summits arc seen in Plate 8. fig. 5.

Fig. 8. Transverse section through the uppermost part of a retracted polyp oilleliopora

ceerulea^ as viewed from below, showing the under surface of the most super-

ficial structures closing the mouth of the caliclc, i. e. the immediate under

surface of the polyp-lobes seen in Plate 8, fig. 5 and Plate 9, fig. 7. The

drawing is from a decalcified preparation. The soft parts lining the wall of

the calcareous calicle are cut through ; they retain the form of the calicle,

to which they were closely applied. The wall presents a series of longi-

tudinal folds so as on transverse section to show a sinuous outline with twelve

indentations separated by twelve bulgings. The indentations occupied in tlui

fresh condition of the animal by calcareous matter represent the twelvt;

ridge-like calcareous septa present in tlie calicle. The indentations are

neither in form nor arrangement symmetrical, nor are the eight mesenteries

(MM) arranged symmetrically with regard to them.

Between the mesenteries the body-wall of the polyp does not reach out-

wards everywhere the entire distance to the wall of the calicle, but is con-

tinuous with this only in the region of its indentations. At each of tin*

bulgings of the w’all a wide aperture is left, by which the cavity of the polyp

communicates with the canal-systems around.

M M. Mesenteries.

O (). Openings by w'hich the polyp-cavity communicates w'ith the canal-

systems. The light oval spaces shown in the shaded ju:eas of

the openings are the sinus of the superficial canal-system.

Fig. 9. Vertical section through one of the zooids of Sarcophyton. On the left-hand

side of the drawing the calcareous spicules are shown in situ. On the right

the appearance presented aft<T these have been removed by acid is shown.

The points of the spicules accompani(‘d by a layer of connective-tissue

project up far into the epithelial layer, raising it up just as the points of hard

tissue in Ileliopora. The connective-tissue shows excessively small ramified

cells scattered through its otherwise homogeneous tissue. Portions of

adjacent zooid-cavities are shown on either side of the central one; the

transverse fibrillation of their wall is indicated.

Sp. Spicules.

S.C, Cavities from which spicules have been removed by acid.

S. Stomach of zooid provided within with long cilia directed inwards.

ME. Its mesenteries.

MF. Mesenterial filaments.

C. Canal of the transverse system, forming a communication between

two adjacent zooid-cavities and lined by entodermic cells continuous

with the layers lining the zooid-cavities.
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EN, Entoderm.

C. Canal cut transversely. •

Fig. 10. Portion of the superficial sti'uctures of Heliopora cfrrulga as viewed in a thin

vertical section.

E. Ectoderm,, consisting of elongate club-shaped cells running out below

into fine processes, which traverse the next succeeding layer (M) of

homogeneous connective-tissue. At the bases of these cells are

cells of similar structure but irregular form. Small nematocysts lie

amongst the epithelial cells, and some of them (N) are shown in the

deeper regions. At EN the wall of one of the tubular cavities of

the coenenchym is seen in section at its edge, showing its three layers

and tlie residue of animal matter (P) left by parts of its calcai’eous

wall after decalcification.

Between EN and the section of the wall of the canal (V') a narrow

strip of the inner surface of the tubular cavity is viewed from its

surface aspect.

E. Epithelial layer.

M. Layer of homogeneous connective-tissue*.

N. Nematocysts.

C. C'onuective-tissue cells.

V. Canal of su})erticial system.

V'. Canal of deep system.

EN. Entodermic cells.

I). Layer of connective-tissue cells.

P. Besidue of tissue after decalcification of a portion of tlie wall of a

camenchym-tube.

Fig. 11. Section vertical to the surface of the corallum of JIdiopora avritlea, showing

th(' structure of the hard tissue.

A. Former calicle-cavity shut off from Js! the recent calicle of the

tabula, C.

The tub(!-cavities on either side have similar tabulae developed in them.

In some of the tubes then- walls are shown as cut pjirallel to their surfaces,

in other phic(?s the cut edges of the walls only are seen.

l'h(* tabular being applied against the already formed insides of the

calicles and tubes as a later formation, the line of the old wall of the

calicle can always be traced up for some distance past the level of the

tabula, which appears as the bottom of a second tube fitted within the first.

The fibrc;s forming the walls of the tubes &c. are inclined upwards and

outwards at a uniform angle from the vertical axes.

A. Former; A', recent calicular cavity.

C. Tabula;.
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B. Portion of wall of tube cut parallel to its surface, showing a line of

' suture between the fibres of opposite systems composing it.

D. Vertical canal.

P. Point of growing coral, showing lines of successive growth.

The numbers indicate the order in which the successive chambers

were formed.

Fig. 12. Portion of the hard tissue forming the wall of a tube-cavity of lleliopora

C(mika, from tlie same preparation as fig. 11, more highly magnified.

C. Axis.

B, and similar shaded bands on the other side of the axis. Part of tlie

tissue stained of a more intense blue* than the remainder.

Fig. 13. «, a. Two of tlie cells of the entoderm of lleliopora cierulca ;
one of these

with the contents undergoing fission.

V, Ncmatocysts of the same.

h. A form in which they arc commonly to be observed, with the thread

partly jirotruded and curved in a loop, and with one side of the cell

bulged in.

Fig. 14. Ovum of lleliopora cwrulea as attached to the mesentery.

Fig. 15. Diagram to show the growth of lleliopora by successive budding and develoii-

mciit of tabula*.

A. The original caliclc of the stock: A', A" &c., successively formed

chamb(*rs in continuation of this calicle
; 1, 2, 3, successive buds.

B. Formation of a new calicle. A short tube buds out, but the tubes

on either side of it grow more quickly. Only the outer part of

their w'alls continues to be developed ;
hence a wide calicular cavity

is formed with the original short tube at its bottom.

Fig. 10. Drawing b)’ Mr. J. J. Wildk, Artist to the ‘ Challenger’ Exjieditioii, of arapidly

growing ti}) of a frond of lleliopora ca rnlea.

The young growing tubes of the cocnencliym an* polygonal in area.

A A. (.'alicles in various stages of formation.

Fig. 17. A calicle nearly fully develo})ed, as seen when looked directly into. The

cidicle is surrounded by irn'gular dentations, of which there are more than

twelve. A ('irclet of cocnenchymal tubes is seen to join the cavity of the

calicle below.
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V. On the Development of Lepas fascicularis and the “Archizoea” of Cirripedia.

By R. VON WiLLEM6i-:s-SuHsr, P/nZ>., Privat-Docent in Zoology in the University of

Munich, Naturalist to the ^Challenger' Expedition. Communicated by Professor

C. Wyville Thomson, F.B.S.

Kocoivctl Soi>t<;mbcr 2s,—Hoad December 9, 1875.

liuEMKTSTKli's im])ortaiit discovery that in Jjcpas the larvte pass througli a Nauplhis and

a Cypris stage was made on the saine hepas which forms the subject of this paper.

BrRMKISTKK*, however, had evidently only a hall of this Jjcpas, some specimens of

which %ver(' young in the Cypris shigt?, which had just settled ; while others were

dismissing young Nauplii, which, unless great care is taken, die very soon in captivity.

Hts thus iniss(‘d the iuterrnediaU- stages, which, however, were at that time much less

important, as the first thing that was wanted then was to establish tin' general outlines of

the ffirriped dev('lo])m('nt. The Navplius of this Iajkis has since been seen by Daiiwin'I*,

to whom lIvNcocK showed it, “calling his attentifui to a prohoscidiform projection on

the underside' of the larva of JjCjtas fascicularis when just escaped from the egg.”

Meither J. v. Thomi'So.n’s nor PAeiKNSTiX’iiER’.s observations refer, as far as I can find

out here, to Lepas fascicularis ; and it seems not to have been taken up again as an

object for embryological researches until t'l.AUS published his paper on the f'^y;m-Iike

larva (pupa) of the Cirripeds and its metamorphosis into the fixed animal (Marburg,

]8(!'.>), a paper of which J have unfortunately only an abstract, as given by Nitsche in

his embryological report for the year 1872, ami by Ci,At',s himsedf in his 'Grundzuge

der Zoologie,’ which, however, affords nearly all the information necessary for my
ptu'pose. My object is to give an idea of the whole development of one Lepas as

accurately as possible, which seems never yet to have been done, as our whole know-

ledge of the development of this group consists of fragments, collected mostly in the

.sanu* way in which UuBMEiiSTER gained his information.

The materials for this paper were obtained during our cruise from .Tapan to Sandwich

(June to July 1875), as we went along tlu; thirty-fifth degree of latitude, when first very

curious Nauplii, some of them 12 inillims. long, were caught, which 1 identified at once

with the luiuplial form to which Dourn has given the generic name of Archizoea^. In

• ‘Boitriigo zur Naturgcsfliichtc der Ilankenfiisscr,’ 1M43.

t ‘A Monograph of the Snhcluss Cirripedia: The Lepadidne.’ London, 1851, p. 11.

J: DoaHN, “ UntorBUchnngen iiber Ban und Entwicklung der Arthropoden. IX. Kino ncue JS’avpliws-toiva.

{Arehizoea giffas),” in V. Bikuold und Kolukeb’s Zeitschrift fiir •wisscnschaftliche Zoologie, Baud xx. p. 597,

1870,

MDCCCLXXVI. T
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the daytime these larvm were scarcer (many of them came up, however, from a depth

of 60 fathoms), but at night they w'ere so common that large bottles could be filled

with them. The question (which had been left open by DonRN)to which Cirriped these

extraordinaiy Naitplii might belong, presented itself of course again to us, and we tried

to obtain all the Lepadid® w'e could. In a day or two we got into large streams of

floating Lepads ; and now it was an easy thing to get as many as we liketi, and to bring

up in our globes sucli stages of the large Nauplii as had also btam taken by us on the

surface, and which clearly belonged to tlu'm. Then, again, whc'u avtching large quan-

tities of larvte, w'o got among them (especially when the net was sliimming the very

surface of tin; water), (1) some whicii were ready for the metamorphosis into the Cypris

stage;, (2) tlie itself swijnming and creeping about or just settled on a dead

VeleUoj and (3) the stage in whieli the Cypris-HhvW is about to be thrown off, in order

to make room for the growing valves of the joung Lepas.

The s})ccies to which this barnacle belongs is decidedly the V(‘ry variable Lepas

fascindaris as described by Dakwix, /. c. p. 92. The formation of the balls, the brittle-

ness of the shell, and the peculiar shape of the calves show this at once; there are,

however, some differences which must be mentioned in detail, as jmssibly this North-

Pacific species deviat('s from the Atlantic one not only by these small differences, but

also by posses'<ing another nauplial form, in which case it would be decidedly necessary

to separaU' this Pacific form from it. In most specimens which I dissected I found six

teeth in the mandible, not five, as is the ordinary number. Sometimes, however,' there

tire five on one side and six on the othei', as in the case which I have figured (Plate 15.

fig. 30, a and h), showing that this difi'erence has no constant value. The maxilhe have

sometimes four steps (the regular number as giien by Darwin); but they have more

commonly only three steps besides the two large, unequal, upper sj)ines (fig. 29).

These are the only differences from an orduiary Lepas fa.wit'idai'h'i which I can find;

and they merely show that this Pacific form is a variety of the Atlantic one, in case

there should not bo a difference in the development of the two. As we know, how-

ever, nothing about the five stages through which the Atlantic form lias to pass if it

follows the same mode of devclo])raent as this one, and as no Archizoea" has as yet

been described from the Atlantic, this (jnestion must remain an open one until further

information.

I will now proceed to give an account of the development of Lepas fascicularis, men-

tioning the ])ublicatious which refer to certain phases, in their respective paragraphs.

I. Development of the Egy and of the youngest Nauplius.

The ovarium, a cellular body at the to[) of the pedunculus, has a light bluish colour,

as in all Lepadidte. It consists of tubes and their emea, in which we find the ova in a
more or less advanced state of development. In a young specimen one finds the ova

sometimes in different stages, but in the older ones nearly all the ova in the ovary (with

the exception of those “mother cells” ivhich do not develop) are in the same stage of
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devdopment, as are also those ccmtainied in the lamellae. In Bahmus the ramified caeca

of the ovarium show ova in different stages of development. According to Buchholz*,

who saw the youngest ova in the caeca, and describes them as transparent small vesicles

with a germinal vesicle and a nucleolus (exactly the same as may be seen in the tubes

of Lepaa faacimlaria), these vesicles grow as well as the ova—a statement which, I

think, may also be made for the latter. As these vesicles grow they are more and

more filled with yelk-granules, until the vesicle is no longer visible and only the nucleolus

is seen as a clear spot in the centre of the ovum (Plate 10. fig. 3 and fig.

Evidently the shell I'ound these ova is not yet formed, as they are soft and change their

form according to their position in the ovary. Among these large developing ova you

may see in this stage small transparent cells, with a vesicle and a nucleolus (fig. 3, oi),

which do not take uj) any yelk-granules, and wliich are, I think, the mother cells

from which tlu; next set of ova will be derived us soon as this one has advanced into

the ovarian lamella. I looked of courst; for such cells as have been described in

Bacculina by Van liKXimKNf, but never saw any of them budding; nf)r did I ever see

those “cellules accolees” on one of the poles of the growing ovarian cell which he has

describexl. They must be peculiar to the latter genus, where they have been seen by

Gerbe as well as by Van liENKnEN, while in B<tlanvs Buchiiolz seems not to have

remarked any thing of the kind.

In our species 1 think the small cells divide by budding, and give rise to more small

ova, which have the same form as the mother cells, and afterwards grow' in the w'ay

which has been described above.

The spermatozoa are hair-like filaments, which offer no special character (fig. 3, a).

I have, however, not studied their devidopnnmt.

After the last-descrila'd stage (Plate 10. fig. 1,«, and fig. 3) the ova leave the; OAariura

and get into the (warian lamella', wliich may be easily found on both sides of the liody.

Hoav they gi't there has been a subject of much speculation. Krohn’s theory of

Darwin’k aiulitorial sac being the orifice through which they have to pass, seems to

me to be tile most likely one ; but only carefully done sections of mature specimens

will be able, 1 think, to solve this question, which is not an object of the present

inquiry. T he ova, as we find them in the laraelhe, are ellipsoidal. Tlu'y have acquired

a shell during their passage through the oviducts, and slum no trace of the nucleolus

vesiculcc gerniinalis. T hey have in this stage a length of 0'20 millim.

IhrEMEi.STEK thinks that each of the lamellm contains about 2000 ova. He also

figures some ova, wliich, judging from tlioir shape, are later stages in wliicli the

embryo begins to be visible within. The mature ovum is entirely filled with gmnular

• J. Mt'KTr.K inul Jl. IfrcuiioLZ, “Ueber Bahtuus improvisvs, bnrw., var. [/ri/jtliH-us, Mutr." Berlin, iSCt).

An abstract is given in Giienaciiek's Itcport for ISlii) in He.ni.e and MiahNnii’s ‘ Berielit,’ &e. (Leipzig, 1871),

p. 424.

t “KecherohcB sur rembryogdnio des Crustaces. III. Devcloppcinent de I'cDuf et do I’embrjou des Saccu-

lines,” Bull, de I’Acad. Hoy. dc Belgique, 1870.

t2
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yelk-coUs, only in the middle some small bodies may be seen reflecting the light rery

strongly, and looking like minute granules of fat (Plate 10. fig. 4).

About the formation of the embryo there are, or at least there were, two opinions,

the one backed by Fbitz Muller, and for some time (according to Van Beneuen) also

by Claus, maintaining that a total segmentation takes ])lace, and that the embryos are

dcA’eloped in full without a preceding Primitivstreifen,” which means a larger gathering

of cells on the ventral side of tlu' embryo*, while Van Beneden h;is seen and figured

the latter in Sacculma.

Buchholz mentions, like Van Beneden, the formation of tlu' blastoderm, but does

not seem to have seen a primitive streak. According to him one of the two halves,

which arc the result of the first segmentation, divides again, and its segments oveig;row

the other half, forming a blastodermic cuticle round it, in which grooves may soon be

seen, indiaitiug the future position of the throe appoudag(!s.

Lrpas faacicttlarix is not a very favouniblt! objc'ct for such an inquiry ;
nevcjrtheless

I have arrived at a result which holds somi'what an iiitcrnu'diate place between Van

Beneden’s and Buchholz’.s obs(>iA ations. I saw the blastoderm forming very much in

the way described by the former, but I was uuabh' to fiiul any defijiite trace of a primi-

tive streak. The first altcnatiou whicli fiikes place is the formation of two segments

(fig. 5, where a small third om; may be seen Ix'tween the two), which are unequal

in size, whereupon the lower and larger one divides again (fig, C). In these sfiigc's

of segmentation you see alreadj two to four large, trausparemt, nucleated cells, which

separate themselves from the yelk-globules in the middle of the ovum, and tin*

number increases \ory much in the next stage (fig. 7). V'e find first eight and then

twelve. In fig. 7, y, x. I have given a ski'tch of two sorts of cells which arc*

now contained in the ovum, aud which, after breaking its walls, can be separately

inspected : these are large blastodermic cells with a single imchms, with only a few

granules, and small, Aery granular yelk-globules. Also in Van BENiauLN's drawing I

do not find a stage betAveeu the mulberry stage and the stagt's of first segmeutiition

:

aud I must confess that in Lepna fascicularis I uev(>r could find hut indistinct

traces of the later stages of segmentation. The large* cedis seem to break out and

include tin* rest of the yelk, thus forming a blastod(;rni (fig. S) consisting of small

nucleated ctdls. This was well enough to be seen Avith reflected light ; but the interior

of the ovum is so little transj)arent that I could not make; out wlu'ther there is a primi-

tive streak on one side or not. 'fhe blastoderm uoav lo.ses its cellular look, and has

the appearance of a granular cuticle, just as it has been seen by Buchholz in Balanus’,

and then a groove, which was already visibh^ in the last two stages, is seen to become

decj)er, and on each side of it the first traces of the three pairs of apjAendages (fig. 9,

a and b) become visible. V(!ry soon the labrum also appears ; the tail is diflerentiated,

and setae may be; seen at the top of the foot-joints (fig. 10). In SaccuHna the embryo

throAvs the egg-shell OS’ before this happens, and is instead (according to Van Benkden)

* Fritz Mcllek, ‘ Fur Danrin,’ 1864, p. (34.
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contained in the enlarged blastodermic cuticle. In our case I have not been able

to make any obseiTation of the kind, owing perhaps to the circumstance that in every

LepOi one finds all the ova in one and the same stage of development, which makes it

very diflicult and laborious to get at all the different stages. The circumstance that

the cuticula (whether egg-shell or blastcxierm) which contains the embiyo is larger

than the ova were (0-29 millim.) is perhaps in favour of such a moulting as,, has been

observed in Sacailina, but might also be explained by a certain elasticity of the egg-

shell. We find such a mse in worm.s, where, for examjde in l)istoma imgciatomwn,

the shell is considerably extended*. AVhen working out the? first development of that

Trematod, I hav(^ already remarki'd that something a ery like it has been observed. The

same thing has beam found in Distomnm vcliponim by Guido W.uuuvek, in JHeromalhies

by Ganin, and finally in Balanns improvitfus by Buciiiiol/;. And as in every other

respect the first development of Lepat^ has been found to be so similar to that of

liaJanus, I am inclined to think that it is also in this case the egg-shell which the

embrj-o leaves, and not tlu^ blastodermic cutich', which v(.*ry likely still adheres to the

young jS’anplvix.

II. The successive Nauplius stages.

The KuujiUhs, wheji escaping from the ovum (Plate 19. fig. 11), has a length of

0-35 millim. It has be<'n figured by Bukmklstek, but (uidently (if it is at all the same

as ours) as seen under a very low power, and without giving many details. I do not

know whether, judging from this figure, one has a right to state that the variety of

Lepeis fascicnla ris at which he has been working is the same as ours or not. This

being also the case with the figure of the ('ypri.'i stage, it is unnecessary for me to refer

again to his paper, the object of which was more to show that such larval stage's existed

in (hrripedia, than to give details about their organization.

We saw these (unbryos in our globes as soon as a ball of Lepas had been put into

them. At this time of the year tlicre are in every bunch some specimens which con-

tinually dismiss from their ovarian lamella) large numbers of embryos. I'hesc swim

slowly about, until they undergo their first metamoiphosis, which consists in casting off a

very thin skin enveloping their body and in pushing out their tail and their caudal spine,

which, enclosed by that cuticle, have hitherto been ])ushed in like the tubes of a tele-

scope and unable to extend to their full length (fig. 11, and fig. 11 h). 1 was at first,

when I had not noticed this cuticle, very much puzzled by this ;
for 1 saw that the tjiil

ended in two spines, and the caudal spine in a single spiny process. When, however, the

covering-glass had been pressing a little on the embryo, 1 noticed a long tail and a long

caudal process, the longer the more it had been forced out from the animal’s body by the

pressure exercised upon it; then I discovered in animals which w('r(' perfectly unhurt

the cuticle which envelops the animal’s body, and which is also clearly visible at the

^ ^‘Uober oinige Trematodeu und Ncmatlielmiiithcn, von IL v. Zeitschrift fur wiss. ZooL

Bd, 3cxi.
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end of the lateiul horns. These are in the young embryo not yet erected, but still

hanging down. On the extremities of the appendages, however, I observed nothing of

the kind. They are three in number (fig. 11, ffl, S, c), and indicate already all the

peculiarities which will be described in the full-grown Nauplius^ and which in this

stage can best be understood from the figure. The upper lip (fig. 11, la) is already

plainly visible ; and, apparently, also the oesophagus, on both sides of which we find a

group of cells in the place where we afterwards see two glands, which perhaps lead

into the stomach. The intestine shines through the body of the larva, in which there

are as yet a great many yclk-granulcs, which prevent you from seeing the intestines,

upper and lower portion.

The first change is undergone by the XaupUm very soon after it has left the ovum.

In a globe into which 1 had put a ball of barnacles, and in which at first all the larvte

were in the stage just described, I had some difficulty in finding any of them half an hour

afterwards, as the greater number had ulreatly cast off the cuticle, pushed their tails

and spirals out, and erected their honis. I have been thinking whether this cuticle is

not perhaps the blastoderm adhering to the embryo, which leaves it verj' much as a

Botriocephahts embryo leaves its ciliated larval skin. For reasons which I have given

when describing the development within the ovum, 1 am, howc\er, not quite sure

about this, and shall only be able to decide tlie question when 1 luno studic'd other

Ijepadidac which may bo caught on tlie surface dui'ing the ]n-ogress of our voyage.

In the first Xatipllus stage 1 saw a lens above the t'yo (tig. 11), which 1 did not,

however, see in every case wdien 1 looked for it, and which in the later stages was seen

no more.

After the first moulting tlie embryo has grmvn very much, Iniving already a lengtli

of O'G millim., but showing only few differences in its organization, as all the s[)ines

on the tail, and c-specially the first two movable ones (Plate 11. fig. 1.3, up), existed

previously. At the end of the lateral horns we do not yot find tlios(> fini' hairs which

distinguish the later stages, but only a few small seUc and a larger one (fig. 13, cp).

Muscles are seen ruunhig up to the horns ; but thtJ glandular system whicli is beginning

to form inside the body, indicated by small granulated eills, is not yet in connexion with

them. In the upjier lip, tlie sides of whicli are covered with fine hairs, indications of the

teeth may be seen ; but as yet the whole of the intestinal tract shows no progress, except

that the anus is now clearly \isible. On both sides of the e\e we find tw'o tentacles,

well-known sense-organs the function of ivhich is lery doubtful and likely to remain so.

The carapace shows as yet no protuberances, with the tjxcc'ptioii of the lateral horns

and two small spines at the base (fig. 13, z). In the appendages the set® are very much
larger, esiiccially the one which springs from the scignieutcd ramus of the tliird pair,

which is as long as tlie tail itself. After tlu; larvm had reached this stage in our globes

they invariably died, which has also very likely been the case with those of former

observers, as nohodj' sc'cins to have ever seen the Aerj- interesting {Archizoea) stages

which I am now going to describe, and which were foimd on the surface with the
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preoedixig ones. There is accordingly no doubt about their being stages of the

development of one and the same animal. This, besides, is shown clearly enough by

the similarity in the tail, its spine, and the labrum of the two forms, which have been

figured on Plate 11.

Before I give, however, the description of the stages through which the Chrriped has

now to pass, 1 must explain the name Archizom. It has been given by Doi^iN to a

Naujdius which has a length of 4-5 milliins., a height of 1^-2 millims., and has the

sliape of a Chinaman’s hat. It has a large caudal spine and a dorsal one, six movable

spines on the tail, besides many fixed ones, a large labrum, and a very spiny caparace.

ThosiC NaupHi have been caught off the coasts of (’hili, and been described by Dourn in

a most perfect way. Why, howcvc'r, lie gave to it a generic and a specific name, though

ho clearly knew that it was a ( -irrij)ed Nniiplius, I do not kimw; for he could have

published his ideas about the “comph'te Zoea, which as a perfect lar^•al form has

vanished from tin? development of ('irripeds,” and the I’cmains of which may be found

in the dorsal sjiine and jierhaps in some movable s})iiies on the taU, without doing so.

I have also caught the lavvre which he has called ArcMzoca ffifjas, and may at once

add that T have good reasons to believe them to be the Nditjdii of Lepas australis.

Thus I was able to study tliesc two different forms alive, and have Cfirne to the conclu-

siou that they are true jXavplii. and have nothing whatever to do with a Zoea.

Archizom t/Kjas" has a length of 4-5 millims., and is chiefly distinguished from our

Nnajdiits by the bliortness of its sjiines, the multitude of gland-openings in processes

(spines) all over the eara[)ac<', and by the number of spines on the labrum (five on each

side, in our case two). 1 got some specimens from the surface ofl' the southcni coast

of Austnilia, which 1 believt; to belong to Lepas anstrali.'* for the following reasons:

—

IjCpas fascicvJaris, to which midouhtedly our Archizom belongs, is (to use 1).\ewin’8

words) “certainly mueli tlie most distinct of any in the genus; and Mr. (jiR.VY has

proposed to separate it undt'r tlu' name of fhjsiina; hut considering the close simi-

larity of the wlude organization of tlu> internal ])a]'ts, together with the transitional

characters atforded by Jj. aasfrnlis. I think the grounds for this separation arc; not

quite suffieicnit.” And in deseri!)ing australis he says, “ this spc'cies hits some

affinity to L. peefinata, hut it is much more' closely rcdatc'd to L. fascicularis. I

believe tliis species is confined to the Southern Ocean, and perhaps there represent*

L. fasciett laris of tin* northern seas.” Now larvce which arc very nearly allied to those

of L. fascicularis liuw. been found in the Southern Ocean; and it seems to be almost

certain, after what has bc'en said about the redations of />. aiisfralis to L. fascicularis,

that the Naitplii in que^stion belong to the fornu-r species. 'J'his is all the more pro-

bable as tht“ pupa stage of Lepas australis, which has been dc'serihed by Dakvvix as

having a length of 2-3 millims. (0-0C7-0-1 of an inch), corresponds in size to the large

Xauplii described by Doiijin, and resembles very closely in all points of its organization

the pupa of Lepas fascicularis, which I am going to describe below, ^^ e ourselves

caught these large Cyprides of Lepas jtustralis and the yoving barnacles of the
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same species together with those ^auplii when we were south of Australia
; but I had

unfortunately not examined at that time the first stages of Lepas amtraUst which

would doubtless have led me to the young “Archizoea.” However I have a good

chance as we go through the straits of Magellan to get them again, and hope that I

shall have the embryos of Lepas nmfralis in our globes.

I shaji now proceed w’ith the desc'ription of our larvce.

After the second mo^dtiug (or the third if one counts the throuing-oif of the thin

cuticle) two great changes occur which totally alter the; look of the NaupUi. In the

first place we find on the back (which was hitherto somewhat conical, but had no pro-

tuberance) a large spine (Plate 11, tig. 14, ad), which has already veiy nearly the length

of the caudal one, with which it is now growing in equal proportion. In the second

place the carapace, Avhich formerly exhibited only tAvo small spines (figs. 13 & 14, 2),

shows noAV six acmto processes, two of which art? situated in the front line betAveen the

tAvo horns, and tAvo others, a smaller and a larger one, on each side. I'hesc processes

are not spines, in so far as they art? nt)t clost'd at the top ; they have an t)pening thei'e,

and the chitinous substance is pushed in a little into them up to the point w'here it

meets the duct of the glands, which are to be seen at the ba.se of all tlu?se processes.

These glands are as yet unicellular, the same as they Avere in the last .stage. Dourn

says, in describing his Kaaidins, that he suspects the ramified glamls to have been

precc?ded by unicellular one.s—a supposition AAhicb is borne out by the? facts. The

appendages shoAV as yet no change, nor do the tail and its spine, in Avhich there are as

yet only tA\o of the large secondary movable spines (Plato 11. fig. 14).

On both sides of the eye, betAV(?en the two tentacles or feelers, there is a granulated

substiuice, Avhich I thought at first was the brain; but afbu'AAards 1 Ibund the ganglia

underneath it (fig. 14, cer), and have newer been able to make out Avhat this granulat(?d

band represents.

The upper lip now not only includes the CEsophagus, but also tAvo glands or ca‘C4i

(fig. 14
, coe), in the place of Avhich aac saAv in the last tAvo stages an assemblage of

slightly granular cells. There are uoav tAvo strong spines on both sides of the edge of

tlu* labrum, Avhich has Acrj' much the hum Avhich it retains during the whole Nauplius

stag(\

Also the top of the lateral horns (fig. 14, cp) has changed. We find two pointed

chitinous prolongations, and betAveen them a great many fine seta? occupying the

edge of the rounded margin. The dimensions of the embryo in this stage are as

lolloAA S
. millim.

AVidtli of carapace . . , . . . . . 0'2o

Length of cornua parietalia 0'21

Ltmgth of carapace 0‘32

Length of tail 0‘G6

Total length 0*98

Width of frontal line OTl
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The young NaupUm is now in full vigour, evidently taking in plenty of food and

rapidly growing. Every time it moults it gets one more movable spine on the tail

(Plate 12. fig. 15, sjp'), on which there is, a little lower down, another large curved

spine [af), and lower down still a straight one, besides a number of small and middle-

sized spines. In the full-grown Nattplius (the carapace of which has a diameter of

2 millims., and the larger spines are 12 raillims. long) there are six movable^ pairs of

spines on the tail. It gets those only after the fifth moult, the last it has to

undergo in the Kavplina stage of its life. The number of spines is the chief test of

its age, and will be found to corre.spond (,>xac,tly to its size. When in poss(!ssion of three

or four of them it is only half the size of one which has six. Aft(T this, however, it

in most cases gets six spines at once. I have figured in the accompanying Plates two

stages—oiu' with four aiul the other with six spines, and ha\(! represented in each of

these' figures different organs so as to' show its anatonu without crowding them

too much. In giving a dt'seription of the Navplius in the adult stage, 1 shall of

course fre'epientl) refer to tlu' Archizo'm but must first mention that Dohrk,

though his ligures of the thre'c ui)p(‘iidages are excellent, has evidently taken the second

for the third appendage', so that in comparing our drawings with each other this must

he borne in mind. When 1 remarked it, 1 looked at the Nanplii of both species again,

to se(' wlu'ilu'r 1 had not jK'rhaps uijself made tlu; mistake (wliich, as one separates

the apjK'mkigt's from the IxKly, is very excusable); but 1 found that certainly my
drawings are < ()nect, and that of all tin; appemlages tin' sc'cond (as is also the etiso iii

the jS'anjtlil of sevi-ral other (’irripetls which 1 have studied) are the largest.

I'he carapace of this Navj>Uva has the form of an hexagonal cover, with ii verj' long

handle tt» it springing from its middle, which is a little raised (Plate 10. fig. 12).

Besides the (CJitral sj)ine there are on the carapace two po.sU'iior lateral proce.sscs, two

processes in front of the eye bi'lween the horns, six largt' processes (one at each angle

of the hexagon), ami several .smaller spines (two to four) between ca<h pair of these.

Altogether there ar<' on the carapace one dorsal spine, two lateral horns, eight larger,

and from twenty-five to thirty sinalh'r ]»roc»*sses, all of which, with the exception of the

spine, have a gland opc'ning at the top.

In '*' ulrrhizoef! <ji<l(ia'' there are also eight large processes (<7<Zc Doiiux’s fig. 1 on

tab. 28, /. r., and my iig. 2:5 on Plate 14) with glandular openings; but besides there

are a vast qviantity of very small spines between them, covering the whole upper surface

of the larva and the margins of its carapace. The greater part of the.sc', or rather all,

with the ('xceptiou of some small hairs or hair-like spines, have openings at the top, and

ducts from the glands, which densely fill the whole carapace, may b(' easily seen running

up to them.

Tin; dorsal spiru' i.s movable, aud a large muscle may be seen ruiming into it. This

has been reprcscuted in Plate 1 2, for wdiich I have on purpose taken a spc'cinicn which

was soon going to moult, and in which the muscles inside the large spines havt; grown

so much that they cannot stretch out, but arc obliged to coil themselves up.

MDCCCLXXVI. u
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The lateral horns (Plate 13. tig. 17) are said by ClaparIjdb and Buchiiolz to be

movable. In our case they certainly are provided with muscles, running up to them

from the dorsal centre of the carapace, and fixing on a chitinous ring which looks

like a septum in the upper portion of the horn (Plate 1 3) ; but I have never seen

a movement in these horns, though I examined many living specimens. Tlieir outer

chitinous covering is inverted at the top (where it has two prolongations and many

setae attached to it), and runs inside uj) to the place into which the glands pour

their contents, and which is also the place of attachment for the muscles (fig. 17, q).

Here two large glands and two smaller ones terminate. Wlu'ther these large glands,

the bottoms of which arc fixed to tlie carapace by threads of connective-tissue, are in

communication with the geiK'val glandular system of the carapace: 1 doubt, as 1 never

saw such a communication. With all the smaller glands, however, which run iip to the

difierent processes (fig. 10, ql and j)i\ fig. 1 7, p)\ and fig, 22, t/I), this is undoubtedly the

case; they form a large glandular netw'ork all through the carapace, just as Doiirx

has already described in Arehizora fjitpis.

On the lateral horns we remark a finv very small spines, the only spines which have

not a gland opening at the top.

A question which has been left ojam by Doiiiix is the innervation of these different

organs, about which he could say nothing, having only spirit-specimens at his disposal.

I have examined the larvie alive under the highest janver, and have arrived at the

following result. The only exterior appendages, w'hich are very likely sensitive, are

small reflecting hairs (figs. 10 & IT, //), to the base of which runs a somewhat varicose

nerve-fibre. No sensitive ai)pendagcs are to be found at the toj) of th(> lateral horns

nor of any of the processes. T'he glands, howevc'r, are in connexion with nerva's, and

it is by no means difficult to find nerves sending off branches in all directions. One

may trace these easily to llu' base* of glands whidi terminate in the larger processes.

In one case (fig. 10, c) 1 have also seen a ganglionic cdl close to one of these processes,

sending apparently a fibre up to it, but )iot bOng connect('d witli the large lower nerve

(fig. 10, n) which gav(‘ a branch to the gland.

Neither the small nervous hairs nor the innervation of the glands is at all extra-

ordinary, as in many of the low’cr {iniraals, which are favourable objects from their

trans])arency, something of the same kind has been observed.

Donu.x, when speaking about these lateral horns, says that as (li.Al’ARfcDE and Bucil-

noi.J! have declared them to be movable, and described musch'S running up to them,

and as on the other side the ev idence given for a transformation of the first appendages

into the antenna; with the sucker seems not to bo sufficient, In* is inclined to think

that these organs arc modifications of the lateral horns. He adds that they must

have a v{*ry imijortant function, because otherwise their comjflicated structure would

not be intelligible. Nfwertln'lcss my observations, as 1 shall show below, make me
think that Kroun, Mec/.virovv, Paokxhtecitku, and Claus, who maintain against

Burmeisteh and D.vrwix the first-mentioned way of metamorphosis, are perfectly
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rig^t, and that the lateral horns have nothing to do with the antennsD of the Cyjms.

For what reason all these glands terminate in the two horns and their processes is

another question, to which I can give no answer. The Secretions of these glands during

the Nau]ylim stage may be continually seen coming out of them ; in the Cy]yris all

these processes have been dropped, and the gland appears as a shell-gland
;
and later,

when the Cypris has fixed itself, this shell-gland, I think, is the one that furnishes the

materials for the valves.

The centre of the nervous system consists of two gfuiglia, wliieh may be seen below

the central eye, but which are often somewhat hidden by the upper part of the lip

(Plate 13. fig. 18, cer). Above them, between the pigment-spot and the two feelers,

there is a dotted band of a substance which might be nervous, but about the nature of

which 1 am not able to give an opinion.

The Plate 13. fig. 18, and I’late 14. fig. 22, x) consist of a basal joint, to which

muscles are attaclied, and of a fl('xible uj)j)er one, into vvhicli a nerve goes. At their

top I found no special terminating bodies, though 1 examined them repeatedly under

high powers, 'j’hese feelers arc mocable in a limited way.

When the Naupllu.'< has moulted for the seventh time, and the time* for the meta-

morphosis into the Cyprh stage arrives, wc; see the large lateral eyes in the process

of formation. At first they are a pair of roundish bodies (I’late 14. fig. 22, o) reflecting

the light and dotted with black pigment. Very .soon the black ])igment becomes more

intense' ; about eight lenses a])pear at their .surface, and above each lens a cornea is

formed. This stage is figured in fig. 2:> for the southern larva, but is in our case so

similar that I did not think it necessary to give another figure f\)r it. However, it

takes a long lime to find a s]»ecimen among the largest lar\a' which lia\e got these (’jes,

as they seem to throw off tlu'ir Nanplial a]»pendages as soon as the ])reparati()ns for the

metamoi-phoses are ready uiulenieatli. Among all the larvm wliich ,1 examined I found

only one in the stage figured on Plato 14; but I lmv(! no doubt that Jiiany might be

discovered among the vast quantity of lar'sa' which have been k(’])t in our bottles.

The organ y (Plate 14. fig. 23) is not, as may a])pear at first sight, a ganglion, but a

])atcb of vesicular tissue, of w hich se^eral may bo seen in a specimen which has been

killed in absolute alcohol and preserved in t'anada balsam, 'fhe glandular substance

in this .s})eeimeu (easily re'cngnizable from being more staineil by earmiuc! than the

surrounding tissue) has been somewhat contracted, and patches of \e.si( l('s have appeared

which clearly belong to a netwoi’k of connect ive-tissiie between tlic* glands.

The labnnn, which in Plato 12. fig. 13 is represented as turned upwards, and in

Plate .14. fig. 22 in the position in which tlie larva generally keeps it, is a very long and

wide organ, being nearly two thirds of the diameter of the carapace in length. Its

edges are very densely coverv'd with small spines, and at tlie toj) there are invaiiai)ly on

each side tw'o large spines. In older larva*, liovvovor, 1 fietpiently saw three spiues

(%. 15), and in one case even four on both sides. It resembles on tlie whole very

9U
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much the labnira of the southern larva, in which, however, there are five large spines

and three small ones on each side.

At the top of the labrura is'the round opening for the mouth, leading into an oeso-

phagus which runs through the middle of thelabrum. At the point of attachment this

oesophagus is covered by a large pigment-spot (fig. 15, pi), on both sides of which two

glands are seen, which first seemed to me to run into the stomach (fig. 15, coe)

;

but

afterwards I could never find any communication between the two, and I am very much

inclined to see in these tAvo glands those which in the Cypris are to be seen close to

the stomach, and which s(;nd their ducts nj) into the antenna;. Doiirn has sc^en these

glands, but has not been able to identify them as such, jis his si>ecimens were rather

badly preservx'd.

The (.esophagus loads into a stomach, or stomachial intestine
; for the stomach is not

so strictly s('painted from the intestine as might a])pcar from fig. 15, which, liowever,

is quite correct, in so far as in animals which are alive there is a strong constriction to

be seen. Especially the upp('r portion is covered with a strmigly pigmented epithelium,

which in our drawing (fig. 15) has come out a little fliagrammatically, as in reality

the hexagons are not so regular as tliey appear there. I found tlu' upper portion of

this intestine filled ivith small alga* allied to cotroliths &c. In tin* lower portion the

pigment of the cells is less inlcnst*, which makes it appear more (non, less dark, and of

a liglit brown colour. 'J'he intesfimon recfvm is, as a ruh;, filled with granulated

excrements, and leads to the anus, which may be easily discovered by getting a side

view of the tail between it and the caudal spine (fig. 15, n'.v). On both sides of the

rectum there is a glandular coating, and another larger gland, which is enclosed in the

tail (fig. 15, (jl), is seen to go into the lower portion of the intestine.

Both the tail and the large caudal spine get their muscles from the upj)er centre of

the carapace, Avhere they are attached near those of the; dorsal spine.

The caudal spine is covered, like the dorsal, with recurved s[)ines. In old NnupUi this

spine is more than double the length of the tail. Between the two there is a bunch of

red feathery hairs, just in the same place where three; such hairs hare been described

by Doiirn (see his pi. 29. fig. 6). Here there are four of them, one of wliich is very

much longer than the others.

In the tail (Plate 12. fig. 15, and Plate 14. fig. 22) we find (1) six pairs of movable

spines, each of w’hich has muscles running to it
; (2) somewhat lower doAvn a pair of

spines which arc not movable, but recurved
;

(fl) a pair of large, nearly stmight spines,

and between these last two (4) patches of exceedingly minute and forked spines (Plate 14.

fig. 22, <///). The remaining part of the hiil is covered with the ordinary sort of spines

Avhich hav(‘ just been mentioned in the large caudal and dorsal spines.

After the third of the movable spines has come out (/. e. after the fourth moult),

one may find, in those specimens which are ready to moult again, seven segments

under the skin, each of them with an appendage which looks very much like a future

swimmerette (Plate 1 3. fig. 19, .sp“). The same thing may also be found in those speci-
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mens which have akeady got four movable spines, and I have no doubt also in those

with five and six spines. At first I thought that these segments and their appendages

were indeed the future pleopods of the Cypris

;

but 1 found no traces of these NmpUi
being otherwise prepared for the great change, indications which are invariably only to

be found in those larvae which are provided with six movable spines.

The underlying spines arc therefore nothing but tin; future six largo spmes of the

adult Nauplius.

How the pleopods develop in this latter stage before the change into the Oijpris

form takes phicc I do not know, having never been aide to find a NaupUus in which

they were clearly visible underneath ;
but judging from what we have seen in other

Cirripedia, and from wliat we know al>out the development of the large spines, I have

no doubt that they develop very much in the .same way as these.

Although a certain segmentation under the Aa/(/>/»<.s--skin cannot tliereforc be denied

in the course of the development of the larva, no trace of this is visible as soon as the

underlying skin becomes the external one, and the Nanplius o{ Ltpas fandru/ans never

shows on tin' outside any segmentation in its tail. The movable spines simply mark

the place; where, later on, we find the segmented abdomen of the Ci/pds.

On our southern (;rui.se, when we get into the regions of Ltpas aadraJis, I shall take

up this subject again, and will make sure about this point, which is the only one of any

con.sequence in the development of Lepas faacicnlarin which I have not quite been able

to clear U}).

The three apj)endage.s of the adult siaupUm have been, as I have said, very accurately

described by Doiiilv in his Ardiizocv," except that he has considered the third pair to

be the second, and vice rcr.'id.

The first antenna; are sinqile, with only one branch and six joint.s (Plate 12. fig. 15, a).

On the first three joints there are no liairs, but oii the second and tliird a few’ small

spines may be seen, w'liich hav(' not been described in the southern larva. The fourth

segment is the largest in botli species ; it has three long Imirs on one side and one on

the other. The last tw o segments are very small, the fourth with two, and the fifth

with thre(; long hairs.

During the metamorphosis of the Naaplias into the Cypris stage this is the only pair

of appendages which remains ; and in old Jiauplii you may alroadj find stages in which

the sucker is being develoi)cd within. 1 have represented, in Plate 14. fig, 22®, a

stage in W'liich a largo number of nucleated cells is contained in the very much enlarged

fourth segment, showing that something is going to be formed within (fig. 22”, 4,

acet). In the same figure traces of the two lai-gc joints oC the f'ypm-antcuna may be

seen, one of them being already visible in the first and second segment underneath the

skin, and the second (the one that will have the sucker at the top) being formed inside

the third and fourth. The last two segments have very much the same shape in the

Cypris which they had in the Naupiius, only the number of hairs and setic at the top

differs considerably in the two stages.
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I have never seen in these antennae glandular ducts ; bnt if I am right in supposing

that the glands in the upper lip do not go into the stomach, a communication with

them would be easily established when the great revolution takes place which changes

the NaupUm into a Cypris.

The appendages of the second pair are the largest and are branched (Plate 12.

fig. 15, 1)', the appendage has some setm and a strong manducatory process (fig. 15, r)

on the second segment ; and on the third also there is a sort of manducatory organ

with a very hairy surface, somewhat larger than the corresponding process figured by

Dohkn in his Arehizom. The branch Avhich starts from this segment has in our case

nine (not seven) segments. The fourth segment is covered on its inferior side with

very strong hairs ; the fifth is very long, and the sixtli the shortest, with two long hairs

at the top.

The appendage of the third pair (Plate 12. fig. 1.''), c) is also branched. It has on its

second joint a conical process with a \’ery strongly feathered short hair. Its branch,

which starts from the third joint, consists of three segments, all of which have, as well

as the fifth and sixth segment, long feathery hairs attached to them.

During these XaiipJliis stages the embryo has been rapidly growing, and has taken

in plenty of food, consisting of small algie which float at the surface. After the fifth

moult it begins to accumulate materials for the jmpa or Vt/pris stage, which it will

now have to uiidtugo, and during Avhich no food is taken. l.4irge masses of fat fill the

space between the stomach and the carapace (Plate 14. tig. 22. c/), and make it iqipear

quite opaque, while the developing r^/>r/s-sheli under the ..AV/7///w.'(-caraj)ace gives to

these old IVanplii a darker brownish colour.

Every thing is now ready for the next (si.xth) nietamorpliosis, Avhicli diminishes the

size of the larva in a most extraordinary way, and which is tlie most I’emurkahle one

which it has to undergo.

The carapace with its long spine, the tail and the caudal .spine, the second and third

pairs of appendages, and tin* large labrum are now all cast off, and tin; Ci/pris under*

ncath is ready to swim about.

111. T/w Cypris star/e.

The changes just mentioned take place evidently very suddenly, for I could never

find a Nmtp/ius which was just in the process of moulting, though 1 found plenty of

empty and cast-ofl' .skins. After the metamorphosis the newly bom Cyprin takes to a

different mode of life to that which was led by the JVattplius. The Nauplii come at

night to the surface, but live in the daytime mostly in a depth of GO fathoms, while the

Ct/jirldes are to Ix' met with on the very surface, swimming in a lively way round the

I'e/el/ft, and trying to fix as soon a.s })ossible on dead individuals of these siphonophores.

I should think that this (Jyprlfi stage lasts only a very sliort time; for in the same

])laces where hnndreds or tliousands of NmpUi were caught we obtained only a few

frec-mimining Cgpriden, but saw them in ^crowds on the young Lepas colonies, on
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'n'hich they had settled wherever there was the smallest place left for them. The

Cffpria evidently attaches itself on the very first occasion, preferring for its future

domicile powig colonies of Lepaa or Fe/e^^a-shells on which there are as yet only Cijimdes

and no Lepades at all. This is the reason why the worst places for collecting them are

old colonies of the barnacles, in which most of the specimens an' about of the same age,

and in which only here and there younger or just-fixed (^gprides may be found.

fascicularis is one of the barnacles which were studied by Claus when he

worked out the last stages of the Lepadidm ; and 1 have no doubt he has seen and

partially already described the same tilings which I am about to describe. In details,

however (supposing the L. firn'icularia of the Pacific to differ from the Atlantic one),

there may be some <lifferences.

Mort'over we have the classical description which D\iuvix* has given of the (JgpHs

stage in Lepfis aitafrah'a, ^vhich from its lai*ge size (UT of an inch, about .S miUiras.) is

esj^iecially favourabh' for sucli a study, and which corre.sponds nearly in every detail

with that of Lepm fr/sricidaris. I shall therefore b(' very short in my description of

the ('gprh, as well as in that of tlie transition stage to tlie adult Itcpas, in order not to

repeat things at large which have already become the jiroperty of science; but I must

give an account of the chief changes which occur in order to make my description of

the Lepaa d(‘\eh)})ment eomjih'te.

The size of the ('gpride^ is \ariable ;
some of them have a length of millim. and a

width of O'T millim. ;
but .some s])ecimens may be found to be a little larger and some

a little smaller.

The yellowish aiul rather transparent shell ha.s an oval shape, but is pointed at the

posterior end (Plate lo. fig. 24). When alive lh(' whole animal’s body is so much ex-

panded by the cells of adijxw' matter, that scarcely any thing but the antenna', the eye,

and the .scdic of tlu' fe(‘t can Ix' .seen. But afU'r having Ix'en ]tut into absolute alcohol

and then mad(' transparc'iit ('very thing comes out very well, and one gets, even without

di.ss('ction. a good idea of its anatomical peeuliaritic's.

The valv('s of the shell are kept chiefiy together by a large inifficuliis adductor

(fig. 24, ma), which partly covers the parts of tlu; mouth if you look at the entire shell.

The muscle occu])ies a \ery large sjdierical place of attachment, and keeps the valves

very strongly together.

The other muscles are those which run from the dorsal ])ortion of the shell to the

origin of the antenmr, and thos(' which attach the u])})er portion of the body, aud espi'-

cially the lu'ad, to the upper portion of the .shell. Two small musch's move continually

the cap.sules which include the large conij)ouud ey('8 (fig. 24, jx).

The Appendages.—Betweem the antennu' there are still remains of the two feelers

which I saw wluni dissecting the pupa, but which I never could observe' in situ. The

antennw (Plate 15. fig. 24, a, and fig. 27) are very large and ])owcrful organs. How
they originated in the first appendages of the yanptiu.s has been already dc'seribed. In

^ Loc, clU ii. p. J4.
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the free-swimming Cypris they are to be seen in connexion with a gland (fig. 24,

which may bt; easily seen on the ventral side of the stomach, often filled with granular

secretions, w'hich mahe it appear dark when seen by transmitted light, 'fhe duct of

this gland nins up through the first and second joints of the antenna? and opens in the

centre of the sucker (fig. 27, dgl and acet). »

The antenna itself consists of four joints, not of three, as tvas formerly supposed by

Darwin, who very liki'ly had not seen the minute third one generally hidden by the

sucker. Claus, however, and i('iy likely l*Ar.KNSTKeHER, have already described the

right number. 'Fhe first joint attaches with a forked base to the muscles of the body,

and has a strong curvc'd spine. 'Fhe second joint is nearly as long as the first. Its

largest muscles run all towards tlu> sucker, which is attached by a short peduncle to

its exterior sidi;. The diamc'tc'r of the sucker is O’] inillim. Tt has a depression in the

middle to receive the duct of the gland, and round this depression a wall of chitinous

substance, on which seven large spines, two small spines, and four seta? are attached.

Another seta is found below the .sucker on tin* seeond joint, in the same place where

in the Nmp/iifs wo .saw a feathered hair. I'lie third joint, almost hidden by the

sucker, is very small; and tlio fourth only sonu'what larger, but distinguished by four

seta? and two olfactory hairs, bedween wdiich tluTi' is a broa<l paddle-shap(*d a[)pendagc

w'hich I cannot wadi classify (tig. 27, it). Under an imnu'rsion-jiowa'r von .see a double

contour line running up into it, but no hairs nor a])j)(‘ndage.s of any kind at the top.

Darwin has observi'd the same number of setie, hairs, and also this peculiar appendage

in the pupa of Jjcpa^f nusiralis*.

The second and third appendages of th(' ^avplim stages an' entirely lost, and so is

the large labrum ; only a small helmet-lik(' ]>rominent organ is to lx* seen where for-

merly we found such a huge a[)peudage, the two lateral glands of which lia\e now very

likely been converted into sludl-glands. There are three’ parts of the mouth besides

the upper lip (tig. 32, (u O- < ), all very rudimentary, T have Ireen unable to sc’parab'

them quite satisfactorily, though I have tried I'ver so many times to get at tliem with

fine needles. Cl.\u.s, however, has succc'edi'd in doing so, and has shown, when com-

paring the whole of the Cypris stage with the Copepods, that these parts correspond to

the maxilla? and maxillipeds of these Entomostraca.

I think there is no reason to doubt the disappearance of the tliird appendages; for 1

have looked very carefully whetlu-r any remains of them could bo found, but did not

succeed, and I think that if any thing developed it.self at all in these larg(? appendages

it would b(' easily .seen. The parts of the mouth, it is tnu?, an' very small ; but with the

exception ot tlie labrum, which is easily found, tlu'v are all new' formations.

There are six j)airs of branched natatoi-)’ feet, five of which have been compai’ed by

Claus to the natatory feet of the Copepods, and the last pair to their genital appen-

dag(?s. Thc.se feet ar<? adorned with a short seta, which is directed upwards, on the

front of the last i-egment, and with long, very densely feathered seta? at the end.

l).\rAVTN, l0i.\ cit, tab. ^0, iig. ,s.
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They offer nothing at all peculiar, and consist of three joints, the first of which is the

one from which the two branches start. Each of these consists accordingly of two

joints.

Between these natatory feet slender chitinous lamellae arc seen running up on both

sides of the abdomen (fig. 24, la), which separate the spaces from each other, in which

after a short while the large cirri of the Ijepas will develop, after the temporary feet of

tlie Oypris have been deprived of the plastic substance which they contain. This

shows out extremely Avell in one of my preparations, a Vypris which has just begun to

give the first signs of molamorjdiosis ; also in fig. 25 this is still sufficiently visible.

The two-jointed appemhiges of the tail are mostly turned upwards, and have setse on

their last joints, similar to those on the natatory feet.

The Oryans of 8evsc.—Between the antenme, and a little behind them, two small

protuberances might b(5 observed, which t'i.AUS calls the “ Stirnhocker,” and which are

very likely the remains of the lateral horns. No function seems, however, to be

assigned to them now, as they have neither terminating glands nor any appendages

which might be organs of touch.

As sense-organs we have in the first place to claim the two olfactory hairs on the last

joint of the antenme, and as organs of touch the setic and the peculiar elongate and

fiattenetl appendage which has been rc'presented in fig. 27, u ; also the seta' on the

sucker and the one on the second segment are very likely used as such.

The ner\ous system is rei)resented by two large ganglia (Plate 13. fig. 21, cer), which

are of an oval shape, and very likely united by a nervous bridge, which in our figure has

been given with some doubt. l’he.se ganglia, in which nucleated cells may be observed,

send large nerves to the base of the larg(' compound eye, which consists of a black

pigment body, eight to ten lenses and their cornea. The eje is at the bottom of a large

capsule, very likely containing fluid, and attached to om; ol' tlu' valves by small muscles

which enable it to move in difl'erent directions. B(‘sidcs these' large eyes we still find

the Natiplius eye in the same place' in which it was before, between the two antenme,

a litth; above their points of attachment.

Orya/is of JJiyesfion and Glands.—The parts of the mouth which have been already

described lead through a short a'sophagus into the stomach, on both sides of which 1

saw, when dissecting the pupa, small glauds, which seem to lead into the oesophagus

as thej' do in tlu; full-grown Lepas.

The stomach is now rather collapsed, never distended by food like that of tlu'

Maapliiis stage. It passes into an intestine, which is much longer than that of the

latter, and ends most likely with an anus at the base of the last pair of natatory feet.

I hav(', however, not been able to see this opening, nor could J find as yet a trace of the

excretory casca, which in the adult Lepas terminate on both sides of the rectum.

Besides the ccsophageal glands there are the cement-glands, which lead into the

antennae and which have been traced from their first origin in the upper lip and

described with the antenna). Very conspicuous as lying under the shell in the dorsal
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part of the pupa is the lai^e shelhgland (fig. 24, gH^), the function of which is to supply

first the materials for the five primitive valves of the shell, and then the shells them*

selves, which, according to Claus’s and my own observations, are formed after those

small valves and sejMirately from them, so that the former always remain in the shell

and are easily recognized by their peculiar cellular stracture.
,

Traces of an ovary have also been found in the pupa stage, and figured as seen under

a low power in fig. 28.

IV. The DietamorphostH of the Cypris into the Lepas.

The pupae swarm round the dead Velella;, and settle by means of their hooks and

suckers as soon as they find a suitable place. None of the metamorphoses, therefore,

are easier to study than these, as one young colony caught during tlic season of their

development shows all the stages—the pujja which has just settled and not yet changed

its form (Plate 15. fig. 24), the same after its head had grown out and when its

Cypw-shell and natatory feet are just going to be cast off (fig. 25), and the j)erfect

young Jjejjos (fig. 2G). 8till what happens within is more difficult to observe, as the

transparency, which hitherto guided us in our researches, is loss and less to be found as

the pupa develops.

The growing out of tlie head and the appearance of the feet in that part of tiu'

abdomen which in the (Cypris (fig. 24, hi) is divided by ridges and chitinous lamella*,

is the tii’st thing that liappens; and now one may also see very faint traces of the

cellular tissin* of the primitive valves. Tlie eyes, however, arc still in thi*ir position,

and the Cy^jm-shell still covers the body. The next stage (fig. 25) is the loosening

of the Cypm-shell and of the moulted natatory feet, which in fig. 25 may be seen just

coming off. Undem(?ath six pairs of cini {p) may be seen, wliich still differ fiom thost*

of the adult Lepas in being less sc'gmcnted and not so hairy. Tlu* three primordial

valves arc nf)W fully formed, and are veiy striking from their rc’gular network of

cellular tissue. The eyes of the Vypris stagi; have already lost their projier position,

but may still be .seen as black pigment-spot.s, wliicli are about to be absorbt'd ; thej'

look like pictures w’hich have lost tlu'ir frames, and will soon entirely disappear. The

upper lip is now very prominent, and the organs of digestion an; shining through the

valves in formation.

From the two large glands underneath the mouth, in front of the stomach, ducts

filled with granular secretion may b(* seen going down to the antenna* (fig. 25, a),

which by-and-by have to form a gelatinous ball which finally absorbs the fragment of

Velella.

In this stage the upp(*r portion is 1 millim. long, the grown-out head having a length

of 0*7 millim. It now throws off entirely all the larval remains; the valves of the

C'ypm-shell drop with the old feet and caudal appendages, and round the primordial

valves, which indicated already the position of the larger ones, a more solid skeleton
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is formed. The cirri hare acquired a greater number of segments (fig. 26) ; and the

young LepaSt which has now a length of 4 miUims., is complete.

Cmchmon.

The chief qbject of this paper has been to give a complete history of a Lepaa

development which hitherto had never been worked out. The first and the last

stages were known in some species, and in another species the intermediate pelagic

stages had been described by Dohen ; but it was not even known to what family of

Cirripedia these NaupUi belonged. This is quite natural, as all the work for such a

complete development must be done under conditions which scarcely ever had been

realized before this ship left the shores of England.

There arc only few points in this paper which will enlarge our ideas about the

morphological relatitms of t!irripedia very much, in so far as each of the larval stages

were known to exist before
;
but it settles the question to whicli of the Cirripedia the*

large pelagic Katqdii belong, and it gives further details about their intimate structure.

It also gives certain indications Avhich allow us to say, almost to a certainty, to which

of the Lejiaft species the lar\ie belong which Doiirn got in the south, and which have

been taken by ourselves to the south of Australia
; but it likc'wise gives evidence that

there are no traces of a Zohf- stag(> in the course of th(' Lejins development. Th(* Naiqdii

are very highly organized, but there are no essential difiercnccs between them and the

other embryonic forms which we have been accustomed to call Nnuplii. The name of

Archizo'ea might, I think, be left to keep up the remembrance of Dohex’s discovery of

the interesting //cyw.'f larvic ;
but speaking etf the Lepadida* in general, I think it waiuld

only confuse matter'' if it uere said that they ])ass through an Archizoea stage. Thi.s

would im{)ly that the later Xaiqi/ins stages of Jjcpn-i have a different morphological

value from those BaUinus or otlier genera, which I think they have not.

Dnseiurnox or Tin-: ri.ATi;s.

PLATE 10.

Eig. 1. Development of the ovarium {m) : n, the ovum nearly filled with yelk, still

showing the germimd spot.

Eig. 2. Ovarian tube with young ova in the beginning of their development.

Eig. 3. OAarian tube with nearly mature ova. Among them some undeveloped cells

(o>), perhaps the mother cells of the ova.

Fig. 4. Complete ovum, before the beginning of the segmentation, taken from the

ovisac. The germinal vesicle is not visible. Nat. size, 0‘2G millim.

Figs. 6 & 6. First stages of segmentation. Four blastodermic cells have formed

themselves.

Fig. 7. Segmentation of the yelk goes on, but is not clearly visible. More blastodermic

X 2
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cells in the interior. On the right side the yelk gives way at the place

where afterwards there will be a groove between the appendages
: y, blasto*

dermic cell ; a:, yelk-globules.

Fig. 8. The blastoderm has spread all over the ovum and enclosed the yelk. Reflected

light.

Fig. 9ff. Front view; fig. 9 side view. First formation of the three pairs of

appendages («, h, c).

Fig. 10. The embiyo in its thinner and enlarged (? blastodermic) cuticle, length 0‘28

millim. : a, b, c, the three pairs of appendages ; la, labrum.

Fig. 11. The Nauplius having just come out. Dorsal view: a, b, c, the three append-

ages ; cj), the lateral honis ; la, labrum ; oes, oesophagus ; c, cauda
;
prc,

processus caudalis, or the spine attached to the tail’s posterior side. These

two are invaginated and enveloped by a very thin cuticle, as also are th(‘

ends of the lateral horns (figs. 11 ^ & 11 J). Natural size : length 0’35 millim.

Fig. 12. An adult Ka>t2>lii(s [Archizoea, Doiien) seen from the side, x 12 nat. size.'

All the figures, with the except!f)n of fig. 12, were drawn under a high power.

(Hartnack or „.)

PIATE 11.

Fig. 13. Nanpl'nia after the first moult. Drawn from specimens k('pt in globes as

well as from those caught on the surface, a, b, c, the three appendages ; rp,

coniua parietalia ; la, labrum ; oes, msophagus ; sj), the first one of the large

spines on the tail ; ar, the caudal spine ; x, feelers; z, spines of the carapace.

Natural size of this embryo :

—

Length of the whole animal .... O’Gl millim.

Length of front of embryo .... 0-17 „

Length of cornua parietalia .... 0’26 „

Length of carapace 0‘19 „

Ijcngth of tail 0'42 „

Fig. 14. Naupl/as after the second moult. From the .surface of the I’acific. Letters

the same as in the last figure, except :

—

cer, first formation of the ganglia

;

eoe, glandular bodies
;
pr, processes of the carapace, into which the unicellular

glands send their ducts ; ad, dorsal spine.

PIATE 12.

Fig. 15. Naupl'ms {Archizoea, Dohrn) after the fifth moult. From the surface. The
tail with its large dorsal spine has been bent over a little to the side to show
the end of the intestine and the glands ; also the labrum has been turned

over a little to show the mouth and the narrow channel by W’hich it is in

communication with the oesophagus. The muscles in the tail and the caudal

and dorsal spines have grown, and, not being able to stretch out, are taking
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turns like a corkscrew. In the tail there is a gland {gl) which seems to have

its opening into the lower part of the stomach. The epithelium in the upper

part of the stomach is a little diagrammatic, not being in reality quite so

regular, and the cells being more darkened by granules tliau they are in the

%ure.

Letters the same as in the last figures, except ;— immovable laige spine
;
pi, pig-

ment-spot, just above the entrance of the stomach
; as, anus ; r, processus

mandibularis. Natural size :

—

Diameter of carapace 1‘0 millim.

Length of tail 4’0 millims.

Ijcngth of processus caudalis . . . . G’O ,,

Fig. 15*. Enlarged view of the manducatory process of the second antenna. High

power.

PLATE 13.

Fig. IG. One of the processes on the carapace of the Archizoea (later ^aupUus stage),

showing the glands terminating in them and the nervc's in connexion with

th(*se glands. Observed on a living specimen under very Irigh power

(Hartnack no. 10). gl, the large and main gland opening intopr, the pro-

cess of the cani[)ace ; m, outer margin of the carapace
; y, a sense-hair on

the same; varicose nerve running up to it; nervous stem sending a

branch to the bottom of the gland, gl ;
c, a ganglionic cell.

Fig. 17. One of the lateral horns seen from above. H. From a living specimen.

gl, the large glands, the bottoms of which arc fastened by fibres of (?) con-

nective -tissin' or muscles; pr, processes in connexion witli smaller glands

;

(j, ring for the attachment of the muscles ; ch, inverted portion of chitinous

cuticula
; y, a sense-hair ; z, hairs at the top of the lateral horn, very likely

in communication with a nerve, which, however, could not be found.

Fig. 18. Eye of a young NaupUus after its fifth moult, and on both sides the feelers

with their nerves. Underneath the two ganglia. Very high power. H.

X, feeler ; n, varicose nerve ; cer, ganglia ; between the eye and the feelers

a granular (? neiwous) substance.

Fig. 19. Portion of the tail of a KavpUus after its fourth moult. Only three large

flexiblt! spines have as yet come out {sp), but seven spines {s]f) may be seen

ready to come out under the skin. The seventh is tin? future large immovable

spine. High power.

Fig. 20. The tail of an adult NaupUus (last Archizoea stfige) sliowing the muscles

going to the movable sj>ines. High power.

Fig. 21. The ganglia (cer) of the Cypris stage ; tlie nerve going to one of the compound

eyes {oc), and the capsule round the latter. High power. The connecting

dotted line (%) between the two ganglia indicates that it is a hypothetical

one, not observed.
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PLATE 14.

Fig. 22. An adult Nmplms after its fifth moult (last Arehlzo'ea stage). The labrum is

in its ordinary position. All the appendages have been removed, in order

to show the glandular system inside th(? rarapace and the masses of adipose

pigment accumulating there. The latter arci only shown on one side in order

not to confuse the drawing. From the surface. 11. ]. nc, caudal spine;

ad, large dorsal spine
;

at/, small forked hooks on the middle line of the tail

(fig. 22, ay, the same seen under very high power) : me, caeca in the upper

lij) leading into tlu^ stomach ; cl, adipose body (fat-cells)
; q), lateral horns

;

dr, glands in the interior of tlie cai’apace ;
f/l, glands terminating in the pro-

cesses of the carapace ; nc, nervous cell ; a, nerves
; o, first formation of the

lateral eye, which very soon will present the .same aspect as those drawn in

fig. 23, o; ocs, oesophagus; pr, processes of the carapace, uith an opening of

the gland at tlie top; sp', movable spines; qd, immovable spine; .r, feelers.

Natural size :

—

Diameter of th(' carapace .... 2 millims.

TiCngth of the tail 8 „

Length of the caudal spine . . .12 „

Fig. 22“. First antomiie of an adult Natqdiiis near its last moulting into the Ci/pris

stage. 1~G, the joints; a-^, tin; underlying joints of tlu* Ctjpris antenna;

acet, th(! cells which build up the sucker.

Fig, 23, Ant('rior part of the Nattplim, last Archizoca stage of a Cirriped from tin*

surface of the Antarctic sea (ILepas aif.dmlt.s, described b) Donit.\ as Arrlii^

zoea (Jtgas), in order to show the processes into which the glands terminate

all over the carapace, and the state of the lateral vycs before the moulting

for the Vtjprh stage takes place. From a pre})aration in Canada balsam.

H, y. la, labrum
;

gl, glandular system inside the carapace
;

pr, processes

;

cp, lateral horns
; y, v esicular connective-tissues, patches of which arc to lx*

found in the glandular substance of the carapace ; x, the fe('lers ; o, the two

compound lateral eyes of the Vyprh stage into which this Natiplitis was pre-

paring to moult. Natural size :

—

Length of carapace 2-0 millims.

Width of carapace LuO millim.

PLATE 15.

Fig. 24. Free-swimming Cypr/ti stag(? (after the sixth moult), from the sea-surface.

Antennic and feet retracted into the shell. Partly from living specimens,

partly from Canada-balsam preparations. H. a, the antenna, with the

sucker ; m, different muscles ; ma, musculus adductor
;
gP, gland leading into

the antenna
;
gP, gland of the shell (visible in nearly all prepared sped-
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mens); dgl, duct of the gl\ leading into the sucker of the antenna; oc, the

large compound eye in its capsule and the muscles attached to the latter,

by ^hich its continual vibrating movement is effected
;
pi, the abdominal

feet ; c, the caudal processes. Natural size :

—

Length 1*30 millim.

Width 0-70 „

Diameter of eye 0*09 „

Diameter of lenses 0-02 „

Diameter of sucker 0-10 „

25. The ('ypriit stage, having fastened itself by means of a sucker on the “sail” of

a dead Velella, in the act of throwing off its Cypris-sholl and feet, of losing

the compound eyes, and of forming the primordial valves. The end which

in fig. 24 is the upper one is here the lowei-, from which the “}»lastic” parts

of tin; body have retired towards the top. The animal has been taken off

from the VeMla, and the drawing has for the most part been made from a

(lanada-balsam preparation. H.
-f.

I. The ffoung l^epas.

o. 'fhe antenna*, w’ith the suek('r.

)>ed. The ])edunculus of the young Lepas.

0. 'Hie month.

p. I'ln' newly formed fi'cl (cirri).

ia \ t(i'\ fn '. Tlie primordial valves.

II. The Itcinniiis of the CHpris lohlrh ore thrown off.

pi. The drop]»iiig feet of the t[f/prls stage.

r. The caudal ap[)endag<* of the Ci/pris stage.

or. 'J'he compound ey<*s, already droppwl and going to be absorbed.

r. The ^al\es of the shell.

Natural .size :

—

Length of upper portion of the young Lejms

(not counting the r^y>W.s-shell) .... TO millim.

Lc'ugth of lower portion (formerly the head

of the Vypris) 0‘7 ,,

Height oi ta' 0-7 „

Length of 0*2 „

Height of /a’ 0*8 „

. 20. Young Lepos fixed on tlie sail of a dead Velella (Ve). IjOW power, if.

a, untennie, with sucker sticking to the Fc/c//f/-sail
;
ped, pedunculus; m,

Carina; fa\ primordial tnlvcs. The reticulated structure i.s here only
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indicated by dots, as coming out well only when a higher power is used.

Natural size :

—

Length of peduncxilus 1*0 millim.

Length of upper portion 3*0 millims.

Total length 4’0 „

Height of 0’4 millim.

Length of ta^ O’3 „

Fig. 27. The antenna of the Ci/pris stage. 1, 2, 3, 4, the four joints; aeet, the sucker;

sp, spine at the base of the joint which is attached to the body ; dgl, duct of

the gland; m, muscles; setm; rs, olfactory hairs; u, flat, doubtful

appendage, enlarged in flg. 27, n.

Fig. 28. First formation of the ovary in the Cypris stage, got by disst'cting the animal

when alive.

Fig. 20. First maxilla of the adult Legtatt.

Fig. 30. The mandibles of un adult Lepas. a, the right mandible, with five teeth

;

b, the left mandible, with six teeth.

Fig. 31. Half of the labium (second maxilla) of an adult L(pns. II. j.

Fig. 32. The organs of the mouth, as seen in situ in a dissected Cy2>ris. As I did not

succeed in sej)arating them well, they may not have come out quite accu-

rately. High ]K)wer. mandible ; first maxilla ; e, second maxilla.

[Note.—The author of this paper, a young naturalist of the highest promise, died on

board the ‘ Challenger ’ on the voyage from the Hawaiian Islands to Tahiti. In correcting

this his last scientific paper for the press 1 have made as few changes as i)ossible, only

altering the arrangement here and there to make the English run more smoothly; and,

iu memory of his industry and enthusiasm, I have allowed se\’eral i)assag(‘s to stand

referring to his hopeful anticipations for the future.—C. Wyville Thomsox.]
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VI. On Molling-Friction, By Professor Osborne Reynolds, of Owens College,

Manchester. Communicated hy Professor B. Stewart, F.Ii.S.

lU’ccived May 24,—Itcad Juno 17, 1875.

Introduction.

ALTHOU<jir the motion of wlieels and rollers over a smooth plane is attended with much

less resistance or friction tliau the sliding of one flat surface over another, however

smooth, yet practically it has bec*n found impossible to get rid of resistance altogether.

Coulomb made some experiments on the resistance Avhich wooden rollers meet with

when rolling on a wfaxlen plane', from which experiments he deduced certain laws

connecting this resistance with the size* of the rollers and the force with which they an;

pressexl on to the plane*. 'J'lu'se laws have bee'n ve;rifled anti exteneleel to other materieils

by Navikr auel Morin, and are ne)w set Ibrth in many mechanical treatises us ‘•‘'the laws

of resistance to rolling." It de)es not appear, henvever, that any systematic investigation

of this resistanex; has e^ tr be'en undertaken or any attem])ts made to explain its nature.

When hard surfaces are usexl it is very small, anel it has de)ubtless be'em attributed to

the inaccuracies of the surface's anel tt» a certain amount of crushing Avhich takes place

under the roller. On closer examinatiem, he)we*vev, it appe-ars tlmt these causes, althemgh

the:y dembtless explain a gre'at part of the resistanee which occurs in ordinary prae-tice,

are not 8uflicie;nt te) explain the- re'sistance* alte)ge*the;r
;
anel that, if they could be removed,

there; we>uld still be a eU’finite resistance* depeneling on the size anel weight e)f the roller

anel e)u the nature of the* material of which it anel the plane are composeel. If it were

not so, a perfectly true rolle'r whe'ii rolling on a ])erfoctly true' surface ought to exj)eri-

ence no rcsistmu'e. he)wever soft the roller anel the plane might be, pre)^iele‘d both were

made eif perfectly elastie' mate-rial so that the one did not crush the other ; and w'e

might e*xpe*ct, although tlu'se ronelitions are not absolutely fulfilled, tluit a roller of iron

would roll as easily em a surface e)f ineliei-rubber as em one of irem, or that an inelia-rubber

re)lle;r woulel e;xpe;rience no more resistance; them one of irem wlie'ii retlling em a true

plane. Sue h, however, is ne)t the* case. The- re'sistance with india-rubber is very con-

siderable ; my experiments show' it to be ten times as gre*at as with iron. I urn not

aware that this fact has bee-n previously re*ce)gnizeel ; anel theit it has often been eree-r-

looke;d is proveel by the numerous attem])t8 which have; been made to use india-rubber

tires few wheels, the invariable* failure eif which may, 1 think, in the; absence of any

other assigned cause, be fairly attributeel to the excessive; resistane e which atte iiels their

use. Another fact which I tlo ne)t think has been hitherto nertie'cel, but e)f w Iiich 1 liave

had ample evidence, and which clearly shows the existence of se)mc hitherto unexplained
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cause of resistfuice to rolling, is the tendency which a roller has to oscillate about any

position in which it may be placed on a flat surface.

However true and hard the roller and the surface may be, if the roller is but slightly

disturbed it will not move continuously in one direction until it gradually comes to rest,

but it will oscillate backwards and forwards through a greater or less angle, depemding

on the softness of the material. Those oscillations are not due to the roller having

settled into a hollow. I’his is strongly implied by the fact that the more care is taken

to make the surfaces true and smooth the more regular and apparent do the oscillations

become. But even if this is not a sufficient proof—if it is im{)ossible to suppose that

an iron roller on an iron plane can be made so true that when the one is rc;sting on the

other it will not bo able to find some minute irregularities or hollows in which to

settle—still we must be convinced when we find the same phenomenon existing when
india-rubber is substituted for iron, and in such a marked degi-ee that no irregularities

there may be in the surface produce arn effect ni)on it, much less serve to account

for it.

These phenomena, with others, have led me to conclude that tlu're is a definite cause

for the resistance to rolling besides tin* mere crushing of the surface or accidental

irregularities of shape, a cause w hich is coniu'ctcd with the softness of the material as

well as with the size and weight of tlu> roller.

Such a force, if its (.-xistence be admitted, nmst either be considered as exliibiting

some hitherto unrecognized action of matter on matt(>r, or must b(> su]»posi*d to arise

in some intelligible manner trom the known actions. Tlu' latter is the most natural

supposition; and it is a/// ohjeci in ih in paper io sJtair that this force arisenfrom what in

ordinarily known as friction. It is to imply this connexion that I have gone back to

the name lioUiny-Fnction in place of the more general title renisfance to roUiny

(“resistance an ronleiuent ”j, Avhich (’oii.oMB and suhsequent Avriters liave chosen

avowedly becaust; they did not wish to imply such a connexion.

Ihc assumption that this force is dtie to friction lU'cessarily implies that there is

slipping between the roller and the plane at the point of contact ; and on the other

hand, if it can he shown that there is slipping, it follows as a natural consequence that

there must be friction or resistance to rolling. Therefore th(' question as to whether
the rc*sistance to rolling is due to friction reduces itself into a question as to whether
there is any evidence of slipping between the roller iuid the surface on which it

X'olls.

My attention w’as first called * to the possibility of such slipping while considering a
phenomenon in the action of endless belts when used to transmit rotary motion from
one j)ulley to another, namely that it is impossible to make the belt tight enough
entirely to pnwent slipping and cause the surfaces of the two pulleys to mov(! with
ideiiticallj the same; velocity. Tt appears that this slipping is due to the elasticity of
the belt, and, since; all material is more or less elastic, cannot altogether be prevented.

* The Engineer, November 27, 1S74.
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This becomes apparent when we consider that of the two parts of the belt which stretch

from pulley to pulley the one is tighter and hence more stretched than the other, that

is, when the belt is transmitting power. For that side which is most stretched, and

consequently thinner, will have to move faster than the slacker side in order to prevent

the belt accumulating at one pulley ; and the speed of the driving-pulley will be equal

to that of the tight side of the belt, while the speed of the following pulley will be

equal to that of the slack side. This difference of speed requires that the belt shall

slip over the pulleys ; and this Hlii)ping takes place by the expansion and contraction of

the belt on the pulleys as it passes from the tight side to tlie slack side*, and mce versd.

With leather belts this slipping is very small ; but with soft inilia-rubbcr it becomes so

great as practically to bar the ust* of this matt'rial for driving-belts.

The recognition of this slipping at once suggc!st(Hl to me that there must be an

analogous slip]>ing when a hard roller rolls on a soft surface, or wlum an india-rubb(;r

w’heel rolls on a hard surface. A singli; ex]>eriment was sufficient to prove that such

was the case—an iron rollcu- rolh'd through something like three quarters of au inch

less in a yard when rolling on india-rubber than w’hen rolling on wood or iron.

Having made this discovery, 1 proceeded to invt'stigate the subject, and have obtained

whiit I think to lx* satisfactory evidence that, what(n’er may lx; tlu; rnatcaial of which

the plane and the roller are composed, tlu' deformation at the point of contact always

aiuses slipping, idthough, owing to the hardiicss of the materials, it may b(; far too small

to be measured.

In the following ]japer I shall first show that the (UTormation at the point of contact

caused by the weight of the roller must affect the distunc(* rolled through, that it must

cause sli]»ping, and that this slipping will lx‘ attended with friction. 1 shall then show

that the friction will itst'lf considiwahly modify the deformation which would otherwise

take place, and endeavour to trace the exact nature of the actual deformation. The

result of my experiments will then be given, tog»‘ther with tin; description of certain

other causes of rolling-friction which appear \fnder certain circumstances to exist. In

conclusion, 1 shall indicate the direction in which 1 hope to continue the investigation,

consider its hearing on the laws discovenal by (!ori.oMl!, and discuss certain phenomena

connected with the wear of railway-wheels which have been hitherto unexplained, and

which serve to illustrate the importance of the subject.

The Distance Itolled through.

If a perfectly hard cylinder rolhxl on a jx'rfectly hard plane and there were no slip-

ping, then the distance which the cylinder would jxiss o^er in one revolution would be

cxac;tly equal to its circumfercncti ; but if, fj’om tlie weight of the cylinder or any cause,

the length of the .surface either of the cylinder or the plane underwent an alteration

near the point of contact, then the distance tmversed in one revolution would not be

equal to the natural length of the circumference. For example, Hupi)o8e that an iron

cylinder is rolling on a surface of india-rubber across which lines have been drawm at

y 2
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intervals of *01 of an inch, and suppose that as the cylinder rolls across these lines the

surface of the india-rubber extends so that the intervals become equal to *011 of an inch,

closing again after the cylinder is past, then the cylinder will measure its circumference

(so to speak) on the extended plane, and the actual distance rolled through when

measured on the contracted surface will be one tenth less than the circumference. In

the same way there would be an alteration in the distance rolled through if the surfece

of the roller extended or if either of the surfaces coutractcfd.

In the subsequent remarks 1 shall call the distance which the roller wotdd roll

through if there were no extension or contraction its g(M)metrical distance.

Since no material is perfectly hard, when a heavy roUer rests on a surface the weight

of the roller will cause it to indent the surface to a greater or less extent according to

the softness of the latter; and in the same way the surface of the cylinder will be

flattened at the point of contact in the manner shown in fig. 1.

rig. 1.

This indentation and flattening will alter tlie lengths of the surfaces at the point of

(contact, and will tlnnefore affect the progress of the roller, ^\*heu a body of any 8ha|x*

is compressed in one direction it extends in the other directions; hence the weight of

the roller resting on the plane will, by compn'ssing tlie material of the jdane in a

vertical direction, cause it to extend laterally at the point of contact, and thus tin;

length of the surface which the cylinder actually rolls ovei' would bt* gnrater than the

length measured on the undisturbed plane. From this caus(“, therefore, the cylinder

would roll through less than its geometrical distance.

On the other hand, the surface of the roller would also bt> extended (squeezed out)

in a similar manner by the pressure of the jdane at the i)f)int of contact
; and hence the

surface of the roller would be greater than its natural length, and this would cause the

roller to rcdl through more than its geometrical di.stance.

lo a certain extent, therefore, the exjiansion of the surface (if the roller would
counteract the expansion of the plane ; and if the two were (tf the same material, then
the one of these extensions would, if nothing int{'rfered tf) pi'c^x'nt it, exactly counteract

the other. But if the one w as harder than tlu* other, then the effect is that one would
be least. Thus an iron cylinder rolling on an india-rubber jdane would I'oll through
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UsB than its geometrical distance ; whereas, inversely, an india-rubber roller on an iron

plane would roll through more than its geometrical distance.

These things actually take place. But there is, besides softness, another circumstance

not hitherto mentioned which affects the lateral extension of the surface when com-

pressed by the roller, viz. the shape of the surface.

A little consideration will be sufficient to show that a curved indent in a flat surface

will have a greater effect to extend the surface than a flat indent on a rounded surface.

In the case of the rounded surface it will be seen that the t;ffect of v(.*rtical compression

to a certain extent counteracts the effect of lateral expansion ; n hei'eas in the case of the

flat surface these things are rexersed, and the effort of the surrounding material to

uphold that which is depress(;d will increase the lateral expansion.

From this cau.s(;, therefore, even if the <‘ylinder and the plane; were made of the same

material, there would still be a difference in tin; lateral extension of the surfaces at the

point of contact depending on the smallness of the diameter of the cylinder, and this

difference would still cause the cylinder to roll through less than its geometrical

distance.

If, instejid of on a plane, the one cylinder rolled on another parallel cylinder under a

force tending towards the <-entre, then, if the two cylinders were of tin; same material

and their dianiett'rs nere equal, they would roll through their geometrical distance ;

but if the one was larger than the other, the largest ^vould be most retarded.

It a])pears, therefore, that there are two indeiHUident causes which affect the progress

of a roller on a jdaiK'—the relative softiu'ss of the materials; and the diameter of the

roller. Of these the curvature of the roller always acts to retard its progress; while

the other (the relati\e softness) to retard or to accelerate according as the plam; is softer

than the < )linder, or rice versa. These two causes will therefore act in conjunction or

in opposition, according to whether the roller is harder or softer than the plane. In the

former case the roller uill b<; ri*tarded, whereas in the latter it will dep{;nd on the

relation betMceu the redative softness and the diamc'ter of tin; cylinder whether its

progress is greater than, less than, or eipial to its geometrical progress. Thus an iron

roller on an india-rubber plane will make less than its geonudrical progress ; while an

india-rubber cyliiuU'r on an iron ])lane uill raaki' more than, less than, or exactly its

geometrical progress, according to the relation between its diameter and softness, or,

what comes to the same thing, its weight, nhich conclusions are borne out by

ex])eriment.

The Slippiiifi.

The lateral extension of the material, ami the effect this has on the progress of the

roller, causes slij)ping between the surface f)f the roller and that of the plane ;
for the

surface of the roller, owijig to the indentation and flattening, really touches tlu' surface

of the plane over an area of some extent; and the pressure between these surfaces,

which is greatest towards the middle of the area in which they touch, will shade off to
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nothing at the edges. Thus deformation is allowed to go on between the surfaces after

they have come in contact, and is performed by the slipping of the one over the other.

The Friction.

The slipping is performed against friction, and therefore gives rise to resistance to

the motion of the roller.

This resistance will obviously be proportional to the work spent in overcoming the

friction between the surfaces during a certain extent of motion ; and at first sight it

appears as if this would be proportional to tin; coefficient of friction between these

surfaces. When I first commenced this investigation I was under th<' impression that

such would be the case, and that by oiling the surfaces the resistanc-i^ to rolling might

be considerably reduced. Tmding by experiment, howev('r, that this was not the case,

that although in certain cases the effect of oiling or blackleading tlu; surfaces does

reduce the resistance to rolling, yet this reduction is never great, and in some cases

the effect app('ars to be reversed, it occurred to me tliat the friction would itself

modify the deformation which would othenvise take place after contact had commenw^d,

and by preventing slipping might diminish the work that would otherwise have l)een

spent.

The Defonaafioii.

The action of friction to pn'vent the deformation at any point of the surfaces in

contact will obviously de^Kind on tno things—the magnitude of the friction, and tlu*

force tending to slide th(! one surface over the other. Now if P (fig. 1) b<! the point of

greatest pressure, tlu' possible friction will gradually diminish with the ])resHure us the

distance from P increases ; whereas w(^ mav assume that the tendenc\ of the one surface

to slip over the other will be nothing at P, and will gradually increase with the di.stanct*

;

so that for a certain distance the friction may be sufficient to pn'vent slipping altogether,

but beyond this distance slipjung will go on in an increasing ratio.

The effect of oiling the surface would therefore lu* to diminisli tin; region of no

slipping, and increase the area over which slipping goes on as well as the extent of

slipping at each point. These effects would to a ctufain extent counteract the admn-

tage gained by the reduced coefficient of friction ; mid it may ^vell be (;onceived that

under certain circumstances they Avoidd overbalance it, and that the oil would actually

increase the resistance.

The effect which friction has upon the deformation beneath the roller, as well as the

gener.il nature of this defonnatiou, wall be rendered clearer by examining the effect of

friction under circumstances of a less comidicated nature than those of rolling.

yi Soft Bar between Hard Plates.

Ijet fig. 2 represent the end or a section of a long rectangular bar of india-rubber, or

any elastic material, placed between two flat plates. Suppose these plates to approach
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each other, compretwing the india-rubber, which will extend laterally. Now if there

were no friction between the rubber and the plates, then the surfaces in contact with

the plates would extend in the same proportion as the rest of the bar, and the section

would preserve its rectilinear form, as shown in fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

With frirtiuii, luAvovor, the rase would he different. 'J'hc! friction would prevent the

surface of tlu* india-rubher expanding laterally to the same extent as the rest of the bar,

and the section would lose its rectilinear fonii and bulge out in the midfile, as shown in

figs. 4 and .^).

f-'ig. 1. Fig. o.

If we imagine the seelifm of the bar to have ht'en marked with a serif's of lines {ee’)

initially vertical and at ('(jnal intervals ai)art, these lines Avill n hen the bar is compressed

assume the form shown in the figfires.

If there wore no friction, then, as shown in fig. 3, the ends of these lines would still

be equidistant after compression ; Imt Avith friction tin' intervals Avill not be all equal,

but will varj' according to their distanf'c from P, the middle of tin' section. Up to a

certain distance [rr) the friction will be sufficif'nt to prevent sli]»ping ; and Inmcf; up to

this point the f'nds of the lines will present' tlieir original distance. From this point

{cr), however, slipping will commence and Avill go on increasing to the edge of the

sui'fiice. From this point, therefore, the distance betw<;en the ends of the lines will

continually increase.

With regard to the distribution of tln^ pressure between the india-rubber and the

plates:— ithout friction this will obviously bt^ uniform over the whole surface.

Friction, however, will not only increase the mean intensity of the pressure, but will

also alter its distribution, causing it to be greatest at F and gnidually diminish toAvards

the edge.

The inclination of the ends of the lines ee' is caust'd by, and may be taken to rcpre-
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sent, the intensity of the friction at the surface. As long as there is slipping the

friction will be proportional to the pressure. Therefore from the edge of the surfece

to er the inclination will continually increase; and it will be greatest at er, for from
this point inwards the tendency of the india-rubber to slip will obviojisly diminish until

it vanishes at P.

The distance of orfrom P toill not depend on the degree of compression, at all events

so long as this is but small, for the tendency to extend laterally Avill be proportional

to the intensity of the pressure
;
and since the friction is proportional to the pressure, it

Avill increase at all points in tlic same ratio as the forces tending to extend the rubber

laterally. The distance of e r from P will, however, obviously depend on the coefficient

of friction. The greater this is the greater will be the region oAcr Avhich there is no

slipping.

By blackleading the india-rubber, therefore, avc should change the sha])e of the section

from that shown in fig. 4 to that shown in fig. 5, in which all the ends of the lines from

er to the circumference are less inclined than the corresponding lines in fig. 4, and the

intervals between them greater, showing that not only is the friction less and the area

over which it acts greater, but that each ])oint has also to slij) through a greater

distance.

It is difficult to say how far the.se two latter effects Avill compen.sjite for the former.

We may, howoAcr, shorv that tliere must be some value of the coefficient of friction for

which the work spent in or ercoming the frif'tion will be a maximum ; for when the

coefficient was verj’ great er would be at the circumferenta! and then' AAould he no

slipping, and hence no work spent in friction; whereas if the coefficic'iit Avere 7x'rf),

er would be at P, and there Avould be no friction and cons('(|uently no A\-ork lost in over-

coming it. Therefore the work spent in friction, Avhich is a function of the coefficient

of friction, is zero for tAvo values of the variable ; and since it is j)ositi\e for all inter-

mediate values, it must pass througlx a maximum value. Hence for some position of

er (for some particular coefficient of friction) the Avork spx'iit in friction Avould be a

maximum. What this value of the coefficient is it is impossibhi to say ; but it seems t(j

be less than that betAveen clean india-rubber and iron, and it may b(* less than that

betAvecn blackleaded india-rubber and iron. This Avas shown by the experiments on

roUing-friction.

In considering these experiments, hoAvever, there is another tiling to he taken into

account besides the AVork spent in friction during comjiression, and that is the effect of

friction during restitution
;
for the action of a roller us it jiasses over the india-rubber

AviU be first to com])ress it and then to allow it to expand again in a corresponding

manner.

The effect of Friction during Fjcpansion.

If, after the rubber has been compressed as shoAvn in figs. 4 and 5, the surfaces

gradually separate agam, tlie shajie of the lines Avill again change. The lines from

P up to er wiU assume the same form,s Avhich they hud at corresponding periods of the
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compression ; but since that portion of the surface which lies beyond er has been

extended by the compression, it will have to

contract as the surfaces recede, and the friction

of the surfece will oppose such contraction.

TIence the lines which during compression were

curved outwards will gradually straighten and

curve inwards, as shown in fig. (5. Those at the

edges will take the form first, and then those

nearer to cr, iintil the exi)an8ion has become complete.

The extent to which friction will <leform the india-rubber during this opt'ration will

obviously depemd on the extent to which friction has allowed the* surfac(*s to expand

dining compression. The smaller the friction the greater will be this expansion, and

consequently the further they will have to contr.ict, and the greater will b(‘ the pressure

under which contraidion must take place. It is obvious, therefore', that the work s[)ent

in friction during the recoil will increase up to a certain point as the coefficient of friction

diminishes ; and it wf)uld appear to hi- this increase' which mainly balances the advantage

which is gained during e-ompressieni by reducing the coefficient.

It is evielcnt tluit the ae-tieeu eef friction tei prevent ceentractiem during restitutiem will

teuel to reeluce ne»t endy the mean pressure but also the Mhoh' pressure, for exactly the

same re-ason as by jireventing expansiem the friction increases these pressures during

compression. Therefore, for every distjinct! between the plates, after the curves become

inclined inwirds the pressure on the surface would be less thiin at the same distance

with no friction, and in a. still greater degree than during compression nith friction.

W(? can see at once, therefore, that of the work spent in compressing the material only

a part would be retunied iluring restitution. The difference is \ihat is spent in

overcoming tlu' friction.

The Birectiou of the Friction.

In figures 5 and 0 the dirc'clion of slipping is opposite on opposite sides of I’. If

however, we conceive one half of tin; bar, that

towards A, to have been c-onipressed and to be ex-

panding again, while the otlu'r half, that towards lb a

is being compressed and th(' distance between the

plates which hold both parts to b(' the same, \\('

may imagine the plate A li to have been first inclined

towards A and then towards li so as to mise tlu*

end A. Then the lines would assume tin* form shown in fig. 7.

In this case we see that the slipping takes place in the same direction on both sides

of P, so that the top plate A B ivould slip backwards in direction A over the india-rubber,

while, on the other hand, the india-rubber would slip forwards in the direction 1) over

the lower plate.

MDCCCLXXVI. z
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The turning of the plate A B, which has been supposed to be going on in figure 7,

represents very closely the action'of a roller in compressing the material beneath it ; ordl

this case affords us an illustration of the way in which the lateral extension of the

material under the roller, or of the roller itself, will by causing slipping alter the distance

travelled by the roller. If the roller be hard and the surface on which it rolls soft,

then the top plate A B may be taken to represent the roller, and, as lias just lieen

explained, this slips back ;
whereas if the roller be soft and the surface hard, then we

may take the india-rubber to represent the roller, and this slips forward.

A Conthimus Surface.

It is clear that in the case of tlu* bar showui in fig. 7 the slipping will diminish as

the coefficient of friction increases. There is, however, an important difference between

this case and that of a roller in which it is not the entire breadth of a bar that is

compressed, but a portion of a continuous surface ; for whatever hiteral extension there

may be immediately under the roller must be compensated by a lateral compression

immediately in front mid behind it. Tlie greater the lateral extension imder the roller

the greater wdll be the lateral compression; and siui'e the action of the roller is

continually to change tlu* one for the other, the one effect will to a certain extent

counteract the other ;
so that in this case we need not expect to find the diminution

attended with a corresponding increase in the ostensible slipping. This will be rendered

clearer by examining these circumstmices us they affect rolling.

The Deformation caused by a Roller.

Fig. 8 may be taken to represent a section of an iron cylinder on an india-rubber

plane. The lines on the plane are supposed to represent lines initially vertical and at

equal distances apart. The motion of the roller is towmds B. P is the point of greatest

compression directly below the centre of the roller ; e r and fr limit the surfaces over

which there is no slipping ; D is the pomt at which contact commences, and C that at

which it ceases.

Fig. 8.

J he portions of the india-xnbber immediately without C and D are laterally compressed

;
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tbw, 88 has already been pointed out, is to make rocnn for the lateral extension under

the roller from C to D. From D towards B, therefore, and from C towards A the

parallel lines are somewhat distorted, and at something less than their natural distance

apart. From I) to er vertical compression and lateral expansion is going on, and the

lines are convex outwards. From e r to P there is no slipping and the lines straighten.

From P tofr, which is greater than the corresponding distance from P to e r, there is no

slipping, and at fr the lines arc convex outwards. From /> to C vertical expansion

and lateral contraction take place, so that the lines are all concave outwards. The
lateral expansion from 1) to e r and the lateral contraction from fr to C can only take

place by the slipjjing of the india-rubber f)ver the iron. Its extent is shown by the

distance between the corresponding lines t«i the india-rtibber and those on the iron,

which latter have been set out equal to the distance between the lines on the rubber

where; greatest, namely from er to fr. *

The Actual and Apparent Slipping.

Since tliere is no slipping at P, it is clear that the roller Avill ndl through less than

its geometrical distance, inasmuch us the geometrical distanet' between the lines on the

plane at P is greater than their natural distance. Therefore the ostensible slipping

will be equal to tin* differenee between the; intervals marked on tlie roller, and the

initial distance between tliose on the rubber. The actual slipping, however, is equal to

the differenee bctwi'cn the inbTvals on th(! roller and the intervals on the rubber at I>

or r, which latter are h’ss than tin; natural distance ; therefore tlie actual slipping is

greater than the ostensible in proportion to the eomjwession at (.’ and 1) ; and since this

is increases! by diminishing the coefficient of friction, such a diminution will affect the

actual slipping in a greatia- degree than it affects the ostensible. This is in acf^ordance

with what has already been state*d.

Jndia-rlibber Roller.

If the distance; bctwwn the lines at P were cxni:tly equal to the natural distance,

then the roller would roll through its geometrical distance whatever might be the

actual slipping. 'I’liis is ^•ery nearly ^ luit actually takes ])lacc when an india-rubber

roller rolls on an iron pliuie.

In the case of an india-rubber roller on an inflia-ruhber surface the lateral compression

in the stirface of tin; roller at 1) is gieater than that in the plane, and the expansion at

P is not so large, and hence there is slipping, and the roller will not accomplish its

geometrical distance.

In this explanation I have referred to india-rubber because it is much more easy to

conceive the effects on it than on a hard substance like* iron, the expansion and contraction

of which is quite inappreciable to our senses ; the reasoning, however, applies equally

well to all elastic substances, and is quite independent of their hardness or softness.

That friction is sufficient to prevent the expansion of iron at a surface against which it

22
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is squeezed out is amply proved by the fact that when a block of iron, hot or cold, is

squeezed on an anvil the iron bulges out in the middle, as shown in fig. 4.

Expo'imental Verification of the Figures.

The figures which illustrate the foregoing remarks arc not altogether ideal, for they

have been verified to a certain extent by (!xperiraents on india-rubber ; for instance, by

drawing vertical lines on the edge of a plate of india-rubber, and then observing these

lines as the roller passed along as near as possible to this edges ; also by observing lines

drawn in the same way on the edge of an india-rubber roller. 'I’he efiect of friction to

prevent expansion, shown in figures 4 and 5, was verified by marking the surface of the

india-rubber under the plate A B with parallel lines in cluvlk, wliich left a mark on the

iron and showed how far there had been sli])ping. The figures are nevertheless intended

rather to illustrate the nature of the slipping and various eifccts than their extent,

which latter must be judged of by the experimental results which I now proceed to

d('scribc.

The Experimenh.

IMy first object in making these expeuimemts was to ascertain if, and how, oiling the

surfaces in contact affected the resistance to rolling.

Tht* apparatus employed consisted of a woodem slab or table-top supported on three

set-screws for legs, so that it could be tip[)ed in any required diri'ction. On this table

rested one of Wiutworth’s surfac(‘-])lates. On tin; surface-plate was jdaced a surveyor’s

level, wliich road diiisions to the thousandth of a foot on a staff erecti'd at 50-fcet

distance ; also a. bell-glass coi ered another part of the surface-plate in the manner of the

receiver of an air-pump, which could be filled with oil from an a])erture in the top.

This glass served either to protect the roller from dust or surround it with oil, and thus

prevent any surfaci;-tension the oil might exert affecting the results.

The roller was of cast iron, G inches in diameter anti 2 inches thick, and weighed

about 14 lbs. It was not cylindrical, for the edge was soinewhiit rounded. Originally

the roller was turned up so that the edge ivas curved to ji rtidius of 1 foot ; but subse-

quent grinding somewhat modified this shape.

In the first instance the roller was turned uj) and jtolished in the t)rdinary manner

;

but some preliminary experiments showed that the surfiice thus formed was fiir firom

])erfect, as indeed was apparent when it was examined with a magnifying-glass. The
roller was therefore again turned and ground very candiiUy with Turkey-stone for

several days, until the surface appeared through the glass tf) be as perfect as the iron

would allow' ; there were still some small i)its, btit these; appeared to be in the iron

itself.

The roller when thus finished was rolled on various surfaces. First of all it was tried

on the cast-iron surface-plate already mentioned ; but this sur&ce, which had been

formed by scraping, was altogether too rough. Thus when the roller was placed on
the plate it immediately rolled into a hollow. Surfaces were then ibnned by grinding
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two plates together with powdered Turkey-stone. In this way the plates were made so

true that the roller would remain in any position, and would roll either way with an

inclination of 1 in 5000, or about 1 foot in a mile. It appeared impossible, however,

to prfxluce surfaces altogether free from inequalities, which may be seen from the

results of the ex|)eriment8.

The effect of Oiling the Surface.

In the first experiments the surface on wliich the roller was to roll was brought into

a level position, so that the roller when placed on it remain(;d at rest. A line of sights,

consisting of a mark on the glass and a pin-hole in a plate fixed at some distsincc, was

then brought to bear on a mark on tlie to]) of the roller, so that the least motion could

be detected, ami the position of the roller could be recovered afti'r it had been allowed

to roll in one direction. The hud was then adjusted to read zero on the staff, and the

table tip])ed until the roller rolled off in one direction. The reading of the level w^as

then noted, and the same o))eration repeated in the o})posite direction, the roUer having

in the mean time been hrouglit back into its former position. Sundry observations wert*

then taken with different points of the plane and roller in contact. After a considerable

number of observations liad thus been taken oil was poured into the glass until the

roller was covered, and then tlie observations were repeated. Table 1. shows a scries of

'r.vnu; 1.—Cast-iron Roller on Plate-glass. (The distance of the Staff’ from the Object-

glass of the T.cvel =')() feet. The Divisions on tin; Scah; = foot.)

Cli'iin ,1 Oi)f<l. i

I - _ - -- . ;

' Kcatl Jill'S.
,

I

T^rntlings.
|

j

To. From.

Diflerpneo.

!

To.
j

From.

Diiferorip^-*.

-.VO 1*2
i

(r2
!

-.VO 2-2 8-2

:vr> .VS 1 -:k{ 2*5 5*S

-tJ-f! 1>0 441
'

- ^-0 24) 04)
s — T-d 1-4 --4-1 3 4) 51

--4-7 2-0 <’>•7
i

-l‘rS 44j 5‘S

^-2 s -:to •j-o 541

5 4'r> 7*7 -TrH 0-.-, o:5

-.40 :V4 7'4 . - 5-2 0 ;} 5-5

- -

31 pan .. 0*2 31can . 54)

s -o-r 1-9 tl -24) - 0-4 245

. :vr) -i-r, 2-0 1 -1-s -f i'O 2-8

1 ^ — ;vr> -24) 1 -7) !
- 2 5 04) 2-5

s ‘ ” 4*2 ~2’2 2-()
j

- 2*5 -t-0'2 2-7

^ O
***

M 2

-Vf) 4- 0-0

-(V,5

21 1

20 '

9 14)

--0‘S

24)

2*2
I

c-5
”

'
-]*9 04) I'O

:

-4*4 -20 2-4
^ .

:3 i

-0-7 4-3*5 21 }

1

-3 4) -flo 2*5

^ i

1

Moan
li

3Ieaii . . 24)
1
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sudi observations for a surface of plate-glass both with and without In these

particular experiments, however, the surface was simply oiled, it having been found by

experience that the effect was the same as when the glass was filled with oil. It will

be seen that in these experiments the advantage is slightly in favour of the oiled g^iass.

The results contained in the second part of this 'lablc were obtained by starting the

roller in one direction against the inclination of the plane with just sufficient velocity to

carry it up to a certain point, the inclination of the plane being adjusted until it would

roll back. In this way the advantage is against the oil. This, however, I think is due

to the surface-tension or fluid-friction arising from the motion of the roller.

There is a very marked difference b(>tweeu these inclinations and those required to

start the roller from rest, a difference which appears to exist with all the materials

tried, and which I think is only in part explained by the roughness of the surface.

In these experiments with a surface of glass the friction was so small that the

inequalities of the surface rendered the results very ii regular and uncertain. To obviate

this a surface of box-wood cut across the grain was lu'xt tried. This, being softer,

allowed the roller to indent it more than the glass and gave rise to greah'r friction, and

hence the inequalities in the surface are less apparent in the results, u hich are shown

in Table 11. These observations were made in the same way as those with the glass,

except that hlacklead was substituted for oil. The effect of the blacklead seems to

Tablj-: 11.—Cast-iron Eoller on Box-wood.

Clean.

.1

iUackloaded.

1

TleailuigH.
i

KoluhimM.
1

j

Difference.
i
Ddlcrenee.

1

!
To. From. Tt>.

1

1

From.

- + ,>'0 ,S-(,
1

-4-S
! 4 9-0

1

'

10 s
(r<

O)
— 8-1

)

4- S-(t
' ll-O

1

^-;.{-2
i 4 7*8

;

iru
u

-h iVS ‘.)-S -7-f! + 2-4 JO'O
a
o - 4M# 4- iH) i 10*0

(
--(Wi + 8-(t yr)

CJ 0-0 1(K»
:j

+0-S -t-Ju-o i 9*2
00

+ 3-t + 12-8 9-4 -fl'O + 7*9
03

gS
4-0

- ;5'2

+ 7-(i

+ s-0

1 let

11-2

- 9-()

i

-u-s
- 1-2

- l-o

7-8 '

s-s
j

Mean . io*or>
1

Mean
i

, . 9*2’)
j

.5 -I-7-0 4- 12-2 5*2 -1.0 + 1-0

— TrO + 04 r>-4
1

-l-S 41*2 4-0
ow -2-0 4- 4'2 0-2 0-0 + 2-0 2*9
no * 4- :vs r)-9 42-0 4r)'0 :f() •

|.£ 4- 0-0 .V8
j

+ 1-2 + 4.(t
,

2'8

^1 + 7-0 .'5-7
1 + «.2

1 ,4*2

u ^ -2*0 4- 4-0 f!-0
1

-0-4 -2.0
1

30rO
m -2-0 4- 2-9 55

;
-7-C, -,40 ! 4-6

j

Mean .. 5-71
i

Mean .. JKM
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haw beaa slightly to diminish Motion, not only when starting from rest, but when
rolling back, which confirms me in the opinion that the contrary resolt with oil was

due to its obstructive action.

India-rubber was then tried. A plate of this substance three eighths of an inch thick

was glued to a piece of wood to prevent it working forward. The results are shown in

Table III. The friction was very much greater than in the previous experiments, and

the advantage lies with the clean surface.

Table 111.— Cast-iron Roller on India-rubber.

- "

Clean.

Rendingw.

1

To.
j

From

iljiromico.

' Blackleadod.

1 Rfiwlmgs 1

! -
;

Difference.

1

I’o.
;

From. .

+ 14-0
: + 1.S 12

<o
o -f 15 4:5 4" IG 24

+1H . -JS + 1!) 27
a
o - ]y-o + ir, 24 -22 + 17 4(^

* -100 -f 22 — 22 4” 17 20
- is-o + ir> -22 4-14 27
- L'.'> 0 + lL' 27 — —A# + 17 , 42

+ 15 28 -24 + 15 i 20

1

Mean ' 3ilcan .. 28*75

CJ
i

— 2 4-28
1

:io T + 2<! 2G
— G + 20

;

21 W/ 4-22 24
s

!

-Fi + 27 i
22 - 1 +25 20

a 1

O •
I

..^4 -f 28 1
22 + 22 24

k. 2 1

+ 30 i 22 -Jo + 22 22

0 '

:

-14 + 12 22
S

, + 24 2il + 24 2(»

;

00 )

— 7 + 2r, 22 — 6 + 22 20
^ !

0 *

^ )^
I

Afeau .. 2l*v8 Mean . . 28

These results leave no doubt tliat rolling-frictiou does not depend greatly on the

coefficient of sliding-friction between the roller and the surface. They are, however,

completely in accordance with the explanation previously given of the manner in which

sliding-friction acts to prevent the deformation of the surfaces at the point of contact.

The Tendency to Oscillate.

Another circumstance which was observed while making these experiments also offers

strong evidence of this deformation, namely the tendency which the roller has to oscillate.

This was always exhibited whenever the rolhu was slightly distuihed from rest on the

level plane, and it was certainly not due to the fact of its having settled into a hollow

;

for when on india-rubber it Avould make several considerable oscillations in whatever
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position it was placed. By blackleading the surface this tendency was considerably

reduced, although not altogether destroyed. These oscillations could not have been

.

(siused by the mere resistance which the one surface offered to the sliding of the other

over it, unless also this resistance threw the surfaces into constraint from which they

are constantly endeavouring to free themselves.

The effect of the Softness of the Materials.

Having found that oil did not reduce the n'sistance, the experiments were continued

with a view to ascertain how far tlie softness of the material had any thing to do with

it. As materials of scn eral degrees of softness had already been tried, the only question

w'as to settle how far tlic; difference in the results observed was due to their softness

and how far it might be due to some other difference in their nature. Uo show this

cast iron and brass wen* tried, wiiich are of mucli the same hardness as glass, and yet

of an altogether different nature in other respects, the surface of the glass being

highly polished, Avhile that of the metal w'as dull as it had been left by the grinding.

The results of these experiments are contained in Tables IV. and ^ .

Table IV.—Cast-iron Roller on Brass.

)

I

!

1

Rf'iidings.

( _ _ _

I

i

Difrcrenw.
1

i

Oiled.

Readings.
i

! Piflereuce.

!

1

To. From. To From.

-lB-2 ^-5-5 7*7
j

-2*0 + B-8 5*8

<Cl
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1
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!

a
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j
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1
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1
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1
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i
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1
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i
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,
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•

^
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j

L

The means of the results for all the materials are contained in Table VI. Comparing

these we see at once the tiffect of softness : the cast iron, brass, and glass are very nearly

the same, and the slight difference is not greater than may be accounted for by a slight
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Table V.—Cast-iron Roller on Cast Iron.

Clean.

Readings. r;
Diflerenoe.

Oiled.

L

1

RwulingK.

Difference.

To.
i

1 From. To. From.

+0-.'$ 6*8 ~1*8 4-4*0 .5-3

s + 2-4 rr2 ^2*8 +2-r> 5-3

-f (\i ~ 3*5 - +2-.5 ' (>0

o
-2-5 + 2-B 4*8 - j ,1 4-3*8 0*8

-(HI + 4.', 51 — 2*2 +:,-2
;

5*4

s
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-0-!» +:h) 4‘8 2*8 4-8*0 1
5*8

-;j-o + 2 5 5*5 -.-5*0 -1^0-8 5*8

+ 4-2
^

7‘0 4-10 4-0*5 r,-:,

!

^leaii . . 5*()G Mean . n-oi

C 1 -I-4-0 4 2*5 00 +2-:j
i

2-3 1
-0-7 -4" 1 d) 2*8 -^1*8 4-()*s

!
2+ 1

qq
j -(••S ' 2*7 ^1*0 + 1-B

1
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1
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!
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1^ (3
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§ ^ - (hS 8*1> - 0(1 4 1-8 2-4
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j —
Mean .. 2-.'.7

1

Mean .. 2-3()
!

(Uffcrencc in the fimootlmoss of the siirfaces. Of the three, aeeordiiif; to liiinincss cast

iron should have given the least results ; and so it does, as far as starting from rest is

concenKid, although when rolling back the result is the other way. Box-wood appears

to offer about double the resistance of east iron ;
and india-rubber about ten times as

much in the case of rolling back, and six time's as much in starting from rest.

Table VI.—Showing tlie Mean of the Results for the various conditions of the

Surface and manner of Starting.

Tho nature of tbo Sttrfaee

Starts from rest.
Started in the ojijuisite

(hrtvtion.

Moan.

1

C'leaii.
j

Oiled or

j

blaekle.'idt d.
i

Clean. j

t Bled or

blaekleadefi.
,

Cast iron
!1

5*()G 5*0
1 j

2*57 2'8r> 4*05

(ilasH ' (•.•32 5*5 k;
i

J*88 2'5(; i 4*18

Bniss
1

7-75 (r58
I

2*07 2*5,s7 4*78

Box-wood
1

10-05 8*25 5*71 2-34 7*(I8

India-rubber .35-37 88*75
i

81*87 28-00 a8*2i

2 AMDCCCLXXVI.
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ExperiinmU mi Actual Slipping.

My object in the second series of experiments was to find by actual measurement how

far the roller rolled short of its geometrical distance. Since the exceedingly small

slipping on a hard surface precluded all chance of measuring it, these experiments were

made on strips of india-rubber glued to wood : these were in general long enough to

allow of two complete revolutions of the roller. U'he strips were of different thicknesses.

This difference of thickness has an effect to vary the degree of indentation and the

intensity of the pressure*, as well as the lateral (“xtension. On the thick india-rubber the

indentation was considerable ; and, owing to the large bearing-surface thus obtained, the

intensity of the pressure beneath the roller must have been compurativ('ly small, as must

also the lateral extension ;
wliereas with the thin strips the indentation was small,

but the pressure and consequent lateral extension must hint; been correspondingly

great. 'J'hcse considerations serve to explain tlu* differences in the results of the

exi)erim(!nts, which are given in Tables VII. and VIII.

Tahle Vll.—Showing the Actual Slip])ing of a Cast-iron Kfdler.

i

Tlie nature ol the Surface

j

diHhinoo travelled.

Jn »mo 1 111 two
roiolution. ' revolutions.

1

' The amount ‘

i

^*1'
!

the slippiny;.
|

A stool bar (]u)lisluHl) i J7*«2 1 U5*()d
' -00

India-rubber, 0*015 inch thick, frlued to wood. .1

Ditto, 0*0S inch tliiek
i

:m*s

: -44
i

*S4

1

! *40 1

~
: 1

!_ _
1

Table VIII.—Show ing the Actual Slipping with an India-rubluir I'ire O'To inch thick

glued on to the Koller.

The iKitiire of the f^iirface.

DihUiiiw tm-
velled in one

revolution.

t’lreuinferc'iiee

of ihc

nn^,
j

1

I’he amount
of

1 he ’slippine:.

A stool har 22*55 2 -j-r>
1

— (••05

India-rubber tl-Joti inch thick (cloaii) 22*55 1

1

-O-o.l

„ V tblackleadod) . 22*55
1

”
1

-0*05

j

„ O'OtS inch thick (clean) 22*5
”

!

00
! „ „ (blackloaded) . . 22*52

i

-0•02

i ,, OllfJ inch thick (clean) i 22*;i{)
>> )

fU'll

j

,, „ ( hbicklf^aded) .... 22*42 i

,,
0*75 inch thick (clean) 22*4

1

-f 01
1

„ „ ( blackloaded) .. .
22*4

j

»> •4 0*1

These experiments show that a hard roller on a soft surface rolls short of its geome-
trical distance, Avhereas a soft roller on a hard plane rolls more than its geometrical

distance, but to a smaller degree, and that when the roller and the ])lane are of equal

hardness the roller rolls through less than its geometrical distance, which results arc in

exact accordance with what has previously been explained.
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The effect of Meat and Viscosity to came Friction.

While making the experiments which have been described, two other causes of

resistance to rolling besides friction suggested themselves to me, and were to a certain

extent verified. The first of these is the transference of heat which takes place within

both the plate and the roller in the neighbourhood of the point of contact. As the

roller moves forward it is continually compressing the material in front of the point of

greatest pressure, and this material expands again so soon as the roller is past. During

compression there will be a change in the temperature of tlie material compressed,

which change will be readjusted again as the material expands, supposing that in the

interval bt^tween compression and expansion tlu're has been no heat communicated to or

taken from the portion of mat(!rial affected. lJut sinct: the change of temperature

caused by com])resBion will ])lace the ])art compressed out of accord with that imme-

diately suiTounding it, a transference of heat will necessarily tak(' plac(!. The (quantity

of heat thus tninsfeiTcd will depend on the length of the interval, /. e. the speed of the

roller, and on tin; conducting-powei’ of the material.

This trausfenmee will cause resistanct; to the rolh.'r, for the material will not expand

to the same temperature, and hence to the sam(! volume, as that from which it W'as

compressed, and henci; it will take more work to compress it than it Avill give out in

expanding.

Tt does not, however, follow that the greater the transference of heat the greater the

resistanct' ; for if a sufficient time bt' allowed the transference of heat will readjust the

temjH*rature as fast us expansion takes place. There is some sjxH'd, therefore, for which

the resistance arising from this cause will be a maximum. If, therefore, the material

be a good conductor and the motion slow, tlu; transfcfrence of heat will [>revent any

variation of tcunperatiufe during either compression or expansion. When such was the

case the rt'sistance would increase; with the speed, a fact Mhich was very evident when

the rolling took place on india-rubber ; for it was possible to give the plane such an

inclination that the motion of Jhe roller was scarcely ])erceptible, and any increase in

the inclination was followed by a corre.si)onding increase in the speed of tin* roller.

As already stated, there is another cause of resistance ; and this maj^ jairtly explain the

result : this is viscosity.

If we stretch a piece of india-rubber, or any material, when released it does not

immediately come back to its original length, but at once comc's back a certain distance

and then recovers the rest more or k‘ss slowly. Hence as the roller moves forward the

compressed material will recjuire time for its com])lete expansion, and hence will offer

less resistance to the roller when the motion is slow than when it is rapid.

Conclusion.

The foregoing remarks must be reg.irded as relating only to the nature of rolling-

friction. 1 have not attcmpt(“d to ascertain the laws whic'h connect its magnitude with

the various circumstances which affect it. As far as they go I can see no reason tf> doubt
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the two laws propounded by Coulomb, viz. that for the same material the resistance to

rolling is proportional to the weight of the roller, and inversely proportional to its

diameter. In addition to these laws, however, it appears clear to me that there must

be another law connecting rolling-friction in some way with the softness of the tires of

the wheels and the road. In addition to the instance of india-rubber tires already

mentioned, there are several other phenomena connected with wheels which point to

such a law, and can be explained by the recognition of tlie slip])ing under the roller.

Steel and Iron Sails.

The very great advantage in point of durability of steel rails over iron has been a

matter of much surprise, it not being sufficiently accoimted for by the greater hardness

of the steel, supposing it to lx; subje(;ted to tlie same wearing action as the iron. This

is at once ex])laincd, however, by the recognition of the fact that hardness tends to

reduce the slipjiing and lienee the wearing action, as well as to enable tlie rail the

better to withstand the wear to which it is subjected.

I'hat rails should wear at all in place's wliere they are straight and where brakes arc

not applied is a matt(;r which calls for an explanation, and this, so far as I am aware,

has not hitherto been gi\en ; mere crushing, however much it might deform the rail,

would not cause such a reduction of weight as actually takes place. Tlu' explanation

of this plienomcnoii also at once follows the recognition of the sli])ping Avhich attends

rolling.

A litth; consideration also serves to show that the scaluig of wrought-iroii rails is tlu'

result of the repeated latc'ral extension of the surface of the rail under the action of the

wheel. The systematic way in which this takes jilace shows that it is due to something

more than the mere imperfection in the iron. There is no doubt that the grain of tlu;

iron has a great deal to do with it ; but considering the multitudinous ways in which

iron is used and that this is the only one in which scaling takes place, it is clear that it

must be due to some cause directly connected with the action to wdiich tlu; rail is

subjected. Now every time a wdieel ])ass(;s over a point in a rail it tends to slide tht;

upper strata of the rail o^er those beneath them, and thus causes tangential strc'ss. if

the rail were homogeneous this woixld hardly cause it to scale* ; but owing to the grain in

the iron some strata are stronge'r than others, and the weaker strata an; called upem to

de) more than their share of the yie'leling, and so become still w(;akcr anel eventually

give way.

i'here are other phenome'iia which, having been hitherto unnotie;eel e)r unexplained,

might be shown to arise from the slipping wiiich takes jilace during rolling; but perhaps

those I have mentioned an; sufficient to show that the effects of the action are not

altogether without practical importance.
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II. On the Development of the Spinal Nerves in Elasmobranch Fishes. By F. M.

Balfouk, B.A., Fellow of Trinity College^ Cambridge. Commumcnted by Dr.

Michael Fosteii, F.Ii.S., Pralector in Physiology and Fellow of "Trinity College,

Cambridge.

lleceived October —Head December ir>,

In' the course of an inquiry into the development of Elasmobranch Fishes, my attention

has recently been specially directed to the first appearance and early stai;es of the spinal

nerves, and I have been led to n'sults which difh'r so materially from those of former

investigators that I venture at once to lay them before the Societ\. I have employed

in my investigations embryos of Sr.ylliiint ranirnla, Scyllium. sie.llare, Pristivrus, and

"Torpedo, 'iiu' embryos of the latter animal, ('specially those hardened in osmic acid,

have proved by far the most favourabk! for my juirpose, though, as will be seen from

the secpiel. 1 have bc'en able to confirin the majority of my coiulusions on ('mbryos of

all the above-mentioned genera.

A great ])art of my work was done at the Zoological Station founded by Dr. Doiibn

at Naj»les; and I have to thank both Dr. D(»nnN and Dr. Eisk; for the uniformly

obliging manner in which they have met my requin'inents for investigation. I have

ntore ri’cently been able to fill u]) a number of lacuna; in my observations by the study

of embryos bred in the Brighton Aquarium ; for these I am indebted to the libt'rality

of Mr. Lkk and the Din'ctors of that institution.

Thefrst ajgn aranee of the Spinal Xeri'e.'f in Pristiurus.

In a Pristinrns’cnihryo, at the time when two visceral ch'fis become visible from the

exterior (though there are as yet noo])onings from without into the throat), a transverse

section through the dorsal region exhibits the following features (Plate 10. fig. A):

—

The external epiblast is formed of a single row of flattened elongatc'd cells. Verti-

cally above the neural canal the cells of this layer are more columnar and form the

rudiment of the primitively continuous dorsal tin.

The neural canal (nr) is elliptical in section, and its nails are composed of oval

cells two or three deep. 'I'he wall at the two sides is slightly thicker than at the

ventral and dorsal ends, and the cells at the two ends are also smaller than elsewhere.

A typical cell from the side walls of the canal is about inch in its longest

diameter. The outlines of the cells are for the most part distinctly niarked in the

specimens hardened in either chromic or picric acid, but more difficult to see in those

•prepared with osmic acid; their protoplasm is clear, and in the inteiior of each is

an oval nucleus very large in proportion to the size of its cell. 'I'he long diameter of

a typical nucleus is about “^^h, or about two thirds of that of the cell.

MDCCCLXXVl. B
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The nuclei are granular, and very often contain several especially large and deeply

stained granules ; in other cases only one such is present, which may then be called a

nucleolus.

In sections there may bo seen round the exterior of the; neural tube n distinct

hyaline membrane : tliis becomes .stained of a brown colour with osmic acid, and purple

or red with hiematoxylin or carmine respectively. Whether it is to be looked upon as

a distinct membrane differentiated from the outermost portion of tli(> protoplasm of

the cells, or as a layer of albunn'u coagulated by the reagents applied, 1 am unable

to decide for certain. It makes its appeanince at a very early pt'riod, long before that

now being considered ; and similar membranes are ])resent around other organs as well

as the neural tube. The membrane is at this stage perfectly continuous round the

whole exterior of the neural tube as nail on fht- dorsal sirrfarc as on the rcnfral.

The section figured, whose features I am describing, belongs to the middle of the

dorsal region. Anteriorly to this point the spinal coid becomes more elliptical in

section, and the spinal canal mor(' lanceolate
;

posteriorly, on the otlu'r haml, the

.spinal canal and tube become more nearly circular in section. Immediately beneath

the neural tube is situated th(' notochord {ah). It exhibits at this stagi* a central

area rich in protoj)lasm, and a peripheral layer very poor in protoplasm ; externally

it is imested by a distinct cuticular membrane.

Beneath the notochord is a peculiar rod of cells, constricted from the top of the

alimentary canal*. On each side and below this are the two aortcr, just commencing

to be formed, and ventral to these is the alimentary canal.

On each side of the body two muscle-platc's are situated ; tlulr upper ends reach

about one third of the Avay uj) the sides of the neural tube. 'Die two layers which

together constitute the muscle-plates are at this stage; perf'ctly continuous with the

somatic and splaiudmic layers of the mesoblast, and the space between the two layers

is continuous with the body-cavity. In addition to the muscle-plates and tlu'ir ventral

continuations, then; are no other mesoblast-cells to be seem. The absence of all meso-

blastic cells dorsal to the superior extremities of tin' muscles is deserving of special

notice.

Very shortly after this peilod and, as ii rule, before a third visceral cleft has become

visible, the first traces of the spinal nerves make th(nr appearance.

First Singe.—^llie spinal nerves do not api)ear at the same time along the whole

length of the spinal canal, but arc formed first of all in tin; neck and subsequently at

successive points posterior to this.

Their mode of formation will be most easily understood by referring to Plate 16.

figs. B 1, B II, B HI, which are representations of three sections taken from the same

embryo. B i is from the region of the heart ; B ir belongs to a part of the body

posterior to this, and B iii to a still posterior region.

* Vide lUn'ocK, “ I’ruliminary uccoiint of tUo Developmoi)! of EluHmobrancli Fishos,” Quart. Joum. of*

Micro.^c. ScicRcrt, Oct. 1S74, jj.
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In most points the sections scarcely differ from Plate IG. fig. A, which, indeed, might

very well be a posterior section of the embryo to which these three sections belong.

The chief point, in addition to the formation of the spinal nerves, which shows the

greater age of the embryo from which the sections were taken is the complete formation

of the aort®.

The upper ends of the muscle-plates have grown no further round the neural canal

than in fig. A, and no scattered mcsoblastic connective-tissue colls are visible.

In fig. A the dorsal surface of tlu* neural canal w'as as completely rounded off as

the ventral surface; but in fig. B iii this has ceased to be the cas('. The colls at the

dorsal surface of the neural canal have bec(mie rounder and smaller and begun to proli-

ferate, and the uniform outline of the neural canal has here become broken (fig. B
The peculiar membrane comj)let('ly surrounding the canal in fig. A now terminates just

below the point when' th«; jnoliferation of cells is taking place.

The promincnc*' of cells which springs in this way from the top of the neural canal

is the commencing rudiment of a pair of sjunal ncu ves. In fig. B ii, a section anterior to

fig. B III, this formation has advanced much furtlu'r (fig. B ii, })r). From the e.xtrcm(*

top of the neural canal there hav(^ now grown out two club-shap('d masses of cells one

on each side ; they are perfectly continuous noth the cells which form the extreme top

of the neural canal, and necessarily also are in contact with each other dorsally. Each

grows outwards in contact with tlu' walls of the lu'ural canal ; b\U, except at the point

w’hen! they take their origin, they are not continuous with its walls, and are perfectly

well separated by a sharp line from them.

In fig. B 1, though the club-shaped jnocesses still retain thedr attachment to the

summit of the neural canal, tlu'y have' become much longer and more conspicuous.

Specinu'ns bardem'd in both chromic acid (Plate IG. fig. C-) and picric acid give similar

appearances us to the formation of the.si‘ bodies.

Jn those hardent'd in osmic aci*l, tbou^fb tlu* mutual n'lations of tin* masses of cells

are very clear, yet it is difficult to di.stiuguisli tlie outlines of the indi\idua] e('lls.

In the chromic-acid spfH'imeux (fig. (') the (X'lls of these rudiments appeal' rounded,

and each of them contains a large nucleus.

I have been unable to prepare longitudinal sc'ctions of this stage, cither horizontal or

vertical, to show .satisfactorily the extreme summit of the spinal cord ; but 1 would

call attention to the fact that the cells forming the jiroximal jiortiou of the outgrowth

arc seen in every transverse section at this stage, and therefore exist the whole way

along, whereas the (finfal ])ortion is seen only in every third or fourth section, according

to the thickness of the sc'ctions. It may be cfiucluded from this that there appears a con-

tinuous outgrow th from the spinal canal, from w'hich discontinuous jirocesses grow out.

In specimens of a very much later period (Plate 1 8. tig. L) the jiroximal portions of the

outgrowth are unquestionably continuous wdth each other, though their actual junctions

with the spinal cord are very limited iu extent. The fact of this continuity at a later

period is strongly iu favour of the view that the posterior branches of the spiual uerves

2 B 2
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arise from the first as a continuous outgrowth of the spinal cord, from which a series

of distal processes take their origin. I have, however, failed to demonstrate this point

absolutely. The processes, which we may call the nervc-rudiraents, are, as appears from

the later stages, equal in number to the muscle-plates.

It may be pointed out, as must have been gatlun’ed from the description above, that

the nerve-rudiments have at this stage but one point of attachment to the spinal cord,

and that this one corresponds with the dors d or posterior root of the adult nerve.

The rudiments are, in fact, those of the posterior root only.

I'he next or second stage in the formation of these structure's to which I would call

attention occurs at about the time when three to fi\e visceral clefts are present. Tire

disappearance from the notocliord in the anterior extremity of the body of a special

central area rich in protoplasm serves as an ox(;ellent guide to the commencement of

this epoch.

Its investigation is beset with far greater difficulties than the previous one. This is

owing ])artly to the fact that a number of connective-tissue cells, which are only with

great difficulty to bo distinguished from the c('lls which compose the spinal nerves, make

their appearance around the latter, and partly to the fact that the attachment of the

spinal nerres to the neural canal becomes much smaller, and therefore more difficult to

study.

Fortunately, howcvc'r, in Torpedo these ])ecnliar fi'atures are not present to ncarl)

the same extent as in Prisfiiinis and

T'he councctive-tissuo cells, though they a])pear earlier in Torpedo than in the two

other genera, are much less densely packed, and the large atlachment of tlu' nerves to

the neural canal is retained for a long(*r j)criod.

Under these circumstances I consider it betti'r, before proceeding with this stage, to

give a description of the occurrence's in Torpedo, and after that to return to the history

of the nerves in the genera Fristiurm and Sn/Uhtm.

The development of the ^Spinal Nerves in Torjiedo.

The youngest 'Torpedo-emhryo in which I have found traces of the spinal nerves

belongs to the earliest ])art of what I called the second stage.

The segmental duct* is just appearing, but the cells of the notochord have not become

completely vacuolated. The j'udiments of the spinal m.'rves extend half of tin' way towards

the ventral sidt' of the spinal cord ; they grow out in a most distinct manner from the

dorsal surface of the spinal cord (Plate 10. fig. i)ii,pr); but tin' nerve-rudiments of

the two sides an; no longer continuous with each other at the dorsal median line, as in

the earlier Frlsfiurm-omhryos. The cells forming the proximal portion of the rudi-

ment have the same elongated form as the cells of the spinal cord, but the remaining
cells are more circular.

* FkIk Bali-ouk, “Origin and History of Urino-gonilal Organs of Vertobrutc-a,” Journal of Anatomy and
rh}siology, Oct 1875.
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From the summit of the muscle-plates {mp) an outgi’owth of connective-tissue has

made its'appearance (c), which eventually fills up the space between the dorsal surface

of the cord and the external epiblast. There is not the slightest difficulty in distin-

guishing the connective-tissue cells from the ner^e-rudiment. I believe that in this

embryo the origin of the nerves from the neural canal was a continuous one, though

naturally the peripheral ends of the nerve-rudirnents were separate from each other.

The most interesting feature of the stage is the commencing formation of the anterior

roots. Each of these arises (Plate 1 0. fig. 1) a, ar) as a small but distinct outgrowtli from

the ei)iblast of tlie spinal cord, near the ventral corner of which it appt'ars as a conical

projection. Even from the very first it has an indistinct form of termination and a

fibrous appearance, wlnle tlie ])rotoplHsm of which it is composed becomes very

attenuated towards its termination.

The points of origin of the anterior roots from tlie spinal cords are separated from

each other by considcralih' intinvals. In this fact, and also in tfie nerves of the two

sidc.s never lieing united with each other in the ventral median line, the anterior roots

exhibit a marked contrast to the posterior.

'riiere exists, then, in 'forjtr/Io-vmhryoa by the end of this stagi' distinct rudiments of

both the anterior ami jiosterinr roots of tin* .spinal nerves. These rudiments are at first

<]uite independent of and disconnected with each other, and both take their rise as

outgrowths of the- ejiiblast of the neural canal.

The next Torpfdo-vmhryo (Plate 10. fig. Db), though taken from the .same female,

is somewhat older than the one last de.scribed. The cells of the notochord are consider-

ably ^acuohlted ; but tin' sc'gnu'ntal duct is still without a lumen. 'I’he posterior neiao-

rudiments ur<' elongated, pear-shaped bodies of consiilerable size, and, growing in a

ventral direction, have nsiched a [loint nearly o|)po.sit(' tin' base of the neural canal.

They still remain attached to the top of the neural canal, though the connexion has in

each case become a pedicle .so narrow that it can only be observt'd with great difficulty.

Tt is fairly (a'rtuin that by this stage each jiosterior nerve-rudiraent lias its own

separate and independent junction with the s]»inal cord; their dorsal extremities are

nevertheless probaiily connecti^d w ith each other by a continuous commissure.

The cells composing tlu' rudiments are .still round, and haM*, in fact, undergone no

important modifications .since tln^ last stage.

The important featun; of the section figured (fig. Db), and one which it shares with

the other sections of the same t'lnbryo, is the ajjpearance of connective-tissue cells around

the nerve-rudiment. The.«e cells arise from tw'o sources ; one of these is supplied by

the vertebral rudiments, which at the end of the last stage (Plate lb. fig. C, cr) become

split off from the inner layer of the muscle-plates. The Acrtebral rudiments have

in fact commenced to grow uji on (*ach side of the neural canal, in order to form the

mass of cells out of which the neural arches are .subserpiently developed.

The dorsal extremities of the muscle-plates form the second source of the.se con-

nective-tissue cells. These latter cells lie dorsal and external to the nm-vc-nidiments.
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The presence of this connective-tissue, in addition to the nerve-rudiments, removes

the possibility of erroneous interpretations in the previous stages of the Pristiurus-

embryo.

It might be urged that the two masses which I have called nerve-rudiments are

nothing else than mcsoblastic connective-tissue commencing to develop around the

neural canal, and that the appearance of attachment to the neural mial which they

present is due to bad preparation or imperfect observation. The sections of both this

and the last Torpedo-erabxyo which I havi' been describing clearly prove that this is

not the case. We have, in fact, in the same sections the developing connective-tissue

as well as the nerve-rudiments, and at a time when the latter still retains its primitive

attiichment to the neural canal. I'lie anterior root (fig. 1) b, ar) is still a distinct conical

prominence, but somewhat larger than in the ])revi()usly described embryo ; it is com-

posed of several cells, and the cells of the spinal cord in its neighbourliood converge

towards its point of origin.

In a TorpeilO‘^ra\iX)'o (Plate 1 G. tig. I) c) somewhat older than the one last de.scribed,

though again derived from the oviduct of the same female, both the anterior and the

posterior nidiments have made considerable steps in d(;velopmeut.

In sections tjikcn from the hinder part of th(i body 1 found that the posterior rudi-

ments nearly agreed in size with those in tig. Db.

It is, however, still less easy than there to trace the junction of the posterior rudi-

ments with the spinal cord, and the upper ends of the riuliments of the two sides do

not nc^arly meet.

In a considerable series of sections 1 faihal to tind any case in which 1 could be abso-

lutely certain that a junction between the nerve and tin; s])inal cord was etfected ; and

it is possible that ill course of the change of position wliicli tliis junction undergoes

there may be for a short period a break of continuity bedweeu the nerve and the cord.

This, however, 1 do not think probable. But if it takes jilace at all, it takes ]>lace

before the nerve becomes functionally active, and so cannot be looked u[)on as possetssing

any physiological significance.

The rudiment of the posterior nerve in the hinder portion of the body is still apjiroxi-

mately homogeneous, and no distinction of parts can be found in it.

In the same region of the body the anterior rudiuu.nt retains nearly the same condi-

tion as ill the jirevious stage, though it has somewhat increased in size.

In the sections taken from the anterior part of the same embrjo the posterior rudi-

ment has both grown in size and also commenced to undergo histological changes by

which it has become divided into a root, a ganglion, and a nerve.

The root (fig. J) c, pr) consists of small round ci'lls which lie dose to the spinal

cord, and ends dorsally in a rounded extremity.

The ganglion (r/) consists of larger and more elongated cells, and forms an oval mass

enclosed on the outside by the downward continuation of the root, having its inner side

nearly in contact with the sjiinal cord.
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From its ventral end is continued the nerve, which is of considerable length, and has

a Course approximately parallel to that of the muscle-plate. It forms a continuation of

the root rather than of the ganglion.

Further details in reference to the histology of the nerve-rudiment at this stage are

given later in this paper, in the description of Pristiunta-embryos, of which I have a

more complete series of sections than of tlu' ybrp(?do-embryos.

When compared with the nerve-rudiment in tin* posterior part of the same embryo,

the nerve-rudiment last described is, in the first ]>lace, considerably larger, and has

secondly undergone change's, so that it is possible to recognize in it jtarts which can be

histologically distinguished as nerve and ganglion.

The developmental changes which have taken place in the anterior root are not less

important than those in the posterier. 'J’ln; anterior root iiow forms a very conspicuous

cellular prominence growing out from the ventral corner of the spinal cord (fig. l)e, or).

It has a straight course from the spinal cord to the muscle-plate, and there shows a

tendency to turn downwards at an open angle: this, how'evt'r, is not represented in the

s})ecimen figured. I'lu' cells of which it is composed each contain a large oval nucleus,

and are not unlike the cells which form the posterior rudiment. The anterior and

j)osterior nerves ar(' still (piite unconnected with each other; and in those; sections in

W'hich the anterior root is ]jrese.nt the posterior root of the same side is either com-

pletely absent or only a small part is to he seen. The cells of the spinal cord exhibit

a slight tt'ndency to converge tow’ards the origin of the anterior nerve-root.

In the spinal cord itself the epithelium of the central canal is commencing to become

distinguished from the grey matter, but no trace of tlu; white matter is visible.

I have succeeded in making longitudinal V('rtical sections of this stage, wdiich prove

that the ends of the ])osterior roots adjoining tlu' junction with the cord are all connected

Avith each other (Plate Id. fig. I)d).

If the figure n'jtresenting a transAC'rse section of tlu* embryo (fig.l)c) be examined,

or better still the figure of a section of the slightly ohk'r -embryo (Plate 17.

fig. H I or 1 1), the posterior root will be seen to end dorsally in a rounded I'xtrcmity, and

the junction Avith the spinal cord to be effected, not by the extremity of the nerve, but

by a part of it at some little distance from this.

It is from these uj)per ends of the rudirnc'nls beyond the junction Avith the spinal cord

that I believe the commissures to spring Avhich connect together the posterior roots.

My sections shoAving this for the stage under consideration are not quite as satisfactory

as is desirable; ; nevertheless they are sufficiently good to remove all doubt as to the

presence of these commissures.

A figure of one of thc.se sections is represented (Plate 10. fig. Dd). In this figure

points to the posterior roots and .v to the commissures uniting tlu'tn.

In a stage somewhat subsequent to this I InvAo succeeded in making longitudinal

sections, Avhich exhibit these junctions Avith a clearness Avhich loaAes nothing to be

desired.
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It is there effected (Plate 18. fig. L) in each case by a protoplasmic commissure with

imbedded nuclei*. Near its dorsal extremity each posterior root dilates, and from the

dilated portion is given off on each side the commissure uniting it with the adjoining

roots.

Considering the clearness of this formation in this embryo, as well as in the embryo

belonging to the stage under description, there cannot be much doubt that at the first

formation of the posterior rudiments a continuous outgrowth arises from the spinal cord,

and that only at a later period do the junctions of the roots with the cord become

separated and distinct for each nerve.

I now return to the more complete series of Pritstiunts-vmhryoSy the development of

whose spinal nerves 1 have bc'cn able to obsta’ve.

Stage of the S/diial Xenm in Pristiurus.

In the youngest of these (Plate 17. fig. E) the notochord ha.s undergone but very slight

changes, but the segmental duct has made; its appearance, and is as much developed

as in the 'Torpedo-emhryo from which fig. D b was taken.

(The embryo from Avliich fig. Ea was derived had three visceral clefts.)

Tiiere have not as yc't appeared any connective-tissue cells dorsal to the top of the

muscle-plates, so that the posterior nerve-rudiments are still quite free and distinct.

The cells composing them are smaller than the cells of the neural canal ; th<*y are

round and nucleated ;
and, indeed, in their histological constitution the uerv('-rudi-

ments exhibit no important deviations from the previous stege, and they have hardly

increased in size. In their mode of attachment to the neural tube an important change

has, however, already commenced to be visible.

In the previous stage the two lun-ve-rudiments met abov(' the summit of the spinal

cord and were broadly attached to it there ; now their points of attachment have glided

a short distance down the .sides of the spinal cordf.

The two nerve-rudiments have therefore ceased to meet above the summit of tlu;

canal; and in addition to this they appear in section to narrow very much before

becoming united with its walls, so that their junctions with these appear in a tninsvcrse

section to be effected by at most one or two cells, and are, comparatively speaking, very

difficult to observe.

In an embryo but slightly older than that represented in fig. Ea the first rudiment of

the anterior root becomes visible. This appears, precisely as iji 2'orjiedo, in the form of

a small projection from the ventral corner of the spinal cord (fig. E b, ar).

The second stc}) in this stage (Plate 17. fig. F) is comparable, as far as the connectivc'-

tissue is concerned, with the section of Torpedo (Plate 1 (5. fig. D d). The notochord (tin*

^ This commissure is not satisfactorily represented in the tigurc. F?Vp Ibxplanaiion of Plato 18.

t [Ma}^ 18, 1871).—Olfservations I have recently made upon tln^ dcvolojimcnt of the cranial nerves inclirio

ino to adopt an explanation of the cluingo wliich takes place in point of attachment of the spinal nerves to the

cord differing from that cnunciatial in the text. T look nptiii this change as being apparent raflier than rod,

and as duo to a growth of the roof of the neural canal in the median dorsal line, which tends to separate the

roots of tlio two si(l('s more and more, and cause them to assume a more ventral jioaition.]
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histological details of whose structure are not inserted in this figure) is rather more

developed, and the segmental duct, as was the case with the corresponding Torpedo-

embryo, has become hollow at its anterior extremity.

The embryo from which the section was taken possessed five visceral clefts, but no trace

of external gills.

In the section represented, though from a posterior part of the body, the dorsal

nerve-rudiments liave become considerably larger than in the last (!mbryo
; they now

extend beyond the base of the neural canal. They are surrounded to a great extent by

mesoblastic tissue, which, as in the case of tlu; Torpedo, takes its origin from two

sources, (1) from the commencing vertebral bodies, (2) from the summits of the muscle-

plates.

It is in many cases vei-y difficult, especially with chromic-acid specimens, to determine

with certainty the limits of the rudiments of the posterior root.

In the best specimens a distinct bordering line can be seen, and it is, as a rule, possible

to state th(' characters by which the cells of the nerve-rudiments and vertebral bodies

difier. The more important of tliese are the following:—(1) Tlie cells of the nerve-rudi-

ment are distinctly smaller than those of the \ertebral rudiment
; (2) the cells of the nerve-

rudiment arc elongated, anti have their long axis arranged parallel to the long axis of

the nerve-rudiment, while the cells surrounding them are much more nearly circular.

'J'he cells of the nervt'-rudiment measure about rdb o X 4 iAto to tbVoX 3
-
3*00 iuch,

those of the vertebral rudiment xtiVo X loAb i"'*^!** The greater difficulty expericuced

in distinguishing the nerve-rudiment from the connective-tissue in Prisfiurus than in

Toipedo arises from the fact that the connectivt'-tissue is much looser and less condensed

in the latter than in the former.

'J'he connective-tissue cells which have grown out from the muscle-jdates form a con-

tinuous arch over the dorsal surface of the neural tube (ride Plate 17. fig. F); and in

some sp(*cimens it is difficult to s('e whether the arch is formed by the rudiment of the

posterior root or by connective-tissue. It is, however, quite easy with the best speci-

mens to satisfy one’s self that it is from the connective-tissue, and not the nerve-rudiment,

that the dorsal investment of the iK'ural canal is dcri\ed.

As in the previous case, the upper ends of each pair of posterior nerve-nidimcnts are

(luite separate from one another, and appear iii sections to b(> united by a very nari’ovv

root to the walls of the neural canal at the position indicated in fig. F*.

'The cells forming the nervc'-rudiments have undergone slight modifications; they

are for the most part more distinctly elongated than in the earlier stage, and appear

slightly smaller in comparison with the cells of the neural canal.

They possess as yet no distinctive characters of nerve-cells. They stain more deeply

with osmic acid than the cells around them, but with hrcmatoxylin there is but a very

slight difference in intensity between their colouring and that of the neighbouring

connective-tissue cells.

* The artist has not been very successful in rendering this figure.

2 cMDOCCIXSVI.
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The anterior roots have grown considerably in length, but their observation is involved

in the same difficulties with chromioacid specimens as that of the posterior rudiments.

There is a further difficulty in observing the anterior roots, which arises from the

commencing formation of white matter in the cord. This is present in aU the anterior

sections of the embryo from which fig. F is taken. When the white matter is formed the

cells constituting the junction of the anterior nerve-root with the spinal cord undergo

the same changes as the cells which are being converted into the white matter of the

cord, and become converted into nerve-fibres
; these do not stain with hiematoxylin, and

thus an apparent space is left between the nerve-root and the spinal cord. This space by

careful examination may be seen to be filled up with fibres. In osmic-acid sections,

although even in these the white matter is stained less deeply than the other tissues, it

is a matter of comparative ease to observe the junction between the anterior nerve-root

and the spinal cord.

I have been successful in preparing satisfactory longitudinal sections of embryos

somewhat older than that shown in fig. F, and they bring to light several important

points in reference to the development of the spinal nerves. Three of these sections

arc represented in Plate 17. figs. G 1, G 2, «& G 3.

The sections are ai)proximatcly horizontal and longitudinal. G 1 is the most dorsal

of the three ; it is not quite horizontal though nearly longitudinal. The section passes

exactly through the point of attachment of the posterior roots to the walls of the neural

canal.

The posterior rudiments appear as slight prominences of rounded cells projecting

from the wall of the neural canal. From transverse sections the attachment of the

nerves to the wall of the neural canal is proved to be very narrow, and from these S(>ctions

it appears to be of some length in the direction of the long axis of the embryo. A
combination of the sections taken in the two directions leads to the conclusion that the

nerves at this stage thin out like a wedge before* joining the s])inal cord.

The independent junctions of the posterior rudiments with the spinal cord at this

stage arc very clearly sho^vn, though the 3'udiraents are probably united with each
other just dorsal to their junction with the spinal cord.

The nerves correspond in number witli the muscle-plates, and eacli arises from the spinal

cord, nearly opposite the middle line of the corresponding muscle-plates (figs. G 1 & G 2).

Each nerve-rudiment is surrounded by connective-tissue cells, and is separated from
its neighbours by a considerable intcuval.

At its origin each nerve-rudimemt lies opposite the median portion of a muscle-plate
(figs. G 1 & G 2) ; but, owing to the muscle-plate acquiring an oblique direction, at the
level of the dorsal surface of the notochord it appears in horizontal sections more
nearly opposite the interval between two muscle-plates (figs, G 2 & G 3).

In horizontal sections I find masses of cells which make their appearance on a level
with the vential suiface of the sjiinal cord, 1 believe I have in some sections success-
fully traced these into the spinal cord, and 1 have little doubt that they are the
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anterior roots of the i^inol nerves ; they are opposite the median line of the ma8cle>

plates, and do not appear to join the posterior roots {vide fig. G3, ar).

At the end of this period or second stage the main characters of the spinal nerves in

Fristiurus are the following:

—

(1) The posterior nerve-rudiments form somewhat wedge-shaped masses of tissue

attached dorsally to the spinal cord.

'
•• (2) The cells of which they are composed arc typical undifferentiated embryonic cells,

which can hardly be distinguished from the connective-tissue cells around them.

(S) The nerves of each pair no longer meet above the summit of the spinal canal, but

are independently attached to its sides.

(4) Their dorsal extremities are probably united by commissures.

(5) The anterior roots have appeared ; they form small conical projections from the

ventral comer of the spinal cord, but have no connexion with the posterior rudiments.

T]ie Third Stage of the Spinal Nerves in Fristiurus.

With the third stage the first distinct histological differentiations of the nerve-rudi-

ments commence. Owing to the changes both in the nerves themselves and in the

connective-tissue around them, which becomes less compact and its cells stellate, the

difficulty of distinguishing the nerves from the surrounding cells vanishes ; and the diffi-

culties of investigation in the later stages are confined to the modes of attachment of

the nerves to the neirral canal, and the histological changes which take place in the

rudiments themselves.

The stage may be considered to commence at the period when the external gills firet

make their a[)i)earance as small buds from the walls of the visceral clefts. Already, in the

earliest rudiments of the posterior root of tliis period now figured, a number of distinct

jmrts arc visible (Plate 17. fig. H i).

Surrounding nearly the whole structure there is present a delicate investment

similar to that which 1 mentioned us surrounding the neuial canal and other organs

;

it is quite structureless, but becomes coloured with all staining i-eagents. I must again

leave oi)eu the question \vhether it is to be looked upon us a layer of coagulated proto-

plasm or as a more definite structure. This investment completely surrounds the

proximal portion of the posterior root, but vanishes near its distal extremity.

The nerve-rudiment itself maybe divided into three distinct portions :—(l)the proximal

portion, in which is situated the pedicle of attachment to the wall of the neural canal

;

(2) an enlarged portion, which may conveniently, from its future fate, be called the

ganglion
; (3) a distal portion beyond this. The proximal 2

>i>vtion jjresents a fairly

uniform diameter, and ends dorsally in a rounded expansion ; it is attached remarkably

enough, not by its extremity, but by its sidt', to the spinal cord. The dorsal extre-

mities of the 2>ostciior nerves are therefore free ; as was before mentioned, they probably

serve as the starting-point of the longitudinal commissures between the jjosterior roots.

The spinal cord at this stage is still made up of fairly uniform cells, which do not

2c2
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differ in any important particulars from the cells which composed it during the last stitge.

The outer portion of the most peripheral layer of cells has already begun to be converted

into the white matter.

The delicate investment spoken of before still surrounds the whole spinal cord, except

at the points of junction of the cord with the nerve-rudiments. Externally to this in-

vestmeat, and separated from it for the most part by a considerable interval, a meso-

blastic sheath (Plate 17. fig. II i, /) for the spinal cord is beginning to be formed.

The attachment of the nerve-rudiments to the spinal cord, on account of its

smallness, is still very difficult to observe. In many specimens where the nerve is visible

a small prominence may be seen rising up from the spinal cord at a point corresponding

to a; (Plate 17. fig. II i). It is, howevei-, rare to see this prominence and the nerve con-

tinuous with each other : as a rule they are separated by a slight space, and frequently

one of the cells of the mesoblastic investment of the spinal cord is inlei*posed between

the two. In some especially favourable specimens, similar to the one figured, there can

be seen a distinct cellular prominence (fig. II i, .r) from the spinal cord, which becomes

continuous with a small prominence on the lateral border of the nerve-rudiment near its

free extremity. The absence of a junction between the two in a majority of sections

is only what might be expected, considering how minute the junction is.

Owing to the presence of the commissure connecting the posterior roots, some part of

a nerve is present in every section.

The proximal extremity of the nerve-rudiment itself is composed of cells, which, by

their smaller size and a more circular form, are casUy distinguished from cells forming

the ganglionic portion of the nerve.

The ganglionic portion of the nerve, by its externally swollen configuration, is at once

recognizable in all the sections in which the nerve is complete. Tlie delicate investment

before mentioned is continuous around it. The cells forming it are largjT and more

elongated than the cells forming the upper portion of tlie nervc'-rudiment : each of

them possesses a large and distinct nucleu.s.

The remainder of tlu; nerve-rudiment forms the commencement of the true nerve. It

can in this stage be traced only for a very small distance, and gradually fades awny, in

such a manner tlint its absolute termination is very difficult to observe.

The connective-tissue cells which surround the nen’orudiment are far looser than

in the last stage, and are commencing to throw out processes and become branched.

The anterior root-nerve has grow-n very considerable since the last stage. It projects

from the same region of the cord as before, but on approaching the muscle-plate takes

a sudden bend dow'nwards (fig. II li, ar).

I have fail(;d to prove that the anterior and posterior roots are at this stage united.

Fourth Stage}

In an embryo but slightly more advanced than the one last described, important steps

have been made in the development of the nerve-mdiment. The spinal cord itself now
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poBseoses a coverings of white matter ; this is thickest at the Teatral portion of the

cord, and extends to the region of the posterior root of the spinal nerve.

The junction of the posterior root with the spinal cord is easier to obseiwe than in the

last stage.

It is still effected by means of unaltered cells, though the cells which form the pro-

jection from the cord to the nerve are commencing to undergo changes similar |o those

of the cells which are being converted into white matter.

In the rudiment of the posterior root itself there are still three distinct parts,

though their arrangement has undergone some alteration and their distinctness has

become more marked (Plate 17. fig. 1 1 ).

The root of the nerve (fig. 1 1, pr) consists, as before, of nearly circular cells, each

containing a nucleus, very largo in proportion to the size of the cell. The cells

have a diameter of about ^oo7» of inch. This mass forms not only the junction

between the ganglion and the spinal canal, but is also continued into a layer

investing the outer side of the ganglion and continuous with the nerve beyond the

ganglion.

The cells which compose the ganglion (fig. 1 1, sj).g) are easily distinguished from

those of th(! root. Each cell is elongated with an oval nucleus, large in proportion to

the cell ; and its protoplasm appears to b(^ continued into an angular, not to say fibrous

process, sometimes at one and more rarely at both ends. The processes of the cells are

at this stage very difficult to observe : figs. I a, 1 b, 1 c represent three cells provided

with them and placed in the positions they occupied in the ganglion.

The relatively very small amount of protoplasm in comparison to the nucleus is fairly

represented in these figures, though not in the drawing of tlie ganglion as a whole. In

the centre of each nucleus is a nucleolus.

Fig. 1 b, in which the process points towards the root of the nerve, I regard as a com-

mencing nerve-fibre : its more elongated shape seems to imply this. In the next stage

special bundles of nerve-fibres become very conspicuous in the ganglion. The long

diameter of an average ganglion-cell is about TrA)() ®f inch. The whole ganglion

forms an oval mas.s, well st^parated both from the nerve-root and the nerve, and is not

markedly continuous with either. On its outer side lies the downward process of the

nervtvroot before mentioned.

The nerve itself is still, as in the last case, composed of cells which are larger and

more elongated than eitlier the cells of the root or the ganglion.

The condition of the anterior root at this stJige is hardly altered from what it was

;

it is composed of very small cells, which with Inematoxylin stain more deeply than any

other cell of the section. A figure of it is given in I ii.

Horizontal longitudinal sections of this stage arc both easy to make and very instruc-

tive. On Plate 18. fig. K i is represented a horizontal section through a plane near the

dorsal surface of the spinal cord : each posterior root is seen in this section to lie nearly

opposite the anterior extremity of a muscle-plate.
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In a more ventral plane (%. Kn) this relation is altered, and the posterior roots lie

opposite the hinder parts of the muscle-piates.

The nerves themselves are invested by the hyaline membrane spoken of above ; and

surrounding this again there is present a delicate mesoblastic investment of spindle-

shaped cells.

Longitudinal sections also throw light upon the constitution of the anterior nerve-roots

{vide fig. K II, ar). In the two segments on the left-hand side in this figure the anterior

roots are cut through as they are proceeding, in a more or less horizontal course, &om
the spinal cord to the muscle-plates.

Where the section (which is not quite horizontal) passes tlirough the plane of the

notochord, as on the right-hand side, the anterior roots arc cut transversely. Each root,

in fact, changes its direction, and takes a downward course.

The anterior roots are situated nearly opposite the middle of the muscle-plates;

their section is much smaller than that of the posterior roots, and with hsematoxylin

they stain more deeply than any of the other cells in the preparation.

The anterior roots, so far as I hav(3 been able to observe, do not at this stage unite

with the posterior ; but on this point T do not speak with any confidence.

The period now arrived at forms a convenient break in the development of the spinal

nerves ; and I hope to treat the remainder of the subject, especially the changes in the

ganglion, the development of the ganglion-cells, and of the nerve-fibres, in a subsequent

paper.

I will only add that, not long after the stage last described, the posterior root unites

with the anterior root at a considerable distance below the cord : this is shown in

Plate 18. fig. L. Still later the portion of the root between tlu* ganglion and the spinal

cord becomes converted into nerve-fibres, and the ganglion becomes still further removed

from the cord, while at the same time it appears distinctly divided into two i)arts.

As regards the development of tin* cranial nerves, 1 have made a few observations,

which, though confessedly incomplete, I would desire to mention here, because,

imperfect as they are, they seem to .show that in Ela.smobranch Fishes the cranial

ner/es resemble the spinal nerves in arising as outgrowths from the central nervous

system.

I have given a figure of the dev('lopmont of a posterior root of a enmial nerve in

fig. Mi. The section is taken from the same embryo as figs. Ill, 11 ii, and Bin.

It passes through the anterior portion of a thickening of the extoraal epiblast, which

eventually becomes involuted as tlie auditory v'csicle.

The posterior root of a nerve (VII) is seen growing out from the summit of the hind

brain in precisely the same manner that the posterior roots of the spinal nerves grow out

from the spinal cord : it is the rudiment of the seventh or facial nerve. The section

behind this (fig. Mil), still in the region of the ear, has no trace of a nerve, and thus

serves to show the early discontinuity of the posterior nerve-rudiments which arise from

the brain.
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I have as yet £siled to ^teot any cranial anterior roots like those of the spinal

nerves*. The nmilarity in development between the cranial and spinal nerves is espe-

cially interesting, as forming an important addition to the evidence which at present

exists that the cranial nerves are only to be looked on as spinal nerves, especially

modified in connexion with the changes wliich the anterior extremity of the body has

undergone in existing vertebrates.
^

My results may be summarized as follows :

—

Along the extreme dorsal summit of the spinal cord there arises on each side a con-

tinuous outgrowth.

From each outgrowth processes corresponding in number to the muscle-plates grow

downwards. These are the posterior nerve-rudiments.

The outgrowths, at first attached to the spinal cord throughout their whole length,

soon cease to be so, and remain in connexion with it in certain spots only, which form

the junction of the posterior roots with the spinal cords.

The original outgrowth on each side remains as a bridge, uniting together the dorsal

extremities of all the posterior rudiments. The points of junction of the posterior roots

with the spinal cord are at first situated at the extreme dorsal summit of the latter, but

eventually travel down, and arc finally placed on the sides of the cord.

After these events the posterior neiTC-rudimcnts grow rapidly in size, and become

dift’erentiated into a root (by which they are attached to the spinal canal), a ganglion, and

a neiTo.

The anterior roots, like the posterior, ai-c outgrowths from the spinal cord
; but the

outgrowths to form them arc from the first discontinuous, and the points from which

they originally sjuing remain as those by which they are permanently attached to the

spinal cord, and do not, as in the case of the posterior roots, und('rgo a change of

position. The anterior roots arise, not vertically below', but opposite the intervals

between the posterior roots.

The anterior roots are at first quite separate from the posterior roots ; but soon after

the differentiation of the posterior rudiment into a root, ganglion, and nerve a junction

is effected between each ])osterior nerve and the corresponding anterior root. The

junction is from the first at some little distance from the ganglion.

Investigators have hitherto described the spinal nerves as formed from part of the

mesoblast of the prolovertcbra?. His alone, so far as 1 know, takes a different view'.

Ilis’sf observations lead him to the conclusion that the posterior roots are developed

as ingrowths from the external epiblast into the space between the protovertebrte and

the neural canal. These subsequently become constricted off, unite with the neural

ttinal and foi-m spinal nerves.

* [May 18, 1870.—Subsequent observations bavc led me to the conclusion that no anterior niTvo-roots are

to bts found in tKo brain, J t Erste Anluge <les Wirbcltkicr-Lcibcs.
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These statements, which have not been since confirmed, diverge nearly to the same

extent from my own results as does the ordinary account ofthe development of these parts.

Hrnren (Vmciiow’s ‘ Archiv,’ vol. xxxi. 1864) also looks upon the spinal nerves as

devclojKid from the epiblast, but not as a direct result of his own observations*.

Without attempting;, for the present at least, to explain this divergence, I venture to

think that the facts which I have just described have distinct bearings upon one or

two important problems.

One point of general anatomy upon which they throw considerable light is the primi-

tive origin of nerves.

So long as it was admitted that the spinal and cerebral nerves developed in the embryo

independently of the central neiwous system, their mode of origin always presented to my

mind considerable difficulties.

It never appeared clear how it was ])ossible for a state of things to have arisen in

which the central nervous system, as well as the peripheral terminations of nerves,

whether motor or sensory, were formed independently of each other, while between

them a third structure was developed w’hich, growing in both directions (towards the

centre and towards the periphery), ultimately brought the two into connexion.

That such a condition could be a primitive one seemed scarcely possible.

Still more remarkable did it appear, on the supposition that the primitive mode of

formation of these parts was represented in the develoj)mental history of vertebrates,

that we should find similar structural elements in the central and in the peripheral

nervous systems.

The central nervous system arises from the epiblast, and yet contains precisely similar

nerve-cells and neiwe-fibres to the peripheral nervous system, which, if derived, as is

usually stated, from the mesoblast, was necessarily supposed to have a completely

different origin from the central nervous system.

Both of these difficulties are to a great extent removed by the facts of the develop-

ment of these parts in Elasmobranchs.

If it be admitted that the spinal roots develop as outgrowths from the central nervous

system in Elasmobmnch Fishes, the question arises, how far it can be supposed to be

possible that in other vertebrates the spinal roots and ganglia develop independently of

the spinal cord, and only subsequently become united with it.

I have already insisted that this cannot be the primary condition
; and though 1 am

of opinion that the origin of the nerves in higher vertebrates ought to be worked over

again, yet I do not think it impossible that, by a secondary adaptation, the nerve-roots

might develop in the mesoblast f.

* [May 18, 1870.—Since the aboTo was written Hessen has succeeded in showing that in mammals tbo

rudiments of the posterior roots arise in a manner closely resembling that described in the present paper ; and

I have myself, within the last few days, inudo observations which incline me to believe that the same holds

good for the chick. My observations are as yet very incomplete.]

t [May ] 8, 1876.—Hensbn’s observations, os well as those recently made by myself on the (diiok, render it

almost certain that the nerves in all Vertebrates spring from the spinal cord.]
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l^e presence of transverse commissures connecting the central ends of all the poste*

tier roots is very peculiar. The commissures may possibly be looked on as outlying

portions of the cord, rather than as parts of the nerves.

I have not up to this time followed ^heir history beyond a somewhat early period in

embryonic life, and am therefore unacquainted with their fate in the adult.

As far as 1 am aware, no tiuce of similar structures has been met with in other

vertebrates.

The commissures have a very strong resemblance to those by which in Elasraobranch

Fishes the glossopharyngeal nerve and the branches of the pneumogastric are united

in an early embryonic stage*.

I think it not impossible that the commissures in the two cases represent the same

structures. If this is the case, it would seem that the junction of a number of nerves

to form the pneumogastric is not a secondary state, but the r(?mnant of a primary one,

in which all the s])inal norr es were united, as they embryonically are in Elasmobranchs.

One point brought out in my investigations appears to me to have bearings upon the

origin of the central canal of the Vertebrate neiwous s\ stem, and in consequence upon

the origin of the Vertebrate group itself.

The point I allude to is the posterior nerve-rudiments making their first appearance

at the extreme dorml sum mil of the spinal cord.

'Tin* transverse section of the ventral nervous cord ol‘ an ordinary segmented worm

consists of two symmetrical halves j)laced side by side.

If by a mechanical folding the tw’o lateral halves of the nervous cord became bent

towards each other, nhile into the groove formed between the two the external skin

became jmshed, we should lune an approximation to the 'N'ertcbrate spinal cord.

Such a folding might take place to give extra rigidity to tlie body in the absence of a

vertebral column.

If this folding were tht'u completed in such a way that the groove, lined by external

skin and situated between the two lateral columns of the nervous system, became con-

verted into a canal, above and below uhich the two columns of the ncr\ous system

united, rve should have in the transformed nervous cord an organ strongly resembling

the spinal cord of Verti'brates.

This resemblance would e\eu extend beyond mere ('xternal form. Let the ventral

nervous cord of the common earthworm, Lumbrlcns at/riro/n. be us('d for comparison f,

a transverse section of which is represented by lanuKiJ and Clapakede. In this wc

find that on the ventral surface (the Anuelidau ventral surface) of the nervous cord the

ganglion-cclls (grey matter) (A:) are situated, and on the dorsal side the nervofibres or

* IJaikoiui, “ A Preliiiiinarj .\,pc<)unt of tlio Devclopniont of Elasmobrancli Fi.shcs,’’ (i. J. ilicro.s. Sc. 1S74,

plato XV. fig. 1 4,

t The nervous eonls of ottier Annelids resoluble that of Litiuhricus in the relations of the gtin^Jion-iells of

the nerve-fibres.

J Tafoln ziir vorgleiehendon Anutoinie, Taf. iii. fig. H.

MDCCCLXXVI. 2 D
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white matter (//}. If the folding that I have supposed were to take place, the grey and

white matters would have very nearly the relative situations which they have in the

Vertebrate spinal cord.

The grey matter would be situated in the interior and surround the epithelium of

the central canal, and the white matter would neoi'ly surround the grey and form the

anterior white commissure. The nerves w’ould then arise, not from the sides of the

nervous cord as in existing Vertebrates, but from its extreme ventral summit.

One of the most striking features which I have brought to light with reference to the

development of the posterior roots, is the fact of their growing out from the extreme

dorsal summit of the neural canal—a position analogous to the ventral summit of the

Annelidan nervous cord. Thus the posterior roots of the nerves in Elasraobranchs arise

in the exact manner Avhich might have been anticipated were the spinal cord due to

such a folding as I have suggested. The ai'gument from the nerves becomes the

stronger, from the great peculiarity in the position of the outgrowth, a feature which

would be most perplexing without some such explanation as I have proposed. The

central epithelium of the neural canal according to this view represents the external

skin ; and its ciliation is to be explained as a remnant of the ciliation of the external

skin now found amongst many of the lower Annelids.

I have, however, employed the comparison of the Vertebrate and Annelidan nervous

cords, not so much to prove a genetic relation betAveen the two as to show the a priori

possibility of the formation of a apinal canal and the a imteriori evidence we have of

the Vertebrate spinal canal having been formed in the way indicated.

1 have not made use of what is really the strongest argument for my view, viz. that

the embryonic mode of formation of the spinal canal, by a folding in of the external

epiblast, is the very method by which I have supposed the spinal canal to have been

formed in the ancestors of Vertebrates.

My object has been to suggest a meaning for the peculiar primitive position of the

posterior roots, rather than to attempt to explain in full the origin of the spinal canal.

Explanation of the Plates*.

PLATE 10.

Fig. A. Section through the dorsal region of an embryo of Sci/Umm stellare, with the

rudiments of two visceral clefts. The section illustrates tlu* general features

at a period anterior to the ap})carance of the posterior nerve-roots,

we, neural canal; 7np, muscle-plate; ch, notochord; x, subnotochordal

^ Tho fi«:ures on thfisc Platt'S a fair p:cneral idea of the appearance presented hy the developing spinal

nerves
;
but the finer details of thn original drawings have in several cases become lost in tho process of copying.

The figures which are tinted represent sections of embryos hardened in osmic acid ; those without colour

sections of embryos hardened in chromic acid.
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rod ; ao, rudiment of dorsal aorta ; so, somatopleure ; splanchnopleure

;

aZ, alimentary tract. All the parts of the section except the spinal cord are

drawn somewhat diagrammatically.

Figs. B I, B II, B III. Three sections of a Pristiurus-exahryo. B i is through the heart,

B II through the anterior part of the dorsal region, and B ill through a

point slightly behind this. Drawn with a camera. (Zeiss CC ocul. 2.)

In Bill there is visible a slight proliferation of cells from the dorsal

summit of the neural canal.

In B 11 this proliferation definitely constitutes two club-shaped masses of

cells (pr), both attached to the dorsal summit of the neural canal. The
masses arc the rudiments of the posterior nerve-roots.

In B I the rudiments of the posterior roots are of considerable length.

pr, rudiment of posterior roots ; nc, neural canal ; mp, muscle-plate

;

c/t, notochoid ; a\ subnotochordal rod; ao, dorsal aorta; so, somatopleure;

sp, splanchnopleure
; a/, alimentary canal ; hf, heart.

Fig. C. Section from a Pristiunis-vinbryo, slightly older than B. Camera. (Zeiss CXJ

ocul. 2.) The embryo from which this figure was taken was slightly distorted

in the process of removal from the blastoderm.

vr, rudiment of vertr'bral body. Other reference letti^rs as in previous

figures.

Fig. D a. Section through the dorsal region of a Torpedo-embryo with three visceral

clefts. (Zeiss CC ocul. 2.) The section shows the formation of the dorsal

nerve-rudiments (jtr) and of a ventral anterior nerve-rudirnent («r), which at

this eaily stage is not distinctly cellular.

or, rudiment of an anterior nerve-root ; cells left behind on the separation

of the external skin from the spinal cord ; c, connective-tissue cells springing

from the summit of the muscle-plates. Other reference letters as above.

Fig. Db. Section from dorsal region of a To;y>c(/o-embryo somewhat older than Da.

Camera. (Zeiss CC ocul. 2.) The jjosterior nerv(>-rudiment is considerably

longer than in fig. D a, and its pedicle of attachment to the spinal cord is

thinner. Tlie anterior nerve-rudiment, of which only the edge is present

in the section, is distinctly cellular.

m, mesoblast growing up from vertebral rudiment ; sd, segmental duct.

Fig. D c. Section from a still older Torpedo-embryo. Camera. (Zeiss CC? ocul. 2.) The

connective-tissue cells are omitted. The rudiment of the ganglion (g) on the

posterior root has appeared. The rudiment of the posterior nerve is much

longer than before, and its junction with the sjiinal cord is difficult to

detect. The anterior root is now an elongated cellular structure.

g, ganglion.

Fig, Dd. Longitudinal and vertical section through a Torpedo-embryo of the same

age as D c.

The section shows the commissures uniting the posterior roots.
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PLATE 17.

Fig. E a. Section of a Pristinrua-^rahryo belonging to the second stage. Camera. (Zeiss

CC ocul. 2.) The section shows the constriction of the pedicle which attaches

the posterior nerve-rudiments to the spinal cord.

pr, rudiment of posterior nerve-root ; nc, neural canal ; mp, muscle-plate ;

vr, vertebral rudiment; sd, segmental duct ; ch, notochord; so, 8(imatopleure

;

. sp, splanchnopleure ; ao, aorta ; al, alimentary canal.

Fig. E b. Section of a PristmruH-emhryo slightly older than E a. Camera. (Zeiss CC!

ocul. 2.) The section shows the formation of the anterior nerve-root (ar).

ar, rudiment of the anterior nerve-root.

Fig. F. Section of a Pri.s-ri‘«r«.s-cmbryo with the rudiments of fi\'e visceral clefts. Camera.

(Zeiss CC ocul. 2.)

The rudiment of the posterior root is seen surrounded by connective-tissue,

from which it cannot easily be distinguished. The artist has not been very

successful in rendering this figure.

Figs. G 1, G2, G 3. The longitudinal and horizontal section of an embryo somewhat

older than F. The embryo from which these sections were taken was hard-

('ned in osmic acid, but the sections have been n-presented without tinting.

G 1 is most dorsal of tin' three .sections. C’anu'ia. (Z(;iss CC! ocul. 1.)

nc, neural caiiai ; xp.c, spinal cord; pt\ rudiment of posterior root; ar,

rndinient of anterior root; mp, muscle-plate; c, connective-tissue cells:

ch, luUodiord.

Fig. H I. Section through the dorsal region of a iV/.sriera.f-embryo in which the rudi-

mentary external gills are present as vtn-y small knobs. Camera. (Zeiss CC
ocul. 2.)

The section shows the commencing <Hfferentiation of the posterior nerve-

rudiment into root {]ir), ganglion and lu'rve (h), and also the attach-

ment of the nerv('-root to the spinal cord (j-). The variations in the size and

shape of the cells in the difterent ])arts of the m*rve-rudiment arc completely

lost in the figure.

pr, posterior nerve-root ;
i^p.fj, ganglion of ]»osterior root

; n, nerve of poste-

rior root
;

.r, attachment of posterior root to spinal cord
; w, white matter

of spinal cord ; /, mc'soblastic invesiinent to the spinal cord.

Fig. H 11. Section through the same embryo as II i. (Zeiss CC! ocul. 1.)

The section contains an anterior root, whicli takes its origin at a point

opposite the interval between two posterior roots.

The ^vhit(; matter lias not been very satisfactorily represented by the artist.

Figs. 1 1
,
I II. Two section.« of a Pridiurm-einhryo somewhat older than II. Camera.

(Zeiss (!C ocul. 1.)

I’hc connective-tissue cells are omitted.

Figs. 1 a, I b, I c. Three isolated cells from the ganglion of one of the posterior roots of

the same embryo.
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PLATE 18.

Figs. K I, K II. Two horizontal longitudinal sections through an embryo in which

the external gills have just appeared. K i is the most dorsal of the two sec-

tions. Camera. (Zeiss CC ocul. 1.)

Tire sections show the relative positions of the anterior and jwsterior roots

nt different levels.

pr, posterior nerve-rudiment ; ar, anterior nerve-rudiment
; sp.c, spinal

cord ; n.c, neural canal ; mp, muscle-plate
; mp', first-formed muscles.

Fig. L. Longitudinal and vertical section through the trunk of a .Vf/////?<//i-embryo after

the external gills have attained their full development. Camera. (Zeiss CC
ocul. 1.)

The embryo wa.s hardened in a mixture of chromic acid and osmic acid.

The section shows the commissures wliich dorsally unite the posterior roots,

and also the junction of tlie anterior and ])osterior root.s. The commissures

are unfortunately not represented in the figure with great accuracy ; their

outlines are in nature perfectly regular, and not, as in the figure, notched at

the junctions of the cells composing them. U'heir cells are apparently more
or le.ss completely fused, and certainly not nearly so clearly marked as in the

figure. 'Ihe commissures stain very deeply with the* mixture of osmic and

chromic acid, and form one of the most conspicuous features in successful

longitudinal sections of embryos so hardened. In sections hardened with

chromic acid only they cannot h(' .icen with the sanu‘ facility.

xp.c, spinal cord ; i/r, grey matter ; n\ white niatt<'r ; ar, anterior root

;

]>r, postei'ior root ; .r, coinmissuie uniting the posterior roots.

J'igs. M I, M II. Two sections through the head of the same embryo as fig. B. M i, the

foremost of the two, pusses through the anterior part of the thickening of

epiblast, which becomes involuted as the auditory \esicle. It contains the

rudiment of the seventh nerve, VII. Camera. (Zeiss (•(' ocul. 2.)

Vll, rudiment of .seventh nerve
; ait^ thickening of external epiblast, which

becomes involuted as the auditor) vesicle; «.c, neural canal; ch, notochord;

P2t, body-cavity in the head ; xo, somatopleure ; xp, splanchnojileure ; al,

throat, exhibiting an outgrowth to form the first visceral cleft.
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VIII. On the Fossil Mammals of Australia.—Part X. Family Maceopodidjc : Man-

dihular Dentition and Parts of the Skeleton of Palorchestes ; additional evidences

of Macropus Titan, Sthenurus, and Procoptodon. By Professor Oaten, C.B.,

FJt.S., &c.

Itpceived May ]0, 1875,—Bead June 10, 1H75.

§ I. Introduction.—^The evidences of these extinct Mammals which have been made

known through the ‘Transactions’ of the Iloyal Society have stimulated the search

and transmission of additional fossils, from which are selected for the present com-

munication those tending to complete the restoration of the gigantic kind of Kangaroo

indicated by the portion of skull described and figured in the volume for 1874*, and

others adding to the knowledge of the dental system and osteology of Sthenurus,

Procoptodon, and Mncropvs Titan.

To E. S. Hill, Esq., of Woollahra, Sydney, 1 am indebted, through his brother-in-

law Sir Daniel CJooi’EU, Hart., for the portions of mandible adding to the dental

characters of Pulorchcstcs ; and to (lEoiuiE Fkkdeuic Bennett, Esq., of Darling Downs,

Qu('cnslaud, I chiefly owe, through his father Dr. Bi:nnett, F.L.S., of Sydney, the parts

of the skeleton of the same extinct species about to be described, and the remaining

subjects of the present paper.

§ 2. Palorchestes Azael (Mandibular Characters and Dentition).—So much of the

dental characters of the genus and specie's as could be detined from the condition of

the maxillary teeth, described and figured in the above-cited volume, concurred with

the cranial characters in showing that such large extinct Kangaroo di'viated less from

the type of the existing bilophodont JIacro2)odida: than did the species of the genus

Procoptodon, some of which (Proc. (roliah, for example f) rivalled Palorchestes in

bulk.

This conclusion is sustained by the evidence aftbrded by the subjects of Plate 19.

The chief of these is a portion <jf the right mandibular ramus (fig. 1) with the teeth

symbolized as d 4, m i, m a, and part of m x A smaller portion of the left ramus of the

same jaw (ib. fig. 5) contained the molar (m i) entire, a portion of w a, and the sockets

of the teeth (d 4 and p s).

The depth of the ramus at the uik'rval between p » and d 4 is 3 inches 3 lines ; at

the socket of the last molar (m») it is 2 inches 8 lines. Such gain of depth as the

• Phil. Trans. 1874, p. 7517, plates Ixxxi.-lxxxiii.

t I'om. cit. p. 791, iJates Ixxix., Ixxx.

2 E 2
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mandible extends from the back to the front of the molar series is a charapter of the

lower jaw of Macropus*, which contrasts with the uniformity of depth in that bf

Stlienurm'\ and Prot€mnodonX<

The socket of the premolar (ib. fig. 5, p z) shows the two roots of that tooth to have

been simple ; the hinder one, in section circular, with a diameter of 3 lines, was larger

than the fore root, which was compressed and elliptic in section. The fore>and*aft

length of the crown of this tooth is indicated to have been between 8 and 9 lines.

This accords with the same admeasurement of the upper premolar ») of the fossil

from another and rcraot(i locality, figured in plate lx.vxii. of the Phil. Trans, tom. cit.

The foi'c root of the next molar in the mandibular fossil from Darling Downs

(Plate 19. fig. 5, di) is transversely elliptic, 5 lines in long diameter, with a mid groove

along its hind surface. The hind root, with a larger and deeper longitudinal groove

on its fore surface, is also transversely elliptical, with a long diameter of lines. The

crown of this tooth, preserved in the right ramus (ib. figs. 1 & 2, d 4 ), shows a low, short

prebasal ridge {f), upon which tlie exposed dentine is continuous with that of the

much-worn surface of the fore lobe ((f), indicative of a linked connexion therewith.

Along the mid link (r), also, a linear tract of dentine extends to the hind lobe (fi).

The postbasal ridge is feebly indicated at this stage of wear by a narrow fold of enamel,

Avhich extends from the dentinal tract at the back of the grinding-surface of the hind

lobe, downward aud outward to near the base of the crown. The fore-and-aft diameter

ot d i is lOy- lines (2o millims.), the transver.se diameter of the hind lobe is lines

(15 millims.).

The chief difference in size of d 4 in the upper jaw § is in the greater proportional

breadth of the (a’own—a characteristic of the upper molars in Macropodido' : so much
as remains of the piH'basal ridge and of the two main Inbiis in the maxillary tooth

conforms to the character of the mandibular homotype.

The third molar (»ii) is well preserved in both rami of the prc'sent lower jaw. A
continuous tract of dentine is exposed, by wear, from the fore lobe along the mid link

to the postbasal ridge (c/). The prebasal ridge is limited to the inner luilf of the fore

suiface of the fore lobe, where, also, it is alone visible in )ii 1 of the upper jaw. Tlie

postbasal ridge (y) is moi'o developed on the inner side of the hind link, where it is

divided from the hind lobe by a fossa ; (»n the outer side of the link the ridge rapidly

sinks and subsides near the base of the crown ; the mid part of the postbasal ridge is

fialf an inch above the basal line of the enamel (fig. 8, (j). The main valley expands
as it descends from each side of the mid link (r), and is closed by a low bar on both
the outer (ib. fig. G, v) and inner (ib. fig, 7, ‘d) sides of tlie tooth. The fore-aud-aft

extent of the mandibular tooth (m 1
)

is 1 inch, as in its homotype of the upper jaw

;

the transverse diameter of the hind lobe is 8 lines, in the upper tooth 9 lines.

The less-M'orn crown of m 2 shows more of the true pattern of the grinding-surface

* 8co lliil. Trans. 18i4, plato xxii. figs, ly, 15. j Tom. cit. plate xxv. figs. 7, 8.

t Ibid. figs. 6, 0. § Ixoii. fig, 1, d 4.
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in the lowet molars of the present species. The vertical indent (Plate 19. fig. 1, wa)

on the inner fore part of the crown, leading to the better developed inner part of the

prebasal ridge, is deeper than in m i, and causes a concave contour of the anterior

enamel'border of the fore lobe.

The mid link projects from the middle of the hind enamel-border of that lobe,

touches, but is not continuous with, the hind part of the link sent off from the outer

side of the fore part of the huid lobe. The vertical prominence from the corresponding

part of the crown of the lower molars in Nototherium is the homologue of this part of

the mid link in Palorchestes.

Tlic inner concave part of the fore surface of the hind lobe shows two fine vertical

fissures in m 2 . From the low link at the back of the hind lobe the postbasal ridge

sinks toward tlie base, thicker and shorter on the inner than on the outer side. The

fore-and-aft extent of m 2 is 1 inch 1 1 line (29 millirns.) ; the transverse breadth of the

hind lobe is 8^ lines (18 inillims.). Here the lower penultimate; molar is longer in

the first diamet(*r by 1 line than the corresponding tooth above, the breadth being

the same.

The breadth of the fore; lobe of m s (ib, fig. 2) is 9 lines ; the lemgth of the crown, if

entire, would seem to ha\ e be'cn, as in the perfect toe'eth in figure 4, 1 inch 2 lines, or

1 line longer than the corresponding medar above. 'J'hc proportiems of the upper and

lower hist two me)lars in Macro^mx Titan are repeated in PaJorrhestes Azael.

The fractui'o e)f the molar {ni a, in xitu) in figs. 1 & 2 shows the continuous part of

the mid link to be o lines in vertical extent, the whole height of the link being 5 lines

where it rises from the valley (fig. 3, r). The exposed hind root of this molar curve^

outward as it desec'uds, and is bifurcated at the extremity. Beneath it the frac;ture

shows the dental canal (fig. 3). 'I'he inner bar in m . 1, as in ni 2, is feebly marked at

the inner entry of the valley (fig. 4).

I'he enamel near the base of the crown and at parts of the outer surface shows, as in

the upper molars, the fine ruga? and punctations like those in the molars of Nofotherium

and hiprotodan ; and the geiu'ric pattern of the molars of Pahn'chesfes among the

Macropodidet indicates a tiausitional condition between the Kangaroos and those more

gigantic extinct Marsupials.

The outer 8urfa(;e of the mandibular ramus of the species, for which grounds are

above assigned to justify its reference to Palorchestes Azael, shows a vascular or

nervous outlet some way below the interval between m 1 and in 2 ; but this may be

an individual and inconstant character.

The depth of the horizontal ramus being given in fig. 1, 1 have restored the entire

skull in outline (Plate 20), with a finished view of the left side of the original and still

unique fossil, not figured in my former Memoir.

^ 8. Palorchestes (Sacrum).- - From the same formation in Darling Downs, Queensland,

I have received portions of the jielvis and of the hind limbs with macropodal characters,

and of a size con’csponding with that of the above-described portions of mandible.
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The sacrum (Plate 21. fig. 1) consists of two vertebrro with the characters of those

of Macrapus ruftts*, but with a difference of size shown in the following admea*

surements :

—

Macroptut mfus* PahrchgiUB.

in. lineB. in. linos.

Length of sacrum (at zygapophysos) 3 2 4 10

Breadth of sacrum (across fore part) 3 5 5 6

Breadth of centrum of first vertebra 17 2 6

The Kangaroo yielding the recent bone compared was the largest example seen by

Mr. Gould in his travels in Australiaf, and no specimen of Macropm major has yet

been recorded of superior size.

The comparatively gigfuitic leaper yielding the fossil seems to have been an aged

individual, for so much anchylosis has taken place between the second sacral (c *) and

first caudal (cd i) as to have ke})t those vertebrai in natural connexion during the period

of petrifaction.

The transverse processes of the second sacral take a greater relative share in the

formation of the sacro-iliac symphysis in Palorrhestes than in the above-named recent

species, and the shape is rather more subquadrate than triangular. The joint between

the first and second sacral is not obliterated. The intervertebral foramina (ib. ?, i) arc

rather smaller, relatively, than in Manojpus rufns, and suggest that the hind limb may

not have predominated ovt'r the fore limb in so great a degree in the laiger and

heavier Kangaroo, The pair of ridges on the hteinal surfa(;c of the centrum of the

second sacral (ib, k, 1) are better marked in the fossil. In this the neural arch of the

first sacral has been broken away.

The first caudal vertebra oi Falorchestes (ib, figs, 2, 3) is 2 inches 11 lines in length,

1 inch G lines across the hinder articular end of the centrum. T he base of the lamelli-

form depressed transverse process (ib, d, d) is 1 inch 8 lines in extent, reaching within

2 linos of each articular end of the centrum. The longitudinal extent of the base of

the neural spine is 1 inch. The characters of the corresponding vertebra in AfacropiM

riifm are closely repeated, with the difference of size and slight increase of breadth over

length, as in the sacrum ; and these permit an inference that the tail in Palorchostes

corresponded in strength, if not quite in relative length, to that in Mucroj)us.

§ 4, Palorehestcs (Os innominatum).—^'J'he pelvis of the Kangaroo is characterized

by a long prismatic ilium, an oblong tuberosity above or anUirior to tlu; acetabulum, a

“ pectineal ” or “ ileo-pubic ” process, the articular surfaces for the marsupial bones,

the broad, compressed, subprismatic form of the ischium, the slenderness of the pubis,

and the great length of both those elements of the pelvic arch.

The length of the pelvis due to the great extension of the os innominatum both in

front and behind the acetabulum is a well-marked feature of resemblance to the same

* “ Osteology of Marsupialia,—Part V,,” Trans, Zool. 8oc, vol. ix, p, 429, pi. bexvi.

f Phil. Trans. 1874, p. 253.
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part of the aheleton in the Bird, and similarly relates to the faculty of station and pro-

giession on the hind pair of lipibs—the movement being, in the Kangaroo, as in some

tribes of birds, by a series of hops, the fore limbs, however, in the mammal taking also

an occasional share in progression on land, which is not permitted to the volant

class.

The portion of pelvis (Plate 22) corresponding in size with the sacrum (Plate 21),

although reduced to the parts immediately surrounding the acetabulum, includes the

base of the ilium, showing its three-sided prismatic form, the precotylar tuberosity, and,

above all, the “pectineal process” (ib. <?), in size, shape, and position closely corre-

sponding with that in MacropuH riifm\.

The anterior or hicmal facet of the ilium (ib. fig. 1, ei-) is more deei)ly excavated than

in the recent Kangaroo ; the rounded angle {a) dividing that facet from the inner or

median facet (ib. fig. 2, «2') is relatively thicker. The precotylar tuberosity {d) is more

prominent, is relatively nearer the acetabulum
; and a i-idge is continued from the fore

part of the tula-rosity to tlu' brim of that cavity, which more definitely or abruptly

there defines the haunal from the neural facets of the ilium than in recent Kangaroos.

The contour of the acetabulum is more ovat(', the smaller end, at the fore part of the

brim, being narrower in the larger fossil. The notch
{;/)

at the hind part of the brim

is narrower, and is nearly bridged over by the extension of the ischial (sre) toward the

pubic (m‘) border of the* notch; the depression (x) into which the notch expands at

the bottom of the cup is relatively narrower in I^alorchestes than in Macrojp^is.

Thes(? characters w^oiild have indicated specific distinction if the present fossil had

not exceeded in size the corresponding part in the largest living Kangaroos
; the degree

to which Falorchcsies surpassed them is exemplified in the pelvis as in tlie skull.

Admeasurements of Pelvis.

/\ilarch cates, Mitcroj^ms mfm.
Breadth of haemal suriace of ilium above tlie precotylar in. lines. in. lines.

tuberosity oO 10
Breadth of neural surface of ilium above tlie precot)'lar

tuberosity 3 13
Breadth of median surface of ilium Ixdow syinphysial

surface 2 0 10
Length of acetabulum 28 17
Breadth of acetabulum 2 0 14
Breadth of ischium behind the lower part of acetabulum .22 13

§ 5 . Palorchestes (Femur).—The fossil thigh-bone, of which the two extremities are

figured in Plate 23. figs. 1 & 2, shows an articular head {a) fitting the acetabulum of

the pelvic fossil (§ 4). The height of the trochanter major (/), the length and back-

ward position of the narrow trochanter minor (w), the depth of the cavity [1) undcr-

t Mom. cit. Trans. Zool. Soc. vol. ix. plates Ixxix., Ixxx., e.
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mining the hind extension of the great trochanter, and the ridge (jp) at the beck part

of the upper half of the shaft, bespeak the macropodal characters of the present fossil

in the upper portion of the bone, as the partial division of the outer condyle (fig. 2, c)

by the channel (w), and the deep rough oblong fossa (y) above that condyle, do in the

lower portion *.

Guided by the proportions of the femur in Macropus major and Macropus rufus, 1

estimate the subject of fig. 1, Plate 23, to include the proximal third of that bone in

Falorchestes Azael ; and suspect, as the upper portion of the great trochanter is still

epiphysial, or but partially united to the shaft, that this thigh-bone may have come

from a not fully mature individual.

As in Macropits riiftts the extreme breadth of the proximal end of the femur exceeds

that of the distal end by 3 lines, I estimate the difference in those admeasurements of

the ends of the fossil femur in Plate 23 to be within the limits of individual character

in Falorchestes, the breadth of the shaft, where brok(>n across, in both upper and

lower portions being the same ; and the circumference in both is 5 inches. The some-

what larger proportional proximal end, du(' to the development of the great trochanter,

may be taken as one of the differential characters of the ])rescnt huge femur as com-

pared with that b(me in the largest living Kangaroos,

The great trochanter is continued as a strong ridge (ib. fig. 1, y) 0^ inches along the

outer border of the bone; but the trochanter itself (/’) is, relatively, less rais('d above

the head («) than in Macropas major. I'he articular surface of the ht'ad is less (•on\c\

than in Macropas rvfns, and tlu^ anterior concavity between it and the trochanter is

less marked. The demarcation of the summit of the trochant('r by the antcro-internal

channel is more feebly given in Falorchestes. The upper surl’a(a‘ of tin' neck of the

femur (c) is relatively broader in Falorchestes than in Macropas.

The lesser trochanterian ridge (w) is mon; posterior in position than in Macropas

rafns, in which its free margin just comes into vienv when the femur is seen from the

front t ; this is not the case in Falorchestes, in which the ridge descends to the parallel

of the beginning of the posterior ridge, which resembles at its most prominent part {p)

a third trochanter The trochanterian fossa (fig. 1, 1) has the extreme generic or

family depth in Falorchestes

;

it forms a long narrow ca^ity, undermining the hinder

basal part of the great trochanter.

From the summit of this trochanter {jj to the third trochanter {p) being inches,'

the total length of the femur of Falorchestes may be reckoned, fl ora the analogy of

Macropas rafas, to have been not less than 18 inches; in that recent species it is

10| inches. The epiphysial, line of the great trochanter is distinct, but confluence of

the central part has kept the process in place in the present fossil.

The upper end of the linea aspera is preserved, expanding to form the process^.

* See the characters of the femur of Maeropus deBcribcd and figured in the Mem. cit. in Trane. Zool. Soc.

vol. ix. p. 487, plate Ixxxi.

t Mem. cit. tom. cit. plate Ixxxi. fig. 1 ,
w. t See ibid. fig. 2, p, in OtphratiUr rufiu.
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At the distal end of the femur (ib. fig. 2) the chief distinction of Palorchestea from

Macrc^a is in the relatively narrower postintercondylar fissure {u) and its minor ex-

pansion, where it is closed anteriorly*. The depression {y) is strongly marked in

Palorckeatea. The epiphysial line is traceable in the fossil ; a wedge-shaped process at

both the outer (s) and the inner (2/) borders rises as if to clamp more securely the

epiphysis to the shaft.

The following admeasurements exemplify the dificrence of size between Palorchestea

Azael and Macropua rnfusy the measured femur of the latter being of a full-grown

male :

—

J\thrchesO‘S Azael, Ma^cropm rufus.

in. lincw. in. lines.

Extreme breadth of proximal end of femur ... 4 9 2 9

Extreme breadth of middle of shaft of femur ..18 10
Extreme breadth of distal end of femur .... 3 9 2 5

§ 6. Palorchestea (Tibia).—If the fine fragment of this bone figured in Plate 24 be

compared with the corresponding views of the entire tibia of tlic large male Eed

Kangaroo figured in vol. ix. of the ‘ Zoological Transactioirs,’ plate Ixxxii., the associa-

tion of the peculiar characteristics of the macropodal tibia with the grand proportions

of that bone in ]\dorchestea will be readily appreciated.

The length of the present fossil remnant from the proximal end of the bone to the

subsidence t)n the shaft of the ])rocneTnial plate is 7^ inches. The fore-and-aft diamet('r

of the tibia, at the upper part of the plate, is 3 inches 5 lines ; the span of the exca-

vation between the procnemial and octocnemial plates or ridges is 2 inches 4 lines

;

the antero-postcrior diameter of the head of the tibia is 3 inches 10 lines; the breadth

of the back part of the tibia, at 6 inches below the articular head, is 1 inch C lines.

The head of the tibia is in a state of epi])hysis ; its undulatory course along the inner

side of the bone is shown in fig. 4, but partial confluence, as in the case of the epi-

j>hy8is of the femur of probably the same individual Palorchcsfes, has tended to retain

the epiphysis in place, notwithstanding the movements and shocks of alluvial transport

through which, seemingly, the fractures of the fossil are due.

The inner articular facet (ib. fig. 5), the only one preserved on the head, is relatively

more extensive and more concave transversely than in Macro^eus rtifiis. The hind

surface of the shaft, continued down from that articular surface, is thicker and more

convex across ; it contracts in the large recent Kangaroo to an angular ridge, sharply

dividing the hinder from the antcro-internal surface of the shaft of the bone.

The following are a few comparative dimensions of the tibia :

—

* Compare fig. 2 with fig. 2, u (Macropua rufua) iu plate Ixxxi. of Mem. cit. Zool. Trans, vol. ix.

2 FHDCXXJLXXVI.
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Palorche0U» Jimut. OipjbwttiM*

‘ in. lines. in. Ubm.

Length from head to subsidence of procnemial ridge .7 6 6 8

Fore-and-aft diameter at upper part of procnemial ridge 8 5 * 2 0

Transvere diameter of shaft halfway down procnemial

ridge 17 10
Span of excavation between procnemial ridge and fibular

ridge 24 16
Fore-and-aft diameter of head of tibia 3 10 2 8

§ 7. Palorckcstes (Calcaneum).—Tn Macwpun {(hphranter) nifim the length of the

calcaneum exceeds the transverse bn-adth of th(' distal end of the femur by two sevenths

;

the extreme breadth of th<' calcaneum is one tliird greater than that of the middle of

the shaft of the femur. By these proportions I am guidc'd in the choice of the two

fossil calcanea (figs. 4 & 5, Plate 23), and rc'fer the longer bone to Palorchcstes.

The length of the subject of fig. a, Plate 23, exceeds the transverse breadth of the

distal end of the femur (ib. fig. 2) by two sevenths. The length of the calcaneum (ib.

fig. 4) exceeds the transverse brcadtli of the distal end of the femur (ib. fig. 8) by one

fourth. The breadth of the calcaneal process of fig. 4 is t'qual to that of the longer

calcaneum, fig. 5.

On the grounds subsequently to be adduced for concluding the leg and foot of

Procoptodon to have been shorter in proportion to its length than in Marropm, I

therefore assign the shorter and thicker calcaneum to that genus, together with the

portion of femur (fig. 3), which shows more generalized characters, or those le.ss strictly

macropodal, than the femora assigned to Pnlorchesfcs, Macrop^i>^, and l^themfrus.

§ 8. Macropns Titan (Skull).—Of this species I am now (‘iiabled to add to maxillary

and mandibulary evidences adduced in former Parts some instructive cranial characters.

TTie specimen yielding these was found by W. F. Tooth, jun., Esq., at King’s Creek,

near Clifton, Darling Downs, at a part of the bed which Dr. Bexnktt, F.L.S., had

pointed out to his friend as being likely to yield fossils after a flood*. To these gentle-

men the British Museum is indebted for the specimen. On receiving it as much of

the adherent matrix was cleared away as could safely be meddled with ; and the present

state of the fossil is given in side and base views, of the natural size, in Plates 25

and 26.

It is a great part of the skull of a Kangaroo, wanting the lower jaw, but including

the cranium proper, the interorbital and the hinder part of the facial division of the

skull ; also great part of the left zygomatic arch, with the included orbit and temporal

fossa, the bony palatt;, and the n)olar dentition, of which the two hindmost teeth are

sufficiently entire to afford the means of specific determination,

' Oth(‘r projecting ])arts and processes have suffered fracture, and the region of the

* Hoo “ A Trip to Uuconslancl in search of I'osbjIb,” by Dr. Geoiioe Benkett, r.L.8., in ' AuuiIb and Haga-
zint? of Natural History/ Ajiril 1872.
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laife siuttses hm beeA obliquely arusbed. The specimen ia in the usual heavy

petrified condition of fossils from the freshwater drift ; it shows the effects of trans*

port and attrition during the movements of this matrix before reaching the locality

where it was found.

The first attention being directed to the teeth, of which the three last left molars

and the four last right molars were in place, the characters of transverse lobes, links,

and prebasal ridge were seen to be those of the genus Macropus, while the size and

the sculpturing of the hind surface of the last molar (Plate 26. fig. 2) determmed the

species.

In Macrojtm major that surface (ib. fig. 3) is moderately hollowed lengthwise and

thickly coated with cement, which partly fills the triangular transverse concavity, the

apex of which shallows to the ordinary level of the hind surface before reaching the

base of the crown. When the cement is removed the inner enamel boundary (fig- 3, g)

is sharper and more produced than the outer one (ib. h).

In Macropus TiUtn the enamel, after coating the inner border of the hinder lobe,

extends backward, downward, and outward, projecting as a sharp-edged ridge (ib.

fig. 2, g), defining a dcejM^r depression on the hinder surface of the tooth. There is

also a shallow vertical groove (//) continued from the hind part of the apex of the inner

border of the hind lobcj downward toward the base of the crown, which groove seems

to define the inner limit of the oblique posterior ridge. One sees that this groove

repeats the deeper cleft that defines the mid link internally from the inner end or

border of the anterior lobe. The oblique hind ridge (cj) is indeed a serial repetition of

the mid (r) and fore (.s) links, but subsides with a more obhque course downward

toward the base of the outer border of the hind lobe, having no other division of the

molar to connect with such lobe. From the fore part of the bas(i of the inner end of

the hind lobe a low ridge defines the anterior surface of that lobe to the inner side

between it and the mid link ; this defining ridge is not present in the upper molars of

Macropris major, but there is a small tubercle at the inner entry of the valley between

the two main lobes of the upper molars in 3lacropus major which is not present in

Macropus Titan.

The fossil skxill, with the molars agreeing in the above clnuracters and in size with

those of moi’e fragmentary examples of Maengats Titan*, is of a mature and somewhat

aged individual. The summits of both lobes of the hindmost grinder are worn so as to

expose a linear tract of enamel, widt'st of course on the anttuior lobe. In the penulti-

mate grinder a broad field of dentine is exposed on this lobe, extending backward by a

linear tract along the base of the mid link (r), but not so far as the transverse tract of

dentine exposed on the hind lobe. In the ante])euultimate grinder (m i) both lobes are

80 worn that the lozenge-shaped fields of exposed dentine touch and communicate at the

base of the wom-down link. The foremost grinder {d i, I’late 20) is retained on the

right side, worn down to its base ; but this tooth has been shed on the left side, and

* Phil. Trane. 1874, plate ixi. figs. 8, 10, 15, 10
;
plate xxii. figs. 10, 12.
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the grinding series reduced to the three true molars, as in old individuals of

major.

The skull of this large existing species of Kangaroo which I have to compare with

the present fossil retains the last deciduous molar {d 4) on both sidts of the upper jaw,

without any trace of the socket of the premolar which had worked in advance of the

four retained grinders {d 1 , m 1
,
3
, 3). In the maxillary fossil of Macro))U8 Titan (figured

in plate xxi. fig. 10, Phil. Trans. 1874) the two roots of ^>3 are retained, the crown

hanng been accidentally broken away. That of the last molar (m x) had not come into

place, although the front lobe had pxislied its way out of the formative cell. The two

lobes ofm s in the same fossil show tittrition of the enamel ridge, but not so as to roach

the dentine.

In the yo\mger subject of figs. 6 , 7, 8 of the same ])lat(' and volume, the four teedh

in place are d .3
,
d m 1 , and m 3 ; above the first of these is expo.scd the crown off 3 in

its formative cell, and part of that of m 3 is shown behind m. 2 ,

The series of changes of the upper molar dentition of the extinct ^facro}m8 Titan are

thus as instructively and almost as completely dis{)layed in petrified specimens as in the',

existing species {Macr. major), of which I ha\e obtained si)ccimcns in number and

periods of age sufficient to exemplify these phases *. 1 haA C previously described a

mandibular specimen of Macropus Titan, with the molar dentition reduced to m s and

msf, as in the latest phase hitherto observed in Macroj/m major.

The cranial specimen exemplifying the reduction of molars to thn'c on the left and

four on the right side, lacks, unfortunat('ly, the pail of the upper jaw which supported

the incisor teeth. Nearly two inches of th(‘ diasteraal tract, however, is preserved in

advance of d 1 on the right side. A fossil mandible of another individual oi M((cropi(H

Titan, with a similar stixge of dentition as the right side in Plate 2(!, fortunately gives

the extent of the diastema between the molars and incisors ; and gjiided by the pro-

portion which this part bears to tin; upper diastema in Macropua major, 1 have restored

in outline in Plates 25 and 26 what is wanting in the present fossil, together with an

outline of the mandible and mandibular teeth.

The length of the mandibular diastema in Macropun major is 1 inch b lines, that of

the maxillo-premaxillary one is 2 inches 0 lines. The length of the mandibular

diastema in Macropus Titan being 2 inches G lines, that of tlio maxillo-premaxillaiy

diastema, according to the pattern of the recent species, should be 3 inches 6 lines.

'I’here are indications, however, that the muzzle was relatively rather shorter in the

larger extinct Kangaroo, and I have restored it with an interval of 3 inches 3 lines

between the foi-emost molar and hindmost incisor.

Of this characteristic tooth fossil specimens reveal two patterns of the outer surface

of the crown in examples indicative of species as large as Macropus Titan and Stitenurus

Atlas.

Ill one type (Plate 25. fig. 4) the outer surface of the crown is divided into three

* Sou notes, p. 245, Phil. Trans. 1874. t Tom. at. plate Ixxvi. fig. 8. J Tom. cU. plate xxvi. fig 11.
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uQieqiud ccuavex tracts by two oblique grooves, of which the hinder one extends nearest

to the base or root of the tooth ; in the other type (ib. fig. 8) a deeper oblique fissure

subequally bisects the crown ; it marks off a more prominent fore part of the outer

surface from a lower and vertically shorter, but rather more longitudinally extended,

hind tract. As the first of these patterns is repeated in the third upper incisor of

Kangaroos with a small premolar {Macro])ti8 major*), and the second pattern is found

in Kangaroos with a large trenchant premolar {llalmaturus ualabatus, II. rvficoUis)^,

I refer the fossils of the second pattern to Sthenurus Atlas and those of the first pattern

to Macropm Titan.

The skull in this extinct species has the triangular form of occiput as in Macropus

major, the apex of which, forming the summit of the superoccipital ridge, is somewhat

rounded off. The upper and larger ends of the condyles subside more gradually into

the occipital surface, and are not defined by a depression there as in Macropiis major.

The channel or concavity between the condyle and paroccipitul is relatively wider in

Macropus Titan. In this species the foramen magnum seems as if it had been notched

at its upper border, where the exoccipitals may not have met, and where the foramen

may hav{; been boundi'd by an intercalated portion of the superoccipital.

As in Mneropus major, also, a second inner ridge from the base of the paroccipital

convergc's towards its fellow as it rises, parallel with the outer ridge, from the mastoid,

but subsides before attaining the summit of the exterior ridge.

The crown of the superoccipital arch projects rather more backward in Macr. Titan

than in Macr. major ; it is not on a vertical plane with that of the occipital foramen,

nor does it sloj)e, as in many recent Kangaroos, fimvard from that foramen. The

surface bedow the arch is traversed by a less prominent median vertical ridge in

Macropu^ Titan than in Macr. major.

The upper border of the occipital foramen is mutilated in the fossil, but seems to

have been more arched, less regular, than in Macr. major.

The basioccipital (Plate 26. fig. 1, i) is carinate below, as in Macr. major but there

is more tumefaction at its suture with the basisphenoid in Mac)\ Titan.

A low' crest runs along the line of the sagittal suture in the fossil, which bifurcates

anteriorly, the divisions diverging to the postorbital })romiuences, which, as usual in the

genus, are feeble. In Macropm rufus, at a similar phase of dentition with the fossil,

the sigittal suture persists, and the low ridges bouudiug above the crotaphyte surfaces

have not met at the mid line.

The fore part of the glenoid surface for the mandibular joint, in Macropus Titan, is

contributed by the malar as in other Kangaroos. The outer surface of the zygoma

seems not to have been so deeply impressed or concave as in Macropus major and Macr.

rufus. The facial part of the skull anterior to the orbits is relatively broader in Macr.

Titan than in either of the above-named existing species. The antorbital foramen is

• Tom. (dt. plate xx. fig. 17. t Ibid. figs. 20, 21.

t Also as in Maoropws rufia: see “Oateol. of Mareupiiilia.—Part V.,” Zool. Trans, vol. ix. pi. Ixxir. fig. 3.
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relatively further from the orbit in Macropws Titan than in Macr. ; and in

character Macr. rafus more resemblcB the large fossil Kangaroo. The front pier of the

zygoma springs from the side of the skull more posteriorly in Macrofoa Titan than in

either of the large existing Kangaroos.

The bony palate (Plate 26) is extended further back, and the production of the

alveolar border of the maxillary behind the last molar is more convex transversely

than in Macr. major or Macr. nifus. The bony palate is entire in the fossil as in Macr.

major, but is relatively wider than in that sjKJcies ; it has not the reticularly disposed

small perforations shown by the specimen of Macro^ms rufm described in the ‘ Zoolo-

gical Transactions’*. The interspace between the right and left ultimate molars in

Macr. Titan is twice and two thirds of the fore-and-aft diameter of that tooth ; in Moor,

major that interspace equals two diameters and one fifth of the last molar.

The lower area or outlet of the zygomatic arch (Plate 26. fig. 1,2) is relatively larger

in Macr. Titan than in M(tcr. major ; it exceeds the length of the molar series of four

teeth {d *, m u m s, m s) by the length of m » in Macr. Titan, while in Macr. major the

outlet does not equal in length the same series of teeth by one half of the anterior

molar {d 4).

lire diastemal border is less obtusely rounded in Macr. Titan than in Macr. major ;

it resembles more that border in Macr. rnfus f and in some of the smaller existing

Kangaroos (PItascolayns eruhescenn, c. g.). The extent of the diastemal interval in tin*

upper jaw' of the fractured fossil has been aj)proxiraately (estimated on the grounds

above defined.

Subjoined arc admeasurements of the fossil skull above described, and of that of a

male at the same phase of dentition of a large existing Kangaroo.

Mocropvs Titan,

Length of skull from superoccipital ridge to fore part in. lines. in. lines.

of f/

1

4-9 66
Breadth of skull at widest span of zygomata .... 4 3 5 0

Breadth of cranium at postorbital constriction ... 1 0 16
Breadth of cranium at the mastoids 211 38
Breadth of foramen magnum 010 011
liCngth of cranium from superoccipital ridge to post-

orbital constriction , 2 7 3 2

Length of cranium from su[)eroccipital ridge to fore

border of orbit 4 3 5 8

Length of orbito-temporal vacuity, lower opening ..19 26
Breadtli of orbito-temporal vacuity, lower opening ..14 18
Prom hind border of j)alate to fore border of 4 ... 2 4 3 0

Breadth of palate between the right and left molars (ms) 1 4 110
From alveolus of m » to hind border of palate .... 0 6 11

• Vol, ix. plate Ixxir. fig. 3. f Tom. d(. plate Ixxiv. %. 3.
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^ Macrc^m major, Maeropus Titan,

in. lines. in. lines.

From lower border of orbit to alveolar border at m i . 1 0 1 6

Length of series of four molars (dt to ms)

.

. . . . 1 10 2 2

Length ofm a and ms . 1 1 1 3

Breadth of fore lobe ofm a . 0 0 6

^ 9. Macrojms Titan (Femur).—An almost entire thigh-bone, in the same petrified

condition as the skull above described, and from the same freshwater drift in King’s

Creek, offers the same proportions to that skull and to the mandible and teeth of

Maeropm Titan as the femur of Macro^tun major docs to the same parts in that species.

It is of the right side, in length 1 1 inches 0 lines ; but would equal, if not exceed, a

foot in length were the summit of the great trochanter entire. The bone is figured, of

the natural size, in Plate 27, 2^ inches of the middle of the shaft being omitted in

figs. 1 and 2 to bring them into tlie quarto form. The macropodal characters of this

fine fossil femur, and the deviations, besides size, from the femur of the largest existing

Kangaroos, will be readily appreriatc'd if Plate 27 be compared with plate Ixxxi. Zool.

Trans.* of th(' femur of Mneropns {Osphranter) rvfa^.

A trace of the antero-intcriial groove, defining in that recent species the super-

trochanterian tuberosity, is plaiu in the fo.ssil at c, figs. 1 & 2, Plate 27, where

that tuberosity has been brok(‘n away. Compared with the femur of Macropm rufus

that of Macropm 'Titati shows a relatively wider and shallower concavity (ib. fig. 1, rf)

between the fore ])art of the great trochanter and the head (a) of the bone. The

“cervix femoris” (b) is relatively thicker. The transverse diameter below the head is

relatively greater, mainly through the greater extent of the bone intcnial to the

“small trochanter” (ib. fig. 2, n), whereby that outstanding ridge>-like process does

not appear in a direct front view (ib. fig. 1). The same relative i)osition of n in the

femur of Palorchcstea Azael is also diu; to the inward (^xttaision of the su])port of the

neck and head of the bone.

The femoral shaft in Macrojms Titan is relatively thicker, especially from before

backward, than in Macropm major and Macr. rufm. The rough depression (ib.

fig. 4, y) above the outer condyh; is relatively larger, deeper, more sharply defined.

The inner condyle (ib. figs. 1 & 2, has its inner (tibial) border better defined and

produced so as to give a slight concavity, transversely, to that half of the back part

of the condyle. This character is mort' marked in Palorchedctt (Plate 23. fig. 2, t)

;

but there is no trace of it in the inner femoral condyle of the large existing Kangaroos.

The intercondylar notch («, fig. 2, Plate 27) is narrower and deeper in Macropm Titan

than in Macropm mfm, again repeating a femoral character of Palorchcstcs. but not

in so marked a degree. The ectocondylar pit (ib. fig. 4, v) is equally well marked.

The broad shallow vertical groove at the back part of the outer condyle, which in

Macrepodidas offers so interesting an approach to the characteristic structure of that

* VoL he.
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part of the thigh-bone in Birds, is well shown in the femur of Maert^m Titm (ib.

fig. 2, w) as in that of Palorchestes (Plate 28. fig. 2, to).

The epiphyses are confluent with the shaft at both ends of the femur, but the line of

separation is traceable in the fossil as in the figured femur of Macropus nifus above

referred to.

I may here refer to portions of fossil femora which depart from the type of the two

already described by deviating further from the characters of the femur in the existing

species of Macropus. The chief difference is in the smaller and shallower depression

{y) above the outer condyle, such depression being filled up, as it were, by a rough and

thick ascending process of the distal epiphyses, of which a rudiment only exists in the

femur of Macropus Titan (Plate 27. fig. 4, z) and oi Palorchestes Azasl (Plate 23.

fig. 2, z). The femora with the* larger and longer “ clamping ” process are thicker in

proportion to their length than in the above-cited fossils, and still more so than in the

recent Kangaroo.s. This stronger type is manifested by full-sized or mature femora of

three dimensions, of which the distal end of the largest is figured in Plate 23. fig. 3. I

shall at the conclusion of th(^ present “ Part ” adduce evidence which leads me to deem

these fossils to belong to the genus Procoptodon ;
and 1, provisionally, refer the portion

of femur figured and the shorter typo of calcancum in the same Plate (fig. 5) to Pro-

coptodon Goliah.

§ 10. SthenwHs Atlas (llestoration of the te(“th and part of the skull).—Confirmation of

the ascription of the second type of u{)per third incisor to an extinct species of Kangaroo

with a large premolar tooth has been had by the reception of a specimen of that part

of the skull and dental system rvhich, as a rule, is wanting in cranial fossils of these

extinct Marsupialia.

This specimen consists of the' facial part of the skull, from the anterior halves of the

orbits to the ends of the premaxillaries, with their incisor teeth (Plate 25. fig. 2,

Plate 26. fig. 4).

The molar dentition is represented by an anterior tooth of trenchant character {d s),

followed by three double-ridged molars on the loft (Plate 25. d i, mi., m t) and two on

the right side (Plate 26. fig. 4, d 4, ni i). The third on the left (m 2
)
is emerging from

its socket with the ridged summits of the lobes narrow ; a portion of a formative cavity

of a larger molar is preserved behind that tooth. This evidence of immaturity is

supported by the incomplete exclusion of the crown of the third incisor (ib. ib. i 3)

;

and the correspondence of the stage of dentition with the second (b) of the series in

Macropus major, figured in my ‘Anatomy of Vertebrates’*, was demonstrated by the

usual test, viz. the exposure of the crown of the replacing tooth (Plate 26. fig. 4, p s) in

its formative alveolus above the deciduous teeth (d 3, d *) in place and use. The third

bilophodont tooth (m 2
)
on the left side is not so far advanced as its homologue in the

jaw showing the third stage (op. cit. ib. c) of the dentition of Maxrropus mqjor.

The germ of the premolar and the crowns of the deciduous teeth in place' (d a, d «,

• 8vo, 1808, vol. iii. p. 380, fig. 296.
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fig. 2, Plate 25, and fig. 4, Plate 26) accord with the characters shown in more frag-

mentary specimens of Sthenurus Atlas. Consequently can be added by means of the

present fossil the characters of the first and third upper incisors to the previous know-

ledge of the dentition of that large extinct species.

The fossil evidence of this young individual of lithenurus Atlas i)resents a condition

which significantly points to the nature of its violent death, and to the operation of the

powerful jaws and teeth of its carnivorous destroyer.

The upper jaw, anterior to the orbits, has been nipj)ed in by a cross bite ; another

grip in a vertical or obliquely vertical direction in the orbital rt'gion has crushed the

right half in the course of the interfrontal and interiiasal sutures to a lower level than

the left half, with a similar degree of forward dislocation. The skull has been subject

to this violence in its fresh state, and the matrix has subsequently become petrified

about it, and has preserved th(> dislocations.

If they had been due to movements of the matrix after fossilization, the petrified

head would show fracture corresponding to the bone ; but no such evidence of post-

humous crushing of matrix and fossil being present, 1 presume that the skull, if it

had been imbedded uninjured, would have retaiui'd its form when p(!trificd, and con-

clude that the actual state of the fossil was that in which it was interred before

petrifaction began.

The anterior incisor (Plate 25. fig. 2, i i) is curved, as in most existing Kangaroos;

but besides its superiority of size to that in the largest kind, as shown by the breadth

of the crown*, the exserted mid enamelled portion is both absolutely and relatively

longer, and thus makes a nearer approach to the character of the first uppi'r incisor in

Diprotodonf. The con\ex or fore surface of the crown of i i in iit/iejnirits Atlas is

traversed longitudinally by a shallow and rather wide •groove behind the mid line of

that surface, which groove deepens near the cutting-edge, and thus marks it with a

feeble notch. The enamel also slum s some fine longitudinal striations. This wrap of

the tooth is uninterrupted, but becomes much thinner at the back i)art. A transverse

section of the crown would give a long, narrow oval, rather broader at the outer and

hinder end.

The breadth of the tooth, or length of the oval, is 10 millims., or lines ; the

thickness or antero-iiosterior extent is 4 millims., or 2| lines. 'L'he hind margin of the

tooth, near the cutting-edge, shows the shallow indent caused by the crown of the

second incisor; but this tooth in both premaxillaries has been displaced by the latenil

crushing of these bones in the recent state, and was probably lost prior to the imbedding

of the skull. The second incisor is the smallest and least deeply implanted in most

Kangaroos.

The third incisor (Plate 25. fig. 2, /
«)
had not been fully devehjped ;

its crown had

only partially emerged from the socket, whence its preservation. It is in the form of a

* Compare with PhiL Trans. 1874, plate xx. fig, 17 majvr).

t Phil. Trans. 1870, plate xxxt. fig. 1, i i.
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scalene triangle ; the shortest side is turned forward, the longest side forms the cutting-

edge, which is notched anteriorly by an oblique groove extending from near the middle

of the outside of the crown down to the cutting-edge, then inward and forward afong

that edge to near the antero-inferior angle of the crown. The grooved part of the edge

in its present narrow condition thus presents two trenchant borders. The fore side or

border of the crown shows an anterior low convex ridge through the subsidence of the

enamel between this and the mid groove ; the enamel behind this groove is again at a

lower level, thus the antero-posterior lay of the outer enamel is undulated. The fore-

and-aft extent of the exposed crown is 0 lines, the front border or side of the triangle

measures 6 lines.

The indent caused by the missing second incisor is present on both right and left

anterior incisors; the interspace between the first and third incisors, from which the

second has been pushed, is greater in the left than in the right premaxillaiy.

A detached fully developed third incisor of a full-grown Sthemirus Atlas is figured in

Plate 25. fig. 3.

In the lower jaw of this species* the interval between the molai-s and procumbent

incisor is less than in Mncrojtus Titan\, The present specimen shows that a similar

character marks the upper jaw. The extent of the maxillo-premaxillary diastema is

here 10 lines, but would be of course greater in the full-grown Kangaroo.

ITie anterior molar (Plate 25. fig. 2, Plate 2G. fig. 4, <l <), with a crown (> lines in

antero-posterior extent, shows a depressed middle tract of the outer surface traversed

by two vertical ridges. The inner surface, which forms posteriorly a prominent convex

lobe, sinks rapidly to a basal ridge as it extends forward to a low angle on the inner

side of the anterior division of the tooth. The second molar [d *) has a j)rebasal ridge

without the fore link; the mid link is small and low placed, in chief continuation with

the inner angle of the fore lobe. The hind surface of the hind lobt* has a triangular

excavation.

These characters are repeated in in i and m t- ; the crown of the latter is protruding

from the formative cell, and is unworn. The crown of the premolav, exposed in its

formative cavity (Plate 20. fig. h), is incomplete with the concomitant wide and deep

excavation at the basal part for the unexhausted pulp. I'he longitudinal grooves and

ridges of the trenchant apical border, part of which are visible iu the w’om premolar of

the subject of a former PartJ, are well shown in the germ of the jiremolar in the fossil

now described. The fore-and-aft extent of the crown agrees with that of the fully

developed homologue, viz. 9 lincs=18 milliras.

The bony palate, so far as it is preserved, appears to have been entire.

§ 11. Sthenurus lirelms (Kestoration of dentition and part of the skull).—This species

was founded on a maxillary portion of cranium with the left molar series, in part muti-

lated, and with the last two molars of the right side (Phil. Trans. 1874, plate xxvii.

figs. 5 & G)
;

also on a fragment of the left maxillary with the premolar and contiguous

* hhil. Trans. 1871, plate xxii. fig. 5. t lb- ib. %. 13. $ Ib. plate xxiv. %. 4,p 8.
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iBolar entire (ib. fige. 7, 8, &, 9) from a younger individual. Both fossils were from

MnnmELii’s Brecda-cave in Wellington Valley, New South Wales, and formed the first

evidence of this extinct species which came to my hands.

Since the publication of the paper (loc, eit.) illustrative of these fossils I have been

fevoured, through the persevering and successful quest of Georcje F. Bennett, Esq.,

with portions of the skull and lower jaw of older and younger individuals of the same

species from the freshwater drift at Clifton, Queensland. One of these specimens

exhibits the entire molar series, left side upper jaw, with that of the right side, less the

last molai* ; another fossil includes the premaxillaries and upper incisors ; and a third

consists of the fore part of the mandible with the lower incisor and with the first three

molars of the right side. All thr<;e specimens are parts of the same skull.

A fourth lot consisted of four portions of the upper jaw of a mature but younger

individual than the subject of plate xxvii. loc. cit., and included the incisors and pre-

molars of both sides, and the entire molar series of the right side.

A fifth specimen consisted of the fore part of the upper jaw of an aged individual

with much of the crowns of the incisors worn away, and the smaller ridges on the inner

side of th(> premolars rubbed smoothly down.

These spc'cimens instructively exemplify the constancy of the maxillary molar

characters of the genus and species a.s shown in the type specimen, and add those of

the mandibh* and the characters of both upper and lower incisors.

Of the upp(;r incisors the first or foremost (Plate 28. figs, 1, 2, & 3, i i) has a greater

r(‘lative su{)eriority of size over th(* second and third than in any existing sjiecies of

Kangaroo that has come under my observation ; in this character iSthenurm approaches

the Koalas and Potoroos among existing, and the colossal Diprotodonts among extinct

Marsu]>ials.

The transverse diameter of the crown of i \ is 8 lines (17 millims.) ; it nearly equals

that of the two following incisors, of which the third (/ ;i) is broadest, viz. 5 lines

(]0 millims.) along the oblique trenchant or working border; the thicker, tritumnt

surface of the second incisor is 4 lini's (8 millims.) in longest diameter. The crowns

of the six incisors describe a semicircle (ib. fig. 3) ; those of the anterior pair, separated

by a line’s breadth in the fossil, evidently touched each other in tiu' living animal at

their median angles, which show the effects of mutual juessure.

Each incisor is curved leugthwis(', with a strong outward or forward convexity

;

the exposed enamelled crown of th(’ first measures in a straight line 1 inch 1 line

(27 millims.), that of the second incisor 7^ lines (15 millims.), that of the third

incisor the same; this, as usual, expand.s to the working surface; its outer enamel is

bisected by a feeble linear longitudinal groove. The transverse interval between the

two incisors of the third pair is 1 ^ inch.

The outer half of the fore surface (»f the crowai of the second incisor (/ 1
)
is prominent,

and is pressed into a corresponding channel of the hind surface of the first incisor

;

the channelled part of the contiguous surface of the second incisor reciprocally receives

2 G 2
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the prominent part of the opposed first incisor ; the crown of the third incisor (# a)

presses closely against that of the second : thus firmly interlocked the three incisors in

each preniaxillarj' worked as one tooth. The enamel of the second and third incisors is

continued from the outer or fore part of the crown upon part of the hind or inner

surface ; but the enamel of the large anterior incisor is limited to the fore part. In

both proportion and curvature the large incisor resembles the homologous tooth in

Nototheriwn and Diprofodon ; but it is an incisor of limited growth, and its implanted

fang tapers to the end, as in the rest of the family Macropodidee.

From the buck of the median border of the front incisor (Plat<' 28. fig. 3, i i) to the

fore border of tlu' “foramen incisivum” (ib. a) is 1 inch 0 lines; from this border a

groove is continued forward, shallowing, to near the tooth.

The breadth across the outsides of the last pair of incisors is 1 inch 11 lines ; the

breadth of tin' palatal part of the [)remaxillaries at tin* fore part of the prepalatal or

incisive feramina is 1 inch 10 lines. From the third incisor to the preraolar is

2 inches 1 line ; in other words, this is the extent of the diastema or toothless space

(Plate 28. fig. 1, d, 1 bc'tween the inci.sors and the molars. The breadth of the bony

palate anterior to the premolars is 2 inches 1 line.

To the objection that the species Atlas and Jirehiis of the gc*nus Sthenurus might

have been based, in Part V^lII., on parts derived from the female and male of the same

species, the reply is that, although the males exceed in size the females in most, if not

all, Kangaroos, the difference is chiefly shown in the bones of the trunk and limbs, less

so in the skull, and little, if at all, in the teeth.

Now the third inci.sor is, relatively to the first incisor, smaller in Sthenurus Jirehus

than in ISthen. Atlas. In the larger species the length of the molar series (Plate 28. fig. 1

,

p h) is 3 inches G line.s, in Sihenierm ylt/as it is 2 inches 0 lines. The promolar

(^3) exceeds the rest in fore-and-aft diameter, which, as in the cave specimen (loa. cit.

plate xxvii. fig. 7, p .t}, is DJ- lines (20 millims.); the three low transverse ridges which

connect the inner with the outer wall are well marked in the })resent comparatively

young though full-grown individual. These ridges become less salient in the course

of the oblique wear of the crown of the premolar from the outer to the inner ridge,

and in old individuals they are polished off. But all the generic and specific characters

of the premolar of Sthenurus Brehus from Mitchell’.s Breccia-cave in New South Wales

are repeated in the present specimens from the fluviatile beds of Queensland. The

same may be said of all the succeeding molars which in the type specimen are suffi-

ciently complete for comparison. The last molar in the present example (Plate 28.

fig. 3, m 3) has not quite come to the grinding level, and its ridges arc untouched.

The enamel-fold from the inner angle to the hind ridge, which defines by its oblique

tract along the hind surface the angular dejvression there, seems as if it were folded on

itself or notched at its basal termination.

The descending process of the zygoma is more perfectly preserved than in any other

fossil hitherto transmitted to me of the genus Sthenurus
; it terminates below the level
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of the grinding-surface of m » ; in older examples it would show the same relation to m a,

as the grinders move, or seem to move, forward.

I next proceed to notice the portions of skull of a more aged individual of Sfhenurus

JJrehua frdm Qifton, Queensland. The laterally crushed maxillary part of the skull

includes, with the incisors, the entire molar series of the left side and the major part of

that of the right side. The premolar with a fore-and-aft length of 10 lines (20 millims.)

in the type specimen (lor. (it. plate xxvii. fig. 7, 2> ») is but half a millimetre less in the

present fluviatilo fossil ; and this seems due to the wear of the anterior j)rominence.

But all the formal characters are closely repeated. I have had no evidence from the

spelaean haunt of the Thylacoleons of a giant Kangaroo which had attained the expe-

rienced age of the original of the present Queensland fossil. The molar contiguous to

j) 3 contrasts, as usual, its great degree of wear with the fresher crown and higher level

of the antecedent subsectorial tooth
; the fore-and-aft diameter, G lines (12 millims.), is

the same in both fossils ; the minor transverse breadth in the Queensland specimen is

due to the wearing down of the outer angles of the transverse lobes or ridges, which

are prominent in the cave fossil. The superiority of size, slight as it is, in m i of the

ty])i^ subject of plate xxvii. figs. 5 & G (tor. cit.) is chiefly due to the minor wear of the

crown of that tooth in tlie cave fossil. The last two molars occupy a longitudinal

extent of 1 inch G lines (37 millims.) in botli specimens. Tlie linkless prebasal ridge

is transverse, not curving at either end to be continuous with the corresponding angles

of the fore lobe
;
the low, short mid link is less distinctly continued to the inner angle

of the fore lobe than in Sthnun'm Atlas
;

the depression on the hind surface, due

chiefly to tlie ridge curving from the inner and hinder angle of the hind lobe toward

the outer side of the base of the crown, with the low er and shorter ridge from the outer

angle, are all characters of tithemirus lirehm, repeated in the present as in the preceding

Queensland sedimentary fo.ssil.

The left molar series in this instructive specimen occupies a longitudinal extent of

8 inches 8 lines.

The dentine is exposed on the fore lob(' of the last molar, and the fore part of the

enamel ridge of the hind lobe is nearly worn through ; the prebasal ridge also shows

abrasion. A hollow transverse field of dentine is exposed on both lobes of the penulti-

mate molar. With these indications of greater age the maxillary pier has retrograded

and projects on the transverse parallel chiefly of the last, instead of the penultimate,

molar as in the younger specimens (plate xxii. loc. cit.). In all the bony palate is

entire.

The fore pari of the jvresent skull shows a diastema 2 inches in extent. From the

back of the socket of the third incisor to the fore part of the crown of the first is 1 inch

3 lines. Of the third incisor, the seat of variety in existing Kangaroos, the h'ft is lost,

and of the right one only the fang remains. The crown of the second right incisor is

worn nearly to its base. The first or front incisor is present in both premaxillaries,

with its fang exposed in the left one. The crown is w'om to the level of the palate

;
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the smooth and polished surfece (Plate 28. fig. 6) presents an oval figote, the great end

outward; the long diameter is lines (16 miUima), the short diameter, near the outer

side of the worn surface, is 6^ lines (11 millims.). The enamd, nearly 2 mUUina in

thickness, is limited to the anterior surface, bending slightly back at the" outer and

inner margins ;
not more than 9 lines in length of the enamelled crown remains. The

whole incisor, as usual, is curved lengthwise, with the greater convexity anterior ; the

root contracts to its implanted end ; the length of the incisor, in a straight line, as here

worn, is 1 inch 8 lines. The portion of cranium presorvt^d, from the fore part of the

front incisor to the back of the last molar, measures 6 inches 8 lines. About 2 inches

of the facial part of the premaxillarics are preserved, bounding by a ctirved and obtuse

border, thinning as it rises, the anterior nostril (Plate 28. fig. 1, as). According to the

proportions of some existing Wallabies, which retain the prcmolar with the last molar

in use, 6 inches may be added for the extent of skull behind the last molar, and the total

length of the skull in Sthenwnis Brehm may be moderately estimated at 12 inches.

The skull, so far as it is shown in the present specimen, has been crushed sideways,

not partially as in the cave fossil, but by a pressure operating along a more extensive

plane, and which I deem to be due to movement of the matrix, rather than to the jaws

of a destroyer or devourer.

Tlie lower jaw, which appears to have been imbedded originally in connexion with

the upper one, has suffered similar lateral compression. Only the fore part of the

mandible has been obtained or transmitted : it includes the pair of lower incisors with

the premolar and two following molars of the right side ; these are much worn. The

length of the diastema is 2 inches : in Sthmurm Atlas^^ it is 1 inch 8 lines. In the

course of the pressure to which this mandible of Stheaurus Brrhxnt has been subject,

the attachment of the broad symphysis has been overcome, and the right ramus has

been moved a little in advance of the left.

The thin alveolar sheath does not extend to, or has been lost from, the end of the

cement-clad root next the enamelled crown. This expands as it extends forward, and

terminates in a polished worn surface, 10 lines in long diain(;ter (obliquely transverse),

5 lines in fore-and-aft diameter. The length of the enamelled (under or outer) part of

the crown is 8 lines, that of the entire tooth is
2-J-

inches. The fang, as usual, tapers as

it recedes in its socket (Plate 28. fig. 1, i*). The narrow symphysial border sinks from

the premolar alvi>olus with a sharp curve before extending forward to expand upon the

terminal part of the socket of the incisor. The outlet of the dental canal (v) is nearer

the molars, and the diastema, with the symphysial part of the ramus, is longer, relatively,

than in Stixennrm Atlas.
’*

A third example of the premaxillary part of the skull with the fore part of the right

maxillary, of a still older individual of Sthmarus Bmhus from Queensland deposits,

shows the six incisors in situ, much worn, and the form and transverse extent of the

palate between those teeth and the molars. The length of the diastema is 2 inches

t PHI. Trans. 1874, plate xxii. fig. 5.
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1 tlie ’breadth ef the pdtate at the prepalatal foramina is 1 inch 9 linea These

fonMohm are elongate, from 2 to 3 lines broad, about 6 lines long, and continued forward

by a groove (ib. i), which shallows out when parallel with the third incisors. These are

much worn ;
the workingenr&ce of the third is 7 mdlims. by 6 millims. The enamel,

whidh is eoatinued from the outer upon the hinder surface, is impressed, as in the less-

wom tooth of the younger Brehm, by a longitudinal groove almost equally bisecting the

outer surface. The second or mid incisor is worn almost to the stump. The first pair

of incisors, being more worn than in the subject of figure 4, show a working surface

of similar shape but rather smaller dimensions ; the anterior coat of enamel is reduced

to a length of 4 lines (10 millims.).

In the collection of Marsupial fossils from Queensland in the Museum of the Natural-

History Society at Worcester, I notqd, in 1858, the left lower incisor of a Kangaroo, of

which I made drawings of the under or outer side (Plate 28, fig. 4). This tooth best agrees

with the corresponding incisor of Sthninrns Brehm. It had preserved an extent of

enamelled crown of 8 lines, the breadth being that of the more worn incisor of Plate 28.

fig. 5. In the large existing Kangaroo {Mocrojpus major*) the breadth of the crown

of the lower incisor is 4| lines, in Macropus ((hjihraiiter) rnfas it is barely 4 lines.

The portion of skull of a Sthenurm Atlas (Plate 25. fig. 2, Plate 2C. fig. 4) permits

comparison to be made of the first and third incisors with those teeth in Sthenurm

Brehm. The first incisor is but half tlie size of that in the larger species, while the

third incisor presents a crown of equal size. The generic character of equal division of

the erow'n by the longitudinal groove is retained, hut the anterior border of the groove

is produced at the lower part of the crown. Such character, however, may have

existed in the part of the ciown worn away in the subject of Plate 28. fig. 1, / a. But

the difference of proportion in the upper incisors is, at least, specific. In Ilacropm

Titan (Plate 25. fig. 4) tlie modification of the pattern of the third incisor is associated

with geu(*ric distinction in other parts of the dental system and in the skull itself.

^ 12, Macropus affinis (Metatarsus).—The hind foot in Macropodidm exhibits an

extreme modification of its bony structure. The inner toe (i) is suppressed; the meta-

tarsals of 11 & 111 are long and filamentary, supporting a pair of smidl pendent fur-

cleansing claw-toes
; that of iv is both long and large, with characteristic modifications

of its proximal end; that of v is much less, tht! shaft compressed, hut supporting, like

that of IV, a toe with a quad hoof for station ami progression.

In Plate 29. fig. 4 is given a view of the fourth and fifth metatarsals, natural size, of

the right hind foot of the large male Macropus [Osphrantcr) rw/ks, already referred to.

Two other views of the same bone will be found in the paper “ On the Osteology of

the Marsupialia ” in the Zoological Transactionsf

.

In the task of determining the fossil specimens of the homologous bones, those best

agreeing in proportions with the corresponding metatarsals of existing Kangaroos were

set apart from the fossils deviating in a marked degree from such proportions.

• Phil. Trans. 1874, plate xx. fig. 15. t Vol. ix. plate Ixxxiii.
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In the first group was the upper two thirds of a left fourth metatarsal (Plate 30.

figs. 7, 8, & 9) with a proximal articular surface of the same breadth as in M&eropus

rttfus and Macrofus myor, but with a markedly thicker shaft, being broader from side

to side in proportion to the depth from before backward. The smooth tendinal groove

answering to that marked n in figure 4, Plate 29, on the fore part of the shaft in MacrO'

pm rufuSf was bounded in the fossil (which I have noted, for convenience, as from a

Macropm affinis) by stronger ridge-like risings, and the groove does not reach so far

down the fibular half of the anterior surface of the bone. On the tibial side of the

tibial ridge of this groove the fore part of the shaft shows a slight concavity in Macropm

affinis, whereas in both cited species of the large existing Kangaroos the answering part

of the metatarsal is transversely convex. At the back part of the proximal third of the

shaft the rough surface or ridge for muscular attachment is more prominent, better

defined, yet loss extended longitudinally, in the fossil. This specimen is from King’s

Creek, Darling Downs, Queensland.

§ 13. PhascoJagus altus (Metatarsus).—A right fourth metatarsal (Plate 30. figs. 1-6)

from the same formation and locality has come from a larger kind of Kangaroo than

Macropus affinis. It is an inch longer than the subject of figure 4, Plate 29 {Macropm

riifus), is relatively thicker, and, like the previous fossil, differs in presenting a stronger

ridge bounding the fibular side of the anterior surface of the shaft. This part of the

bone is also more prominent, giving a convexity to the outline of a side view (ib. fig. 3)

not present in the fourth metatarsal of Macropm major or Macr. rtifus*. The present

fossil likewise shows a ndatively broader distal end (ib. fig. C), which is barely 1 line

less in transverse diameter than is the proximal end (ib. fig. 5). On this surface, as in

Macr. rufns and Macr. affinh, the hinder prominence shows the oblique tendinal groove

(ib. fig. 4, g) and the flat inferior facet (//) for the articulation of the large tarsal sesamoidf.

The fibular or outer side of tin* proximal end, in both fossils, shows, m in the recent

Kangaroos, the antero-posteriorly prolonged, bilobed, articular surface (ib. fig. 2, m, n)

for the side of the head of the fifth metatarsal. Below this surface is the depressed

rough tract (ib. Jc), continued down nearly three fourths of the back third of the fibulai’

side of the shaft, for the ligamentous attachment of the smaller compressed shaft of the

fifth metatarsal. The posterior ridge in the present metatarsal, which 1 refer to a

Phascolagm altm, answering to that marked o' in Plate 29. fig. G {Macropm affinis), is

continued lower down, nearly to the end of the shaft. The hinder half of the distal

articular surface (Plate .30. fig. C) is fashioned by a mid rising into a double trochlea,

as in existing Kangaroos.

§ 14. Palorchestes (Metatarsus).—The breadth of the middle of the shaft of the

fourth metatarsal of Macropm rufus is two thirds that of the same part of the femur.

The breadth of both foui'th and fifth metatarsals, naturally united one third down, is

nearly equal to three fourths of the breadth of that part of the femur.

The breadth of the middle of the shaft of the fourth metatarsal, the subject of

* Beo figs. 1 & 2 of plate Ixxxiii. Zool. Trans, tom. eit. t See Cut, fig. 2, p, 441 ,ZooL TVana. tom. eit.
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PIftte 29. %. 1, ig two thuds that of the same part of the femur, as shown at the

broken ends in figs. 1 & 2 of Plate 23. The breadth of the naturally united fourth and

fifth metatarsals (Plate 29. figs. 1 & 2), one third from their proximal ends, equals four

fifths of the same part of the femur of Palorchestes Azael.

To this species, therefore, I provisionally refer the fossil subjects of figs. 1, 2, and 3 of

Plate 29. The length of the fourth metatarsal in those figures is restored in outline

from an entire homologous bone of the same extinct species which had become detached

from the contiguous metatarsals, and which I have not thought necessai*y to figure.

In the fossil under description, to the great fourth metatarsal lacking the distal end

there remained attached the fifth metatarsal (ib. figs. 1 & 2, v), wanting only a portion

of the plantar or posterior wall of the proximal end ; and, similarly attached, the

proximal half of the third meUitarsal (ib. ib. iii), exhibiting the characteristic macro-

podal slenderness. It is interesting to note, however, that the fifth metatarsal in the

huge extinct Kangaroo shows more nearly the normal proportions of the bone than in

the existing species, even the largest, iis, e. g., Macropm rufus (Plate 29. fig. 4, v) ; and

the more slender third metatarsal bone of Falorchestes (iii, fig. 2, Plate 29) is relatively

less atrophied than in existing Kangaroos. Its proximal end (ib. fig. 3, iii) presents an

oblong, subquadrate, almost flat surface for the ectocuneiform, and a triangular surface

on the inner side (ib. fig. 2, b) of the proximal end for part of the head of the second

metatarsal, which bone is wanting in the fossil. It articulates with the tibial side of the

proximal end of the fourth metatarsal by a surface which is extended by the backwardly

directed process (ib. fig. 2, c). Below the articular head (ib. a-a) the shaft narrows and

becomes compressed in its upper third, below which it assumes a subtrihedral figure,

with a trenchant margin both before and behind along its upper fourth.

The shaft does not exceed 2 lines in breadth at the point of fracture (d). The bone

closely adheres, either by anchylosis or matrix, to the shaft of the great fourth meta-

tarsal, inclining from the inner (tibial) side to the plantar aspect of the shaft, as does

the corresponding metatarsal in Mavropm rtifus*. The proximal articular surface of

the fourth metatarsal (Plate 29. fig. 3, iv) presents an undulating tract adapted to the

distal surface of the cuboid ; its broadest rotular (anterior) half is gently convex trans-

versely at the fibular half, concave at the tibial half; the narrower plantar or posterior

subquadrate tract is feebly concave rotulo-plantad, almost level transversely ; this tract

extends plantad, or backward, so as to overhang the shaft ; it is grooved at e, tig. 3, by

the “ peroneus ” tendon, which runs across the back or under (plantar) aspect of the

tarsus to be inserted into the entocuneiform bone ; also, as in existing Kangaroos and

in Macropm affintJi, it has a flat articular surface at the underside of the overhanging

part for the large tarsal sesamoid. The inner or tibial side of the proximal end of the

fourth metatai'sal shows the two small vertical facets for the ectocuneiform, and a weU-

inarked rough depression for the proximal ends of the third and second slender

metatarsals.

Zool. Trans, torn, cit. plate Ixxxiii. fig. 1, iix*

2 HMIKJOCtXXVI,
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The shaft of the great metatarsal of Palorokestea is sabtrihedral ; thie rotiftar sorfaee

(ib. fig. 1, IV) is slightly concave transversely along its middle third as in Jfamiftt*

TUm^ not prominent as in Maen^us rufm (ib. fib. 4). The plantar side (ib. %. 2) is

produced into a ridge, broad along the upper third (o), becoming sharper (4, h) as it

descends, and subsiding about one half of the length of the bone (o') from the distal

end. The corresponding portion of the metatarsal of Macropus rufus (ib. fig. fi) is

widely channelled where in the fossil it is angularly convex. The greatest rotulo-

plantar thickness of the shaft in Falorchestes is 1 inch 4 lines, the greatest transverse

thickness is 1 inch ; that of the proximal end is 1 inch G lines, its rotulo*plantar thick-

ness is 1 inch 5 lines.

The fifth metatarsal of Palorchcstca Azael (Plate 29. figs. 1, 2, 3, v) is relatively much

stronger than in Macropus major or Mncr. rufus (ib, fig, 4, v). The plantar part of the

proximal end, broken away in the fossil figured, is entire in a later acquired homologous

bone of Falorchestes. This presents a small, oval, flat, vertical surface for the fourth

metatarsal, a broader subtriangular one for the backwardly extended process of the

cuboid*, and a larger horizontal facet for the surface, marked Zf, of the same tarsal

bone. The proximal articular surface of the fifth metatai'sal is very small in propor-

tion to the bone in Falorchestes. External (fibulad) to that surface the bone rises above

the proximal end of the fourth metatarsal in the form of an antero-posteriorly extended

thick round edge.

The shaft of the fifth metatarsal is subcompressed along the proximal three fourths

;

it measures 13 lines in rotulo-plantar thickness, one third down ; and here, near the

plantar side, its thickness (or tibio-fibular breadth) is G lines. The opposite (rotular)

border is not sharp, as in Macropus major and Macr. rufus; but though thin, in com-

parison with the plantar surface, the border is rounded off. The shaft loses rotulo-

plantar thickness and gains transverse breadth as it approaches the trochlear articular

surface (v)
; this is 1 inch transversely, 10 lines where thickest from before backward.

The surface is not simply convex, as in Macropiis rufus (Plate 29. figs. 4 & 6, v), but is

made trochlear by a plantar median ridge, on each side of which the surface, trans-

versely, is feebly concave. The outer (fibular) side of the shaft has a feeble median

longitudinal channel along the middle of the proximal two thirds. The upper half of

the shaft shows in fractured portions of homologous fossils a small medullary cavity.

Thus we learn that in the large extinct Kangaroo of the genus Falorchestes the

fourth and fifth digits were less unequal in strength, and the fifth took more share in

station and locomotion than in the largest existing kinds. The metacarpal s^ment

and the rest of the foot were proportionally broader; but the length of the fourth

metatarsal in Falorchestes indicates, nevertheless, that it was a powerful leaper.

§ 15. (Metatarsal and Femoral Characters).—In deprecation of the fore-

going details, more wearisome perhaps to the reader than the inditer, I may plead the

* “ Osteology of Marsupialia,” Zool. Trans, tom. cit. plate Ixxxiii. fig. 11, h.

t Ibid. fig. 10.
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geeat frq[>ortiaii of fifogaojentaiy eirideacea of the hind feet of large extinct Kangaroos

•0 eompared with entire or nearly entire bones. The grateful aid which such rare

apecimens have yielded has impressed me with the desirability, if not duty, of defining

and recording all characters which may help future collectors, especially in Australia,

in determining such fossil fragments which are likely to accumulate in the public and

private museums of that great colony.

I refrain from trespassing on the time and means of the Society with the results of

comparisons by which metatarsals of Macropm Titan, of the two dentally determined

species of Sthenurus, and of some species of Protemnodon have been worked out. But,

in regard to the extinct form of Kangaroo which has most interest in relation to its

aberrant or transitional character, I cannot withhold evidences which give some due

to the characters of the hind limbs, and I finally pass to the result of the present

researches which has yielded me perhaps most satisfaction.

I have alluded to the primary step in the survey of the vast series of metatarsal

fossils which led to setting apart those indicative of a hind foot sliorter in proportion to

its breadth, and yet retaining unmistakable macropodal characters.

In the specimen, for example, of the naturally united fourth and fifth metacarpals

figured in Plate 31. figs. 1-5, the fourth is thicker than, but is little more than two

thirds the length of, the homologous bone in Macropus rvfus (Plate 29. fig. 4). The

fifth metatarsal (Plate 31. figs. 1, 2, 3, v) shows a greater degree of thickness, in pro-

portion to its length, than in Pahrehestes >Azael (Plate 29. figs. 1 & v).

The proximal end of the fourth m(*tatarsal (Plate 31. fig. 4, iv), though somewhat

mutilated, exhibits the characteristic modifications of the articular surface in the normal

Kangaroos ; and these characters are shown more plainly in the homologous bone of a

larger kind of Procoptodon (ib. fig. 8, iv), viz. the non-articular peninsula (/'}, the back-

ward or plantar production (c), with the terminal groove {(J) for the tendon before

mentioned ; but this groove is less deep than in the type Kangaroos ; the flat surface

beneath (fig. C, h) iudicrites a larger projmrtional sesamoid than in the species of

Macroptis.

The fore surface of the shaft of the fourth metatarsal (ib. fig. 2) is more even or

flattened than in Macroptis affiuis, Macr. Titan, and the great recent kinds of Kan-

garoo. The distal end is more expanded, surpassing the proximal end in breadth.

The ridge on the back part of the shaft (ib. fig. 1, o) is broader, h\s.s produced, and less

extended downward than in Macropus, Stheuiirus, or Palorchestes.

The well-preserved proximal end of the fifth metatarsal shows its apophysial pro-

duction (ib. figs. 1 & 2, i!) proximad of the articular surface of the fourth metatarsal.

This process is absolutely as well as relatively longer than in Palorchestes Azael. As

in that species three articular facets are present at this end of the bone, two for the

cuboid and one for the contiguous (four*th) metatarsal, the cuboidal surfaces being

relatively larger than in Palorchestes, and the tubt'rcle projecting tibiad beyond the

metatarsal surface is more developed in Procoptodon.

2h2
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At the distal articular surface the chief difference is seen in the pettier pjroilncition

of the tibial convexity of the trochlea. By reason of this prominence its presarvahion

is rare in the rolled fossils of the present form of metatarsal from the creek'beds of

Queensland.

Of the metatarsals of this shorter type three modifications are shown by the fossils

that have reached me, which are indicative of three si>ecie8 of Proooptodon. The

metatarsal (Plate 31. figs. 10-12), of equal length with that (ib. figs. 1, 2) ofProcojptodon

Pusio, but more slender, I take to be from a female Kangaroo of that species.

Deeming it probable that the form (family or genus) of Macropodal Marsupials

which, by dental and mandibular characters, offered the nearest approach to the large

isopodal or gradatorial family ( would present a corresponding approach

thereto in the form and proportions of the hind foot, I refer the present type of meta-

tareal bones to the genus Procoptodon

.

In this genus the above-describ('d representati\ c of the smallest known species would

answer, as to size, to the evidences which have been gi^ en of the maxillaiy, mandibular,

and dental characters of Procoptodort Pnsdo *.

The specimens next in size (Plate 31. figs. C-9) I refer, on similar grounds, to

Proroptodon Pajdiaf.

Parts of a hind foot of a still larger species similarly relate to Proooptodon OoliahX.

Save in size, the characters of the metatarsal about to be described so essentially

resemble those of the homologous bone in Plate 31, that I have not thought it reason-

able to devote to it an additional Plate.

This metatarsal, the fourth, is 5 inches 3 lines in length, with a proximal breadth of

1 inch 5^ lines, the opposite dimension being 1 inch 3 lines. The fore part of the

cuboidal surface is relatively broader from before backward than in Proooptodon Puiiio.

There is no indication of the proximo-tibial ridge (x, fig. 10, Plate 30), in which cha-

racter the present bone resembles its homologue in Proroptodon Mapha.

The posterior angle at the proximal half of the shaft is less marked and less produced

than in Proooptodon Pindo. The posterior depressions above the distal trochlea are

deeper and better defined than in Proooptodon Mapha or Procop. Pusio.

The fifth metatarsal of Procoptodon Goliah is 3 inches in length ; the greatest dia-

meter of the shaft is 1 inch, equalling that of the homologous bone in Palorchestes

Azael, which is more than one fourth longer. The tibial covexity of the distal trochlea

is less produced than in Procoptodon Mapha, and the whole hind surface of the joint is

less obliquely disposed than in that species or in Procoptodon Pusio.

Thus the resolution of these shorter and stouter metatarsals into three categories,

characterized by modifications of shape as well as by size, concurs with the previously

adduced evidences of jaws and teeth in showing that the procoptodont modification of

Maoropodidee was of old manifested by Australian Kangaroos under three specific forms.

* Phil. Trans. 1 874, p. 788, plate Ixxvii. figs. 2-7.

t Ib. p. 788, plate Ixxvii. figs. 8-12, plate Ixiviii.

t Ib. p. 791
,
plates Ixxtz., Iwcx.
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But these, whicli my present materials have enabled me to define, may prove not to

have been the only links connecting the saltigrade with the gravigrade groups of

phytifdmgotts Marsupials.

Description op the Plates.

PLATE 19.

Pig. 1. Portion of right mandibular ramus and teeth of Palorchestes Azael, Ow. •

Fig. 2. Working-surface of the same teeth.

Fig. Hind fractured surface of the same fossil.

Fig. 4. Inner side view of last lower molar of Palorchestes Azael.

Fig. 5. Upper view of part of left mandibular ramus with teeth and stumps of the

same species.

Fig. 6. Outside view of the molar (m i) of left mandibular ramus of the same.

Fig. 7. Inside view of the same molar.

Fig. 8. Back view of the same molar.

PLATE 20.

Ijcft side view of the fore part of the skull and teeth of Palorchestes Azael : the entire

skull and dentition restored in outline.

PLATE 21.

Fig. 1. Hajmal (under or front) view of the sacrum and first caudal vertebra of Palor-

chestes Azael.

Fig. 2. Right side 'view of first caudal vertebra of the same.

Fig. 3. Neural (upper or back) view of the same.

PLATE 22.

Fig. 1. Outer side view of part of right “ os innominatum ” of Palorchestes Azael.

Fig. 2. Inner side view of the same.

Fig. 3. Transverse section of ischium at ea, fig. 1.

Fig. 4. Transverse section of pubis at 64, fig. 2.

Fig. 6. Acetabulum of Procoptodoti Goliah (V).
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PLATE 23.

Fig. 1. Back view of proximal portion of right femur of Paloroke^ Azael.

Fig. 2. Back view of distal portion of the left femur of the sama

Fig. 3. Back view of distal portion of right femur of Procoptodon Goliah.

Fig. 4. Upper view of right calcaneum of the same.

Fig. 5. Upper view of left calcaneum of Palorchcstes AzaeL

PLATE 24.

Fig. 1. Fibular (outer) side view of proximal portion of left tibia of Palorchestes

Azael.

Fig. 2. Eotular (front) view of the same.

Fig. 3. Popliteal (back) view of the same.

Fig. 4. Tibial (inner) side view of proximal end with epiphysis of the same.

Fig. 5. Tibial (inner) proximal articular surface of the same.

PIATE 25.

Fig. 1. Ijcft side view of cranium, with skull restored in outline, of Mdcroptut Titan.

Fig. 2. Left side view of fore part of cranium of a young tithenurns Atlas.

Fig. 3. Outside view of left upper third incisor of Sthenums Atlas.

Fig. 4. Outside vicAV of crown of left upper third incisor of Macropus Titan.

PLATE 20.

Fig. 1. Under or base view of cranium, with skull restored in outline, of Macropm
Titan.

Fig. 2. Hind surface of last molar (m s) of the same.

Fig. 3. Hind surface of last molar of Macropxis major.

Fig. 4. Under view of fore part of right upper jaw and teeth of a young Hthmurus

Atlas.

PLATE 27.

Fig. 1. Front view of right femur (omitting 2 inches of shaft) of Macropm 2^an.
Fig. 2. Back view of right femur (omitting 2 inches of shaft) of the same.

Fig. 3. Inner view of proximal end of right femur of the same.

Fig. 4. Outer view of distal end of right femur of the same.
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PLATE 28.

Fig. 1. Outside view of parts of right upper and lower jaws and teeth, with part of the

skull restored in outline, of Sthermnis Brehus.

Fig. 2. Upper view of preraaxillaries and incisors of the same.

Fig. 8. Under 'dew of the same fossil.

Fig. 4. Under view of right mandibular incisor of Sthmurus Brehus.

Fig. 5. Upper surface of worn end of right mandibular incisor of an aged Sthenurus

Brehm.

PLATE 29.

Fig. 1. Front dew of metatarsals rv and v and part of iii of Palorchestes Azael.

Fig. 2. Back view of the same.

Fig. 3. Proximal (upper) articular end of the same.

Fig. 4. Front view of metatarsals iv and v, with part of cuboid, of Macropus rufus.

Fig. 6. Back view of distal portion of the same.

Fig. G. Back view of upper two thirds of fourth metatarsal of Macropus affims, Ow.

PLATE 30.

Phascolagus alfus.

Fig. 1. Front dew of the right fourth metatarsal.

Fig. 2. Outer side view of the same*.

Fig. 3. Inner side view (jf the same.

Fig. 4. Back view of the same.

Fig. 5. Proximal articular surface of the same.

Fig. 0. Distal articular suidacc of the same.

Macropus affinis.

Fig. 7. Outer side view of portion of the right fourth metatarsal.

Fig. 8. Back view of part of the samp.

Fig. 9. Proximal articular surface of the same.

Undetermined Species.

Fig. 10. Front view of proximal phalanx of fourth toe of an extinct Kangaroo, of -the

size of Phascolagus altus.
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PLATE 81.

Fig. 1. Back view of metatarsals iv and v of Procoptodon Pum, Ow.

Fig. 2. Front view of the same.

Fig. 8. Outer side view of the same.

Fig. 4. Proximal (upper) articular end of the same.

Fig. 5. Distal (lower) articular end of metatarsal iv of the same fossil.

Fig. 6. Back view of metatarsals iv and v of Procoptodon Baphtti Ow.

Fig. 7. Outer side view of metatarsal v of the same.

Fig. 8. Proximal (upper) articular ends of metatarsals iv and v of the same.

Fig. 9. Distal (lower) articular end of metatarsal iv of the same.

Fig. 10. Front view of metatarsal iv of Procoptodon Pmio, fcem.

Fig. 11. Proximal articular end of the same.

Fig. 12. Back view of distal half of the same.

All the figures are of the natural size.
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TX. On Multiple Contact of Surfaces.

By William Spottiswoodb, M.A., Treas. B.S.

Beccivcd May 24,—Eoad June 17, 1875.

Ik a paper “ On the Contact of Quadrics with other Surfaces,” published in the Pro-

ceedings of the liondon Mathematical Society (May 14, 1874, p. 70), I have shown that

it is not in general possible to draw a quadric surface V so as to touch a given surface

U in more than two points, but that a condition must be fulfilled for every additional

point. The equations expressing these' conditions, being interpreted in one way, show

that two points being taken arbitrarily the third point of contact, if such there be,

must lie on a curve the equation whereof is there given. The same formulae, interpreted

in another way, serve to determine the conditions which the coefficients of the surfiice

U must fulfil in order that the contact may be possible for three or more points taken

arbitrarily upon it ; and, iu particular, the degrees of these conditions give the number

of surfaces of different kinds w'hich satisfy the problem.

In another paper, “Sur les Surfaces osculatrices ” (Comjdes Rendus, 6 JuiUet, 1874,

}). 24), the corresponding conditions for the osculation of a quadric with a given surface

arc discussed.

In the present paper I have r('garde<l the question in a more general M’ay ; and hav ing

shown how the formuhe for higher degrees of contact are obtained, I have developed

more in detail some special cases of interest.

For the convenience of the reader, 1 have in § 1 briefly recapitulated the principal

parts of the two papers above quoted. In § 2 I have given, at all e\ents, a first sketch

of a general theory of multij)le contact with quadrics ; in ^ 3 the particular cases of

three-, four-, five-, and six-pointic contact an; discussed ; and in § 4 some conditions for

the existence of points of four-, five-, six-branched single (/. e. not multiple) contact are

established.

Thus far the investigsdion concerns the contact of quadrics f)nly with other surfaces.

ITie concluding part of the jmper is concenied with the corresponding problem for cubics,

in which case conditions of possibility do not arise for either simple or two-branched

contact, but are first met with for three-branched contact. The conditions in (|uestion,

with some of their consequences, are here given ; but it is jx-rhaps hardly worth while

to prosecute the subject much further in this direction.

It w'ill be observed in the course of the jmpi'r that some of the numerical results

must be taken as subj(;ct to limitations to be ex[x'(‘ted from further research ; but the

intricate nature of the investigation will, I hoi)o, be considered ns affording some justifi-

cation for submitting it thus rough-hew’n to the notice of the Society.

MDCCCLXXVI. 2
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^ 1. Becapitulation offormer Methods and Mesults.

Let X, y,z,t; x„yi,Zi,ti ;
. . be the coordinates ofthe points P, P„ . . respectively

; and let

U=(ir, y, z, ^)'‘=0, V=(ar, y, s, «)"=0, (1)

be the equations of the two surfaces whose contact is the subject of consideration. The

conditions of contact may, as is well known, be written thus

:

B.U
: |

=d,V / ^ '

Another form of these conditions is, however, better adapted to our present purpose.

In feet, writing

B,Vd,U-B,VB,U=SU,
i

B,VB,U-B,VB,U=S,U, i (S)

:5U, . . J,U, (
4
)

or, more briefly,

B,U, B,U, B,U, BJT

B,V, B,V, B,V, B,V

we may take as the conditions necessai'^’, in order that V shall touch U at the point P,

any two of the sLx following, viz.

:

JU=0, J,U=0, . . J,U=0 (5)

Similarly, as I have shown in a memoir “ On the (.'ontact of Surfaces ” (Phil. Trans.

1872, p. 259), we may take as the further conditions that V (assumed to touch U at the

point P) may have a three-branch contact* with V at the point P, any three inde-

pendent equations of the following syst(?m

:

S*u=0, S,*U=0, . . J^,U=0, (6)

and so on for higher degrees of contact.

For the purpose of the present inquiry it will be convenient to transform the equa-

tions (6) and (6) into yet another shape. Thus, if we write

{x,y,z, ty=:0”, {x,y,z, tY-'{x„y,yZ„

(x,y,z,ty=0\ {x,y,z,i) (ar„y„ 2„ f,)=01, j

’

and multiply each number of the system (2), first by ar„ y„ z„ respectively, and add,

then by x^, y^, Zj, and add, and so on, we shall obtain the systems

0"-T :
0"-’2

: . .

= 01 : 02 : . .

(8)

* The terms 2-braiich, 3-branch, &c. contact, already used by Professors CAri.srr and C];iarF0Bny hare the

following Bignificaiion :—in ordinary contact tho curve of intersection has at the point a doable point, or two

branches
;
in contact of the aocond order, a triple jioint, or throe branches, and so on.
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,®Wa Eondt may fjie gmeniiUmd by introducing operative sjrmbols, sm follows :

be a differential operator, capable of operating on functions of x,y,z, t, and containing

ti as mere constants ; then

„ (or more completely expressed Q12)
—p V P —P V P

is a differential operator capable of operating on any function of y„ z„ ti ; x^, y^, z^, tl

;

in which, when V is a quadric in .r,y,z,t, P,„V=1%,V,. Operating with „ on
U=(4:,y, z, <)", we have ,sV=:a function of the form

(^n ^11 yit ^2) (x^y, Z,

linear in the coefficients of V, and also in those of U.

With this explanation we may write

or, more briefly.

01.0"-'2-02.0”-'l=0„U, "1

01 .0"-‘3-03.0”-‘1= D,3U,

>

02.0»-’3-03.0»-2= D33U,

• • • • • _J

0'-’
2, . .

01 , 02 , . .

= .,11, D.aU, . . 33U,

(
9
)

(
10 )

and the system (5) may then be replaced by the following, viz.

.,11=0, DnU^O, . . D^^UzrrO, (11)

any two of which may bo taken as the conditions required. Similarly the system (6)

may be replaced by the following, viz.

?2U= 0, D^^U^rO, . . D^O.^U^O, (12)

any three indejiendeut members of which may be taken as the conditions required.

If the two surfiices touch at a stjcond j)oint P„ we may form expressions similar to

(10) but involving the coordinates of P, in the place of those of P, thus :

—

CI3q,Uj, • • D 33XJ1, (13)I'-O, l«-'2, . .

10 , 12 , .

.

and the conditions for contact at the point P, will be comprised in the system

„2U.= 0, „3U,= 0, . . 33U,=0 (14)

Similarly, the conditions for contact at a third point P3 will be comprised in the

system

«,U,= 0, .3U3=0, . . .3U3=0, (15)

and so on fm: any number of points.

2 i2
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In the same way the ccmditions for osculation at a seO(»id ipoiat F, will be omnpxised

in the system

2,U,=0, DJsU.srO, ... ogDwU.^O, (16)

and so on for any number of points.

Returning to the equations (11), (14), (16), which express the conditions for contact

at the three points P, P„ P.^, and selecting a suitable member from each system, we

may form the following group

:

„U=0, ,oU,=0, „U,=0 (17)

These written in full are as follows ;

—

01 . O’- 2=02 .
0—1

12 . I-— 0=10 . l"-'2

20 .
2”-’ 1=21 .

2’-‘0,

whence, multiplying together the dexter and sinister sides of these equations respec-

tively, and rejecting the common factor 12 . 20 . 01, we obtain as a condition for the

possibility of a quadric V touching a surface U in the three points P, P., I’., the

following equation :

—

0— l.r'-'2 .
2— 0=0''-‘2

. l-'O .
2’— 1 (18)

This equation shows that tlie tlireo points must be so situated that each lies on one

of the intersections of the first polars of tlie other two with respect to the surface U

;

for it may be written in each of the following forms, viz.

0— 1-a0'-‘2=0,

1
’-'

2-^1
"--'

0= 0
,

2'—0-f 2— 1=0.

In order to account geometrically for the existence of the equation of condition, we
may observe, as Professor Cayley has remarked, tliat, drawing through the points

P, P„ P, a plane, this plane meets the three tangent-planes of the surface U in the

three sides of a triangle, which sides pass respectively through the points P, P„ Pj ; and

also meets the surface V in a conic touching the sides of the triangle in these points

P, P„ P.J respectively. Considering these points as given, a relation is implied between

the directions of the three sides; viz. the triangle must be such that if each summit be

joined to the opposite point tlie three joining lines will meet in a point.

In order that contact may subsist for a fourth jioint Pj we may take either the

points P„ Pg, Pg, giving as the condition

1-2 . 2-3 . 3-l=2-l . S’- 2 . 1-3 (19)

or the points Pg, P, P.„ giving

2"-‘0 . 0"-' 3 . 3
’'-‘

2=0’-^ 2 . 3
"-»

0 .
2"-*3

(20)
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m tke ixnats P, Ph P» giving

0"-‘l.l-‘3.S"-^0=l-'0.3"-‘1.0-iS
(21 )

I

But since in any one of these conditions (19), (20), (21 ) combined with (18) will

ensure contact at the four points, it follows that the four equations (18) .
. (21) must

be equivalent to only two independent relations. It is perhaps worth while to verify

this analytically. In fact, if we multiply together the dexter and sinister sides of (19),

(20

)

, (21 ) respectively, and reject the common factor

i{:=0"-‘3 . l"-‘3 .

2’’-'3
.
3“-*0

. C*-*! .
3’'-'2,

we shall reproduce the equation (18). Again, if we represent the equations (19), (20),

(21

)

, (18) respectively by the following expressions,

n=a\ i= 6', c=(^y d—d',

the multiplications above indicated give as their result

abr= a'b'd=1cd=kd!

;

» '

and consequently if any two of the equations a=a', b=h\ c~c' be satisfied, the third,

as well as the equation d=d', will be so also; which is the verification required.

This, as Professor Caylky has pointed out, gives rise to an interesting theorem of

Solid Geometry ; viz. v riting for greater symmetry a, 0, 7,
instead of P, Pj, P,, P^, and

considering ABCD the tetrahedron formed by the tangent planes of U at the same four

points respectively, we have the tetrahedron ABCD, the planes whereof contain the

points a, |3, 7 ,
b, respectively. Now the plane of a^7 determines with the planes BCD,

CD.'\, DAB, a triangle, the sides whereof contjiin the points a, (i, 7,
and which is such

that the lines joining the summits with the opposite points meet in a point. Similarly

the planes of [iyh, ybx, haji determine three other triangles having similar jiroperties.

And the theorem is that, if the foregoing relation be satisfied for any two of the tri-

angles, it will be satisfied for the other two.

The equation (18) may be regarded either as a relation between the coordinates of

the three points P, P„ P^,, or as a relation between the coefficients of U. In the first

case it shows that if two of the points be taken arbitnirily, the third must be on a

curve defined by (18) together with tlu^ equation IT=0. As to the fourth point of

contact, if such there be, suppose that we represent the equations (19), (
20

), (
21

), (18)

by the symbols (1, 2, 3)=:0, (
0

, 2, 3)=0, (0, 1 , 3)=0, (0, 1, 2)=(); then taking arbi-

trarily the points P, Pj, the curve on which P.^ must lie wall be gi\en by the equation

(0, 1, 2)= 0. The equation (0, 1, 3)=0 merely shows that P, must lie on the same

curve ;
but the etjuation (0, 2, 3) shows that, if P^ be taken arbitrarily on the curve in

question, Pg will lie at one of a finite number of points on the curve. In fact, if we

take Ug=0 as the condition that P, shall lie on the surface,
(
0

,
1 , 3)=0 as the equa-

tion expressing the condition that P., shall lie on tlie curve, and
(
0

, 2 , 3) the addi;

tional condition for contact at Pg, we shall have three equations each of the decree u

for determining the coordinates of Pg. The number of positions for Pg will therefore
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apparently be ; but this number doubtless admits of some reduction in comequmne ^
the particular form of the equations. In fact, if 4®, 6 .. be the coefficients of the highest

powers of Xs, y^, • • in the equation S*=0, then the terms involving a*, ft*, . . in (18) all

vanish. But I have not as yet fully investigated this question.

Turning to the second view of the case, which is in fact the more interesting, viz,

that in which (18) is to be considered as a relation between the coefficients of U, we

have for every point of contact four equations, viz.

U=0, d,U : : B,U=d,V : d,V : d.V, V=0,

or their equivalents ; i, c. for }> points of contact 4p equations, viz.

]) equations involving the coefficients of U alone,

‘Ip „ „ U & V,

p „ „ V alone.

But of the 2p equations which involve the coefficients of U & V, — 2 may be cleared

of those belonging to V, and reduced to the form (18); and we hence have finally

2j?— 2 equations involving the coefficients of U alone,

^+2 ,, ,, U & V,

p „ „ V alone.

By means of the last 2p+2 equations let us determine as many as possible of the

coefficients of V. Then if 2p+2>9 we shall be able to eliminate those coefficients in

2p—7 different ways, and obtain 2p—7 equations involving the coefficients of U to the

degree 10—j); p being supposed >-9. We may thence form the following table of

conditions to which the surface U will be subject :

—

NumiKjr
of points.

Number of

ci>e(ncient8 of

V detorininctl.

Number of

conditions

in U.

-

Numbers and degrees of conditions in

cooilleients of U.

(^fdegree 1. Ofdegpctsj Also

3 8 4 3 1

4 U 7 4 2 1 of (U‘tcroc 0

5 9 11 5
() 9 15 6 4

,, 4

9 19 7 5 7 „ :)

8 9 23 8 i)
I

» „ 2
f) 9 27 9 i

i

11 „ 1 1

It must, however, be owned that these numbers, although doubtless true as superior

limits, must evidently undergo some reduction after a detailed examination of the

equations upon which they depend. And on this account I abstain at present from
writing down the geometrical theorems which will obviou.sly occur to the reader on
perusing these results.

Thus far for simple or two pointic contact. In order to find the conditions for

three-branch contact at several points, we must, as in the second paper above quoted.
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etaploy the equatiom (12) and (16) ; and for this purpose it is neoessasry in tire first

place to develop the formula OtjU ; viz. we have

O»,U=:(02)*0"-n*~2 . 01 . 02 . 0"-*12+(01)*0»-®2*

-02 .0-'2 . P+(02 . 0—i+01 . 0»-‘2)12-01 . 0"-l .
2'

But having reference to the conditions 2otJ= 0, DaiUzsO, . . wo may put (6 being

an indeterminate quantity)

01=^0-'l, 02=^0->2, (23)

whence, by substituting these values in the developed form of the equation ?2U=0,

and dividing throughout by 6, we obtain

6{(0'-‘2)-'0’*-“F-2 . 0-'l .
0“-*2

. 0'*-=‘12+(0’‘-‘l)=*0"-*2*}

=(0’‘-’2)='l*-2 . 0-'l .
0'-‘2

. 12+(0"-l)®2-}

But since P„ Pg are supposed to lie on the quadric V, we have l‘=0, 2*=0
; so that

the equation last above written is reduced to the following, viz.

2.0“-'1.0"-2.12=-0{(0“-'2)*0-*P-..}=^
i

.
0"-‘ 2

I O’*-’, 0”--'l'’,
0’‘-=’12

I

i Q„-i2^ 0’‘-“21, 0"-* 2*

or, as this may be written for greater symmetry,

0*, 0’-=’01
,
0’--02

0"-no ,
0"-® r, 0’-n2

0-*20
,
0-’'21

,
2^

=6 [O', 1, 2] suppose

;

and one expression for three-branched contact at the point P will be

2.0’*-! .0-’2.12=d[0', 1, 2].

A similar transformation may bo applied to ’faU, . . ; and also to „ nU? • • I but

the latter forms, which are rather more complicated, are not necessary for the present

purpose. This being so, if the surfaces touch at the four points P, P„ P,, P,, we may

take for the conditions of osculation at the point P the three equations D^UssO,

i|,=0, ?,U=0, which being transformed in the manner above explained give the

following results, viz. :

—

2.0’-2.0’-'3.23=d[()', 2, 3]
^

2.0"-‘3.0“-'l .31=6[0', 3, 1] 1; (25)

2.0’— 1.0’-'2.12=6[0', 1, 2] J

whence, eliminating the indeterminate quantity 6, we obtain

23 : 31 : 12=0’-’1[0', 2, 3] : O’— 2[0', 3, 1] : 0’-‘3[0', 1, 2].
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We also obtain

0»-»2 0«-»3

(®— rioi 02 ~ 03

2.0"-'2.0""'3.23“
[O', 2, 3]

2 .0”-'3 .0"-'l .31

2 .0*“'2. 12=
'“[O', 1,2]

which are the five conditions in order that U, assumed to pass through P, and also

through P,, Pj, Pg, may have a three-bnuich contact at P.

Similarly for three-branched contact at the point P, we should find

30 : 02 : 23=3”-'2[l', 3, 0] : 1»-3[1', 0, 2] : l*-'0[r, 2, 3],

and for osculation at the point Pj,

30 : 01 : 13=2"-‘1[2', 30] :
2"-‘3[2', 0, 1] : 2»-0[2', 1, 3].

Substituting from these equations the values of 30 : 23, 13 : 30, 23 : 31 in the iden-

tical equation

(30 : 23)(13 : 30)(23 : 31)=1,

we obtain the following relation,

1”-'2[1', 3, 0]2“-’0[2', 1, 3]0*-'l[0', 2, 3]

=1"-’0[1', 2, 3]2"-'l[2', 3, 0]0"-2[0', 3, 1],

which, in virtue of the condition (18), may be reduced to the foi’m

[O', 2, 3][1', 3, 0][2', 1, 3]=[0', 3, 1][1', 2, 3][2', 3, 0] (20)

This therefore is a condition which, in addition to those found before, must be I'ul-

filled in order that it may be possible to draw through four points P, P,, P,, P.j a

quadric surface which will touch the surface U in those points, and ha^e three-branched

contact with it in three of them.

Tlie total number of conditions for two-branched contact at four points, and thi'ee-

branched at one of them, may be calculated as follows :—For three-branched contact

at three points we shall have the following numbers of equations in the coefficients

:

3 equations in U of tlie degree 1,

1 3** 53

^ 53 55 9
,

3

8

3

33

33

U and V of the degrees in U, 1 ; in V, 1,

« » 1
; „ 2,

V of the degree 1.35
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,
Bende tiiis idiall have for the two-branched contact at the fourth point, one

equation in U of the degree 1, one of the degree 3, one in U and V of the d^ees 1, 1,

and one in V of the degree 1 ; so that the total number will be

4 equations in U of the degree 1, (a)

2 „ „ 3, (b)

1 » « (®)

6 ,, U and V of the degrees in U, 1 ; in V, 1, . . . (d)

5 „ ,, ,5 1 > 2, . . . (e)

4 „ V of the degree 1 (f

)

Taking any five of the equations marked (d) and the four marked (f ), we sec that all

the coefficients of the quadric surface are determinate and unique ; also that the quan-

tities to which they are severally proportional are apparently of the degree C in the

coefficients of U. Subject to future reduction of this number, the equations of condition

in the coefficients of U and then degrees will be,

4 of the degree 1,

2 3W yy yy
*Jy

1 M „ 9,

8 „ „ 13.

But having these ulterior reductions of degree in view. 1 at present abstain from

enunciating the geometrical th(*orems which these results suggc'st.

§ 2. General Theory ofMultiple Contact of Quadrics with other ISnrfaces.

The question may be considered from rather a more general point of view. Dropping,

for the moment, the suffixes, and taking the symbol to represent any of the operations

Di»j Owj • •
(say Du), let ' represent that part of which operates on U, and "

that part which operates on V ; so that we may write symbolically = '-+•". It

is first required to find the values of DU, *U, . . in terms of D'U, "IJ, . . The

transformation will perhaps bo better understood by examining two or three special

instances before entering upon the general case. Thus

U=D'U,
-j

*U=n'*U-l-D''D'U, [ (1)

*u=a'*u+n"n'*u+o'a"D'U-i-D"*DuJ

But it will be found on developing the expression that "*D'U=:(12)*D'U ; so that

if, as is supposed in the present problem, the two surfaces touch at the point under

consideration (a condition which is expressed by the equation 'U=0), we have always

]fi>cioc]:<xxvi. 2 £
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"*'11=0. Moreover *
.

''''U=n(12)^'(02 . 0"-'l+01 .
0»->2)

=%(«-lX12){(02)*0-*l»~(01)*0-*2*|.

"'*U =:«(w-l) "K02)*0-*l*-2 .01.02. 0"-*12+(01)»0-‘2*}

=2«(«.-l)(12)U02)*0-*l*-(01)*0”-*2*[;

so that we have generally the relation

and consequently

*U= '“U+l " '’U (2)

Proceeding to the fourth degree, we obtain, by means of the formula; already estab*

lished, the following expression :

—

*U=D'‘U+D"n'’U+^n'G"D'*U+fG"*D'*U.

But operating with G' on the expression given above for G"G'“U» wc obtain

I
G

'G "G '*U= 3w(jt- 1)(«- 2)(12) {
(02)*0"-*l*- 01 (02)*0’-*l*2

~(01)*02 .
0’-*12*+ (01)*0"-*2*}

;

also

G'’U = n(«-l)(H-2) U02X0’-’P-3(02)*01.0"-n*2

+ 3(01)*02 .
0"-*12*-(01)*0"-'*2’[.

Hence, operating upon this with G ", we should find

|G'G"G'*U=G"G'"U;

and consequently, collecting the former results,

GU=G'U,
G*U=G'“U+a"G'U,

*U=G'‘’U+fG"a'*U,

g^u=g'^u+|g"g'^U4-|g''*g'“'U (a)

Having now seen, in the special cases m=2, 3, 4, the nature of the transformations

contemplated, we may now proceed to the more general case ; viz. since the order of the

operations G G
" is not indifferent, we have in general for “U an expression of the

form

”>U=G'”U

_j_G"G'’“"'U+G'G"a’""’U+ . .

^G"*G'”“’‘U+G"D'G"a”'"’U+. .

+ ••=
(4)

and our first object is to show how this may be reduced to the form

ag'»u+bg"g—

'

u+Ca"*G'’”~*u+ . . a'g'"-*u+ .

.
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Now the general term of '*tJ ia

and it will be found on examination that the general term of "'"U differs from that

of '•U only in respect of the factor (12)(m— 2i). Similarly the general terms of

0"*D'"tJ, . . 0”’’D'"U differ from that of '"IT only in respect of the factors

(12)*(m— 2*)*, . .
(12)'’(j»— 2t)'’, respectively.

This being so, let . . ; and let it be understood that 5„ affect

the external subject of operation alone, then we may write

'"‘U=(025,-015,)’*U;

and if we write the above expression in the form of a quantic, thus,

'”U=(1, 1, . .)(02S., -oi^^ru,

we may at once write down the expression for "'’'"U thus,

(12)'’(m', (m~2>-, . .)(02^„ (6)

Having thus exhibitetl the form of th<^ function "’’'’"U, we must next calculate the

effect of the operation ' upon this fiinction ; and if for this pmpose we operate with

O' upon the general tenn of "'’'"‘U, we shall find for the general term of

'
"r '"U the following expression :

—

n{n—i).

.

(w— ?«)(—)'(12)'’ »i(m— 1) .
.
(/«—t+l)

“i . 2 . . f

»*(»»— 1) .
.
(m—i + 2)

' 1.2.. (i-1)

(02)™-‘+'(01)’0""’"-'l"‘-''

|(m-? + l)(w— 2iy’+?(/tt-2/+2>’X02)’"”‘'"(01)'0"-'’‘-'l’'‘-'+'2‘.

As regards the coefficient between the brackets
{ j-, let w— 2j+l=;«,; then for

^=1, 2, .

.

we have successively

(m— 1) 4-1) =?«/:<,,

(wi— i -j- 1 )(p— 1 4-»(/“'+ 1f + 1 )/“'*“• 4- (m 4- 1

)

(m— I+ 1 )(f<-
— 1 )’+»(/»+ 1)’={m -f- 4- S(m 4- 1 )/*— /*

=(m— 2)^''-4- (3m+2)^,

=:(m— 3)f(.^+2(3m+l)/it.^+(m4-l) ;

2x2
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and generally

(m—i4-l)(/a>~ 1)^ 4-»(i»+ 1)’’= (w--jp4-

p{p— l)(p-2]{p-S)
1.2.'3.4.5” (5»l—

+ • •

.
. {p-j+2)

1 . 2 ../

+ .

(Jm-p+2/— 1

in which it is to be understood that/ is always an odd number.

hVom these transformations we obtain the following results, viz. :

'”11= - ”^,"'"‘+'11,
yw-f 1

' "“U ""+'U +(12/D '’"+'U,

'“U =-”^ 'U+ (12f +‘U,

'I

> («)

"PD'’“+'U (12)^D'"’-=*n'"+'U+ .

+
p{p—l ) .

. (p-j+ 2)Jm—p+2j-\
1 . 2 , m*f 1

(i2y-'n''p-»+'n'"‘+'u+

.

But since the general term of the expansion of ”U will be of the form
"^'*"*'“11, it follows from these formulae that every such term, and consequently

the whole expansion, may by successive steps be reduced to a series of terms of the form

"p-^D'^-pU.

Before proceeding further with the main question it will be worth while to notice a

few consequences of these reductions. Thus, in the first place.

w+ l ffi+1 m4-2

whence we obtain the following system :

—

m-f 1
’

/2 ///«U=:^ «

'”U=- " '"•+^U,

* * • • • •

'"‘O" '"U=:—
fW-l-Wlj

*

. . (7)
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a»o"*o'"'UssO'|^D"*n'"^'U+(i2)»D'"^‘uJ

289

whence the system

a»D"'D'-U=,„*”'““'|j)D"*D'-*-U+^j(12)’D’-U,
'

(
8
)

Assuming this to be true for w,— 1, we should have

then operating again with we obtain

m(w~l)
U U U + ^ ^

+1
Wi(fW— l)

L
(m + m, — l)(m +mj— 2) + m

(mj— l)»i

and the numerator of the expression within the brackets

=jn(»i—l+jnm,—m+wr,®— 2wi,+l)

=^»l^n(OT+»^,— 2);

so that the expression sought finally becomes

-
»»!»»

roi
(m+ /«,-l)(m + 7«,-2)‘-' ^ w + m,-l lJ, . .

.
(Jj

which proves the law.

Once more, operating with ' upon the expression given above for '"“'"‘U, we

obtain

D"D™D'-U=”“f|“;-JD-D'-U+’^|(12)>D»D“<>U|

whence the system

(ISj-O’-O'-U,
, (10)
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A saiitiiiTig this to be true for m,— 1, we should have

n '">.-1n ">n'»TT
i»(w— l)(w— 2

) ,*+*,-1^

(in,-l)m{3m®+(3fli,-7)*»--2TO, + ^} n9Vn"n'"*-»-*»i'-nT •

' (m+m .— lU»i+ m,—2Uffi +»»,—¥) ' *

(m+ j»i— 1 ) (»»+ «!— 2) (w+ TO,— 3)

then operating with ' we obtain

'">"’''"‘11=
ro(TO— l)(m— 2) (”»

+

»”l
—
^g »3g lm+m,JJ

(to+to,— lj(TO+TO,—

2

)(to+TOj—3)| m+w,

3m-f3m,—

1

(m, -r)TO{ (3to« + 3to,- 7)to- 2TO, + W+ TO, -
1 ^9^g Hg

(to+TOj— 1)(to+to,— 2)(to+ to,—3) TO+m,
'

m(m— l)(m— 2)

’(m-f w^j)(m + wii— 1) (m-f Wj — 2)

Q]//3Q^OT4*»4,U

+ /;

]

(wHhrWi)(w+ Wi~“l)(w-~m|--2) (iw-fWj—3)
^ ^

|(m— l)(w— 2)(3ot+3ot,—l)+(m,— l)(3m“+3»m,—7m—2w,+2){jn4-w,— 1)}

;

and the quantity within the brackets
{ }

=3m,(m—l)(m—2)4-(3m— l)(m—l)(m— 2)

+ |m,(3m—2)+(3m— l)(m—2),^{77<,(m,+m—2)—(m— 1)[,

of which the part independent of ?», obviously vanishes, and the remainder

=m,{3(m—l)(m—2)+m,(3m—2)(m,+m—2)—(3m— 2)(m— l)+(3m— l){7/i— 2Xm,4-m— 2))

or if we put m+m,— 3=/*, m+m,— 2=ju-+l, ?«,=/«.—(m— 3), the above expression

becomes

=m,{3(m‘—l)(m—

2

)+(|m.—m+3)(3m— 2)(/4+1)—(3m— 2)(m-l)H-(3?M—1)(7»— 2)(f»+l)}

=m,{3(m—l)(m—2)—(m— 3)(3'm— 2)—(3m— 2)(7?i— l)+(3m-l)(m— 2)

+j!*[— (37Ji— 2)(j?i— 4)+ (Sjn— 1)(
771— 2)]+ /K-'X 3771— 2)

}

=mi(7/j+m,— 3){(m+mj— 3)(3m— 2)4-7771— 6}

= 77i,(m+ 777,— 3) { 3771®-f ( 3m,— 4)777 2m, }

;

so that the expression for the value of '”‘'"’'’”11 finally becomes

to
(
to— 1)(to— 2)

(to+ to,){ot + TOj— 1 )(to+ to,— 2
)

gmgm+«.,U

m^mj3m®+ n 9 n "n
'’'(TO + TO,)(TO+ m,— i)(TO+ TO,— 2)

^ ^ fm+n
‘U,

which proves the law.

It seems unnecessary to pursue these developments further.

. . (11 )
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It Itas now been iliown that the expreesion for ” may be rednoed to the form

D'*+^a"0'*-'-j-(yD"*+yD")D”''*+ • • (2,»n"’"~‘)D'’'

Hence, on replacing each term of this series by its value given by (6), we find that

the expression for 0'"U may ultimately be reduced to the form

{A(02^, -01i.)’-+B(12X02i„ -01B,)”-’+ . . K{12)’»-*(02^„ ~0ia,)*}U, (12)

or, still more symbolically,

(A, B, .

.

K)((02J„ -OU,), (12))-"-*(02i„ -01J,)“U,

excepting in the case of «i=2, when there is one extra term, as was seen at the outset

and as will be noticed again below. This being so, we may eliminate the quantities

01, 02 by the formulm 01=^0"“'l, 02=d0"~'2, and then divide out throughout. The

expression is then reduced to the following form,

(A, B, . . K)(fl(0—2J„ -

But if the surfaces touch at cither of the points P„ Pj (say P,), we shall have

01 1""*0
19—

6

5:2!
* a0—o"“'l— 0"~‘l

or

1"-0=12: 0"-'l.l’-’2; (13)

so that the expression in question may be finally cleared of all quantities relating to the

quadric V (01, 02, 12), and reduced to the form

(A, B, . . K)(l"-'0(0"-2J„ -0"-’5,), 0"-'l . l"-2)-"-*(0->2S„ -0—1J,)‘U, (14)

in which it is to be remembered that S, operate only on the external subject U, and

not upon any of its derivatives occurring in the operative factors themselves.

It is in the eliminations effected by means of the formula (13) that the main difference

between the methods of this and of the former papers consists. The conditions for

multiple contact here established arc more numerous, and at the same time of lower

degrees, and therefore more stringent, than those found before ; but they appear to

carry the subject to its limit.

If the surfaces touch also at the point 1^, we may in like manner use as the formul®

for elimination the following, viz.

21=0,2"-*!,
2"-‘0

0»-i2 ^2-

The results obtained by these tw'o methods cannot of course be independent. In

fact the equivalence of the two forms may be readily shown as follows. The first result

is a rational fimetion, homogeneous in the two quantities l"-'0, 0"“*1
. 1"“*2, say

(l"-‘0, 0—l.l"->2)’"-‘>=0;

and in like manner the second may be represented by the equation

(2*-'0, 0'‘-'2
. 2’-’l)*‘-*=0.
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On multiplying the first by (2*~’0)’*''*, and the second by (I*' we ol»taia l^e two

expressions

(l-'0 .
2’-‘0, 0"-*l . l”->2 .

2*-0)““*=0,

(l“-'0 .
2’‘-‘0, 0"-'2

. 2’-‘l

.

But since the surfaces touch in the three points P, P„ Pj, it follows that

O'-l . l'-‘2 .
2“-0=0-’2

. 2"-‘l . 1—0.

Hence the two expressions are equivalent.

It is further to be noticed that the last term of the expression is of the form

{(02)-Sf±(02fa|}U,

according as m is even or odd. Consequently from m=o and upwards the last term of

"U may ahv.iys be eliminated by means of the expression for ; and the equa-

tion finally depressed by one degree in 6 and (12).

The expression (14) when equated to zero will form one condition, which must be

•satisfied, either by the coordinates of the points, or by the coefficients of U, in order

that it may be possible to draw a (piadric having (//i-|-l)-pointic contact nnth U at the

point P, and contact of the same or of lower degrees at other points P„ Pj, . .

.

Such is the general theory
; but the subject will perhaps become more easily intel-

ligible by the aid of the next section, in which the cases of »i=:2, 3, 4, 5 are examined

in some detail.

It will probably have been remarked that we have here developed only expressions

of the form ”'U, and have taken no account of those of the form DCaDiaU. But the

latter, which would have beem more complicated, are happily unnecessary
;
sipw the

;

eliminations above indicated will be always possible for expressions of the form CJ j^U=0,

provided only that one of the subscript numbers .shall always correspond with that of

one of the points at which contact takes place. And this may always be ensured,

because in all the investigations of this ])aper, except those contained in § 4, contact,

two-pointic at least, is supposed to subsist at more than one point. Thus, if there be
contact at a second point P„ we may use the operators

. ; if there be contact

also at Pj, we may use also the oj)erators
j,, . . ; and so on for any number of

points.

§ 3. Conditiomfor the cases n=3, 4, 6, C,

With a view to examining more in detail the cases of m-l, 2, 3, 4, 5, we may write
down the de^ elopments indicated in the preceding section thus :

U=(025,-0U,)U,

*U=(02J.-0lS,)^’U-f (12)(02 8,+01 yu,

’U =(02S.- 015j)’U+ 3(12)(0'2'3f-.uI*S*)U,

‘|J=(02J,-01J2)‘U+2(12)(8, 1, —1, -3)(02S„—01Sj)’U+6(12)®(02‘'5J+()i*^)uJ
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Again, opecating mth O ~0 '+ O'' npon the expression for O^U in terms of O', O",

we obtain

0*tJ=sO'*U+0"0''‘U+20'0"0'*U4-20'"'D'*U+fa'D'"'a'*U4-fD"‘'D'*U

= 0'‘U+|0"0'«U-f-|0"*0'*U+|D"*D"'U+ |(12)*D'’U.

But

"'*U=(12)(4, 2. 0, -2, -4)(025„ -0U,yU

=2(12)(2, 1, 0, -1, -2)(02J„~01J,)*U,

o"*a'*u=(i2/(9, 1, 1, 9X02^., ~oia,xu,

O "*D '®U=(12X2X02‘'J?-0i"J*)U,

which, in virtue of the condition ’U=0 ,

03
= ~(12f 3 (

02J.- 0U,)>U;

lienee

a‘U=(02J,~ou,xu

-M0(12)(l, 2, 0, -2, -1*) (02^., -0U,XU

1, 1 , 3:5 (02S., -01I5,)>U

~4(12)X02i.-0ia,)»U

+ |(12/-(025,-01S,XU.

But collecting the terms of the third degree, we have for the coefficient of (12 )“

3_4+-3){02)»iJ+(-¥4-12-| . 3)(02)“(01)Sri-’4-. -JU

=20
((
02)’J:-(01 )’Ji?.)U

;

so that, finally,

D‘U=(02i,-015,)*U

+ 10
{
12

)(
1

,
2

,
0,- 2 ,

-

35 (
025 ,,

-

0U,)‘U 1 ... (
2 )

+20(12)“((02)“5?-(0])='5j)U, J

which, for greater symmetry, may be written thus :

—

(1 , 5 , 10 , 10 ,
f), 15 (025,- 015,)“

+ 10
(12)(1 , 2 ,

0
,
- 2 ,

- 15 (
025,- 015,)^

+20(12)“(1, 0, 0, 15'(025,- 015,)“.

These expressions may be rendered somewhat more compact by writing as follows :

—

A=0-’25,- 0"-'5„ 1

B= 0"- *25
,4-0“-'5,J

^ ’

2 LMDCCOLZXVl.
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and referring to the developments given above it will be found that

*U=^A^U+(12)BU,

=’U=0A»U+(12)BAU,

‘U=fl*A«U+6<J(12)BA»U+ 3(12)*(A*+B‘0U, [

^ ^

*U=rA*U+106(12)BA='U+ 5(12)='(A^+ 3B*)U.
^

For three-branch contact at P the number of equations, in addition to those for ordi-

nary contact, is three ; and replacing the suffixes, we may take for these equations

the following,

?,U=0, ?,U=(), ?4=0;

or, transforming as above,

flA;,U+(12)B„lJ=0,^

flA?,U-H(13)B.,U=0, -

tfA?,U + {U)B.,U=0.^

Now since the surfaces are su]>posed to touch at the point P, wc shall have

^=01 : 0"-'l=02 ;
0"-'2= ..

(5)

If they touch also at the point P„ we shall have also

10: l’‘-0=12: l"-'2=..,

and so on for other points; so that when the surfaces touch at the jwint P„ we shall

have

S: ]"-'0=12 ; 0"-’l .

e ; l’‘-0=13 : O’*-! . P-S, [ (G)

when they touch also at the point Pa we shall have

0 : 2
"-'0=21 :

0"-'2

0 :
2"-'0=23 ;

0"-‘2 Q/i-l

1
,

3,

1

1-

(7)

and so on for other points of contact.

These equations show that if the surfaces touch only at the point P, there is no

means of eliminating any of the ratios 0 : 12, d : 13, . . If, however, they touch also at

a second point P„ we can eliminate all the ratios of the form 6 -.12; i.e. those contain-

ing the symbol 1 in the denominator. If the surfaces touch at a third point Pj, we can

eliminate all the ratios of the form ^ : 12, ^ : 13, ^ ; 23 ; viz. all those containing either

of the symbols 1 or 2 in the denominator. It may be remarked that when the surfaces
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tov^dii at tbe three points P, P», the ratio 4 : 12 may be eliminated by either of the

two formulm
^ ; 1-'0=12 ; 0"-’l . l-*2»

0 :
2"-‘0=21 : 0-'2 . 2“-'l.

That the conditions so obtained are equivalent to one another, and not independent,

is both obvious d priori and is capable of being shown by multiplying the denomi-

nators of the first of the equations by 2"~'0 and those of the second by The

equations then take the form

6 ; l"-'0 . 2"-'0=12 : O’*"'! , l”-'2 .
2"-'0

=21 : 0’-*2
. 2’‘-‘l . l”-’0.

But since the surfaces touch at the three points P, P„ Pa, the last two denominators

are in virtue of (18) of § 1 equal. Hence each one of the two equations (8) involves

the other as a consequence.

Eetuming to the equations
(5) and eliminating the ratios 6 : 12 ,

.

., we obtain the

three conditions

:

l-'0A?,,U-j-0-M . l'-'2B,aU=0,1

l"-*0AJ,U+0"-'l .
1'-'3Bi3U=(), I (9)

l-'OAi.U+O’-'l . l"-'4BuU=0.J

If the surfaces touch at a third point P., we may replace the equation ,4X1=0 by

^11=0. If they touch also at the point P3, the results of elimination may be put into

two forms, viz.

2-‘0A-;u+0’’-‘2 . 2"-‘3Ba3U=0,

3"--
'UA^, 11+ O'-

'.3 . 3-‘1B3,U=0,

I’-'OAiiaU+ O'-'l . l’-‘2B,aU=0,

3’-‘0A?3U+ 0"-',3
. 3’-‘2Ba3U=0,-|

l-'OA^’iU+O-'l . 1-' 3B3iU= 0
,

j

2
"-’

0ALU+0’-‘2 . 2’'-lBiaU= 0.J

(
10 )

If the surfaces touch only at tlic tluce points P. P,, P^., we shall have only the

first form of the first equation, the second of the second, and either form of the third.

If the surfaces have three-branch contact at a second })oint P,, we may derive the

conditions to be fulfilled, by a similar process, from the system

s.U,=0, „\U,=0, „^U,=0,

and so on for any number of points.

For four-branch contact the number of equations is four, whicli may be written thus

:

AVuU+ 3
(
12)B,,A,J^= 0 ,

'

M?3U+ 3(13)B,3A,3U=0,

tfAf4U+ 3
(
14)B,4

A,.ll= 0
,

/JAJ.U+ 3
(
16)B,3A,3U= 0 ;^

2l2
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and if the surfaces touch not only at the two points P, Pi, but also at a thiidl point

Pj, the last equation may be replaced by

<IA|aU+3(23)B«A2,U=0 (12)

The results of the elimination of the ratios fl : 12, . . will be of the fonn

l"-'0A;aU+3 . O—l . l“-»2BiaAuU=0 (IS)

Similarly the five conditions for five-branch contact will be of the form

(l"-‘0)=*A?aU+ fi l"-‘0 . 0“-‘l . ]’-'2BiaA?,U-|-3(()-‘l . l"-'2)*(A*-fB*)U=0, (14)

and the six conditions for six-branch contact avUI be of the form

(l«-iO)=An:+10
. . 0"-'l . l'-'2BA’U-f 5(0"-'l . l“-‘2)^B(A*-f3B*)U=0. (15)

Recapitulating the results now obtained, we may form the subjoined Table for the

possibility of contact of a quadric V with a gi^•en surface U, viz. simple contact at a

point Pi, &c.

1

1

For contact at the

point P.

,

dumber of

COeditions.
__

Coefficients of U.

Degrees of conditions in

i (’oordinatos of P. Coordinates of Pj ; of P^, , .

;

3 branch . . o !

1 4 i 3w-3 w-fl; 2
4 do. . . 4 5 4h-5 n-\-2; 3

I 5 do. . . 5 i 7
:

5n—

G

2M-f-2; 4
1 G do.
(

0
1

8 1 On—

8

2«-f-4; 5

To these of course must be added the conditions that P and Pi lie on the surface

U, viz. U= 0, U|= 0, and that U and V touch at P.

If the surfaces have simple contact at a third point 1\, we must add the condition

Ua=0, and the condition (18) of § 1 ; and similarly for every additional point at which
they have simple contact.

If the surfaces hate 3, 4, .. pointic contact at a second, third, .. point we must
double, triple, . . the number of conditions for each such degree of contact ; the degrees

of the conditions remaining unchanged.

Suppose, then, that the quadric V touches the surface U in two points, P, P, ; then in

order that the contact may become threc-pointic at either of these points (say P), three

conditions arc necessary. And if a, h, . . be the coefficients of U, these conditions may
be expressed tlius

:

(«, b, . .)\x, y, . y„ .
.)“+

‘(a-*, y,, . .)-=0,

{a, h, . .y{x,y,

.

. .)^=o,

{a, b, . .y(x,y, . .)’'‘-»(.r„y., . .)-'(.r„y„ . .)^=0
;

and if by means of these equations, together with the equation U,=0, we eliminate the
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ooordiimtes of P„ we shell heve an equation in d?,y, .. which will determine a curve

upon U at every point of which (P, being taken arbitrarily) it is possible to draw a

quadric having three-pointed contact. The degree of the curve would appear to be

1 ).

But regarding the conditions in question as relations between the coefficients of TJ,

we have three equations of the degree 4 and one of the degree 1. Ilcnce we may con-

clude that through any two points in space we may describe 64 surfaces, whose equations

contain 6 independent constants {e.g. quartic scrolls having twisted cubies for their

nodal lines), such that a quadric may be drawn touching them in two points each, and

having three-pointic contact at one of the two points.

This theorem admits of obvious generalizations ; but, having reference to the provi-

sional nature of the numerical results, it seems hardly worth while to make a statement

of the theorems which will probably require qualification hereafter.

There is yet another way in which the equations of condition may be regarded. The

conditions for three-pointic contact involve the coordinates of four points, P, P,, Pj, Pg

;

i. €. twelve disposable quantities. These may be determined so as to satisfy twelve

equations. Hence it appears that on a given surface we may take four points (4 equa-

tions), such that a quadric may be drawn touching the surface at the four points

(2 equations), and having three-pointic contact at two of them (G equations)
; i. e.

4-j-2-|-C =12 equations in all.

Again, the conditions for four-pointic contact involve the coordinates of five points,

P, P„ . . P, :
?. c. fifteen disposable quantities. Hence we may conclude that on a given

surface w'c may take five points (5 equations), such that a quadric may be drawn, and

having three-pointic contact at three of them (1-1-3x3=10 equations) ; i. e.5+ 10= 1

5

equations in all.

Or, again, on a given surface we may take five points (5 equations), such that a quadric

may be drawn touching the surface in the five points (3 equations), and having four-

pointic contact at one of them (3-1-4 equations); i. e. 5 -1- 3 -f 3-1-4=15 equations

in all.

To these theorems others might doubtless be added.

§ 4. On Points of Four-, Five-, Six-pointic Contact with a Quadric Surface.

If, setting aside for the moment the question of multiple contact, we fix our attention

upon a single point P, the formula) established in the preceding section suggest certain

conditions necessary for the existence on a surface of points of four-, five-, six-branch

contact with a quadric. These may be described as the conditions for a quartitactic,

quintactic, sextactic point on a surface. Now, referring to the equations (4), (G), and

(7) of § 3, and to the process there used for the elimination of the quantities relating to

the quadric V (/. e. 12, 13, . .), it appears that, when the contact subsists for a single

point only, we have available for the purposes of elimination the relations

<!=01:0"-'l=02:0"-2=
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but not the relations

tf,=10:l*-0=12:l"-2= ...

Consequently we cannot eliminate, in the manner there effected, the quantities relating

to the quadric V from any of the six equations derived from the forms U=0, DUssO,
*U=0. We may, in fact, by means of these equations, determine six out of the nine

constants of V, but that is all.

W’hen, however, P is a quartitactic point, we have the four additional equations, say

*,U= 0, ».U=0, t,U= 0, ^.UrrO,

ten in all. From one, or two, or three of these we may, by means of the equations

=,U-0, “,U=:0, ?,u=0,

eliminate one, or two, or three of the quantities : 23, 31, d : 12, and obtain conditions

of the form

3A^U . BAU-A=’U . BU=0,

to which the proper suffixes 23, 31, 12 are to be appended.

By this means we may either determine all nine of the coefficients of the qtiadric, and

have one condition of the above form ; or we may determine ciglit of the coefficients, and

have two such conditions ; or, lastly, we may determine seven of the coefficients, and

have three such conditions.

From this it would appear that, if we regard the conditions as equations in the coor-

dinates of the point P, there will be a cune on U every point of wliicli will be quar-

tactic, with a single quadric at each point. Again, there will be a definite number of

points which will be also quartactic, having a singly infinite number of quadrics having

four-branch contacts at the points.

When P is a quintactic point, w'e have the five additional equations,

^311=0, Df^UrrO, Dt^u^o, aui)=o, ‘,11=0.

From three, or four, of these we may eliminate three, or four, of the quantities

$

:

23, 6

:

31, S : 12, 5:14, by means of the equations

|,u=0, “lUrrO, i',U=0,

and obtain results of the forms

(BU)lVU-CBTr . A^U . BAU+3(A^U)*(A- + IP)U=0,

3(BAU)’“A'U-CBAU . A'’U . BA“U-f(A^U)’(A‘‘*-f B’)U=0.

If we have previously determined the nine coefficients, or if we have determined
eight only, and use one of the new equations for determining the ninth, or if we have
determined only seven, and use two of the new equations for determining the two
remaining coefficients, we shall have six conditions

; or, lastly, if having determined
seven only, we now determine one more, we shall have seven conditions.
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Wben P is a sealactic point, we have the six additional equations,

02,11*0, OJ.U*0, •,U*0, OJ^U^O, O‘,U=0, s.u^o.

From four, or five, of these we may eliminate four, or five, of the quantities 6 : 23,

|9 : 31, ^ : 12, ^ : 14, 6 : 24, ^ : 34, by means of the equations

2,u*0, *,U=0, Of^UrrO, ?,U=0, 2,U=0,

and obtain results of the forms

(BU)*A‘U-10BU . A“U . BA’U+''>(A*U)’(A“+3B’)U *0,

(BAU)*A‘U-10BAU . A“U . BA’’U4-5(A’U)*(A*+ 3B*)U=0,

A^U, 6BA*U, 3(A*+B’)U ,
• =0 ,

• A‘U, GBAnJ 3(AHB’)U

A‘U, lOBA’U, 5B(A*-f3B’)U, •

. A'-U, lOBA^-U, 5B(A*+3B^)U

If either we have determined all the coefficients of the quadric, or if having deter-

mined only eight we use one of the last equations for determining the results, we shall

have twelve conditions.

Recapitulating, the following is a Table of the number of conditions so found, and of

their degrees in the several (piantities contained in them :

—

No. of 1

)

1

Deirrc^ of condition in the 1

For a Constanta

flotcrmined.

No. of conditioiiB.
Coordinates

of ?.

Coordinates

of?,,..

CoefBcienta

of U.

Quartitactic
|

7

8

3
9

2(3«-4) 4 G

point .
. ] !) 1

Quintactic
|

point .
.

J

7

H
3+5 = 8

2+5=3+4 = 7

.3(3«-4)

Ilw-IG !

G

5

9

!

11

9 l+5=2+4=3+3= 6

Sextactic (

point .
.

1

7 8+G =14 2(5«-7) 7 10

8 7+G=8+5 =13 G(2n-3) 9 12

9 6+6=7+5=8+4=12 2(9n-14) 11
j

18

^ 5. On Multiple Contact of Cubics with other Surfaces.

Hitherto we have considered in detail only the case of quadrics, that is to say, the

conditions which must be fulfilled by the coefficients of a surface U in order that it may

be possible to draw a quadric having contact of given orders with U at more than one

point. There is of course a corresponding problem with cubics, and indeed with surfaces

of any degree ;
but the question soon becomes so complicated that it may be doubted
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whether the results would be worth having even if means were found for ]^$hing the

investigation much further. I'here is, however, one case, namely the osenlation of

cubics, in which it is possible within a moderate cnmpass to arrive at a solution.

Thus, when V is a cubic,

„U=0*2.0"-‘l-0*1.0»-‘2, -j

*,U==(0*2)*0"-»l*-2 . 0*2 . 0*1 . 0-*12+ (0*l)*0-*2*
[

.

-0*1 . 02*. 0"-l-l-(0*2 . 0-'l+0*l . 0"->2)012-0*2 . 01*. 0-‘2..

But in the same way, as in the case of quadrics (22), we may put

0*1=6 0-*1, 0*2=fl0-'2,
) .... (2)

1*0=5,l"-'0, 2*0=5,2"-'0;r

and the conditions for osculation at the point P, viz. naallsrO, *,U=0, J,U=0, will

then become

2.

0-

'2 .
0-‘3

. 023= -<>[0', 2, 3] .
+^,2"-'0(0—3)*+^a3-‘0(0-'2)*,'|

2 .

0—

3 . 0—1 . 031= -/{O', 3, l]+/),l’-‘0(0"-'3)*+ . 0(0'-'l)*,i(3)

2 . 0”-T .
0"-‘2

. 012= -^[0', 1, 2]+/).l"-'0(0"-*2)*+/>,2’’-'0(0->l)»+ .

*

Similarly for osculation at a second point P, Ave should have

2 . 1’-a . l"-'0 . 130=/)0'‘-‘l(r'-'3)*-/J,[l', 3, 0] . +/Ja3"-'l(l*-'0)», A

2.r-'0.1’‘-’2.102=^0"-T(l"-'2)*-^,[l', 0, 2]+5,2— l(l"-'0)* . I (4)

2.1-2.1-3.123= . -^,[1', 2, 3]+5A_.1(1’-3)*+/>33-1(1-2)*;J

and for osculation at a third point P,, we should have

2 . 2
"-'0 . 2”-’l . 201 =50—2(2'-'l)*+/),l’-'2(2"-0)*-/),[2', 0 , 1 ] .

2.2"->1.2"->3.213=
. +/>,!—2(2"-'3)*-/),[2', 1

, 3]-f-^,3—2 (
2—l)*,l (5)

2 .
2“-'3

. 2—0 . 230=50—2(2—3)* . -^,[2', 3, 0]+<J33—2(2"-'0)».J

These together form a system of nine equations involving the seven quantities

123 : 230 : 301 : 012 : 5 : 5, : 5, : 5,. We can therefore eliminate these quantities in

two different ways ; in other Avords, there will be two relations between the coefficients

of the equation of the surface U. In order to determine the degrees of these resultants

in the coefficients in question, consider first the three equations in 012, 0
,
0„ 0^. The

degrees of the coefficients of these quantities (in the coefficients of U) are 2, 3, 3, 3

respectively ; hence the quantities 5, 5„ 5, will be proportionate to expressions which

are of the degrees 3-(-34‘2= 8 . Next taking the two equations involving 123, and

eliminating that qusmtity betw(Km them, we shall obtain an equation in 5„ 5,, 5,, the

coefficients of which are of the degree 5 in those of U. Similarly from the others we
should obtain equations in 0

,
0^ ; 5, 5„ 53 ; whose coefficients are of the same degree.
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iVom tbeii» equatioDS we can, means of Oic values of the ratios eiiminate

fi, d„ d„ 9, in two ditferent ways ; and the resulting equations will be of the degree

5+5+ 8=18.

Proceeding to perform the actual eliminations, and taking the three equations involving

012, we find that the . ratios

-2. 012: -9: 9,: -9,

are proportional to the determinants of the matrix,

0—

1.0—2, -[O', 1,2], 1—0(0"-'2)*, 2“-'0(0"-'l)*,

1—

2.1—0, 0—l(l»-2)’, -[0,1', 2], 2"-'l(l’‘-0jS

2

—

0 . 2—1 , 0—2(2—!)*, 1
—2(2

“-'
0 )*, -[0 , 1 , 2'];

viz. the quantity to which 9 is proportional will be

0— 1[0, 1', 2]0“-’2[0. 1, 2']

+0"-'l[0, 1', 2](2—0)*2— 1 . 0"-l

+0”->2[0, 1, 2'](l-’0)*0«-2 . l"-‘2

— 0"-'l .
0“-’2

.
(l-'0)*(2—0)n"-'2 . 2«-‘l

+l»-‘0(0»-'l)*(l—2)*(2-'0)*2’‘-'0

+ 2’-‘0(l"-'0)*(0"-’2)*(2-*l)»l’-'0

:

and writing, for brevity,

2—3 . 3—1 .
1—2-3—2 . l"-b3 . 2— l=Pa.3,

2"-‘3
. B'-'O .

0"-'2-3"-*2
. 0-'S .

2’-‘0= P„,3,

l'-'3 .
.3'—0 . — 3"-’l

.

0”-'3
. 1’-'0=IV.„

l«-'2 .
2"-'0

. 0"-'l-2-'l .
0-‘2

. l-'O^IV,,

^
•

i (6)

and forming expressions symmetrical to that written above, w'c shall find that they may

all be put into the following shape :

—

9 : 9 , : 9,

r (
7)

= ([0, r, 2]0"-'l + (l"->0)*0”-'2 . l"-'2)([0, 1, 2']0’‘-‘2+(2’‘-‘0)*0’-'l . 2-*l)

+ 1"-H1.2’‘-‘01«,

; ([0, 1, 2']l’‘-'2+(2“-'l)*]"-‘0 . 2’-0)([0', 1, 2]l"-‘0 + (0— 1)*0“-'2
. l“-'2)

+2—1 .0—]P^„

:
([O', 1, 2]2’-'0+(0"-'2)^2-‘l . 0-‘l)([0, 1', 2]2"-‘l+(l"-'2)“l»-‘0 .

2"-'0)

+0"-‘2 . 1"-‘2P*,2

Again, from the tw'o equations involving 123, we obtain by elimination

-{[!', 2, 3]2—+(l"-‘2)*l—3.2—3)2‘‘-'39,
J

+([1,2', 3]l"-’2+(2"-l)*l*-'3.2—3)l"-‘39a+l-‘2.2"-‘lP,s893=0. 1

’ ^

MDCCOIiXXVI. 2 M
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Similarly from the two equationa in 023 we obtain

- ([O', 2, 3]2-‘0H-(0-‘2)>2-‘8 .
0"-‘3)2*-‘85 1

+ ([0, 2', 3]0-*2+(2-'0)»2'‘-‘3
. 0‘-‘3)0-*3fl,+0*-‘2 . 2-‘OPo«fi,=0;]

and from the two equations in 013

- ([O', 1, 3]
1*->04-(0’-‘1)*0-'3

. l»-*3)l’-'3fl 1

+ ([0, r, 3] 0-‘l+(l’-*0)*0'->3 . l»->3)0’‘-'3d,+0’‘-l .l-‘OPomfi=O.J

If we now put

[1, 2', 3]l"-'2+{2"-‘l)=2"-‘3 . 1"-‘3=B, ^

[1, 2, 3']l»-»3+(3''-‘l/3"-*2 . 1"-‘2=B',

[1, 2, 3']2’'-'3+(3"-'2)='3-‘l. 2-'l=C,

[1', 2, 3]2»-‘l+(l’-'2)='l-'3 . 2-'3=C',

[1', 2, 3]3“-’l+(l»-'3/l"-'2 . 3»-'2=D,

[1, 2', 3]3“-‘2+ (2"-'3)='2"-'l . 3“-'l=D',

[2', 3, 0]0'-'2+(2“-‘0)='2»-‘3
. 0-'3=:F,

[2, 3', 0]0"->3+(3-*0)“3’‘-2
. 0“-‘2=F',

[2, 3', 0]2’‘-'3+(3’‘-2)='3’-'0
. 2’‘-‘0=U,

[2, 3, 0']2-‘0-|-(0"-2J-*0»-3 . 2—3=11',

[2, 3, 0']3—0+(0— 3)*0»-‘2
. 3’-‘2=K,

[2', 3, 0]3"-‘2+(2—3f2—0 . 3’-0=K', 1

[3, 0, l']0—H-(l*-'0)“l"-3. 0“-‘3=L, r
• • • •

[3', 0, l]0”-3+(3-‘0)*3’-'l .0—1=L',

[3', 0, l]l”-3+(3"-'l)*3’-'0 . 1->0=M,

[3, O', 1]1"-0h-(0'-1/0—3 . l'-3=M',

[3, O', 1]3"- ‘0+(0—3/0—1 . 3—1=0,

[3, 0, l']3"''l+(l”->3/l—0 . 3'-0=O',

[0, 1', 2]0"-'l+(l"-i0/l*-'2 .
0—2=P,

[0, 1, 2']0’-2+(2"-'0/2"-'l . 0—1=P',

[0, 1, 2']l»-‘2+(2»-'l/2—0 . l'-'0=Q,

[O', 1, 2]l“-'0+(0-'l/0-’2 .
1"-'2=Q',

[O', 1, 2]2’‘-0+(0—2/0’-‘l . 2"-'l=R,

[0, r, 2]2-'l +(l»-'2/l»-'0 . 2*-‘0=R', .

. (9j

. m

• (H)

Substituting these values in the equations (7) .
. (10) for determining />, 6^, 6„

shall obtain the following expressions :

—

we
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For aiottlatioii 9^ the poiiits Ft, F» F„

: rf, : tf,=r BB'+2-'l . 8-‘lP*„ t

: CCy+S—2 . 1»-‘2P*„

: Diy+l-'S . 2-SP*„. I

K'3-'0tf,-H2—0^,-2—3 . 3—2P„.fl=0,
[

. l’-'3P,„tf=0,

R'2-'0<>,-Ql-'0^,-l—2 . 2-'lP,„6=0..

Similarly for osculation at the points P, P„ P„

6 : 6,: tf,=FF+2-'0 . 3-'0P;„

: HH'+3"-'2 . 0"-2PJ,,

: KK'+O—3 .
2—3PJ„,

D'3-‘l^,-C2—19,-2*-3 . 3—2P,„tf,=0,
^

L'0'-'l^,-O 3— !<> -3"-‘0 . 0’-3P,„^>,=0,

112— Itf -P'O—1(>,-0-'2 . 2-*0Po,.^>,=0.
_

Similarly for osculation at the points P, P„ P,,

6 : 6,: tf3=LU+l—0 . 3"-'0PJ„

: MM'+3"-l . 0—1PJ„

: OO'+0"-3 . 1“-'3P;,„

D3-'2tf, -B' 1—2^3- 1»-'8
. 3’‘-'lP,„<>,=0,

^

FO—2fl3-K3—25 -3*-'0
, 0"-3P,«5,=0,

q1-«25 -P 0*-'2^.-0"-*l . 1—0Po.A=0.

.

And for osculation at the points P, P„ P„

6 : 6,: 5,=PF4-1’‘"'0 .
2—0PJ„

: QQ'+2— 1 . O’-IPJ,,

: RR'+0“-‘2 . 1»-*2P»,„

C'2—35,-B l“-‘3fl,-l“-'2 . 2—lPi„03=:0,
^

FO—3<J3~H'2’‘-30 -2—0 .
0—2P,.353=0,

M'l"-’3^ -L 0—3^,-0—1 . l'-'0P.„fl3=0. .

• . (13)

(14)

(15)

Whence, finally, the two conditions for osculation at the points P„ P,, P,, together

with simple contact at the four points P, P„ P„ P„ will be

{K'(Ce +3-2 . l-‘2P?„)8-0-H(DD'+l-3 . 2—3Pf..)2-0} : 2-3 . 3-2P3,3
^

={M(DD'+l-3 . 2-*8P?„)l"-0-O'(BB'+2—1 . 3"-'lPJ„)3-^0} ; 3-1 . l-'SP,,,

a!{B'(BB'+2-‘l . 3—lP*3,)2'‘-*'0-Q(CCr+3"-'2 . F-2PJ„)l-‘0} : l"-‘2 . 2"-'lP.,3j
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and similarly for the other groups of points. The degree of t^hese equutioiuij whtn

cleared of fractions, is obviously 18, as stated above.

The requisite conditions are consequently, four of the form 1*=0, 2*!=0, . . , of the

degrees 1, 1, 1, 1, in the coefficients of U ; and two of the degree 18 in the same quan-

tities ; six in all. And from these data theorems corresponding to those entmoiated

for contact by a quadric may be written down.

It is, however, to be noticed that if osculation subsist at four points P, P„ P*, P„ then

we have simultaneously the equations

6, ^3= . BB' +.

.

: CC' + . .:DD'+..,

^,=FF+ .

.

. :HH'+ . .:KK'+..,

^5=UL*-1-, . MM'+.

.

:00'+..,

.=PF-|-.. QQ^ : RR' -f .

,

, I .

V. (17)

any two rows of which being taken as independent the remaining two are consequences.

Taking any two we can eliminate one of the ratios fl : : fl,, and thus obtain as one of

the conditions an equation of the degree 16.

In this case, therefore, there will be four conditions of the degree 1, three of the

degree 18, and one of the degree 16.

In certain special cases these expressions undergo considerable modification. Thus,

if the surface IJ be capable of being touched by a quadric, as well as being osculated

by a cubic in the four points P, P„ 1%, P,, we shall have, as proved above,

P,,j=0, P,23=0, Poi3— 6
, PolJ— 65

and the system of conditions for the osculation between the cubic V and the surface U
will take the following form :

—

K'CC' 3“-

MDD' 1"-

R'BB' 2"-

DTIH'S-

L'KK'O*-

IIFF' 2"-

DMM'3-

FOO' 0"-

QLL' 1"-

C'QQ' 2"-

FRR' 0"-

MPF 1"-

0-HDiy2-

O-O'BB' 3"-

0-

QCC' 1-

1-

CKK'2”-

1-

OFF 3»-

I -P'HH'O-

2-

B'OO' 1-

2-KLL' 3-

2-

PMM'0»-

3-

BRR' 1-

3-IlPF 2-

(18 )

3=0,

3=0,
]l

3-LQQ' 0—3=0,J
1
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of which four grouj^s two only will of course be independent. It appears, therefore, that

for osculation at three points we have three conditions, and for osculation at four points

six, when the surface can be touched by a quadric at the four points, instead of two, or

four, as in the case when such contact is not presupposed. ITic degree of these condi-

tions is 13; but one of each three may be depressed to the degree 12 by multiplying

together the dexter and sinister sides of these cx^n'essions and dividing out the common
factor BB'CC'DD'1"~’0 .

.

8"~'0, &c. The results, by the help of the relations (17),

• may in the case of osculation at the four {loints be put into either of the following

forms, viz. :

—

K'MR'=HO'Q,

D'L'R =COP' ,

DFQ' =B'K1»,

C'FM =BirL,

KMTl=H'()Q',

DLll' =001’,

DTQ =BK'r',

CF'M =B'HL'

.

(19)

The arrangement of the letters in these equations w'ill be perhaps more readily

apprehended by reference to the matrix written below ; by which it appears that the

combinations, accents a})nrt, follows that of the principal minors of the determinant,

B, C, I),

F, . II,
.
K,

L, M, .

’

(),

P, Q, It, .

The total conditions will in this wise be, four of the degree I, four of the degree 13,

and two of tin* degree 12.

The foiTu of thtr above equations will perhaps be best seen by actually writing down

the first, viz.

[01'2]2’'-M+ .

.
[01'3]3'’-'l-f. . ;=().. .

. (20)

[02'lJl’‘-'2+ . . . [02'3]3"-'2-f. . i

[03'l]l''-‘3+ . .L03'2]2'—3-f.. . i
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’X.. On the Development of the Teeth of Fishes (Elasmobranchii and Teleostei).

By CiUBLES S. Tomes, M.A. Communicated by John Tomes, F.B.S,

Beceired MarcK 1,—Bead April 15, 1875.

The conformation of the jaws of the Elasmobranchii is such as to afford peculiar facilities

for the study of the development of their teeth, and it has hence resulted that the older

descriptions of the process approximate more closely to the truth than has been found

to be the case in reptiles and mammals, and, 1 may now add, in osseous fish.

The accounts given by Prof. Owen in his ‘ Odontography ’ (p. 35) and ‘ Anatomy of

Vertebrates’ (vol. i. p. 381) do not materially differ from one another; I will therefore

make an extract from the latter work as embodying as concisely as possible the views

of that anatomist, which are generally accepted as correct :

—

“ It is interesting to observe in it (the class of Fishes) the process arrested at each of

the well-marked stages through which the development of a mammalian tooth passes.

In all fishes the first step is the simple production of a soft vascular papilla from the

free surface of the buccal membrane ; in sharks and rays these papillae do not proceed

to sink into the substance of the gum, but arc covered by caps of an opposite free fold

of the buccal membrane ; these caps do not contract any organic connexion with the

papilliform matrix, but, as this is converted into dental tissue, the tooth is gradually

withtlrawn from the extraneous protecting-caps, to take its place and assume the erect

position on the margin of the jaw.

“ Here, therefore, is represented the first and transitory ‘ papillary ’ stage of dental

development in mammals, and the simple crescentic cartilaginous maxillary plate, with

the open groove behind, containing the germinal papilhe of the teeth, offers in the shark

a magnitie<l representation of the earliest condition of the jaws and teeth in the human

embryo.”

My own observations do not enable me to verify in its entirety any portion of the

above extract, some of the conclusions expressed in which had, indeed, already been

challenged by Frofessor Huxley * in a paper published in the ‘ Quarterly Journal of

Microscopical Science ' in 1 853.

In the first part of tho riiilosophical Transactions for 1875 1 have already given a brief rhmne of the present

state of knowledge on tho subject of tho dcvolopraont of teeth ; and T hav'i* thcrt'fore incorporated in the text

of the present paper references to those papers only which directly relate to tho tt'ctli of Fish. As, however,

this paper will not appear in the same volume of tho Transactions, I very gladly fall in with the suggestion that

I should notice one or two salient points lately established as true of other toe<b.

Prof, HuxIiBT (Quart, Joum. Micros, Bci. 1853), while accepting the views of Goodsiu as true of mammalian

teeth, combated the idea that aU reptilian and piscine toeih were developed from free papillae ;
Gttillot (Annal,

MDCOCLXXVI. 2 O
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To confine the discussion for the present to the Elasmobranch Fishes, I^ofossor Owair,

as shown in the above quotation, holds that their teeth stop short at a “ papillary

"

stage equivalent to that supposed by him to exist at an early stage of the formation of

a human tooth ; while against this we have the opinion of Professor HoxLlT, that “ the

process seems to correspond with something more than the first and transitory papillary

stage of the development of the mammalian teeth.”

The application of modem methods of microscopic research has rendered it possible

to obtain sections showing the relation of the various structures over a far larger area

than was formerly practicable ;
and the facts thus brought to light appear to me to be

of sufficient interest to merit careful description, although in many of the essential

points I have been anticipated by Professor Huxley, as is shown by the extract here

subjoined.

“ In the Skate, as is well known, the young teeth are developed in longitudinal rows

within a deep fold of the mucous membrane of the mouth, behind the jaw. So far as

my examinations go, however, I find that this is not a mere simple fold, such as it has

been described to be, but its two walls behave just in the same manner as those of the

primitive dental groove in man—that is, they become closely united in lines perpendi-

cular to the direction of tlie jaw, so that partitions arc formed between every two rows

of teeth ; transverse partitions again stretch between tlu? separate teeth of each row, but

these did not appear to me to be complete, terminating by an arcuated border below.

Each longitudinal canal, therefore, answers to a single elongated mammalian follicle,

or to that prolongation of the alveolar groove from which the posterior permanent

molars are formed in man (see Goodsir), only the process does not go so far as in this

case, the separate capsules remaining imperfect anteriorly and posteriorly. The lateral

walls of the capsule, however, seem to me to have as much (or as little) ‘organic

d. Sci. Nat, 1850) gave figures of young mammalian tooth-germs, which were very nearly correct ; bnt the more

precise knowledge which we now possess of the sequence of events in the formation of a tooth-germ is due to

Prof. Kolukee (Zeitschr. f. wiss. Zool. 1803, and Gewobelehre, 5tb edition).

Koilikee demonstrates that an ingrowth of epithelium (termed by him “ enamel-germ”), which was after-

wards destined to become the enamel-organ, was first recognizable Iwforc the dentine-pulp boeamo visible ; and,

further, that the enamel-germ of a permanent tooth was derived from a part of the enamel-organ of its deci-

duous predeccs-sor, this constituting the sole genetic relation between tho two tooth-germs. Lnonos and

Maoitot added (Joum. de I’Anat. et Phys. 1 873) an accormt of the origin of the tooth-germs of tho true molars. Of

fish. Prof. Kollikke in his earlier work (Mikroskopbeh^ Anatomie, 18-54, B. ii. p. 114) states, agreeing with

Prof. OwKS, that the tooth of Plagioslomos arc developed from free papillae, and that they have therefore no

enamel, never having been enclosed in sacs. This last inference is not (wifirmod by my oma observations, nor

by those of IIerjw'io, quoted at a later page.

Prof. Kolliker goes on to say that tho teeth of all other fish (than Plagiostomos) are developed in sacs, some-

times enclosed within tho jaw, sometimes only in mucous membrane, the successional teeth being developed

anew from the mucous membrane of tho mouth, behind tho older teeth. The presence of an enomel'Organ

ho considers to depend upon the existence of an onamel-liko layer upon tho tooth ; in this lost respect I have

arrived at a different conclusion, being convinced that an onumol-organ is of universal ocourrenoe, although tho

degree of its after development docs in a great measure depend upon the amount (if any) of enamel to bo formed.
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«(nmexioa with the fulp and attachment to its base ’ as in man ; and the process seems

to correspond with something more than the ‘ first and transitory papillary stage of the

development of the mammalian teeth.’

** Each pulp is invested by a very distinct basement membrane, whose continuity with

that of the mucous membrane of the follicle is very obvious. The epithelium of the

folHde forms a thick layer, which sometimes, when the upper wall is stripped back,

adheres to it—sometimes remains as a cap investing the papilla. Even when the latter

does not take place shreds of the epithelium frequently adhere to the papilla in the

form of irregular, more or less cylindrical nucleated cells ; as often, however, the papilla,

whether any of the proper tooth substances be formed or not, has nothing adherent to

it, but presents a perfectly smooth sharp edge.”—“ On the Development of the Teeth,”

Quart. Joum. Microsc. Science, 1853, p. 151.

Any fortunate transverse section through the jaws of a rather young dogfish affords

an excellent view of the relation of the various parts to one another.
*

The dense gum or mucous membrane covering the convexity of the jaw is seen to be

continuous with the softer and less fibrous tissue from which spring the dentine-papiU®

near to the base of the jaw (Plate 31*. fig. 1), and this again is continuous with the con-

nective-tissue framework ofthe protecting “ thecal ” fold. The sheet of tissue from which,

at the base of the jaw, young dentine-papillae originate becomes more fibrous as it passes

upwards over the jaw, while those portions which intervene between the bases of the

formative papillae have their fibres specially arranged with reference to the teeth, so as

to form in some sort ligaments to secure them in place (see fig. 2), running from the

base of one tooth to that of the next.

The youngest dentine-papilla is a simple hcmisj)herical eminence ; that next in age

is conical, while above this point the chanictcristic form of the future tooth is more

closely approached.

In the youngest dentine-germs of the dogfish the cells near to the surface are larger

than tliosc mort; deeply situated, and nicasurc about ^ of an inch in length ; in older

germs the larger size and greater abundance of the cells upon the surface is noteworthy,

but nothing at all comparable to the distinct odontoblast layer or membrana eboris,

characteristic of the formative organs of hard unvascular dentine, is met with.

It is not, however, so much in the dentine-papillae as in their epithelium that the chief

interest lies, especially when the facts described by myself in a former communication

upon the development of the teeth in Batrachia and llcptiliaf are kept in view' for the

sake of comparison.

Tracing the epithelium downwards from the exposed convex surface ofthejaw (a, fig. 1)

it is seen, opposite to the interspace between the third and fourth teeth, to leave the

jaw and spring across to invest the thecal fold. In the siMjcimen figureni it has been

t Ab well 88 the sequence of CTonte ocouning in the formation of mammalian germs ae demonstrated by Prof.

KfixuxBa, be. dt.

2o2
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tom at this point, as often happens, and the continuity is therefore interrupted at in

the figure.

All that lies below this point is situated, therefore, not in an open groove, but in a

closed space, roofed in and filled in by epithelium ; the significance of this feet only be-

comes fully apparentwhen taken in conjunction with what is observed in other creatures.

Below this point the epithelium is continued down in the interspace between the jaw

niifl the thecal fold, and forms investing caps to each of the dentine-papill®—attaining,

opposite to the youngest of the latter, a degree of development apparently in advance

of and almost disproportionate to the stage of evolution of the papilla.

Their homologies, and the degree of development which they attain, entitle these

epithelial caps to the name of “enamel-organs”*; and it was first pointed out by Pro-

fessor Huxlky, in the paper to which 1 have already referred, that enamel-organs are

“ nothing more than altered epithelium ” f

.

The stmeture of these enamel-organs is not very dissimilar to that of the correspond-

ing organs in other Fish and Reptiles ; their most conspicuous part is a layer of regular

large columnar cells (“enamel-cells”), furnished with nuclei at their attached ends, and

measuring from to Yh~o tnch in length. These “ enamel-cellsj” are larger than,

and difierent in appearance from, the cells to be met with elscwhtue in the epithelium

of the mouth ;
their occurrence, as well as the character of the residuum of the enamel-

organ, justify us in saying that the epithelium “has in this situation undergone a

special transformation into an ‘ enamel-organ.’
”

Unless the specimen has been treated with acid the enamel-ceUs are often foimd to

be firmly adherent to the cup of forming dentine ; but after })rolonged maceration in

chromic acid they become detached, as is the case in the scictious figured.

The extent to which enamel is formed upon the teeth of Elasmobranch Fishes is vari-

able : it may seem an easy matter to pronounce whether there is or is not enamel upon

sxny particular tooth
;
but in actual practice it is a matter of extreme difficulty to pro-

nounce with any thing approaching to certainty upon the presena; of an exceedingly

thin layer of enamel upon the exterior of a tooth.

No one am doubt the existence of enamel u])on the teeth of some skates ; as the for-

mative organs of the teeth of the skates are precisely similar, save in some details of

form, to those of the dogfish, I do not doubt that the thin clear external layers upon

the teeth of the latter are to be regarded as enamel.

The residual part of the enamel-organ is inconspicuous
; it consists of very much

smaller cells, branched and intercommunicating and forming a firmly fibrillated tissue ;

it is best seen in the youngest enamel-organ (fig. 2).

The enamel-organs of the successional teeth are so closely and intimately connected

• Of. the “ enamel-organs ” of the dermal spines of dogfish, as described and figured by ExBiina, Jonaischo

Zeitschrift, 1874.

t Prof. KbixncBE (Mikros. Anatomic, B. ii. p. 114) by inference denies the existence of an enamel-oi^n
in the Plagiostomes ; I am not aware of his having since altered his opinion.
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that they may almoirt be tenoed a compound enamel-organ
;
” and they thm recall the

SHumer in which successive enamel-organs bud off from the necks of their predecessors

in the newt.

The colunmar cells (enamel-cells) remain upon the surface of the formed tooth until

it has arrived at a point above the protection of the thecal fold (see the third tooth in

fig. 1) ;
after this they get worn off and lost.

In the interspaces of the teeth the “ enamel-organs ” lose their distinctive character,

and between the older teeth do not markedly differ from the epithelium of other parts

of the mouth.

In young dogfishes the partitions between the succcssional teeth, and also between

the contiguous vertical rows, are formed solely by e])ithelium ; but, as was pointed out

by Professor Huxley, in older specimens septa of connective tissue separate each ver-

tical row from those on either side of it, so that a tooth and its successors are contained

in a sort of longitudinal canal, the whole series being connected together by the conti-

nuity of their enamel-organs.

In very young 8j)ecimcn8, before any lip is formed, the transition of the dermal

spines on the under surface of the head into the teeth is readily demonstrable.

Thus in fig. 3, which represents a section of the lower jaw of a very young dogfish,

the spines upon the skin are seen to pass without breach of continuity into the teeth,

from which they differ mainly in size, and to a very slight extent only in shape *.

It is stattxl by Geoenbaue (Manuel d’Anatomic Comparee, p. 738) that in SelacMa

the mucous membrane of the mouth, a.s far back <is the pharynx, is clothed with spines

of structure identiral with that of the teeth proj)er, these spines often occupying those

regions which m Ganoids and Teleostei are clothed with conspicuous teeth ; I have not

had the opportunity of myself verifying his statement f.

* Prof. WiJLUAMSdW (PhiL Trans. 1849) pointed out the structural resemblance of ganoid and placoid sides

to teeth and their homological identity.

t To the above remarks must bo added the statement of Hkktwio (.TenaiscUc Zeitschrift, 1874), that the

teeth and the dermal spines are developed in a manner precisely similar. I did not become ac(juainted with

his paper until after this paper hod Imen read l>eforo the Koyal Society, or I should have made more frequent refer-

ence to his results. Dr. Hbhtwio seems to have been working in the same groove ’ns myself, and has published

his paper relating to tbo development of the dermal spines and teeth of sliarks a short time before mine was

read ; whilst a short' time after my paper on tho dovelopmont of Iktrachian teeth was read he published a con-

tribution to tho same subject. It is gratifying to find that the figures and descriptions of our indepoudent and

almost contemporaneous papers conform very closely, though there are points on which w’o differ.

Dr. Hkrtwio gives figures of dermal spines in the process of development in which a papilliform eminence

of the dermis is undergoing calcification at its tip, whilst tho stratum Malpighii over it is furnishing a cruet of

enamel, neither the “enamel-organ'’ nor tho “ dontino-piipilla,” if such they can be called, being markedly

specialized nor different from the parts around them, save in contour and in tho size of the epithelial cells.

He holds that tho increased size &c. of the dermal spines over tho surface of the jaws, where they constitute

teeth, is adequately accounted for on the prindplo of increased use ; that is to say, tho excitation of pressure

will bring about increased vascularity, and so forth.

His figures are very clear and accurate ; and ho has entered into the details of the process of calcification with
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Teleodd.—Sections of the jaws of tlie Perch, Pike, Eel, Haddock, Cod, Mackerel, and

Trout have been examined, and have been found to agree so closely in most points, that

it is possible to embody the leading features of the process in a general description.

The literature of the subject may be disposed of in a very few words ; in the first

place, there is the view held by Professor Owen, and concisely expressed by him as

follows :
—“ In all fishes the first step is the simple production of a soft vascular papilla

from the free surface of the buccal membrane; ” and “ In many fishes, e. g. Lophius,

Esaic, the dental papilla; become buried in^the membrane from which they rise, and the

surface to which their basis is attached becomes the bottom of a closed sac;” and again,

“ Here, therefore, is represented the ‘ follicular’ stage ofthe development of a mammalian

tooth ; but the ‘ eruptive ’ stage takes place without previous inclosurc of the follicle and

matrix in the substtmce of the jawbone.” (Anatomy of Vertebrates, vol. i. p. 382.)

A much more accurate account of the process as it occura in the mackerel is em-

bodied in Professor Huxley’s paper, already several times alluded to ; the fact that the

papilla is never free and that it is surmounted by an enamel-organ derived from and

continuous with the oral epithelium is clearly laid down ; and K5llikeb mentions that

the teeth of all osseous fish arc develoj)ed^ in sacs not altogether from free papillee.

Nevertheless the exact nature of the process has not, so far as I know, been described

by any previous author.

In all cases the whole series of changes take place beneath an unbroken surface, and

often at some little depth ; in this respect, however, differences are met with upon

different bones in the mouth of the same fish, so that this would appear to be influenced

by accidents of situation.

From the deepest layer of the oral epithelium, which is very thick in many fish,

there dips downwards a blunt-ended process, descending into the loose connective tissue

beneath. When it approaches the surface of the bone, a dentine-pulp is developed in

the subjacent connective tissue, which it eventually covers over like a cap or bell-jar.

The epithelial process, making its way downwards, is recognizable before the dentine-

papilla can be distinguished ; its end becomes transformed into an enamel-oigan, but no

very definite capsule is formed around the dental germ.

There is therefore no “ papillary ” stage and no “ follicular ” stage, in the sense in

which these terms arc ordinarily used
; the only appearance at all suggestive of the

existence of free papillas with which I am familiar is to be met with in the haddock, in

which fish the tissues above a forming tooth-germ become elevated in places into a

sort of papilla, which is, however, altogether external to and distinct from any part of

the dental germ, which latter constitutes less than one third of its bulk and is far

below its surface.

more minuteness than T have done. But I do not think that the grounds which ho has addnoed fin; amwting
the existence of a membrana preformativa in the sharks are adequate to weigh against the reasons which have

led WAinKTEit and others to doubt its existence ; and my own resoarchog in this direction lead me to the helicjl^

long ago expressed by my father, that the appearances described are susceptible of a difienmt interpretation.
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Tike geueml velationt^ip of tiie dental gems to the oral epithelium^ to the already

ItHoned teeth, and to the bone is shown in the perch in fig. 4, and in the shazp^nosed eel

in fig. 6 ; the procem in the two fish is so dosely similar that it i«eias unnecessary to

separately deambe their tooth^germs.

An early stage is represented in fig. 7, in which the inward-growing epithelial

process has fomed an embracing cap or enamel-organ, but no calcification has as yet

occurred. The enamel-cells are of very large size over the apex of the dentine-papilla,

measuring about of an inch ; but at ^ somewhat later stage (fig. 8) the large

enamel-cells are seen to be confined to the immediate summit of the tooth, those a

little further down («' in the figure) being very much smaller (xtfeg- of an inch). This

same point is shown in the tooth-sac of a perch (fig. 5), in which the cells of the

enamel-organ over the summit are large, but those extending down the sides of the

tooth small and comparatively inconspicuous.

At a still later stage (fig. 9) the large cells on the apex have disappeared, and the

whole enamel-organ consists of the smaller cells upon the sides of the dentine-cap,

which are about t2*o<) r&Vo of an inch in length.

This peculiar configuration of the enamel-organ has relation to the partial disposition

of the enamel upon the tooth
;
thus the tooth of the sharp-noserl eel (fig. 1 0) has a

sharp conical cap of enamel upon its summit, the enamel being absent, or so thin that I

cannot be sure of its existence, upon the sides of the tooth*.

We may thus say that we have exemplified within the boundaries of a single tooth-

sac a functional and a rudimentary enarael-oi’gan ; and it is interesting to observe that

the appearanct! of the rudimentary or lower portion of the enamel-organ closely

resembles that of the entire nidimentary enamel-organ of the armadillo, which I have

elsew'here described (Quart. Joum. Micros. Sci. 1874).

The fact that the development of the “ enamel-ccdls ” bears a direct relation to the

thickness of the enamel to \)e formed also lends support to the view’ (which on other

grounds I am strongly inclined to sup|)ort) that the enamel is formed by the direct con-

version of the enamel-cells into the hard tissue.

It is diflEicult otherwise to account for the contrast presented by the length of the

cells in the different parts of the enamel-oigan ; and I may add that the aggregate

length of the cells and the enamel cap already formed in fig. 8 just makes up the

thickness of the enamel caj) upon an average completed tooth.

• Tho existoijce of terminal caps of enamel, a charact^jr upon whicli alone .Professor Owen has founded his

fossil genus “ is apparently by no means uncommon ; ] hare found them in the oel, the perch,

tho newt, and the salamander ; and os they are very easily lost in making sections, it is probable Hint they are

present upon many teeth on which their presence has not as yet boon demonstrated.

The positive dotonnination of the absence of a thin layer of enamel upon the exterior of a tooth is a matter

of no little difficulty, although it might at first sight appear easy enough : tlie double contour which is due to

the thioknesB of tho section can hardly be with certainty distinguished from a very tliin structureless external

layoTi though the use of the dark«ground illumination will often bring tho enamel layer out distinctly, owing to

the difference in its refractive index. However, as 1 find the presence of an enamel-organ to be universal, the

presence or absence of a merely rudimentary deposit of enamel ceases to be a fact of so much importance.
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Of the dentine-germs or papiUse there is little to be said ; they have a wdil*marked

odcmtoblast layer, especially in the eel, and their bases contribute nothing to the for-

mation of a special capsule. In feet the tooth-germs are only bounded by adventitious

capsules, due to the condensation of the loose connective tissue around them. The

enamel-oigans long retain a connexion with the oral epithelium, which, however,

becomes lost after a time, as by the elongation ofthe tooth its summit soon passes upwards

into the substance of the oral epithelium ; the “ neck of the enamel-organ ” is seen at in

figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. *

The formation of new dental germs is perpetual, each enamel-germ being formed de

novo, without being derived from any part of the earlier germs.

So far I can confirm the statements of Prof. Owen, that “ the germs of the new

teeth are developed, like those of the old, from the free surface of the buccal membrane

throughout the whole period of succession—a circumstance peculiar to the present

class.”

But I cannot agree in the further statement that “ it is very conspicuous in the

cartilaginous fishes, &c. ;
” for in these the enamel-organ of each new tot>th is

derived from a part of that of its predecessor, in a manner closely analogous to that

observed by myself in reptiles, and by Kollikeb in the formation of the germ of the

permanent teeth in man. To the manner of attachment of tht; teeth of the eel I may

briefly allude, as it is shown in fig. 10, although I have already described it more fully

elsewhere (Transactions of the Odontological Society, 1874). Each tooth is perched on

the summit of a hollow bony column, into which its formative pulp extends for a short

distance.

This little column of bone, which is specially developed for and renewed again after

the loss of each tooth, is formed around the base of the tooth-pulp, which contracts

below the point where dentine ceases to be formed.

The dentine ends sharply where the bone begins ; not the smallest fusion of the two

tissues appears to take place ; and if we imagine dentine to be formed in the lower

portion of the pulp, where it enters the hollow bony support, we should have a sort of

rudimentary socket formed. This, however, never takes place in the cel : the dentine

ends in a slightly rounded border at a point altogether above the bone.

The teeth of the perch, and indeed of many other fishes, arc similarly attached

;

indeed I think the generalization may safely be laid down that in all cases a special

development of “ bone of attachment ” takes place.

The tooth of the mackerel (fig. 13) is somewhat diflerently attached; it is

developed in a furrow running round the thin edges of the jaws, and when it is com-

pleted and erupted it becomes attached to the permanent bony walls of that furrow by

a development of little bony trabeculm w'hich bridge over the interval and so fix it in

its place.

The development of the teeth of the mackerel does not in essential respects differ

from that described in the eel and the perch, save that the situation of the tooth-germ

is peculiar, as has already been mentioned (fig. 12).
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The enamel'Orgaa, which attcuns but a feeble development, was seen by Prof. Huxley

to be continuotts with the oral epithelium ; to his description I have only to add that

the first step towards the formation of a new tooth-germ is the budding inwards of the

oral epithelium (which has been lost from the surface of the section figured).

The tooth-germs of the pike originate in precisely the same manner as those above

described ; but it is not unusual to see two tooth-germs of different age apparently

destined to succeed to the same tooth, a thing which I have not observed in the

haddock, the eel, or the perch.

The enamel-organ of the pike attains to a development intermediate between that of

the mackerel and that of the eel or perch ; from the regular appearance and consider-

able size of its component cells, which measure from xtAio Foo inch, I should

anticipate that a layer of enamel would be found upon its teeth, wliich is apparently

the case, though it is not very thick.

Although the enamel-organs of all these fish consist primarily of two rows of cells, and

traces of their original formation may be in i)lace8 discerned, as at the base of the enamel-

organ in fig. 11, yet that layer of columnar cells which goes by the name of the “ enamel'

epithelium ” so greatly preponderates that the outer layer is soon lost sight of.

No stellate reticulum separates these two layers in any fish or reptile with which I

am acquainted.

There are many points of importance which I have not touched upon in this short

and imperfect pajx'r—.such, for c'xample, as the presence or absence of a basement

membrane or membrana preforniativa upon the dentine-papillae, as well as the sub-

sequent details of the process of calcification. My object has, however, bt'cn merely to

give a general outline of the subject, which 1 hope at some future time to fill in with

greater detail.

My examination of the process of the development of the teeth having been now

extended to a considerable number of Mammals, lleptiles, Batrachians, and Fish, justifies

me in drawing some general conclusions as to the structure of the tooth-germs, the

more important of wliich may be summarized as follows :

—

1. It is desirable to entirely abandon the terras “papillary,” “follicular,” and

“ eruptive ” stage, inasmuch as these are hypothetical and arbitrary, and correspond

to no serial conditions verified by observation.

2. In all animals the tooth-germ consists primarily of two structures, and two only

—

the dentine-germ and the enamel-germ.

I'he simplest tooth-germ never comprises any thing more. When a capsule is

developed it is derived partly from a secondary upgrowth of the tissue at the base of

the dentine-germ, partly from an accidental condensation of the surrounding connective

tissue.

8. The existence of an enamel-organ is quite universal, and is in no way dependent

upon the presence or absence of enamel upon the completed tooth, although the degree

to which it is developed has distinct relation to the thickness of the future enamel.

MDCCCLXXVI. 2 P
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The presence of an enamel-organ in the foetal narwal has been described by Ttofessor

Ttjiweii (Journal of Anatomy and Physiology, 1873) ;
its occurrence in a fcetal

armadillo by myself (Quart. Joum. of Micros. Science, 1874); while in the present

paper instances of its occurrence where little or no enamel is formed are noted.

4. So far as my researches go, a stellate reticulum, constituting a large bulk of the

enamel-organ, is a structure confined to the Mammalia t (it is absent in the armadillo,

and I should infer, from Mr. Tubnek’s description, in the narwal).

6. As laid down by Professor Huxley and Professor Kolliker, the dentine-papilla is

beyond all question a dermal structure, the enamel-orgau an epithelial or epidermic

structure.

As I believe it can be shown that the enamel is formed by an actual conversion of

the cells of the enamel-organ, this makes the dentine dermal, and the enamel epidermic

structures.

6. In Tcleostei the new enamel-germs are formed directly from the oral epithelium^

and aie new formations arising quite independently of any portion of the tooth-geims

of the teeth which have preceded them. In mammals and reptiles, and in some, at all

events, of the Batrachia, new tooth-germs are derhed from portions of their predecessors.

7. In all animals examined the phenomena arc very uniform : a process dips in from

the oral epithelium, often to a great depth ; the cud of the process becomes transformed

into an enamel-organ coincidently with the formation of a dentine-papilla beneath it.

The differences lie rather in such minor details as the extent to which a capsule is

developed ; and no such generalization as that the teeth of fish in their developrat'Ut

represent only an earlier stage of the development of the teeth of Mammalia can be drawn.

Description op the Plate.

PDAI'E 31*.

Fig. 1. Transverse section of the lower jaw of a young dogfish, canicula.

To the right is seen the thecal protecting fold of mucous membrane, slightly

displaced. Between this and the jaw is seen the chain of enamel-organs,

which, if the parts were exactly in situ, would solidly fill up the whole inter-

space. The epithelium, whore it passes across from the jaw to the thecal

fold, between the third and fourth tooth, is torn across.

a. Oral epithelium.

b. Neck of enamel-organ connecting it with oral epithelium.

c. Special “ bone of attachment.”

t It is also to bo found in the poison-canal of the partly calcified tooth-gorms of poisonous as I

have described and figured in a paper upon the development of poison-fangs, in course of publication ia tho

Philosophical Transactions.
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d. DehtiBeopapiUa.

e. Enamel-organ.

e*. Rudimentary portion of enamel-organ.

/ (fig. 1). Point of passage of the oral epithelium across on to the thecal fold.

g. Cap of enamel.

h. Bone of jaw (or cartilage in figs. 1, 2, 3).

1. Formed dehtine, or completed tooth.

sp. Dermal spines.

(The lettering applies to all the figures.)

Fig. 2. More highly magnified portion of the same section, showing the structure of

the enamel-organs, the relation of the dentine-papillae to the mucous

membrane, and the manner of fixation of the teeth.

Fig. 3. Section of the lower jaw of a dogfish about 3 inches long. The continuity of

the skin carrying dermal spines with the mucous membrane and its teeth is

well seen.

Fig. 4. General view of the relations of the oral epithelium to the young tooth-sacs;

three teeth in i)lace, which have lost their enamel tips, are shown, while on

the right the lip is seen in outline. From tlic lower jaw of a perch, X 30.

Fig. 6. Tootli-sac of a perch, showing the continuity of the oral epithelium with the

<mamcl-organ, the large enamel-cells at the upper part of the latter, and its

rudimentary lower portion, &c., X 70,

Fig. G. Transverse section of the lower jaw of a sharp-nosed cel ; for the sake of clear-

ness the subepithelial connective tissue has been left out

Fig. 7. Very young tooth-sac of an eel, x 100.

Fig. 8, Tooth-sac a little more advanced, in which more dentine and enamel have been

formed : the aborting of the enamel-cells at the lower edge of the enamel-

organ is noticeable, X 70.

Fig. 9. Tooth-sac yet more advanced, in which the terminal cap of enamel is complete>

and the enamel-oj-gau has almost disappeared at the upper end of the sac,

X 30.

Fig. 10. Single tooth of a sharj)-nosed cel, showing its enamel cap and its supporting

hollow column of bone, X 20.

Fig. 11. Young tooth-sac of a pike, X 70.

Fig. 12. Section of the lower jaw of a mackerel. The young tooth-sac is seen to be

lodged in a gi-oove in the edge of the bone : the oral epithelium is lost over

the surface of this groove, but the neck of the enamel-organ is distinguish-

able, X 40.

Fig. 13. Tooth of a mackerel, showing the peculiarity of the attachment of the per-

fected tooth, which is fixed in place by numerous slight trabecula; of new bone,

which unite it to the margins of the groove in the edges of the jaws, X 1 5.
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XI. The Cboonun Lbctuee.—Prelimimry Observations on the Locomotor System of

Medusae. By Gbobqe J. Romanes, M.A., P.L.8., <Src. Communicated by Professor

Huxley, LL.J)., Sec. M.S., &c.

Keceived November 1,—Head December IG, 1875.

I. Steuctuue and Movements op the Medusa.

§ 1. Structure of the - Although it is not my intention in this preliminary

notice to enter into the literature of my subject, it is ne%'ertheles8 desirable to quote the

well-known statements of Prof. L. Agassiz regarding the nature and distribution of

the nervous system which he describes as occurring in the Medus®, Tie says:—“There

is unquestionably a nervous system in Medusas, but tliis nervous system does not form

large central masses to which all the activity of the body is referred, or from which

it emanates In Medus® the nervous system consists of a simple cord, of a

string of ovate cells, forming a ring round the lower margin of the animal, extending

from one eye-speck to the other, following the circular chymiferous tube, and also its

vertical branches, round the upper portion of which they form another circle. The

substance of this nervous system, however, is throughout cellular, and strictly so, and

the cells are ovate. There is no appearance in any of its parts of true fibres.

“ 1 do not wonder, therefore, that the very existence of a nervous system in the

Medus® should have been denied, and should not be at all surprised if it were even now

further questioned. I would only urge those interested in this question to look care-

fully along the inner margin of the chymiferous tubes, and to search there for a cord

of cells of a peculiar ovate form, arranged in six or sifvcu rows, forming a sort of string,

or rather similar to a chain of ovate beads placed side by side and point to point, but in

such a manner that the individual cells w’ould overlaj) each other for one half, one

third, or a quarter of their length, being from five to seven side by side at any given

point upon a transverse section of the row ; and would ask those who do not recognize

at once such a string as the nervous system to trace it for its whole extent, especially

to the base of the eye-speck, where these cells accumulate in a larger heap, with inter-

vening coloured pigment forming a sort of ganglion ; then, further, to follow it up

along the inner side of the radiating chymiferous tubes which extend from the summit of

the vault of the body, and to ascertain that here, again, it forms another circle round

the central digestive cavity, from which other threads, or rather isolated series of elon-

gated cells, run to the proboscis ; they will then be satisfied that this apparatus, in all

its complication, is really a nervous system of a peculiar structure and adaptation, with

peculiar relations to. the other systeims of organs and such a nervous system I

MDOCXILXXVI. 2 Q
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have already traced in all its details, as here described, in the genera

gainvillia), Tiarojms, and Staurophora" *.

As my own observations on the histology of the Medusae are not yet complete, I do

not intend to publish them on the present occasion ; but I may nevertheless be pmmitted

to remark, with reference to the passage just quoted, that the conclusion so positively

enunciated concerning the function of tlie structures described has always appeared to

me, as it has appeared to biologists in general, a conclusion that is certainly unwarranted

by the facts. As the learned I’rofossor himself insists, the cells to which he so confi-

dently attributes a nervous character represent “ a peculiar tyi)c of the nervous system,

a type different from all those types which have yet been recognized in the animal

kingdom;” and this fact alone, one would think, ought to have inspired extreme

caution in founding deductions upon such a basis regarding a question of such high

importance as is that concerning the presence of a nervous system in the class Hydrozoa.

Whatever effect, therefore, the present paper may have in deciding this question, or in

confirming the deductions of Prof. AciASSiz, 1 wish to state, as em])hatically as 1 can, that

in my opinion these deductions were decidedly premature, and that hitherto the only

legitimate attitude of mind to adopt towards the much-vexed question as to the presence

of nerves in Medusa', is that which is thus tersely formulated by one of the greatest

living authorities upon the group:—“Is'o nervous system has yet been discovered

in any of these animals ”
f.

[Postscript 1.—Since this paper was presented to the Royal Society, Professor

Huxley has been kind enough to direct my attention to an important memoir on

the Medusae, which I had not previously read. This memoir is by Prof. ILveckel;};,

and in it he assigns special importance to his careful researches into the histology of

the nervous tissues. The following is an epitome of his results, so far as they bear upon

the subject of the present paper.

After stating the conflicting views held by Agassiz, M'Cbady, Fritz Muller, Lkuckabt,

Kefebstein, Ehlers, Claus, and others concerning the existence of a nervous system

in Medusae, Prof. Haeckel proceeds to state that his own observations with reference to

this subject do not agree with those of any previous writers. These observations were

chiefly made upon the Geiyonida?—a group of naked-c'yed Meduste wliich, according to

this naturalist, present exceptionable facilities for demonstrating the presence of nervous

elements by means of microscopical research. In their distribution these elements

are described as forming a continuous circle all round the margin of the nectocalyx,

following the course of the radial canals throughout their entire lei^th, and proceeding

also to the tentacles and to the marginal bodies. At the base of each tentacle there is

* Prof. L. Agasbiz “ On tho Nakod-cyed Modusoe of the shores of liassach^otts in thoir perfect state of Deve-

lopment :
” see Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, new series, vol. iv. part ii. pp. 2112,

2.33 (Cambridge and Poston : Metcalf and Co., 1850).

t Huxlet, ‘ dassification of Animals.’

J Boitrago zur Naturgcschichte der Ilydromedusen, von Dr. E. Haeckel (Leipzig, 1805).
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« gaiiglionic swellii^, md it is from these ganglionic swellings that the nerves just

mentioned take their origin. The most conspicuous of these nerves are those that

proceed to the radial canals and marginal vesicles, while the least conspicuous are those

that proceed to the tentacles. Cells, as a rule, can only be discerned in the ganglionic

swellings, where they appear as fusiform and distinctly nucleated bodies of great trans-

parency and high refractive power. On the other hand, the nerves that emanate from

the ganglia are composed of a delicate and transparent tissue, in which no cellular

elements can be distinguished, but which is longitudinally striated in a manner

very suggestive of fibrillation. Treatment with acetic acid, however, brings out distinct

nuclei in the case of the nerves that are situated in the marginal vesicles, while in those

that accompany the radial canals ganglion-cells are sometimes met with.

It will be seen from this brief resume that Prof. Haeckel’s account of the distiibution

of the nervous tissues in Medusae closely resembles that which had already been given

by Agassiz, and from this it might be supposed that the one series of observations are

confirmatory of the other. Prof. Haeckel himself, however, is clearly of a very different

opinion, and in several essential points his description certainly does not agree with

that of Agassiz. For my own part, as I am able conscientiously to endorse all that

Prof. Haeckel says with regard to th(^ extreme difficulty of distinguishing, in any of the

species named by Agassiz, histological elements to w'hich a nervous function might

reasonably be assigned, I cannot help still thinking that the last-named observer must have

been mistaken in his inferences concerning the tissue, which he says he obsen'ed

without subjecting it to treatment of any kind. Possibly the structure which be describes

may have been the optical expression of the thickness of the ectoderm in the region of

the nutritive canals. Be this as it may, however, I cannot allow this postscript to appear

without stating that in my opinion the microscopical researches of Prof. Haeckel in

this connexion are of much greater value than those of any ])revious observei*s
; and this

not only because of his deservedly higli reputation as an histologist, but also because,

judging from his figures, the tissues to which he ascribes a nervous function bear so

close a resemblance to nervous tissue in general. Moreover, while this experienced

microscopist is c*areful to state that even in the Oeryonida’ it is no easy matter to distin-

guish the nervous elements, he also states (as already observed) that in this group these

elements are much more readily distinguishable than in any other group of the naked-

eyed Medussc. For these reasons, therefore, 1 consider Prof. Haeckei.’s deductions from

anatomical structure to physiological function as of a more legitimatt% and so of a more

trustworthy, character than were those of Prof. Agassiz ; and when they are taken in

conjunction with the remarkable verification which they receive from the experiments

to be detailed in this memoir, they ought, T think, to he regarded as finally decisive

of the long-disputed question as to the presence of a nervous system in Medusne.]

^ 2. Movements of the Medmee.—It is of course known to every one that the Medus©

are naturally locomotive animals, the various species swimming more or less rapidly by

means of an alternate contraction and dilatation of the entire swimming-organ. It may

2q2
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not be so generally known, however, that these swimming-movements, although ordinarily

rhythmical, are, at any rate in the case of some species, to a limited extent voluntary-

using the latter term in the same sense as it is applicable to invertebrated animals

in general. For instance, if Sarsia or Aurelm, See. be gently irritated, the swimming-

motions immediately become accelerated, and the acceleration persists for some time

after the irritation has been withdrawn ; but to secure this result the irritation must

not be of such a character as an inanimate object might supply. Again, individuals

belonging to some of the discophorous species of the naked-eyed Modus® • exhibit

peculiar movements on being alarmed ; but 1 am not sure whether these are, as is

most probable, purely involuntary', or performed with the view of affording protection

to the more vital parts of the animal. Possibly the object may be to decrease the

buoyancy of the nectocalyx, and so to escape from the source of injury by sinking

through the water. In any case, however, it is necessary that I .should here describe

these movements, for I shall have occasion to refer to them later on. The movements

in question, then, consist of a sudden folding together of the entire nectocalyx, consequent

on an abnormally strong contraction of the swimming-muscles ; and this contraction,

besides being of unusual strength, is also of unusual duration. I'hus the best idea

of this movement will ])erha})s be gained by regarding it as a sort of spasm. The

time during which this spasmodic contraction lasts is pretty uniform in different indivi-

duals of the same species ; but it varies in different species from three to six seconds

or more. In all cases the disappearance of the spasm is comparatively gradual, the

nectocalyx re-expanding in a slow and graceful manner, instead of with the rapid

motion characteristic of ordinary swimming. These movements only occur when the

animal is being injured or threatened with injury.

11. Fundamental Observations.

§ 1. Effects of excising the entire margins of Eectocalyces.—C’onfining our attention

under this heading to the naked-eyed Medus®, I find that the following proposition

applies to every species of the group which I have as yet had the opportunity of

examining :—jErm/o« of the extreme margin of a nectocalyx causes immediate^ total,

andpernuinentparalysis of the entire organ. Nothing can possibly be more definite than

is this highly remarkable effect. I have made hundreds of observations upon various

species of the naked-eyed Medus®, of all ages and conditions of freshness, vigour, &c. ; and

I have constantly found that if the experiment be made with ordinaiy care, so as to

avoid certain sources of error presently to be named, the result is as striking and

decided as it is possible to desire. Indeed 1 do not know of any case in the animal

kingdom where the removal of a centre of spontaneity causes so sudden and so complete

a paralysis of the muscular system, there being no subsequent movements or twitchings

of a reflex kind to disturb the absolute quiescence of the mutilated organism. The

* I adhere to Fobbbb’b classification only because I have not happened to meet with any individual the

family Lucornariadse.
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exjtetiment i« particularly beautiful if performed on Sarsia ; for the members of this

genus being remarkably active, the death-like stillness which results from the loss of so

minute a portion of their substance is rendered by contrast the more surprising.

From this experiment, therefore, I conclude that in the margin of all the species of

naked-eyed Medusae which I have as yet had the opportunityofexamining there is situated

an intensely localized system of centres of spontaneity, having at least for one of its

functions the origination of impulses to which the contractions of the nectocalyx, under

ordinary circumstances, are exclusively due. And this obvious deduction is confirmed

(if it can be conceived to require confirmation) by the behaviour of the severed margin.

This continues its rhythmical contractions with a vigour and a pertinacity not in the least

impaired by its severance from the main organism ; so that the contrast between the

perfectly motionless swimming-bell and the active contractions of the thread-like portion

which has just been removed from its margin is as striking a contrast as it is possible to

conceive. Hence it is not surprising that if the margin be left in situ while other portions

of the swimming-bell arc mutilated to any extent, the spontaneity of the animal is not at

all interfered with. For instance, if the equator of any individual belonging to the genus

Sarmt (fig. 1
,
p. 276) be cut completely through, so that the swimming-boll instead of being

closed at the top is converted into an open tube, this open tube continues its rhythmical

contractions for an indefinitely long time, notwithstanding the organism so mutilated is,

of course, unable to progress. Thus it is a matter of no consequence how small or how

large a portion of contractile tissue is left adhering to the severed margin of the swim-

ming-bell ; for whether this portion be large or small, the locomotor centres contained in

the margin are alik(' sufficient to supply the stimulus to contraction. Indeed if only

the tiniest piece of contractile tissue be left adhering to a single eye-speck cut out

of the bell of tSarma, this tiny j)iece of tissue in this isolated state will continue its

contractions for hours or even for days.

This obseiwation, then, on the effect of removing the extreme })eriphery of necto-

calyces, as it undoubtedly d<>moustrates the presence of an intensely localized system of

locomotor centres in at least some of the Medusae, and as it thus opens the way for a

great amount of further experimental research—this observation 1 shall afterwards speak

of as the fundamental observation. 1 very much regret to say, however, that, in conse-

quence of my having been this year engaged in another line of experimental research

which necessitated my constant residence in one locality, 1 have hitherto been able to make

this fundamental observation only in the case of six genera of the naked-eyed Medusae.

As yet, therefore, it would be premature to predict with much confidence that subse-

quent experiments will prove the locomotor centres to be equally localized in the case

of all the naked-cyed Medusae. Nevertheless, as the genera which 1 have already sub-

mitted to the simple operation just described are genera which happen to present the

most extreme differences as to form, size, and structure that occur among the true

Medusse, I think my results afford very good analogical grounds for expecting that

jfuture researches will prove the exclusive localization of spontaneity in the marginal
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rim of nectocalyces to be as constant a feature in the anatomy of true Heduste as is the

presence of the polypitc, the tentacula, or the nutritive canals*.

Exception.—I must here record one exception to the numberless instances in which

excision of the margins of naked-eyed Medusse caused paralysis of the nectocalyces.

This single exception occurred in a species called Staurophora laciniata^ a species

which, as I shall afterwards explain, I have made the subject of an investigation that

necessitated the removal of the margins as the first step in each experiment. I have

therefore removed the margin from scores of individuals belonging to this species,

and have never met with any but this one exception to the general rule.

In this one exce{)tional case, after the entire margin had been removed, there were

still three distinct centres of spontaneity remaining. One of these centres was situated

in the muscular tissue near the periphery of the nectocalyx, and the other two in the

substance of the greatly extended polypitc that is characteristic of this animal, one

centre being placed in each of the two opposite arms of the cross. On carefully

excising these three points, with as small a portion of tissue adhering to them as

possible, entire cessation of movement ensued in the nectocalyx, while the three

severed parts persisted in their rhythmical contractions as long as I continued to

observe them. Regarding this exception T have only to remark tliat it occurred in a

somewhat aberrant form of the true Medus®, and one which, in the unusual size of

its nectocalyx, approached that which is usual in the swimming-organs of tire covered-

eyed Medus®. It may also be observed that, looking to the type of animal life presented

by the order, occasional exceptions of this kind might be expected to occur ; and I am

only surprised that within my experience they have proved themselves so rare.

§ 2. Effects of excisintj the entire niarfns of Gonocaijices ^.—Turning now to the

covered-eyed division of the Mt^dustc, I find, in all the species I have come across,

that excision of the margins of gonocalyces produces an effect analogous to that which

is produced by excision of the margins of nectocalyces. There is an important

difference, however, botwetm the two cases, in tliat the paralyzing effect of the opera-

tion on gonocalyces is neither so certain nor so complete as it is on nectocalyces. That

is to say, although in the majority of experiments such mutilation of gonocalyces is

followed by immediate paralysis, this is not invariably the case ; so that one cannot

here, as with the naked-eyed Medus®, predict with any great confidence what will be

* The following are the species of uuked-eyt'd Medusoe on winch J have made the fundameniial observation :

—

Sarsia t^hulosa palclulla (Fourf.s); S. f^rythrojis ; Jyimimantias inco7Htpi€i(a (FonUM);

BowfttmvUlia (Uippoernu) s^tpemlutris (Aoahsiz); r/u/mitea (?) (IIomanrh) ; B, fruiicosa
;

JStauropJiora laciniata (Agab^jz) ; Tiaropsis diademata (Agassiz); T* indicam (Komanbs); T,

(lloMAXEs) ; T. oUgophjraina (liojif akt;h)
; Stomahrachium octocosiatum (Bars).

t Although not in accordance with general usage, 1 extend IhiB term to denotx) the swimming-orgEU of d

covered-eyed Medusa. I do so because those terms vidiich are more properly applicable to this structure ore by

Home authors employed indiscriminately to designate the swimming-organs both of the covered** and of the naked*

eyed divisions. Therefore, as it is most desirable for the purjioses of the present memoir to ovoid any ambiguity

in this matter, I trust 1 shall be excused for thus violating the accepted terminology.
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tihe immediate result of anjr particulax experiment Further, although such mutilation

of a gonocalyx is usually followed by a paralysis as sudden and marked as that which

follows such mutilation of a nectocalyx, the paralysis of the former differs from the

paralysis of the latter in that it is very seldom permanent. After periods varying from a

few seconds to half an hour or more, occasional, weak, and unrhythmical contractions

begin to manifest themselves ;
or the contractions may even be resumed with but little

apparent change in their character and frequency. The condition of the animal

before the operation as to general vigour, &c. appears to be one factor in determining

the effect of the operation ; but this is very far from being the only factor.

These remarks apply to gonocalyces in general. It must now be observed, however,

that those remarks do not apply in equal degrees to all the genera of the covered-eyed

Medusse which I have examined. In other words, if a number of individuals in each

of several genera be subjected to the operation we are considering and the results

tabulated, it will be found that the average degree of paralysis manifested by the

individuals of the different genera is not uniform. For the sake of brevity, tlierefore,

I shall choose a species belonging to each of the two genera whicli, within my limited

experience, have shown tlu? greatest differences in tliis res})ect ; and by giving a some-

what detailed account of the manner in which the individuals composing these species

behave under tlu' form of mutilation described, 1 shall hope to convey a general idea

of the manner in which individuals composing all the other species I have examined

behave under similar circumstances—it being understood that all the other species I

have examined occupy, in the particulars we are concerned with, a position somewhere

intermediate b(;tween the two extremes which are described.

The species, then, to which I allude are Aurelia auriia and Cyanwa capillata, both

exceedingly common forms. Of these species the first apjnoaches nearest to the

naked-cyed Medusa; in the concentration of its locomotor centres into the margin of

the swimming-organ, while the .second departs most widely from the naked-eyed

Medusa; in this respect. It must bt' carefully noted, hower er, that in the case of these

species, as rvell as in that of all the other species of covered-i;yed Medustc I have

examined, the individual variations in these ])articulars are very great. Therefore,

while describing these individual variations in the cases of Aurelia aurita and Cyanaa

capillata., I wish it to be understood that the same remarks apply to all the species of

the covered-eyed Medusa; which I have observed.

Excision of the entire margin of Aurelia aurita, inclusive of course of lithocysts,

causes, in the great majority of cases, instantaneous mid complete paralysis of the

entire gonocalyx. In the minority of cases one or more supernumerary locomotor

centres assert their presence in some part or parts of the general contractile tissue of

the gonocalyx immediately after removal of its margin. The first of these two divi-

sions admits of being again divided into two subdivisions. In the cases composing

one of these subdivisions (and these are much the more numerous) additional centres

of spontaneity become, so to speak, developed after the lapse of a greater or less
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interval of time ; so that one cannot be quite sure, even for an hour after the operation,

that the paralysis, however complete up to that time, will prove itself pennanent.

In the cases composing the other of these subdivisions, the paralysis, besides being

instantaneous and complete, is also permanent, and thus in every way resembles the

paralysis caused by the fundamental experiment in the case of nectocalyces.

Excision of the entire margin of Cyanopa capillata causes, in the majority of cases,

instantaneous and complete paralysis of the gonocalyx ; but this result is not of such

compMatively frequent occurrence as it is with Aurelia aurita. Moreover, in the cases

where supernumerary centres do not assert themselves immediately after the operation,

they are almost sure to do so if the mutilated gonocalyx be left sufficiently long to

recover from the shock caused by the operation. The period required before the first

spontaneous contraction is given in such cases varies from a few minutes to an hour or

more ; but it is observable that if this period be prolonged, the subsequent contractions

are almost sure to be of a feeble character with immensely long intervals between

their occurrence perhaps only one contraction being given in ten minutes or more,

instead of between twenty to thirty contractions in one minute, as is characteristic

of the unrautilated animal.

Upon the whole, then, although in all the species of covered-eyed Medusae which I have

as yet had the opportunity of examining the effects which result

from excising the margins of gonocalyces are such as to warrant

me in saying that the main supply of locomotor centres a})pear8

to bo usually situated in that part of these organs, these effects

are nevertheless such as to compel me at the same time to con-

clude that the locomotor centres of the covered-eyed Medusfc are

more diffused or segregated than are those of the naked-eyed

Medusae. Jjastly, it should be stated that all the species of covered-

eyed Medusaj resemble all the .speci(!s of naked-eyed Medusaj in

that their members will endure any amount of section it is possible

to make upon any of their parts, other than their margins, with-

out their spontaneity being in the smallest degr*ee affected.

§ 3. The effects of excisiny certain portions of the margins

of Nectocalyces .—The next questionwhich naturally presents itself

is as to whether the locomotor centres are equally distributed

all round the margin of a swimming-organ, or situated only, or

chiefly, in the so-called marginal bodies. To take the case

of the naked-eytMl Medusa; first, it is evident that in most of

the genera, in consequence of the intertentacular spaces being

so small, it is imj)ossible to cut out the marginal bodies with-

out at the same time cutting out the intervening portions of

the margin. The genus Sarsia, however, is admirably adapted

(as a glance at the annexed figure will show) for trying the effects of removing the

Fig. 1.

Sania, x 3 tunes.
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nu^giiutli !x>die8 witliotttuxi^uniig' the rest of the margin, and vice versd. The results

of such experimeats upon members of this genus are as folloVr.

Whatever be the condition of the individual operated upon as to freshness, vigour,

&c., it endures excision of three of its eye-specks without suffering any apparent

detriment; but in most cases, as soon as the last eye-speck is cut out, the animal

falls to the bottom of the water quite motionless. If the subject of the experi-

ment happens to be a weakly specimen it will perhaps never move again : it

has been killed by something very much resembling nervous shock. On the other

hand, if the specimen operated upon be one which is in a fresh and vigorous state,

its period of quiescence will probably be but short ; the nervous shock (if we may so

term it), although evidently considerable at the time, soon passes away, and the animal

resumes its motions as before. In the great majority of cases, however, the activity

of these motions is conspicuously diminished.

The effect of excising all the marginal tissue from between the eye-specks and

leaving the latter untouched is not so definite as is the effect of the converse experi-

ment just described. Moreover allowance must here be made for the fact that in this

experiment the principal portion of the “veil” is of necessity removed; so that it

becomes impossible to decide how much of the enfeebling effect of the section is due

to the removal of locomotor centres from the nectocalyx, and how much to a change

in the merely mechanical conditions of the organ. From the fact, however, that

excision of the entire margin of Sarsia produces total paralysis, while excision of the

eye-specks alone produces merely partial paralysis, there can be no doubt that both

causes are combined. Indeed it has been a matter of the greatest surprise to me
how very minute a portion of the intertentacular marginal tissue is sufficient, in the

case of this genus, to animate the entire nectocalyx. Choosing vigorous specimens of

Harsia, I have tried, by cutting out all the margin besides, to ascertain how minute a

portion of intertentacular tissue is sufficient to perform this function, and I find that

this portion may be so small as to be quite invisible without the aid of a powerful

lens. x\8 it not unfrequently happens that in cutting out the extreme margin of

ISarsia a minute part of the intertentacular tissue is left behind accidentally, I may here

caution any one who repeats the fundamental observation upon this genus to be very

careful in removing every atom of the mai giual canal.

From numerous observations, then, upon tSarsia, I conclude that in this genus

(and so, from analogy, probably in all the other genera of the true Medusa;) loco-

motor centres are situated in every part of the extreme margin of a nectocalyx,

but that there is a greater supply of such centres in the marginal bodies than

elsewhere.

$ 4. Effects of excising certain portions of the margins of Qonocalyces.—Coming now

to the covered-eyed Medusae, I find that the concentration of the locomotor centres of

the margin into the marginal bodies, or lithocysts, is still more decided than it is in

the case of Sarsia. Taking Aurelia aurita as a type of the group, I cannot say that,

MDCCOLXXVI. 2 R
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either by excising the lithocysts alone or by leaving the lithooysts i» exeisiis^

all the rest of the marginal tissue, I have ever detected the sli^tMt hultcsU»o&8 irf

locomotor centres being present in any part of the margin of the gonocalyx other than

the eight lithocysts ; so that all the remarks made upon this species in § 2, while we

were dealing with the effects of excising the entire margin of gonocalyces, are equally

applicable to the experiment we are now considering, viz. that of excising the litho*

cysts alone. In other words, but for the sake of symmetry I might as well have

stated at the first, that in the case of Aurelia aurita all the remarkable paralyang

effects which are obtained by excising the entire margin of a gonocalyx are ob-

tained in exactly the same degree by excising the eight lithocysts alone : the inter-

mediate marginal tissue, in the case of this species, is totally destitute of locomotor

centres,

I have in this section chosen Aurelia aurita as the type of the covercd*eyed Medusae,

because, from the flattened shape of its gonocalyx, the differential experiment of cutting

out lithocysts and intermediate marginal tissue respectively admits of being conducted

in a fairer way than in the case of any other species of the group I have happened to

come across; for, in the case of these other species, the form of the gonocalyces

necessitated excision of large masses of contractile substance before all the tissue

included between the lithocysts could be wholly nunoved. It therefore became impos-

sible for me in these cases to determine how much of the paralyzing effect was due to

removal of locomotor centres, and how much to possibly general shock. But although

I was thus precluded from making any trustworthy experiments upon the effect of

catting out all the marginal tissue from between the lithocysts of these species, I was

of course able to perform the converse experiment of cutting out the lithocysts alone.

The result of numerous experiments of this kind is to satisfy me that, in all the

species of covered-eyed Medusaj I have examined, the chief marginal supply of loco-

motor centres is aggregated in the eight lithocysts, although I am unable, for the

reasons just given, to say whether or not the exclusive marginal supply of these

centres is so aggregated. From this it will readily be gathered that, in all the species

of covered-cyed Medusae I have examined, the paralyzing effects of excising the

lithocysts alone are most strongly marked, although, of course, from what has been

said upon this gi-oup in § 2, it will be understood that the experimenter must be

prepared to meet with all grades of individual variations in this res^KJct. With regard

to specific differences, it will now be apparent that Aurelia aurita is, of all the forms

I have examined, the one that is most strongly affected by removal of its lithocysts,

the paralysis of the gonocalyx thus caused being, in some cases, as permanent as it

is total. In all the other species of covered-eyed Medusa; examined, I have found it

a very rare thing to obtain permanent paralysis by excision of lithocysts. It may here

be added that a portion of any size of contractile tissue left adhering to an excised

lithocyst of any species of covered-eyed Medusa will very frequently be found to

continue its rhythmical contractions after its severance from the main organism,
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stieh is very naxij the case with any other portions of the marginal tissue

when excised.

As the question concerning the presence of a nervous system in Medusae has long

been a warmly disputed one, it may perhaps fecQitate its solution if I here observe that

there is certainly no case in the whole animal kingdom where there is so great a dis-

proportion between the mws of a ganglionic centre and that of the system which it is

capable of setting in motion, as there is between the mass of a lithocyst and that of the

gonocalyx which it animates. Thus, in order to obtain the exact proportions in the

case of a medium-sized covered-eyed Medusid, weighing thirty pounds, I first removed

seven of the lithocysts, and then obsen^ed that the eighth one continued to supply

contractile impulses to the entire gonocalyx. I next cut out this lithocyst also, and

having cleared it as much as possible of the adherent gelatinous tissue, weighed it.

Observing further that the mutilated gonocalyx did not move for an hour after the

operation (although previous to the ojjeration it had been in active motion), I weighed

this also, and obtained the surprising result, that the lithocyst had previously been

animating a stmeture more than thirty million times its own weight!*

§ 5. Summary of Division II.—With a single exception to hundreds of observations

upon six widely divergent genera of naked-eyed Medusae, I find it to be uniformly true

that removal of the extreme periphery of the ainimal causes instantaneous, complete,

and permanent paralysis of the locomotor system. In the genus Snrsia my observations

point very decidedly to the conclusion thjit the principal locomotor centres are the eye-

specks, but that, nevertheless, every microscopical portion of the intertentacular spaces

of the margin is likewise endowed with the property of originating locomotor impulses.

In the covered-eyed division of the Medusae I find that the jtrincipal seat of sponta-

neity is the margin, but that the latter is not, as in the naked-eyed Meduste, the

exclusive seat of spontaneity. Although in the vast majority of cases I have found

that excision of the margin impairs or desti’oys the spontaneity of the animal for a

time, I have also found that the paralysis so produced is very seldom of a permanent

nature. After a variable period occasional contractions are usually given, or in some

cases the contractions may be resumed with but little apparent detriment. Considerable

differences, however, in these respects arc manifested by different species, and also by

different individuals of the same species. Hence, in comparing the covered-eyed group

as a whole with the naked-eyed group as a w'hole, so far as my observations extend I

should say that the former resembles the latter in that its representatives usually have

their main supply of locomotor centres situated in their margins, but that it differs

from the latter in that its representatives usually have a greater or less supply of their

locomotor centres scattered through the general contractile tissue of their swimming-

^ This individual Monged to the species Chrynaora hjBo^celh. From analogy, however, 1 doubt not that

if I had left the animal over night, next morning it would have exhibited feeble signs of s])ontanoity ; for, os

already otMserved, 1 have found it a rare thing to obtain thorough and pmnaneni paralysis in any epocies

of the coTored**eyed Medusm by the oxoision of Ethocyete*

2r2
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organs. But although the locomotor centres of a oovered^yed Medusa iu:e tlius,

generally speaking, more difiused than are those of a naked-eyed Medusa, if we cm-

sider the organism as a wholOy the locomotor centres in the margin of a covered-eyed

Medusa are less diffused than are those in the margin of a naked-eyed Medusa ; for, so

far os my observations extend, I find that excision of the marginal bodies alone

produces a greater comparative effect in the covered-eyed genera of Medusa; than it

does in the genus Sarsia. But of course it is needless to say a much wider basis of

observation than mine is required to establish this fact as applicable to the whole of

the two groups of Medusae. T may state, however, quite decidedly that in at least one

species of the covered-eyed group (viz. Aurelia aurita) the only portions of the margin

which are capable of originating spontaneous impulses to contraction are the eight

lithocysts, and that in a very large majority of individuals belonging to this species

excision of these minute bodies causes instantaneous and complete paralysis of the entire

gonocalyx, which paralysis is sometimes also permanent *.

III. Stimulatio.v.

§ 1. Mechanical Stimulation ,—So far as my observations extend, I find that all

Medusa?, after removal of their locomotor centres, invariably respond to every kind of

stimulation. To take the case of Sarsia as a type, nothing can possibly be more

definite than is the single sharp contraction of the mutilated nectocalyx in response to

every nip with the forceps. The contraction is precisely similar to the ordinary ones

that are performed by the unmutilatcd animal ; so that by repeating the stimulus a

number of times, the nectocalyx, with its centres of spontaneity removed, may be made

to progress by a succession of contractions round and round the vessel in which it is

contained, just as a frog, with its cerebral hemispheres removed, may be made to hop

along the table in response to a succession of stimulations. The same remarks apply

to all the species of covered-eyed Medusa; I have examined (though some species are

more sensitive to stimulation than others) : but in the case of many of the discophorous

species of naked-eyed Medusae these remarks must be somewhat modified ; for, as

previously stated, many of these species upon being irritated while still in an unmuti-

lated state exhibit movements of a peculiar character quite distinct from the ordinary

locomotor contractions ; and now it must be added that in the case of all these species

the mutilated nectocalyx does not, as in Sarsia and the covered-eyed Medusa;, respond

to a strong stimulus by a single locomotor contraction (although they may do so in

response to a weak stimulus), but it performs other actions that differ in different

• Although not covered by the title of this paper, it is desirable here to state that neither in the naked-

nor in the covered-eyed Medusfle is the polypite affected in the Bmallest degree as to its motions by exoisian

of the margin of the swimming-organ. For hours and days after the latter, in consequence of this operation^

has entirely ceased to move, the former continues to perform whatever motions are characteristic of it in the

unmutilated organism. Indeed those motions are not at all interfered with even by a complete sevemnee of

the polypite from the rest of the animal.. In many of the experiments subsequently to be detailed^ therefbfe«

I began by removing the polypite, in order to afford better facilities for manipulation.
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ife^ea, ilie aetioo, however, in any given case always precisely resembling that which

the unmntilated nectocalyx would have performed if irritated in the same way. Now
Sarsia, in common with all the covered-eyed genera examined, when in the unmutilated

state always endeaveturs to swim away from a source of irritation or alarm, and never

performs any other motions ; so that all the cases conform to this one simple rule :

—

JEver^

Medumt when Us centres of spontaneity have been removed^ retponds to a single stimu-

lation by once performing that action which it would have performed in response to that

stimulation had its centres of spontaneity still been intact.

Different species of Medusas exhibit different degrees of irritability in responding to

stimuli ; but in all the cases I have met with the degree of irritability is remarkably

high. Thus Aurelia aurita is perhaps, of all the species I have experimented upon,

the least sensitive to stimulation
;
yet if a narrow strip of tissue without any centres of

spontaneity be taken from this animal and made to support in the air the weight of

another strip which is spontaneously contracting, the slight amoimt of friction caused

by the one gelatinous surface passing over the other upon each contraction of the

uppermost strip is sufficient to determine a responsive contraction in the undermost

strip. In some of the other species of covered-eyed Medusa? I have seen responsive

contractions of the whole gonocalyx follow upon the exceedingly slight stimulus caused

by a single drop of sea-water let fall upon the irritable surface from the height of one

inch.

§ 2. Electrical Stimulation (A).—All parts of all the Medusa; I have examined are

highly sensitive to electrical stimulation, both of the constant and of the induced

currents. There is thus a, large field for experimental research here opened up, and

one upon w’hich I have bestowed a considerable amount of labour. In now giving an

abstract of some of the results hitherto yielded, it is only right that I should take the

opportunity thus afforded of expressing my obligations and sincere thanks to my

learned and highly esteemed friend Prof. Burdon-Sandersox, but for whose prompt

kindness in sending me all the electrical and various other apparatus in immediate

answer to my numerous requests, it would have been impossible for me this year to

have conducted, with any kind of completeness, the investigation which I undertook.

As just stated, both the severed margin, or system of locomotor centres, and the

swimming-organ from which these have been removed respond to stimulation both of

the direct and of the induced currents. There is an important difference, however,

between the behaviour of the severed margin and of the mutilated nectocalyx with

reference to these two kinds of stimulation ; for while the former shows itself more

sensitive to the induced shock than to the direct current, the reverse is true of the

latter. That is to say, while the severed margin continues responsive even to weak

induction-shocks after it has ceased to be affected either by make or break of the direct

current, the mutilated nectocalyx continues responsive to make and break of the direct

current after it has ceased to respond to the strongest induced shock, or even to

Faradaic electricity with the secondary coil pushed to zero (one Daniell’s cell in all
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cases). It is needless to observe how strongly this &ct points to gar^Uennc aatroe

of the locomotor centres in the marginal tissues of Medusse.

My observations were principally made upon the genus Sarda ; and the metibtxl 1

employed was to pass the platinum electrodes into the concavity of the mutdated

swimming-bell while the latter was in the water, and then gently to raise the foraker

until the contact between them and the tissue was seen to be suffidently intimate.

Similarly of course with the severed margin. I may here remark, for the benefit of

those yf\o may repeat this observationj that when the constant current is being apphed

to the mutilated bell the latter often contracts in a somewhat rhythmical manner.

This is perhaps due to the hydrogen bubbles acting as stimulants to contraction,

and in any case is certainly not to be regarded as ^ontaneous action. 1 may also

state that minute crustsweans, by striking the mutilated bell, sometimes supply a

stimulus to contraction. It is therefore desirable to conduct these experiments in

filtered sea-water ; and the same precaution of course should be taken when conducting

the fundamental observation upon such swimming-organs as prove themselves highly

sensitive to stimulation after removal of their locomotor centres.

(B) Excitable tracts .—The extreme sensitiveness of all the tissues of all the Medus®

to electrical stimulation afibrds us the means of ascertaining whether there is

any localization of definite excitable tracts in these animals. As Sardas are the most

active of the Medusas, and likewise the most delicately sensitive to electricity *, I have

in this, as in other cases, taken the genus as the type of the group, and made it the

subject of a more careful investigation than any of the other genera. In this prelimi-

nary paper, therefore, I shall confine myself, under thi% heading, to detailing my

observations upon the genus Sarda alone. The method I adopted was to slit open one

side of the swimming-bell from base to apex, and then to lay it flat upon a glass slide

with its inner surface uppermost. Having either cut off or turned back the polypite, I

then placed the entire animal under the microscope on a slightly grooved object-glass,

where I could keep it alive for a considerable time by moistening it at intervals with

drops of sea-water. The stimulus I employed was always the induction-shock supplied

by a single Dajviell’s cell and Du Bois-Reymond’s coil. The electrodes were fine

needles passed through a small piece of india-rubber. The latter was firmly fixed to

the stage forceps, which in turn was firmly fixed to a mechanical stage. In this way

the object and the electrodes could be moved in any direction without altering their

relative positions—a provision which made all the difference between the following

observations being possible or impossible ; for without this provision it would not have

At whatever point the bell of JSarsia first responds to the induction-shock, it will generally be found that

drawing out the secondaiy coil a quarter, or even an eighth, and very often only a sixteenth of an inch wUl

make all the difference between a vigorous response and no response. Moreover this delicacy of appreciatioiii

besides being thus very great, is also very constant : the excitability of the tissue is seldom found to vary in

the least degree for a tolerably long timf,
although, of course, under the unnatural conditions in which the

animal is placed, the excitability of its tissues begins at last gradually to diminish.
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)M|0a pvaieticaMe to get the dectrodes adjmted accurately upon tiie various minute

histological tracts of tissue, and at the same time to get them within the field of the

ini<a»i8C0pe. The power I used was one*inch Boss, and the strength of the induction-

i^ock was of course regulated in the ordinary way.

The following are the results yielded by this method of investigating the distribution

of exdtoble tracts in Sarsia; and it is interesting to observe how uniformly they

coincide with the results obtained by section. I should like to observe, however, that

some of the observations are attended with considerable difficulty (arising from escape

of the current, conductivity of the gelatinous tissue, See.) ; so that, although I have

spent a great deal of time and trouble over this part of the inquiry, I desire it to be

understood that I intend to confirm these observations more extensively next year.

The apex of the swimming-bell of Saraia is much the least excitable portion of the

animal; and from this point downwards to the margin there is a beautiful and uninter-

rupted progression of excitability, the latter being greatest of all when the electrodes

are placed upon the string of cells described by^AcASSiz as nerve-cells. The actual

proportions in one average case were as follow :

—

(i) Electrodes on apex of inner bell. No contraction on strongest shock.

(ii) Electrodes a quarter of an inch from margin. Bell first contracted with secon-

dary coil at 2 centims.

(iii) Electrodes one eighth of an inch from margin. Bell first contracted with

secondary coil at 3 centims.

(iv) Electrodes one sixteenth of an inch from margin. Bell first contracted with

secondary coil at 5 centims..

(v) Electrodes on the marginal canal. Bell first contracted with secondary coil at 9

centims.

Of the marginal tract of excitable tissue, the degree of excitability differs slightly in

different parts. It is least when the electrodes arc placed midway between the two

eye-specks ; it is somewhat greater when an eye-speck is included between the

electrodes. The excitability is again slightly higher when one electrode is placed in an

eye-speck and the other outside it. StUl greater is the excitability when both electrodes

are put into one eye-speck ; and the excitability is greatest of all when care is taken to

place both electrodes in that half of the eye-speck which is above the pigment-spot.

In these remarks of course I wish it to be understood that the excitability is greater in

the parts named than in other parts, when an equal amoimt of tissue is included

between the electrodes in the case of both experiments constituting any comparative

observation. The following are the ratios in an average case :

—

j
(i) Electrodes between two eye-specks. Bell first contracted at 6| centims.

(. (ii) Electrodes with one eye-speck between them. Bell first contracted at 7 centims.

f (iii) Electrodes with one eye-speck between them. Bell first contracted at 7 centims.

( (iv) One electrode in an eye-speck. Bell first contracted at 8 centims.

f (v) Both electrodes just outside an eye-speck. Bell first contracted at 8 centims.

\ (vi) Both electrodes in the eye-speck. Bell first contracted at 10 centims.
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^ (vii) Both electrodes in the pigment part of an eye-speck. BeB first eositracted

at 8 centime.

(viii) Both electrodes in the vesicular part of an eye-speck. Bell first oontracied

, at 12 centime.

With regard to the other parts of the nectocalyx, I have merely to state that there

is a marked difierence between the excitability of this organ w'hen the electrodes axe

placed upon any one of the four radiating canals (and so upon the ascending nerve-

chains described by Agassiz) and When the electrodes are placed upon the tissue

between any of the canals. The ratio is generally about 9 centime. : 6^ centims.

Thinking that this greater excitability of the bell when the electrodes were placed

upon one of the radiating canals than when they were placed upon the intermediate

tissue might possibly have been due to a slight escape of electricity, which in the one

case would have become diffused over the muscular tissue of the bell, while in the

other it might have been conducted to the marginal centres by a possibly high con-

ducting-power of the radiating canal, I took the precaution of removing the margin

altogether ; but this did not modify the results.

I conclude, therefore, that in almost every particular there is, in the case of Sarsia,

a perfect coincidence between the microscopical observations of Prof. L. Agassiz and

the results yielded by the method of exploration by stimulus just described. Never-

theless I may here repeat what I said in the opening section, viz. that the inference so

confidently drawn by that observer as to the function of the histological element he

described was, as an inference, decidedly premature*.

(C) I must now describe a mode of section which w'ould naturally fall under the

next division of my subject, were it not for its great value in enabling us to conduct an

important part of the inquiry relating to electrical stimulation.

* It is woith while to observe also, as showing the danger of drawing conclusions concerning function from

histological observation alone, that although Prof. Aoahsiz was so positive regarding the localization of nervous

tissue in the margins of Medusie, he had no idea that the function of this supposed nervous tissue was so

intensely specialized,—witness the passage already (luoted, “ There is unquestionably a nervous system in

Medusoe, but this nervous system does not form large central masses to which all the activity of the body is

referred, or from which it emanates.”

There is another remark which may hero be made. Prof. Agassiz somewhere observes that it is noteworthy

how, in the naked-eyed Medusa), the supposed nervous tracts follow everywhere the course of the nutritive

system. Now, as my method of exploration by stimulus has yielded results confirmatory of Prof. Aoijuua^s

views in this respect, it becomes worth while to speculate as to whether the greater diifuaion of the centres of

spontaneity in the covered-eyed than in the naked-eyod group of Medusa) may not stand in some retation to

the characteristically greater diffusion of the nutritive system in the one group than in the other. Certain it

is that lithocysts always appear to stand in some peculiar anatomical relation to the nutritive canals, the latter

sweeping round to meet the former (see Plate 32) and communicating through them with the external water.

This, of course, may only bo due, as Gegbnbauk supposes, to the lithocysts having some excretory frinetion to

perform ; but now that these organs have been raised to the dignity of locomotor centres, and analogous centres

have been proved to be similarly associated with nutritive tracts in the naked-eyed Meduste, it is well to

remember, in view of some deductions from the general theory of evolution, that this possihly tion*acoiddntal

association of nutritive systems with the earliest indications of nervous systems may turn out to he on assoda*

tion of no small significance.
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The mode of section is a very simple one, consisting merely in cutting round a greater

or less extent of the marginal tissue, leaving one end of the resulting strip free and the

other end attached in dtu. Upon now irritating the distal or unattached end of this

marginal strip, a wave of contraction may invariably be seen to start from the point at

whieh the irritation is applied, and with some rajiidity to traverse the entire strip.

Upon arriving at the proximal or attached end of the strip, this contractile wave delivers

its influence into the swimming-organ, which thereupon contracts in exactly the same

manner as it does when itself directly irritated. Of course spontaneous contractions

are continually originating in some portion or other of the severed strip ; and these give

rise to contractile waves and to contractions of the nectocalyx, just in the same way as

do the disturbances originated by stimulus. In those species, however, of the disco-

phorous naked-eyed Medusue which res{)ond to stimulation by the peculiar spasmodic

movements of the nectocalyx already described, the difference between the effects upon

the nectocalyx of contractile waves that originate spontaneously in the severed strip

and those that thus originate in answer to stimuli is of a very marked character; for

the spasmodic movements of the nectocalyx arc as easily and as certainly evoked by

irritating any part of the severed strip, as they are by irritating the substance of the

nectocalyx itself.

From this d(!scriplion it will easily be seen that a Medusa thus operated upon

supplies all the essential conditions for conducting the most important part of the

investigation, so far as electrical stimulation is concerned, viz. that relating to electro-

tonus. W(> have already obtained amph^ evidence to warrant us in concluding that,

if the organization of the MedusiU pres(mts us with any thing that is analogous to

nervous tissue at all, the periphery of the swimming-organ must be the position in

which it is chiefly localized ; so that (,‘ven if the.se animals possess but the rudiments of

a nervous systiun, a Medusa, wdien subjected to the mode of section just described, is

for all practical purposes a nerve-muscle prejjaration.

If the intention of the ex])erimenter I»e merely that of producing contractile waves,

it docs not signify upon what species of Medusa the form of section just described is

practised ; for whatever species happens to be chosen, the exiieriment is sure to be

successful. But wlien the object in view is that of electrotonic investigation, it is

desirable to exercise the utmost discretion in tin; choice of a suitable species. The one

I have found most suitable is Startrophora larinrata ; for this form presents all the

qualities the experimenter can desire. Its size is sufficient to yield a foot or more of

marginal tissue whereon to cause and test for electrotonus ; its manner of folding

together in response to stimulation is most decided ; its endurance is considerable ; and

its sensitiveness to electrical stimuli is so great, that I have seen it res])ond to closure

of the constant current supplied by a single Danj ell’s ccdl when all the plugs of the

rheochord were firmly pressed in, and the travelling mercury cups were only drawn out

one quarter of an inch.

When, therefore, I began my investigation upon this animal, I thought that the

MDOCCLXXVI. 2 S
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task of determining the questions before me would prove a comparatively easy one.

Unfortunately my anticipations were not realized. The conducting-power of the gela-

tinous tissue (more or less of which is necessarily adherent to the marginal canal), the

deleterious influence of the air upon the intrapolar portion of tissue which is necessarily

exposed to it, the voluntary motions of the animal—these, and other elements of

difficulty which I need not wait to specify, have proved so serious, that, although a

great deal of labour has been expended upon this part of my subject, I do not yet feel

myself justified in here giving a definite opinion with regard to it; and I have stated

the foregoing details chiefly in the hope that the great importance of the inquiry

may induce some other observer to assist me in conducting it. I may say, however,

that I have obtained undoubted indications of a state of exalted sensibility in the extra-

polar regions of the severed strip, although I am unable to say that I have obtained

any satisfactory indications of a corresponding anelectrotonic state. I am not yet in a

position to speak confidently with respect to PFLtlGKR's law*.

(D) Before leaving the subject of electrical stimulation, there are still a few further

observations to detail.

(a) The excitable tissues of Meduste in their behaviour towards electrical stimula-

tion conform in all rcspcjcts to the rules which are followed by the excitable tissues of

other animals. Thus closure of the constant current acts as a much stronger stimulus

than does opening of the same, while the reverse is true of the induction-.slK)ck.

(/3) As before.stated, different species of Medusa; manifest different dc'grccs of sensi-

tiveness to electrical stimulation, though in all cases the degree of sensitiveness is

wonderfully high.

(y) When the constant current is passing in a portion of the strip of a severed

margin, the nectocalyx sometimes manifests uneasy motions durhuj the time the current

is passing. It is possible, however, that these motions may be merely due to acci-

dental variations in the intensity of the current.

(^) When the intrapolar portion of the severed margin of S. laciniata happens to be

spontaneously contracting prior to the passage of the constant current, the moment this

current is thrown in these spontaneous contractions often cease, and are then seldom

resumed until the current is again broken, when they are almost sure to recommence.

This efiect may be produced a great number of times in succession.

(e) Exhaustion of the excitable tissue of the nectocalyx may be easily shown by the

ordinary methods. Exhausted tissue is much less sen-sitive to stimulation than is fresh

tissue. Moreover, so far as the eye can judge, the contraction is slower and the period

of latent stimulation prolonged.

(^) It is important to observe that the tetanus produced by Faradaic electricity is

not of the nature of an apparently single prolonged contraction (except, of course, such

among the naked-eyed Medusae as respond to all kinds of stimuli in this way), but

I may hero observe that it was in one of my numerous electrical experiments upon Stmroj^ra ladniaia

that the exception to the fundamental experiment mentioned in Division II. was noticed.
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tliat of a number of contractions rapidly succeeding one another—as in the heart under

similar excitation. This apparent absence of summation will probably require further

treatment on some future occasion.

(a) I shall now conclude my remarks on electrical stimulation by describing a highly

remarkable phenomenon, and one which 1 am quite unable to explain. 1 am per-

suaded, however, that it is a phenomenon well meriting the attention of physiologists.

When the swimming-bell of Sarda has had its margin removed, and so, as proved

by hundreds of similar experiments, has been entirely deprived of its locomotor

centres, nevertheless in response to electrical stimulation, instead of giving a single

contraction to make or break, it may begin a highly peculiar motion of a flurried,

shivering character, which lasts w'ithout intermission for periods varying from a few

seconds to half an hour. I never but once saw a similar motion in the perfect animal,

and this was in the case of a specimen which was dying from having been poisoned

with iron-rust. The motion, I think, may be explained by supposing that the various

parts of the mTi.sclc-laycr are contracting without coordination ; but why they should

sometimes do this in response to stimulation, and why, when they do this, they should

continue the action so long—these questions I cannot answer. In the case of so

peculiar a phenomenon, however, it is necessary that I should detail all the facts I have

been able to collect. 1 have never seen any similar or corresponding action performed

by the paralyzed bells of other Medusids, and even in the case of Sarsia its occurrence

is comparatively rare. When it docs occur, however, it is always continuous ; that is

to say, it never spontaneously recommences after having once ceased. As already

stated, the jieriod of its duration is extremely variable ; but when this period is long,

it is observable that the shivering motions become feebler and feebler, until they even-

tually fade away into quiescence. The animal is then quite dead to all further stimu-

lation. Beyond saying that the peculiar motions in question never originate independently

of stimulation, I cannot give much further account of the conditions which determine

their commencement. The following instances arc quoted from my notes in c.vfemo :

—

“ A healthy individual with centres removed, after failing to respond to cither make

or break of direct current, and after about a quarter of a minutc’.s rest from a series of

rapidly alternating makes and breaks of this current, began to shiver, and continued to

do so for five minutes. Afterwards quite dead.”

“ Another healthy individual, after refusing to contract either on make or break of

induced current for two or three times, began to shiver and continued to do so for

twenty minutes. Afterwards quite dead. This individual had been used five minutes

before for experiments with the direct current, to which it responded well and without

shivering.”

“ Another healthy individual was left for some time after excision of margin, and then

put into the well and submitted to induction-shocks. No contraction either on make

or break with coil pushed to zero. On now trying direct current, without altering

position of electrodes, violent contraction on make and also a decided one on break.

2s2
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On again trying induced current, no contraction. On again trying direct current,

strong contractions [thus far, of course, the behaviour of the tissue was normal, see

above § 2 (A)], and after four or five of these, shivering began ; this lasted for four

minutes, and, when again quiescent, the bell again responded to make and break of

direct current in the ordinary way.”

Now all that can be gathered from these and similar notes is, that the shivering

motion in question may be started either by the direct or by the induced current, and

this in some cases when the bell has repeatedly refused to answer stimuli in the ordi-

nary way. It may further be gathered from these notes that shivering is most likely

to begin after the bell has received a number of shocks in succession. 1 must also

state that it is almost certain to ensue upon slightly acidulating the water in which the

mutilated bell is suspended. The shivering, if it begins under these circumstances,

will then continue for some time even after the bell is restored to normal sea-water.

§ 3. Chemical Stimulation.—Under this heading I have very little to say, for the

simple reason that the excitable tissues of Medusae conform in every respect to the

rules which are followed by the nervo-muscular tissues of higln^r animals. Both the

severed locomotor centres and the mutilated swimming-organs, as well, I may add, as

several polypites and tentacles, respond to applications of various acids, solutions of

various metallic salts, alcohol, ether, glycerine, &c. It may here be stated that fresh

water is quickly fatal to Medusae, especially in the case of the naked-eyed group. This

latter fact has been ])rcviously observed by Aoa.ssiz.

§ 4. Thermal Stimulation.—J'or the present I reserve my observations relating to

this subject.

IV. Section.

§ I. Amount of section which the contractile ti.ssues of Medusce will endure without

mffering loss of their physiological continuity.—The extent to w’hich the substance of

the swimming-organs of Medusa; may be mutilated without undergoing destruction of

their physiological continuity is in the highest degrt’e astonishing. Again taking Sarsia

as a type of the naked-eyed division, I shall here

describe two modes of section which are the most trying

that I was able to devise.

{a) Suppose the annexed diagram to represent Sarsia

in projection, the lines being cuts. It w'ill be seen that

there are tw'o systems of interdigitating cuts, with four

radial cuts in each system. Those of the one system

pass from the margin to two thirds of the way up the

cone, while those of the other system pass in the form

of a cross from the apex of the cone to two thirds of

the way towards its base. It will thus be evident that a

stimulus to contraction originating in any point a of the margin cannot radiate its

influence throughout the whole contractile substance of the bell, except by trayersing
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the zigzag course of the dotted line. Yet in the case of healthy specimens the

spontaneous contractions are apparently as synchronous over the entire extent of the

aectocalyx as they are when this organ is in an unmutilated state. Further, if the

extreme margin of the nectocalyx be now removed, the paralyzed organ will respond to

stimuli applied at any point just as readily and as simultaneously over its whole extent

as it would do were there no system of interdigitating cuts present.

(b) The other mode of section to which I have alluded is that of a simple spiral.

If the margin of Sarsia be removed in the form of a continuous thnjad with one end

attached to the nectocalyx (as already described in the case of ISfatirophora laciniata),

and if the section be then continued in the form of a spiral having two or more turns

from the base to the apex of the cone, a wave of contraction, starting from any point in

the original margin of the animal, passes into the spiral upon reaching its point of

origin, and then runs round and round the spiral from the base to tlie apex of the cone.

In vigorous specimens the course of the contractile wave is so rapid tliat, in a spiral of

one turn, it requires a quick eye to perceive its true nature : to most persons the con-

traction appears simultaneous over the entire S])iral, whereas it is really a successive

wave. But in the case of non-vigorous specimens, or of a spiral having two turns, even

a slow eye may perceive the true nature of the contraction. Some specimens of Sarsia

endure more turns of the spiral than do others ; but in all cases the animal will live

for a long time in this corkscrew-like shape, performing its spontaneous contractions as

pertinaciously as ever. As might be expected from the analogy of the experiment last

described, if the marginal centres be removed altogether, the paralyzed spiral will

res])ond to the weakest stimulus applied at its lower end or any other part of its

course, and this as vigorously as if no spiral section had been performed. I may here

observe, in passing, that of all the experiments upon excitable tissues with which I am
acquainted, there is no single instance of a series of contrasts so astounding as are those

exhibited by Sarsia—first darting hither and thither with the greatest spontaneity and

vigour, then reduced to a state of absolute quiescence by the removal of an intensely

localized system of locomotor centres, but yet remaining so keenly sensitive to stimu-

lation throughout its entire extent, as shown by the modes of section just described.

(c) The gonocalyces of the covered-eyed Medusic, being of a much larger size than

are the nectocalyccs of the naked-eyed Medusm, present much greater facilities for

conducting experiments in section. Of the species of the covered-eyed Medusa) which I

have had the opportunity of examining, Aurelia aurifa, on accf)unt of its flat shape, is

much the best suited for this line of inquiry. I have thci’cfore made this species the

subject of a very extensive investigation. Under the present heading, however, it will

only be necessary for me to describe three obsei-vations.

As already stated, the concentration of locomotor centres into the lithocysts of this

species is more marked than in the case of any other species I have met with, notwith-

standing individual instances frequently occur in which feeble locomotor centres are also

scattered through the general contractile tissue of the gonocalyx. It will happen, then,
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that in any given case the chances are in favour of the individual experimented upon

having most or all of its spontaneity aggregated, so to speak, in its eight lithocysts. If

seven of these, therefore, be removed, all the spontaneous impulses to contraction must

emanate from the remaining lithocyst. Indeed it may easily be seen that such is the case

;

for each pulsation of the gonocalyx is now of the nature of a double wave of contraction

—the two waves starting simultaneously from the remaining lithocyst, each to run rapidly

and equally in opposite directions, and so to meet at the point of the gonocalyx that

is opposite to the lithocyst. Well, if this remaining lithocyst be made the point of

origin of a spiral section which is carried round and round the flat-shaped disk, the

result of course is a long strip of tissue, terminating at one end in the lithocyst, and at

the other end in the remainder of the gonocalyx (see Plate 33*). A contractile

wave proceeding from the lithocyst has now cither to become blocked at some point in

the length of the strip, or to traverse the whole length of the strip and deliver itself

into the remaining contractile tissue of the gonocalyx. The conditions which deter-

mine the blocking of a contractile wave under these circumstances will be fully treated

of further on : meanwhile it is enough to say that, as miglit be expected, the length

and width of the strip are very important factors, but that, nevertheless, there are

immense individual diflcrences in the endurance of the contractile tissue under this

form of section. The highest degree of such endurance that 1 liave met with has been

two and a half turns of the spiral (see Plate 33). The strip in this case was about an

inch wide and nearly a yard long. I doubt not, liowever, that a wonder-seeker, by making

a sufficient number of such experiments, could obtain results even more surpri.sing.

(d) The second observation will be best appreciated by a glance at the accompanying

woodcut (fig. 3), which is a drawing made from life of an individual submitted to mdial

Fig. a.

section in the way represented. The contractions emanating from the remaining

lithocyst (1) passed through the entire gonocalyx with no appreciable diminution of

vigor, so that I would have; increased the severity of the section but for want of space.

• The central organs in this and in the preceding Plato are partly copied from Prof. L. Aoasbiz’b represen-

tation of an allied species, and so arc not perfectly accurate.
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(«) The third observation will be readily understood from the annexed diagrammatic

representation of Aurelia aurita (fig. 4). The central circle {x) stands for an open space

cut out of the gonocalyx ; the outer circle indicates the margin of the animal, with all

lithocysts save one {1) removed ; and the median circular line represents a cut. It will

be seen that the efiect of this cut is almost completely to sever the mass of tissue {y z)

from the rest of the gonocalyx, the only connexion between them being the narrow neck

of tissue at y. Yet, in the case to which 1 refer, the contractile waves emanating from

I passed in the directions represented by the arrows without undergoing any appre-

ciable loss of vigour. Upon completing the circular cut at y, the ring of tissue {yz)

became totally paralyzed, while the outer circle of course continued its contractions as

before. Now the neck of tissue at y measured only {- inch across, while the ring of

tissue y z when cut through and straightened out upon the table measured 1 inch across

and 16 inches in length. That is to say, 16 square inches of tissue derived its impulse to

vigorous contraction through a channel j inch w'ide, notwithstanding the latter was

situated at the furthest point of the circle from the discharging lithocyst Avhich the form

of the section rendered possible. It should be stated, howev(!r, that this experiment

might be re]>eated a number of times without yielding a similar result. I regret that

in this instance 1 did not try the effect of narrowing this neck of tissue still more ; for,

from the analogy afforded by numberless observations, I entertain but little doubt that

some portion of this nock of tissue was pervaded by a very slender though very definite

line of functionally differentiated tissue ; and that if this line of differentiated tissue

had not happened to be cut through in the narrowing of the connecting isthmus, the

width of the latter might have been reduced to a half, a quarter, or even less, without

impeding the passage of the contractile wave.

§ 2. (a) Mature of the contractile imnes of swimminff-oryans .—The last assertion

leads us to this important part of our subject. Under this heading I propose to treat

of the question, ^^'hat is the nature of the general contractile substance of Medusa; 1

Is the contractile tissue of the swimming-organ pervaded by a definite system of sensory

and motor tracts, so to speak, radiating respectively to and from the marginal centres ?

or is the contractile tissue of the swimming-organ of a more primitive nature, the

functions of nerve and muscle being more or less blended throughout its substance!

Now, for my own part, I deem this question the most interesting one with which the

present paper is concerned ; for the evolutionist, no less than the physiologist, will

recognize its importance as of the highest. We have already obtained ample evidence

of the fact that it is to the Medusae we must look for the first decided integrations of

tissue having, to say the least, something closely resembling a nervous function to

subserve; and we have seen that these integrations a})})ear in the form of intensely

localized centres of spontaneity. It therefore becomes a matter of pressing moment to

ascertain the manner in which the spontaneous impulses are transmitted from these

centres and distributed throughout the contractile tissue of the swimming-organ

—

whether a definite system of lines of discharge becomes evolved ^ari passu with a defi-
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nite system of centres of spontaneity, or contractile tissue can afford, so to speak, to

retain more or less of its protoplasmic nature after spontaneity has become so far deve-

loped as to be localized in definite centres. In treating of this question, I will only

resort to theory when compelled to do so by the facts.

From the observations already detailed it might well be concluded that the method

of inquiry by section has already settled the question before us, seeing that this

method has apparently reduced the liypothesis as to the presence of definite lines of

discharge to an absurdity. A moment’s thougiit will render obvious how very trying

the spiral form of section already described (Plate 33) must be to any thing resembling

a nervous plexus, while a glance at fig. 3 would seem to render the supposition as to the

presence of any such plexus almost impossible. Nevertheless there is a weighty body of

evidence to be adduced on the other side.

(b) Confining our attention to the species which, as already observed, is in every

respect the best suited for sectional experiments, viz. Aurelia aurita, it is to be observed,

in the first place, that it is the (*xception and not tlu^ rule for specimens to stand the

spiral mode of section more than once round the swimming-organ without losing the

physiological continuity of their tissues. Moreover different specimens exhibit extreme

variations in their tolerance of this mode of section. Sometimc's the contractile wave

will become blocked when the contractile strip is only an inch long, while in other

cases, as already stated, the wane will continue to pass through a strip more than thirty

times that length ; and betwemi these two extremes tlierc arc all possible grades of

tolerance. Now it seems to me that if the tissiu^ througli which these contractile waves

pass is supposed to be of a functionally homogi'ueous nature, no reason can be assigned

why there should be such great differences in the endurance of difi’erent individuals of

the same species ; while if we suppose that the j)assagc of (hese contractile waves is

more or less d('i)endent on the presence of more or less tliff(>rentiated line.s of di.scharge,

we encounter no difficulty ; for it is almost to be expected that in such lowly forms of

life such lines of discharge, if present, should not be constant as to position. In some

cases, therefore, it would happen that important lines of discharge would soon be

encountered by the section, uhile in other cases it nould happen that such lines of

discharge would (‘scape the section for a longer distance. It is, indeed, almost incredible

that any one line of discharge should happen to pursiu? a s])iral course twice or thrice

round the animal, and at the same time happen to be concentric with the course pur-

sued by the section ; but such an hypothesis is not necessary to account for the facts.

All we have to assume is that there exists a more or less intimate jtleaus of such lines

of discharge, the constituent elements of which are endowed with the capacity of

vicarious action, and that in sonic cases the section hajipmis to leave a series of their

anastomoses in a continuous state. Doubtless even this assumption represents a state of

things very difficult to believe
; but I do not see that the numberless grades of indivi-

dual variations already mentioned admit of being accounted for in any other way. More-

over I think that the difficulty of accepting this explanation will diminish if we cease
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to i«gard the hypothetical plexus as presenting the high degree of integration charac-

teristic of a properly nervous plexus ; but in this preliminary paper I cannot, without

undue length, discuss this subject.

(c) The strongest evidence of definite lines of discharge being present, however, is

yet to be adduced ; and this consists in the following invariable fact :

—

At whatever point

in a strip that is being progressively elongated by section the contractile wave becomes

blocked^ the blocking is sure to takeplace completely and exclusively at thatpoint. Whereas

up to the time that the incision reached quite up to that point the contractile waves

showed no signs of meeting with any resistance in their passage from the severed strip

to the rest of the gonocalyx, immediately after the incision is carried through that point

the blocking of the contractile waves is total. Now, as 1 have tried this experiment a

great number of times, and always tried it by carefully feeling the way round {i. e. only

making a veiy short continuation of the cut after the occurrence of each contractile

wave, and so very precisely localizing the spot at which the contractile waves ceased to

pass into the gonocalyx), I can scarcely doubt that in every case the blocking is caused

by cutting through a very slender line of tissue which was in some way or other difier-

entiated from the surrounding tissue, and which, in virtue of its differentiation, had

previously served to convey the contractile influence from the strip to the remainder of

the gonocalyx. Why it should sometimes be so long before such slender lines of tissue

are encountered by the section, or a sufficient number of them encountered to destroy

the physiological continuity .of the tissue, may well afford matter for surprise ; but I

must nevertheless assert my persuasion that, so far as my observations have yet gone, a

l^itimate deduction from them appears to be, that in every individual of this species (and

so from analogy, as well as observations on other species, probably in all the Medusae)

these slender lines of differentiated tissue are present, that through their mediation the

spontaneous impulses originating in the marginal centres are communicated to the con-

tractile tissue of the swimming-organ, and therefore that these slender lines of differ-

entiated tissue are functionally, if not structurally, neiwes.

Although 1 intend for the present to reserve my observations on the histological

part of the inquiry, I may here state, in passing, that I have hitherto failed to distin-

guish any structural modification of the tissue in the regions occupied by these supposed

lines of discharge. On one occasion, when I made the radial incision on one side

of the single remaining lithocyst, preparatory to making the circumferential incision

necessary to procure a contractile strip, I was surprised to find that the entire gono-

calyx, although previously contracting with vigour, became wholly paralyzed. Now the

incision which I made was only half an inch long, and the effect it produced was amply

sufficient to prove that the influence of the lithocyst had previously been communicated

to the gonocalyx ./mn one side only. I therefore concluded that somewhere within the

small band of tissue half an inch long and quarter of an inch broad, which was included

between the incision and the lithocyst, there must have been a line of dischai’ge of

sufficient size to convey the influence of the lithocyst to the entire gonocalyx. Yet

MDCCCLXXVl. 2 T
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iipon stainii^ this small porticm of tissue mtb chloride of gold, 1 was unable to |>eroetTe

any structural peculiarity that might be supposed to correspond with the fanctiontd

peculiarity which it had previously exhibited,

(d) I have now to detail another fact of a very puzzling nature, but one which is

certainly of great importance in its bearing upon the subject of the present section.

When the spiral section is performed on Aurelia auriia, and when, as a consequence,

the contractile waves which traverse the elongating strip become at some point suddenly

blocked, if the section be stopped at this point it not unfroquently happens that after

a time the blocking suddenly ceases, the contractile waves again passing from the

strip into the gonocalyx as freely as they did before the section reached the point at

which the blocking occurred. The time required for this restoration of physiological

continuity is very variable, the limits being from a few seconds to an hour or more.

Usually, however, the time required is from two to four minutes. This process of

reestablishing the physiological connexions, although rapid, is not so instantaneous as is

that of their destruction by section. In general it requires the passage of several con-

tractile waves before the barrier to the passage of succeeding waves is completely thrown

down. The first wave which effects a passage appears to have nearly all its force expended

in overcoming the barrier, the residue being only sufficient to cause a very feeble, and

sometimes almost imperceptible, contraction of the gonocalyx. The next wave, however,

passes across the barrier with more facility, so that the resulting contraction of the gono-

calyx is more decided. The third wave, again, causes a still more pronounced contrac-

tion of the gonocalyx ; and so on with all succeeding waves, until every trace of the

previous blocking has disappeared. When this is the case it generally happens that

the strip will again admit of being elongated for a short distance before a blocking of

the contractile wave again supervenes. Sometira(?s it will be found that this second

blockage will also be overcome, and that the strip will then admit of being still further

elongated without the passage of the waves being obstructed ; and so on occasionally

for three or four stages.

The same series of phenomena may be shown in another way. If a contractile strip

of tolerable length be obtained with the waves passing freely from one end to the other,

and if a series of parallel and equidistant cuts be made along one side of the strip, in a

direction at right angles to the length and each cut extending across two thirds of the

breadth of the strip, the chances are in favour of the contractile waves being wholly

unaffected by the sections, however numerous these may be. But now, if another series

of parallel and equidistant cuts of the same length as the first ones, and alternating

with them, be made along the other side of the contractile strip, the result is, of coarse,

a number of interdigitating cuts
; and it is easy to see that by beginning with a few such

cuts and progressively increasing their number, a point must somewhere be reached at

which one portion of the strip will become pbysiolr^cally separated from the rest. The

amount of such section, however, which contractile strips will sometimes endure is truly

surprising. I have seen such a strip 20 inches long by 1^ inch vj'ide, with ten such cuts
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aioitg «ftch nde, and the coataractileiimes passing without impediment from end to end.

But what 1 wish more especially to observe just now is, that by progressively himeasing

the number of such interdigitating cuts up to the point at which the contractile wave

is blocked end then leaving the tissue to recover itself, in many cases it will be observed

that the blocking is sooner or later overcome, that on then adding more interdigitating

cuts the blocking again supervenes, but that in time it may again be overcome, and so

on. It is, however, comparatively rare to find cases in which blocking is overcome

twice or thrice in succession.

(e) Section is not the only way in which blocking of waves may be caused in contrac-

tile strips. I find that pressure, even though very gentle, exerted on any part of a

strip causes a blocking of the waves at that part, even after the pressure has been

removed. If the pressure has been long continued, after its removal the blocking will

probably be permanent ; but if the pressure has been only of short duration, the blocking

will most likely be transitory. Even the slight strains caused by handling a contractile

strip in the air are generally followed by a decrease in the rate of the waves, and some-

times by their being completely blocked. Other methods by which the passage of

W’aves in contractile strips admits of being blocked will be alluded to further on.

(f) Such are some of the facts I have been able to collect bearing on the question

concerning the physiological character of the general contractile tissues of the Medusse.

That these facts are of a somewhat paradoxical nature is evident ; and whether or not

there is any theory by which they admit of being satisfactorily reconciled is doubtful.

I may say, however, that I think there is such a theory, and that I only refrain from

publishing it at the present time because I think that at this caidy stage of the inquiry

it is desirable, as much as possible, to avoid speculation.

V. Additional facts tending to feove the identity of the specialized maeginal

TISSUE OF MeDUS.E WITH NEKVOUS TISSUE IN GExVEEAL.

§ 1. Smse-organs .—It has long beem thought more or less probable that the so-called

“eye-specks” of Medusa? are rudimentary or incipient organs of vision; hut I am not

aware that any one has hitherto endeavoured to test the supposed probability by experi-

ment. 1 say “ supposed probability,” because, in the absence of any structural resem-

blance to an ocellus, I do not see how speculation as to the function of these organs can

bo of any further Value than a guess*. The guess, however, in this case happens to be

correct.

* [PoBTSCRTPT II.—It is with considerable pleasure that I am now able to add the following very judicious and

|d>iloBOpbioul confirmation of this opinion by so high an antbority as Prof. H.\iirKEL :
—“ Die Doutung dor 8innce-

organc niedorer Tbiere gobiirt ohno Zweifiil z« den schwicrigaten Objeclen dcrvorgleichendon rhysiologic und ist

dergriissten Unsicherheit nnterworfon. Wir sind gewohnt, die von den 'Wirbelthicrcn gewonuenon An.schauungen

oboe Weiteres auch auf die wirbellosen Tbiere dor verschiedonen Kreiso r.u iibertragon and bei dioson analoge

fiintnwnnpfindiingon anzunobmon, als wir solbst bositzen.’’ Prof. Habokki., indeed, inclines to the belief that

tbo nuagMUd veaicles whidi ho examined are eense-organs of some kind ; but this is a very different position

2t2
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Having put two or three hundred Sarsim into a large bell-jar, I completely shut out

the daylight from the room in which the jar was placed. By means of a dark lantern

and a concentrating lens, I then cast a beam of light through the water in which the

Sam(B were swimming. The effect upon the latter was most decided. From all parts

of the bell-jar they crowded into the path of the beam, and were most numerous at that

side of the jar which was nearest to the light. Indeed close against the glass they

formed an almost solid mass, which followed the light wherever it was moved. The

indi\iduals composing this mass dashed themselves against the glass nearest the light

with a vigour and determination closely resembling the behaviour of moths under

similar circumstances. There can thus be no doubt about Sarda possessing a visual

sense.

The method of ascertaining whether this sense is lodged in the eye-specks was, of

course, extremely simple. Choosing a dozen of the most vigorous specimens, I removed

all the eye-specks from nine, and placed these together with the three unrautilated ones

in another bell-jar. After a few minutes the mutilated animals recovered from their

nervous shock, and began to swim about with tolerable vigour. I now darkened the

room, and threw the concentrated beam of light into the water as before. The differ-

ence in the behaviour of the mutilated and of the unmutilated specimens was very

to have occupied with regard to this matter from that which ventured upon bold assertions as to the specific

function of these organs. Now, forasmuch as the above paragraph in the text was written without reference

Prof. Haeckel’s work, I should here like to add the remark that, in my oi>inion, his deductions concerning

this matter differ from those of previous writers iu the important particular that they were warranted by the

facts of structure which he observed. (1 ranting that ho had satisfied himself as to the nervous chiiracter of

the tissue he describes, and the peculiarly significant distribution of this tissue in the marginal vesicles which

he figures appears to mo certainly to justify liia conclusion that was die Deutung der llandkorj;K,yrchen iiach

Feststellung dieses complicirtcren Eaues arilangt, so wird zuuachst ihro allgemcin gidtigo Stellung als

organe dadurch nur befestigt.'’ And it is of course netxlless to say tliat with the next B\icceeding sentences I

fully concur. “Was aber die speciellere Feststellung der Sinnesqualitiit betriffl, so scheint mir dioso dadurch

nach keiner liichtung bin bostimmter bczeiclmet zu warden. Im Gegentheil glaube ich, dass damit nur die

wescntlicho Differenz dieser Kandbltischeu von anderen iihnlichen Sinnesorganen niederer Thiero, z. B. von den

meist zuntichst damit verglichenen Geh<»rbbisehcn der Warmer iind MoUuskon, noch mchr bestatigt und aus-

drucklich hervorgehoben wird Noch weniger freilicli als die von don moisten Autoren angenommene

Deutung der Eandbhischen unserer Modusen als Gehdrorganc kann die von Agassiz und Fkjtz Molier vertre-

tene Ansieht befriedige-n, dass diesolben Augon seien AUc dioso Verhaltnissc sind mit der Deutung der

Concretion als ‘ Liuso’ und dcs sie umschliessenden Sinnesganglion als ‘ Sobnerv’ durchaus iinvcreinbar.”

It may not be unnecessary to say that, although the simple experiment above described effectually proves

that the marginal bodies have a visual function to subserve, we are not for this reason justified in concluding

that those bodies are so far sjyecialized as organs of sight as to be precluded from ministering to any other sense.

Therefore the results of the above-mentioned experiments cannot he hold in any way to affect the judgment of

Prof. Haecxel :

—

“ Und doeh ist es viol wahrscheinlicher, dass liier wesoiitlich andcro Sinnesempfludungen m
Stande kommen, von dcren eigentlicher Qualitat wir uns koine hestimmte Voi'stellung mochen kdnnen ; wio c«

z. B. sehr wahrscheiiilich ist, dass die Empfindung dor Licht- und Hchallwellen, fiir welche bei den hdheren

Thieren verschiedeno Organe differenzirt sind, bei den niedcren an ein und dasweJbe Biunesorgan, natiirlich in

unvollkomracner Ausbildung, gebiinden vorkommen.” (For the quotations vid^ he. eit. pp. 67, 68.)—Feb. 1876.]
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nuiTked. The three indmduals which still had their eye-specks sought the light as

before, while the nine without their eye-specks swaui hither and thither without paying

it any regard.

A further question, however, still remained to be determined. The pigment-spot

of the eye-speck in Medus® is, as Agassiz observes, placed in front of the presumably

nervous tissue ; and for this reason he naturally enough suggests that if the eye-speck

has a visual function to {lerform, the probability is that the rays by which the organ is

affected are the heat-rays lying beyond the range of the visible spectrum. Accordingly

I brought a heated iron just ceasing to be red close against the large bell-jar which

contained the numerous specimens of Sarsia; but not one of the latter approached the

heated metal.

From these observations, therefore, I conclude that in Sanaa the faculty of appre-

ciating luminous rays is present, and that this faculty is lodged exclusively in the eye-

specks. My observations on the other genera of Medusa? in this connexion are not

yet complete.

§ 2. Effects of various Poisons on the Locomotor System of Mcdusce.—As this com-

munication has now grown to an undue length, I shall reserve for a future paper many
facts of great physiological interest regarding luminosity, general distribution of the

supposed lines of discharge, coordination ofthe centres of spontaneity, rate of transmission

of contractile waves in different genera and under various forms of section, &c., and shall

conclude what I have to say at the present time by describing the effects of a few among
the poisons I have tried upon the Medu-s®, choosing those upon the list Avhich most

tend to prove the identity of the specialized marginal tissue of these animals with

nervous tissue in general.

(a) The anmsthesiating influence of chloroform and ether is most decided. This

fact, I find, has also been observed by Agassiz ; and he remarks in effect that even if it

stood alone it ought to be considered sufficient to demonstrate the presence of nerves

in Medus®. Without straining our deductive powers quiti? so far as this, I think that

the marked influence of chloroform and ether upon the Medusie may properly be taken

as in some measure confirmatory of the doctrine which that great naturalist so strenu-

ously upheld.

Agassiz appears to have tried the effect of chloroform only in the case of Sarsia. I

may therefore state that in all the other genera I have experimented upon, both of the

naked- and covered-eyed groups, the anmsthesiating influence of this substance is equally

decided. This influence, moreover, is in every respect precisely similar to that which

is observable in the case of the higher animals. Soon after a few drops of chloroform

have been added to the water in which a vigorous medusid is contained, the locomotor

pulsations of the latter become slower and slower in the time occupied by their execu-

tion, while the intervals of diastole become more and more prolonged. Concurrently

with this slowing of the pulsations their strength naturally grows less and less vigorous,

so that eventually the systoles are separated from one another by five or six times the
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nomal interval, and when they occur are of the feeblest diaracter. Soon after this

stage has been reached the systoles altogether cease ; and in a few seconds after they have

done so the animal fails to respond even to the strongest stimuli ; and this, be it remem*

bered, is quite as remarkable a fact in the case of Medusa as it is in the case of the

higher animals. The time occupied by the whole of this process varies with different

species ; but it is always very brief, namely (speaking from memory) about fifteen seconds

to a minute in the case of Sarsia and eighty seconds to two minutes in that of Avmlia

aurita. But brief as is the time required for chloroform to assert its influence upon

Medusse, it is long as compared with the time required for its effects to pass off whmi

the animal is again restored to normal sea-water. A specimen of Sarsia which has been

completely ansesthesiated, and so to all appearance perfectly dead, resumes its pulsations

a few seconds after being again immersed in unpoisoned water. There appears to be a

relationship, however, between the time required for complete ansesthesiation and that

required for complete subsequent recovery, for the recovery of Avrelia aurita takes a few

seconds longer than does that of Sarsia. In all cases the recovery is progressive, the

first pulsations being very feeble and the periods of diastole prolonged
; but very shortly

the pulsations resume their normal strength and frequency. Tlie same animal may

then, of course, be subjected to a repetition of the experiment, and this for an indefinite

number of times.

(i) The anajsthesiating effects of morphia are as decided as are those of chloroform.

I shall confine myself to describing the process of ansesthesiation in the case of Aurelia

aurita in an extract from my notes :—“ A veiy vigorous specimen, having twelve litho-

cysts, was placed in a somewhat strong sea-water solution of morjihia. Half a minute after

being introduced commencement of torpidity ensued, shown by contractions becoming

fewer and feebler. In one minute the feeble impulses emanating from the prepotent

lithocyst failed to spread far through the contractile tissue, appearing to encounter a

growing resistance. Eventually this resistance became so great that only a very small

portion of contractile tissue in the immediate neighbourhood of the lithocyst contracted,

and this in a very slow and feeble way. Two minutes after immersion even these partial

contractions entirely ceased, and soon afterwards all parts of the animal were completely

dead to stimulation. Recovery in normal water slower than that after chloroform,

but still soon quite complete. Repeated experiment on this individual four times with-

out injury.”

(c) The species I shall choose for describing the effects of strychnia is Cyanma cajpU-

lata, which is most admirably adapted for experiments with this and some of the other

alkaloid poisons, from the fact that, in water kept at a constant temperature, its pulsa-

tions are as regular as are those of a heart. After Cyanma capillata has been allowed

to soak for ten minutes or so in a weak sea-water solution of strychnia, unmistakable

signs of irregularity in the pulsations supervene. This irregularity then increases more
and more, till at length it grows into well-marked convulsions. The convulsions

manifest themselves in the form of extreme deviations from the rhythmical contractions
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so dmi^acteristic of CjfomBa ea/pillata. Instead of the heaii>like r^;ttlajity with which

systole and diastole follow one another in the nnpoisoned animal, we now have periods

of violent and prolonged systole resembling tonic spasm ; and when the severity of this

spasm is for a moment abated, it is generally renewed before the gonocalyx has had

time again to become fully expanded. Moreover the spasm itself is not of uniform

intamity throughout the time it lasts ; but while the gonocalyx is in a continuously

contracted state, there are observable a perpetual succession of extremely irregular

oscillations in the strength of the contractile influence. It is further a highly interest-

ing fact that the convulsions are very plainly of a paroxysmal nature. After the gono-

calyx has suffered a prolonged period of convulsive movements, it expands to its full

dimensions, and in this form remains for some time in a state of absolute quiescence.

Presently, however, another paroxysm supervenes, to be followed by another period of

quiescence, and so on for hours. The periods of quiescence are usually shorter than are

those of convulsion ;
for while the former seldom last more than forty seconds or so, the

latter may continue uninterruptedly for five or six minutes. In short, Mcdusie, when

submitted to the influence of strychnia, exhibit all the symptoms of strychnia poisoning

in the higher animals. Death, however, is always in the fully expanded form.

{d) Curare has already been tried upon Medusae, and is stated to have produced no

effects ; it is therefore especially desirable that 1 should first of all describe the method

of exhibiting it which I employed.

Having placed the medusid to be examined in a flat^shaped beaker, I filled the latter

to overflowing with sea-water. I next placed the beaker in a large basin, into which I

then poured sea-water until the level was the same inside and outside the beaker, i. e.

until the two bodies of water all but met over the brim. Having divided the medusid

across its whole diameter, with the exception of a small piece of marginal tissue at one

side to act as a connecting-link between the two resulting halves, 1 transferred one of

these halves to tlie water in the basin, leaving the other half still in the beaker, the

marginal tissue which serv’ed to unite the two halves being thus supported by the rim

of the beaker. Over the minute portion of the marginal tissue which was thus of

necessity exposed to the air, I placed a piece of blotting-paper which dipped freely

into the seji-water. Lastly, I poisoned the water in the beaker wuth successive doses of

curare solution.

The results obtained by this method were most marked and beautiful. Previous to

the administration of the poison both halves of the medusid were of course contracting

vigorously, waves of contractile influence now running from the half in the beaker to

the half in the basin, and now vice vend. But after the half in the beaker had become

effectually poisoned by the curare, all motion in it completely ceased, the other, or

unpoisoned half continuing to contract independently. I now stimulated the poisoned

half by nipping a portion of its margin with the forceps. Nothing could be more

decided than the result. It will be remembered that when any part of Staurophora

lacmata is pinched with the forceps or otherwise irritated, the motion of the whole
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body which ensues is totally different from that of an ordinary locomotor eontxaetion«

all parts folding together in one very strong and long-protracted systole, after which the

diastole is very much slower than usual. Well, on nipping any portion of the poisoned

half of Stamophora laciniata, this half remained absolutely motionless, while the

unpoisoned half, though far away from the seat of irritation, immediately ceased its

normal contractions, and folded itself together in the very i>eculiar and distinctive

manner just described. This observation was repeated a number of times, and, when

once the requisite strength of the curare solution had been obtained, always with the

same result. The most suitable strength I found to be 1 in 2500, in which solution

the poisoned half required to soak for half an hour.

I also tried the effect of this poison on the covered-eyed Medusw, and have

fairly well satisfied myself that its peculiar influence is likewise observable in the case

of this group.

It has further to be stated that when the poisoned half is again restored to normal

sea-water, the effects of curare pass off with the same astonishing mpidity as is observ-

able in the case of the other poisons which I have tried. Thus, although an exposure

of half an hour to the influence of curare of the strength named is requisite to destroy

the motor power in the case of Stmirophora laciniata, half a minute is sufficient to

ensure its incipient return when the animal is again immersed in unpoisoned water.

It is also to be observed that a very slight degree of orcr-poisoning paralyzes the

transmitting system as well as the responding one ; so that if any one should repeat my
observation, 1 must warn him against drawing erroneous conclusions from this fact. Let

him use weak solutions with prolonged soaking, and by watching when the voluntary

motions in the poisoned half first cease, he need experience no difficulty in obtaining

results as decided as it is possible for him to desire.

I think it would be difficult to overrate the importance of these results : to my mind

they are perhaps the most interesting which are contained in this paper. They not only

prove that curare poison is consistent in manifesting its remai-kable property when

applied to these the lowest forms of life that present the beginnings of a nervous system

;

but they prove what is far more important, that in animals which, as w'e have seen from

other evidence, present us with the first indications of a nervous system, the latter

appears to have already undergone a differentiation in its functions, such that it is

capable not only of influencing contiguous contractile parts, but also of being influenced

by distant excitable parts.

{e) I shall conclude all I have to say at the present time upon the subject of poisons

by stating the interesting fact, that if any of the narcotic or ansesthesiating agents

be administered to any portion of a contractile strip cut from the gonocalyx of

Aurelia awrita in the way already described, the rate of the contractile waves is

at first progressively slowed (I shall give the actual tracings in a future paper), and

eventually their passage is completely blocked at the line where the poisoned water

begins. Upon now restoring the poisoned portion of the contractile strip to normal
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setU'Water the blocking is gradually overcome, and eventually every trace of it dis-

appears. This experiment was suggested to me by Dr. Bubdok Sanderson*.

Tlie contractile wave may be blocked by poisons in another way. A glance at Plate 33

ivill show that a circumferential strip cut from the gonocalyx of Aurelia awrita is

pervaded transversely by a numljer of nutrient tubes, which have all been cut through

by the section. At the side of the strip, therefore, furthest from the margin there are

situated a number of open ends of these nutrient tubes. Now on injecting any of the

narcotic poisons into one of these open ends, the fluid of course permeates the whole

tube, and the contractile wave becomes blocked at the transverse line occupied by the

tube as eflectually as if the contractile strip had been cut through at that line.

A glance at Plate 32, again, will show that each lithocyst is surrounded by one of these

nutrient canals. Upon injecting this canal, therefore, in a contractile strip, the effect

of the poison may be exerted on the lithocyst more specially than it could be by any

other method of administration. In view of recent observations concerning the effects of

curare on the central nervous masses of higher animals, it may be worth while to

state that a discharging lithocyst of Aurelia aurita, when thus injected with curare,

speedily ceases its discharges. This fact alone, however, would not warrant any very

trustworthy conclusions as to the influence of curare upon discharging centres ; for it is

within the limits of possibility that the paralyzing effects may here be due to the

influence of the poison on the surrounding contractile tissue.

It is interesting to observe that if the discharging lithocyst be injected with chloro-

form, or a not too strong solution of morphia, it recovers in the course of a night, while

with alcohol the first effects of the injection are considerably to accelerate the frequency

and to augment the potency of the discharges ; but the subsequent effects are a gradual

diminution in the frequency and the vigour of these discharges until eventually total

quiescence supervenes. In the course of a few hours, however, the torpidity wears

away, and finally the medusid returns to its normal state.

VI. General Summary.

There is very good analogical reason to expect tluit, in the case of the naked-eyed

Medusas, the exclusive localization of centres of spontaneity in the margins of nectocalyces

will be found to be a very general, if not a constant, feature in the anatomy of the entire

group. In six of the most divergent genera that occur in this group I have found it

to be almost uniformly true that excision of the entire peri[)hery of a nectocalyx is

* In conducting this experiment oarc must be taken not to exert the slightest pressure on any j)art of the

strip (see IV. § 2 (c) p. 29.'>). The method I adopted, tJjercfore, was to have a vessel with a very deep furrow on

each of its opposite Ups, Upon filling this vessel to the level of these furrows ’aith the poisoned water, and

then immersing the whole vessel in ordinary sea-water up to the level of its brim, some of the poisoned water

of course passed through the open fuirows. Tho external body of water (i. r. the normal soa-wuter containing

tho animal) was therefore made proportionally very largo, so that the sUght escape of poison into it did not

affect the experiment. On now passing the iwrtion of tho strip to ho poisoned thi-ough tho two opposite furrows

it was allowed to soak in tho poison whilo freely floating, and so without suflering pressme in any of its parts.
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invariably followed by immediate, total, ai^ permanent paralyais of the entire etrocture.

I say almost wniformly true, for it will be remembered that in one individual instance

three distinct centres of spontaneity remained after removal of all the marginal tissue.

This individual instance occurred in a medusid belonging to the species Stmircphom

laciniata

;

and as this is the species which I found best suited for my experiments in

electrotonus, 1 have had occasion to remove the marginal tissue from many scores

ef individuals belonging to it, and have never met with any but this one exception to a

rule shown to be general by hundreds of experiments on the thirteen species named.

With the covered-eyed Medusaj the case is not so definite ;
for although centres of

spontaneity unquestionably occur in the margins of all the members of this group which

I have examined, these are not always, nor even generally, the only centres present.

Looking to the order as a whole, so far as my experience extends, it is the exception and

not the rule to obtain complete and permanent paralysis by excision of the marginal

tissue of individuals composing tliis group. Considerable differences, however, are

manifested by different species in this respect.

In Sarsia I find that a higher degree of paralyzing effect is produced by cutting out

the four eye-sjx;cks alone than is producx'd by cutting out the intertentacuhir tissue

alone
;
and I therefore conclude that the cyt'-specks are the principal seats of sponta-

neity. But they are far from being the orily seats of spontaneity ; for even the smallest

atom of intertentacular tissue is sufficient, in the aisc of vigorous specimens, to animate

the entire nectocalyx.

In none of the covered-eyed Medusse examined have I found any eridence of the

marginal tissue between the lithocysts being endowed mth spontaneity. On the

contrary, in the case of Aurelia aiirita, w’hich from its flat shajie admits of fiiircr exjKJii-

mentation in this connexion than do any of the other genera exaraiiied, it is quite

certain that aU the spontaneity of the margin, and so, in most cases, of the whole animal,

is concentrated in the eight lithocysts.

All Medusa', after being paralyzed by the loss of their marginal centres, n'spond to

all kinds of stimulation, and this by performing whatever action they would have

performed in response to the stimulation employed had they been in their perfect state.

Different species, how'ever, manifest different degrees of irritability in their behaviour

towards stimulation, although in all cases the degree of irritability is high.

Regarding electrical stimulation, both severed margins and the swimming-organs from

which they have been taken are responsive both to the constant and to the induced

emrent ; but while severed margins remain responsive to weak induction-shocks after

they cease to be affected by make and break of strong constant currents, the reverse

is true of the mutilated swimming-organs
; for, in the case of Sarsia, these remain

responsive to make and break of the constant current even after they cease to respond

to Faradaic electricity with the secondary coil pushed to zero (one cell).

The presence of excitable tracts has been proved in the case of Sarma by means of
electrical stimulation. The results are, that there is a progressive increase of excitability
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ie&m the apex to the base of the nectocalyx, that the excitability is greater in the

regions of the eye-specks than anywhere else in the course of the circular canal, and

that it is greatest of all in the vesicular part of an eye-speck. Further, the radial canals

present a higher degree of irritability than does the intermediate tissue.

A mode of section, which I need not again describe, renders it possible to experiment

with the view of ascertaining whether or not the specialized marginal tissue of the

Medusm shows any indications of polarity while under the influence of the constan^

current. The inquiry, however, is attended with serious difficulties
; so that at present

I am only able to say that although I have sometimes obtained satisfactory indications

of kathelectrotomis, I have never obtained the slightest indications of anelectrotonus.

With respect to Pfluger’s law, notwithstanding I have s]i>ent a great deal of time over

the subject, the evidence is too contradictory to be depended upon.

The contractile tissues of the Medusrn, in the comparative irritability they manifest

towards make and break, upon the whole conform to the rules which are followed by

irritable tissues in general.

'The constant current during the time it is passing through a portion of the marginal

tissue appears to have the power of inhibiting the spontaneous impulses to contraction

which wore previously originating in that portion ; for so long as the current continues

to pass, such spontaneous impulses sometimes cease in the intrapolar portion of the

mai'ginal tissue, and ai'e renewed as soon as the current is broken.

Exhaustion of the contractile tissue may be easily shown by the ordinary methods,

and in exhausted tissue, so far as the eye can judge, the contractions are slower and

the period of latent stimulation prolonged.

The tetanus which is caused by Faradaic electricity is of the nature of a number of

contractions following one another in quick succession with perceptible intervals

between them.

Mutilated iSarmoe, when stimulated by electricity or acidulated water, sometimes

exhibit a highly peculiar and anomalous movement ; but it is unnecessary to enter

into all the details a second time.

With regal'd to chemical stimulation there is not much to say ; for in none of the

excitable tissues of the Medusce have I found any exception to any of the rules which

are conformed to by the excitable tissue's of other animals.

My observations on the behaviour of the Medusaj in relation to thermal influences

are omitted from the present paper.

Concerning the physiological properties of the general contractile tissue of swimming-

organs, I confine myself in this paper to stating the results obtained by the spiral

mode of section figured on Plate 33. These results ai'e as follow. Different individuals

of the species Att/relia aurita manifest great variations in the amount of spiral section

they endure before the contractile strip becomes physiologically separated from the

rest of the gonocalyx. In the majority of cases the contractile strip becomes physio-

Ic^ically separated from the rest of the gonocalyx before the spiral section has passed

2u2
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once round the latter. It is comparatively rare to find cases in which contractile wavas

continue to pass after the spiral incision has been carried twice round this organ
; and

it is still more rare to find cases of waves passing in specimens such as that represented in

Plate 33, where the spiral section has made two and a half turns round the gonocalyx.

When such cases as the latter do occur, if the specimen happens to be an ordinary-sized

one, the contractile strip will be about a yard in length. On the other hand, cases may

gccur in which blocking of the contractile wave supervenes when the contractile strip

is only an inch long ; and in one case complete blocking of this wave was caused by the

radial incision half an inch long, made on one side of a freely discharging lithocyst,

i. e. before the circumferential incision vvas begun at all. But such extreme variations

upon the side of intolerance of spiral section are as uncommon as are the extreme

variations upon the side of tolerance. Now the fact that between these two extremes

there are to be found all possible grades of tolerance, appears to warrant us in concluding

that the contractile tissue of Aurelia auriia is not of a functionally homogeneous

nature.

And this conclusion is very much strengthened by the additional fact that at

whatever point in a contractile strip which is being progressively elongated by section

the contractile wave becomes blocked, the blocking is sure to take place completely and

exclusively at that point. 'J'his fact, it appears to me, can only be properly explained

by supposing that more or less differentiated lines of discharge pervade the contractile

tissue of the gonocalyx, and that the sudden and (•omplete blocking of the contractile

waves which invariably takes place at some determinate point during the progress of

the section is due to the latter having at that point severed some imporhint line of

discharge, which had previously served to convey the influence of the lithocyst to the

undivided parts of the gonocalyx. Nevertheless we must bear in mind that this

deduction is supported by no histological evidence, and that it is, moreover, very difficult

to reconcile with the fact that some specimeaa of Aurelia aurifa endure so enormous

an amount of the most severe forms of section without suffering loss of physiological

continuity between any of their parts.

The deduction also appears difficult to reconcile with another fact, viz. that in some

cases (which, however, are greatly in the 'minority) the blocking of contractile waves

in spiral strips admits, after a time, of being overcome, the contractile waves again passing

from the strip into the gonocalyx as freely as they did before the section reached the

point at which the blocking occurred, and this occasionally two or three times in suc-

cession. I think, however, that there is a theory by which all these paradoxical facts

may be reconciled ; and so at the present stage of roy inquiries I provisionally accept

the hypothesis of there being present in the locomotor system of Aurelia aurita more

or less definitely integrated lines of discharge. But, in making this statement, it is

almost needless to add that I wish a marked distinction to be drawn between the certainty

of the hypothesis and that of the facts from which it is deduced.

Blocking of contractile waves in strips may also be caused by making a system of
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imterdigitating cuts in the strip itself, which system it is unnecessary again to describe.

Blocking may also be caused by pressure exerted at any line which crosses the con-

tractile strip transversely. In such cases the time during which the pressure lasts,

and the intensity of the pressure while it does last, are the principal factors in

determining the blockage of contractile waves, as well as the time during which such

blockage wiU continue after the pressure has been removed. Various poisons also cause

blocking of contractile waves, the obstruction to the passage of the waves being always

very precisely restricted to the line in the strip where the poisoned water ends, or, if

injections be used, where the injected poison is present. If a long portion of a con-

tractile strip bo immersed in the solution of a poison which will eventually cause a

blocking of the waves, it is observable that for some little time before the blocking

takes place the rate of transmission of the waves becomes progressively slowed.

The presence of a visual sense baa been demonstrated in the case of the genus Sarsia,

and its seat localized in the so-called eye-specks. It has also been proved that in this

the first appearance of a visual organ in the animal series the rays by which the organ

is affected are the properly luminous rays, and not the thermal rays beyond the luminous

spectrum, as has been reasonably infeiTed from the position of the pigment-spot in

relation to the other parts of the visual stnicture.

With regard to poisons, I confine myself on this occasion to briefly detailing the

eft'ects of only a few ;
and these effects are chosen for description in order to indicate

the apparent functional identity of the locomotor centres of Medusae, and of the

relations which these centres bear to the contractile tissue of the swimming-organs, with

the nervous tissue of all higher animals, and the relations which this bears to muscular

tissue. Chloroform, ether, alcohol, morphia, strychuia, and curare all assert their

several peculiar influences on the locomotor movements of the Medusae, and this in

all the particulars and with all the distinctness which is characteristic of their action

on nervous tissues in general.

Koceived March 24, 1870.

POSTSCKIPT III.

On the 3rd of February, 1870, I received the following communication from Dr.

LbTKKN, of Copenhagen :

—

“ With reference to your interesting note in ‘ Nature,’ November 12th, 1874, your

attention is drawn to Dr. Eimer’s paper on the artificial divisibility &c. in Aurelia

aurita and Cyanaea caiyillata^ Wurzburg ‘ Verhandlungen,’ vi. (1874).”

The note here referred to is one which I seat to ‘ Nature ’ in September 1874, and

which was published in November of that year. In this note I described the effects, on

a species of naked-eyed Medusa, of what in this memoir I call the fundamental experi-
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ment*, and added a suggestion that such of the readers of ‘ Nature’ as should hove

opportunity of repeating this experiment on the other species of Medusw duvittg the

summer and autumn months of 1875, should do so on as many species as possihie. I

have to regret that no one appears to have acted on this suggestion ; but at the same

time, I have to express my best thanks to Dr. Lutken for the very valuable reference

which he has supplied. Dr. Eimek’s paper clearly shows that he made the fundamental

observation in the case of Aurelia aurita and Ct/anwa capillata quite independently of

my suggestion in ‘ Nature; ’ and Dr, Lutken’s reference to this pai>er has been of special

value to me from the fact that up to the time when I received it (viz, February 1876)

no one in England appears to have been aware that Dr, Eimer had done any work in

connexion with the nen'ous system of Medusse. This ignorance is to be accounted

for by the fact that the journal in which Dr. PIimer published his pa{)er has but a very

limited circulation in this countr)', while of the paper itself no abstract appears in the

‘ Centralblatt.’

The following is a full abstract of the results and opinions set forth by the paper in

question.

In Aurelia aurita the author observed that excision of the lithocysts was usually

followed by complete and permanent paralysis of the swimming-organ, while any tissue

left adhering to a lithocyst continued rhythmically to contract “ like the excised heart

of a frog.” lie appears, however, to be decidedly of the opinion that the seats of

spontaneity arc not the lithocysts alone, but the entire crescent-shaped interruptions of

the margin in which the lithocysts are lodged (see Plate 32). He arrives at this conclusion

because he finds that by progressively lessening the amount of contractile tissue which

is left adhering to an excised lithocyst, this amount may be reduced to a “ tissue-zone
”

only a few millims, broad. This crescent-shaped zone, therefore, he always speaks of as

the “ contractile zone.’’ Concerning the character of the contractions, Dr. Eimer is of

the opinion that they are “ usually involuntary,” but that they are also in a certain degree

subject to the control of the will.

The author next proceeds to detail some very interesting observations on the rate of

the rhythm. He says, what is quite true, that although the pulsations of Aurelia

are very rhythmical, they are fr(?quently interrupted by pauses of longer or shorter

duration. He says, further, that the duration of pauses bears a direct relation to the

• In Bomc resiKictu this description was not (jnitc accurate, and for the following reason :—The ol»er-

vation was made towards the end of tho summer of IS/H on some individuals of the species of SkMeria
eonica, I found thaf excision of tho marginal bodiea alono determined complcto paralysis of the nocto-

calyx, and also, apparently, of tho polypitc. Next year I was unable to jmrsue tho inquiry, but published

tho note in ‘ Nature ’ above referred to. Last year I continued the rcHcarch, but did not happen to Ml in

with any specimens of Sluhberut. From my observations on the nearly aUiod form of ISania, however, I

am now inclined to believe that if my specimens of Hlabheria tw o years before had been in a perfectly vigorous

state, I should have found it necessary, in order to cause complete paralysis of the neotocalyx, to remove
its mtire margin, and not merely tho vesicles alone.
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Previous number and strength of the pulsationa If the unmutilated animal be pricked

with a needle, it endeavours to swim away from the source of irritation.

If the unmutilated animal be carefully watched while performing its locomotor con-

tractions, it will be seen that the latter emanate from the margins of the crescent-shaped

notches, t, e. from the “ contractile zones ;
” upon every contraction the two sides of

each zone approximate each other. Usually all the eight contractile zones contract

together ; but this is not always the case. Frequently the contraction originates in one

or in several neighbouring zones simultaneously, and then propagates itself with lightning

speed to all the others, whicli thereupon contract either simultaneously or in rapid

succession. Thus tl»e animal is no doubt able to steer itself in any direction it chooses.

From all this, then, it appears that a locomotor contraction of the umbrella may

proceed from one, from several, or from all the zones simultaneously ; but in no case can

a contraction of one zone take place without being accompanied by a synchronous, or

almost synchronous, contraction of all the others.

The number of contractions in a given time appeared to vary in an inverse proportion

to the size of the animal. Upon excising all the contractile zones save one, the con-

tractions were seen to emaUate from this zone alone, and from thence to spread them-

selves all over the umbrella. On now excising this last remaining zone, all contractions

suddenly ceased. Occasionally, however, there supcjrvened several irregular, inefficient,

laxidi feeble contractions, which were of a more local nature. It was rarely that these

contractions lasted for any considerable time
;
generally they ceased after a few moments,

or at any rate after several hours : only in one case was it observed that they continued

on the following day.

Immediately after this operation the animal usually remains motionless, as if suffering

from shock, and it is only after an interval that it begins to make attempts at contrac-

tions. These attain a certain degree of vigour and then again decline. Mechanical

stimulation, e. g. pricking the umbrella, causes in the mutilated organism responsive

attempts at contraction
;
but sooner or later, after the spontaneity of the animal has been

destroyed by excision of the contractile zones, the irritability of the contractile tissues

disappears, and death of the tissues supervenes. Having placed three specimens of

Aurelia nurita under similar conditions, Dr. Eimek removed all the lithocysts from one

of them, all save one from another, and none at all from the remaining specimen. The

specimen which had all its lithocysts removed began to show symptoms of decomposition

(aufgelbst), while the other two specimens were still quite lively.

Next are detailed some experiments in bisecting specimens of Aurelia aurita through

their whole diameter. It w'as observed that the shock which this operation entailed

appeared to be more severely felt by the small individuals tlian by the large. It was

also observed that in one experiment the two halves contracted independently, so that

the number of contractions which were made in a given time by the one was no

index of the number given in the same time by the other. On the day subsequent to

the operation, however, both halves contracted pretty uniformly, and each half showed
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a tendency to assume a bell-shape. In consequence of this slight change of fbm, the

two halves were now able to swim at all levels in the water, and were no longer

obliged, as on the previous day, to lie at the bottom of the vessel. In spite of every

care these two halves died on the third day, presumably from the want of food.

By counting the rate of the pulsations in entire animals, and then dividing these

animals by radial incisions into halves, quarters, or eighths, in such a manner that each

portion should contain at least one lithocyst, and, lastly, by counting the rate of the

pulsations of the halves, quarters, or eighths. Dr. Eimkr was able to satisfy himself

as to the following very important fact :—The sum of the contractions performed

by all the parts of a divided animal was, in a given time, equal to the number of

contractions which had been performed by that animal before its mutilation. This

rule, however, was liable to very frequent variations.

Portions thus severed and kept without nourishment manifest after a time a progres-

sive retardation in the rate of their contractions. Want of fresh sea-water also has the

same effect, producing the greatest irregularity in the rate, strength, and rhythm of the

pulsations. Addition of fresh sea-water revives the animal even from a state of ap-

parent death, when tlie contractions return to their normal strength and rhythm.

Dr. Eimek also made the following experiments in section. From the margin of

Anrelia aurita he carried a radial incision of several millims. long, in order to test a view

which he attributes to Haeckel, viz. that all the nervous connexions in Medusae are

dependent upon a single peripheral ring. Of course he obtained negative results, and

thereupon lengthened his radial section until it came within 8 millims., and in anotlier

individual within millims. from the ovarian pouch. He then found that at this point

the two portions of the animal first became physiologically separated.

Next, in order to test Agassiz’.s A'iew as to the pr(>sence of an upper nervous ring and

the possibility in the former experiments of this ring having acted vicariously for the

divided portion of the lower ring. Dr. Eimer made two radial incisions proceeding

from the centre towards the circumference of the disk. He found, of course, that these

sections might be carried to within quite a short distance of the margin before the

portion of tissue which was included between them became phy8if)logically separated

from the rest of the umbrella.

I^astly, as a control experiment, the author cut out from the middle of an Aurelia

measuring 10 centims. in diameter a circular mass measuring centims. in diameter,

thus reducing the margin of the animal to the form of an open ring. This marginal

ring continued, of course, to contract, and this at first more rapidly than usual. On
the other hand, all spontaneity ceased in the other part of the animal after an interval

of three hours. Dr. Eimer then submitted this open ring to a series of interdigp-

tating cuts. He found that in no one of its parts was the physiological continuity of

the tissue destroyed by the sections, although it seemed to him that the severer forms

of such section tended partially to obstruct the passage of the contractile influence

from one division to another-—that the thinner the connecting link of tissue, the
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ipreater waa the resistance which it offered to such passage. Therefore, in view

of the fact that the physiological connexions only appear to be certain so long as the

connecting portions of tissue are not narrowed down below a certain point, Dr. Eimeb

concludes in favour of a nervous plexus pervading the contractile tissues rather than

in favour of the functional homogeneity of these tissues. He observes, however, very

justly, that if such a plexus is present, its fibres must be capable in a high degree of

vicarious action. Dr. Eimee states further, that the amount of tissue which proves

sufficient to maintain physiological continuity between any two almost severed parts

differs in different portions of the umbrella.

The paper concludes with several theories as to other possible functions which the

lithocysts may have to subserve as well as that of locomotion, e. g. respiration and

nutrition ; but as these theories are n(jt supported by any observations or experiments,

it seems unnecessary to adduce them here. It therefore only remains to state that

Dr. Eimer has satisfied himself as to the presence of nerve-cells and fibres in the region

of the lithocysts, and that in his experiments upon excision of the conti'actile zones in

i^yancBa cainllata he obtained results which were perfectly conformable with those which

he obtained in the case of Aurelia aurita.

I have entered thus at length into the contents of Dr. Eimer’s paper, because, as my
work was throughout independent of his, it becomes the more important to state clearly

the points in which we agree and the points in which we differ. It is a matter of

satisfaction to me that, while the latter are but of subordinate interest, the former are

throughout the more important.

First, then, as to the mere matter of priority, it may be well to state that, as Dr.

Eimer’s work was done in September of 1874, I have a right to claim precedence,

both as to observation and publication of what 1 have termed the fundamental experi-

ment. On the other hand, Dr. Eimer has the right to precedence in the case of all his

other observations. I shall now consider these observations seriatim ; and if 1 appear

to give undue prominence to the points in which I differ from Dr. Eimer, it is only

because I thus hope to secure a still more perfect agreement in our future papers.

It will, of course, have been observed tliat Dr. Eimeb’s view as to the exact seat of

spontaneity in Aurelia aurita does not coincide with mine. He is careful to state that

the ganglionic function is distributed all round what he terms the “ contractile zone,”

i. e. the crescent-shaped interruption of the margin in which the lithocyst, together

with its gelatinous hood, is situated (see Elate 32). On the other hand, I have stated it as

my opinion that the lithocyst is alone the locomotor centre ; and notwithstanding the

account which Dr. Eimer gives of the experiments by which he sought to localize that

centre, I still adhere to this opinion. Dr. Eimer’s experiments in this connexion were

twofold :—1st, that of progressively lessening the amount of contractile tissue left

adhering to an excised s^ment of Aurelia aurita ; and 2nd, that of excising the lithocyst

without injuring the “contractile zone.” Of these two methods Dr. Eimer appears

MDCCOLXXVL 2 X
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to lay most strtess upon the first one ; for he merely mentions the secomi method in a

short footnote towards the end of his paper, and there states that he only tried it in

a few cases. Yet to me it seems that for the object in view the second method is mndi

more trustworthy than the first. I am well aware of the fact, pointed out by Dr,

Eimee, that upon each contraction of a given stigment of Jurelia aurita the two arms

of the so-called “contractile zone” approximate each other, and that this gives rise

to the appearance of spontaneous action on their part. I think, however, that this

appearance is deceptive, being caused only by the absence of resistance at the inter-

rupted part of the margin to the pressure exerted by the contraction of the immediately

surrounding tissues. At any rate, so long as this possible explanation has not been

thoroughly excluded by experiments conducted on the converse method of removing

the lithocysts from between the arms of the contractile zone, so long, it seems to me,

must the method we are considering be valueless. The question, then, must be decided

by the converse method just alluded to, and by it alone. Now 1 have made experiments

according to this method, and, so far as I remember, in every case, when suflScient care

was taken to remove all the lithocysts, the contractile zone entirely ceased its contrac-

tions. And not only so, but by removing, with the aid of a well-pointed scissors, the

little sac of ci^stals composing the central part of the lithocyst, without injuring the

curious wing-like appendages by which this sac is partly surrounded, and, conversely,

by removing in other specimens these wing-like appenditges alone, without injuring the

little sac of crystals—by these experiments I was abh^ to satisfy myself that the whole

spontaneity of the lithocyst appeared to be exclusively lodged in the minute sac of

crystals referred to.

There is thus in this particular a direct contradiction between the results of Dr.

Eimeb’s experiments and those of my own. I should therefore like to state that my
experiments with reference to this subject were not made till near the end of the

season, and so at a time when the only specimens I could procure were small and not

very active. In view of tliis fact I intended to defer publishing any account of the

experiments now detailed until I had an opportunity of confirming them on vigorous

specimens ; but a perusal of Dr. Eimek’s statements appears to render it desirable for

me to give an opinion now upon the point under consideration, although I confess

that, for the reason just mentioned, I do so with some diffidence.

I fully agree with Dr. Eimeb in his view that the contractions of Aurelia aurita are

“ usually involuntary,” but that they are nevertheless to a certain extent subject to

the control of volition. As stated in the beginning of this paper, I believe that

different sptscies of Medusie are endowed in different degrees with the power of

volition ; and in this respect I should place Aurelia aurita at tlie head of all the covered-

eyed species I have observed : its contractions are not of so purely rhythmical a nature

as are those of Cyancea capillata, &c.

But this leads us to the next observation mentioned by Dr. Eimeb, viz. that the

length of the pauses between any series of contractions bears a direct relation to the
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Siiunber iiKod 8ti«ngth d? tite {nwvions contre^ioBA. This is no doubt true as a general

atotemeut, and as sudb u what might have been anticipated ; but 1 do not think that a

number of observations would tend to establish any more precise relation. In the case

of Sarsia the alternations between periods of rapid swimming and periods of complete

repose are much more marked than in Amelia aurita, to which Dr. Eimeb’b tables refer

;

and 1 am snre that with them the mle in question can only apply in a very general

way. It is to be observed that Dr. £imeb himself does not appear to place much

reliance on particular applications of this rule.

I am able to confirm Dr. Eimeb’s statements as to the various ways in which the

lithocysts discharge their influence relatively to one another, and would only add the

curious fact that very frequently one or more of the eight lithocysts appears to be tem-

porarily or permanently prepotent over the others—the contractions always originating

in it for a great number of times in succession.

Merc observation with the eye, however, is not sufficient to determine the interesting

question as t<j whether or not there is any further coordination between the lithocysts

than is brought about by the rapid passage of contractile waves from one to the other.

I have accordingly made a large number of variously devised sections with the view

of answering this question ; but it would occupy too much space to detail them at

present. 1 may state, however, that Dr. Eimeb is quite right in his assertion that

in no case can a contraction of one zone take place without being accompanied by a

synchronous, or almost synchronous, contraction of all the others ; and not only so, but

in all my forms of section I find it to be universally true, that as soon as a contrac-

tile wave which starts from one lithocyst arrives at another (no matter how far off or

how feeble the residuum of the contractile wave may be), the latter is immediately

stimulated into activity, liberates a powerful discharge, and so originates a new wave of

contraction. Thus, for instance, it is not difficult to obtain a series of lithocysts con-

nected in such a manner that the resistance offered to the passage of the waves by a

certain width of the junction tissue is such as just to allow the residuum of the con-

tractile wave which emanates from one lithocyst to reach the adjacent lithocyst, thus

causing it to originate another w'ave, which in turn is just able to pass to the next litho-

cyst in the series, and so on, each lithocyst in turn acting like a reinforcing battery

to the passage of the contractile wave. But, as already observed, it does not fall within

the scope of the j)re8ent paper to discuss the subject of coordination among the loco-

motor centres of Medusa;. I may state, however, that there appears to be important

differences between the discophorous naked-eyed Medusa; and the true • Discophora in

this respect ; for in all the species of the former which 1 have as yet observed, the area

of paralysis in the nectocalyx corresponds much more precistdy with the lino of gauglionic

tissue which has been removed from its margin than it does in the case of the true

Discophora.

I cannot quite assent to the description which Dr. Eimeb gives of the contractions

which sometimes supervene in the umbrella of Aurdia aurita when all the lithocysts have

2x2
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been removed. He describes them as “several irregular^ inefficient^ and eontraetions

of a local nature which rarely last any considerable time.” This is no doubt partly true

of some cases, but it is not true of all. I have frequently seen these after contractions as

rhythmical (though this is rare), as effectual, and as powerful as those which had been

previously supplied by the single remaining lithocyst. Moreover these contractions may

usually be seen to emanate from some very localized portion of tissue, and from thence

to radiate over the whole substance of the umbrella, just as the contractile waves which

emanated from a single remaining lithocyst had previously done. On now cutting otit

this localized portion of tissue, the umbrella usually becomes again paralyzed, while

the portion of tissue which previously animated it may be seen to continue its con-

tractions after the manner of excised lithocysts. I did not pay sufficient attention to

the number of hours after excision of the lithocysts during which these secondary

movements continued, to admit of my speaking with contidence on this point ; but so

far as I can recollect my numerous experiments with this species, it is certainly not

correct to say that these contractions “ generally ceased after a few moments.” My
impression is that they nstuiUy last for several days. I agree with Dr. Eimek, how-

ever, that, as a general rule, the secondary movements in Aurelia aurita are not so

persistent as the primary ones, and also that in this species, under some circumstances,

insensibility to stimulation rapidly supervenes upon loss of spontaneity. This, however,

is far from being always the case with Aurelia aurita, and is not even generally the

case with some other species—Vyanma capillata, for instance, continuing to respond

even to slight stimulation two or three days after it has been completely paralyzed by

the removal of its lithocysts, and this even though it be kept in a small jar without

change of water. Again, if the lithocysts be lef t in situ and the animal be kept in a

confined body of water, irritability will continue for days after all the usual indications

of spontaneity have disappeared. Nevertheless, with but slight modifications, 1 have

confirmed Dr. Eimeb’s experiment of placing different specimens of Aurelia aurita

under similar conditions, removing the lithocysts of some and not of others, and

observing that those individuals which had been operated upon died sooner than those

which had not.

These experiments, however, and many others entailing similar precautions, I do not

intend to publish until next year, when 1 hope to have the opportunity of conducting

them in a more satisfactory manner.

I am also able to confirm Dr. Eimeb’s statements regarding the behaviour of bisected

AurelioB ; and I think with him that it is not improbable that halves, quarters, or eighths

of such Medusaj would, under suitable conditions, redevelop into entire anirpala,

Dr. Eimeb’s very interesting statement, to the effect that an Aurelia before its mutila-

tion contracts twice, four, or eight times as rapidly as do its half, quarter, or eighth

part after mutilation, is a statement which I am unable either to confirm or to dispute.

I did indeed observe, in a general way, that the smaller segments of an Awelia mani-

fested a slower rhythm than the larger segments ; but it never occurred to me to test
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for any constant relationship. Dr. Eimbs, indeed, is careful to state that the relation-

ship he points out is one that is liable to very frequent exceptions
; but even if it were

found only to apply to a tolerably large percentage of cases, it would be relationship

full of interest to the physiologist.

It is needless to say that there is a complete agreement between Dr. Eimee and

myself as regards the results of section.

Concerning Dr. Eimbb’s histological observations, it is, of course, impossible for

me to say any thing ;
for he neither figures nor describes the elements which he

regards as nervous. They may therefore or may not correspond with appearances

which I have myself observed.

It only remains to notice Dr. Eimee’s statement with reference to Cijama capllata.

He says that the effects of the fundamental operation upon this species were precisely

similar to the effects of it upon Aurelia aurita^ whereas in my experience it was not so.

As already stated, I found these effects to be analogous^ but not identical—Cyanm

capillata^ as a rule, being less frequently or less completely paralyzed by excision of its

lithocysts alone than was Aurelia aurita. I can only explain this discrepancy between

Dr. Eimer and myself by the fact which he states, viz. that he performed but few

experiments on Cyanm capillata.

. In now concluding this somewhat elaborate postscript, I wish it to be understood

that 1 have mentioned the various points in which Dr. Eimeh and myself do not quite

agree, only because I think it is for the benefit of the subject on which we are both

engaged that such differences should be noted before the work of another year begins.

In this way, when opportunity again affords, we may both be able to repeat such of our

obsenations as are now rendered doubtful by want of complete accordance.

G.J. R.

Explanation op the Plates.

PLATE .32.

Aurelia aurita, | nat. size. The animal is represented in full diastole, with its polypite

removed. In some details the drawing is not quite accurate.

PLATE 33.

Aurelia aurita, with polypite and seven lithocysts removed, submitted to sphal section.
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XII. On the Befraetim of Sov/nd by the Atmosphere.

By Profesmr Osboene Rststolds. Communicated by Professor Stokes, Sec. R.S.

Bocoived November 22, 1875,—Bead January C, 1876.

In a paper read before the Royal Society, May 1874, 1 pointed out that the upward

diminution of temperature in the atmosphere (known to exist under certain circum-

stances) must refract and give an upward direction to the rays of sound which would

otherwise proceed horizontally; and it was suggested that this might be the cause

of the observed dilFerence in the distinctness with which similar sounds are heard on

different occasions, particularly the very marked advantf^e which night has over day

in this respect. At the time at which that paper was written no direct experiments or

observations had been made to verify the truth of this suggestion, and therefore its

probability rested on its reasonableness. Since that time, however, I have carried out

a series of observations and experiments which, although far from complete, throw some

light on the subject, besides revealing some remarkable facts. I hope to be able to

continue the investigation ; but since its nature is such as to render the chance of bringing

it to any thing like a final conclusion very uncertain, it seems to me that it may be

well to publish an account of what has been already done ; and this is the object of the

present communication.

In order to render the object of the various experiments clear, it may be well to

recapitulate here some of the theoretical considerations previously explained. It will be

remembered that the idea that the variations of temperature would cause refraction of

sound occurred to me while making experiments on the effect of wind upon sound, from

which it was shown that when sound proceeds in a direction contrary to that of the

wind, it is not, as had been thought, destroyed or stopped by the wind, but that it is

lifted, and that at sufficiently high elevations it can be heard to as great distances as in

other directions, or as when there is no wind—thus confirming the hypothesis first pro-

pounded by Professor Stokes and afterwards by myself, that the effect is owing to the

retardation of the velocity of the wind near the earth, which allows the sound moving

against the wind to move faster below than above, and thus causes the fronts of the

waves to incline upwards, and consequently to move in that direction. Having clearly

shown that this was the case, it became apparent that any thing which would cause an

upward diminution in the velocity at which sound proceeds would cause a similar effect

to that of the wind and lift the sound, and that since the speed of the sound depends

on the temperature of the air in which it is moving, an upward diminution in the tem-

perature must cause such an effect. That such a dinunution of temperature does very
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often exist was proved by Mr. Glaishbe’s balloon ascents in 1862, in which he found

tliat when cloudy the mean rate of diminution for the first 300 feet was 0®'6 for each

100 feet, and that when clear it was 1°, and that on some occasions it was greater and

on others less than this. A variation of 1° in the temperature of the air alters the

velocity of sound nearly 1 foot per second, so that with a clear sky the sound instead of

moving horizontally would move upwards on a circle of 110,000 feet radius, and with

a cloudy sky on a scale of 220,000 feet radius. This rate of refraction is very small

compared with that caused oven by a very moderate wind ;
and consequently in order to

verify it by experiment it is necessary to observe sounds at much greater distances. This

a'cnders the experiment very diflScult to carry out ; and to make it worse we have no

means of determining what the upward variation of temperature is, which therefore

can only be surmised by the behaviour of the sound.

The method of experimenting which first suggested itself was the same as that w'hich

1 had previously employed for wind—namely, to obtain a means of producing a sound

of certain intensity, and proceeding to such a distance that it could no longer be heard

at the ground or on the level, and then ascertaining whether the range was extended by

attaining a greater elevation or elevating the source of sound.

The difficulty in every item of the experiments was greatly enhanced by the increased

distance. For the wind an electric bell had answered very well, the range on the level

being always less than a quarter of a mile ; but w’here the range was to be measured in

miles, something in the nature of an explosion was the only sound available. A place

in which to make the experiments was also difficult to find ; for it hivolved a range of

several miles of level and unobstructed country, and thus the time occupital in moving

from place to place became a matter of serious inconvenienci'. The greatest <lifficulty

of all, however, was the effect of the wind
;
since this wais much greater than any thing

to be expected from the temperature, it was absolutely necessary that the air should be

quite calm, a circumstance which no precaution will insure, and for which, as I know*

from experience, one may hare to wait a long while. These various circumstances

rendered the results of the first series of experiments less conclusive than I had hoped

they might prove.

Ejcjpcrhnents with rockets.

1 obtained a quantity of rockets capable of rising to a height of 1000 feet and

exploding a charge of 12 ounces of powder. The first experiments with those rockets

wfere madt! at Debach, a village lying between ipswdeh and Framlingham, where the

country is tolerably flat and traversed by roads in all directions.

1. On the 14th of July, at about 3 I’.M., three rockets and three cartridges were fired

from the same spot, observers being stationed at three quarters of a mile and a mile

and a half respectively. There was no wind, but the sky was covered with a thick

haze, the day being very hot. All six discharges were heard at the nearer station, but

only the rockets the distance of a mile and a half, although these were heard very

distinctly, even their hiss as they ascended.
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II. On the 16th of July, at 3 P.M., the day being very hot with no wind, a single

rocket was sent up, an observer being stationed at four miles and a half on the Wood-
bridge road. The explosion was very distinct, but the hiss was not heard.

III. On the 18th a scries of rockets were compared with the discharges of a gun

capable of firing lb. of powder, and which made a much louder report than the

rockets. The observers drove along the Framlingham road, the times of the discharges

liaving been determined beforehand. This road was chosen because at the commence-

ment of the experiments the wind was blowing almost at right angles to it. The wind

was very light when the start was made, but before the first gun w'as fired it had consi-

derably strengthened and changed in direction so as to blow against the sound. It was

to this cause I attribute the fact that the first tw'o guns Avere not heard at a distance of

a mile and a half and two miles rc'spectivcly. After this the direction of the wind agam

changed, and the two next guns were heard distinctly, although at greater distances

;

but, strange to say, the rockets at the siimc distance were not heaid. The wind remained

constant in this direction until the end of the experiments, and a rocket W’as heard at

four miles. Owing to the changes in the wind the results of these last experiments have

shown nothing as regards the refraction of sound, although they shoAv (what was, indeed,

show'n by the previous ones) that it is possible on a very hot day w'hcn there is little or

no w'ind to hear the discharge of a small cartridge, such as that carried by the rockets,

distinctly for a distance of four or five miles, imd this wdien the lower stratum of the

atmosphere was so heterogene{)U8 that all distant objects near the ground appeared to

wav’cr and twinkle as they do when seen ov(ir the top of a furnace.

In the hope of improving the conditions of the experiments, I acceptc'd the invitation

of my friend Major IIakk, of Docking in West Norfolk, to accompany him in his yacht

the ‘ Feronia ’ during a cruise on tlie east coast, taking rockets with me. Here I spent

three Aveeks Avithout having a single ailin day.

Experiments in Lijini Deeps.

On the ewening of the 18th of August, hoAA'ever, the Aveather improAcd; and being

then in Lynn Deeps, I matle some jireliminary experiments so as to get the men into the

way of firing the rockets. The yacht Avas at anchor in AA'hat is called the Upper Hoad,

and at 9.50 imc. I rowed Avith tAAo men in a direction slightly to leeAA'ard of the yacht.

The wind was very light : at a distjince of two miles they fired a large pistol ; the interval

between the flash and the report was eleven seconds (Avhich gave us our distance) ; the

report was loud and a(;companied Avith j»rolonged reverberation ; a rocket Avas also heard

distinctly, but was not so loud as the pistol, and was iu>t accompanied Avith any echoes

or reverberation. The hails from the yacht were heard by us in the boat quite distinctly,

but our answers were not heard on board the yacht. As there Avas a light mist it was

not thought safe to go further away from the yacht, so we returned and Avaited in hope

of being able to do something the next day. In this we w'ere not disappointed ; for on

MlXXKliLXXVl. 2 Y
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this day we observed what I have uo doubt will be thought au extraordinary pheno"

menon, although not of the kind anticipated.

The morning was perfectly calm, with only a few local breaths, which, measured with

the anemometer, never registered more than two miles an hour, and came first from the

east and then from the west, but not from the north. Up to 12 o’clock the sky was

completely covered with a white cloud, which did not show the least sign of movement.

The land from four to eight miles distant was hazy ; the thermometer stood at 66“ in the

cabin with all the lights open. The Upper Hoad, in Avhicli the ‘ Feronia ’ was anchored,

is two miles below the ends of the stone banks which terminate the Lynn Cut, and five

miles from Lynn (see accompanying chart, Plate 84). From this station sounds in Lynn

were distinctly heard. Steamers could be heard leaving the dock.

About 12 o’clock the sky cleared, and a slight breeze (four miles) sprang up. We then

weighed anchor and proceeded down the Bull-dog Channel. Soon after the sky became

perfectly clear, and the breeze died away until the yacht had not steering-way. I then

had a boat lowered (with the same two men), and proceeded to row to the Roaring

Middle Buoy, while the yacht still continued her course as well as she could down the

Bull-dog Channel ; she was going north by east in a curve, while we were going north-

west. Before leaving the yacht I arranged that on our showing two flags they should

send up a rocket, and when one they should fire a pistol, and that whenever they heard

us call they should answer. When at about half a mile distant I commencetl calling,

and the answers came back quite distinct ; when a little further some one on the yacht

commenced ta])ping the anchor, and we heard this quite distinctly until we were nearly

two miles off them
;
then the tapping was discontinued, and I commenced calling again.

Each time the answer came back quite distinct at the instant it was expected, and

afforded a good means of checking our distance, which we also knew from the buoys.

At two miles, although the calls were quite distinct, I signalled for a pistol ; the report was

loud. The sun was very hot to us in the boat—so hot, indeed, that it blistered the skin

on my hands and face.

The next time I called, the answer was doubtful ; but on my ciilling again, it came quite

distinct in thirty seconds. I then signalled for a pistol, and heard a report which we

took to be a pistol, but afterwards found to be a rocket, we being too far off for them to

distinguish our signals. I then asked for a rocket, and had one, of which we heard the

hiss as well as the report. We now proceeded up to the RfKiring Middle Buoy and

signalled for rockets and pistols, but could get neither, so we judged that they could

not see our signals. Although it seemed hopeless, I called from this point, and to my
Burjjrise wc all heard the answer faint but quite distinct after an interval of thirty-five

seconds. It was now about 3 p.m., so that we had been rowing about two hours and a

half. We waited at the buoy and kept calling ; but as there were now a number of

fishing-boats which answered our calls we could not be certain of an answer. At t.bia

time our calls appear to have been heard on the yacht but not answered. When we
heard the last call, to be sure of it, the yacht was close by the Sunk Buoy ; she was now
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apinroacliing the Well light-ship, which is six miles from the Eoaring Middle Buoy.

There was now a very light breeze again, so we set up our sail to get steering-way on,

and fell down with the tide. We presently heard a rocket go up and explode, but we

could make no impression with our signals : we found on returning that they had com-

pletely lost sight of us ;
nor was this surprising considering that we were in a small

boat and the sun was directly behind us. A breeze sprang up, so we returned to the

yacht, where on comparing notes we found that we had heard every call as well as

report. During the interval in which we had no ansAvers, Major Hare, who had been

answering my calls, having completely lost sight of us, had gone below to get some lunch

;

in the mean time the men on deck had heard our calls, but not having instructions had

not answered them.

To sum up the results of our excursion :—We had callefl and been answered up to

three miles and a half, and our calls as well as the reports of the rockets had been heard

to more than five miles.

Incidentally I noticed that we could occasionally hear the reports of guns from the

shore, which was more than eight miles distant ; and once while listening for an answer to

one of my calls, I distinctly heard a dog bark, which must have been on shore, as there

was no boat between us and it except the yacht. All the time we could distinctly hear

the paddles of a steamer, which at the time w'e were at the Roaring Middle was in the

Wisbeach Channel, or nine miles from us and fifteen from the yacht, on which her

paddles were also distinctly heard.

It appears to me. that the distances at which soimds of such comparative low intensity

were heard over the water this day is beyond any thing definitely on record. One hears

casually, however, of remarkable instances : once in this district I heard of a clergyman

who from the Hunstanton side of the Wash heard a man hammering a boat on the

Wisbeach side. When one thinks, hoAA'evcr, of the extreme difficulty of identifying a

sound with its source at three or four miles distairce, it is no matter of surprise that

such phenomena sJiould for the most part escape notice. On this day, had we not been

purposely on the look out, I do not think any thing w’c heard Avould have attracted our

attention. I have often heard the rifles of volunteers over tolerably flat coimtry seven

miles
;
and, as I have previously stated, the guns of the iiaA al review at Portsmouth were

heard by many persons, including myself, in Suffolk, over a distance of 170 miles*.

With regard to the cause of the exceptional distjinc(.‘s over which we heard the sounds

on the I9th of August, 1874 ; as Avas only natural, my attention aars all the Avhile directed

to this. For the sake of my experiments, what I had been in hope of was a state of the

atmosphere which would cause great upAvard refraction of the sound, and I was natu-

rally on the qui-vive for any indications of such a state. iUl the morning 1 had been

watching the distant objects to see whether they Avere lifted or depressed h)- tiie refrao

tion of light. They loomed to a remarkable degree, Avhich showed that the upward

* They Avero also hoard by Sir 'Wii.uam Thomson, who vras ou board his yacht about 10 or 15 miles to the

west of Pordaiid, and therefore ISO miles from Dover.

2y2
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variation of temperature was the reverse of what I wanted
;
and before leaving the yacht

I had my doubts of our finding much upward refraction of sound—of our being able to

hear the rockets further than the guns. I was in hopes, however, that as the sun came

out matters might change, and while in the boat I kept looking out for signs of de-

pression in the disttuit objects. These, however, never came ; they loomed all the time,

and verj' considerably. From the boat we could see the water for five or six miles. The
yacht’s hull Avas visible to us all the time. On one t)ccasion we had two buoys and a

ship in a line, the nearest buoy being two miles from us ; we could see the water between

this and the second, and again between this and the ship.

It seems to me, therefore, that although ui a manner the reverse of what was ex-

pected, our obser\'ations this day pi-ove the very great effect which upward refraction

has on the distances at which sounds can be heard. The looming of the distant objects

showed that the air was colder below than above. This would tend to bring the sound

down and intensify it at the surface of the water—in fact con^•crt the sea into a

whisperuig-gallery.

No other explanation appears to hold good. The conditions were exactly those which

have been described as favourable to acoustic opacity ; the sea was culm, there was no

wind, and an August sun w'as shining with its full power, and, having evaporated the

clouds, must have been raising vapour from the sea.

During the ex])eriment I particularly noticed tlie echoes. Except the first and only

pistol, none of the reports were attended with echoes or reverberation. But in most

cases, though not in all, after calling I could hear the ring of my voit'e for ten or

eleven seconds; and on one or two occasions when there were boats within half a mile

of us, I could distinctly hear the echoes from them. Without attempting to explain the

reverberation and echoi's wdiich have been observed, 1 will merely call attention to

the fact that in no case have I heard any attending the reports of the rockets, although

they seem to have been invariable with the guns and jiistols. This fact suggests that

these echoes are in some way connected with the direction given to the sound. They
are caused by the voice, trumpets, and the siren, all of which give direction to the

sound ; but I am not aware that they ha^ e ever been observed in the case of a soimd

which has no direction of greatest intensity.

Araoo’.s Experiments.

These observations in Lynn Deeps were the last I made in 1874. In the spring of
this year my attention was called to a phenomenon recorded by Aeago, which was
noticed during the celebrated experiments on the velocitj' of sound made by Humboldt,
Ar.ago, Pkonv, Gay-IjUSSAc, and others, on the nights of the 2lst and 22nd of June,
1822, between Villejuif and Montlliery. On both these nights the sounds from
Montlheiy were heard more distinctly at Villejuif than the sounds from Villejuif at
Montlhery, although the wind was blowing (very lightly) from Villejuif to Montlhery,
the speed of the wind being about one foot per second, or, roughly, three quarters
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of a mile an hour. This remarkable want of reciprocity was much commented on by

the observers, although they appear to hav# been entirely at a loss to account for it.

On reading M. Abago’s report*, I noticed that the observations on the barometer

showed Montlh^ry to be about 80 feet above Villejuif, and it occurred to me that

this difference of elevation might affoi'd a clew to the mystery. I had observed in my
observations of the effect of wind upon sound tliata difference of a few feet in the height

of the observer or in the source of sound, especially when near the ground, often made
all the difference between hearing distinctly and not hearing at all. It appeared to me
probable, therefore, that there might be something advantageous in the situations of the

gun at Montlheiy and the observers at Villejuif over the situations of the gun at Villejuif

and the observers at Montlherj'. I was confirmed in this impression by a fact mentioned

by Arago, viz. that on the first night the gun at Villejuif had been pointed upwards

at a considerable angle, but that thinking this might have liad something to do with its

not being heard so well lus the other, on the second night it was brought down to the

horizontal. The result, however, was that the gun was not heard so well on the second

night as it had been on the first. This remark concerning the gun at Villejuif seemed

to imply that it was fired from level ground and at no great elevation, whereas at

Montlheiy it seemed possible that the gun might have been fired over a parapet. To

settle this question I took an opportunity last Easter of walking over the ground from

Villejuif to Montlhf'rj', and by the aid of a map made a section of it.

The two stations are visible from each other ; that at Villejuif is on the top of a

gently rising hill, whereas that at Montlherj’ is on the top of a \ery steep sugar-loaf

hill, terminating in the mound of an old castle, Avhich is supported on the side facing

Villejuif by a wall some 20 feet vertical, and then so steej) that A'ilh'juif can be seen

over the tops of the trees surrounding the castle. Part of the old parapet wall is left,

and it is impossible to believe but that any one firing a gun from that spot would place

it with its muzzle over the parapet. It seems very probable, therefore, tliat the gun at

Montlhery was fired over the parapet, which would be the most fiivourable position for

being heard, as the direct sound would be stmigthcned by that reflected from the wall

below' it, w'hile the observers, standing somewhat behind the parapet, would not have

the advantage of any reflected sound, and Avould therefore be in a disadvantageous

position as compar'ed with the muzzle of the gun. At Villejuif the case would be

different ; the gun, as fired'on level ground, would be at a disadvantage compared with

the observers, Avhose ears would be considerably above it. That this difference was

sufiicient to afliect the results seems to haA e been proved by the ca II effect of loAvering

the muzzle of the gun f

.

* Anuales do Wumio, 1822, p. 211.

t From my previous experimoiits on the effect of wind upon sound, I had been led to the rontiusion that

under certain circumstances there may be an absence of reciprocity in the passage of sound backwards and

forwards between two points. Lord TlATLiieH, however, jwiuted out to me that there are strong reasons for

believing that this is not the oaao. To prove the force of these reasons, I made some observations behind a

largo wheat-stack standing alone on level ground, experience having shoAvn mo that a wheat-stock from its
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These difierences in the Conditions of the guns and the observers wosiSd seoihl tb

afford good reason why the guns from Mclftihery should have been b^tear heaxi|' thftai

those at Villejuif, supposing other conditions for the transmiswon of sound to be bqtuiily

fewurable both ways ; but the wind was blowing from Villejuif to Montlb^ry, ahd.'fliat

this should not have reversed the effect is the most remarkable part of the phenomencgiiu

This is remarkable, however, only on the supposition that the effect of the wind npoiil

sound is invariable. As it seemed to me that there were several good reasons for

supposing that this is not the case, I thought it might be worth while tryii^ a fe#

observations. I accordingly made some experiments with my electric bell on some very

calm nights in May and June, with the following results :

—

When the sky was cloudy and there was no dew, the sound could invariably be heard

much further with the wind than against it, even when the wind was not more than one

foot per second.

But when the sky was clear and there was a heavy dew, the sound could be heard as

far against a light vdnd as with it, and sometimes much further. On one occasion, when

the wind was very light (about 1 foot per second at G feet above the ground) and the

thermometer showed 39 degrees at 1 foot above the grass and 47 at 8 feet, the sound

was heard at 440 yards against the wind, and 270 yards with it.

Now the nights on which Arago made his experiments were clear ; there was a heavy

dew, and the thermometer at Montlhcry showed that at that elevation the temperature

was 2° F. greater than at Villejuif; so that after the experiments just described there is

nothing surprising in the fact that the wind did not produce much effect on the

sound.

A good reason (as I have previously stated) may be given in explanation of these

changes in the effects of the wind. The wind tends to lift the sound proceeding against

it and to bring down that which is travelling with it. These effects are greatest near

the earth and diminish as we proceed upwards (for the simple reason that the retarda-

tion of the wind is greater near the surface). The effect of the wind, therefore, will be

to intensify the sound proceeding against it at sufficiently high elevations (this was

found to be the case in my first experiments) and to weaken the sounds proceeding with

it at points at some height above the surface—that is, when the sound which is brought

rough, surface is a most effectual harrier to sound—sound produced close to one side of tlio stack being quite

inaudible on the other side. On this occasion, however, I found the most perfect reciprocity ; sounds produced

close behind the stack could be heard at a distance just as well, and no better, than similar sounds at a diBtonoe

could be heard behind the stack, provided always that great care was taken to bring the ear behind the stack

into exactly the same position as that previously occupied by the source of sound. It appears, however, that a

few inches difference in the position of the ear on the source of sound was sufficient to make all the differonoo

ii3 to the audibility of the sound. These experiments therefore, although they confirmed Lord BATLBieu and

showed my previous idea to have boon wrong, suggtisted another explanation of the phenomenon whioh had

led me to it. They show that the apparent absence of reciprocity was in reality caused by my not having

taken sufficient notice of small difference in the position of the car and the boll, and they suggest that the

apparent want of reciprocity in the expenments made at Villejuif and Montlh<?ry was due in the same way to

the small differences in the positions of the guns and the ears of the auditors, as pointed out in the text.
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ronghneu} of the surface^ thougif oTer a calm sea, the sound

Irould xoU along the surface a»<iu a whispering-gallery. Now when the

upwards, as it does generally during a calm day, the effect of

tlie>9e!^|ei^oii thus caused will be to increase the effect of the wind on sound mov^
it, and to diminish that on the sound moving with it. But when the diminu-

Idoa of temperature is downwards, as it was at Villejuif and Montlhery, and as it always

is near the earth on a clear dewy night, it will directly diminish the effect on sound

moving against the wind, and increase it on the sound moving with the wind. That is

' to say it will prevent the wind lifting the sound in one direction and will aid it in

bringing it down ii the other. Thus it will prolong the distance to which sound can

be heard against the wind, and diminish that at which it can be heard with the wind

(when the surface is rough) ; and when the downward diminution of temperature bears

a certain relation to the strength of the wind, it is easy to see that it may neutralize or

even reverse its effect.

These facte, all taken together, appear to me to afford a satisfactory explanation of the

phenomenon obser^'ed by Arago. There was, however, one other phenomenon observed

during the same experiments on which I will venture a word in explanation.

The reports of the guns at Montlhery as heard at that station were attended with

prolonged echoes, but it was not so with those at Villejuif. This phenomenon was not

explained by the experimenters ; but I think it admits of a simple explanation. The

ground surrounding Villejuif towards Montlhery is very flat with not a tree upon it for

miles, and being all arable would at that time of the year be covered with crops.

Around Montlhery the country is hilly, some of the hills rising 100 feet above

Montlhdry itself ; their sides are in many places precipitous, and are largely covered

with trees. From the flat country around Villejuif there would arise no echoes, but

from the hills and trees around Montlhery it is quite certain that there must arise very

ccmsiderable echoes ; and hence it seems to me that the phenomenon becomes simple

enough.

TAe Report of the American Lighthouse Board.

1 may remark, in conclusion, that I have just received a copy of the Report of the

American Lighthouse Board, kindly sent me by Dr. Henry, the Cliairman of the

Board. In an Appendix to this Report, Dr. Henry has given an account of his experi-

ments on the transmission of sound, undertaken for the Board, and extending over the

last thirty years. These experiments have led him to the conclusion that the differences

in the distances at which the same sound can be heard at different times are in all

cases to be explained by refraction. He has jisciibed the cause of the refraction to the

wind ; and to explain cases in which the refraction did not accord with the direction of

the wind, he points out that it is not sufficient to know the direction of the wind at the

sur&ce, but that in order to say what would be its effect upon sound, we should know in

what direction it is blowing above; for it is not the simple motion of the wind which affects

sound, but the difference between its motion above and below. This is very true ; and
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I have met with instances a* night which have led me to apply the same explaiiation.

Many of the phenomeria, however, to which Dr. Henbt has applie^i. tiiis

are, I fbel sure, to be attributed to <be effect of the upward variatife of tfempeirafe^^,

Dil Henry does not appcjpr to have be«m aware of tliis cause ^ refraction of, iMliM

while making his experiments or drawing up his lleport ; but in a nbte at the ep4i

expresses his general agreement with thetviews stated in my previous pai)er< ' .

' % »-'

The Heterogeneitif of the Atmo>n>here. -

With respect to the stoppage of the sound by the heterogeneity of t|i6 atmosphere,

Br. Henry ejtpressly states that through all "his long experience he has n^ver njet With

a single phenomenon which he can fairly ascribe to this cause ; and so far iht ex-

perience goes it agi'ees wdth that of Br. Henry. I am far, however, from thinking that

there? is no such effect ; on the contrary, under circumstances such as those which

Humboldt describes as having led him to the idea, it seems to me that it must exist, but

that it must nt all times be confined to a very small distance above the earth’s surface

and be over land. That it is the principal cause*, or even an important cause of the

phenomena under discussion, appears to be mon* than doubtful ; for npt only does the

necessary effect of refraction appear to be a sufficient cause for these phenomena, and

therefore to afford a complete explanation of them, but it is very difficult to conceive

the existence of a state of heterogeneity in a calm clear atmosphere at a considerable

elevation above the level of the sea.

In the first place such a stahi of heterogeneity could hardly fail to be observed ; for it

would necessarily impart a flickering and unsteady appearance to objects seen through

it—an effect which may be observed any hot summer’s day when looking at objects low

down over dry land. Over the sea, however, such an a])pearance has not been recorded;

and although I have often looked for it, I have been entirely unable to detect it. And

in the second place, even supposing the air to be in a heterogeneous state at any given

instant, such a state could not be rdaintained many minutes ; for different gases, or

(liflerent portions of the same gas at different temp(;ratures, mix and difluse very rapidly.

It is true that the heterogeneity might be maintained by upward streams of heated air

or vapour, and this is doubtless the cause of the heterogeneity of air over dry hot

ground ; but this heterogeneity, although very apparent near the ground, is never*

observed at any considerable height. Upward streams of heated air must tend to mix

and diffuse rapidly, and the air as it rises is cooled by exiransion until it must soon

cease to be lighter than the surrounding air. 'J'hat, as a rule, there are no streams of

heated air ascemding to any considerable height .over land, is definitely proved by the

fact that the light smoke from burning weeds never, or very seldom, attains an eleva-

tion of any thing like* 100 feet. I have often been struck wdth the way in which such

smoke will cre(;p along the ground for the distance of half a mile, and even then not

extend to an elevation of more than 20 or 60 feet. Over the sea the cause of such

streamlets must be much less potent than over land, and their existence still more

urdikely.
''
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